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The Outlook in China for 1904,

BY REV. S. ISETT WOODBRIDGE,

Editor of the ‘Chinese Christian lutelligencer ”,

Fe Gnion Church in Shanghai, China, is the following
&

Union Church in Shanghai, China, is the following
Inscription :—

VoL, XXXV.

Built 1885,

Enlarged 1901.

The latter part of this inscription is conspicuously signifi-
cant; for the year r1gor1 was the first of the new century and
the year after the allied forces of heathenism had with shot
and shell and with might and main attempted to sweep the
Church and all foreigners with it clean out of the country.
That the already prosperous Union Church should require
enlargement at this particular time is suggestive of a wider
application. The Church in China apparently lost much in
1900, but gained more in Igor. On the threshold of 1904 we
can see clearly that the Boxer movement was not an unmutigat-
ed evil, although we lost many valuable men. A great general
sometimes finds it absolutely necessary to sacrifice whole bat-
talions in order to win a victory. Our Leader will eventually
conquer, and the mere fact that we are on the winning side,
should in itself inspire us with supreme hope and courage.
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The flash of the Boxer explosion consumed the miasm of
inane sentimentalism which befogs the cause of Christ abroad
and dispelled the penumbra which has always more or less hung
about foreign missions. It peeled off the false ideas about the
work in China which prevailed in many quarters and made the
facts concerning the extent and magnitude of the task of bring-
ing China to the light, fairly blaze. Tt exhibited the methods of
missionary activity in their manifold and multiforin ramufica-
tions, in their diversified unity and united complexity in a way
which no occurrence short of a cataclysm could possibly have
done. The Church at home realizes the situation more ration-
ally than ever before, and the answer to the Mark Twains, the
buifoons and the cheap wits who for the nonce diverted many
half-hearted supporters of the Lord’s cause, is a quickened and
intelligent interest in foreign missians and a more trustful
dependence upon Him on whom success depends. Mission
work is enlarged on surer foundations than ever before.

The year 1904 opens with a war cloud hanging heavy and
threatening over the Far Fast. The light of hopeful peace may
play over it occasionally or even dissipate it entirely by the time
these lines are 1n type, but the cloud is inky now. No one, not
even the diplomats, can foresee the results, but we know that
even bloody wars can be used to clear the way for the Gospel.
Not long ago many of the troops of one Chinese regiment near
Shanghai, discouraged by the outlook, flocked to the chapels to
hear something better than their own religion could offer.

Heretofore missionary work has been upstream ; to-day
we must otide the Church down the current amidst whirling
eddies, seen and unseen rocks, shallows and quicksands. In
many places the difficulty is not to get people into the Church
but to keep them out. There is a rush of inquiry ; everybody is
asking about something. The Church must give the answer
and there must be no uncertain sound. Jesus Christ is the
same yesterday and to-day and forever.

Missionaries are responsible for this spirit of enquiry among
the Chinese. Our chapels, schools, hospitals, and literature have
awakened needs and desires of the Chinese huinan nature that
have been chloroformed for centuries by antiquated and effete
influences. The signs of the times indicate the downfall of
gross idolatry,—not perhaps in the near future ; but the intro-
duction of science has already begun to annihilate a faith that is
not grounded on historic fact and well attested miracles,
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Higher criticism applied to Chinese literature and belief 1s
creating a storm of ancient dust, and lashing out anachronism
and myth, so that all that will be left is a bare Confucian
agnosticism, moral and ethical to a greater or less extent, but
worse perhaps than the three religions rolled into one. An
enormous amount of reading matter is being produced by native

writers who follow the suggestion of Chang Chih-tung and
render into Chinese, Japanese books that have themselves been
transiated from almost every department of English literature.

The Chinese are proving themselves adept journalists.
Native newspapers are generally anti-Buddhist, but the religious
bent of the Oriental discovers itself even in an agnostic press,
and the hybrid ideas of Liang Chi-chao, published in a magaz-
ine in Japan and greedily read by tens of thousands in China,
are moulding public opinion, at least im the great ports, to a
startling extent. Reformers are nearly always ahead of the
times, and this clever individual is ne exception to the universal
rule. Much of his philosophy is borrowed from Cliristianity.
Its practical effects upou minds naturally gross may be illustrat-
ed in many ways comic, serlo-comic, disgusting, and even tragic.
For your philosophical Chinese does nothing by halves. He
expects fruit the day after the foreign tree is planted and vainly
hopes to gather figs from thorns. He has no measure by which
to gauge results, but writes recklessly on in utter disregard of
CONSeGUCTICCS. The opinions of Chinese who live and write
abroad because their country is too hot for them, are decidedly
unhealthy and unsafe for the masses in China. Their ideas
about government will inevitably result in a Sufao case, and
their notions about the position of women will produce the
‘‘ advanced '’ female who poses as the embodiment of the new
philosophy. To keep the native Church from being misied
by vain philosophy and science falsely so called will require
the utmost vigilance on the part of missionartes and their
Chinese co-laborers. It would be wise if each mission would
set apart some of their number to watch the literature that is
being distributed among their church members. It is dangerous
to circulate certain books written by irresponsible Chinese,
sunply because they are said to advocate reform; and it is
always safe to examine a book before recommending it to the
natives or allowing it to be placed in the reading room.

There is much encouragement in the fact that the large
churches now fast becoming independent in China and

1gO4. |
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Manchuria show little inclination to disregard the advice and
instruction of their foreign teachers, but there are many questions
which we cannot settie for them. Our services may be required
for many years to come, but the foreign missionary is, from the
nature of the case, tentative and transitory. We establish the
Church ; and when 1n the course of time it becomes self-support-
ing and self-governing our duties cease. The Chinese appreciate
our advice and direction more as the churches become stronger,
and this 1s a sign of soundness and health. At the same time
there is a spirit of independence among the native Christians.
This should be guided rather than restrained. In Shanghai
there is a Society of Christians from all denominations called
The Chinese Christian Union, whose motto 1s, ‘*China for the
Lord’? (ch BE Gy +). The principles of this Union are clearly
set forth in their paper, Chinese Christian, which is pub-
lished quarterly 1n Chinese.

The contents of the first number of this paper is in-
structive :-—

1. The Object of the Chinese Christian Union.
2. On a Seli-supporting Chinese Mission Society.
3. A Circular on C, C. U.
4. Huthusiasm, by Mr. D. L. Moody.
5, C. C. U. Notes.
6. The Chinese Christian’s Morning Bell.

The movement, however, is independent of the work of the
regularly constituted churches, and the paper says that instead
of being detrimental to the denominations it will promote the
zeal and usefulness of each member in his respective church.
The Society plans to send out native missionaries to labour
in the Chinese field.

Never in the whole history of missions has the outlook
been more hopeiul than at the beginning of the present year.
There is a greater desire for union and co-operation among the
different denominations as the work progresses and missionaries
realize more fully that they are all one in Christ Jesus. ‘This
is evidenced by the fair and courteous assistance which is
mutually rendered, in the discussions concerning the division
of the field, in the practical comity and altruism among all
the workers, and finally in the fact that a united petition to the
home churches in Europe and America is being prepared by
the missionaries of the great societies, urging increased prayer
anda greatly augimented force of native and foreign helpers for
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the older stations and the vast outlying districts partially or
wholly unevangelized by the Gospel.

With the. increased facilities for preaching, the friendly
attitude of the mandarins and people, the better equipment in
the way of books, newspapers and schools for the now awakened
China, and the reinforcements that have already begun to arrive,
we must attempt greater things for God 1n a reasonable, earnest
self-sacrificing, prayerful and willing service.

However dark the political clouds may lower, and whatever
ruin may threaten the State, the Church is most assuredly
being built up in China; and in the many evidences that He,
the Incarnate Christ, 1s the power behind us, we can thank God
and take courage for the future, in the knowledge and sure
hope that He will establish the work of our hands upon us.
We can confidently expect great enlargement of the Church
in every department in the year just begun |

The Supreme as Recognised in Ancient China,
BY REV. W. ARTHUR CORNABY.

i OME decades have now passed since the ‘‘ term question ”’
AN assumed large proportions among missionaries in China,

and in spite of an occastonal votce raised 1n objection, the
term Shang Ti, accepted by Legge, Chalmers, Faber and some
other sinologues, has been adopted by a majority of the publish-
ing Societies as their one term, and by others as a terin in re-
quest by a number of their missionary customers. So mtich so
that in 1892 the nttmber of Christian books printed in Chinese
by Protestant Societies gave the following percentages: Shang
Ti, 91.38 per cent.; Shen, 5.44 per cent., Ten Chii, 3.05
per cent.; Shang Chii, 0.13 per cent. (J. Archibald, for the
information of a Corean mussionary. )

When a Mission adopts a definite terminology during a
time of controversy, or while that controversy is fresh in the
minds of its leaders, it is presumably from convictions based
upon a special study of the question; whereas the bulk of
missionaries who join that Mission in after years, are likely to
adopt the same course for the reason that others have done so
before them. And for the information of those, in this latter
class, who may not have undertaken any special research into
the facts of the matter the writer has been requested to publish
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soine of the material collected as part of a growing compendium
of Chinese quotations on various ethical subjects.

At the outset it will be agreed that however attenuated the
term Shane Ti may have become in the minds of Chinese
scholars during the ages of godlessness, or of substitution of
imaginary deities for God, the term itself, being equivalent to
Sovereign on High,’’ is probably the nearest equivalent we
could wish to find in the Chinese language for our phrase ‘‘ The
Stupreime, ’’ That phrase will therefore be used throughout the
present paper as a translation of the Chinese characters for
Shang T4.

The first reference to Shane Ti, or indeed to any religion
whatever in the early history of China, 1s found in the words:
‘The ‘Yellow Emperor’ (2697-2598 B. C.)} sacrificed to the
Supreme, gathered the whole populace together and diffused
among them (the principles of) government and religion.’?
nm oO OM, FE OBS Se, a he Be BS.

This quotation is found in the “ Rasy Edition of History”
(5 3 A&R), published in 1711; the edition of Chinese
history generally read nowadays, and ranking only second to
the ‘‘Imperially Edited’’ edition (annotated by both emperors
Kang Hsi and Chien Lung and published in 1767). It is an
abbreviation of an edition (3% 2% Hi] &§) drawn up by Chi Hsi
(1130-1200), which itself was a condensation of the great work
of Ssit Ma-kuang (1019-1086". | The tendency has always been
to omit, never to add, references to spiritual matters, and we
may take the above quotation as an ancient one.

We seem to have here a brief note of the worship ofa
patriarchal priest-king, somewhat aiter the order of Melchizedek,
in the days before that branch of the ‘Turanian race, now called
Chinese, had continued their eastward migrations to the bend of
the Vellow river to occupy the territory which formed the
nucleus of present-day China. For the palace of the ‘ Yellow
Emperor’ is generally quoted as having been on the Kun-lun
mountain, which is over a thousand miles westward from the
capital of the Chou dynasty sovereigns (1122 B. C. onwards). *

The next historical reference is in the reign of the emperor
Ku (2435-2366 B.C.), father of the emperor Yao. His consort
‘(Chiang Yuan, together with the emperor, sacrificed to the

eA work “probably of the second or third century B. €.’”? (Wylie),
entitled #8 %K -F #4, describes the Emiperor Mu (1001-947 B. C.}, fifteen centuries
after the ‘‘ Yellow Emperor,’’ as taking a pilgrimage to that palace, and says:ZS
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supreme and bore Ch‘i’’, or Hou Chi, afterwards Director of
Husbandry under the emperor Yao. yp EL Ae i ae Lk ee ii

The Book of Odes celebrates his birth in the words:
‘The Supreme regarded her with favour; and, without hurt or
injury, Immediately her months were fulfilled, she gave birth
to Hou Chi.” Ea SEK, SKK ES ==.

The next historical reference is found in the unimportant
reion of Wu Tin (fi SS 1324-1266), which ruler, wishing to
obtain an able counsellor, ‘‘reverently meditated and thought
upon moral matters, and in a dream the Supreme bestowed
upon him an able and virtuous helper,’’ whom he afterwards
sought and found in reality. WK Bie, BL ALC Bie es.

After this promising commencement, we might expect to
find inany further historical references to Shang Ti, but instead
find the substitution of the term Tien (Heaven). The * flood-
regulator’ Yii (2205-2198 B. C.), for instance, on asstuning
the throne, said: ‘‘I have received the decree of Heaven and
will devote my whole energies to comfort the myriad populace
in their labours.’’ oY a JAK, By LB ER. And to the
tyrant Chieh (1818-1767 B.C.) a memorialist said: ‘‘T’he
hearts of the people are lost, and Heaven’s decree no longer
aids.’’ A MHE #, KW 7 RH. While of the model monarchs
of antiquity an early commentator (4 IAs) says: ** ‘They
were able to enjoy (the favour of) Heaven’s heart and to receive
Heaven’s manifest appointment.” be Kab, SK AS.

But that the two terms were interchangeable is strikingly
shown in the History Classic (v. 23.) “Thus did they (Wén
and Wu Wang) receive the true appointment of the Supreme ;
thus did Imperial Heaven approve of their ways and give them
the four quarters (of the empire’.’’ Won i + be, BRA
a nia, ff oe 77.

In the second historical passage above quoted we find that
the Emperor who, with his consort, prayed to the Supreme for
a son, is described as ‘‘according with the righteousness of
Heaven and knowing the extreme necessities of the populace ”
(HK 2 4, WH RZ @). And we must understand the term
Heaven, as thus used, in that higher sense attributed to it in
the ancient dictionary of China (the Hf 4), which says: The
character f{ stands for ‘The Exalted in the Highest? (# eS 4
:, being formed of signs meaning ‘The One who is great?
(48 —» HK The Commissioner Yeh, indeed, who figures
so largely in ‘'The Times’’ correspondence of the later ’sos

1904. |
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(and not always very reputably) explained the common substi-
tution of the term Heaven for Shang JT by saying: ‘‘It 1s
not lawful to use the name of. Shang T1 lightly, and therefore
we name Him by His residence, which is Tien, or heaven,’’—
on the principle that “‘ The Court’ stands for ‘‘ The Emperor.”’
It is likely, however, that modern human nature of the West
is sufficiently like unto. ancient human nature of the East
for us to adopt an explanation of the substitution of ‘‘ Heaven ”’
for the Supreme which may be common to both, namely, that
‘¢Heaven’’ is a colloquial term for an unfocussed Goad. No
Hebrew is recorded to have prayed to ‘‘Heaven,’’ still less to
have allowed an interjection like Good Heavens !”’ to escape
lus lips.

[ll-defined notions of a Supreme generally, as well as
reverence in some choicer minds, may very fairly represent the
situation in the Chinese historical books. And the mischievous
introduction of the apparently Persian theories of the duality
Light and Darkness, afterwards elaborated into the dual Princi-
ples Yin and Yang, doubtless did much to banish the term
Shang Ti from the records of later centuries.

The term Shang Ti, then, hereafter almost disappears from
the very condensed and many times re-edited editions in com-
Trion uwSe. Such editing, while hardly ever tampering with the
text, consisted in omitting the superfluous, or what seemed to
the editors in the centuries Anno Domunt to be sucit. And as
the Emperors Kang Hsi and Ch‘ien Lung omit the sacrifice of
the ‘* Yellow Emperor’’ (our first quotation), it seems more
than likely that previous editors and condensers of early history
inay have done the same with many passages. Especially as
we find the term Shang Ti in such frequent use in the History
Classic and Book of Odes.

It is to Confucius, as editor of these two classics, that we
are indebted for the preservation of the greater number of
references to the Supreme under the term Shang Ti, although
his own usage was to accommodate himself to the language of
the times (fifth and sixth centuries B. C.). and use the term
Heaven instead.

A prominent topic in the History Classic is the reverence
with which a ruler should carry on his government. The
object of that reverence would seem to be the Supreme, whether
known by the term Shang T1 or Ten. But that the former one
was in Irequent use down to the twelfth century B. C. and still
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current much later, is evident from the passages about to be
cited.

The earliest reference to Shang Ti in the History Classic
is one which we can only contemplate with mingled feelings :
“(The Emperor Shun) sacrificed specially to the Supreme,
offered lesser sacrifices to the Six Honoured Ones, to the hills
and rivers also, and extended his regard to the host of spirits.’’SP ky, BPRS, Sw, BF ER a. To this,
from our exalted standpoint of absolute monotheism, we seem
to find only too close a parallel in 2 Kings xvii. 32: ‘* They
feared the Lord and served their own gods,’’ a downward
stage toward ‘‘ they fear not the Lord’’ of after generations.
We may, however, recognise the difficulty in the Oriental mind
of imagining an ‘* Imperial Supreme,’’ however spiritual and
exalted, without a retinue of assistant Ministers of State, to
whom some lesser respect should be paid.”

It would be interesting to know whether the worship which
the Chinese tribe (or ‘‘ Black-haired race’’) brought with them
from their original home to Eastern Asia was purer than that
represented at this stage. The characteristic animal worship
of Egypt, and later on the transmigration theories of the Aryan
tribes in India (incorporated eventually into Brahmittism), were
at first concessions to the debased religion or fetichism of the
aborigines of those two regions; the religion of the conquering
races being, on their arrival, of at any rate a more elevated
nature, Such adulterations from inferior and subject races,
however, take time to be adopted. And in the days of the
Emperor Shun the occupation of a part of China by the ‘‘ black-
haired race’’ had beer an event of but a few centuries. ‘Traces
of the worship of the heavenly bodies occur in the early history
(in a memorial to the Emperor Ku, r101~947), and references
are found in other works amounting to some two hundred and
seventy characters. On the whole subject Hu Hung (12th

* Over against this, again, we find that the deep thinkers of China have
many fine things to say on the subject of singleness of view. In the ancient
dictionary we read : Alone in the very beginning was the Tao established
in unity, creatively separating out heaven and earth and evolving all
things.”’ Mykis, Grr. BOK oe eR Be. And an ancient
work (fi f# quoted in Kang Hsi’s four hundred and fifty volumed The-
saurus of Quotation, says: ‘‘He who knows the One—there is no one thing
he may not know;) he who knows not the QGne—there 1s no one thing he can
know. The extreme excellence of the One is expressed tu the epithettM, KA LAD eth eeknowledge.” ~ 8, Mm AG AA — 4 HEM th ~BEREA

1904. |
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Century A.D.), of the Sung dynasty, says: ‘‘ The ritual of the
Chou dynasty (1122-222 B.C.) consisted in the solitary sacrifice
to the Supreme,’’? but goes on to say, ‘‘and in offering of
heaped-up faggots to sun, moon and stars, and bundles of flaming
reeds (as in the ceremonial worship of Confucius) to the spirits
of the household and kitchen, and to the wind and rain spirits.’
HmeARDU OF BA aH SA B&B R,
Ll Na eS Bl eo) a, 2 OB OD OB.

And it is most unlikely, in days when absolute monotheism
was not to be found among Chaldean and Egyptian records,
that the secondary worship which the Emperor Shun 1s repre-
sented as offering to imaginary beings (although a thousand
years previous to the Chou dynasty) was that which had been
customary in the yet earlier Chinese tribe as such. What,
however, 1s not without interest on the ‘‘term question ’’ is the
fact that in Egypt, where the adulteration of religion was much
farther advanced, the highest term for ‘‘ Him whose name is
hidden from His creatures ’’—Nuk-pu-nuk (found in the Book
of the Dead long ages betore the days of Shtun or Moses), and
literally, ‘‘l am He whol am,’’ was the very term by which
God announced Himself to Moses, and the term which the
special name JHVH was a condensed form in the Chaldeo-
Hebrew language.*

The unique position occupied by the Supreme in the mind
of the early monarchs of China is indicated by the counsels
given to the Emperor Shun, at his request, by his minister Viz
(who succeeded to the throne): ‘‘ Abide in your resting-point,
attend to the springs of things, study stability, employ up-
right assistants,—then will your every action evoke a large
response irom an attendant populace, you will receive in bright-
ness (the bounty of) the Supreme, and Heaven will surely renew
its appointment, dealing out blessing.” ik Ih, NE #8 HE FE,Hh UMS ER RED OK.

The next quotation brings us to the reign of the tyrant
Chieh (1818-1767), who is represented as being as ideally bad

*The writer does not deem it to be too much savouring of the ‘ Higher
Criticism ’’ (on which in some respects he holds a very suspended judgment,
and in other aspects a very old-fashioned view) to suggest that God, so prone
to make use of existing materials, may not only have guided Moses by “the
inspiration of selection,’’ to give in a purified form the substance of ancient
Chaldean records in Genesis i.-ii1. 3 (the Elohim account of creation), but also
a purified form of the substance of ancient Egyptian records in the Jehovah-Elohim account of creation which follows. such a suggestion, however,
would need an article by itself, and is made with becoming diffidence.
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as the Emperors Yao, Shun, and Yii were ideally good. For in
the exceedingly terse ancient records of the Far East half-tones
are lacking. It is only in the ancient Book of the nearer
Orient, that Classic for the world, that shades and ‘‘ tones’’ and
‘‘ values’? are employed in the early character-sketching.

The dynasty of Hsia, founded by the great Yui, had lasted
four .hundred years, and like all the succeeding dynasties, had
prown rotten toward the close. A new start was needed, and
T'ang the Completer was the man for the crisis. Arousing the
populace to revolution, he addressed them saying: ‘The
(present) sovereign of the Hsia dynasty is an offender, and as I
feat the Supreme, I dare but rectify (the situation by punishing
him).’? Km be LW, A OR A EE. in a later volume of the
same History Classic the case is represented thus: ‘‘I have
heard that ‘The Supreme guideth to rest,’ but (the sovereign of)
Hsia would not enter upon (lit. move to) His rest, whereupon
the Supreme visited him with corrections.’ 4% le) A, Ea 9
4a 8 A A OR, BN TE OW KE Also ‘‘the (earlier)
sovereigns of Yin (or Shang) were humbly careful not to lose
(the favour of) the Supreme.”’ BY -E op A ik Se CE OR. But
the latest ruler of the dynasty founded by Tang the Completer,
‘‘was much abandoned to dissolute idleness, regarding neither
the manifest (will of) Heaven, nor the importance of the people.
So that the Supreme no longer protected him, but sent down
the great ruin which we have seen.”’ NE WE ROR AR, KE
oy Kk HB. Alas that history should have repeated itself!

But Tang himself had made a good start, and a minister
of his justifes the revolution by saying: sovereign of
Hsia was an offender, falsely pretending to the sanction of
supreme Heaven, to spread abroad his commands among the
people. Therefore the Supreme viewed him with disapproba-
tion and caused our Uounder of the dynasty of) Shang to
receive His appointment.’? dk La +
Ty, Te FA A oe, oO RA Se

The victorious T‘ang, having gained the throne, sent forth
his great announcement to his subjects saying: Imperial
Supreme has conferred (even) upon the ordinary populace a
moral sense, to comply with which would give them a right and
constant spirit.’? Me CH, aR PP ER, BA lM.

A grandson of T‘ang succeeded to the throne, though not
to the virtues of his uUlustrious predecessor, and in proclaiming
him as the new sovereign (Tai Chia, 1753-1721 B.C.) his aged
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prime minister recounted the conditions under which T‘ang
commenced the dynasty, giving much excellent advice to the
young man and ending with the words of warning: ‘‘ The
(favour of the) Supreme is not invariable: on the good He sends
down manifold blessings, but on the evil-doer manifold calami-

Ai,
In a later memorial to this young ruler, the same prime

minister gives us an insight into the religious opinions of the
times, which prompted a secondary worship to ‘'the spirits of
heaven and earth, of the land and grain, and of the ancestral
temple. ’? For the former sovereign 1s said to have ‘‘served and
obeyed’? all these, ‘‘ keeping his eye all the while on the
lustrous requirements of Heaven,’’ a condition of things which
of course contrasts with the moral sense of the sons of Abraham.
Lo them such additions, even while practiced in degenerate
times, would have been in the heart of hearts of the Hebrews a
criminal adulteration, in fact spiritual adultery.

In China those spirits of heaven and earth’’ were destin-
ed in after years to loom larger in the popular imagination than
the Supreme. And in six hundred years’ time we find a model
sovereign who ousted the last tyrant of the Shang dynasty
(1122 B. C.), announcing that ‘‘ Heaven and earth ’’—probably
used at this early stage in the sense of our modern word Nature—
as ‘‘the parent(s) of all creatures.’’ Yet the Supreme was
still recognised as the one King of kings, in a very literal
Serise, “Now Heaven, to protect the populace, made for them
rulers and instructors, that they might be able to assist the
Supreme and secure the tranquillity of the (realm in all its) fourquarters.’ K th E, zB; TE Z fii, He 8 Be,
=i xe 0G Jp.

But, alas, human nature, being prone to a topsy-turvy view
of things, magnifies the etceteras above the essentials, and
having found the obvious etceteras of life to be ‘‘ heaven and
earth, rulers and ancestors and instructors,’’ as mentioned in
the above paragraphs, has in China to this day written the
characters for these five items, and with the altar of incense in
front, has come to regard them as the sum-total of all things
adorable by the popttlace. Until there has been no place left
for the Supreme: only a place for luck—producing idols, to bring
them ‘‘riches, sous, and long Iife’’—the highest blessings
contemplated by the masses.
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Some fourteen other references to Shang T1 occur in the
not massive volumes known as the History Classic, but without
quoting these in detail, we will pass on to the ancient Book of
Odes. The finest passage therein may be quoted first: ‘‘ Great
is the Supreme! Descending (or looking down) in majesty,
surveying all regions, seeking the repose of the populace.’?
& Ef, EP ae, BeBe A, RR zw HB. Another is
a seasonable message of arousal to a neglectful ruler, presuming
on the decree of heaven: ‘How vast is the Supreme ! ‘The
ruler of the populace below. How awitul is the Supreme !
With many irregularities in His ordinations !”’
THEZEH Rm tw, Ba & RR. Brut this latter exclama-
tion is merely that of superficial judgment, and the psalmist
(as we may almost call him in this ode) answers his own query-
inos by quoting from antiquity : ‘It 1s not the Supreme that
has caused this evil time; but Yin not following the (good) old
(ways).’” And in another ode:
‘There 1s the Imperial Supreme. Does He hate anyone?”
AS Oe, GORE oe Nay, does He not give rain and
fruitful seasons ? ‘“How beautiful are the wheat and barley!
What shining produce we shall receive! The bright and
glorious Supreme will thus give us a good year.”’ fi A ak AR,
ay Se We BH, BA LE We, xe FA ORE Se.

In other ode we have the exhortation : ‘“S Have no doubts
nor anxieties. The Supreme is with you.”’ a Bl me it, Lk a
fs 2. Which message is addressed in other language, a thou-
sand years later (an the biographical annals of Ssti-Ma Ch ‘ien)
to the Wan Emperor Wu Ti (140-87 B. C.): ‘The Supreme
bends down in grace and manifold blessing, bringing (the enter-
prise) to a commendable conclusion.’? Li de & mh, i LS
lis Me great essentials of a devout life are described in the
Book of Odes as having been fulfilled in the case of Prince Wén
(father of the founder of the Chou dynasty): “This ‘King
Wen,’ with the carefulness of a fluttering bird, served the
Supreme intelligently and secured abounding blessing.’? ae IE
X E, ohh B 3, NS 2h EH, Se BE S ip. This quotation \s

* The commentary suggests BY for Kj, as found in some ancient copies, and
the whole may possibly read: ‘‘The bending down of the Supreme in grace
and manifold blessing, is about to become a congratulatory fact.’’ For the
occasion was the building of an altar to the Supreme, whose worship had been
abandoned by Ch'in Shih Huang, and only revived in a corrupt form by Han
Wén-ti.
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the more interesting as marking the non-imperial worship of the
Supreme. For though the title ‘‘King Wén’’ suggests to
Western readers the post of sovereign, it was merely the ‘‘ title
of canonisation’’ given to Ch‘ang (§), duke of the State of
Chou, otherwise called the Chief (or Marquis) of the West, Pi {q.

The special ceremonies of worship, in yet earlier days, on
the part of Tang the Completer, before he ascended the throne,
are thus described by the worshipper himself: ‘‘I, the little
child. . . presume to tise a dark coloured victim, making clear
announcement to the spiritual Sovereign of the high heavens.”’
Fr SS jj. FF, eB OS 4h, 1 BE KO Jee. Thus the History
Classic, and the Book of the Analects gives the quotation in
the words: ‘‘I, the little child Li (the child-name of Tang),
presume to use a dark coloured victim and presume to an-
nounce to Thee, O most great and Impcrial Supreme, etc.”’

(PR mas 4, hws SBA. And the sense
of priesthood on the part of the sacrifice (not yet ‘‘Son of
Heaven?’ or special representative of Heaven) is given in the
rest of the sentence: ‘‘Ifin my person I commit offences, they
are not to be attributed to the populace of the land. If they
commit offences, those offences miust rest on my person.’
he fe ey SR, Pe LL BS a, OH ay SE, SE Ze WR OO.

Leaving unnoticed about seventeen other references to the
Supreme in the Book of Odes, we find the requirements of king-
ly worship described by a statesman of the Sung dynasty, Li
Kang (1085-1140): ‘' Heaven is to the sovereign as father and
mother to a son, loving him with an extreme love, and there-
fore giving him extreme admonition. Thus a ruler of men,
admonished by Heaven, must be fearful and careful to the point
ofsincerest awe.’ K ZB EA, RAH ZS PT, B 2 SB,MADE RAE CTA DARE GL
ey it RZ mM. Yo which Hu Hung (12th century A.D.)
adds: ‘‘The sovereign serves Heaven as (a son serves his)
father. He must do so with settled sincerity and the most
refined tunity of virtue. Therefore he selects a spot of country-
land to the south of the city, sweeps the grotnd and sacrifices
to ‘The Supreme of the Vast Heaven’; the word ‘ Heaven’
pointing to His disposition, and the word ‘Sovereign’ (in
‘Sovereion on High’) referring to His essential nature.” £4Petey, pk te — 1, RIOR wD, FEO
em HK Be i et, KO Ee, OF i 7 To this
an Emperor (Hsiao Tsung, 1163-1189) replies : ‘‘I sincerely and
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reverently serve Heaven, and Heaven continues to me happiness
and blessing.” Be OD) ik a St OK, HK LL mt Wi ia RR.

On that word ‘‘ happiness’’ the Book of Rites (section 23 3)
has a fine note: *‘ The worship of the virtuous will receive a
due reward of happiness, but it will not be what the world calls
happiness. It will be the happiness of preparedness, a prepared-
ness based on complete submission. For with the loss of all
unsubimissiveness, there 1s preparedness for all things.”’ ey ey
Z, OF ah, ah Se TE HR, SE HE AY OT, 1 A hk, AA BOR
2, di, 4 A A NA A Ss SOR.

That some of the ceremonies of imperial worship were
originally undertaken by way of example to the populace (as in
the early patriarchal or else priest-king worship of the books of
Genesis and Job) seems clear from their connection with the
annual handling of the plough by the sovereign, a ceremony
still found in survival. The Book of Rites says: “Tn the
first month of spring the Son of Heaven... prays to the
Supreme for grain (zé., for a good harvest). ..and himself
handles the plough...’’ #AzZ2A, KFROW E,W #Bey £7 Boom, KF BL ae FE

An Emperor with an otherwise fair name, however, set a
very different example to the populace in after years. The
Han Einperor Wen Ti, 1n the fifteenth year of his reign,
was informed by the Master of Ceremonies that: ‘‘Of old
the Son of Heaven every summer personally offered
cereinonial sacrifice to the Supreme’’, (4h #1 98 we ay
J Xb), and the Emperor awaking to his duty in the matter went
forth to do so. But wishing to improve on the ancient custom,
said: ‘‘I now personally offer sacrifice to the Supreme (4
iy DR BL MDS); but Sovereign Earth is without sacrifice, and so
the ceremony is one-sided . . .’’ (the Supreme being regarded as
** Heaven.’ ) Whereupon an altar to ‘‘ Sovereign Earth’’ was
erected, and Sovereign Earth was worshipped with the same
ceremonies as the Supreme. FE fy f Me pe. Thus the
ereat historian Ssit Ma-ch ‘ten relates in his Sacrificial Records.
And in his Historical Records proper he relates that altars to
‘‘the Five Imperial ones’? were (also) erected. For which

* Another reference to Slang Ti, given in the [§} 3 and omitted from the
history as condensed by the Emperors Kany Hsi and Ch‘ien Lung, occurs in
the account of the king (7 -£) who refused to handle the plough (827 B. C.).
Fis minister remonstrated saying: ‘‘ This must not be (neglected). Agriculture
is the great business of the populace ; the millet offerings to the Supreme have
we it ace, (and significance). 2.”7 ZAG EE. b if 7 36 BS fA EB

Zn OD
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exceedingly serious public act the Emperor Kang Hsi blames
Wen Ti saying : ‘S/T hose who know the nature of the universe
may not allow themselves to be thus deluded by spirits and
bogies (gh And the compiler oi the ‘‘ Kasy Hdition of
History’? in 1711 (Se He #E) gives vent to the vigorous
criticisms : ‘“( Pleaven is one ! And to talk of Five Imperial
ones ! Such is not antiquity ! Sick-minded Emperor !”’ k—,;
ii AoA Hh We SB, SE | a, 46s We a.

Thus the dormant conscience of a Chinese historian awoke
to proclaim the unique position of the Supreme, in the terms of
absolute monotheism, as being the principle of the really ancient
worship of Chinese sovereigns and patriarchal chieftains. And
though the term ‘' Heaven’’ is used, its meaning is evident,
from the fact that Wen Ti went forth to worship none other
than ‘‘the Sovereign on High.’

The Five Imperial ones (according to the Fr. #8 $i Be) were
‘(the azure povereign of the east, the red Sovereign of the
south, the white Sovereign of the west, the black Sovereign of
the north, and the yellow Sovereign of the middle,’ 9 Fy = ey,ayy? A SH, bh OR. ‘These wete
‘Taoist inventions, encouraged by the ‘‘ new start’’ in religious
matters made by ‘‘ The First Emperor,’’ as he termed himself
(he © Ae 221-210 B. C.), who for the time abolished the ancient
worship of Shang Ti, welcomed Taoist Magicians to his Court,
and set up as objects of worship the eight deities: ‘¢ Fleaven-
lord, Earth-lord, War-lord, Yang-lord, Yin-lord, Moon-lord, Sun-
lord, Four Seasons’-lord.”’ Ji +, th +, B+, B+, s,A+, 6 +, © AR =. . So

And so great was the resulting disorganisation of imperial
worship that Wen Ti, coming to the throne fifty-two years after-
wards, passed fourteen years of his reign without attending to
the worship of the Supreme, and arousing to that fact in his
fifteenth year, with the couple Heaven-lord* and Earth-lord
in mind, coupled Sovereign Earth (fg +:) with the Supreme

* The term Tien Chu (FR #) 1s found once at least used by a Sung dynasty
commentator (#®% £8), 920-974, of the ancient (if a) Dictionary, in an entirely
nnobjectionable connection. The Dictionary itself explains ‘‘ Heavenly
Spirit’ as ‘‘the producer (leader-forth) of all things,”’ Kits] HB & th,
On which the commentator remarks: ‘‘The Heaven Lord sent down (His)
breath and influenced all things (into being), and thus it is said ‘ produced allthings” FARBKU RBM KS Sl hh BD.

And the term Shen (jf) is also used in a not ignoble sense of Wen Wang,
3 ith & HB, a reference to % | AB HB LE Fr. The writer has not yet discovered
other such references to either term in Chinese literature, and would be grate-
ful if any reader would point out others.
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(FE and in addition ‘‘ ennobled” the imaginary Five Imperial
Ones of the then awakening Natureists or ‘‘ Taoists.” Which
action can only be exceeded by the weak Emperor Hui Tsung
(x101-1125 A. D.) deifying a favourite Court . Magician as
‘‘The Gemmous Sovereign on -High’?’ (3 & f %), the. chief
idol of decadent Taoism to this day.

The definition of Shang ‘Ti given in the work Fi #@ 5
is: ‘*The Great One among Heavenly spirits is called the
Sovereign on High of the vast heavens.”’ Kms ka, Ae
K Ry. With which our direct references to the-term Shang

‘Ti m Chinese literature may end.
But under the term Heaven, as used of the Supreme, we

read in Yang [zit (48% 53 B. C. to18 A. D.) that “ Heaven
is spiritual, Heaven is intelligent, with an enlightened know-
ledge of all regions ; Heaven is refined, Heaven is subtle, and |
all things do homage thereto,’’ 3K mh Fo BA, 38 BIG Ty, K ae
Kk FH, BO CE FH. Heaven 1s claimed by Confucius as the
source of all that was good in him (Fr 4E ff -F >); and of the
task of national renovation the History Classic declares : (The |
work is Heaven’s work, and man’s place is to fulfil it.” Kk TI,
NE z. A book (& #f #) attributed variously to. the
Yellow Emperor (!) and to Chiang T‘ai-kung (3 -f FF or qe Py),
but regarded as a standard work, and on sale at Provincial
Libraries, contains the noble sentence: ‘‘ Hieaven’s. extreme
partiality in practice is extreme justice,’ KK 7 EH, SER.
The erratic philosopher Chuang T’zii (3rd and 4th centuries B. C.)
exclaims: “ Partiality is human, but a large completeness belongs
to Heaven,’ My 7 A ta 4B RR. And in Lao Tzii’s famous
passage: ‘The net of Heaven stretches everywhere ; its meshes
are wide, but nothing escapes them,’’. % #4 tk tk, Gh iii 4.

Pan Ku {Aj died 92 A. D.) in a work called the & j&
fi, says: ‘‘ Heaven has a disposition (capable of) pleasure and
anger, a heart of sorrow and joy, answering to that of humanity,
so that Heaven and man may be at one,”’ KOA KZ OR,BA wR, UR A KA. And Kuan
Tzii (or the work popularly attributed to # fh) says: ‘* When
a man’s deeds accord with Heaven, Heaven aids him; when
his deeds are opposed to Heaven, Heaven disregards him.
Those whom Heaven aids, though small, become great ; those
whom Heaven disregards, though (apparently) successful, mustsuffer defeat,’ HB Kz, HW WK, KHZ,
K < Be BS, HE) hh K, KZ Wy HB, HE Rh WK.
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‘* Heaven is most high, yet listens to the lowliest,’? F 2

7 is, He 2 2 4, says a work of the third century A.D.
(43 Fs) In the Book of Odes, someone suffering from slander,
exclaims: vast and distant Heaven, who art called our
parent !?? te ik BK, A we HH. And the statesman Ch ‘i
Yuan (332-295 B. C., whose name is associated with the modern
Dragon Boat Festival), who did thus suffer, says in one of his
ESSAYS « ‘‘ Heaven is man’s origin. And when oppressed with
poverty, he recalls his source. For when men are overwrought
and worn out, who ist here that does not cry to Heaven?” KF
A Zt hb, ARH MA, KBR eR, KSA HE RK ab.

And if a Chinese pundit be consulted on any of the above
passages, as to what or who is meant by ‘* Heaven,’’ his invari-
able answer would seem, in the writer’s humble judgment, to go
very far toward settling the ‘‘ term question,” provided that due
caution be employed in the use of that term. In a word, that
the term Shang Ti is by no means “rotten wood that cannot
be carved,’’ or so hopelessly impure that it may not be sanctified.

But as St. Paul says upon another question of his own day :
‘¢Tet each man be fully persuaded tn his own mind.”’ (F -f
mH & Th By asin 3 Re fH). And observing the spirit of
the whole fourteenth chapter of the epistle to the Romans we
may also, above ail things, ‘‘ give diligence to keep the unity of
the Spirit in the bond of peace.’’

Education in Mission Schools,*
BY DR. H. V. NOYES.

"HE object of right education is to assist in putting students
on the line of making the best possible use of the facul-

tiés and opportunities which God gives them and for the
whole of life. 4

We are taught in our Catechism that the ‘* Chief End of
Man is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever. ’’ I would expand
this somewhat, making it more a parallel with the Saviour’s
statement of the two great commandments of the law, viz.,
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and thy
neighbor as thyself, and making the enjoyment a consequence
rather than a chiei end.

* Read at the Annual Meeting of the A. P. Mission, Canton, September1903. %, 7 . - ie
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I would write it thus: The Chief End of Man is to glorify

God and do good to men, resulting with absolute certainty in
the enjoyment of God forever and the added enjoyment of the
society of the redeemed, both in this life and the eternal life
beyond.

The high endeavor of Missionary Education should be to
secure in boys and girls, men and women, habits resulting in a
character that will lead to the attainment of the above ‘‘ Chief
End of Man,’’ butlt on such a foundation that it will stand sure
in every dark hour of sorrow, in every time of bewildering doubt,
in every fierce conflict with temptation and sin. The rains may
descend, the winds may beat upon it, but it will not fall, for it
is founded on a rock.

It is sturdy men and women of this character that China
needs, that all heathen countries need, and Christian countries
as well.

The object of schools is to start the young in the right
direction for their long life-journey. It 1s not to cram them
with information, but rather to put them on the track of invest-
igating for themselves. It is not to try to make them know
everything in the heavens above or the earth beneath or the
waters under the earth, but rather to teach them to walk through
the world with their eyes wide open and see for themselves what
is going on around them, to judge correctly between right and
wrong, and ever to follow the right.

A broad education pians for the development of the whole
man—physical, intellectual, and moral. Failure in any one of
these respects 1s asad loss. A sound mind in a sound body,
under the guidance of a rightly trained conscience and God’s
revealed will, 1s the desideratum.

(1). A sound body.—Hspecially 1s attention to this necessary
in Chinese schools; partly because the Chinese grow up with
little or no instruction as to how bodily strength can be develop-
ed and disease guarded against, and particularly because after
two or three years of study a Chinese boy imbibes the idea that
for him to do any kind of physical work is unscholarly. Down
through the ages has come the hard-fixed custom that the man
who uses his mind must not use his body one whit more than is
absolutely necessary. And so the weak body, the literary stoop,
and the big round spectacles are the object of the boy’s ambition.

Ali this in mission schools needs to be broken down com-
pletely, trampled under foot. In the earliest stages of their
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education students should be taught the imperative necessity,
as well as the Christian duty, of caring for their bodies. Ele-
mentary physiology should be taught, and the practice of what
is taught, insisted on. The younger boys take readily to foot
ball, base ball, cricket, and other field sports, and they ought
to have the field and the appliances for indulging them. Once
fairly started they will‘continue these sports as they grow
older. A gymnasium is much needed in a_ boarding-school,
especially where the proportion of rainy days is so large as in
South China. We have seriously felt this lack in our school on
Fa-ti. We have had painful lessons, impressing us more and
more with the trecessity of physical culture, in the fact that
more than one of our most promising and best educated students
have broken down or died soon after completing their course,
just at the threshold of the life work that was before them.
We are giving this matter careful attention, and much more
interest is being developed than formerly existed. Our hope is
that, in the not distant future, appliances may be provided, by
yneans of which we may be able to bring our students to the
end of a long course of study with stalwart bodies, as well as
trained minds.

(II), Intellectual training.—The same principle holds true
here as in the development of the body. We must, according
to the literal meaning of the word, educate, that 1s, keep up:a
constant process of drawing out. streneth of body is not
developed by simply feeding. This is necessary. It gives the
foundation of strength, but the hand, the foot, the eye, the ear,
become more and more useful by using. It is an unchanging
law of nature that strength’ must be put forth in order to get
greater strength. Nourishment without exercise gives us a
body fat, lazy, and useless. It is exactly the same in regard to
mental processes. and mental development. The mind must
have material enough given it to work upon, but then 1t must
work in order to grow strong. We all know that just at this
point Chinese education 1s a failure. It is a constant filling ‘in
without much taking out. The poor Chinese boy: is doomed
to long years of drudgery in stuffing his mind with Chinese
characters and memorizing whole tomes of Chinese Classics
and then memorizing the explanation. The memory is used
and wonderfully developed, but that is about all. The develop-
ment is one-sided. That many of the Chinese become fine
business men, shrewd diplomats, and able also ‘in other
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respects, is not because of but largely in spite of their faulty
education in the schools. They get the best part of their
education in their contact with men in the varied and some-
times rough experiences of life.

Under these circumstances what ought to be done in
missionary schools? ‘The habit of memorizing probably ought to
be kept up to a certain extent. It 1s necessary in learning Chinese
eharactetrs, It is a good thing to commit to memory considerable
portions of Scripture, and probably more or less of other books.
it would undoubtedly be of advantage if more of this were done
in Christian lands. But beyond this the Chinese need a com-
plete revolution in their way of studying. They need to be
taught to. think for themselves. In mission schools they are
learning to do this, and not rebel against it as they did years
apo. I may relate a little of my own experience. Not long
aiter I came to China I prepared a mental arithmetic, and
when it was completed, took several copies to a mission village
school some miles from Canton, thinking I could begin the
introduction of Western studies with something manifestly
useful in small business matters, and therefore commending
itself to the Chinese. What was my surprise, on going the
next time, to find not more than half the scholars present, and
that the parents had told the teacher they would not send their
children.to school if they had to spend their time in such foolish
study. Considering discretion the better part of valor I. with-
drew the dangerous little book to wait for better times. After-
wards I tried it in a mission day-school in Canton city, with
the same.result as in the country school. I waited until I had
a small school on mission premises and then again started a
class. The boys were quite opposed to it, but I made them
study it. One of the most reluctant boys in the class became
the best mathematician who ever went through our Fa-ti school,
and does the larger share now of our mathematical teaching.
He delights in these studies and smiles when reminded of his
abhorrence of mental arithmetic in his boyhood.days.

{ need hardly say that this beginning of a line of mathe-
matical study had very little reference to preparing the boys to
do business, for the Chinese were getting along very well in
that direction. It was to give them something that would
compel them to break away from simple memorizing and think
for themselves, and that is exactly what the hardship was to
them. It was not very long before that class could repeat in
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coucert the multiplication table up to twenty-five times twenty-
five ; not by any slavish act of memory, for they had only been
required to memorize up to twelve times twelve. Beyond that
they had been taught simply to make successive additions, as
they recited and as rapidly as the rising and falling of the hand.
This secured close concentration of thought and mental disci-
pline—exactly what was aimed at.

I may refer toa ‘‘slate-pencil rebellion’’ which happened
some years after the mental arithmetic business. A class of
students in the theological course were required to take up
mathematical study, which at that time had not attained the
honorable position which it now has. As before, the object
was to secure some original thinking. But the students did
not specially desire this, and the ‘‘straw that broke the camel’s
back’? was the requirement of the Chinese teacher that they
should buy slate-pencils at ten cash each. The next morning
fifteén indignant theological students presented themselves and
their complaints. { told them it was a very proper thing for
them to buy their own slate pencils. They said it was contrary
to the agreement made with them, that ‘‘they were to have
their board for three years while studying theology and fifty
cents per month for incidentals.’ Il reminded them that this
was an incidental. Their reply was that they would all leave
the school if the requirement was insisted on. I said to them:
‘(Go then; any student who will leave the school on account
of ten cash for a slate pencil is the very student that we do
not wish to have about the premises. (50, the sooner the better.’
Of course not one of them left. They went ahead with their
snathematical studies.

Some years later, when these became popular, I asked one
of our best assistants why 1t was that in marked contrast with
former years the scholars all wish specially to study mathema-
tics. His reply was, ‘‘ Those who have graduated, have found
out that they can Zreachk better for having taken this study.’?
They do preach better, undoubtedly, and because they have
acquired a habit of close thinking. A solid mathematical course
is therefore desirable in mission schools on account of the mental
discipline which it secures.

A second method of leading away from the habit of
memorizing and securing thought is to insist on scholars recit-
ing in their own words and not those of the book, J preter
‘“topical recitation,’’ to be followed, however, by questioning, if
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there have been omissions or the subject has not been made clear,
and finally such explanations and additions by the teacher as
may seem necessary and profhtable. This reverses the Chinese
order. In my earlier teaching experience I found the scholars
wete nearly as much opposed to this method of reciting as to
mathematics. They said, “ How can we recite what has not been
explained ?” They were told that in this school it would be a
fixed custom that the scholars would do the firs? and the larger
part of the explaining to the teacher rather than the teacher to
the scholars. It 1s surprising how grown up men, who have
been teachers for years in Chinese schools, will read a verse or
passage in Wén-li and glibly change it into colloquial, phrase
by phrase, and yet fail utterly to grasp the important thought of
the verse, or the real drift of the passage. Persistent inquiry
after the thought, rather than the letter, is the remedy for this,

We need studies, not only to concentrate thought but also
ty broaden the intellectual vision. For this nothing is better
than the study of nature in all its forms ; God in His works as
well as in His Word. The most striking impressions are made
by what is most minute and what is most immense. To find,
by microscopic aid, the complete machinery of life in uncounted
numbers of objects so small as to elude the unaided sight, fills
the mind with wonder and with awe and gives new lessons of
the minuteness of God’s providential care. The teachings of
astronomy have a wonderfully expanding power—to learn that
the little points of light that we see in the sky are huge suns,
millions of times larger than our world; that, hung upon
nothing with planets circling around them, they are speeding
faster than the swiftest cannon ball in their notseless flight
through unmeasured space, onward in their long circuits which
may be millions of years, but sure to be brought at length to
the point of departure, to begin another long round, evermore
swinging backwards and forwards, beating the great seconds of
eternity—what can tend more than such knowledge to enlarge
the mind, to fill it with thoughts of God’s majesty and power, and
quicken it to humble worship, admiration, and praise. ‘When
I consider the heavens the work of thy hngers, the moon and
the stars which thou hast ordained, what is man that thou art
mindful of him, or the son of man that thou visitest him ?”’

Historical studies ought also to have a prominent place.
“The proper study of mankind is man.’’ That education is
not complete which does not include both God’s dealings with
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men and the dealings of men with each other; that does not
show how, through the long line of individual and national
experiences, the merciful purposes of a righteous God are being
steadily accomplished and will be accomplished to the end.
It need hardly be mentioned that in a Christian school the
Bible will be given its deserved high place in historical study.
Where else can the early history of the race be found ? W here
is there a better foundation on which to build up. historical
research than the book of Daniel ?

In regard to all the above, or any other lines of study, two
things should be always kept in view. (1). Thoroughness is
always more important than the amount gone over. Constant
thoroughness produces a.good intellectual habit which will be a
lifelong benefit. Lack of thoroughness produces a bad intellectual
habit which will be a lifelong injury. (2). Time is an absolute
necessity for thorough intellectual development. Manly intel-
lectual strength, and a habit of concentrating thought at will,
cannot be obtained in a day, or-a month, or a year, any more
than a child can grow to be a man in the same time. We must
beware of trying to make too short cuts in our educational work.

(Ti), The next and the most important inquiry of all is:
What use should a student be taught to make of his developed
physical and intellectual powers? ‘To spend years of time in
trying to give him a sound body and a trained mind, is labor
lost, unless these are applied to some useful purpose—worse than
labor lost if they are applied. to a bad purpose. We need to
teach the Chinese, in our Mission schools, that there is a nobler
end to be sought than making money, than literary reputation,
or high official standing. To the large majority of them all
these objects center in the first. They desire literary ability
and othcial preferment in order to make money. No path is
very. attractive that does not have a pot of gold at the end of it;
and this is the cause of a very large portion of China’s misery
to-day. Here as elsewhere ‘‘ The love of money is a root of
every kind of evil.”’ Independent of its effect on the Christian
church, no kinder thing can be done for the Chinese people
than to turn their thoughts to nobler objects.

This we ought to attempt thoroughly and persistently in
our mission schools. Our object should be nothing less than
to send forth leaders of men 1m the right way along the walks
of life. .To accomplish this we must have ‘‘line upon line,
precept upon precept, here a little and there a little.”
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In China as elsewhere we find, leaving out of view those

who are deliberately and wilfully leading lives of sin, the follow-
ing classes of people :—

(I Those who are living aimless, useless lives ; simply
drifting, living aud dying almost like the beasts that perish.
The young should be warned against such a life.

(2). Those who live for pleasure. They set out to make
themselves happy, but generally succeed in making themselves
of all men most miserable. They pass at length from sight and
memory, leaving no trace behind; poor examples indeed to
follow. This class 1s perhaps comparatively not so large in
China as elsewhere.

(3). Those whose chief employment is to make a living.
By the hard pressure of necessity a vast number of the human
race are compelled to spend the greater part of their time in
providing sustenance for themselves and their families. They
are doing right. ‘‘Tt any man provide not for his own, and
especially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith
and is worse than an infidel ’’. But this does not shut them out
from obeying the injunction, ‘¢ Whether ye eat or drink, or what-
soever ye do, doall to the glory of God ;”’ or that other injunction,
‘*Do good to all men as ye have opportunity, and especially to
them that are of the household of faith.’ At the very least
they still have the high privilege which no one can take from
them, of being God’s living epistles known and read of all men:
and this we should impress upon our scholars.

(4. To make money.—On this point our scholars ought to
be persistently taught that to amass a fortune, only for selfish
purposes or to hoard it, is one of the very lowest objects of human
pursuit. On the other hand, they may be just as clearly taught
that God undotbtedly gives to some the ability to make money,
and that these not only may but ought to use this ability for the
glory of God and the good of men. A reporter once asked the
Hon. John Wanamaker what was his leading thought in business,
and got the reply, ‘‘ Every day to do a good day’s work, with
the view of helping to uplift my fellow-men.”’

(5). To gain wide reputation.—‘‘A good name is rather
to be chosen than great riches,’’ but to make the praise of men
the object of effort 1s to seek an empty bubble that will burst in
pieces when grasped.

(6), To gain a high position in life.—If one seeks this
simply as an end, 1t stands in the same category with the love
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of reputation ; but if sought or accepted, with the sumple desire
of exerting a strong influence for all that is manly, and noble,
and good, so far as lies in one’s power to make the world better
by living in it, then it is a praiseworthy object.

(7). To please God.—This is after all the final test by which
ali action should be tried. It is a motive we cannot urge too
earnestly or too repeatedly upon the scholars who come under
OUT care, If only they make this their stedfast purpose, their
lives may, according to circumstances, guided by God’s Word and
His providence, lie along many different lines. JI desire no
higher meed of praise for any of our scholars than that, at the
end of life, it may be said of them, ‘‘ They had this testimony
that they pleased God.”’

By faithfully keeping before our students considerations
like the above, we may hope to induce them to seek higher
aims in life than only material prosperity or self-centered
advantage of any kind. If thoroughly done in all mission
schools, it will be a powerful lever not only to lift the Christian
church, but, in time, the nation itself to a higher plane of
thought and life ; to lift her out of an horrible pit and the miry
clay and set her feet upon a rock and establish her goings,

One thing more should be mentioned, and that is the power
ofa teacher’s own character in moulding the character of his
scholars. Nothing is more important. Teachers ought to
endeavor so to live that they can adopt the words of the Apostle
Paul and say to their students, ‘* Be ye followers of me, even as
I also am of Christ.’’

I would have been gfad to discuss the question of industrial
schools and of self-support generally in educational work, but
it would add too much to the length of this paper, especially as
I wish to refer briefly to our own High School and Theological
Seminary.

This institution, as at present organised, was commenced
in 1885. There had previously been a theological training
school, limited at first to ten students and afterwards to twenty,
but the long and serious illness of Dr. Happer, who had charge
of it, had led to the scholars being scattered, so that only six
remained as a nucleus of the Theological department of the new
school which was established for general education and for
all classes. The first year the enrollment was thirty-six, the
second year sixty, the third year seventy-two. The attendance
since has varied 1n different years, from sixty to ninety, with an
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enrollment of from eighty to 112. The present year, 1903,
the attendance the first term was 100, and the second term eighty-
five to ninety, with an enrollment of 112.

Commencing with the very rudiments of education im
Western studies, the standard has been gradually raised year
by year, until our curriculum is what 1s placed before you to-
day. This is a curriculum not of what it is proposed to do
hereafter but of what is actually studied and taught now. If
you will compare it with the curricula proposed for different
orades of schools by the Committee of the Educational Assocta-
tion of China, you will find that outside of the Theological
department it includes additional to the High School course,
about half the College course recommended by that Committee.

When the Mission asked me to take up this work two plans
were in view, each of which probably would have its advantages.
The first was to secure scholars by giving them their whole
board and possibly incidentals and some clothing, and in con-
sideration of this binding them by written agreement to remain
long enough for a thorough course of study. A higher grade
could be sooner reached by this method. I would compare it
to building a structure straight up from the foundation, rising
high above all surrounding buildings, an object to be seen from
afar. The second method, not very common then but the one
adopted, was from the beginning to require scholars, with the
exception of theological students, to pay for their board, either
in whole or in part. Those who are able to do it are expected
to pay the whole, while for the poor tt may be reduced as low
as one-nalf. With few exceptions this rule is maintained. Of
collrse more money could be obtained if the English language
were taught, but the instruction 1s carried on entirely in the
Chinese language. The whole cost to the Board in the United
States, excepting large repairs and the salaries of two foreign
missionaries most of the time, has not exceeded $1,000 gold per
annum and rarely amounted to that. Last year with provisions
at a high price and an attendance of seventy to eighty the charge
to the Board was $840 gold. This includes the employment of
four Chinese teachers, who by their efficient and faithful work
have done much for the success of the school.

The attempt has been made to hold students by developing
a love of study rather than by written agreement, and no attempts
have been made other than the instruction given to induce
scholars to attend. I would compare this second method to
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piling up a hill. The material carried up will more or less run
down its sides, but when it attains the same height of a structure
raised by the first method its base will be very much broader.

Since 1885, including those who will graduate at the end of
the present term, forty have taken the full course in both High
School and Theological Seminary. Of these, three are now
laboring for their countrymen in Hawati and one in New
Zealand. Not having taken the full course, but employed as
preachers, forty-one, of whom one 1s laboring in British Colum-
bia; fifteen have been employed as colporteurs, and hfteen
have taken a course of study preparatory tu a medical course
taken elsewhere. In addition to the tr1r mentioned above
about soo have attended the school for a longer or shorter.
time. Since the organization of the Fa-ti Church in 1891,
105 scholars have joined it on profession of faith. Of the 112
enrolled this year, fifty-four are church members.

The Bible and Christian teaching have always held the
front seat, and I have yet to hear the first complaint made of
this, either by parent or scholars. As two ot our last year’s
graduates said in their closing speeches: ‘“Ryery one knows
that this is a Christian doctrine school. ’’

I will only add in conclusion that I have considered myself
peculiarly fortunate in having such colleagues as Rev. W. J.
White, Rev. Dr. O. F. Wisner, and Rey. J. J. Boggs, who
have successively labored with me cordially and efficiently in the
establishment of the institution. Its foundations have been laid,
we believe solidy laid, and we also believe that the work which
it is destined to accomplish is only fairly begun.

i> > —ailiiie ©—_— Za —~—

Some New Forms of Annoyance,
BY REV. G. A. CLAYTON, WUSUEH.

one can hardly say of most of them ‘‘persecuting ’’—~
Christians may be of interest. They have all been met

with during the last three years.
Tt, Exclusion of Christians from participation in the dts-

tribution of superfinous clan montes.—Several cases have come
under notice. One will sufhce as an example. Hsia is a
member of a large clan. He was not at the time referred to
baptised, nor was he entered as an enquirer, but he had definite-

fp bref n Of most of them «perseeuting fax
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ly broken with his idolatry and been very outspoken as to the
value of ancestor. worship. He had been much involved. in
Yamén business whilst still a heathen, and we were awaiting
proot that he had really given up this work before admitting
him as an enquirer. His clan was possessed of land and buiid-
ings, the product of careful investment of monies contributed
years ago by the different families in the clan in different pro-
portions. The clan decided to distribute a certain sum that it
was felt was not needed for clan purposes amongst the descend-
auts of the original families in proportion to the original dona-
tions. But in preparing the list of participants Hsia was
onitted. as one who did not join in the ancestral worship, a
charge that was quite true. Without waiting to see what
friendly intervention might do, Hsia entered a case against his
eldest brother to secure a share of the monies. ‘The case was in
due course tried and the Mandarin gave judgment. He said
nothing disparaging to Christianity, but he decided that, as the
monies in dispute were originally given to secure the perpetual
and proper observance of ancestral worship and as the plaintiff
had definitely declared his intention not to observe those rites,
the plaintiff had no claim on the monies still in the hands of
the ‘‘trustees’’ of the Ancestral Hall, and therefore no claim on
these monies when distribtited.

Hsia of course appealed to the writer to interfere. As he
was not even an enquirer one could do nothing. But even it he
had been an old and reliable member, what could one have
done ? Was not the decision of the magistrate just ? Will not
all Christians sooner or later have to accept such ‘‘ persecution ”’
as this ? Te

2. Exclusion of Christians from clan feasts at the great
festevals.—Chang 1s an efqutrer. He comes from a village
where the threats against those who enter the church have all
proceeded from one man—a rich bully. This bully did no overt
act till a recent village festival. On that day the villagers first
went to perform ancestral worship and then returned to feast.
Chang abstained from worshipping, but went to take his place
at one of the tables. From all we hear no one objected till the
bully. noticed his presence, and insisted that the non-worshipper
of idols do not share the feast, and ejected Chang.

Chang appealed to us on the ground that he, a Christian,
was turned away from the feast by the bully. Enquiry elicited
the information that the feast was paid-for out of the Ancestral
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Hall Funds. We therefore decided that we could not interfere.

How can a man who does not join in the worship, join in the
feast ? Chang says that the feast and the worship are distinct ;
others say that the feast is the end of the worship. Jevons in
his book, ‘‘ An Introduction to the Study of Religion,’’ links the
worship and the feast together in the cases he gives from other:
lands. Can any one say whether they are separable in China?
But even if they are, can a Christian claim to join in a feast
paid for out of heathen funds ? A feast given by heathen out of
their own pockets is another thing; a Christian and a heathen
can even join to give a private feast; but a feast given out of
the funds devoted to idolatry is surely too tainted to allow a
Christian to partake.

‘he Agreements to persecute any who shail hereafter enter
the church.—Some of the younger members of another family of
Changs have come occasionally to the chapel. They have
never become real enquirers. But the seniors have bestirred
themselves and have drawn up a covenant in which they pledge
themselves (1) to hinder members of the clan from entering
the church, (2) to use the clan monies to help any of the clan
who have disputes with Christians, and (3) to prevent a Chris-
tian from obtaining the help of the clan in any case where
he is injured and would, but for his Christianity, be entitled to
that help. The result has been that all but one of the young
men have ceased to call at the chapel. The remaining one has
come out boldly for Christ, but as yet the covenanted foes have
done no overt act to injure him, save excluding him from a
share in certain clan monies and from all clan feasts as in cases
Y and 2 above.

Should anything be done in such cases? If the covenant
remains a mere paper threat is there any need to act? Not to
act will probably mean that few, if any, will for the present
come to our chapel, but is it part of our duty to make it easy
for men to join us? And yet, on the other hand, what of the
timid ones who might find the Saviour if they dare but hear
the gospel ? Our policy has been one of exhortation only so
long as the threats are not put into force in any way (such, e.g.,
as forcible detention) which will prevent a man from coming to
the chapel to worship.

4. Ratsing the rent of premises taken by Christians to
meet the loss of contributions for rzdolatrous theatricals.—The
attempts in this region to compel the payment of these dues
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have been most determined. Fortunately the treaties put the
matter on a clear basis, and in most cases the explanation of the
treaty to the collectors has sufficed to secure the withdrawal of
claims against Christians. Where the collectors have proved
stubborn, the Mandarins have, of course, interfered on request.
But now a new method has been adopted which it ts difficult to
meet. Chou’s case will serve as an example; it 1s one of
several. Chou has a small shop which was assessed at about
soo cash a year for theatricals.. He became interested 1n the
gospel, and in due course was baptised. During his probation
the question arose and the collectors yielded the point without
disptite. But the landlord has since announced that the trent
of his shop must be raised or Chou could not remain as tenant.
This extra rent, we find, is charged at the instigation of the
collectors and is paid to them in compensation for the sum which
Chou does not pay.

Here is a case where a subterfuge is being used to defeat
the treaties, but how is it to be met? Rents are obviously vari-
able items. Note, for instance, how they rise when the land-
lord finds out that his premises are wanted for a chapel ! To
prove to a Consul that the extra rent went to the theatricals is
impossible. The Mandarin, the landlord and the collectors will
all smile blandly at such an impossible assertion and propound
sundry theories about improvement in trade and rise in rentals.
One simply cannot collect evidence. Can anyone else offer a
workable method of facing the dilemma ?

Allied to this is the question—if one may digress to touch
on an annoyance of the missionary, rather than of the convert—
how to prevent our mission money goitte to theatrical guilds
when we purchase property. We found out after a recent pur-
chase that we had paid about thirty strings of cash, nominally
as part of the purchase money, but really through the vendor to
the guild as capital to compensate for the loss of the annual
levies on the tenants who would otherwise have occupied the
shop. The value of property is always hard to estimate in
China, and one could not possibly foresee that one was paying
thirty strings more than one needed. Nor can one see how to
do anything in the way of self-protection in future cases. But
the annoyance is none the less real.

Another attempt to secure the theatrical monies from a
Christian may be mentioned, though it was an entire failure.
Liao is a Christian, a tailor by trade. During the year various
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members of the head collector’s family have employed [ao
and, as is the case generally in these parts, payment was defer-
red till the sales of cotton and hemp were accomplished. Mean-
while Liao had refused to pay 420 cash for theatricals. The
head collector, therefore, tendered payment of the money due
for work done, less 420 cash retained for the theatre levy. He
was soon made to see the untenability of his position in face of
the treaties.

Perhaps other workers who have met with these or other
annoyances will send a few notes about them to this journal,
for we all need to act as members of the intelligence departinent
of the Christian army and to study the wiles of the enemy.

Educational Deyurtment,

Rev. J. A. Sruspy, Aazzor.

Conducted in the interests of the ‘‘ Educational Association of China.”

Sinchang Industrial Academy.
BY REV. P. F. PRICE.

Editorial Secretary is kind enough to say: I have
le

regard to the object and conduct of the school.
that I would be willing to say that our experiment in a field
where so many experiments have been made and abandoned, has
proved a success; but somehow, with all of its difficulties, it
has seemed to nll such a needed place that we have not felt we
would do right to give it up.

The object of the school has never been to provide a trade
as such: Any boy in China can learn a native trade much more
economically, and often more efficiently, under a heathen
artisan than he can under a school provided by the foreigner ;
but in many cases the sons of Christians cannot find the op-
portunity to learn the trade of their choice under Christian
influences ; nor under the restrictions of heathen artisans can he
have opportunity for mental advancement. He must keep to
his groove. Does not the church then owe a duty to the children,

heard of your industrial school as being a successful ex-
periment in this line’’ and to ask for some particulars in

] do not know
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of Christians who expect to be artisans, as well as to those
who expect to be scholars ? Then, again, at the early age at
which a boy in China is generally put to a trade, his aptitudes
cannot always be determined. One may go into a trade when
he is better fitted for books, and another may be filling out the
contract in a school when he had better be wielding a plane.
An industrial school where a boy studies the first half of the day
and works at his trade the second proves a healthful winnowing
process by which the aptitudes of the boys come to light.

There is then a three-fold object :—
Ist. To provide an opportunity for the children of Chris-

tians to learn a trade under Christian influences and along with
it obtain the rudiments of a good education.

and. To serve as a winnowing school, inasmuch as at the
end of half of the term the lads have a choice of either going on
with their books or going on in their trades.

ard. To give a poor boy a chance to work his way. He
cannot pay for his rice, but he can make as much as is ordinari-
ly paid into a Christian school for tuition.

The Sin-chang Industrial Academy has never had more
than sixteen boys at one time, and it has been in operation less
than seven years; the first class having recently graduated, so
that from such limited experience it would scarcely be safe to
generalize; but in answer to inquiries that are continually
being asked about such enterprises one or two brief remarks
may be made.

One of the chief difficulties in the industrial department is
to secure not only capable but honest and industrious artisaus.
Even professing Christians fail at the point of unselfish service
such as the missionary himself gives to the enterprise. { have
tried Christians of three denominations, and the only man who
took a real pride in the work and welfare of his boys so spoiled
them that it became a bone of strife in comparison with the
others. Artisans of the type to be of the highest benefit to the boys
no doubt there are in China, but they are few and far between.

The industrial department has yielded a quota only of the
expenses of the school ; never as much as halt. Failure here,
however, is no doubt largely due to the comparatively small
amount of time that a missionary, busy with many other things,
had to give to the details of this department.

It has been our experience that, other things being equal,
boys who eventually give themselves to study, lose little by
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having given half of their day for a few years to work. ‘The
work both rests the mind and strengthens the body; and in-
cidentally it develops a spirit of manliness that is most desirable
in Chinese boys.

The doubt was expressed at the beginning of the under-
taking as to whether, because of the restriction of the Chinese
guilds and other causes, the boys who graduate in their trades
would not find difficulty in finding employment, but this has not
proved to be a practical diificulty at all. Those boys who have
been diligent in their work have each had the choice of several
places offered to them.

Do they hold on to their religion when they go out among
heathen environment ? Iam not able to speak a final word on
that point, but this much can be said: with the seed of gospel
truth in their hearts, and with so many prayers following them,
they stand a thousand times better chance than those who have
at their age already become hardened to the sights and sounds of
4 heathen environment.

A Chinese Educational Association,

HE Educational Association of China is a Christian Mis-
sionary enterprise, and only those who are members of
Protestant Christian churches are received into its mem-

bership. To most of us it would seem inexpedient to open our
doors wider and take in thase wha are not Christians but who
are men of enlightened views and engaged in educational

work along the line of reform, and yet we are greatly interested
in the many new schools which are being opened by men who
have at heart the enlightenment of the Chinese youth and are
introducing new and reformed methods of education.

Can we do anything ta encourage and help men who are
engaged in teaching or directing such schools? Would it be

well to join with them in local, provincial or natiqnal associa-
tions? Is it right to retain our name, ‘‘The Educational
Association of China,’’? when we represent a very smal} mi-
nority of the educationists of this great empire? If we can
not see our way clear to receive as members men wha are not
Protestant Christians, should we not have a name that would be
in harmony with our more restricted held ? These are some of
the questions that are heing raised, and which we are not yet fully
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prepared to answer. Our Association certainly can not afford
to lower its standard. We believe that the fear of God is the
beginning of knowledge, and any education that is really worth
anything must have a Christian basis. Efforts which have
been made by missionaries to work with Confucianists in
educational institutions have not hitherto been very encourag-
ing, and yet we desire to show ourselves friendly and to help
our Chinese friends in their educational enterprises as far as we
can do so without compromising our Christian principles,

It 1s gratifying to see that in Hangchow, andin many other
places, those who are interested in the ‘‘tew education”
are turning to the missionary for advice and assistance. W hat
can we do to help them? and how far can we co-operate with
those who realize the inefhciency of the old methods but are
not ready to take Christ as their leader in the new educa-
tion ? Some, at least, regard themselves as our co-laborers and.
are desirous of our co-operation, as will be seen from the
following letter which was recently received by Rev. J. H.
Judson, President of the Hangchow Presbyterian College.
The letter was accompanied with a copy of the regulations
of the new Society, printed in Chinese and containing some
twenty items :—

DEAR SIR :—

I have the great pleasure to inform you that during these
several years, colleges and schools have been successively estab-
lished as to build the foundation of new education tn our country—
China.

We are indebted to you very much, as you came from far West
to establish churches and schools in various parts of China to
diffuse with golden knowledge in the minds of our people. It is no
doubt that the new education and civilization of China, gradually
becoming prosperous as the time goes, are largely dependent upon
your preaching and teaching. However, most of the people of
China are rather selfish aud ungenerous, therefore there is scarcely
any intercourse or connection between the governmental and private
schools, and as our religion is not the same as the faith embraced
by you, there probably may be some prejudice between you and us.
But what a pity it 1s, as the prejudice will surely prevent the prog-
ress of new education and civilization of the world.

Why the Educational Association is established is that we hope
that any instructors of any colleges and schools should love and
help one another with a reciprocal goodness. The Association
includes also a library and a physical education society, We think
that you who are exerting your utmost effort in preaching and
tea ching, will surely have the same opinion as ours, and happily
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come up to lend your assistance to us. Enclosed please find the
trepulations of the Educational Association, whose Hxecutive Com-
mittee will call on you after a few days. We sincerely hope you
with your brethren are blessed by Him.

Yours sincerely,
MEMBERS OF EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

EES EE: lie pennants entrar

International Institute.

X*7 E have received the Twelfth Report of the Mission
Among the Higher Classes in China, and are glad toeC)
note that the progress made during the past year has

been most encouraging. The procuring of a lot of land in the
French concession containing fourteen mow and favorably situat-
ed, is a matter for congratulation, and especially so when we
consider that for this land the Chinese themselves contributed
Tls. 27,783.00, no foreign subscriptions having been solicited
for this purpose. The half year closed with a balance of Ts.
465.84 in bank for current expenses and also a building fund of
Tis. 16,836.46. The Director, Dr. Gilbert Reid, has had a
busy year, preparing books, lecturing, preaching, teaching
forty-five pupils, conducting an extensive correspondence, and
cultivating the acquaintance of Chinese officials, merchants and
others. The report shows that the International Institute is
going forward. The success of the past six months gives
promise of still greater usefulness in the future, and-no doubt
the patrons of the enterprise will be encouraged to work more
heartily than ever for its. larger endowment.

Educational Assocfation of Ching,

EXFCUTIVE COMMIYTETERE MEETING.

HE Conimittee met at McTyeire Home, November rath,
1903, at 5 p.m. Present: Dr. A. P. Parker (Chattnian),
Dr. Gilbert Reid, C. M. Lacy Sites, Ph.D., and Rev.

J. A. Silsby.
The meeting was opened with prayer and the minutes of

last tieeting were tead and approved.
A motion to stereotype Dr. Parker's Analytical Geometry

and to print 2,000 copies was approved.
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Dr. Parker reported the completion of Judson’s Physiology.

The book is on sale at the Presbyterian Mission Press ; price
20 cents a copy.

The printing of Porter’s Physiology has been begun, and
Dr. Pott’s book on Pedagogy 1s 1n press.

The Secretary was authorized to send out copies of the
Educational Association’s Directory to all members of the
Association, and he was also authorized to send out 100 addi-
tional copies with a view to increasing the membership of the
Association. The reniainder are to be placed on sale at thirty
cents 4 copy.

The Committee voted a resolution of thanks to Prof. N.
Gist Gee for his valuable assistance in preparing the Associa-
tion’s Directory.

It was voted to authorize Prof. N. Gist Gee to prepare a
general book exhibit for next Triennial. Meeting, and. it was
agreed to furnish suitable stationery for the purpose. The
General Secretary was requested to consult with Prof. Gee
concerning the details of this arrangement.

Dr. Parker was authorized to insure the Association’s
property for $10,000. 00..

The Committee adjourned to meet at the call of the
Chairman.

}. A. Secretary.

The Mandarin Romanized.

v7 E have received the tentative edition of the Gospel of
Mark in the Standard System prepared by the Educa-
tional Association’s Commuttee, and are very much

pleased with it. ‘The text in Chinese character at the bottom
of the page is a great convenience to those who find the new
Romanized a little perplexing at the start. This Gospel is
published by the American Bible Society, and can be obtained
at the Society’s depét at Shanghai. We understand that the
Committee is planning to meet during the Chinese New Year
holidays to review all suggestions and criticisms and make
a final decision upon any points that may come up for consider-
ation. The Committee has worked hard and faithfully and
given careful consideration to all suggestions, and the general
favor with which their work has been received is very gratify-
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ing. We believe that the Standard System will usher in a new
era in the educational work ot China. Tengchow College
proposes to ‘introduce the system right away,’’ and will, no
doubt, be followed by many other educational institutions in
helping forward this movement. We give below a few notes
which have been furnished us by Rev. D. Willard Lyon,
secretary of the Commiuttee.

Mr. Craig, of the C. I, M., in Kiangsi, near the border of
Kwangtung, writes to Mr. Darroch that he is much pleased with the
system, and feels sure that it will suit very well in his district; the
chief dithculty will be the initial ‘‘r,” which is a ‘‘;7’’ down there.

Rev. Paul D. Bergen, D.D., of Tengchow, says: ‘*T think the
system will go.’ He also says: ‘‘ We are going to introduce
the system in the College right away.’’

Rey. J. B. Hartwell, D.D., of Tengchow, writes: ‘‘I have just
received and gone over, with pleasure, the Introduction to the
Standard System of Mandarin Romanization. [ am much interested
in it.’?

A single order for 300 copies of the Tentative Edition of Mark
has come in from one individual in the province of Shansi.

Mr. Mason Wells, of Tengchow, writes: ‘‘ We are all very
much pleased with the system of Romanization presented by the
Comunittee.’’

At a meeting held in Kuling in August, representing all of the
mandarin dialects of the Upper Yangtze Valley, from Nanking to
Chen-tu, and including Hunan, the following resolution was passed :
‘« Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the system
prepared by the Committee is on the whole satisfactory, and with a
few changes (those to be determined by concensus of opinion) can be
adapted to the greater part of the Yangtze Valley districts. We are
therefore willing that the Committee should go ahead and finish the
work, and give them our God-speed and promise that, so tar as we
may use Romanization in our work, we will try to secttre the
adoption of the Standard System. We furthermore resolve, That our
thanks and appreciation are due, and are hereby extended, to the
Committee for what they have accomplished.”

A lady missionary in Nanking wrote, soon after the first sample
pages were issued, that the system was perfectly suited to Nanking,
but she feared that the people in Peking would find difficulty in
using it. In less than twenty-four hours after the receipt of this Nan-
king letter, a note came from a missionary in the Peking district
congratulating the Committee on stcceeding so admirably im
adapting the system to the Pekingese, but expressing the fear that
too many concessions to the Pekingese had been made to make
the system a practicable one in Nanking!
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Notes,

EK, acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Wong Hang-t‘ong’sVV

Illustrated Fourth Reader (#@ me I AR BE Oe
This completes the series of four primers and four

readers by the same author, and we take pleasure in recom-
mending it to those who have the conduct of Chinese schools.
Lhe price is thirty cents.

The Commercial Press has just published a ‘‘ Complete
Geography ’’ with colored maps, designed for advanced classes
in schools and for general readers. This is the most elaborate
and comprehensive geography we have yet seen published in
Chinese. The work seems to be well done, being prepared by
Mr. Zia Hong-lai, a teacher in the Anglo-Chinese College. It
has numerous illustrations and is accompanied with an atlas
containing sixteen beautiful colored maps, four of which are
double page. The atlas alone is sold for seventy cents. ‘The
Geography alone 1s $1.30, or both for $1.80.

Lhe Educational Association’s Directory 1s now ready. It
contains a directory of the members of the Association and the
schools with which they are connected. It will be sent free to
members ; to others the price is thirty cents.

rere — I — yp rrr $n

Gorrespondence,
A EINDLY PROTEST.

lo the Editor of
“Tre CHINESE RECORDER.”’
DRAR Sre: I have read with
interest and proht a paper in
November RECORDER on ‘' How
to enter into sympathy with
and gain the confidence of the
Chinese ?”? I heartily agree with
the general trend and spirit of
the article, but there is one
sentence that catises me consider-
able pain and surprise. The
writer asks, ‘‘ Would Christ have
the relation between missionary
and evangelist be that of master

and servant ? Would He have us
storm and rage at them when they
misunderstand or disobey or wil-
fully deceive us?’’ Of course
not, but in asking such a ques-
tion, is the writer drawing from
his own experience or observa-
tion, or merely stating an 1mag-
inary case? AS one engaged
for many years in evangelistic
work and one also not without
opportunities of observing others
similarly engaged, I beg to say
that I know of no such treatment
of our fellow-workers in the Lord.
Surely if there be any such cases,
they are altogether exceptional.
True—our fellow-labourers are
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often weak atid disappointing, as
were St. Paul’s long ago, but
when we have to reprove them,
or part with them, it is with
many tears and prayers. Heart-
ache and sorrow, self-searching
and deep personal humiliation—
these are indeed among the sad-
dest experiences of missionaries
in dealing with trusted iellow-
workers who have proved un-
worthy; but far indeed must
that missionary be from the
Spirit of Christ, who “storms
and rages at them,’’ when they
grieve him by their conduct. We
and they are fellow-workers with
Cod and fellow-servants of the
same Master, and in all their
weakness we are afflicted.

With this one word of protest
and thanking the writer for his
words of sympathy and help.

Yours truly,
BK. W. Bort.

E. B. M., Shantung.

AN ‘‘RXPOSITORS’ BIBLE’’ FOR
THE CHINESE.

To the Editor of
‘(Tone CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Srr: Ina recent issue one
of your correspondents trged
that more commentaries on the
Bible should be prepared in
Mandarin. With this plea [
AST. T am sure that a Com-
mentary in Mandarin is of far
more use to the ordinary Chris-
tian than one in Wén-l1. It is also
worthy of note that 1f the use of
the Standard System of Roman-
isation spread, commentaries in
Mandarin can be transliterated
and made accessible to those who
know the Romanised, whilst
commentaries 1n Wén-li would
have to be rewritten.

I wish to make a wider sugges-
tion. There are now, or shortly
will be, separate commentaries

on each of the books of the New
Testament and on many booksof the Old. In addition, Mr.
Moule’s commentary on the Old
Testament is nearing completion
and the Conference Commentary
on the whole Bible is being issued.
The demand for this style of
commentary—the verse by verse
comment—is for the present met.But is there not a need for a
work on each book of the Bible
on the lines of what is known as
‘“‘the Expositors’ Bible?’’ Has
not the time come to issue 4a
series of volumes which wll] set
forth the great teaching of each
scripture book and also furnish
material tor expositions by our
Chinese comrades in the work ?
Do they not need, in particular,
some volumes which will enable
them easily to discover the pass-
ages which are full of present-
day teaching in each of the OldTestament ?

Such a series would in no way
rival the present commentaries,
nor ought it to affect their sale.
In it a chapter would sometimes
be devoted to unfolding the

ought of two or three verses of
Scripture, whilst at other times
one chapter would summarise
several chapters of the text. Tt
might even include sermon out-
lines at the end of each chapter
as in Spurgeon’s Treasury or
Lange’s Commentary and thus
be made a homiletical treasury.That men can be found to
write as well, as fuily, or as
originally, as Dr. Faber in his
two great commentaries, one can
hardly expect. But surely men
can be found to set forth in clear
Mandarin the thoughts of the
great European expositors, add-
ins what 1s needed to meet the
pecustar demands of the Chinese
pulpit.

Sincerely yours,
G. A, CLAYTON.
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LONDON MISSION HOSPITAL AND
LEEPER HOME.

fliau-kan, Hankow.
Lo the Editor of
‘Tart CHINESE RERCORDER.’’

DEAR Sir: It has long been
my wish to have in connection
with our leper work sufhcient
space to permit of cases being
sent into our Home by friends
in our own or other Missions
in Hupeh and elsewhere.

[am happy to report that we
have just completed an extension
of our buildings, and that I now
propose to keep one large ward
vacant for the reception of male
leper patients that any Protest-
ant Missionary in Central China
may at any time send in.

I regret to state that no specific
remedy for the dtsease of leprosy
has yet been discovered, and lest
there should be any misunder-
standing every patient should betold before he sets out for the
Home that the disease is tin-
curable.

Our place here is really and
truly an Asylum—a Home
where these poor sufferers and
Outcasts have a refuge, where
they learn of a loving Saviour,
where they are well fed, ciothed
and cared for, and where, whendeath comes to relieve their
distresses, they are respectiully
laid in our leper graveyard.

As to finances. If the patient
or his friends are able 2% conitri-
bute anything towards His sup-
port we are only too glad to
receive it; a feature of our Home,
however, is the fact that no
patient is refused admission
because of poverty.

Any help which friends, native
or foreign, may send us in or-
der to carry on this work we
shall always be most grateful to
recelve.

As a guide in directing patients
I may remind you that Hiat-
kan is a city some forty-five
miles N. W. of Hankow. tt can
be easily reached by boat or rail
from that place. It might bewell if friends would send me
a post card before the patient
arrives, giving some particulars
oi the case.

I need hardly state that I shall
always be pleased to acquaint
friends as to the welfare of any
inmate sent in by them.

Believe me,
Yours sincerely,

HENRY FOWLER,
in Charge.
(On eens Sie aaa,

ACCURACY.
To the fdttor of
‘Tie CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR SIR: A recent number
of the RECORDER contained state-
ments, certainly intended to be
consistent with fact, and yet
suficiently inaccurate to lead,
in the present writer’s view,
to misapprehension. The sub-
ject in hand was the Centenary of
the British Sunday School Union,
which took its origin a few years
after Mr. Raikes, of Gloucester,
so to speak, invented Sunday
schools at the close of the eight-
eenth century. The writer of the
article says that at that time ‘‘ the
larger part of the children of the
church received religious instruc-
tion through occasional visits of
the minister or 2zef af ail.’ (The
italics are the present writer’s. )
Did he think that the “‘church’’
at that period, whether anglican
or non-anglican, was so eutirely
without Christian mothers, stc-
cessors Of Eunice and Lois, that
the children of Christians were
in danger of lapsing to pagan-
ism untessthe ‘‘ Ministers’’ look-
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ed after them? Mr. Raikes did
not think so. His compassion
was moved by the spectacle in
Gloucester slums of what would
now be called ‘‘ street Arabs,’’
whose parents either had no
religion or, as in some sad
instances, had no quiet room,
through their abject poverty,
in which to i teach their
children. Christian parents who
now find the Sunday school a
necessity are either so negligent
of their duty, or else their ne-
cessary avocations, or their deep
poverty hinder their performance
of tt.

‘The same writer instances
‘three radical departures trom
earlier traditions of the church,
which took their rise in the nine-
teenth century; and of these the
second is ‘‘ the method of Chris-
tian Miussions.’’ Iam not quitesure what he would have us
understand by ‘‘method.’’ On
the face of it the statement seevzs
to mean that missions for the
propagation of the gospel were
first initiated as late as the nine-
teenth century. The writer can-
not really mean this; and yet,
perhaps, some of us are so pos-
sessed by the notion that real
progress only began within that
century that they underrate the
previous centuries of miissionary
enterprise, from the first when
Philip and the other refugees
‘went everywhere preaching
the Word.” Age alter age, fol-
lowing that example, missions
Starting from many centres in
the Roman world so preached
and taught that long ago the
pagan rites and idols which en-
countered Peter and Paul every-
where were exterminated from
the Mediterranean countries and
almost thoughout Europe. Ouy
common  ancestors— Christian,
Kelt and English— were mission-
aries abroad and church-founders

at home long before their septs
and tribes were welded into an
English monarchy. Quite with-
in the first Christian tniillen-
nium the Nestorian churches sent
out missions quite across Asia;
and Raymond Lull, whose martyr
life the RECORDER has just
received, preached and prayed
and died within the fourteenth
century. Cromwell sanc-
tioned a first edition, so to speak,
of the ‘‘Society for the Pro-
pagation of the Gospel,’’ which
under other guidance is flourish-
ing to-day in the third century
of its usefulness. The King of
Denmark and the English 8. P.
C K. sent out and maintained
in South India the apostolic
schwartz during many decades
of the eighteenth century. ‘Lhe
Moravians were then already at
their noble work in many lands,
and Eliot and Brainerd were
evangelizing the Red men of
North America. Development
and systematization no doubt has
characterized the nineteenth cen-
tury in regard both to missions
and the catechetical instruction
of the yourg, but their origina-
tion belongs to a much earlier
date. °

In another part of the Recorp-
ER I find from the pen ofa
veteran, Rev. C. A. Stanley, an
argument in which he treats
shangt: as tf that term were
to all intents and purposes no
less impossible as an equivalent
ior the word GoD than Jupiter or
Baal, The mythology of Jupi-
ter or Zeus 1s notoriously defiled
with human passions and deeds
of licentiousness such as almost
necessarily preclude the adoption
of either name as a denomina-
tion of God. Will Mr. Stanley
allege any classical passage, or
Taoist, or other myths that in
any degree makes the cases
parallel? I have read and talked
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Chinese for many years, and
always with a desire to obtain
light on this subject, withthe result that [ am con-
vinced that Shangti, so far as
veligious associations aré Ccon-
cerned, is neither less nor more
susceptible of Christianization
than (#8) or than Deus.
Philologically it is less suitable ;

but so 1s Shane-chu, which has
none of its advantages. Has Mr.
stanley, who would have us
guided in these matters by the
letter of Scripture, ever weighed
the fact that Jehovah, which we
use so freely in translation and
otherwise, has no place in the
New Lestament original ?T. C,

Mur Book Girble.
The former editor ofthe NVor7h-

China Church News (216 AAR)
having lost all copies of that
periodical in his possession at
the time of the siege in Peking,
will gladly pay a good price for
one copy of each number from
June, 1897, to May, 1898, in-
clusive.

Please communicate with Kev.
C. H. Fenn, American Presby-
terian Mission, Peking.

A NEW WEEKLY PAPER.

Mr. Cornaby having been ap-
pointed to Shanghai to join the
regular staff of the S. D.C. K.
and with the special purpose of
starting a weekly paper for the
general literary public of China,
it is requested that our mission-
ary friends do their best to make
this fact known, so as to give a
good start to the ‘‘ Chinese
Weekly”? or *A Jel He. The
paper will be both Christian and
general, dealing with the wider
aspects of the kingdom of God
on earth. And the need of such
a paper is the more obvious con-
sidering the large quantity of
godless and reckless literature
pouring in from the new Presses
of China.

The paper about to be started
early in the Chinese New Year
will supplement all and clash

with none. Its price will be ten
cash. Though a single sheet, |
like an ordinary newspaper, the
literary part, by a simple arrange-
ment of folding, may be bound

fifty-two double pages.
up and kept for permanent use,
forming half yearly volumes of

Abdle
correspondents for the general
news section may perhaps be
found in most centres by our
missionary friends, perhaps from
beyond the church circle. A
list of such correspondents, with
their addresses, will be kept at
the office, and stuttable remunera-
tion offered according to quantity
and quality sent. The option
of accepting which paragraphs,
however, will rest with the
editor.

Mr. Cornaby’s address during
January will be Han-yang, but
cotninunications addressed ‘* Chi-
nese Weekly,’’5. D.C. K., Shang-
hai, on business matters, may be
sent to S. D. GC. K. otiice.

Lhe foochow Messenger. Vol. I, No.
t. Twenty cents per annum, post-
paid in China.
This 1s a new quarterly jour-

nal of twenty-two pages, devoted
to the tnterests of mission work
of the American Board, principal-
ly in the Fuhkien province. Its
appearance is explained by the
Editor, Dr. H. T. Whitney, as
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due to ‘‘the rapid growth of the
mission in the past ten years
and the increasing demand upon
the members of the mission to
furnish reports, information and
items of news to the home con-
stituency,’’ ete.

Three of the issues wil con-
tain but eight pages each, the
fourth being larger like this
present number.

The ‘Chinese Alphabet.’ Four
thousand most frequent characters
according to their frequency. in
four series of one thousand charact-
ers each and subdivided into Nine
Classes. For private study andself-examination and for use in
Chinese schools. Arranged by
Pastor P. Kranz. Vol. I. The first
Two Thousand Characters. Presby-
terian Mission Press. Price $1.00,
The necessity for the mission-

ary to be well versed in native
literature at the present time 1s
obvious, and the author of this
work has taken the greatest
pains to make the study of the
most important characters of the

Chinese language, pleasant and
attractive as well as profitable.
If the missionary learns all
about these four thousand charac-
ters—their phonetics, aspirates,
tones, meanings, and structures —
he will be fairly well equipped to
read ordinary books in Chinese.

‘Lhis splendid method of learn-
ing Chinese we can unreservedly
recommend. The fine appear-
ance of the book, the beautiful,
clear characters made from
specially cut blocks about a
square inch in size, the strong
paper on which they are printed,
tempt the student to master its
contents without delay.

In the first thousand charact-
ers, 300 niost frequently used are
marked with a couple of stars,
not the “‘ tatal asterisk,’’ for these
characters are not dead, but on
the contrary. as nimble as a

sunbeam, and slip from the mem-
ory like a flash of light. The
300 next in frequency are in-
dicated by a dagger and the
remaining 400 conspicuously
marked by nothing. The mean-
ings are indicated obversely on
the other side of the page, and it
requires some effort to find them,
but they are so accurate that
one is repaid a hundred-fold by
looking them up.

‘The preparation of this splen-
did book will greatly further the
study oi the Chinese language,
and we owe our learned German
co-labourer a debt of gratitude
for his careful labour. He will
of course correct such errors as
are found, for instance on pages
13 and 19, in the next edition.

A distinguished visitor to the
east recently remarked that the
Christian institutions in Shang-
hai would be remarkable any-
where. Lhe magnificent Mission
Press that turns out such fine
work as the *‘ Chinese Alphabet’?
is admirable in every way; and
all misstonaries will rejoice that
we have such powerful agencies
in our midst for extending the
kingdom of God in China.

». ISETT WOODBRIDGE.
PR icity

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS,

CAtovese.

Books jrom the S. D. K.-—
Fabiola, or The Church of the

Catacombs. Mandarin. ‘Three
volumes, with illustrations.

Fables from Nature. By Mrs,
Gatty. Mandarin.

Outlines of the Life of Christ.
A Guide to the study of the
Chronology, Harmony and Pur-
poses of the Gospels.

The Life of Geo. Muller.
Mandarin. Illustrated. —
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English Home Life. Noble
Lives. Intended to animate the
readers to like conduct. Two
volumes.

Essentials of a National Reli-
sion. ‘The four positive elements
in the Decalogue.

Spiritual Development of St.
Paul.

The Christian Church. By
Dean Church.
Elements of Civil Government.

By Peterman.
History of Politics. By Ed-

ward Jenks.
story of the Eclipses,
Reason Why. (Selections).

Elementary Chemistry, based
on the latest editon of Steele’s
Popular Chemistry. by Chung-Hsi Primted and pub-

lished by the Commercial Press.
Cloth covers. White paper.
Well :llustrated.

English.
Chinese Martyrs. A ‘paper

read before the Shanghai Mis-
sionary Association on December
ISt, 1903. By Pastor Kranz.

Report of the Hildesheim Mis-
sionary Soctety for Blind Guiris
in China. Kowloon.

Thirty-fifth Annual Report of
St. Luke’s Hospital for Chinese,
Men’s Wards, 1n connection with
the American Church Mission,
Shanghai, for the year ending
September 15th, 1903. ‘Total
cases, 16,057. Total surgical
Cases, I1,425.

Report of the Tooker Memo-
rial Hospital, Soochow, August
Z1St, 1903.

vitor!

A tbappy Hew Dear.
Several may have noticed a
change in the type used 1n the
printing of this issue. (Of
course we refer to the imetal!
mediuin, although the suggest-
lveness of “‘type’’ might well
have excused our enlarging on
the essential characteristics otf
the RECORDER. } We had hop-
ed to effect a more thorough
change, but the delay in the
arrival of our main shipment
of type made that impossible.
We trust the change will be
agreeable to our readers’ sesthet-
ic sense and power of vision.

THE prominence in our
Christmas meditations of the
angels’ message, ‘'On earth
peace, good-will toward imen,”’
must have led many of our read-
ers to link with the good wishes
for ‘“‘A Happy New Year,”’
a prayer that peace might
prevail. The recent telegrams
fron Japan and Ettrope, as
well as many ominots precan-
tionary measures, painfully ob-
vious up north and tn Japan,
would indicate that war was
near at hand. Russia’s pacific
protestations are little heeded
by Japan, who is impatient at
a procrastination which is evi-
dently to the ultimate benefit
of Russia. A casus bellt can
easily be found in the condi-
tion of affairs in either Korea

As we enter on the thirty-
fifth volume of the RECORDER
we cordially extend to our
readers best wishes for
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or Manchuria. In the event
of rupture what side wili China
take, and what will be the
attitude of France, Germany,
Britain and the United States ?
These and questions of a like
nature painfully puzzle us on
the threshold of a new year.

WHILST the prospect 1s dis-
quieting the retrospect of the
past year has many cheering
considerations. We have had
further indications of (God’s
wonderful providence  over-
ruling the storm of 1900
for the entrance of, the gospel.
There is a growing interest in
Christianity ; the various muis-
sionary societies report large
increase of converts, enqwirers
and baptisms ; long-closed but
now well-opened Hunan has
thirteen missionary societies
working within its borders; inthe reconstructive work in
North China, especially in
educational matters, the oppor-
tinities for union in the com-
bining of forces and plants
have been availed of; ‘‘the
Chinese Christian Union’’ has
revealed a robust health and
anxious solicitation for their
unenlightened brethren’s high-
est interest on the part of the
native Christians; the establish-
ment of the Chinese Christian
Endeavor Union its a cheering
fact, whilst the opening of Dr.
Martin’s Mandarin Institute,
the independent and seli-deny-
ing labors of other friends of
China, the lengthened stay of
His Ex. Chang Chih-tung in
Peking, the number of Chinese
students learning abroad, the
opening and development of

railways, the signing of treaties,
the quelling of the Kwangsi
rebellion and other matters we
have not space to speak of, all
contain elements of hope.

THROUGH the kind arrange-
ment of the S. D. K. we are
able to present our readers with
the Chinese Imperial Postal
Route map. This map also
prefaces the sixteenth annual
Report of that flourishing in-
stitution. A full notice of this
Report will require to be put off
to next number. In the mean-
time we would quote the appre-
ciative words of Rev. W. T.
A. Barber tn last '‘ China ??-—

Surely such a service, render-
ed to the church of to-day and
to that which is to be the Church
of to-morrow, is worthy of the
enthusiasm of the various Mis-
Sionary Societies who work for
China. This is not really a
separate Society ; it is the organ-
ized unity of all Socteties, in
order that Christian literary work
may be done with the least fric-
tion and loss. It is the age of
organization and amalgamation.
Instead of the spasmodic efforts
of isolated writers in literature,
we thus have the united and
powerful work of the whole mts-
sionary body through its picked
representatives. An influential
weekly and monthly press, 1m-
bued with Christian thought, a
rich literature building up themental and moral fibre of the
growing church, a world-library
bringing to China true and sane
views of life and progress,—these
are the gifts we should bestow.

THE missionaries of Japan,
including the Presbyterians,
Congregationalists, Baptists,
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Methodists, and Disciples, have
united in getting out a union
hymn book, which will be
used by about nine-tenths of
the Protestant Christians of
japan. It 1s printed in three
editions, one with music, one
with the Tonic Sol Fa, and
one with the words only. We
congratulate our brethren on
this achievement in Japan andrecomtnend their conduct to
the missionaries in China. We
have several hymn _ books
which are widely used, such as
the Blodgett and Goodrich,
The Mandarin hymn book by
Drs. Nevius and Mateer, Rev.
Jonathan Lees’, and the Han-
kow hymn book, all being
more or less ‘‘union,’’ in that
they are widely used by other
bodies than the one for which
they were originally prepared.
But we seem a long way off
from a hymn book that should
be acknowledged by nearly
the whole body of Protestant
Christians in China. But why
should we not do as our breth-
ren in Japan have done?

WE notice with deep regret
the death of the Hon. Kenki-
chi Kataoka, President of the
Lower House of the Imperial
Diet of Japan and also Presi-
dent of the Doshisha University,
an Elder in the Presbyterian
Church and probably one of
the most widely known of the
Christians of Japan. He was
four times successively elected
Speaker of the Lower House,
holding the omce from 1898his death. At one time,
before election, it was feared
that the fact of his being

47

an Elder in the Church
might mulitate against his
election, and when some of his
friends suggested that he re-
sign his eldership, he replied
that he would rather be Elder
in the Chureh than Speaker,
if he had to choose between
them. He was known always
and everywhere as an earnest
Christian, and it is said that he
never entered the hall of Par.
liament and took his seat to
preside withont bowing his
head in silent prayer for God’s
presence and guidance. It is
said, also, that for some iime
he opened his official residence
in Tokyo on each successive
sabbath for a Christian service,
and sent postal cards invitingmen of rank and influence
in the capital to attend. It is
men like this that have helped
to make Japan what she is, men
who are not ashamed to con-
fess Christ at all times. It is
an honor to Japan that she is
not airaid to permit men of
such pronounced Christian
principles to occupy such posi-
tions of honor and power.
When shall we see the like in
China?

THE Report of the China
work of the American Bible
Society for the past year, under
the care of Dr. J. R. Hykes, is
interesting reading, not only
for the account of the Bible
distribution but also for its
seneral matter as well. sSpeak-ing of the work in China
which has followed the rising
of the Boxers in rg00, he
says oo
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‘Pha convulsions in China

have served to advertise missions
and to lead to the study of
religious work in the Orient. In
the memorable summer of 1900,
when the whole civilazed world
was ill an agony of suspense as
to the fate of the foreigners in
Peking, the writer was present
at an intensely interesting imnter-view with the late Baron Ii
Hung-chang. He asked that
the Powers be requested to recall
ali missionaries from China, and
in reply was told, that ‘for
every chapel destroyed by the
Boxers, two will be built; for
every missionary killed, a score
will come to take his place.’
That statement is being verified.
During the sixteen months end-
ing with the year 1902, no less
than 373 new missionaries have
been added to the force at work
in this country. Of this number,
fifty-seven arrived during the
year for the China Inland Mission
alone, which had also 132 return
from furlough.”

Dr. Hykes has evidently
also made a study of the [ist
of Missionaries, for he gives the
following statistics :-—~

‘* There are now 2,950 Pro-
testant muussionaries to China.
Of this number, 1,233 are men,
868 are wives of miussionaries,
and 84g are unmarried women.
As to nationality they are divid-
ed as follows:

British ... 602 4f9 462 1,482American 460 347 310 1,117
Continental 171 102 79 350

The members of the contin-
ental societies are principally
Scandinavians and Germans.

There are sixty-seven regular
missionary societies represented.
Of these, twenty-five are Amerti-
can, nineteen are British, twen-
ty-two are Continental, and one

SinpieMen. Wives. Wornenu. Total.

(the China Inland Mission) In-
ternational. Besides these there
are thirty-two missionaries work-
ing independently. In addition
to the above, there are three
Bible Societies (American, Brit-
ish, and Scotch), three Tract
Societies, a mission for the blind,
a refuge for the insane, and
those great international and in-
ter-denominational organizations
—the Young Men’s Christian
Association and the Soctety forthe Diffusion of Christian and
Greneral Knowledge among the
Chinese—all of which are work-
iig directly for the evangelization
of China. It 1s interesting to
note that among the Continental
Sonmettes there are three Norvwe-
gian, six Swedish, two Finnish,
and three Scandinavian. Among
the organizations recently start-
ing work are the Finnish Luth-
eran Mission, the Lutheran
Brethren Mission, the Protestant
Methodist Church, the Seventh
Day Adventist Mission, the Board
of Missions of the United Evangel-
ical Church, and the Christian
Cfatholic Church) of Zion.

So far as the number of work-
ers is concerned, the China In-
land Mission heads the list with
622, not including 130 associates.
The American Presbyterian Mis-
sion comes next with 227 mem-
bers, followed by the Church
Missionary Society with 219, and
the Methodist Episcopal Church
with 173. There are nine socje-
ties which may be classed as
Methodist and the same number
of the Presbyterian and Baptist
faith, seven Lutheran, two Con-
gregational, four Undenomina-
tional and three All-denomina-

It is frequently asked by
persons who are honestly inter-
ested in missions if the great
number of missionary organiza-
tions and the diversity of belief
represented by them are not very
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confusing to the Chinese. Such
would seem to be the inevitable
result, yet in reality 1t is not so.
In no place in the world are
denominational and sectarian
lines less tightly drawn. A de-
lightful spirit of fraternity and
co operation is the rule. The
great essentials of our common
faith are taught and insisted
upon by all, but the little differ-
ences are sunk in the absorbing
desire to save China. Mission-
aries want to make Christians of
the Chinese rather than Secfarzans.
The converts, as a rule, recognize
this. It is true that there might
be more mutual co-operation in
the work among the different

denominations and less overlap-
ping of their districts, but this
will come.’’

here is much besides of in-
terest in the Report, which isa
pamphlet of forty-two pages,
and we trust our readers will
ali be able to secure 2 copy
and read for themselves.

* x

ALTHOUGH printing 56 pages
this month we have been fre-
luctantly compelled to crush
out to next number particulars
of the coming conference in
Korea, and some mussionary

Missionary sels,
Evangelical Missions in

Hangchow.
On Saturday, the 5th December,

anew church was dedicated to the
service of God by our Brethren
of the American Presbyterian
Church (North), Ministers and
members of all the other evangei-
ical Missions in the city gladly
taking part in the service held
on the occasion. The writer of
this paper, kindly invited to
address one of the meetings, was
led to refer to his early friendly
essociation with American FPres-
byterians in a few sentences
which he has here amplified.

The beginning of Evangelical
Missions in this city was on this
wise. As early as 1859 two
friends and fellow-labourers for
Christ—]J. L. Nevius, an Amert-
can Presbyterian, and J. 5S.
Burdon, of the English Church
Missionary Society—had taken
advantage of the Treaty of Tien-
tsin, and obtained lodgings with-
in the city or on the banks of the

river beyond the Gates. The
state of war, however, between
China and England and France,
and at the same time the approach
of the Taiping armies, forced
them to relinquish their attempt ;
and from 1860 to late in 1864
no fresh experiment was made.Meantime Nevius removed to
Chefoo and Burdon to Peking,whence he was called ten or
twelve years later to the LBish-
opric of Victoria, Hongkong.

In April, 1864, the Taiping
princes were expelled from
Hangchow, and Chekiang was
practically cleared of the Ch‘ang-
T1120. In the following Septem-
ber, as the present writer was
endeavouring, with his brother
(now Archdeacon Moule), and
another missionary who had
but very recently joined them,
to reorganize the C. M. S. mis-
sionary work in and near Ningpo,
two of their catechists suddenly,
and very earnestly, proposed
that they should move on to the
lately recovered cities Shachsing
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and Hangchow and preach the
gospel to the survivors of the
three years’ tyranny now happily
overpast. When it was objected
that the missionaries had hardly
strength enough—their two se-
nior brethren Russell and Gough
having been three or four years
in England and giving as yet no
promise of returning—to sustain
their actual responsibilities, the
two catechists pleaded the great-
ness Of the opportunity: and
added that the C. M.S. ought not
to be behind the other missions,
who would certainly avail them-
salves of it. The present writer
replied to this thatif his Amer-
ican Brethren saw their way to
go forward, he should pray God
to speed them, and should feel
all the less bound to go forwardhimself. As his two Brethren
were importunate, he promised
to ascertain the plans of the two
Missions (American Presbyterian
and Baptist) which then shared
the Ningpo field with the C. M.
S., adding that if he found they
were nof going to Hangchow,
he would at least go up and do
what he could to plant one ofhis catechists there as an
evangelist, even if he found it
impossible to remove his own
residence from Ningpo. These
two zealous men were james
Miao, father of more than one
medical assistant trained at the
‘Hangchow hospital, and John
Shéng, once a zealous Romanist,
but who, having compared that
religion with the gospel, was
ready to give a reason of the
hope that was in him to all
comers. They were by occupa-
tion tailors, but having acquired
a good knowledge of the gospel
were used, ata time before any
trained agents were available, as
evangelists and helpers to the
missionary, and with excellent
results on the whole. The

writer, having learnt, by personal
enquiry at both the Presbyterian
and Baptist Missions, that they
did not feel justified in leaving
Ningpo for a forward movement,
found himselim—not without se-
rious misgivings—obliged by his
promise to plan such a movement
himself. He had hardly come to
this conclusion, before a personal
teacher, long in the service of
the Mission but not yet a
convert, hearing of his purpose
proposed to introduce him to a
friend in Hangchow, who had
house and land to dispose of and
who would welcome him either as
a guest or tenant. With this
farther indication of what he was
reluctantly obliged to recognize
as a providential call to move
forward, he made arrangements
with his brother for a month’s
absence from his post, and set out
for the provincial capital in No-
vember, 1864, with John Shéng
and a Christian servant and boat-
mean. Arrived at Hangchow, after
ten days spent in the house
offered by histeacher, he decided
to rent it and spend in evangel-
istic work at Hangchow all the
time he could spare from Ning-
po, leaving John Shéng to
‘‘hold the fort’? during his
absence. He spent Christmas
at Ningpo, but in January, 186s,
made a second visit to Hang-
chow, where he had been but a
few days before he had the joy of
welcoming his valued friend
Green of the Presbyterian Mis-
sion. Accepting such rough
hospitality as was to be had Mr.
Green, with his excellent catech-
ist Chang Ning-kw‘ei and the
writer, lost no time in seeking
a house to serve as a home for
a Presbyterian branch station.
They were not long in securing
suitable premises within ten
minutes’ walk of the writer’s
house (his home now for thirty-
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nine years), in the P‘i-shih-
hstiang (Leather-market Lane).
This property has been added
to and developed during the
subsequent years; the Sunday
services have for many years been
celebrated in a chapel opening
on a ditferent street, but by a
happy return, the new and
commodious church, dedicated
on the 5th, is raised upon the
old site if not exactly on the
spot where our friends Green,
and Dodd, since gone to join the
immortals, led the prayers and
praises of the first converts,
nearly forty years ago.

Two survivors of those days
were permitted to take part in
the dedication, Chang Ning-kw‘ei
Hsien-sheng, for many years
Pastor of a Hangchow native
church, and the present writer,
who had the privilege in 1865
of receiving and in some degree
assisting him and his excellent
leader Green. ‘TT will remem-
ber the years of the right hand
oi the Most High.”

It 1s very nearly forty-six yearssince the writer came from an
English parish and chaplaincy
as a missionary to Ningpo. He
was welcomed by two ever
revered friends, of his own
Church and Society, since past
tnto the world of light—Russell]
(afterwards Bishop) and _ the
devoted scholar Gough. But he
was also welcomed with hearty
friendship by American Presby-
tertans, such as Willam Martin,
still happily im active service,
David Bethune McCartee, the
beloved physician, who spent
hity-six years of love and skilled
service in China and Japan,
Henry Rankin, his excellent
brother-in-law, John Nevius, the
friend of the Chinese and of all
who were their friends. A little
later it was his privilege with
others to welcome Presbyterians

like Morrison, Green, Dodd,
Butler, some of whose names are
hardly known to the present
generation of their successors.
It was aiter more than six years
of fraternal intercourse with
such men that, having been,
through the importunity of his
Chinese brethren, compelled to
act a pioneer’s part in opening
an evangelical mission at Hang-chow, he found himself in a
position in turn to welcome the
devoted men who so closely
followed on his steps,—Green and.
his brother-in-law Dodd, Hous-
ton and Stuart of the Southern
Presbyterian Mission, and other
good missionaries, now of the
Baptist Board, now of the C.LM.

It has been a great and un-
looked for privilege to have his
life so lengthened out in one
place of service, and to take a
part during so many years in the
evangelical enterprise of four or
five distinct missions, it is true,
but with so happy a degree of
the ‘‘ unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace.”’ The writer is
an anglican Bishop, and satished
with the scriptural grounds on
which the anglican system rests,
But the experience of years
has only deepened the conviction
with which he set out, that
neither the historic episcopate,
nor a ritual based upon primeval
Christian tradition, are so vital
or so potent for unity and effici-
ency in the Holy war as is the
Catholic contession of faith in
which as evangelical Christians
we all join, namely the faith in
our Master and only Saviour
Jesus Christ. Conscious of our
union with Htm, the progress
of our Brethren of another name
is our progress; we rejoice in
their triumphs, we sympathize
with them in discouragement.
Soe it has been in Hangchow for
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the nearly forty years of the
writer's sojourn and service, so
may it always be long after his
declining sun has disappeared.

(>. EH. Moun.

Christian HKadeavor
katly.

An enthusiastic Christian
Endeavor Rally was held at
Foochow, November rrth, 1903,
in Peace St. Church, during the
Annual Meeting week of the
American Board Mission.

After eighteen years of service
in our Mission, Christian Endeav-
or continues to hold a large
place in our methods of mission
work. The expectant and sympa-
thetic audience of more than Soo
persons crowding the church to
overflowing, helped the speakers
of the afternoon to do thetr best
with the subjects assigned.

Two speakers made it plain
that our duty as Christians is
to be like Andrew in bringing
our friends and neighbors to
Christ, and like Philip also to
make use of every opportunity
to explain to strangers the way
of salvation through faith in His

Mr. Ding Kai-ceng, of Foochow
College, presented the claims of
the United Society of Christian
Endeavor for China, urging all
who can to become members by
payment of the membership fee
of $1 per year, and that each
Jocal society see to it that at
least its president become a
member through the contribu-
tions of the Society, so that they
would be represented and have
4 real share in the work of the
United Society. He spoke of
the proposed convention in Ning-
po in 1905 and asked for the
prayers of all in preparation
for tt.

The singing was largely con-
sregyational, in worshipful spirit,
but was varied with special
selections by the Foochow Col-
lege choir and one by the kinder-
Partners,

The consecration meeting at
the close, led by Mr. Ding Ming-
uong, of the Theological Semin-
ary, was characterized by the
evident sincerity of those making
known their purpose to live and
labor for Christ, and that not in
set phrases and a perfunctory
manner but as moved by the
Divine Spirit who makes those
through whom He speaks sincere.

Geo. H,. HUBBARD.

Tame.

Christian HLndeavor
Notes.

A little calendar booklet for
the Chinese and English year
has been sent out trom the Unit-
ed Society's ofhce with Christ-
mas greetings from the General
Secretary, and it is hoped that
all interested in Christian En-
deavor will have received a copy.
The prayer meeting topics are
given in English, but in accord-
ance with the arrangement ior
the Chinese year, which makes
the topics for January in the
lists of the home societies come
in the first Chinese month, and
So Of. This was decided to be
the better plan, as it would make
it possible to use the Christan
Endeavor topics in home papers
in preparation for the Chinese
Christian Endeavor prayer meet-
ings. The cover design of the
calendar is a proposed Christian
Endeavor monogram for the
Chinese societies. The Japanese
societies use a simular design with
the characters (F[ 7) enclosed.
The design has been made in
a small silver pin, which can
be obtained from the General
eecretary.
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Letters full of enthusiasm for
Christian Endeavor keep comingin to the office of the United
Society from the most distant
places. In close conjunction
they arrive from Harbin and
Singapore, from Formosa and
Western Szechuen, which goes
to show that Christian Endeavor
methods are not merely of local
or denominational imterest, but
are applicable wherever a plan
is needed to train and employ ad/
the Christians in active service for
the proclamation of the gospel.

Ten weeks’ absence from the
office in Manchuria and Chihli
province has considerably disor-
ganized the correspondence with
the many friends of Christian
Endeavor, and an apology 1s due
many of them whose letters have

long been waiting an answer.
However, orders for Christian
Endeavor literature sent to the
United Society’s ofthce or to the
Presbyterian Mission Press will
receive immediate attention and
will be personally answered as
soon as possible. ‘The United
Society, through its publicationsand the work of the Genera!
Secretary, aims to keep in touch
with all the needs of the loca!
societies and to aid in their
organization and growth. Sut
it would be quite impossible for
any one man or any comunittee
in Shanghai to superintend and
foster the growth of the Chris-
tian Endeavor movement all over
China. This must depend upon
the active co-operation of the
missionary body, and the reason
why the movement 1s growing
so steadily and continuously is
because so many of them recog-
nize that Christian Endeavor is
mot one man’s society, nor a
society existing for itself, but
that it belongs to each denomina-

tion and each local church as
a privilege and an opportunity,
and all the advantages of its
methods are directly in the line
ot local church work. There 15
a constantly growing rumber of
aids to Christian Endeavor work
among the Chinese coming from
many sources besides the patin-
phiets, topic cards and pledges
issued by the United Society.
Almost all the Chinese Christian
newspapers give helpful Chris-
tian Endeavor notes and sug-
gestions, notably the weekly
Chinese Christian Intelligencer
Git |e} ¥%), which gives also the
daily readings in preparation
for the weekly prayer meeting.
The Chinese Almanac, pub-
lished by Dr. Hallock, has also
tnuch of interest to Endeavorers.
With ail these helps it ought
to be increasingly easy to
put in practice the methods and
principles of Christian Endeavor.
But in the end the one thing
necessary is that the native Chris-
tians themselves should be will-
ing to take hold and carry out
the plans. The success of the
society in any place must depend
on their active, hearty co-opera-
t100. It 18 a pieasure to see in
how many places the Chinese
Christians ‘‘have a mind to
work.’’ In such places the
Christian Endeavor society readi-
ly commends itself.

Notes on the Martyrs’
Memoriat for China.

Wo. LY.
some of the subscription lists

bave been returned to us, covered
with valuable figures, but the
majority are still circulating inthe interior. The sums so far
subscribed in China amount to
about 9,000 dollars.
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The Committee suggests (cf.
Circular No. 2) that all over China
a special Martyr Memorial ser-
mon should be preached on the
2st february, the first Sunday
of the Chinese New Year, and a
collection in aid of the Memorial
be taken from the native Chris-
tians. We sincerely hope that
alli our missionary brethren who
are in sympathy with the plan
of the Memorial will carry out
this suggestion.

On 1st Debember, Pastor
Kranz delivered a lecture before
the Shanghai Missionary As-
sociation on ‘‘ CAzrnese Afartyrs.”
At the request of the Association
this paper has been printed and
can be obtained from the Presby-
terian Mission Press, Shanghat,
for fen cents per copy. By send-
ing this paper home to some
friends mtich interest in the
Martyrs’ Memorial may be awak-
ened.

Over 600 prayer cards have
been sent out, and we may be
assured that many friends in
different places all over the world
are praying for the success of
this movement.

An explicit Appeal in German,
prepared by the Acting Secretary,
has been sent to the leading
Christian magazines of Germany
and Switzerland for republication
and‘also to some iniuential men
in those countries.

Amongst the representatives of
those Societies on the General
Committee who have had some
foreign martyrs m China, the
name of Bishop C. P. Scott was
printed in the November RE-
CORDER. Bishop scott desires
11s to state that he has declined
‘he honour.

The General Secretary, Rev.
D. MacGillivray, will now have
reached the home-lands and com-
menced thearduous task of arous-
ing the interest of churches and

| January,
individual Christians in the
Memorial scheme. May we in
China help him by our prayers!
The silver is mine and the gold
is mine, saith the Lord of hosts ”
(Haggai ti. 8). May the Lord
incline the hearts of His stewards
to return some of His money to
Him for this work, which will
benefit all the churches in China.

Canton Notes.

The November meeting of Mis-
sionary Conference proved a most
luteresting gathering. Six newly-
arrived missionaries, represent-
ing the American Presbyterian,
Wesleyan, ‘Scandinavian, Free
and New Zealand Presbyterian
Missions, were welcomed into
membership.

Lhe essayist was Dr. Shoe-
maker, and his subject ‘‘ The
Mutual Co-operation of the For-
eign and Native Missionaries.’’
A most interesting paper was
contributed to Conference anda
hearty discussion followed. The
many dithculities in the way of
co-operation were ireely recogniz-
ed, but 3t was emphasized that
there must be a golden mean
adjusted by Christ-like love andcommon sense which would
bring about a happier and more
fruitful harmony than at present
existed,

The attention of Conference
was called to the formal opening
of the Canton-Fatshan branch
of the Canton-Hankow Railwayon a recent Sabbath Day.
By direction of Conference the
following protest has been cir-
culated and largely signed :-—

‘““We, the tndersigned mis-
resident in Canton and

Hongkong, and other represent-
atives of the foreign community
in Canton, desire to express our
unfeigned regret and deep dis-
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approval of the action of the
General Manager of the Canton-
Hankow Railway in fixing upon
the Lord’s Day for the formal
opening of the Canton-Fatshan
branch fine.

“We also regret that represent-
atives of the British and United
States Governtments should have
ignored the established practice
and Christian sentiment of their
home lands, and by their attetid-
ance at this function have vrto-
lated the sanctity of the Sabbath
away which would not have
been permitted in our home lands
and in a way calculated to be-
little the teachings of Chris-
tianity in the minds of the
Chinese.

‘‘While expressing our em-
phatic disapproval of such a
flaprant abuse of one of the best
blessings and highest privileges
of our Christian nations we wish
it to be distinctly understood
that we hail with joy the advent
of the railway and all such ad-
vances in China’s civilization,
and pray for the success of this
and all kindred enterprises which
tend to the bringing in of a bet-
ter, brighter future for the people
of this Empire.’’

The united mission in the city
of Canton 1s proving in the tru-est sense successful. For the
first ten days large congregations
oi Christians gathered daily and
were addressed by Pastor Fung
Chaak of the Baptist Mission.
Then when many of the Chris-
tians had been inspired by his
earnest exhortations and had
been quickened anew by Goad’s
spirit effort was directed to

the bringing in of those al-
ready interested, but who had
not yet made definite decision.
The leading native preachers and
all the Protestant foreign mis-
sionaries (excepting the German)are united in the work and are
not sparing themselves, in the
hope that a great day of bless-
ing is about to dawn in the
near future for the millious of
China’s southern metropolis. It
ts too soon to say much of re-
sults, but we feel that God is
with wus and that the outlook
is brighter and the opportunity
ereater than ever it has been
before. -_—

(Gro. H.

Eneouraging News.
In Canton the year under re-

view-—1903-——has been the best in
the history of the Presbvterian
Mission. Not only have the
largest additions been made to
the churches and the largest
local contributions been received,
but in many other ways this has
been a year of unusual progress.
To the twenty churches there
have been 1,098 additions, and the
local contributions have amount-
ed to more than $8,000; the
High School and Theological
Seminary are full of young men
and boys; the hospitals are full;
doors are open on every side for
the preachers of the gospel;
scores of invitations have been
received from large villages ask-
ing for chapels; and multitudes
of the people receive the word
gladly.
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AY Shun-teh, Chihli, October roth,
the wife of Mr. M. UL. GRiIFFItrH,
C. 1. M., of a daughter (Muriel).

AT Wuchang, Hupeh, November 23rd,
the wife of Rev. W, A. SHANTZ,
C. and M, A., of a son CHoward
Davidson}.

AT Wuhu, November 26th, the wife
of Rev. T. J. ARNOLD, F. C. M., of
SON.

At Hsu-chow-fu, Kiang-su, the wife
of Rev. Hucu W. WHrre,s. P. M.,
of a daughter (Junia Graves).

Avr Hankow, December teth, the wife
of R. T. BoorTH, M.B., W. M., ofa
son (John Herbert Perrott).

At Hongkong, November rath, Rev.
G. H. McNgur, Canton, and Miss
MAGGIE SINCLAIR, both of New
Zealand Pres. Misston.

Ar Chungking, November 18th, Mr,
W.S. STRONG and Miss J. EK. Buick,
both of GC. I. M.

At Amsterdam, New York, November
26th, Rev. FRANK P. GILMAN, A.
P. M., Hainan, and the widow of
Rev. WELLINGTON WHITE, late of
A. P. M., Canton,

At Kiukiang, December 11th, JOHNand Miss I. F. ELOFSEN,
both of C. I. M.

Av Shanghai, December 17th, Rev.
THOMAS GAUNT, and Miss HELEN
Woon, both of C. M. S.

AY Shanghai, December 3rd, Rev.
(SUSTAF TONNER, of Huang-chow,
Hupeh, and Miss KRiSTINA AN-
DERSSON, of the S, M, S&S,

At Amoy, November 27th, Rev.
and Mrs. H. P. Boor and Rey. Franx
ECKERSON, A, R. C. M.

AT SHANGHAT

At Macao, September 26th, Mr. H.
Bb. GRAYVBILL, B.A., for the Christian
College.

At Amoy, October 20th, Mrs. P. W.
PITCHER (returning), Misses SUSAN
DuRGERE and Arick DurRGEER, A. R,
MM.

At Shanghai, November 3rd, Misses
DoROTHEA KENWICK, MARIE SKOR-
DAK, MARIE SAEVEDT, SOPHIE Svy-
VERTSON, THORA THORSEN, Norw.,
Luth. Mission.

At Canton, November 13th, Rey.
Wm and Mrs. Mawson, and Mrs.
McNeEuR, for New Zealand Presbyte-
rian Mission.

November 29th, Mr. and Mrs. Joun
H, Sworpson, Mr, and Mrs. Davin
EDEN, Swedish Baptist Mission;
Rev. ahd Mrs. S. M. FREDEN and
child (returning), Rev. D. Wantr-
OVIST, Misses KRISTINA ANDERSSON
and ANNA JONSSON, Sw. M, S.

December oth, Mr. W. B. Sroan,
from England ; NATHANAEL HOGMAN,from Sweden. C. I M.

Decenrber 11th, Rev. R. and Mrs.
GRIERSON and child (returning),J. M.; Miss Marie T. Hasen-
PFYUG, Revs. C. C. TaLBporr and M.
BR, RITZMANN, for U. Ev. P. M,,
Chang-sha.

December 12th, Rev. W. P. Crat-
FANT, and four children (returning),Miss Mary C. Moorr, A. P.M., I-
chow-fu ; Dr. CHAS. Lewis, A. P.M.,
Peking (returning).

December 14th, Mr. A. and Mrs.
GRACIE and child, C.1.M. (returning);
Miss HELEN Woop, C. M. S., (return-
ing),

December Misses M. A. Woop
and Konson, C. I. M. (returning),

December 19th, Messrs. JOHN R.
Muir and C. E. PArsons, C. I. M,

December 20th, Rev. G. H. Bonp-
FIELD, B. and F. B.S, (returning).

December 29th, Mr. and Mrs. R, RB.
LEWIS and seven children, ¥Y. M. C. A.
(returning), F. and Mrs. McCartruy
and five children, C. I. M, (returning).

DEPARTURES.
FROM CHEFOO ‘—

November 30th, C. Howarp Brrp,
C. i. M., for England.
FROM SHANCHAI *—~

December 5th, Miss Cormack, for
England; KE. FOLKE and Miss ANDER-
SON, ©. I. M., for Sweden; Miss F,
B. PATTERSON, A. B,C. F. M., Tien-
tsin; Mrs. E. Jams, and children,
M. EK. M., Chinkiang, for U.S. A.

December 31st, Mrs. J. FE. Brar
and children, S. P. M., Chinkiang ;Mrs. W. P. McCormick, S, P. Mi
Soochow, for U.S. A.
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Some Yangtse Ports and the Central Conference
for China.

BY REV. M. C. WILCOX, PH.D.
BOUT the middle of last October, soon after the close of

weeks’ rest. So I decided to visit some part of China
that I had not yet seen, and having bought a ticket to Hankow
and return, set out on what proved a most interesting and
pleasant trip, some impressions of which may, perhaps, be
thought worth recording.

The first stage of the journey was by the s.s. Haean,
which, I was told, was ‘‘Li Hung-chang’s yacht,’’ when that
great man—who finally sold his country to Russia—was in all
his glory at Tientsin.

The trip up the Yangtse by the s.s. Au¢wo—'t Auspicious
Harmony ’’—-was delightful in every respect. We had with
us, as far as Nanking, a party of English surveyors, whose
errand was to locate the route of the railway between that
city and Shanghai. The other passengers were Kev. L. H.
Roots, of the American Episcopal Mission, at Hankow, and a
French Roman Catholic Sister, who with her companion, a
Chinese Sister, was en route for Nan-chang-fu.

A mile or more below Wuhu we passed near the hospital
and residences of the Methodist Episcopal Mission. As I was
unable to visit this place on my return trip, I will now mention
that from Customs’ officers, who came aboard our steamer, I heard
excellent things concerning the far-reaching influence of this fine

AAP the Foochow Conference, 1 was advised to take a few
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hospital, which is in charge of Dr. H. Hart, a son of the veteran
pioneer missionary, Rev. V. C. Hart, D.D., now on furlough.

A day later, about sunset, we halted at Wu-sueh, the scene
of the riot in which Rev. W. Argent, a Wesleyan missionary,
and Mr. Green, of the Imperial Customs, were killed June sth,
1891, each at the age of twenty-nine.

Going on deck on the morning of October 24th I could see
by the different smokes ahead that we were nearing Hankow
with its Russian brick tea establishments, etc. Not long aiter
I caught sight of one of the bridges of the Lu-han, or Peking-
Hankow, railway. In a short time we were steaming along the
newly-made bund, which forms the river boundary of the Ger-
man, French and Russian concessions. Finally we anchored
by a hulk within the limits of the British Concession.

Hankow, as is known to many, is situated on the northern
side of the Yangtse at its junction with the Han river, across
which is the city of Hanyang. On the south side of the Yang-
tse, just opposite from Hanyang, 1s Wuchang, the capital of
Hupeh province. It is doubtless no exaggeration to say that
these three cities command ‘‘the most extensive net work of
river communication on the face of the globe.’”? How much
greater their means of communication will be when the railways
to Peking and Canton are completed.

It did not take long to see—if one had not already
known it-—-that Hankow 1s one of the greatest marts in the
Far Fast and that it has a marvellous future. Someone has
called it ‘‘the Chicago of China,’’ but if it and its two neigh-
bors ever unite under one municipal government, they could be
appropriately likened to ‘‘Greater New York.”’

This, of course, is not the place to describe the cluster of
cities at the mouth of the Han, nor can J now speak in detail
of the mission work which I saw briefly, or of the missionaries
which it was my great privilege to meet there and during my
whole trip. But a few general observations may be in order.

The question of teaching the native Christians to sing even
tolerably well is a discouraging one, but the singing of the sur-
pliced choir and of the congregation at the Episcopal Cathedral,
Hankow, demonstrates that the Chinese—those at least who
are not too old—can, by assiduous and long-continued train-
ing, be brought to a good degree of periection in vocal music.
T‘he choir spoken of had been trained by Miss Carter. Later
at Kiukiang and Chinkiang I found that Miss White, of the
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Methodist Episcopal Mission had, by dint of effort, also attained
excellent results in the same line, as is, of course, the case with
workers in Fuhkien and elsewhere.

On the afternoon of the Sunday I was in Hankow I visited
the leading church of the London Mission. A congregation of
perhaps five hundred was present. Quite a number of candidates
for church membership came forward one by one and were quest-
ioned by Rev. Dr. Grifith John as to their motives for taking
this step, after which the congregation voted on the question of
their reception. The Doctor and several native brethren also
gave earnest addresses, some of which took certain delinquent
members sharply to task for failing to contribute their share
towards the support of the church. In the Yangtse Valley, as
in most parts of Fuhkien, the matter of self-support is evidently
lagoing.

Judging from what I saw and heard, Hankow and all that
region constitute a more difficult mission field than Fuhkien, and
this characteristic seems more appparent the nearer one
approaches Shanghai. The intense spirit of commercialism
manifested everywhere up and down the great river is doubtless
responsible for much of the sterility of that populous field in
which so many consecrated workers are sowing ‘‘the precious
seed;’’ but 1s not this state of things partly due to the fact that
‘“The Model Settlement,’’ like many other large sea-ports, is
a great Upas tree ?, This city is the home of hundreds of noble
Christian men and women, some of whom are engaged in
business or in secular professions, others in mission work. Bunt.
think of those others who have evidently left most of the
Ten Commandments in Europe or America and whose daily
lives seem to be as bad as those of a majority of the heathen.
From such great sea-ports and commercial centres evil influences
of a most pronounced type are constantly going forth. Even
the Yangtse steamers—justly called ‘‘floating palaces”
—are floating opium dens, in which most of: the Chinese
passengers seemed to be forever smoking away their money
and their morals, Thus it has ever been and thus it ever
will be while good and evil, hight and darkness chase each other
round this worid of ours.

The schools and hospitals which I visited in Hankow,
Hanyang and Wuchang are doing excellent work and cannot
fail to.prepare the minds of thousands for a favorable reception |
of the gospel message as 1t 1s proclaimed far and wide.

1904.]
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I wil also mention the trip I made on the Lu-han Railway

as far as trains were running regularly, i.e., 295 kilometres or
about 185 miles, from Hankowville, the terminal station, near
the Yangtse. I found this road well built and extensively
patronized by the Chinese, at least. It 1s already proving very

convenient for missionaries in Hupeh and Southern Honan.
Most of the station masters, clerks, etc., are Foochow men, who ©
learned French in the Arsenal school at Pagoda Anchorage.
I was painfully impressed with the moral destitution of these
men, who were earning good pay, but confessed that they had
little left to show for it, on account of their propensity to gamble
and indulge in other evil practices. Would that they had some-
one to tell them of better things !

Saying ‘‘ good bye’’ to the many kind friends in Hankow
and its neighboring cities, I reached Kiukiang for over
Sunday. Mission work in this city has expanded a good deal
since I last saw it, twenty years ago. A large congregation
listened to a sermon by Rev. F. G. Henke in the forenoon and
a still larger one listened to an address to the Epworth League
in the evening. Full of pleasure and encouragement were my
visits the next day at the William Nast College, in charge of
Dr. C. F. Kupfer ; at the Elizabeth Skelton Danforth Memorial
Hospital, in charge of Dr. Mary Stone, a Chinese lady educated
in America; and at the girls’ boarding-school, of which Miss
Gertrude Howe is, I believe, the Principal. My brief stay made
it impossible to see the work of other missions at Kiukiang.

Hastening down the river by the first available steamer
I reached Nanking in time for the Central Conference for China,
which was held November sth to 11th. This Conference 1s 2
delegated body which, according to the discipline of the
‘Methodist Episcopal Church, ‘‘may take under its supervision
the educational, publishing, and such other connectional inter-
ests and work as may be committed to it by the Annual
Conferences and missions; but never in contravention of the
Book of Discipline, or the orders of the General Conference’.
The Central Conference meets at least once in four years.

The Chinese ministry and laity are entitled to the same
number of representatives as the foreigners, who had ten clerical
and nine lay delegates present, though more were elected.
Somewhat fewer Chinese delegates were in attendance. The
Foochow and North China Conferences, the Hinghua Mission
Conference and the Central China Mission were represented. ‘The
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West China Mission found it impracticable to send delegates this
time, but a letter was received from Rev. Spencer Lewis, Super-
intendent of the last mission named, stating that despite the
troublous times of 1900 and their own local Boxer movement, that
Mission had enjoyed great prosperity during the last quadren-
nium ; the work being to a large extent self-supporting and selt-
propagating.

Bishop David H. Moore, D.D., was ex ofcto president
until his departure for Chungking, the day before the Conference
closed, when Rev. Wilbur C. Longden was chosen chairman.

I must pass over much of the business transacted, glancing
at only a few of the more important items.

The report of the Committee on Education describes clearly
the present situation in China, appeals for an increase of trained
teachers to be sent out for educational work under Christian
auspices, endorses the project of an educational exhibit at the
World’s Fair of 1904, emphasises the importance of well-manag-
ed day-schools, urges that as far as practicable ‘‘a Normal
Department be established in each college where students can
have a regular course of training for service in day-schools and
other grades of teaching,’? and recommends that steps be taken
‘“to bring our courses of study to the noticé of the Chinese
governinent with a view to sectiring recognition of our college
diplomas. ’’

Some items in the: report of the Committee on Woman’s
Work .will also be of general interest :-—

It urges that all possible provision be made for orphan
children as a matter of duty and in view of the lives of useful-_
ness to which such children may be trained. Concerning in-
dustrial work the report says: ‘‘ Great progress has been made
in Foochow in instructing and providing work for widows and
very poor women,’’ about three hundred of whom are thus aided
in and near that city. The work ot Miss Adams in this connec-
tion is highly commended. The Committee urge that as fast as
possible similar work be opened in other places.

The following quotations are also from this report:
‘Whereas, there is a greater demand than ever before for
the study of English by Chinese of all classes, we recom-
mend that this study be introduced into all our girls’ boarding-
schools.’? ‘*We recommend that provision for the study of
medicine by women be borne in mind in the establishing of
medical colleges. We.recommend the payment of a fee for

1904. |
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medical services by both Christians and heathen, except from
the very poor.’’ ‘‘We hereby emphasise the fact that the
work of a missionary physician is first, last, and always evangel-

‘“We recommend that as speedily as possible books
be prepared and classes formed in every church, where the
women can be taught to read. We recommend the prepara-
tion of books on the care and training of children, on the care of
the home, on cleanliness and health; books for little children
to read and for mothers to read to their children ; easy helps to
the study of the Bible and Sunday school papers.’’ The Con-
ference asked that Miss Gertrude Howe be set apart by the
Woman’s Society for this special literary work and to edit the
woman’s department in the Methodist Forum, etc.

On the question of a missionary Bishop the Committee on
Memorials to the General Conierence was divided and the report
was followed by a very interesting discussion. some urged
that one of the missionaries now in China be elected a mission-
ary Bishop for this field. Others favored a continuance of the
present plan whereby one of the General Superintendents of the
church should for the next quadrennium be assigned to China
alone ; whereas Bishop Moore has also had the oversight of this
branch of the church in Japan and Korea, a task far too great
for any man. The vote stood eighteen to seven in favor of
the latter proposition.

Another subject that called forth some discussion was the
memorial to divide the Methodist Missionary Society into a
Home and Foreign Society, as 1s already the case with most
denominations. A division of the Society would enable one
secretary to give his entire time and attention to a study of the
nature and needs of such great world-fields as China, India,
Japan, etc., while another secretary could in like manner devote
himself entirely to the frontier home-fields and other neglected
commu ot the United States. The vote on this question
was not taken till near the close of the session, and after a num-
ber of delegates had returned home. it stood sixteen to two in
favor of division. It is earnestly to be hoped that the General
Conterence to be held at Los Angeles, California, during next
May, will grant both of these petitions.

Resolutions were adopted extending our hearty thanks to
our hosts at Nanking for their cordial hospitality ; expressing
our hearty appreciation of the brotherly and inspiring leader-
ship of Bishop Moore during the present quadrennium,’’ etc.
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The invitation of the Foochow delegation to hold the next,
or fourth, session of the Central Conference in that city in the
autumn of 1907 was accepted by a unanimous vote.

I must not further prolong this article by saying anything
about the mission work which I had the privilege of seeing at
Nanking, Chinkiang and Yangchow, though much of it was
deeply interesting and instructive.

ne i, Bans

Twenty Hints to Young Missionaries.*
Some Words of Parting Aduice to a Band of Newly-

appointed Missionartes.

BY REV. HENRY H. JESSUP, D.D.
For nearly fifty years a missionary in Syria.

HEN Christ says, ‘‘Go into all the world and preach
the Gospel,’’ He also says, ‘‘Lo, I am with you
always.’’ Our Master calls us to tread no path that

He has not Himself already trod or that He is not ready to tread
with ws. I gladly bear testimony to the fact that Jesus Christ
our Lord is a faithful promiser. He zs with us always, and
He never will leave us.

1. Your success as missionaries will depend on your /zkeress
to Christ. A Christ-like character 1s always lovable. Heathen,
Mohammedans, and other non-Christian people know the differ-
ence between a Christ-like man and a selfish, haughty, unsympa-
thizing man. If men love the messenger, they will learn to love
the message. If a herald of the truth wishes to win men’s
minds, let him first win their hearts. The logic of controversial
argument never convinced men half so much as the godly lives
of Christian believers.

Rey. Simeon Howard Calhoun, for thirty years a missionary
in Mount Lebanon, Syria, was called Saint of Lebanon,’?
He gained such an influence over the warlike and haughty Druzes
that, had he died in Syria, they would no doubt have made his
grave a holy shrine of pilgrimage. In April, 1860, I was in
his house when the dreadful war of that massacre summer began
between Druzes and Moslems on the one side and Christians on
the other. We had entered the church on Sunday morning,

* Extracts froma sermon and an address delivered in New Vork to the
outgoing missionaries of the Presbyterian Church.
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and I was reading the hymn ‘‘ My Faith Looks Up to Thee”?
in Arabic, when a Druze shot a Christian in the street near by,
and in a moment every person had left the church. The tien
of the village, Maronites, Greeks, Catholics, and Protestants, ran
for their lives down over the cliffs and mountains six miles to
the seashore, and then on to Beirut. Their wives ran home,
and in a few minutes came in crowds to Mr. Calhoun’s house,
bringing their jewels and money ; these they threw in bundles
inside the door without marks or labels, not even asking for
receipts. Three months later, after fifteen thousand Christians had
been massacred in Damascus, Deir el Komr, Hasbeiya, and other
towns, 4 French army came to Syria and marched into Lebanon.
Then the Druzes in turn were terrified; and they also came
in crowds to Mr. Calhoun’s house, bringing their money and
valuables to Mrs. Calhoun.

Last August, at the funeral of the Rev. William Bird,
long the colleague missionary of Mr. Calhoun, the Druze begs
and sheiks came in large numbers to attend the services in the
church of Abeth. At the close, the leading Druze beg addressed
the missionaries present, as follows :—

Sirs, Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Bird were our brothers and friends.
They loved us, and we loved them. On behalf of the whole people
of Lebanon, we entreat you to allow Mrs. Bird and her daughter
HKmily to remain here among ts, for we need them, and Abeik
would be orphaned without them.

Among the Druzes was one haughty warrior, Ali Beg
Hamady, who took a regiment of rough-riders to the Crimean
War in 1854. At the massacre of Deir el Komr, in June, 1860,
when two thousand two hundred tnarmed men were hewn
in pieces, the house of Mr. Bird was spared, and a Druze
guard was placed at the door. He had left two days before by
order of the United States Consul, and thirty Protestant men
had fied there for refuge. The next day the Druze begs of
Abeih, nine miles away, took Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Bid to Deir
el Komr to bring away these imprisoned Protestants. This they
effected by the help of Ali Beg, climbing over piles of dead
bodies to reach the door.

Twenty-five years later, in 1885, I called on Ali Beg in
Baaklin. He was a tall, stately man, with a white turban, a
long beard, and flowing robes. He received us with that beanti-
ful courtesy for which the Druzes are so famous, and asked:
‘* Do you know why Mr. Bird’s house was not attacked during
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the massacre of 1860 ? it was because of the character of Mr.
Calhoun and Mr. Bird that I saved that house.”’

Years afterward a Druze called at my house in Beirut one
day before sunset. He brought a message from Ali Beg, who
was ili and wished to see me, and requested me to bring the New
‘Testament. I hastened to the house, and found him lying on a bed
on the floor, and bolstered up with cushions. Fixing his piercing
eagle eye on me, he said: dying man. L honored and
loved Mr. Calhoun and he loved the (New Testament).
Read to me the passages he loved.’’ I read the sweetest of the
gospel invitations and promises. He listened like one hungering
and thirsting. ‘$ Read more and more. Is there pardon for a
great, mighty, sinner like me?’?

I was deeply affected, and asked him to pray to Christ for
pardon and salvation. He repeated the prayer after me, Atter
a long interview, I left the New Testament with him. ‘The
next morning, as I started to call on him again, I met his funeral
procession in the street. Mr. Calhoun had been dead for nearly
fifteen years, but I doubt not he welcomed to glory this aged
man of war and blood, ransomed through their common Savior,
Jesus Christ. The whole history of missions is full of instances
of the melting and molding influence of a Christ-like life,

9, Be courteous to all. The Golden Rule is the key to true
courtesy. Treat the people as you wish to be treated. A
Christian should be a model of courtesy, as were Christ and St.
Paul. The late Rev. Gerald F. Dale, Jr., was styled by Dr.
A. A. Hodge, of Princeton, ‘*‘’Ihe model scholar, the model
Christian, and the model gentleman of Princeton.’’ He won
his way to the hearts of the townsmen and peasantry of Syria as
he would have done to the polished people of his native
Philadelphia. Be assured that no gifts, graces, or talents are
superfluous on mission fields.

3. Be willing to go where you are sent. Neither the
Board of Missions nor the mission to which you are going will
be likely to designate you to a post where you cannot do good
work tor the Master. But be willing to go anywhere.

4. Let us go in a tractable spirit, ready to take advice and
yield to the voice of a majority of our brethren. Dr. Rutus
Anderson, of the American Board, told me, in 1857, that a
young man once came to the missionary house in Boston as a
candidate for the foreign miussion field. Dr. Anderson invited
him to walk with him to Roxbury and spend the night with him,
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as he was accustomed to invite new candidates mm order to satisfy
himself with regard to their character. As they were walking,
the young man suddenly said: ‘‘I prefer to walk on the right
side.’? Dr. Anderson at once yielded the point, and soon
inquired: ‘‘ May I ask why you prefer to walk on the right side
—-are you deaf in one ear??? ‘*No,’’ said the young man;
but I prefer to walk on the right side, and / always will walk
on the right side.’’ That young man was zo sent abroad.
It was evident that a man who was bent on having his own way
without giving reasons would be likely to make mischief, and Azs
tight side would be pretty sure to be the wrong side.

Some men can only work when alone. Let us rejoice to
work with others and yield to others. One self-opinionated,
arbitrary, wilful man may bring disaster upon a station. ‘The
majority should decide every question. Intractable men make
trouble enough at home, yet 1 a Christian land they more
quickly find their level under the tide of public opinion ; but in
a little organized, self-governing body in a distant corner of the
earth such men work great mischief.

Let us also be ready to do anything in our power to help on
the work—teach, preach, edit, translate, travel, build, or print.

5s. Let us go forth as hopeful labourers. A class once
graduated in Cambridge, consisting of three men—‘‘a mystic, a
skeptic, and a dyspeptic.”’ The missionary work does not want
pessimists who, like cuttlefish, darken all the waters around
them with inky blackness, Mr. Moody said, at the meeting of
the American Board in Madison, Wis., in 1894: ‘‘ Pessimists
have no place in the Christian pulpit. We want hopeful men.”?
And we can say with equal truth, pessimists have no place in
the foreign missionary work. We want hopeful men in this
glorious aggressive warfare. There is quite enough to weigh you
down without carrying lead tn your hat.

CHRISTIAN COMMON SENSE.

6. Let us go with level-headed, Ckrestzan conimon sense.
Nothing will supply the want of this. A misplaced and mis-
named ‘‘muissionary’’ in India once wrote home to his friends
that he could get on well enough but for these miserable natives,
who kept crowding into his house; but now he had a bulldog,
and hoped to keep them off.

A missionary once sailed for the East from an American
port. He had packed and marked all his boxes and shipped
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them in advance of his own sailing.
he was attacked by a serious illness, which obliged him to return
to his native land. As his boxes contained various articles
for missionaries already on the field, he wrote to them the
following lucid directions : Observe, when you open the boxes,
that No. 1 contains only my goods ; No. 2, my goods and books
for Mr. ——-; No. 3 is all for Mr. and Mrs. ——-; No. 4 15 for
Mr. ——- and Dr. —-—,”’ and so on up to twenty boxes. ‘Then he
added a postscript as follows : ‘<The boxes are not numbered.’

Do not be carried away by visionary dreamers. Use wisdom,
patience, and good sense in selecting a sight for the permanent
mission station. Avoid low, malarial spots as well as inaccessi-
ble locations. ©

A few years agoa medical student in Toronto wrote to me,
inquiring about Jericho as a proper site for a medical mission. A
certain Dr. —— proposed to send out twenty-five medical mission-
aries to Jericho, promising to pay their expenses and guarantee
them an income from the natives of $25 a week and great
opportunities for doing good. The writer said that his father
doubted the soundness of the enterprise, and wished my opinion
of the scheme. I wrote him somewhat as follows :—

I have been to Jericho, and know all about its surroundings.
Jericho is the fowest spot on the earth’s surface, geographically,

intellectually, and morally.
It is the hottest place, being one thousand three hundred feet

below the sea-level, and uninhabitable for white men six months in
the year.

The inhabitants number from one hundred to two hundred,
and are half-naked, savage Arabs, who make a living by highway
robbery and by dancing around the tents of travelers for dakAshish.

The inhabitants north of them, in the Jordan valley, are not
inferior to them in degradation and thievery, being all predatory
Bedottin.

The inhabitants of Moab, on the east, and the swampy plain
south of the Dead Sea, even surpass other Bedouin in poverty,
robbery, and wretchedness.

As to the proposed doctors supporting themselves from fees
from the people, it is not probable that the entire population of
Jericho could raise $5 in cash any month in the year.

It is usual to send missionaries to places where there are men,
not to a howling wilderness.

If you and your companions come, I would recommend that you
bring pine boards enough to make cofhns for all, as you would
probably all die within a year, and not a toot of lumber could be
found within ten miles of Jericho.

Twenty Hints to Young Missionaries, 67

When half-way to his field
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7, Again, as you enter on your work, degin humbly. The

message you bring is Divine, but the messenger is human.
You are stranger in a strange land. You cannot speak a word
ot the language. The people think that because you do not
know their language you do not know anything. They pity
you, and perhaps despise you. * You will be wise if you grace-
fully accept the situation and take the attitude of a learner, not
only in language, but in social customs, business relations, and
even in regard to their religion.

The three years spent in language study will be no loss.
If you could plunge into your work on your first arrival, knowing
the language, but knowing nothing of the habits, prejudices,
customs, courtesies, proprieties, religions, tenets, superstitions,
and national tastes of the peoples, you would make more enemies
in a month than you could unmake in years. Your blunders
would be associated with you in the minds of the people, and
they would give you a nickname which you could not shake
oft. A stranger in any land needs to walk cautiously, especially
if he comes as an avowed reformer. study the national
customs while you study the language, and remember what
you learn. A few colossal blunders will promote your growth
in humulity. It would be of more value to you to hear
their remarks about you than for them to understand your
remarks about them. it takes men of different nationalities 2
long time to understand each others’ tastes, customs, and
virtues.

8. Let us perfect ourselves in the zateve languages, and not
trust to an mterpreter in preaching. Dr. Wolff traveled in the
East some eighty years ago, and on reaching Tripoli, in Syria,
he employed one Abdullah Yanni to act as interpreter. One
morning he said: ‘‘ Abdullah, lam going to the bazaars to preach
to the Moslems. Abdullah said : ‘fT beg you not to go, for they
will mob us.’’ But the doctor insisted, and Abdullah himself
told me of the incident in 1858. He said :

‘(We walked around to the bazaars, and Dr. Wolff mounted
a stone platform and said: ‘My friends, | have come to preach
to you the gospel of Christ. He that believeth shall be saved,
and he that believeth not shall be condemned.’ I translated as
follows: ‘The Khowaia says that he loves you very much, and
that the English and the Moslems are fowa sowa’ (all alike).
Whereupon the Moslems applauded, and Wolff thought he had
Anade a deep impression.
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I said to Abdullah: ‘‘ How could you deceive a good man
in that way ?’’ He replied : ‘S$ What could I do? Had I tran-
slated literally we should have been killed; and Wolff may
have been prepared to die, but I was not.’?

In learning the language, aim to read, speak, and write it.
I have known many missionaries who read the language and
preach in it, but who could not write a letter in the vernacular,
and had always to employ a scribe to write their Arabic letters.
This is a bondage and an embarrassment which you should avoid.
Be sure to master the language, or it will master you.

OQ. Identify yourself with the people as tar as possible. Yor
cannot well imitate the dress of African savages, or eat the food
of Bedouin Arabs, but you can become one of them in the higher
and nobler features of sympathy and service, of helpfulness and
brotherly counsel. Avoid disparaging remarks about them as
contrasted with your own people and country. In matters of
morals and sanitary rules be firm, but in things unimportant be
charitable and kind.

10. Avod partiahty and favoritism in dealing with people,
whether tn the parish, the church, or the school. Treat all alike
with uniform kindness and courtesy. Some are more lovable
and attractive than others, but do not please yourself, for even
Christ pleased not Himself. In teaching the young you will be
sorely tempted to show partiality to the bright, docile, and
studious. But keep your head level. You belong to them all,
and they all alike have a right to your love and care.

JI. Music 1s a power for good. Ii you are fond of vocal or
instrumental music, you have a gift which ought to be used
with great effect. If the people find it difficult to learn our
Western music, then learn their tunes and adapt them to Chris-
tian hymns. I heard a missionary say in 1856 that ‘‘’The
stately Arabic could not be brought down to the level of a
Sunday-school hymn. But it has been brought down and yet
is still pure Arabic, and thousands of children are singing
children’s hymns in Arabic all over the land.

PHYSICAL HEALTH.

12. Care for your bodily health. You would be surprised
to read a catalogue of the missionaries who have broken down
prematurely through want of care or ignorance of the laws of
heaith. It has been said that ‘‘the best thing for the imside of
4 man is the outside of a horse.’’ You must take proper and
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regular exercise.. It 1s your duty to live as long as you can.
Your years of preparation, outfit, and initiation into the field
have been expensive to you and to the church. Care, then, for
your bodily health, and avail yourself of such personal comforts
as really contribute to your welfare and the success of your work.
I have known men come to Syria determined to ‘‘endure hard-
ness’? by walking unprotected in the sun; but the hardness
was of their own making, and they succumbed to it and died.
Such a death is suicide, not martyrdom.

Vary your employments. If you have a mechanical bent,
get carpenter’s tools and use them. If you are fond of botany,
geology, entomology, or zoology, develop this Heaven-implanted
taste. You will see new plants and flowers, strange birds and
animals, curious land snails, and grotesque and brilliant colored
fishes. The study and collection of these will refresh your mind,
sive pure and wholesome recreation, and help you in directing
the apathetic minds of the people to habits of observation and
of admiration of the wonderful wisdom of God. This will also
enable you to devote the spare intervals of travel and monotonous
jitinerating to profitable, wide-awake, and inspiring, and yet
restful, mental exercise. Of course 1 goes without saying that
such recreations should not become exacting or engross too much
of one’s attention.

Canon Ball, of Calcutta, in a recent address to new mission-
aries, gave some excellent advice: ‘* A young man should not
be nervous about his health. some are constantly resorting to
their medicine-chests and frequently taking their temperature.’
Dr. Bethune, in an address before Yale Phi Beta Kappa, in
1849, on the premature death of literary men, said: ‘The
world says, ‘ Died of too much study’; but the truth is, died of
too much meat and too Iisttle exercise,’ Prevention is hetter
than cure. Adapt your diet to the climate. Beer and beef have
covered India with British graves.

13. As we value our usefulness, let us £ecp out of polttics.
Some men are born statesmen or politicians, and are tempted to
meddle with political affairs. This is not our business. We may
live under a despotism, as Paul lived under Nero, but our
business is spintual—Christ’s Kingdom is not of this world.
It is neither wise nor safe for a misstanary to meddle with the
local politics of the land he has adopted. You may enter an
orchard and overturn the beehives—this would be easy—but f
could guarantee that you would not do it a second time.
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Missionaries who rush into politics generally rush out again, and
Stay Out, He enjoys the protection of his own flag, and at times,
when he sees natives oppressed and unable to secure justice, he
is tempted to interfere in their behalt. But it is not wise.
It was the bane of the missionary work in Syria, in the early
years of the mission, that the Syrians thought that becoming
Protestants would secure them English or American consular
protection. Many ‘‘false brethren’? in this way professed
Protestantism, expecting the mussionary or foreign consul to
defend their law cases, right or wrong. This misconception 1s
now passing away. It should never have existed. Let the local -

eivil authorities understand that Protestant Christians are as
amenable to the laws of their own land as are others, and that no
missionary will ever even speak in behalf of a convert unless he
is sure the convert is right, that justice has miscarried, and that
he needs sympathy and help. Above all, do not attempt to
browbeat the officials or carry a case by foreign influence.
The Jesuits interfere in courts, and intrigue to get foreign
influence for their converts, right or wrong.

Always pray for the ‘‘ powers that be.” Teach the people
loyalty to their sovereign. Teach them to speak the truth, and
avoid litigation 1f possible. Local officials often stand in terror
of foreigners, and will pervert justice to please them ; but never
use your influence or prestige simply to gain power. Let the
officials know that you are a man of peace and of inflexible
integrity, and that you have respect tor law. It Christians are
so persecuted or defrauded that you are obliged to interfere, do
it by private interviews with the local officials and in the most
respectful manner, showing confidence in his sense of justice
and right. But never use threats of a foreign flag or battleship.
Christ lived under Caesar and Paul under Nero, and yet both
taught obedience to Ceesar. Your converts can hardly have as
ertiel a ruler as Nero. Let them be patient and loyal, and you
should be their example.

14. Remember the devil. satan will gladly assure you that
a missionary is all right. Perhaps he has stirred up your
admiring friends and relatives to flatter you because of your
great piety and devotion in going abroad. Doctor Post, of the
Beirut College, asked a stone-mason if in taking a contract
for erecting a stone building he would agree to lay up the walls for
so much a square yard, and furnish labor, stone, sand, and lime?
He replied: ‘* All but the lime ; you must furnish that, or the
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full quantity may not get into the mortar.’’ The doctor asked :
‘Why, are you not honest.’’ ‘© Yes,’? said he, ‘fm honest ;
but, then, Sadhan Allah, es Shettan moujood” (Praise to God,
there is a devil). It will not do to imagine that this ‘' roaring
lion’? has lost either his teeth, his claws, or his brains !

SPIRITUAL LIFE.

15. 4s to Bible study and your own spiritual life. ‘The
two go together. You must know the Bible, digest it, and
assimilate it. Study it to use in preaching, but study it more to
use in practising in your own Itfe and expertenice. You will have
to study the Scriptures in a new language, and this will bea
ereat advantage. Old truths will appear in new lights.
Familiar texts will have new meaning when rendered in the
idioms of another tongue.

Your Bible study must be done systematically. During the
summer season in Syria, when teaching theology every forenoon
in a Lebanon village half an hour distant, I have risen with the
sim every morning, and spent two hours in Bible study and
classroom preparation before the family breakfast. How sweet and
refreshing these quiet morning hours, when one can commune
with God before the active duties of the day begin! Saturate
your mind and thoughts with the Bible. Commit to memory
ali the choice gospel texts and passages in the language of the
people, and thus arm yourself with the panoply of God’s truth
at the very outset. Remember that your office and work will
not sanctify you. They may blind your eyes, and even hinder
your spiritual growth by leading you to neglect Bible study and
prayer. Those who compare themselves with others are ‘‘not
wise’? Compare yourselves with Christ, our only model, and
this will keep you humble.

16. It is well to keep in toueh with the home churches.
Write down your first impressions and send them to your pastor
and church at home. While you are studying the language,
and not yet able to do much, you can write of what others have
done and what needs to be done. You can describe scenery,
manners, customs, products, and the occupations of the people.
Some one has said that every educated man must sooner or later
write a book. Alas! that it should be so. But 1f you do wiite
a book, wait until you have been at least ten or fifteen years in
the service, and then be sure that you have something to say
that is worth saying, and that you know how to say it.
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17, £1ola on. Doctor Van Dyck was once asked: ‘' What
is the most important qualification of a missionary ?’? He said :
‘Do one thing and stick to 1t.”? Regard your work as a life-
work. The successful men are those who begin right and
perevere. You may have offers from home churches, or pro-
fessors’ chairs, or diplomatic office, or lucrative commercial posts,
but ‘‘set your face steadfastly ’’ forward. Let it be understood
that nothing but the hand of God can separate you from the
work. It is a lite enlistment. Trials and bereavements may
come ; they will come. But let them fit you the better for
more sanctified and holier service, and not frighten you away
trom your post. I know of a missionary who was invited to a
theological professorship at home after being less than two years
in the field. They said to him: ‘‘ We want a man of a genuine
missionary spirit in this seminary.’’ He replied: ‘§T could not
open my mouth on mussions if I took this post; for when I
wold say to the students, ‘You ought to go abroad,’ they
would say, “Why didn’t you go?’ ¥ would reply, ‘IT did go.’
‘Then why did. you return?’ ‘To take this professorship.’
‘Very well, we'll stay and take professorships without all that
expense to the churches !’”’ No man should leave the mission-
ary work unless driven out of it by the clear indications of God’s
Providence.

When your mind is fixed you will be happier. Now yott
Can sdy . This is to be my country and my people ; here will I
live and die, and all I am and have shall be devoted to their
interests.

18. Let us love the people as we have never done before,
not shrinking from the lowly and degraded. The unevangelized
nations are not all besotted and repulsive in their habits, but
there are tribes of half-naked, filthy, and imbruted children of
Nature from whom 4 civilized man involuntarily shrinks. Vet
they ate men for whom Christ died. Can you go and live
among such men and women ? Do you say, I am not called to
such a degradation ; this is toa great a sacrifice, too exacting a
a condescension ? Think what Christ has done for you !

,In the year 1854, when a theological student in New York,
I attended the erdination of a young missionary just setting out
for Africa. ‘The charge was given by Rev. Dr. William Goodell,
of Constantinople, who said: !‘ When your whole nature revolts
from contaet with degraded and naked savages, and you feel that
you capnot bear to associate with them, remember what a
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demand you make every day when you ask the pute and sinless
Spirit of the eternal God to come, not to sojourn, but to adzde
in your vile, sinful heart !”’

19. Let us preach the ‘‘old, old story.” No better can
ever be devised.

20. Finally, let us Zave strong faith in God. In the lonely
hours when, without society, surrounded by the surging mass of
heathen, despised, misunderstood, hated, deceived, imposed upon,
then hold on to Christ. Think of His patience, His toils, His
prayers, His faith, and His quenchless love!

The Eight Diagrams of Fuh Hsi.

1)URING the spring term a course of popular lectures was
delivered in connection with the Hangchow Presbyterian
College. One of the lectures was given by the native

head teacher on the Pah Kwa (j\ 3p). Thinking it may be
interesting to the readers of the RECORDER to see 1n what higk
estimation this mysterious figure is held by a native Christian
scholar, I herewith send an epitome of his lecture, accompanied
with drawings.

The Pah Kwa is the very oldest thing that has been preserv-
ed from ancient times, being coeval with China’s earliest
history. It is universally believed to have been made by Fuh
Hsi 3), who is considered the most intelligent man of
antiquity. There is only one book which treats exclusively of
the Pah Kwa, namely, the Yih King (3 #). According to this
book, in discussing the method of building up the Pah Kwa, one
must begin with the diagram of the Tai Kih (4 #&). Tai
Kih was generated from Wu Kih (#@ #%), which is entirely
without form, as heaven and earth were before their separation.
‘Tai Kih then is the starting point of all things, which in the
diagram is represented by a dot.

Later on, from the T’‘ai Kih was generated the two I (4),
which are distinguished from each other by calling them Yin (f§)
and Yang (ff). The Yang I f) is represented by a long hori-
zontal line, while the Yin I ((@ 4%) 1s represented by a long line
divided into equal parts. Again, from the two I are generated
the four Siang ({@), which are called the Tai-yang i),

BY REV. J. H. JUDSON.
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Tai-yin (Fr; [B), Shao-yang (4 Ph) and Shao-yin (Jp FB). ‘These
are formed by combining the two, placing each one over itself
and also over the other J.

still again, trom the four Siang are generated the eight
diagrams, to which are given names as follows :-—

Chien (@) heaven, Kun (Jf) earth, Kan Gh) water, Li
(BE) fire, Tui (4h) moisture, Sun (86) wind, Chen (#) thunder,
Ken (f%) hill. These are formed by combinations of the four
Siang in a manner similar to the formation of the four Dziang
from the two I, To these eight diagrams have also been
applied the eight cardinal points of the compass and thus their
locations are fixed in forming the final and complete diagram.

During the Chou dynasty Wen Wang (4 7E) and Chou
Kung (§] 2$) took the eight original diagrams, and by a similar
method of combination, formed sixty-four diagrams. We give
drawings of only eight of them, which are formed from the
Kun (iif) diagram. In the Yih King different combinations
are taken, their priticiples sought out, and exhortations founded
upon them, persuading men to cultivate virtue and teaching
them to follow good and flee from evil fortune.

Confucius also made research into the principles of these
diagrams. The sad part 1s that they all speak of it as discussing
principles, and yet they constantly speak of destiny, which is an
innovation upon the original idea of the Pah Kwa, where princi-
ples are emphasized, and little is said about destiny. The Pah
Kwa, though it has been by men of latter times carried over into
the realm of destiny, was at the time of its origin only a
small clever thing, atid the ancients thus regarding it, obtained
its proper uses. It has two uses: one mathematical and one
chirographical. According to tradition, in Hwang Ti’s ( 7%)
time, Li Sheu (4% #) was commissioned to invent a system of
ealcnlation. He seeing the plan of the Pah Kwa, thereupon
constricted his system of numbers. The system of construction
from the Pah Kwa was in general by taking odd and even
numbers and buildiige them up. Li Sheu did not consider one
to be the beginning of ntumbers. He took two to be the first of
éven titunbers, and three the first of the odd, because one added
to oné gives the even number two, and one taken from one is
fiothing.

One multiphed by or divided by one 1m each case gives one.
Hence from two and three he developed a system of numbers.
The abacus, the principles of the right angle triangle, and also
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the methods of involution and evolution, all originated in the
Pah Kwa. In algebra there is a quick method of involution
and evolution, which is claimed by Westerri scholars to have been
invented by Newton. But the ancients evolved it from the
Pah Kwa long before, tlougli it does tot eqtial Néwton’s for
clearness. Futhermore, thé method of fixing the intercalary
month had its origin in the numbers of the Pah Kwa.

The ancients also made tise of it for astronomical méasure-
merits, and weété able to draw the constellation of the Big
Dtpper.

To stiti tip it may be sdid that the Pah Kwa is the father
of mathematics.

Moréover, the Pah Kwa is also the fathér of writing. Look
at the forms of Chinesé characters; and certairily they resémble
the Pah Kwa, which is made up of ore long and two short
straight lines. Ir writing’ Chitiesé characters, they also are
composed of long arid short horizontal strokes. In early antiqui-
ty, before writing existed, there was the method of joining
strings, that is, taking several long and short strings and placing
them either vertically, horizontally or obliquely, upon each other
to form all sorts of figures. This method being too laborisus,
and mistakes easily made, could not be permanently used.
Hence, during the reign of Hwang Ti 4) Ts‘ang Kilt (3F ff)
originated writing from the forms of the Pah Kwa. ‘The three
long and the three divided lines of the figure, some say; wére the
ancient eharacters for heaven afd eatth. It 6né will look at
the two diagrams K ‘an (3k) and Li (@f), the signs for water and
fire, a resemblance will be recognized. Moreover, the principle
of character-makinge is evolved from the Pah Kwa. lf one will
investigate closely thesé diagrams, there are at the most only
three horizontal strokes: Write thé ¢haracters for one, two and
three, The character for three has three horizontal strokes, but
the character for four has not four such strokes, not becatise it
would be too large, dr ugly looking, but because of the prin-
ciple of the Pah Kwa, which has at most three horizontal lines.
No matter what character oné may take, divide it up into parts
corresponding to letters and no one letter will be composed of
more than three herizontal lines. One cannot be found having
four lines used as a single létter. This goes to show that the
characters of the present time, originated tn, and were made
from the style of writing the Pah Kwa. We have said that the
Pah Kwa was made by Fh Hs1.- (Chinese scholars hold firmly
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this belief, but it is also held by some that it did not come from
China, but has been handed down from Noah. After our first
ancestors sinned, all men became evil. God destroyed the
world, but spared Noah’s family of eight in the ark. Con-
sequently the whole human race came from his descendants.
Hence the Chinese character for boat is made up of the three
characters for eight, mouth and boat. Fearing that it would be
forgotten, Noah purposely made this figure of the Pah Kwa to
inform the later generations. Noah’s family of eight persons
consisted of four maies and four females—Noah and his wiie,
three sons aud their wives. The resemblance which they bear to
the Pah Kwa is shown by the following quotation from the Yih
King. Chiien (#%) is father and Kun (ff) 1s mother; Chen (#2)
is the first male, and 1s called the eldest son ; Sun (9) is the first
female, and 1s called the eldest daughter; K ‘an (}#) 1s the second
male, and is called the second son ; L1 (@)} 1s the second female.
and is called the second daughter; Ken ( £1) is the third male, and
is called the youngest son; Tui (4) is the third female, and is
called the youngest daughter.

The flood of Noah’s time was. about 4600 years ago. The
names of his. thtee sons were Shem, Ham, and Japhet. ‘The
Chinese are the descendants of Shem. Moving to the east they
crossed: the: Kwun Lan (# 4) mountains and spread over Tibet
and along the course of the Yellow River: Hence Western scholars
all beheve that the Chinese came from. the West. It 1s known
that in Fuh. Hsi’s time a large mass oi people came from that
direction and lived in: Tibet and north-west China. Consequent-
ly the diagram of Fuh Hsi may have been. obtained from Noah’s
descendants.

Again, three hundred or four hundred: years after the flood
large nations sprung wp: Conspicuous among them were Egypt,
Assyria and Babylon.

Besides the hieroglyphics of Egypt, there was the cuneiform
writing of Assyria and Babylon which bears. a_ similarity
to: the forms of the Pah Kwa. ‘Therefore considering the forms
ef the. characters of each nation, whether they are like the
picture writing of China, or like the eight diagrams, it may be
known that the different races of mankind had their beginning
in a comtion origi. Hence it 1s that China has this Pah Kwa,
and it may be that God purposely caused it and also the Yih King
to be preserved, that those coming after might know that China
and nations foreign to her, each came from one common source.
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Morrison, Milne and Medhurst.
Three Pioneers of Protestant Missions to China.

{N a short paper like this I can only draw the outlines
and give briefly the main features of these three great
and good men and the work they accomplished. Ll want

also, from a study of these beginnings of Protestant missionary
efforts in China, to discover what were the chief motives that
impelled these pioneers to enter upon this great work and
the main principles that guided them in the prosecution of it.

Let us first briefly glance at the condition of the country
that was awaiting their labours, especially in its relation to the
propagation of Christian truth.

As early as A.D. 505 Christianity in its Nestorian form ap-
peats to have penetrated China from the West. In 1280, when
the Mongol princes ascended the throne of China, they afforded
toleration to all religions, and the Nestorians were enabled to
establish a flourishing church in North China. They continued
to exist till the beginning of the fifteenth century, but soon after
seem to have gradually disappeared. The Latin form of
Christianity was first introduced to China by John of Corvino in
1292, who travelled overland from India in a caravan, and being
well received by Kublai Khan, the first Emperor of the Mongol
dynasty, commenced to build up a church. Medhutrst says:
“Both the Nestorian and the Latin Christians had a fine
opportunity of propagating their religion in Eastern Asia, but
quarreling among themselves, they hindered each other’s success,
and towards the close of the fourteenth century the Mahommed-
ans, gaining the ascendancy, drove the Christians from those
regions.’ Next comes Xavier on the scene, from India, nearly
two centuries later, following in the wake of the Portuguese, who
had made them way to the Far Hast by the Cape of Good Hope.

A great change had by this time taken place in the attitude
of the Chinese government to the settlement of foreigners
in their country. They had heard of the conquests of the
Spanish and Portuguese and were exceedingly suspicious of
strangers coming to their land. Laws were passed, threatening
the severest punishment on any aiding foreigners to enter the
country, or helping them to acquire the language. Hitherto
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a natural wall of desert, mountain, and sea had protected them
from encroachment; now that one of these-—-the sea—had been
penetrated, they attempted by rigorously enforced laws to create
a new wall of protection by fostering the spirit of hostility ta
all foreigners, |

Here surely we have the key to much of the strife and ll.
will of later years. The hostility to strangers from afar’? has
been, I believe, all along alien to the Chinese nature, something
artificial and superimposed, and not a survival of the natura]
savage instinct. Its parallel may be found in the exclusion
legislation of Australia, the United States, and Canada, in that
it has its origin, not in the hearts of the people but in the
minds of the diplomatists. Thus then when Xavier endeayvour-
ed to recominence missionary work in China in 1552 he found
the door closed against him and over it the words ‘‘ Death to
all who enter here.’’ Though Xavier knew it was courting
imprisonment or death to enter the country, and though his
awn countrymen were bitterly opposed to his actions, he fear-
lessly landed one night on the Island of St. John’s, thirty miles
S. W. of Macao. Worn out, however, by his labours, and the
difficulties he had had to contend with, he was not permitted to
do more than land and die on the shore where his tomb still
remains with the inseription :—

Ascended to Glory A.D. 1553.”
Follawing this incident come the thirty tedious years of

waiting of Vakgnant at Macao who, casting ‘!many a longing
look toward the Celestial Empire, would cry out in the fervency
of his desire, ‘‘ Oh, rock ! rock ! when wilt thou open???

In 1582 Matteo Riect, the real founder of Roman Catholic
missions in China, began his work, He too tound that there was
no open door, but unlike Valignani, he was not the man to sit
down waiting for the closed door to open. He discovered that
there were two keys that fitted the lock, One was the desire for
gain leading the Chinese to seek for commercial intercourse with
the strangers they feared, the other was the desire of the scholar
and official class for knowledge.

Using the first key Ricci and his colleague made themselves
acquainted with the language and became the recognised inter-
preters between the Chinese and Portuguese, and in this capacity
were allowed to settle in Canton.

Using the second, Ricci won a place of respect for himself
in official circles, and, first in the provincial capitals of Kwan-
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tung and Kiangsu, and then in the court of the Eimperor himself
in Peking, he gained a respectful hearing as a wise philosopher
who by his stores of knowledge could be of service to them.

Reaching the capital im 1601 Azccz, as we have seen, secured
a place at court arid made many converts from both high and low.

During the seventeenth century, under the last kings of the
Mings and the first of the Tsings, the Catholics made great
headway, and there appeared every chance of their successfully
winning China to the Roman Catholic faith.

The disputes, however, between the Jesuits on one side and
the Dominican and Franciscans on the other (i.) as to the right
term for ‘‘God,’’ the former using [57 and the latter 7, and
(ii.) as to whether the ceremonies performed at the tombs. of ances-
tors and in honour of Confucius were civil or religious rites:
these disputes practically wrecked the prospects of the mission,
as the will of the Emperor and that of the Pope came into
conflict. Much of the numerical success of the Catholics up to
this time was due to the position Ricci and the Jesuits took in
regard to the observance of certain native rites and ceremonies.
There seems to be no question that Ricci and his colleagues
were far too lax in this direction. One of his co-religionists has
written of him as follows: ‘‘ Being more of a politician than a
theologian, he discovered the secret of remaining in China. The
kings found in him a man full of complaisance, the pagans a
minister who accommodated himself to their superstitions.’?

He even allowed Christians to assist in the rites connected
with the worship of idols, provided they mentally worshipped a
cross previously secreted in some part of the temple. He also with-
held the Bible from his converts. Now that the Imperial patron-
age was removed, the native converts and foreign priests suffered
much persecution for the next hundred years, 1700-1800, a
great maty converts recanting. in 1706 and 1720, by edicts
of the Emperor, it was deterinined that ‘‘as the papal decrees
were contrary to the usages of the empire the Christian religion
could not subsist there.’

Some of the priests remained secretly hidden and others
made their way in by stealth, but from time to time they were
caught and put to the torture, banished, and in some cases put to.
death. Hundreds of churches were destroyed, property confiscated
and the native Christians subjected to severe persecution.

It was at this period when, after nearly twelve centuries of
endeavour on the part of the Nestorians and Roman Catholics to
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convert China to the Christian faith and their earnest and persist-
ent efforts seemed to have ended in defeat, that a mighty stirring
of the missionary spirit m- Protestant countries was taking place,
a movement the far reaching effects of which were soon to
extend. to the shores of China and ultimately to penetrate to
every corner of the land. Not only was the Church of Christ
being prepared, through.its newly found missionary organizations,
for this work, but the men also—Carey and Marshman ior India,
Morrison and Bridgman for China.

=

Robert Morrison, the pioneer of Protestant missionary work
in China, was.born af Morpeth in the county of Northumberland,
January sth, 1782; his parents removing soon after to Newcastle,
where Robert spent the early years of his life. He was the
youngest of eight children; his father being Scotch and his
mother English. He had the blessing of being brought up in a
godly home. Both parents were earnest Christians, who trained up
thet. children in the fear of God. At an early age he was
apprenticed to his. father and learnt the trade of a last and boot-
tree maker ; his industry in his business being very commendable.
At the age of sixteen he became the subject of that great
change which the Saviour describes as the new birth and
pronounces. essential to admission into the kingdom of heaven.

Let us hear his own account of his conversion : ‘At this
time | was much awakened to a. sense of sin, though I cannot
recollect any particular circumstance which led to it unless it
was that at that time I grew somewhat loose and profane, and
more than once being drawn aside by wicked company (even at
that early time of life) I became intoxicated. Reflection upon
my condition became a source of much uneasiness to me, and I
was brought to a serious concern about my soul. I felt the
dread. of eternal damnation. The fear of death compassed me
about, and I was led to cry mightily to God that He would
pardon my sin, that He would grant me an interest in my
Saviour and that He would renew mein the spirit of my mind.
Sin became a burden. It was then I experienced a change of
life, and I trust a change of heart too. I broke off from my
former careless companions and gave myself to reading and
meditation and to prayer.”’

Thus did God prepare Morrison for his life’s work by the
great change called conversion, so that like the Apostle Paul,
he was able to say irom personal experience: ‘‘I am _ not
ashamed. of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of God unto
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salvation to everyone who pelieveth.’’ And this conversion
was a conversion of the whole man. As his widow quaintly puts
1t in her tecord of his hfe: “% Brom the time when his mind
was seriously occupied with the great truths of the Bible, he
began to intermeddle with all knowledge, commencing those
habits of study which by the blessing of God ke maintained with
ever increasing effect te the end of his life.’

He worked at his business from twelve to fourteen hours every
day, and had therefore little leisure for study. He would, how-
ever, have a book open on his bench before him whilst at work,
so eager was he to acquire knowledge. He took the lead in 2
praying society every Monday evening in his father’s work
shop. His Saturday evenings he spent as a member of the
Friendless Poor and Sick Society, seeking out people in distress
and ministering to their needs. He became a member of the
Presbyterian Church 1n Newcastle, where his parents had been
accustomed to worship. Before long he felt called to be a
preacher of the gospel. In order to be better qualified he began
to study Latin, Hebrew, and Greek under an experienced teacher,
paying the fees out of his scanty earnings, and, as his biographer
says, ‘‘redeeming from sleep the time that was necessary for
carrying on his studies.”’

Already his mind was working in the direction of the
foreign field and his interest was quickened by reading an
Edinburgh missionary magazine which he borrowed every
month from a friend.

From his ‘ Reflections,’ written about this time, I extract
the following : ‘Have I tasted and seen that God is good ?
What cords of infinite love have caught and held my heart?
What oracles of heaven have I found and treasured up?
What have I seen or handled of the good word of life
respecting which I can say ‘that declare I unto you’ ? say then,
my corscience, as thou shalt answer at the judgiment seat of
God, am I taking the ‘honour’ to myself or am I called of God
as was Aaron? Is Christ sending me and laying a necessity
upon me to preach the gospel ? Is He breathing on my soul

and causing me to receive the Holy Spirit ? Is He enduing me
with deep compassion for the souls of men ? Have I the love of
God burning in my heart and constraining me cheerfully and
willingly to suffer poverty, contempt and the hatred of all men
for Christ’s sake, willing, if possible, to risk my own salvation in
winning others to Christ? Willing rather to be ruined with
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Christ than to reign with emperors I have quoted somewhat
fully from these ‘‘ Reflections’’ because they give us an insight
into the heart of the man whom God was preparing for so great
and arduous a work as the pioneer of Protestant missions in
China.

On making his application to be received as a student at
Hoxton Acadamy {later Highbury College), an institution es-
tablished by evangelical dissenters, he closes his letter with the
words : ‘“Tresion inyself to the direction of my Heavenly Father.
He knows best and will choose and use what instruments He seeth
meet. His wili be done. ’’ At Hoxton he was noted tor the intense
and continued application he gave to huis studies. Here too the
call to missionary work became stronger, and early in 1804 he
resolved to offer himself to the: Directors of the London Mission-
ary Society. He writes : ‘‘ Jesus, | have given myself up to Thy
cerTvice, The question with me 1s where shall I serve Thee?
IT consider ‘the world’ as the ‘field’ where Thy servants must
labour.’? ‘Recollecting moreover the command of Jesus to ‘go
into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature,’
I conceive it my duty to go where labourers are most needed.
Leaning on His love I have made un my mind to forsake all
and follow Him.’’ Appearing before the Directors of the London
Missionary Society he was accepted tor service abroad and sent for
special training to the Missionary Academy at Gosport under the
venerable Dr. Bogue.

About this time the attention of both the London Mission-
ary Society and the British and Foreign Bible Society had
been directed towards the needs of the great empire of China.
There was a manuscript version of the New Testament in
the Chinese language in the British museum, and this the British
‘and Foreign Bible Society was anxious to print. The pro-
hibitive price of £2,500 for I,000 copies caused them for a time
to abandon the project. At the same tune the Directors of the
London Missionary Society decided to send a mission to China,
the immediate object of which was to acquire the Chinese langu-
age and translate the Sacred Scriptures. At that time there was
but one British subject—sir George Staunton—who could claim
to know the Chinese language.

The Society, under divine guidance, selected Robert Morri-
son for this great work. The time, the agency, and the agent,
by God’s overruling, were made to ft in to each other in a
marvellous way i—
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‘*God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders tg perform’’.. ,

* Deep in unfathomable mines
Of never failing skill

He treasures up His deep designs
And works His sovereign will.”

The call of the London Missionary Society found Morrison
prepared, for God’s cali had preceded it. It was his own
deliberate conviction that it was God who was sending him to
China, and from this time until the day of his death he had but
one ruling object—the conversion of China to the faith of Jesus.

He returned to London in August, 1805, to obtain some
knowledge of medicine and astronomy and to acquire, 1f possible,
some knowledge of the Chinese language. He studied at
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital and Greenwich Observatory.
Through the influence of a clergyman of the Church of England,
Dr. Moseley, who by a pamphlet had first drawn the attention
of the Christian public in England to the needs and claims
of China, Morrison was introduced to a Chinese named
Tong Sam-tak. From him he took his first lessons in the
Chinese language, and as soon as he had acquired some skull
in deciphering and writing the characters with infinite patience
and diligence he transcribed in the course ot a few months
the whole of the Chinese manuscript in the British museum
(containing most of the New Testament) as well as a manuscript
Latin and Chinese Dictionary lent him by the Royal Society.
Morrison was ordained on January 8th, 1807, and embarked on
board the Aemzttance for New York on the 21st. At this time
strong prejudices existed in England and in all parts of India
where the British influence extended against missionary exertions.
Permission to settle could not be obtained, and it became
necessary to go by an indirect course, it being doubtful even
then if he would be allowed on arrival to remain.

After a most stormy and dangerous voyage of seventy-nine
days the vessel arrived safely at New York. Were three weeks
passed waiting for a ship going to China. A very happy time
was spent among Christian friends in New York and Philadel-
phia, whose interest in foreign missions formed a strong link
hetween them and Morrison. I must not pass over two incidents
connected with the short stay in America. Ariving at his hosts’
unexpectedly he was given their own bedroom. By the side of
his bed stood a crib in which their little girl was sleeping. On
awaking in the morning the little mite was alarmed at Buding a
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stranger in the place of her parents. Fixing her eyes on him she
enquired, ‘‘ Man, do you pray to God ?”’ ‘* Oh yes, my dear,”’
was the answer, ‘‘every day. God is my best friend.’’ ‘The
little child, re-assured, put her head contentedly on the pillow
again and was soon fast asleep. The second is the following :—
Before embarking Morrison called on the shipowner to settle
business matters. At the end of the interview the merchant,
with a sardonic smile, said: ‘‘ And so, Mr. Morrison, you really
expect you will make an impression on the idolatry of the great
Chinese empure,’’ ‘“No, Sir,’’ replied Morrison, ‘‘ but I expect
God will.’

After another long and dangerous voyage of r19 days
Morrison arrived in Canton on September 7th, 1807, 218 days
or more than seven months since setting sail from London.
Here new difficulties had to be faced : First, there was the Chinese
opposition to the residence of foreigners and the prohibition
against the Chinese teaching them their language, and that
under penalty of death; secondly, there was the jealousy and
opposition of the Roman Catholic priests in Macao; and thirdly
the regulations against the residence of missionaries and others,
strictly inforced by the Rast India Company. The last of these
difficulties was avoided by Morrison’s taking up his residence
with American merchants, to whom he had been given letters of
introduction from New York. Practically he had to pass as an
American. In order to draw the attention of the foreigners
as well as of Chinese to himself as little as possible he lived a
very retired life in some rooms in a godown, taking his exercise
generally at the close of the day. He adopted the Chinese
costume, let his nails grow long, cultivated a queue and lived
almost entirely on Chinese food. So great was his labour and,
so sparing his diet, that in the course of a few months he
seriously injured his health. His mind too at this period was
painfully exercised by the unavoidably heavy expenses attend-
ant on his residence at Canton. This anxiety, together with his
unremitting application to study, without sufhcient air and
exercise, and the enervating infiuence of the climate, reduced him
to such a state of debility that he was unable to walk across his

All his life too he was subject to severe attacks of headache
which quite unfitted him for work and left him prostrate. in
all this excess of zeal he meant well, but when convinced that
it hindered rather than helped him in the attainment of his great

TOOTH.
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object he very wisely modified his manner of living, resuming
foreign dress and food and seeking recreation in society.

By the help of Sir George Staunton he secured some Chinese
Roman Catholic teachers, one for Pekinese mandarin, one for
the Cantonese dialect and one for Weén-lt, He writes: ‘' The
work is great ; it requires patience, 1t requires labour. l have
considered that the acquisition of the language for the purpose of
aiding in the translation of the Scriptures is my highest duty, and.
to this object I have devoted the whole of my time and strength.”’
Wylie in his article, Bible in China,’’ says: ‘‘ Up to the
commencement of the present century no version of the Script-
ures had been published in Chinese so far as our information
goes, and if translations existed they were confined to private
hands and not available for the people at large.” About the
time of Morrison’s arrival in China, Dr. Marshman, of the Bapt-
ist Mission, Serampore, superintended the translation of the
Scriptures into Chinese by the aid of an Armenian Christian.
This was printed in 1822 and is the first known entire printed
version of the Scriptures in Chinese. Morrison continued single-
handed at his work till the summer of 1813, when he was joined
by the Rev. W. Milne. Each taking separate books the work was
completed in 1822 and printed in 1823, the year after Marsh-
man’s; the latter taking sixteen years to complete and Morrison
and Milne’s seventeen years. The chief part of the financial
burden of Morrison’s version was borne by the British and Foreign
Bible Society, which nobly supported Morrison in his arduous
work,

At first, on his setthement in Canton, with the exception
of a few friends, most of the foreign merchants and officials
looked askance at the missionary, fearing he might, by propagat-
ing his faith, create difficulties in the way of trade. Betore
long, however, his sterling character, wise caution, and his high
intellectual attainments won for him the respect ot all.

The year 1809 was an important one for Morrison. On the
20th February his loneliness was relieved by his union in
marriage with Miss Morton, the daughter of an English mer-
chant. On the very same day he received an offer from the
East India Company, making him Chinese translator of the
Factory at a salary of 4500 per annum. This was in many
ways most timely and providential. The dithculties in the way
of his continuing to reside either in Canton or Macao had
become so great that he had practically decided on giving up
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the struggle and retiring to Penang. The financial ditiicultv
was also removed, and in his capacity as translator he could
give his whole time to Chinese studies without fear of
arousing the opposition of the foreign merchants, the Roman
Catholic priests and Portuguese officials of Macao, or the
Chinese authorities, ever ready to harass the foreigner. M orti-
son on leaving England wrote in his diary : ‘‘I do not go to the
East to make my fortune. My fortune is already made. (Sod has
made me His heir, joint-heir with Christ.” Now that a
measure of wealth had come to him unsought, Morrison devoted
it to the work he loved; first relieving the Society from the
burden of his support, and then devoting the surplus to
philanthropic work, especially, as we shall see, in the direction
of Christian education for the Chinese.

From this time until his death, a period of twenty-five years,
he maintained the integrity of his Christian character and his
whole-hearted devotion to the great missionary enterprise to
which he had been called ; and in his dual capacity as a mission-
ary anda public official, first of the East India Company and
then for a short time of the British Government, he won the
respect and commendation of the world, without forfeiting that
of the church.

In 1812 an edict was issued by the Emperor making it a
capital crime for Europeans and Chinese to print books on the
Christian religion.

Morrison, undaunted, writes : ‘‘ I must, however, go forward
trusting in the Lord. We will scrupulously obey governments
as far as their decrees do not oppose what is required by the
Almighty.’’ ‘We must obey God rather than men.’’ Beside his
private study of the language, which he sedulously maintained
until his death, Morrison, in addition to his official duties, was
working hard at his translation of the Scriptures and at his
other great work—a Grammar and Dictionary of the Chinese
Language. The Dictionary was, when completed, printed and
published at a cost of £15,000 by the East India Company, which
brought out a printer and an English press, the first to be used
in China, especially for this work. Morrison also compiled a
Dictionary of the Cantonese Dialect. He also translated numet-
ous tracts and the assembly’s Shorter Catechism. Though not
a member of the Church of England, Morrison was the first to
translate the Book of Common Prayer into Chinese, believing it
would be useful in guiding the devotions of the native Christians.
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In this connection Morrison wrote: ‘‘We are of no party, we
recognize but two divisions of our fellow-creatures—the right-
eous and the wicked—those who fear God, and these who do not.”’

(Zo be concluded. )

Educational Department.
SP ag tt teal

Rev. Ff. A. SILSBY, Lazzor.
Conducted in the interests of the ‘‘ Educational Assoctation of China.”’

Tai-chow Romanized.
BY REV. W. D. RUDLAND, C. IL. MISSION.

THE Romanized system was mtroduced into Tai-chow
with the first entrance of the gospel. When the station
was opened in July, 1867, the missionaries brought down

native helpers from Ningpo, who naturally brought their Roman-
wed books with them. These were used for some time, but when
T‘ai-chow men began to learn and to read the New Testament,
they found many words which, while alike in Romanized, had
a widely different meaning here. Some of the most common
words in Ningpo are the most vile forms of cursing here.

When we came here 1n 1870 we tried hard to use the Ning-
po, as they had the complete New ‘Testament as well as other
seful books, Dat were compelled to give 1t up. This being
the case, we took the Ningpo Primer and put tt into the best
we could. It has since been revised, and we now
have the third edition in use. It was not printed till 1880. In
the meantime considerable progress had been made with the
New Testament, which was completed in 1881. The second
edition, revised, which we are now using, was completed in
1897. ‘he first was done single-handed ; 1n the second we had.
the assistance of two foreign helpers, viz., Mr. Urry and Mr.
Thomson, also four native teachers or evangelists. All the rest
of the books have been done by one pair of hands, with the help
of my wife and daughters.

As to the number of readers, I am tunable to give any
definite account. But the books sold will give some idea.
First edition of Primer, 400; second edition, 1,000; third
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edition, 2,000; about half the latter now sold. First edition
New Testament, 500; second edition, 1,500; about half the
latter gone. Other books in proportion. Peep of Day, soo
copies, 1s nearly out of print; it has been revised, and we are
now reprinting it.

T‘ai-chow being an illiterate place, the native Christians
have taken up the Romanized very warmly; many of them
(even old women) have learned to write and correspond freely
with us, and also with one another.

Our edition of the Psalms, 500 copies, 1s nearly out of print,
and we are preparing references tor a new edition.

Our system of orthography 1s the Ningpo adapted to the
‘Tat chow dialect. No changes have been made where it could
be avoided, so that a Ningpo man can take up our books and
read them, but would fail to understand much of them. Not only
have many of the words an entirely different meaning, but the
idiom changes considerably. Then it 1s very concise. The
‘“ts?? used so much in the Mandarin, and also in the Ningpo, is
always dropped. We have tried to retain it in sone places in
the New Testament, but the natives frequently drop it m read-
ing and almost invariably im speaking. Then there is nothing
to replace it. The plural and possessive are only used where
absolutely required. This, while 1t has its advantages, makes
the learning of the dialect more difficult.

As to tones no doubt there are four, and m using single
words they keep pretty much to them, but in speaking or
preaching, the tone has to give way, and is changed according
to the emphasis the speakers wish to lay upon the sentence ; and
they will often vary the tone of the same word in repeating
the sentence so as to lay the emphasis on another part of it.
We have ne definite tone marks.

Doubtless we owe much to the Romanized for the success
we have had here; so many being able to read the Word of God
for themselves. May it soon spread to every mission station in
the empire, Those who give it a fair trial are not likely to give
tt tip.

We have worked at it here a good deal, and are satisfied
that it has been a success. Many are to-day reading the Word
of God for themselves as well as to others who otherwise never
would have been able to do so. We are doing our best to get
every member to read and as many of the enquirers as possible.
May the Lord open the eyes of some of those who look on the
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Romanized with suspicion and help them to make good use of it.
Where it has not been a success, the cause has probably been
because it has been too dvckzsh in style, not the pure dialect of
the people. This can be done without being vulgar.

LIST OF T‘AI-CHOW ROMANIZED BOOKS.

Three editions of a Primer, from Ningpo Primer.
Two editions of New Testament: first of 500 copies, second

of I, 500.
Old Testament—Psalms, Daniel, Jonah.
Peep of Day.
Line Upon Line, four volumes; another in Press.
Hymn Book, two editions; the last containing 163 hymus.

(An edition of the same has been printed in colloqual character,
the only book in that style. ).

Introduction to each book of New Testament, from ‘‘R. T.
». Paragraph Bible,’’? with a series of questions; no answers.
It also contains a few subjects for Bible readings.

A. selection of Bible readings from various sources and
Scripture subjects; Harmony of the Gospels, Miracles of Our
Lord, Parables of Our Lord. These from the Oxford ‘Teachers’
Bible.

Outline of Theology, from a book published by the late C.
H. Spurgeon. Now out of print.

A book on Keeping the Sabbath.
scripture Catechism.
A small edition of a few smaller books, but not of perma-

nent value. We are now working on Genesis, and hope to go
on with the Old Testament as time and strength permit. We
hope to form a committee for that work.

Notes.
HE Commercial Press is showing commendable enterprise

in the publication of new school books, and many of
them will no doubt be found suitable for mission schools.

Last month we noticed the Geography and Atlas issued by this
hrm. We have received also a new transiation of Steel’s
Chemistry (eighty cents), well printed and illustrated. The
translator is a teacher in the Anglo-Chinese College at Shanghai,
A work on Physics is priced at fifty cents ; and a Chinese Gram-
mar and Rhetoric, two volumes, sixty cents; European History
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(two volumes), fitty cents. We note also the following trans-
lations from the Japanese : Geology, twenty cents ; Mineralogy,
twenty cents; Chinese History (Catechism), thirty cents ;
Chinese History (two volumes), $1.00. Ali these books were
published during the year 1903, and will be sold at a discount
to schools connected with the Educational Association.

The Anglo-Chinese First Reader, edited by Mr. John C.
Ferguson and published by the Presbyterian Mission Press for
MacMillan & Co., Ltd., 1s another useful book prepared for
Chinese students of English, and the price (thirty cents) places it in
the reach of pupils with limited meaus. ‘There are definitions
in both English and Chinese, exercises of different: kinds, and
a vocabulary and Chinese translations at the end of the book.
It is a decided advance on many of the books now in use.

The Directory of the Educational Association has been sent
out to members of the Association. Any member failing to
receive it will please notify the editor of this department.

We hope that those who receive the Association’s Directory
willémake a note of any schools whick: have been omitted and
will send us a list of such schools and their teachers. We would
like to have all the teachers in imission schools join our Associa-
tion. Protestant Christian teachers in other than imission schools
are also cordially welcomed to our membership. Three dollars
should be sent with application for membership—$2 for entrance
fee and $1.00 for first annual membership fee.

Correspondence.
(st, JOHN THE AGED’?

Zo the Editor of> »s a

coe CHINESE RECORDER.’’
DEAR SIR: The Poem “St. John
the Aged,’’ beginning ‘‘ I'm grow-
ing vety old. This weary head
that hath so often leaned on Jesus’
breast,’’ is one credited to /vavcesand is in a little
volume of ‘‘ Select Poems,’ a

number of ‘‘ The Colportage
Library.’” I noticed a quotation
trom the exquisite poem in a
recent number of ‘‘ Tire CaIngsr
RECORDER,’ and mention was
mace that the author’s name was
unknown. Having fotind it,
I thought it might possibly be of
iiterest to inake note of it.

sincerely,
EK. L. SHIELDS.
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PROFESSOR J. LEGGE S CHANGE
OF VIEWS CONCERNING

CONFUCIUS.

tothe fdttor of
"Mm CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Sir: The following lines
may be of some interest to many
readers of the RECORDER. In
his firs? edition of the Confucian
Analects (published 1861) Pro-
fessor Legge wrote (Proleg.,
p. 133) :

‘But I must leave the sage.
I hope I have done him 1njus-
tice: but after long study of his
character and opiuions, / am uz-
able lo regard him as @ great nan.
He was zo/ before his age, though
he was abeve the mass of the
officers and scholars of his time.
He threw no new light on any of
the questions which haye a world-
wide interest. He gave no 1mi-
pu'se to religion. He had no
sympathy with progress. Hts
wifluence has been wonderful,
but it will henceforth wane. My
opinion is, that the taith of the
natien in him will speedily aid
extensively pass away.

In the second edition (1893)
he changed these Imes thus:
‘But I must uow leave the save.
I hope I have not done him in-
justice; more f have Studia
his character and opinions, the
more highly have I come to
regard jini. re was @ very orcat
man, aud his tnfluence has been
on the whole a great benefit to
the Chinese, while hts teachingssuggest jessons to otr-
selves, who profess to beiong to
the school of Christ.’’

This remarkable change of
views should always be kept in
mind in studyimyg Dr. Legge’s
books. In the RECORDER of
1879, p. 94, Dr. Baber wrote:
“We may vet go a step farther
in our assertions. Confucianism
ought to become a most valuable

ally to Christianity... Conftucian-
ism is a noble human power ht
to keep multitudes from submer-
sion in the mud of materialism.. .
Though the Pharisees derived
their perverse peculiarity from
the law, 1t was not the law that
wiade them perverse, but its
TOUS E. Tt is mtch the same with
Confucianism in its original form
and its present adherents. ‘The
elements of higher truth have
been xeolected, and those elements
pleasing to the tendencies of the
Chinese mind have been develop-
ed. We ought to prove this to
the Chinese, to prove it without
injury to truth and without nour-
ishing Chinese pride. This may
be called the fedagogic way of
administering the gospel in this
country ; it 16 to become a Chi-
nese to the Chinese... Confu-
Cianism is 7deaiistic morality, and
its priticiples of statesmanship are
altogether on the basis of such
morality. Confucianism 1s there-
fore our naturat ally against all
kinds of materialism and espect-
ally against its form of morality,brute or refined {‘on-
can be regarded as a
detached fort of Crristianity. The
idealistic form of morality must
first be demolished before the
higher ground of the Christian
fortress, its tenets of eternal life
and happiness can be attacked.
We have to make the Chinese
conscious of this state of things.
To prove to a heathen the truth
of the metaphysical doctrines of
Christianity confra materialistic
attacks will be scarcely of any
effect. ‘he other will be the
better sfrafecy, to shut all such
questions from the metaphysical
(or dogmatical) to the moval
srounds into the very precincts
of Contucitatism.’’

Dr. John Ross also writes
(RECORDER, 1887, p. 6) : “ There
appears to be no substantial rea-
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son against the use of Confu-
cianisim as an a//y inour work. .
Confucianism 1S much more allied
to Christian morality than the
friendly Soudanese resembled
British troops . . . Is the Chris-
tian soldier a wise man who of
a possible ally makes a powerfulfoe ?. . As a good steward of
the mysteries of God the mission-
ary should give diligence to- make Confucianism the
ef Christianity. Confucianism
shall be yoked to the plough ot
Christianity and shall assist and
must assist in breaking up the
stubborn soil. Its teachings will
he made to convince those who
revere them that 20 ia 28 $272-
dess, and will have to a@zd@ in bring-
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ing the Chinese mind to acknowl-
edge the necessity of repentance
towards God and of taith towards
the Lord Jesus Christ.’’ (cf. Dr.
Ross’ Mission Methods in Man-
churia, p. 66 and pp. 244-251,
very tmportant !)

Confucius may be used as a
tutor of the Chinese to bring
them to Christ (cf. Galatians 1i1.
24, Acts x11. 39). This principle
I have endeavoured to carry out
in my Chinese tract 7, —§ He
AC wy, and I am now trying to
apply it toa Mandarin rendering
of the with some Christian
annotations.

Yours sincerely,
P. KRANZ.

Our Book Table
Me S. B. K. have just issued.
a very convenient new catalogue,in which the books are first
arranged according to subjects,
following which 1s a list arrang-
ed alphabetically; the whole
making a pamphlet of thirty
pages. Free on application.

The Twenty-fiith Report of the
Chinese Tract Society, 1903, con-
taining the sermot preached for
the annual meeting by Dr. H.
Corbett, together with the ca-
talogue of Chinese and English
books, presents a very creditable
appearance, and consists of some
s6 pages. On page 13 we are
told, ‘‘ We have printed 581,500
copies of book and tracts. Reck-
oned im r2mo. pages they
would make 15,453,650 pages.’
Prominent among the works of
‘the Society are the series of
commentaries on the Bible, which
i now well advanced in the Old
Testament: that on the New

Testainent having been finished
several years ago. ‘They are
supplying a great need. The
range of literature of the Society
is constantly widening, and they
are in need of an increased pe-
cumlary subsidy.

Lhe Gist of the Lesson for
Sunday School Teachers, edited
by R. A. Torrey, appears for a
fifth year. Each year shows a
srowing interest in this sugges-
tive little volume. Remarkably
compact, practical, and withal
spiritual, it has proved a boon
to busy Sutiday School teachers.
Dr. Torrey’s Around the World
Kivangelistic tour has created a
large demand in Austraha, New
Zealand and Japan, besices more
than doubling the circulation of
the British reprint edition. To
many this ‘‘ vest pocket edition ”’
has become well-nigh indispen-
sable. It 1s surprising how much
can be compressed into such a
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The full text of each

Our Book Table.

small space.
lesson is given and the explana-
tory thoughts are packed into
the smallest possible space; all
being comprised within an attract-ive leather-covered booklet,
easily carried in the vest pocket,
and costing but twenty-five cents.

Directory of Protestant Missionaries
in China. Japan and Korea, for the
year 1904. Published at the Darty
Press Office, Hongkong. For sale
at the Presbyterian Mission Press,
Shanghay, Price, sixty cents,
This is a pamphlet of eighty-

five pages, and contains, first, alict of all the Missions in these
three countries, arranged
betically, followed by a list of the
missionaries, also arranged alpha-
betically. Indispensable to every
missionary in China, Japan and
Korea.

Ha OS SH Re. A Treatise on Diseases of
the Eye, by J. Boyd Neal, M.D.
American Presbyterian Mission
Press. Price $0.50.
The last edition of Dr. Neal's

well known work being exhaust-
ed another one has just been
published. In the present trat-
sition period in medical termin-
ology in Chinese it has evidently
been thought best to retain the
old terms, and the present is
merely a reprint of the former
edition, but with several improve-
ments in the get up. It is always
gratifying to an author when
subsequent editions of his works
are called for, and it 1s a pleasing
testimony to the increase in the
number of students in the various
wissionary medical schools and
hospitals that there is so greatademand for medical treatises.
Ty the value of this book the
writer of this notice can testify,
having used it in teaching ever
since it was first published.

P. B.C,

If you don’t want a book to do
your thinking but to supply new

.material tn the shape of facts,
you cant do better than to
order a copy of the Statistician
and Keonomist. It will give you
in a single octavo volume of 644
paves an atnount of information
not surpassed by the contents
of a voluminous encyclopeedia,
with this in favor ot the smaller
work, that 1t 1s fresh and new,
posted up to date.Started in 1876 by P. Z.
McCarty, of San Fraticisco, as an
annual, it is now issued as 2 bien-
nial: and trom that day to this it
has grown in bulk and popularity.
An mdex of twenty-eight pages
makes it easy to turn up the object
of your search~—covering almost
every imaginable topic—religion,
philosophy, science, as well as
commerce and politics. The editor
betrays no bias, giving a fair
account of all nations ; but natu-
rally devoting special attention to
his own country.

To Americans therefore J re-
commend the volume; and par-
icwlarly to American missionaries
49S an economical investment of
$2.50 gold, saving at once money
and titne.

I reproach myself that I did
not long ago give this advice to
the public. W. A. P. MARTIN.

P. S.—Address Statistician and
Economist, 929 O’ Farrell St., San
Francisco, Cal.

It would save expense for two
or three to combine and send
their orders through Messrs. Kelly
& Walsh.

Anglo-Chinese Lessons, by Miss Lau-
rence, Ningpo.
Anything from the hand of

so devoted and distingttished a
student of the Chinese language
as Miss Lattrence, ts sttre to coim-
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mend itself to popular notice, and
the small volume lately produced
under the above title is certainly -
deserving of a wide circulation
amongst students and teachers of
elementary English and Chinese.

The book is primarily intended
for Chinese pupils, but will be
found to be equally useful to
English beginners in their first
essays in Chinese.

The exercises are based upon
a system which has heen tested
by long experience and are orig-inal and interesting; they are
arranged alternately in English
and Chinese, each lesson being
distinct, though dealing with
similar topics and progressing
by easy gradations. There are
sixty lessons in all and an exer-
cise in English and Chinese hased
on each, making a total of 120
eX eTCISCS. A key to the English
exercises iS it. preparation and
will soon be on sale at ten cents per
CCPpy - The book under review 15
to be had atthe S. D. K. Depot in
Honan Road, No. 38oc, at the mo-
derate price of twenty-five cents.

In these days when the market
is being flooded with so-called
‘‘ Primers,’’ produced, in the ma-
jority of cases, by utterly unquali-
fied plagiarists—‘‘ blind leaders of
the blind’’—it 1s refreshing to
find something which is at the
same time original and reliable.

It is to be hoped that this
careful and intelligent effort to
assist young students in their early
difficulties will run into several
eclitions.

Elementary Chemistry, based on the
latest edition of Steele’s Popular
Chemistry. By Chung-hst I-hs1.
Printed and published by the Cotm-
mercial Press. Colored cloth cover.
White paper. Well illustrated.
Price $0.80.
This is another work published

by the Commercial Press that is a
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credit to both publishers anc tran-
slators. The translation, though
very literal, is exact and readahle.
It follows in the main the new sys-
tem of termnmology adopted aiter
so long a time by the Educational
Association of China, which
makes it very acceptable to those
who have to teach the subject.
The typography of the hook is a
creat improvement over the usual
Chinese text-books on chemistry,
and is a real help to the under-
standing of the subtect. ‘The
topics and sub-topics are printed
in large, black type and the
notes are m smaller type than
the text. The questions at the
end of each subiect and at the
end of the whole book wll be
found very suggestive and a
great help in quickening the in-
terest of the student. The ilus-
trations, though not gwite on a
par with those in the oneg¢inal
work, are nevertheless very good
and quite distinct.

It would have been an advant-
are to both teacher and student
if the directions for experimentshad heen added. It is to be
hoped that this feature will he
included in an early edition. An
Enghsh glossary and the in-
troduction of a few more English
technical terms in the text would
have heen 2a valuable addition in
s work of this kinc.

M course there are the
unavoidable errers in ietters,
numbers, etc. 1 the tuble of
elements 1) is civen as the symbol
for fiuorme instead of F: on
page 24 wh is written instead of
and on page 78 we have 19.6

in Place of 1.96. Doubtless each
teacher will discover readily such
errors and correct them for hts
classes. It is to be hoped that
the advice given m the Prefaceto read other works on
try, a list of which 1s given, will
he heeded.
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We congratulate the Com-
mercial Press and Chung-hsi I-
hsi on their success in provid-
ing so attractive a book on so
important a subject. {It is a real
contribution to the necessary
textbooks of the new learning in
China.

EB. L. M.

Review of the Sixteenth Annual Re-
port of the Society for the Diffusionof Christian and General Knowl-
edge among the Chinese.
The Report of the Society for

the Diffusion of. Christian and
General Knowledge among the
Chinese for the year ending
september 30th, 1903, 1s in our
hands.

The report is full of interest,
not only as it records the work
of the Society during the year,
but also in the suggestive and
valuable notes and comments on
many of the conditions and facts
which are in order to the making
of the China of the future. The
report opens with references to
some of the changes going on in
China, changes in the personnel
of the ministers of China, in the
means of travel throughout the
empire, 1n matters political, relli-
gious, and educational, which
Seem to pomt to the conclusion
that China is waking at last.

Another very significant sign
of the times, the Report points
out, 1s the fact that Chinese of
high rank, princes and gentry,
are going abroad in much larger
nunmibers than betore. This is a
fact well worthy of notice, the
introduction of a factor which
will have no little effect upon
the working out of the great
problems which he before this
empire for solution. May this
new custotn grow into a fixed
custom for the leaders of this
people,—-much may they see and
hear,

‘Cities of men,
And manners, climates, councils, gov-erriments.’’

Perhaps the most interesting
paragraph of all in the report is
that which gives samples of
questions given at the recent ex-
amination of the Chu jJén De-
gree. In Kiangsu and Anhueti
the candidates are asked, ‘‘ How
do foreigners regulate the press,
post ofhce, railways, banks, etc.,
etc., and do they get fatth-
ful men?’ Like a wasp the
sting of that question is in its tail.
The examiners seem to have diag-
nozed China’s disease with un-
erring skill. Another question
in Hupeh is, ‘‘ State briefly the
geological ages of the earth and the
bronze and iron ages,’’ and again,
‘Trace the origin of Egyptian,
Babylonian, and Chinese writ-
ings.” That these and similar
questions are being put into these
examinations is in itself a fact
that is worth considering.

The Report draws attention to
the great growth of Japaneseuifiuence in China. Much of
the Western knowledge which
the Chinese are receiving comes
through Japanese channels, and
is secuilarized. The report points
out that while this inpouringof Western ideas is a matter
of thankfulness as far as mere
knowledge is concerned, the ne-
cessity of distinctly Christian
education 1s ever increasing, and
that merely secular knowledge
to whatever height 1t may attain,
‘without Christian principle, is
insufhcient, ineffectual, and in-
capable of producing the best
results.’”’

space forbids more than a
mention of the changes in Hunan,
whete ten years ago it was the
boast that no foreigner was with-in its borders. The report tells
us how now there are fifty mission-
aries there, and that the gover-
nor himself has opened foreign
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schools and colleges in the cap-
ital.

Before the fly leaf of the report
is a map showing the extent of
the Imperial Chinese Post Office
system. As the introduction of
printing into Europe made pos-
sible the spread of the Reforma:-
tion ideas, so the extension of the
post office 1s making possible in
China the diffusion of the West-
ern literature and knowledge.

Passing now to the report of
the publications of the Society
during the year we are glad to
See a very large increase on the
figures of 1902. In new books
the number of pages published in
1902 was 8,549,500; in 1903,
11,434,600, am imcrease of about
thirty-three per cent.

In reprints, in 1902, 5,362,156
pages; in 1903, 14,919,280, an
increase of about 180 per cent.

The grand total of reprints and
new books for 1902 was 13,911,656
pages; for 1903, 25,353,880, an
Increase of about 117 per cent.

We are glad to be able to con-
gratulate the Society on the
opening of a new agency in
Western China, under the man-
agement of Mr. Davey, and also
on the addition of Mr. Cornaby
to the staff in Shanghai.

We earnestly recommend para-
graph 24, on the Pressing Need of
China, to the careful considera-
tion not only of all missionaries,
but also of all missionary socie-
ties. We think the suggestions
in this paragraph are wise as well
as weighty, and worthy of earn-
est attention.

The report closes with a state-
ment of the finances of the So-
ciety,

In closing this review we have
much pleasure in referring to the
portraits of Ting Chin-to, Wu
Ting-ping, Rev. Grithth John,
and Rev. Wiliam Ashmore.
They add not a little to the in-
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terest and completeness of this
Report, which we are glad to re-
commend to all missionaries and
others who have not yet read tt.

H. Li. W. B.

REVIEWS BY A. H. SMITH.
The Life of Joseph Parker, Pastor of

the City Temple, London. By Rev.
William Adamson, D.D., author of
the ** Life of Principal Morrison,”’
‘‘Knowledge and Faith,’’ etc. F.
H, Revell Co., New York, Chicago,
Toronto, London and Hdinburgh,
Svo., pp. 337. $1.75 net gold,
‘This volume contains all that is

necessary to be told of the unique
career of the late Dr. Parker,
who was for a third of a century
one of the most prominent figures
in the religious lie of non-confor-
mist Britain. His career, like the
man himself 1n some important
particulars, was wnparalleiled,
particularly in his ministration to
a vast congregation gathered
around a core of a ‘church’ in
the busiest part of the metropolis
ot the world ; in his conduct of a
Thursday noon sermon addressed
to ‘all people that on earth do
dwell,’ and his singular success
in getting them to come to hear
him ; but perhaps most of all is
his ability to preach to such an
atidience from the whole Bible
through from Genesis to Revela-
tion, holding the attention and
the interest of 2]! classes. Mere-
ly as an intellectual feat, without
reference to its spiritual aspects,
such an achievement is, without
question, unlike anything that
had ever been done before, and
evidenced physical, intellectual,
and spiritual equipment of a very
uncommon order.

While he lived Dr. Parker was
not merely a phenomenon, but to
many an insoluble riddle. His
colossal egoism was wholly na-
tural in one with such a history,
reminding one in many respects
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Tt is a curious circumstance that
the book of Rev. Sidney L. Gulick,
D.D., reviewed in these columns
a few months ago, was barred
out of fapan by the authorities,
not as might perhaps have been
inferred because Mr. Gulick had
said some things which offended
the delicate susceptibilities of the
Japanese, but because the in-
nocent artist who made the cover
had decorated it with a Japan-
ese flag copied from one fe-
presented in a dictionary. In
the center of this flag was a
chrysanthemum with sixteen pe-
tals. Now it turns out that there
is an old law in Japan that the
chrysanthemum in its sixteen
petalied variety is the Japanese
Imperial crest.
the bookseller exposed the books
for sale a policeman promptly
confiscated the whole stock. But
in view of the bookseller’s ignor-
ance of the law, the volumes
were subsequently returned, and
on a promise that they should not
be sold, the fine was remitted !
The publishers (the F. H. Revell
Co.) have been notified that if
they will either reduce their
chrysanthemun to fourteen leaves
or expand it to twenty, the ban
will be removed from the book.
Whenever the many bookmakers

‘Therefore when .

in China strike a time when
Chinese policemen confiscate the
stock ot 2 new work on China
because some ancient fragment
of Chinese legislation has been
infringed, it will be a bad day
for authors on China and a good
day for the glory of the most
ancient of empires !

of the late Joseph Cook, with
whom he shared many traits,
but whom in staying power he
greatly excelled. Dr. Parker's
published works make of them-
selves a library, and it 1s much
to say oft them, as Dr. Watson
(fan Maclaren) has done, that
he could not afford to read most
of them, because if he did, unless
Dr. Parker's thoughts were re-
produced, he would be likely to
be always prevented from using
the texts and themes there pre-
sented, as if one were barred out
of a hillside by a wire fence !

Dr. Josiah Strong has the rare
talent for compelling people to
read what he has to say, even
though it is not presented in the
form of a popular novel. ‘The
earliest of his numerous books,
‘Our Country: Its Present Cri-
sis and Its Possible Future,”
though issued much less than
twenty years ago, 1s still widely
read, and has been circulated to
the extent of 174,000 copies!
The next popular and stirring
book was ‘‘The New Era,’’
which has reached its forty-ninththousand, while ‘‘ a
sane and thoughtful review of the
situation of the United States as
confronted with new conditions,
has met with a sale of 10,000.

His tmost recent work ‘‘ The
Next Great Awakening (The
Baker and Taylor Publishing
Company, New York, seventy-
five cents), is already in its eighth
thousand, and will have a steady
sale for a long time to come.

Its seven chapters deal with
the Need of the World, the Law
of Spiritual Ouickening, the Na-
ture of the Kingdom of God,
the Social Laws of Jesus; and
later chapters show how these
laws and teachings have never
been applied, but how if they
were applied they would heal the
erowing troubles of the race.
The discussion is as relevant to
China as to any other land, and
the topics ought to be brought
to the attention of the Chinese,
not by a mere translation, but by
transfusion.
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Editorial Comment.
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WE would call attention to
the outlined Programme of the
Missionary Conterence which
is to be held in Seoul, Korea,
during the week September
18th to 25th, 1904. The work
in Korea is one of the niiracles
of modern missions. It is but
some twenty years since muis-
sion work was begun in that
land and now the converts are
numbered by the many thou-
sands, and the work from the
beginning has been character-
ized by a measure of ‘‘self-
support’? that 1s simply mar-
vellous. We would advise all
who can to make their arrange-
ments to visit Seoul during
September next and mingle
with the missionaries who have
charge of this remarkable
work. We are sure they will
pe made welcome.

THe Church Missionary
seems to have come to
a crisis in its history. For some
sixteen years, beginning with
1887, it has been proceeding
on what has been called the
of Faith,’’ and with
some remarkable results. In
the first seven years 1t doubled
its number of missionaries and
the financial condition steadily
improved. All went well until
1902-3, when they were called
to meet a deficit. This was
removed, however, by aspecial
appeal. During this current
year, ending with April next,
they are threatened with an-

other and much larger deficit,
and the question has arisen
whether they should reverse the
‘*Policy of Faith’? and cease
sending out new missionaries
and otherwise curtail the work
until the funds were forthcom-
ing. ‘The bold decision, how-
ever, has been to ask for 500
more missionaries and an in-
cone of £400,000 at once, and
of £500,000 in a few years
hence. (Sod bless the C. M. S.
for such holy boldness and
grant that even according to
their faith, so may it be done
unto them. We shall watch
with eager interest to see what
April next has in store for
them.

* x x

THE British and Foreign
Bible Society have sent us a
copy of the Union Version,
Wén-li New Testament. ‘This
is a tentative edition only, and
is the first completed New
Testament,-——the first-fruits of
the 1890 Conference Resolution.
These matters work out more
slowly than was anticipated,
but it seems to be unavoidable.
‘The men who are best fitted
for the work are the men who
have their hands the fullest of
other work. We have still to
wait for the complete results
of the Mandarin Committee
and the High Wén-l1. (6
Tentative Edition is published
at the request of the Easy
Wén-li Company, in order that
missionaries, native pastors and
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other native workers may have
an opportunity of examiningthe work as a whole.’’ We
would suggest that criticisms
and proposed improvements
should be sent direct to the
Committee or to the Bible
Society and not published.

IT is quite probable that the
number of educated Chinese is
generally overestimated. Whileit is true that as a nation,
literature, of a certain sort, has
always held a high place
among them, yet from the
manner in which the educated
classes come to the fore, it 1s
possible that a wrong idea
prevails as to the number of
the coinmon people who can
actually intelligently read.
A missionary in Ningpo recent-
ly took pains to collect sta-
tistics of the total number of
schools and the scholars in
them in that city. So far as
ascertainable it was judged that
there were soine fifty thousand
children of school age, or, say,
from seven to tourteen. ‘There
were fotind sixty-six schools,
of which five were charity
schools, 1n which some one
thousand children were being
taught, giving but one in fiity.
This did not include those
privately tutored, of which itworld be difficult to obtain
statistics. After making all
due allowance for  inade-
quate information and sta-
tistics, it mevertheless looks
as if the frequently claimed
literacy of the people of China
were a tisoimer. We should
be very glad if others in other

parts of China would make
Similar efforts to obtain the
number of children attending
school in a given city and re-
port the same tothe RECORDER.
The only way to obtain such
statistics would be to send a
reliable man or men through-
out the city and make a
canvass of all the schools, no
such thing as proper govern-
ment statistics being obtainable.

In our December issue we
drew the attention of our readers
to the completion, on 7th
March, of the first hundred
years of the existence of the
British and Foreign Bible
society, and mentioned the
proposal to keep the oth of
March as Bible Sunday, with
services commemorating and
emphasizing the mission of theBible in all lands. As many
of our readers live and work at
long distances from Shanghai
the commemoration will have
taken place before our next
issue has been seen by all.
Accordingly we would now
recall the wish of the British
and Foreign Bible Society
Parent Committee in London
that the occasion be seized asa
favorable opportunity of stimu-
latina the prayerful interest
of Christian people all over the
world in the great work of
translating and distributing
the Bible.

WE have already recorded
our sense of the obligation the
missionary societies all over the
world are under to the British
and Foreign Bible Society for
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what it has done in helping on
their work ; but in view ot the
centenary celebration it is only
right and seemly to remind
ourselves of how the Bible
Societies have acted as the
indispensable partners and un-
tiring allies of foreign missions.
They provide the mussionaries
with the editions of Scripture
they ask for at practically no
cost to themselves. We  be-
lieve it can safely be recorded
that no missionary society’s
request to print and publish a
properly authenticated version
of the Scriptures in a new
tongue has ever been refused.
How the Society, which so soon
celebrates its centenary, has
helped in the matter of Bible d

revision in China, 1s a matter
of gratitude, not only to the
committees of revision, but to
the whole missionary body in
China.

WE heartily congratulate the
literary department of the Pa-
rent Commitee on the. literature
it has been able to prepare and
circulate im connection with the
approaching centenary. Con-
spicuous among these publica-
tions is a beautifully printed
and illustrated account of what
the British and Foreien Buble
Society is and has done in the
world. In it we have history,
geography and ethnology.
The miraculous vitality of the
Bible has vivid recognition in
its pages. ‘There are some
lessons from criticism, and Prin-
cipal Ramy is happily quoted
from with reference to the mat-
ner in which Christianity and
the Christian revelation 1s now-
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Battadays taken to pieces.
when your operation is done,”
he says, ‘‘ the living whole draws
itself together again, looks you
in the face, refuses to be con-
ceived in that manner, reclaims
its scattered members from the
other centuries to the first, and
re-asserts itself to be a great
burst of coherent life and light
centering in Christ. Just as
you might take to pieces a
living tissue and say there is
here only so much nitrogen,
carbon, lime, and so forth ; but
the energetic peculiarities of life
going on before your eyes would
reiute you by the palpable pres-
ence of a mystery unaccounted
for’?

AMONG the Centenary pam-
phiets is Bible in China,”’
by Rev. G. H. Bondfield, whose
return from furlough will be
gladly noted by the many who
are interested in the matters of
Bible revision and distribution,
to both of which Mr. Bond-
field has devoted much thought,
labor and journeying. In this
pamphlet will be found an in-
teresting résumé of the versions
of the Bible prepared by Dr.
Marshman, Dr. Morrison, the
Delegates of 1850-1853, Drs.
Bridgman and Culbertson, Dr.
Grifith John, Bishop Bur-
don and Dr. Blodget, Bishop
schereschewsky, and the pre-
sent ‘' Union’? Committees.
With Bibles of our own,
through which God has spoken
to our heart, and with a growing
consciousness of the duty of
handing on the universal mes-
sage to those who do not yet
possess it, we echo the closing
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sentences of Mr. Bondfeld’s
paper . “When China 1s a
Christian country there should
arise a Chinese Bible Society —
and may God hasten the time.
Meanwhile the burden con-
tiriues to rest on those Christian
churches which realize that
they bring the gospel nearer to
themselves by sending it to
those who are atar off.”

4 +

In our last issue, in referring
tothe S. D. K. annual report,
we promised to give a_ fulltiotice in this number. The
notice will be found in the
Book Table Department. Our
reviewer refers to the “ Press-
ino Need’? of China, as
indicated in paragraph 24
of the report. {tn ease some
of our teaders who have
not seen the report may be
ctirious about the recommenda-

tious referred to, we may men-
tion that the present need
is said to be not so much an
indiscriminate increase, but (5)
a new class of evangelists who,
in addition to ordinary theolog-
ical qualifications, shall all be
well trained in comparative
religion, as we have all reli-
gions here ; (2) qualified Chris-
tian educators (‘‘the missionary
societies should, without delay,
furnish models, especially in
the higher branches of educa-
tion—say one model Christian
university or college in every
province—so as to provide men
capable of taking a leading
position in every department
of the kingdom of God’’); (3)
expert literary missionaries to
translate the standard Chris-
tian works of Christendom into
Chinese, and to become trained
editors to guide public opinion.

Missionary News.
Presbyterian Church

of England.
SrarvisrTics OF THE FORMOSA

MISSION FOR THE YEAR
1902-—0%4.

Communicants on Roll
at 31st October, 1902 25514

Additions i—
Adults baptized
Baptized in infancy, re-

ceived to communion...
Restored from suspension
Come from elsewhere

249

2,553
163

Net increase in number
ot Communicants

Communicants on Roll
at 31st October, 1903

Members under Suspension
Baptized Children (Lap-

tized during the year,
109)

Total Church Membership 4,072
THOMAS BARCLAY,

Tainan.

Total Additions
Deductions -—

Deaths
Suspensions
Gone elsewhere

37
<4

i

323

43
i
{)

Ponte ees tee

Total Deductions... 90

The Rev. L. J. Davies writes
as follows in regard to the Céris-
tian Intelligencer

The paper is giving great
satisfaction. Several of our sub-
scribers have spoken directly to
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me about if and many others Nakve Christians 1n behalf of the
indirectly. The Bible questions Memorial (probable name in Chi-
arouse wide interest, and I have nese: JL 4 4E Jij $8 BE ft Be).
several times heard the paper Will all who tread these lines
quoted in sermons and addresses. piease telf ié to all their co-labour-
With best wishes for the contint- ers. Thus all the Chinese Chris-
ed and increasing success of tians may be reached and have a
the Jung Wen Pao, Yours, etc. share in this enterprise.

Shanghai, 24a Nanking Road.
P. KRANZ,

Acting Setretary
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(inion Church tor Man-
darin-speaking Chinese

in Shanghai.
TREASURER'S REPORT.

Balance January ist, 1903
Received January to Decem-

ber 1904, Union Church,Received January Co Decer-
her zgo4,. Friends cas

Received January to Decéem-ber 1904, Auxihary
Received January to Decenm-

Her 1904, Interest =

$92.85

w- 245.82

SOY §O

6.72

Faidaway January te Decem-ber General
Paid away February othChartered Bank Fixed

Deposit

$313.00

600 GO

454.09

SY 269. 37

Current Account,
Cash in hand January rst, 1904, af

Hongkeny aud Shanghai Bank $351.37
On Fixed Deposit February gth,

1503, $600.00 at § %. S. LITTLE,
Treasurer Caron for
Mandarin-speektne CHiRESE1”

Shanghai, 13th January, 1904.
I hereby certify that I have com-

pared the vouchers, etc., of Union
Church for Mandarin-speaking Chinese
in Shanghai with the books and find
same to he correct.

(Signed} G. H. BONDFIELD,Hon. Auditor.

Memorial Sunday.
The Martyr Memorial Com-

mittee suggests (see Circular No.
2) that on the 21st February,
the first Sunday of the Chinese
New Year, a Martyr Memorial
Sermon be preached in Chinese in
all mission stations of the empire,
and that PRAYER be offered and
a collection be taken from the

Agricultural College at
Wuchang.

Yesterday I visited this tn-
stitution to return a call of Mr.
Yoshida, one of the professors.

That gentleman, a Japanese
who speaks good English, has
just returned from a tour of two
months, durmg which he inspect-
ed nineteen districts of this prov-
ince with a view to improve-
ment m their husbandry. In
one place he was received with
showers of mud and stones; and
in another his ears were assailed
with cries of ‘ kill the foreigner.’
In the remaining seventeen he
was fairly well treated ; the people
takine him for a sort of mission-
ary and speaking freely about
the missions in their vuictnity.
They all spoke well of the -z-
yin-dong (AT? Protestant
Missions ; but complained of the
Roman Catholics for interfering
in lawstiuts.

Aside from this tour of tnspec-
tion the College gives but few
sions of life. tt is not stirround-
ed by experimental gardens, and
the students, a mere handful, are
expected to learn their noble artfrom books. The othcials who
look after its interests are very
TE Still as a progressive
feature we wish it well and hope
it will develop in a new locality,to which 1t is soon to be re-
moved.

Ww. A. P.M.
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Riot at Woo-ee, Ch‘u-
cheo, Anhuet.

It was Christmas eve, and the
Stars were shining brightly while
the crescent moon sailed high
and peacefully over China’s wall-
ed and sealed cittes. ‘The Chris-
tians in all the out-stations were
gladly enjoying a preparation
service for the blessed Natal day.At Chu-cheo we hed a most
enjoyable service, made usual
gitts to helpers, and around the
festive lanterns exchanged mu-
tual congratulations, and retired
while the good angels of our
childhood’s vision ascended and
descended tpon us.

‘ The house and chapel at Woo-
e¢ is wreckca, and Woo Li-kwan

Lhe whole town is in up-
roar. Come down and meet the
head policeman, who 1s here!
This was my Christmas carol !
It was two hours past midnight,
with a sharp frost on the ground,
as I hurried out of bed, slipped
Of iny emergency suit, snatched
up my storm lantern, and arming
myseli with determination, as-
sured my wife and children that
all would be well, and faced the
belated looking crowd that met
me 11 the guest room of the front
chapel. There was the ‘‘ti-
pao’’ (constable), soldiers, mes-
sengers and some native Chris-
tigns. Coming in the ni¢ht theybad armed themselves with
swords and staves. ‘The scene
was not at all picturesque. It
looked uncanny.

Woo-ee was rioted by the
coolies accompanying the survey
party on their traverse through
the country, preparatory to the
laying of the new line between
Nanking and Shantung. ‘These
men are mostly roughs and dis-
turb the peace and scare the
villagers by declaring that the
railroad men have unlimited

Missionary News,

power and are not amenable to
Chinese law. A crowd of these
drunken men had entered the
chapel as the service was pro-
ceeding and smashed up things
terribly, breaking into the native
evangelists room and stealing
his silver and brass cash to the
extent of twenty-four dollars,
besides violently assaulting him.
Woo Li-kwan ordered the people
out of the house, as he feared for
them, or there would have been
Serious and perhaps fatal results.
Had not the people on the streets
beat the gongs and called aid,
which was treely put out in be-
halt of Woo, he might have been
killed.

Both the local officials as well
as the Consulate authorities have
petitioned H. E. the Viceroy to
properly adjust this matter and
to see to it that a duly authorised
oficial accompanies the coolie
tabble that attend to the trans-
port of the railroad commiuission-
ers, Above the dim darkness has
arisen a gleam ot lieht! Had
any other place been wrecked it
would have been, perhaps, ignor-
ed. ‘Now,’ said one of the
elders, ‘‘ we shall have peace.’’
It was so with the Christ, while
His carol was ‘‘ goodwill to
nien.’’ It had to share the pain
and discords of sin.

W. RemMervy Hon’.

Conference of Mission-
aries mm Korea.

As the work of Protestant Missions
in Korea dates back to the time when
in 1884 Dr. H. N. Allen entered the
lana from China and by his medical
skill made a way for the foreign
teacher of the new doctrine, it seems
fitting that the vicennial of that date
should be duly observed. To that
end a beginning was made in the
Fall of 1901 and a General Comunittee
was formed composed of members
from the Missions of the following
Churches ; the Methodist Episcopal,
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Monday, Seplentber 19, 1904.
A.M. Bible Study.

Papers on Evangelistic Work.
Musical Recess. A. NE.
History of the Canadian Presby-

terian Mission.
History of the Australian Presby-

terian Mission.
P.M. Papers on Korea’s Ideals, Native

or Foreign.
Ouestion Box.
Statistics.
Song Service.
Evening Service.

the Methodist Episcopal, South, the
American Presbyterian, North and
south, the Canadian Presbyterian,
and the Australian Presbyterian. All
these Missions have heartily support-
ed the project of a Conference in
1g0fand are to be represented on its

The General Conimittee is now
actively engaged in pushing forward
the pians for a gathering that shall
be helpful both to Korea and to thewide world of Missions. Its Byrecn-
tive Cotnmittee and various ~ sub-
committees on Program, Finance.
Hospitality, Press, Exhibit, Question
Box, Local Arrangenients, and Trans-
portation are forming plans and
gathering material and the work is
rapidly approaching a state of assur-
ed success.

The conference looks to a gather-
ing not only of all the mmission force
in Korea and many from near-by
lands, but notable speakers and
workers from abroad have been invit-
ed to attend and take part. Histortic-
al papers are to be presented showing
the growth of God’s Kingdom in
Korea and questions of practical
import are to be discussed, The
study of God’s Word and the culture
of the Spiritual life are also to receive
large attention. Among those who
have already promised attendance are
John R. Mott, Dr. J. Ross Stevenson,
Dr. Hunter Corbett, Dr. Sheffield of
Peking, and Albertus Pieters of Japan.

Both betore and after tlie session of
the Conference a treat 1s in store
for all who may be abdie to attend,
for during the week preceding, the
Presbyterian Council is to be in ses-
sion, and the week following the
Conference the various Missions will
hold their Annual Meetings.

The Program as outlined at present
covers one week, September 18 to 25,
1904, and ts so full of meat that no
abridgment does it justice—therefore
it is here presented in full.

[| February,

Luesday, September 20.
A.M. Bible Study.

Character, Methods, and Means
of Educational Work in Korea.

Mrsicat Recess.
History of the Southern Presby-

terian Mission.
History of the Southern Metho-

cist Mission.
P.M. Papers on the Native Church,

Indigenous or Exotic,
Question Box,
pong Hervice.
Paper on Source of Power.

Wednesday, September ar.
Bible Study.
Papers on Medical Work in

korea.
special Paper on the Model

Hospital for Korea.
Musical Recess.
History of the Society for Prop-

agation of the Gospel.
Papers on Native Pastors, Church

Officers, and Training of Help-

Question Box,
special Paper on the Religions

and Superstitions of Korea.
pong Service.

Thursday, September 22.
Bible Study,
Papers of: Work by Women.
Special Paper on the Training of

Bible Women.
Musical Recess.
History of the Methodist Epis-

copal Mission.
P.M. Papers on Bible Study Class

Work, Country and Station.
Question Box.
Special Paper on MissionaryWork for the Blind.
Song Service.
Evening Service.

friday, September 23.
Bible Study,
Special Papers onVernacular Literature.

Bible Society Work.
Korean Religions Pract Socie-

tv,
Press Work.
Chinese Literature for Korea.

Musical Recess.
History of the Northern Presby-

terian Mission.
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Saburday, Seplember 24.
A.M. Bible Study.

Papers on the Relation of Mis-
sionaries to Matters Political.

Musical Recess.
Papers on How Best to Developthe Native Consciousness of

Sin,
. General Reception.

Song Service.
Hyening Address.

Arrangemetts have been made to
issue the proceedings.of the Confer-
ence in book form, and any cor-
respondence in regard te this or m
any way relatitig to the Conferencebe addressed to the General
Secretary, Dr. GC. C. VINTon, Seoul,
Korea.

P.M. Papers on Church Government
and Discipline.

special Papers on ¥. M. G. A.
Work tn Korea.

Ouestion Box.
Special Paper on Native Customs

and Superstitions.
song Service.
Evening Service,

C. F. Notes.
Germany 1S the leading cour-

try of continental Europe in
Christian Endeavor. The society
has recently received legal stand-
ing there, and is constantly
reaching out into new tetritory.
In addition to the two Secretaries
which the German FEndeavorers
support, they propose to support
a German missionary under the
care of the American Board in
the German islands of the South
Sea. It is only a few years since
Christian Endeavor work was
begun in Germany. It the
Deutsche Lvangelische Kirchenzei-
tung, August 1oth, 1895, Pastor
Kranz, of Shanghai, issued anh
appeal to German Christians,
which did much to promote the
orgarization df the movertent.

The Worid’s Christian Endea-
vor Union have issued a solvenir
almanac for 1904, which 15 a

Striking reminder of the extent
to which the Endeavor work has
been eStablished in all lands.
There 18 a review of the world-
wide work by Dr. Clark, some
testimonies to the good results
of the movement, beginning
with one by President Roosevelt.
a tnemoriai of the indefatigable
Secretary Eberman, whose work
is to be perpetuated by a fund
tor the extension of Christian
in mission lands, and
striking pictures of Endeavor
eroups from Alaska to Australia.
The statistics at the end are very
encouraging -~ 64,000 societies,
three and a half million mem-
bers. During twenty-three years
there has been a total enrollment
of fourteen millions. and fhifteen
million copies of the Constitution
and thirty mullion copies of the
Pledge have been issued. ‘Three
nullion associate inembers hsve
been brought into evangelical
churches and ten million dollars
gold given by societies to the
work and eéxpenses of the
churches with which they were
connected. Societies have now
been established in sixty-two
countries and fifty Christian En-
deavor pavers are published in
twenty-five different languages.The World’s Union assists in
supporting work for Christian
Endeavor extension under the
direction of the evangelical
churches in fifteen countriés not
yet able to maintain their
own géneral secretaries, and yet
asks orily fifteen thousatid dollars
a year from Christians at home
for so greatly aiding the mission
work in these lands.

Mr. H. S. Conway, of the
China Inland Mission at She-k‘1-
tien, Horan province, has issued
2 prospectus for the Christian
Endeavor Society which he has
started at that place, containing
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several interesting adaptations of
Christian Endeavor committee
work to the needs otf Chinese
societies. In addition to the
‘‘ Heavenly Foot’? (K g) Com-
mittee, which has been added in
a great many societies, there 1s
also a ‘‘ Heavenly Union’’ (%
Committee, whose members
ceek to influence their Christian
friends against betrothals or mar-
riages with the heathen, and a
‘Pure Body’’ (iF &) Commit-
tee, the field of which is much

| February,

wider than that of the usual!
Temperance Committee, working
for purity of speech and reading,
as well as purity aud temperance
in the exercise of the bodily
appetites. The duties of the
various comniittees are set forth
clearly in a poster which is put
up where all the members can
see jt. Rev. D. E. Hoste, direc-
tor of the China Inland Mission,
has seen the workings of this
Society, and states that 1t is a
most useful branch of the work.

Missionary Journal.
At Chi-ning-chow, December 2nd,

the wife of Rev. H. G. ROMIG, A.
P. M., of 2 son (Charles Gutelins).

Av Hwai-yuen, January 19th, the wife
of Rev. JAS. B. COCHRAN, A. P. M.,
of a son (Williams).

DEATH.

At Chefoo, January 28th, Miss F. N.
Norris, of the C. I. M.

AT SHANGHAI:
December 6th, Rev. W. M, CRAW-

FORD, for M. E. M., West China.
December 15th, Rev, H.S. NicHoLs

and wife, C. and M. A.
December 29th, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.

Maw, for F. F. M. A., West China;
©. S. BEHRENTS, M.D., for Ru-ning-
fu, and Miss ANNA FJORNSAAS, ior
Sin-yang, both of Am. Norw. Mission.

From SHANGHAL:
December 18th, Miss Mary FUNK,

(“ and M. A., Wuhu, tor U.S.A.
January ist, Mrs, M. P, MCCORMICK,

Soochow, Dr. L. I. Moore, wife and
daughter, Hsu-chow-fu, Mrs. A. A.
BEAR and children, Chinkiang, all of
A, P.M. (South) for U.5.A.; Rev, J.

8, HENDRY, wife and children, M. FE.
C.S, M., Hu-chow, for U.S. A,

January 8th, Miss J, BLAKELEY,
C. I. M., for New Zealand.

January toth, Dr. EK. F. WILLS, M.B.,
c.mM., lL. M.S., Tsao-hsih, for England.

January 13th, Miss Errig D. KEL-
LAR, F.C, M.A., Nanking, for U,8, A.

January 16th, Mr. Rost, STEPHEN,
wife and three daughters, for England.

January 23rd, Rev. W. M, HAYES,
wife and two sons, A. P. M., Chi-nan ;
Miss daughter of Rev.
J. B. Hartwell, S, B, C,, Tengchow,
41] for U.S.
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Unoccupied Territory.
BY REV. WM. DEANS,

Church of Scotland Mission, ftchang.
N connection with the ‘‘Appeal’’ to the home churches

for an increase of missionaries, formulated at Kuling and
described in the RECORDER, it might not seem unwise

if attention were drawn to many districts in China which might
be called ‘‘ unoccupied territory.”’

We feel 1f such an ‘appeal’ be in any measure answered
that it would not be tor the great advancement of the work to
concentrate the new missionaries entirely in present occupied
territory. Why not push out inte new regions—some practical-
ly untouched, some very inadequately wrought ?

It has seemed to us sometimes that the settling of mission-
aries in a district can be overdone. For example, when a few
years ago Hunan was opened to missionary work, the cry was
“Toy Hunan.’? Existing missionary societies sent men into the
province, tiew societies determined to occupy the place too.
Not that we condemn the enthusiasm thus to enter in and
occupy the new land, but we felt then and feel now that many
as important places were being neglected and Hunan possibly
overdone.

We would in this paper draw attention to three districts
radiating irom Ichang—south-west, north-west and north-east.
These three districts are unoccupied by any resident missionary
and are very partially reached by any native evangelistic agency.

Hirst. The South-west District.—A glance at the map of
Hupeh will show a triangular stretch of country with the Yangtse
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as base and Si-nan-fu as apex, with Szchuan and Hunan bound-
aries as lines of the triangle.

This triangular district 1s unoccupied by any mussionary
society, and to a large extent has no evangelising agency.
Protestant missions are only touching the borders of the district.
In some parts of it the Roman Catholics are strong. The district
is mountainous and not very densely populated. Passing through
it is a very important trade route between Szchuan and Hunan
and Shasi. This route touches the city of Si-nan but does not
come near Ichang. The Imperial road from Ichang to Wan-
hsien and the west 1s through this part of the country.

A mussionary settlement in $1-nan would reach a litherto
unoccupied and unworked country and would be well worth the
consideration of societies seeking a new field. We teel it to be
a sad fact that this part of Hupeh should lie so long fallow.

The following are the principal places in the district, with
stages from Ichang :—

Si-nan-fu, nine days from Ichang and seven days to Wan-
hsien, a large town on the Yangtse in Szchuan. We understand
Wan-hsien 1s to be opened as a treaty port at an early date, so
either it or Ichang could be made the head-quarters and line of
cotnmitinication for the district.

Li-chuan, twelve days from Ichang and three days from
Si-nan. T

The following hsiens are under jurisdiction of Si-nan:—
En-shih, incorporated in Si-nan-fu.
Kien-shih, 120 /2, Han-feng, 240 /2 from Si-nan.
Hsien-en, 90 4, Lai-feng, 360 /2 from Si-nan.
Besides these places there are Chang-yang, two days distant

by road from Ichang. It can be reached in one day, going partly
by water and partly by road. Chang-lo, another town, is distant
two days south from Chang-yang and Ho-feng five days from
Chang-lo.

{It will be seen the district is of large extent with abundant
opportunities for work of all kinds. It 1s really virgin soil for
any missionary society that cares to enter in.

Supplies could be had from Ichang. The letter carriers
from Ichang to Chungking pass within sight of the walls of
Si-nan.

Second. Lhe North-east District. district stretches
from the Yangtse to the Han River. The northerly part is hilly,
the easterly a plain with many villages highly cultivated.
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In this district considerable evangelistic work is done by

the Church of Scotland Mission and the Swedish Mission.
A very extensive district with abundant opportunities

stretches from Shasi on the Yangtse through a vast plain to the
hilis near the Han. There are large villages and towns in this
part, such as Ho-yung, Tan-yang, Yuan-an, Kin-men, Vii-ki-
ho, Kwan-ying-shth. Ideal places for residences and more
permanent work under foreigners would be Tan-yang or Kin-
men. ‘Tan-yang is forty-five miles from Ichang, and can be
reached by road in two days. it has also water communication
with Shasi. Kin-men 1s two days further on and only one day
froin the Han River.

Kin-imen is a beautiful spot. It is surrounded by hills and
has a supply of the finest spring water.

The telegraph passes through Kin-men en route for Hsiang-
yang and the north. We understand the Imperial Post is
soon to be established in the district.

The Swedish Mission occupy with native agents Ho-yung,
Tan-yang, Yuan-an. The Church of Scotland Mission crosses
the line of Swedish stations and works a district by Yu-ki-ho,
which connects with the Wesleyan Mission’s ont-stations around
Kin-men aud towards An-lo-tt.

In our opinion this large, well populated district should have
some resident foreign missionary, and if none of these societies
intend settling foreigners it 1s an opportunity for some new
society to enter in and develop the field. Beyond Yuan-an and
stretching northwards to Hsiang-yang on the Han is a district
literally unoccupied and untouched.

Third. The North-west District.—From Ichang to Kw‘ui-fu
in Szchuan is a stretch of the Yangtse reckoned about 200 miles,
with towns and villages on the banks. This part is- almost
direct west from Ichang. No evangelistic work is being done
over this area. Beyond the river to the north-west is an
inland district mountainous and sparsely populated, unvisited
by any missionary. The China Inland Mission occupy Kwui-fu
and Wan-hsien and work the surrounding places, but from
Ichang to Kwui-tu is a field open to any new agency.

As usual the Roman Catholics are progressive and Protest-
ant converts are few.

A station could be opened at Pa-tung or Kwui-chow, both
in Hupeh, and from these centres a good work could be done
up and down the river and inland from the river. With the
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opening of new treaty ports beyond Ichang and a possible
steamer trafhe the population in the river towns and villages wil
increase. It seems a pity that such a stretch of river is unwork-
ed by any mission. Present mussions in Ichang cannot under-
take further extension for lack of workers.

We have drawn up this statement in the hope that other
missionaries in other parts might prepare something of the same
relative to any territory around them unworked. It would be
well if new societies hoping to send workers to Chima could
have attention drawn to vacant unoccupied districts and thus,
instead of overpopulating oe district and consequently over-
lapping in work, with a production of friction, an unrestricted
held could be occupied.

Dangerous Journalism.
BY REV. S&S ISETT WOODBRIDGE,

Editor of the ** Chinese Christian Intelligencer.”

] “caine tor better or worse, there has recently appearedChina tor better or worse, there has recently appeared a
daily illustrated newspaper 1n Chinese called fy Bf S& fi§ or

The Russophobist. It is a small sheet, written 1n very easy style
and displays considerable literary ability. Its plain purpose is to
inflame the Chinese people against the Russians. ‘To secure
this result, every device which native ingenuity can suggest or
invent is brought into requisition. Appeals are made to fear,
patriotism and ancestral pride; and the powerful influence of a
ready pen 1s reinforced by pictures which stamp on the imagina-
tion through the eye the bitter and rabid hatred of foreigners
expressed in written words.

It is the duty of the Christian missionary to preach the
Gospel and let politics severely alone. It Christianity 1s drag-
ged into popular uprisings by irresponsible persons, we should
at least be guiltless. It 1s true everywhere that the moral
influence of Christians 1s always sought when any doubtful
movement 1s inaugurated. The world has found out that the
company of Christians is very desirable at certain times. ‘The
church is becoming a factor in China now, and the people have
already perceived the advantages that may be gained by a
coalition. Several months ago a Chinese, who professed to be
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‘SHreeEcr of a RUSSIAN Rarp.”’ From Zhe Russophobist.

a church member, secured the name of another native and issued
a joint appeal to the Chinese Christians to rise against the
Russians! Not long after, this man was arrested and thrown
into jail in close connection with the Szjao case.

It is not surprising, then, to find in 7he Russophobisié an
appeal to Chinese Christians. The inaccuracies of its state-
ments are so mischievous and its logic begets so many false con-
clusions that missionaries generally should know of its existence.
A free translation will discover more than a mere description.

‘An Appeal to Christians /
“T now inform the Christians of our country about the con-

dition to which China has been reduced. Russia has already
taken Manchuria by force, and all the other countries are pre-
paring to follow her example and divide China among them-
celyves. A map of this division has already been printed, and it
is settled which countries shall hold certain parts of the Eight-
een Provinces. In a few months our China will be no more,
and our four hundred millions of the same blood—men, women,
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old, young, rich and poor, high and low—will become the slaves
of foreigners from every country. Consider! Is this painful
or not? Brothers, the greater part of you are dreaming. Vou
do not realize the bitterness of the destruction just imminent.
You think all is well and the foreigners dare not come! You
are stupid and muddled, and yet I cannot blame you! But there
is another kind of Christian among yout. I refer to you who
believe Shangti and Jesus, who have studied 1n foreign schools
and who know something about foreign newspapers and mat-
ters abroad. This class for the most part take no interest in
their country and have no patriotism whatever. There are
many others who enter the church and become foreignized
and who do not care whether China perishes or not. They
learn their A, B, C, D, and a few verses of ‘ Jesus Loves
Me.’ Their victuals and drink are guaranteed. When China
is divided up they are safe, for they can speak the foreign
tongue and do not mind becoming the slaves of the foreigner
forever.

“Phere js still another class who have a little patriotism
left. Listen! I have seen the map of the partitioned China
and know that Russia has already seized Manchuria and that
our four hundred millions will in a few days undergo the miseries
of slavery. You say there is nothing to do but pray continually
and sing ‘Jesus Loves Me’ and then you have done your duty.
I tell you, gentlemen, this business 1s no tse. When did for-
eigners merely pray and then think they had done their whole
duty towards protecting their country ? Never |! On the con-
trary they all exerted their utmost strength to do the work. Tf
you do not believe, I refer you to Napoleon. He was a believer
in religion, was he not? And Washington was a believer too,
was he not? To save their countries did these men pray and
sing, or fight ! I have heard that Washington gained a victory
on the Sabbath Day from the English who were resting and
hence were taken unawares; and afterwards he defeated the
English completely and saved America. At the present time
America is the most valiant country on the globe! And all
because of Washington !

‘‘ Napoleon led his troops across the Alps in person and con-
quered the Italians, and this accounts for the prowess of France.
Are there no Washingtons and Napoleons among the Chinese
Christians? Are not your bodies, legs and arms just like
theirs? I think you could imitate their example. I the
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100,000 Christians of China would only unite to save the mother
country in the spirit of these heroes it would be an easy matter.
Alas! Your love of country is very faint and the men of nerve

.very few; all think of learning a few words: of English to
qualify for cooks and compradores and thus be slaves to the
foreigners forever ! Ah me

‘But let me appeal to you with tears, When China is
divided up you will be slaves. Do not say that you will
trust the foreigner. You can remedy the matter now. After
partition it will be too late, We will be exterminated. Vou
can see, then, that 11 we all put our shoulders to the wheel
we can arrange some plan of action to save our China. So f
appeal to you Christians, because you are conversant with
foreign languages and foreign affairs. Come with us ! It is a
glorious opportunity ! The times demand the most urgent haste!
Please consider how fierce the Russian troops are and how
miserable the people of Manchuria !

‘“Tt we do not plan something soon, I fear the Eighteen
Provinces will become like Manchuria. ‘Think about it all!
How painful, how painful! Are you willing to become the
slaves of foreigners, or will you be the people of China? {tf the
latter—what you do, do quickly!’

Most of the material m 7he Russophobist is highly inflam-
matory, and the advertisements exhibit a rather dangerous
compound. On the front page of one number is the notice of an
Anti-Russian League. Near this is the advertisement of a
book called Aim of Anarchy,’’ while just below is a
work of Darwin among a lot of others on America, France and
Italy. These countries, we suppose, represent to the very unripe
contributors to this paper the outcome, example and embodiment
of an easy Republican Evolution. We can hope that the
Chinese Christians will view Ze Russophodist from the unevolute
monkey standpoint, but we fear the contrary unless they secure
the help of wise and salutary counsel.

airs
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Morrison, Milne and Medhurst.
Three Pioneers of Protestant Missions to China,

BY REV. EF. BOX.

(Concluded from p. 89, February numoer).
N July ath, 1813, te Morrison’s great joy, his long expect-

ed and greatly desired colleague arrived — WILLIAM
MILNE. Milne was born in the parish of Kennethmont

in Aberdeenshire in 1785. His father dying when he was
six years old, his mother could not afford to give him much
of an education. He seems to have been a wiid sort of
a boy. ‘he natural depravity of my heart,’’? he says,
(‘began very soon to discover itself. In profane swearing
and other sins of a like nature I far exceeded most of my
equals. I thought that to invent new oaths would make me
like the great ones of the earth.’? When he was sixteen, and
working as a hired servant on a farm, the great change took
place, and the wild herdboy becaine converted, and was hence-
forth a devoted servant and follower of Jesus Christ. ‘STt was
the spark of Sunday school zeal which kindled in him the flame
of missionary enterprize.’’ He joined the church at Huntly
under Mr. Cowie, and here in this ‘‘ Missionary Kirk,’ as it
was called, the missionary spirit found much to nourish it. He
himself was soon nick-named ‘‘ Misshinir’’ by his companions.

On applying to the London Missionary Society offering
himself for service abroad he gives the following as one among
others of his reasons: ‘“ As the Society wants missionaries, and
as my earnest desire is to serve the interests of the Church of
God, I offer my services to them to go forth to the ends of the
earth and to employ such talents as I possess or may acquire for
the propagation of the gospel.”’

Like Morrison he received his special training tor the
mission field at Gosport under Dr. Bogue. ‘Ais aptness for
study, especially language, and his spiritual fervour marked
him out to Bogue’s discriminating judgment as a true and fit
colleague for the lonely Chinese missionary.’’

Alas! though Morrison and he met, they had soon to part
apain. Landing at Macao, Milne was ordered, at the instigation
of the Romish clergy, to quit the settlement in eight days.
This was afterwards extended to thirteen, when Milne was
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escorted by a Portuguese soldier to a boat and sent off to
Canton, leaving his wife behind with the Morrisons. Milne was
joined soon after by Morrison and managed by extreme caution
to remain in Canton for a few months learning the language.
As it was found impossible for Milne to remain in Canton,
owing to the refusal of the Chinese and foreign atthorities to
erant permission, he made an itinerating journey through the
Malay archipelago, distributing copies of the recently printed

aw Testament and Christian tracts. The following year he
took up his permanent residence at Malacca and commenced
4 inission there.

Before leaving China, Morrison and he drew up a plan of
operations for what they called ‘‘T’he Ultra-Ganges Mission,’’
This was coucetved on broad lines. As it was practically
impossible at the time to carry on missionary operations in
China it was thought best to seek a suitable centre near
China, under European Protestant government, which should
become the chief seat of the London Missionary Society China
Mission until. the door into China was effectually open. In
addition to evangelistic work amongst the Chinese settlers
it was decided to establish a printing press and an Anglo-
Chinese college, also to start a magazine in Chinese and
one in English, and other useful agencies. In the course of a
few years most of these were successfully inaugurated. Mius-
sionary operations were commenced in Malacca with a printing
press and an Aunglo-Chinese college, tor the founding of which
Morrison gave £1,000. Another press was established at Batavia
in Java, an Anglo-Chinese and a Malay college at Singapore
and general mission work was begun in these places and Penang.
The first magazine in Chinese was also started about this time
by Morrison and Milne ; the latter being editor. It was called
the Chinese Repository, and was published monthly at Malacca.
Milne also edited a quarterly magazine in English, called the
Indo-Chinese Gleaner, which gained considerable celebrity
among the literati of Europe. several new recrtiits came out
to strengthen the mission; the one who became the most noted
being Medhurst. At this time Milne was all alone in Malacca
struggling with a load of labours and cares far too heavy for an
enfeebled constitution, and he hailed with unspeakable pleasure
the arrival of a colleague.

Walter Henry Medhurst was born in London, April 2oth,
1796. He received a classical education at St. Paul’s schoo}
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founded by the celebrated Dean Colet, and his theological
training at Hackney College. He was appointed by the London
Missionary Society to Malacca in the special capacity of super-
intendent of the printing work of the Society there (he was a
practical printer), arriving at his station in 1817. Thus for
a time the three men—Morrison, Milne and Medhurst—were
associated together in the work.

Milne’s health, however, was rapidly failing. ‘The labour
of studying the language, helping in the translation of the
Scriptures, stiperintending the Anglo-Chinese college and the
printing press, editing the two newspapers, in addition to pastoral
and evangelistic work, was proving far too great a tax for one
always in a somewhat feeble condition of health. In his study of
Chinese he often worked until past midnight, never sparing him-
self. By these efforts he made rapid progress in the language—
a language to acquire which, as he put it, needs ‘‘men with
bodies of brass, lungs of steel, heads of oak, hands of spring
steel, eyes of eagles, hearts of apostles, memories of angels, and
lives of Methuselah.’

The effects of this nervous overstrain are seen in the
difficulties he seems to have had with some of his colleagues.
In his diary occurs the following: Sad disunion of late, which
restrains the influence of God’s grace; when we cannot find in
our hearts to bear with and forgive each other, God will not
bless us;’’ and 1n a letter to Morrison : ‘‘ Zao store brethren are
on their way out. fhe Lord in mercy to us and fis cause,
grant they may be men of peace.’’ Againin hisdiary: ** Things
to be guarded against: 1. My besetting sins and all temptations
and titnlets to then. 2. Passion and frettulness of temper.
3. All appearance of contempt or slight in treating my brethren.
Leave me not, O God, fora single moment without the influences
of Thy Spirit. Pardon my sins. My soul and body, my children
and all my concerns I commit to Thy merciful guardianship
during this year, and whenever and wherever my earthly career
may terminate, then, O then, receive this soul to Thy glory.”
‘The call came a few months later. He died of consumption at
Malacca June, 1822, at the early age of 37. Morrison in his
memoir on Milne, writes: ‘‘ Dr. Milne possessed a very ardent,
determined mind. He was convinced that the
cause of missions was the cause of heaven, and neither fire
nor water cotld impede his onward course. He served with
courage and fidelity ten years, and then worn out by useful
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toils and hard service, died at his post.’
only and thirty-seven years of age! yet he translated a preat
part of the Bible into Chinese and left behind him that classic
of The T'wo Friends.” Not in vain did he live.

We must return to Morrison and sketch the outlines of the
remainder of his work and life. In 1816 he accompanied Lord
Amherst’s embassy to Peking as interpreter, journeying there
by sea and returning overland by Chihli, Shantung, Kiangsu,
Kiangsi and Kwangtung, arriving at Canton January 1st,
ISI7. He left for England in 1823, after seventeen years’ absence
from the home land; Mr. and Mrs. Milne and his own wife all
having died on the field. His fame as a scholar and a hero had
gone before him. He was welcomed everywhere by the Christian
church, honoured by learned men and societies of the learned, and
received at Court by the King. Through it all he maintained
the same spirit of humility and devotion to his life’s work as
had marked the long years of isolation when he stood a lonely
sentinel at the forefront of the army of Christ. Asan Ainerican
friend of his pithily put it: ‘* Morrison’s mind stood firm, erect,
self-determined ; he was not like some whose piety is still in the
green shoot ; Azs prety had the bark on.”’

After a two years’ stay in England he returned to his post.
The voyage, one of four and a half months, was sufficiently dan-
gerous and exciting—storms, fire, and a mutiny. In reference to
the latter the following occurs in hus diary : went, with the
captain’s permission, to the forecastle among the mutineers to
reason with them ; and I succeeded in persuading them to obey
orders and work the ship.’’ The true hero 1s seen here, one
ready to serve, always forgetiul of self and humble in spirit.

Back again in Canton, Morrison resumed his manifold
labours with that same quiet strength that knows what task to
attempt, and does not relax until it is accomplished. was
easy to be a sinologue in those days,’’ we sometimes say, ‘‘ there
were no distractions then. Listen to the following extract from
his life: ‘‘ Dr. Morrison’s regular pursuits were greatly interrupt-
ed by the arrival of passengers, by the answering of letters and
the reception of visitors. His time, too, was a good deal taken
up in transacting business in no way connected with his own
department. Canton being the great emporium for that part of
the East, friends in India, especially in Penang, Malacca and
Singapore, sent commissions fora variety of domestic articles,
such as furniture, wearing apparel, plate, jewellery, etc., which

| March,

Ten years of service
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Dr. Morrison’s disposition to oblige and serve, made him willing
to execute, though, as he used to remark, ‘he had no great ¢act
in such matters, but did the best he could.’ ”? And trom his
diary, ‘A visit from Chung-gua, the security or hong mer-
chant, who is a great talker, has increased my headache.”’
‘“T have been interrupted again by another of the merchants.’?
19th. My head aches and my mind was anxious in getting off
the Malacca commiussicns, ” * | sat down to study a sermon, but I
have been so much occupied and hindered that I have not written
a line.’?

At the same place in his diary occurs the following :
‘CAs the Company (Kast India) 1s without a chaplain, I have
written to the President of the Select Committee offering to read
prayers and preach without pecuniary fee until the chaplain
arrives.’? ‘The following reply was received: ‘‘I have men-
tioned to my colleagues the purport of your note, and they
coincide in opinion with me that we are not authorized to
accept your kind offer, which I am well assured was only made
from the best motives and wishes for our welfare.”’ Morrison
comments: ‘‘It 1s a lamentable state of religious or irreligious
feeling that under no circumstances (except reading prayers
over the dead) will they have communion with any one who
will not bow down to absolute authority and yield an implicit
uniformity. It such persons believe, they don’t act upon the
article in the Creed, ‘I believe in the communion of saints.’ ”
This morning my tnind could not be at rest without making an
effort to speak to others of the Lord Christ. I did not like to
stay away from public worship, and I did not like the idea of a
minister being a hearer, whilst worship was led by a secular
man.’

The same narrow spirit of exclusiveness led to an at-
tempt on the part of the Roman Catholic priests and Portuguese
government at Macao to close his printing press and prevent his
publication of Christian literature. “As the use of a printing
press is prohibited in the Portuguese territories, His Excellency
requests you may be directed to discontinue the employment of
your press in this city.” Morrison boldly protested in the
Canton Register. Ouoting trom the French charter the sentence,
‘©All Frenchmen have the right to publish and print their own
opinions ; the censorship is for ever abolished,’’ he fearlessly
maintained that as thought and speech were God’s gift to
man, no human law could make the free use of them void.
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‘¢Tt is plain that the law of God must be obeyed, although the
law of man in any Church or State be against it. We therefore
conclude that laws against speaking and writing and printing
may be disobeyed with a good conscience, Tyrants may punish,
but God will approve.’’

In his capacity, too, as translator for the East India Company
he had to make a bold stand against the Chinese officials,
The following testimony ts given by Sir James Urmston:
‘‘Morrison’s extensive and indeed extraordinary knowledge of
the Chinese language, both written and collogmuial, and of the
system, character and disposition of the Chinese government,
enabled him clearly and fully to comprehend its sentiments,
views and meanings, as well as to detect the sophistry, duplicity
and even falsity which too frequently marked their official
documents, and to resist their arrogant language and preten-
sions and the unjust demands of the Viceroy of Canton and
his colleagues.’’. Morrison himself laid down the true method
of meeting this spirit of the Chinese, viz., by ‘‘ gradually en-
trenching on the Chinese plea of vast superiority. This would
be to lay the axe to the root of the evil.’’

Morrison was unwearied in seeking to win the Chinese to
Christ. Being forbidden to preach ainongst them, he invited
them to his own home, where he had frequent services.

The first Chinese Protestant convert, Tsae A-ko, was
baptized by Morrison at Macao on July 16th, 1814, nearly seven
years after commencing work in Canton. seven long years of
seed-Sowing. We read in his diary: ‘“At a spring of water
issuing from the foot of a lofty hill by the sea-side, away from
human observation, I baptized Tsae A-ko. Oh that the Lord
may cleanse him from all sin in the blood of Jesus and purify his
heart by the influence of the Holy Spirit. May he be the first-
fruits of a great harvest ; one of millions who shall believe and
be saved from the wrath toe come.”’

In 1830 Morrison was cheered by the arrival of Bridgman,
who was sent out by the A. B.C. F. M. from America to carry
on missionary work in Canton. Atter twenty-five years of work
Morrison could point to only ten persons as having been baptized,
but he is able calmly to survey his life’s work. This is but the
day of small things. We boast not of great doings ; yet we are
devoutly thankful to God that the work has not ceased but
amidst many deaths and disasters, has still gathered streneth from
year to year.”’ His strength rapidly failed during the next two
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years, and on August 1st, 1834, after much suffering, he passed
away at Canton into the fuller service of heaven. He was buried
in Macao; and these words are appropriately inscribed on his
tomb: ‘* Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord from hence-
forth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their
labours ; and their works do follow them.”’

Not long after Morrison’s death events took place which
led to the Treaty of 1842, by which Canton, Amoy, Foochow,
Ningpo, and Shanghai were opened for trade and residence. We
must briefly note the commencement of missionary work in
the last of these places—Shanghai—by Medhurst, the third
of our trio of missionary pioneers.

After arriving at Malacca in 1817, Medhurst remained at
work there eighteen months, and then left to open work in
Penang, where he was ordained, and in 1821 he started another
station in Batavia. He spent much time itinerating in the
Malay archipelago among the Chinese settlers. He compiled
a Fukienese dictionary. In 1835 he went on a tour of observa-
tion, distributing Christian literature along the coast of China,
especially in the north-east.

It was in the course of this journey, 1835, that he paid his first
visit to Shanghai. The people gave him a more auspicious
welcome than the officials. Passing up the river by the native
city, Medhurst and his companion at first attracted little notice
because of the wet, ‘‘but suddenly the hue and cry was
raised that a foreign boat had arrived, and :mmed:ately every
window and door was crowded and the sides of the junks fined
with spectators. All wore a smiling aspect, and no one seemed
alarmed or displeased at our sudden entry.’’ As to the official
reception : ‘The chief magistrate of the city was a middle-
aged man, with a smooth face and fair complexion, but he
assuined a stern aspect immediately I entered. He ordered me
to come near and stand before him. 1 asked whether I could
not’ be allowed to sit at the conference ? On being told that
Y could not I bowed and left the room. Many voices called
me back, but I paid not the slightest attention to them. ‘The
smaller officials followed ine trying to persuade me to give way,
saying that I ought to stand before their chief magistrate, as he
was the greatest Chinese in Shanghai. “Well, then,’’ said I,
“and the individual who now addresses you 1s the greatest
Englishman tt Shanghai, and does not choose to compromise
the honour of his country, or risk the success of his enterprise by
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submitting to be treated as a barbarian or contemplated as an
offender.?? This ended the conterence. Medhurst’s comment
is, ‘‘ Neither Christian humility, nor Christian prudence would
lead us to stthbmit to Chinese encroachments. After giving up
one point after another of ceremony we should find ourselves put
in positions still more humiliating. ’’

Soon after the opening of the Treaty Ports to foreigners,
Medhurst, in company with Dr. Lockhart, commenced work im
connection with the London Missionary Society in Shanghai,
arriving December 22nd, 1843. We have therefore just com-
pleted in Shanghaia cycle of sixty years’ misstonary work since
Medhurst’s arrival, and the London Mission here have celebrated
the event by erecting an Anglo-Chinese school to be known as
the ‘‘Medhurst College.’’

Premises were hired by Medhurst, first of all, outside the
East Gate of the native city. Here he erected the first printing
press in Shanghai and engaged also in evangelistic work. It was
here also that on 13th November, 1845, the first two converts
were baptized. Shortly after their arrival Dr. Lockhart opened
the first mission hospital in Mid-China in hired premises outside
the South Gate. In 1845 the work of the London Missionary
Society was transferred to the present compound, in what is now
the Shantung Road, though the Chinese officials feared 1t was too
far out in the country to be safe for residences. The same year
Medhurst, disguised in Chinese costume and accompanied by a
Shanghai merchant, made a journey into Hoochow. Though
away forty days, no one seems to have detected his disguise.
A curious incident is recorded in this connection : ‘His queue
was so well fastened on that it stood the strain of the journey
perfectly without becoming detached, but no sooner had the
traveller arrived among friends than, without any apparent
reason, the queue came suddenly away and remained in the
chair, while the wearer walked away to his room.’’ If this
had happened on the journey discovery and trouble would have
resulted. Medhurst’s great work, in addition to his diction-
aries, was of course his share in the translation of the ‘‘ Dele-
gates’ Version’’ of the Chinese Buble. The need for a revision
of Morrison and Milne’s version had for a long time been on his
mind. Milne 1n writing to Morrison, speaks rather facetiously
of Medhurst’s projected ‘* Parlour-table edition.’’ Every one, I
expect, agrees that in style 1t has proved itself far superior to its
predecessors. The work occupied five years—from 1847 to 1852.
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In 1848 Medhurst, in company with Messrs. Lockhart and
Muirhead in one of their ‘twenty-four hour’’ itinerations
(they were not allowed then by treaty to be absent from a
Treaty Port longer than twenty-four hours) had a narrow escape
from a mob of tribute-grain boatmen at Tsing-pu, thirty mules
from Shanghai. These men, armed with clubs, chains and other
weapons, savagely attacked Medhurst and his companions who,
sorely bruised, were fortunately rescued by some soldiers and
protected by the magistrate of the place. Consul Rutherford
Alcock caused the grain junks in Shanghai to be blockaded
until redress was obtained.

Medhurst in consequence of failing health was urged by the
Directors of the London Missionary Society to leave for a furlough
home. He reached England in a very weak condition and died
January 24th, 1857, two days aiter arrival. Dr. Muirhead in

- his ‘*‘China and the Gospel’’ writes thus of Dr. Medhurst : tO y

take this opportunity of testifying to my esteem and reverence
for his memory. His manner and bearing in the mission were
of the kindliest character, while his devotedness to the work
and his manifold labours in connection with it formed a noble
example to us who were called to succeed him.’’ Of these
colleagues there still remain in the work the two veteran
missionaries-——Dr. Edkins, who arrived in 1848, and Dr.
Griffith John, who arrived in 1855. Dr. Medhurst’s hfe has
unfortunately not yet been written. We are hoping, however, that
this omission will yet be remedied and that much valuable ma-
terial bearing on his life and work will yet be given to the
public. Amongst other of his good works was the founding of
the Union Church, Shanghai, July 4th, 1845 ; he himself being
appointed the first Pastor.

I have linked these three names together—Morrison, Milne,
and Medhurst—all members of the London Missionary Society—
as pioneers of the Protestant missions in China. They were
men of courage, zeal and ability, who by their knowledge of
the language were able to give the Chinese the Scriptures in
their own tongue and to lay broad and deep the foundations of
that mission work which 1s to-day so full of promise for China.

I rise from a study of the lives of thes¢ men and their
labours, feeling. a new call to missionary work, a call to give

myself and all that | have more entirely, more wisely and
more zealously to the winntng of China to Christ.

I feel also how great was the wisdom they showed in the
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methods they adopted for carrying on their work. Broadly 1t
was the dissemination of truth by preaching, school-teaching
and the printing-press, making the knowledge of the Bible
their chief object, but believing that a// truth is necessary to the
fullest development of man’s nature and that the highest good of
man is to be found in the union of heart and mind with God—
conversion, regeneration, education, and /ove that shows itself
in the service of humanity.

[In Memoriam.
LHE RTI. REV. JAMES ADDISON INGLE,

Bishop of LHankow.
BY REV. ARTHUR M. SHERMAN.

HEN the telegraphic news left Hankow on the 7th of
December announcing that Bishop Ingle, fervently
praying for all, died peacefully from fever on that

day, it carried consternation and grief to many hearts in China
and in America. And men and women who had come into

contact with the godliness and power of his exalted life and
character knew that a mighty soul had passed and that a. prince
inaeed had fallen in Israel. At the early age of thirty-six, after .
less than two years in his high office, the call came to him to lay
down the arms ot war to enter into the life which is life indeed.

‘*The golden evening brightens in the west,
Soon, soon to faithful warriors cometh rest :
Sweet is the calm of Paradise the blest.

Alleluia.’
In the prime of life, enjoying to an unusual degree the love

and confidence of his workers, respected and adimired by his
friends and workers with a respect and admiration which was
a rare devotion, in the midst of wide usefulness and a rapidly
growing work, a work of which he was the center and the head,
exercising a large influence in missionary circles and loved by
other missions as well as by his own, in the midst of sucha
life of wide usefulness and service the call came. And through
our tears and in our loneliness the heart asks not why, but
trusts and thanks God for such a life as his, and prays that it
may live on for us in continual power and inspiration to carry on

the work to which for so many years he gave himself so nobly, so
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unselfishly and so entirely. It was a rare privilege to know him, |
a rarer privilege to come into continual contact with him; and
at his death many hearts were saddenned and stunned through-
out the circle of those who had met and known Bishop Ingle.
He inspired and impressed men, he encouraged and helped, he
warned and counselled and directed, he entered with loving
and wise sympathy into the concerns of men. With wonderful
natural gifts and with great earnestness and power the purpose
of his liie, sought above all things else the kingdom of God ;
and the tribute of Dr. Griffith John ac the funeral-service, that
had he lived he would have been one of the greatest mission-
aries Of modern times, was a deserved one. But even though
it has pleased God to call him the world is richer for his life,
and the power of that devoted life and work will do much to
hasten the coming of God’s kingdom in China. And even his
death, as he himself prayed during those last few days, will
be for the glory of God.

James Addison Ingle was born on the rrth of March, 1867,
in Frederick, Maryland, U. S. A. His father, Dr. Osborn
Ingle, was then and still is the rector of All Saints’ parish in
that town. His early school days were passed in Frederick,
first in a private school and afterward in Frederick Acadeimy.
He prepared for college at the Episcopal High School at
Alexandria, Va., and 1n 1884 entered the University of Virginia.
While at the University he was elected president of the college
¥. M. C. A., and had the distinction of being voted the most
popular man of his year. Aiter graduating with high honors
from the university hé entered the Virginia Theological Semin-
ary and passed through the three years’ course with a high
standard of scholarship. Some one spoke of him in after years
as the St. John of his class.

Mr. Ingle came to China in the autumn of 18o1. He had
early formed the idea of devoting himself to the cause of further-
ing Christ’s kingdom abroad. He was ordained presbyter in
1891, and now the desire of his life was to be constummated. But
when he offered himself to his Board of Missions there were no
funds to enable him to be appointed. Upon hearing this Mr.
Ingle set to work to raise the money. This he did by presenting
the cause of foreign missions so strongly that he succeeded
in awakening an interest in himself and in his work, which
quickly secured the funds necessary for his appointment and
which followed him throughout his life.
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Upon coming to China he was stationed for a while in

shanghai, but was soon transferred to Hankow (which was,
with Wuchang across the river, the center of the upriver work)
to assist the Rev. Mr. Locke, When the latter resigned some
few months later Mr. Ingle was left in charge of the large and
important work in Hankow. Fie proved himself equal to the
occasion and the many and heavy responsibilities thus thrust
upon him. He acquired a splendid knowledge of the Chinese
language,- becoming a fluent speaker and preacher, and with
good literary knowledge of the lanouage. He exercised the
latter in translation work. In 1896 he served on the com-
mittee engaged in revising the Book of Common Prayer. He
also prepared a syllabary of the Hankow dialect, which will
increase in value. In addition to his manifold duties he yet
found time to minister to the wants of his own race and was
in charge of the English Church of St. John the Evangelist in
Hankow for some years. He was, in joy and sorrow, in recrea-
tion and work, the sympathetic friend, and he moved among the
foreion community with a manliness and a quiet thoughtfulness
and goodness which won for him the love and confidence so
necessary for influence.

In the year 1894, Mr Ingle went to America to be married.
His bride was Miss Charlotte Rhett, of Charleston, S. C., who,
after these few years of devoted companionship, survives him,
with two children—Addison and Charlotte.

On the 24th of February, 1902, St. Matthias’ Day, in the
church he had faithfully served for many years, Mr. Ingle was
consecrated the first Bishop of Hankow. * Bishop Graves pre-
sided, assisted by Bishops McKim and Partridge of Japan, and
Bishop Corfe the Church of England Bishop of Corea. It was
a beautiful and inspiring service. Visitors came from far and
near to take part in 1t and to pray for the one tor whom the -
church had shown her high confidence and respect. So Bishop
Ingle entered upon the last and most important phase of his life,
the crown of his life and usefulness.

ij

Great progress and advance marked his short bishopric. It
was a time of great opportunities, It was especially a time for
a wise and courageous leader | We tound a worthy successor to
Bishop Graves 1n our new bishop, though it was not an easy
place to fill, for our former bishop’s hold on the hearts of his
workers was a very strong one. But Bishop Ingle proved too
that he not only possessed the gifts of wise leadership but also the
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power of winning the same strong and personal devotion from
his workers that had marked his predecessor. It was a period
of great moment in the history of missionary work in China.
It was the period succeeding the Boxer movement and the great
depression of 1900. Broken down work needed judicious and
wise management. New opportunities were opening up in many
directions, old prejudices were being overthrown with the
revulsion that followed the storm. Western ways were being
eagerly sought out, good and bad were flocking to the church
for inguiry, for healing and learning. It was a time for farsight-
ed plans to be formed, time for strong foundations to be laid,
time for strong faith and courage to grapple with the problems
that faced the mission. Bishop Ingle brought these with many
other excellent gifts to his new and arduous duties. He brought
a broad learning, a ripe experience, a thorough knowledge of the
needs of the work, a lofty character and high ideals. With far-
seeing wisdom and faith he laid his plans, he mapped out a
strong policy for the mission—a policy and system which is one
of his choicest legacies. He teinforced the old work, he made
plans for continual progress and extension, laying especial stress
upon the absolute necessity of giving as efficient training as
possible to the native workers. Ii any one thing can be said
to be the dominant note of his policy it was the training of the
native workers. He believed firmly in this. His idea was to
establish as soon as possible and as strongly as possible the
native church, with well-trained clergy, catechists, and teach-
CTS, The training school tor catechists at Hankow was a work
of his inception and he carried it on until he went home for
furlough in 1899. He resumed it upon his return in 1900 and
kept it until his elevation to the episcopate in 1902, when he
again turned it over to the Rev. Mr. Roots. It stood for what
we might call his leading idea, a strong Chinese church. And
this force of native assistants, which he so largely trained and
organized, witnesses to his unusual power and ability. The
normal school was a later development of the same idea, and
when the Board found that it had not funds to support this new
work, with his unfailing cottrage and faith he at once set about
to raise its support in other ways by the special offerings from
friends and by the increasing day-school fees. He believed in
giving the native clergy all the power possible in the control
of their stations, beleving that if they were well-trained and
spiritual men, they could be the real pastors of the people and
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touch them more closely than a foreigner could. And so when-
ever one of the native clergy aiter long testing proved himself
worthy, he was permitted to take more and more the responsibil-
ity, while the foreigner was withdrawn to the work of general
oversight and training. The wisdom of this course has been
already seen by the steady development, not only of the native
church but of the native clergy themselves.

In October, 1903, Bishop Ingle attended his first Conference
of the Anglican Bishops of China and Corea. Young and
vigorous, with a wisdom and insight beyond his years, he deeply
impressed his fellow-bishops with his powerful personality. Re-
turning from this conference, which was held in Shanghai, he
stopped to make his autumn visitation in Ngankin, an import-
ant center of mission work, and also to visit Tai-hu, a new
and promising out-station. He reached Hankow on All Saints’
Day, in time to go to both foreign cemeteries for the memorial
services of that day. We went first to the old cemetery in
the English churchyard, where he took the short service, close
by the spot where 1n a few weeks his own tired body was
to be laid to rest. Upon his return to Hankow began the
immediate preparations for the conference of native clergy, to
which he had looked forward so long and so eagerly and for
which he had planned so carefully. During the week following
All Saints’ Day the clergy began to arrive from their stations.
On Saturday, the 7th of November, just one month before his
death, the Bishop crossed to Wuchang and consecrated the new
and attractive St. Mark’s chapel. He seemed that day to be
overflowing with a cheering love. The next day the Bishop
was far from well, and had already begun to fight the fever.
Nevertheless in the afternoon, in the Cathedral, he delivered the
stirring charge to the clergy, which opened the conference.
After this he gave up and went to bed, and the conference met
day by day without its Bishop. It was one of the kéenest
disappointments of his lite. He had looked forward to gaining so
much for himself by this close contact with the native priests
and deacons whom he loved so tmuch. In order that he might
see as much of them as possible he had arranged that they
should all come to his home every evening during the con-
ference for the evening meal. They were fourteen in all, in-
cluding a visiting presbyter from the Shanghai: district. The
conference ended and the Bishop was still in bed. Another
week rolled by; 1t seemed a long sickness for the Bishop, but he
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had had fever more or less since his return from his very busy
year in America, and one could not realize that this was going
to result so fatally, could not realize that his fine constitution,
which had been once so strong and robust, would not be able to
fight successfully against its old enemy. But the Bishop grew
worse. Dr. Borland was called over from Wuchang to assist
Dr. Thomson and to remain as nurse. On Tuesday, Decem-
ber the first, Dr. Hodge was called in for consultation from
the Wesleyan Mission. But the cause of the Bishop’s continued
high fever baffled them. It seemed like typhoid, but did not
have all the symptoms. On Thursday morning, the third, the
doctors decided that the end might not be far off. After this
depression, however, the Bishop rallied, and we again began to
hope that he might be spared to us. Dr. Woodward arrived on
Friday, the fourth, from Ngankin, whence he had been summon-
ed by telegram. The treatment which the doctors used brought
down the fever considerably for a time and also brought the
Bishop back to greater clearness of mind. When the Bishop
was told of his sertous condition and his possibly approaching
death, his mind cleared up wonderfully. It was a beautiful and
deeply affecting death-bed; one of those present said that he
had seen a hundred death-beds, but never one like that, and
he never expected to see another such a one. That scene will
remain as one of the sweetest even though one of the saddest
memories of a lifetime. Twice did the Bishop seem to realize
with especial clearness his condition—on the Thursday before,
and on the early morning of the Monday he died. The words

to his devoted wife and dear children as well as to the father
and friends in the homeland were full of love and trust. For
his aged father at home he leit the comforting words that he
was not to be overcome with sadness, that he was but going
into the nearer presence of the Heavenly Father. His dying
prayers were especially comprehensive and inspiring. In
pteat weakness and extremity he nevertheless poured forth the
burdens of his heart with calm, quiet yet earnest faith. He
prayed for his own work that God would receive and use it; he
prayed for the divine forgiveness; he prayed for his fellow-
laborers that they might be united, faithful and never fearful ;
for the church at home that it might send out more men,
men rooted in the love of Christ, to proclaim the gospel and
to establish the church in China; he prayed for the Chinese
church and Christians that they might be pure and steadfast,
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seeking first the kingdom of God.
and prayed that as he had obeyed the command of Christ
and had served the clergy and Christians in Christ’s name,
so, he prayed, that even his death might be a blessing to them,
leading them into the faith and love of Christ. These last
messages and prayers, as well as those last few days are sacred ;
an unearthly beauty envelopes them ; we cannot draw aside the
veil and show all that they revealed of God, or all that they
manitested of a dear son’s taith in Him. There are some things
too sacred for the unprepared eye to see. But there are some
things we can understand, and much that we may learn from
such a death. It 1s right for us to think over and record the
strength and faith, so steady and strong, that it manifested.
God grant that those prayers may speedily be answered, and as
they have gone up to the throne of God so they may ring in
human hearts and ears to guicken and inspire, to stir up the
church at home as well as the church in China to which he
gave his lite.

When the Bishop had rallied in the night before his soul
passed from its earthly habitation, after his messages and
parting words were given, he received the Holy Communion,
humbly, reverently, joining in the Lord’s Prayer which followed.
This was about three o’clock in the morning ; it was not until
shortly after noon the same day that he laid down the burden
and work of life at the Master’s call. Quietly and painlessly
the messenger came, and another victory had been won, another
watfare accomplished. We kneeled around the bedside and
thanked God for such a life, we joined his brave wife in her
prayer for those who were left behind.

The funeral services were fixed for Thursday, the tenth.
The Chinese clergy and Christians who had been waiting so
many days in prayerful suspense, able to do so little else, now
found a work to occupy thetr loving hearts and ready hands.
The work of decorating the cathedral was undertaken by them,
and the result was beautiful and impressive. Choir, nave and
transepts were profusely hung with black and white cloth; the
latter predominating, draped upon the wall and from pillar to
pillar. The Bishop’s throne 1n the choir was draped with black
with a crown of white chrysanthemuims surmounting it. The
body of the Bishop was brought into the church on Tuesday
night, where friend and Hock might see their devoted leader in
his last sleep. Clothed in his robes, with the Word of God
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He spoke of his own Itfe
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clasped in his hands, he seemed indeed to be at rest after weary
yet faithful, loving toil. He himself had written on the margin
of his Thomas 4 Kempis, found after his death, ‘‘ Rest? why
I have all eternity to rest in’’. To gaze at that dear form was
to know that at last rest had come to busy brain and an un-
ceasingly active life. It was a hallowed sight, bringing calm
and resignation, bringing peace and strength, taking away the
horror and dread otf death.

Two funeral services were held; the Chinese service at
noon and the English service at three o'clock. At the former
service, read by the native clergy, Mr. Roots took to his people
the Bishop’s last cares and thoughts and prayers for them. At
the English service, Bishop Graves, and Dr. Griffith John of the
London Missionary Society, made addresses; the former represent-
ing the sister jurisdiction of Shanghai and the latter other
missionary societies and the community of Hankow. Both
services were marked by deep solemnity and feeling. A holy
calm was the sincerest manifestation of the great bereavement
which had fallen. The music was led by the combined boy
choirs of the cathedral and the Boone School. The coffin was
placed just below the chancel steps, where so shortly before the
Bishop had stood on the day of his consecration. lt was
covered with a black and white pall, upon which were simply
the crossed palm leaves of victory. The many beautiful wreaths
and floral tributes placed around and about added to the beauty
and dignity of the occasion.

After the service the clergy and choir, preceded by the cross,
formed into procession to march to the neighboring St. John’s
English churchyard, which after many years, by special
permission, was again opened for interment. Following the
coffin came the greatly bereaved wife and children with the
members of the Mission and then the large concourse of friends.
The pallbearers were chosen irom members of other missions as
well as from his own and from the trustees of St. John’s Church.
The procession moved slowly, with greatly impressed onlookers
thronging the way, singing hymns of victory as it moved
forward, “ Onward Christian Soldiers” and “The Son of God goes
forth to War.” As the cothn and friends approached the grave
the vested choirs sang so sweetly that hymn of trust and faith,
“« Nearer my God to Thee.” Bishop Graves committed to the earth
the body of him who had been so long his dear fellow-laborer;
first as worker then as fellow-bishop, The hymn, “ For all the
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Saints who from their Labors rest,’’ brought this service to a
close. It will never be forgotten while life shall last.

But it was not Bishop Ingle that we left there that winter’s
day. We laid his body to rest, but somewhere in God’s great
universe he is to-day, somewhere God still can reach him
with his tender care. And there his life goes on and expands
and deepens. But not only so, his hfe goes on here; his
work will follow him. He will live for us in spiritual energy;
he yet speaks; ‘‘being dead, he yet speaketh,’’ yes and will
speak until

Hrom earth’s wide bounds, from ocean’s farthest coast,
Through gates of pearl streams in the countless host,
Singing to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

Alleluia.”

eae tee calls

A Brother’s Tribute.
BY DR. W. A. Po. MARTIN.

WONDER if besides myself there 1s any foreigner in China
who has a personal recollection of the Rev. S. N. D.
Martin and his work at Ningpo! He arrived there along

with me in 1850 and had put 1n eight years of earnest labor when
itl-health compelled him to quit the field. In the retrospect
of nearly half a century his brief term of missionary activity
appears like a shadow. But would it not be better to compare
such transient labors with a harrow that covers the grain ?
In passing over the ground it seems to leave no more im-
pression than a shadow, but the next year a harvest follows
in its track.

Up to the spring of 1858 we had been almost as inseparable
as the Siamese twins. In boyhood we enjoyed the same
sports—hunting, fishing, and swimming—in the forests and
streams of Indiana. In youth we attended the same schools and
took our first degrees on the same day im the State University
in 1846. We then went together to the Theological Seminary
at New Albany ; and after three years of special study embarked
on the same ship for China, November, 1849. There were
no steamers in those days; and it took four months and a half
from Boston to reach our station, after passing through all the
zones, except the frigid.
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To my brother fell the care of a boys’ school first opened

by the Rev. R. QO. Way. One planted and the other watered,
and it might be hard to say which had the more important
tasir. Some of his old students, now venerable grey beards in
the Christian ministry, no doubt remember Mang Sien Sang with
undying affection.

He being my senior, in dividing our patrimony, which
consisted in a good name, he took the first syllable and left the
second to me. We might, however, have done as well to
choose other names, for who would recognize Martin under the
distorted form of Mang Ting!

Not limiting himself to the care of the school, my brother
did much in the way of preaching, especially in speaking at
night to large audiences in a new church that attracted crowds
of curious hearers. This was in the summer of 1857. Having
to cross a river to reach his house after preaching he was
tempted to indulge in his old sport of swimming. But he did
it once too often, for on touching shore he was seized with a
hemorrhage from the throat, which put an end to his life in
China. No amount of medical skill could restore his voice, and
after a few months he was ordered home.

He recovered sufficiently to. preach an occasional sermon,
but during his remaining life of forty-five years he never had
charge of a church. On the Sunday preceding his decease,
which occurred at Goldendale in the State of Washington on the
7th of October last, he preached in the village church by
invitation of the pastor. In three months he would have
completed his seventy-ninth and entered on his eightieth
Year.

It was my cherished hope to join him in his new home on
the banks of the Oregon and to forget our years in fishing,
hunting, and swimming; but God has called him to higher joy.
If I am permitted to see that ‘‘land of pure delight,’’ his will
be one of the first faces that I shall look for and we shall knit
again the ties that have been sundered by death.
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Educational Department.

REV. J. A. Latztor.
Conducted in the interests of the ‘* Educational Association of China.’’

Trained Educators for Mission Work in China.
N response to the Educational Association’s Appeal to the

Missionary Societies of Great Britain and America, quite
a number of replies have been received, and in nearly

every case the reception of the Association’s Appeal has been
cordially received and favorably considered. Replies from
American Societies were published in a previous number of the
RECORDER. It will be seen that the one great hindrance at
present is the lack of means, a condition of things that affects
all branches of mission work, and which calls for earnest prayer
from all who have at heart the world’s conversion. While the
letters are not very encouraging 1n definite promises of assist-
ance, yet it is very gratifying to Christian educationists to know
that the desired assistance is not withheld because of any lack
of appreciation of the importance of this branch of evangelistic
work.

Dr. C. M. Lacy Sites, the Association’s General Secretary,
has handed us a number of letters, from which we make the
following extracts :-—

Dr. A. Wardlaw Thompson, oi the London Missionary
Society, writes :

‘‘ Your appeal was submitted by me to our Board of Directors
and heard with much interest and sympathy. Probably long before
this letter reaches you, you will have an opportunity of meeting the
deputation we have sent out to China to visit our Missions, and you
will, Jam sure, learn from them that the Society recognises very fully
the value of educational work, especially at this critical pomt in the ©
history of China. Unfortunately our difhculty 1m meeting such
appeals is one which cannot be solved by any amount of sympathy
with their object. The Society has now and has for some considerable
time been spending year by year more money than it can get from its
ordinary sources of income. The result 1s that we find ourselves
hampered in the carrying on of our ordinary work, and prevented
from doing what we ought to do for the maintenance of our present
stations. Any fresh appeal that comes, however urgent, has to be
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met with the one reply that we have no funds available for anything
additional. Under these circumstances our Directors can only
express their sympathy with the object of your appeal and their
wish that they could respond by making special provision of the
kind you indicate.resolution of our Board was as follows : That the
Directors have received with much interest the appeal from the
Educational Union of China. They fully recognise the urgency of
the present need for well-qualified educationists of high Christian
character in connection with Christian missions in China, and they
regret that the pressure of present responsibilities makes it impossi-
ble for the Soctety to attempt any immediate extension of this work
in China in this direction.”

Rev. Alex, Connell, B.D., Convener of the Foreign Missions
Committee of the Presbyterian Church of England, writes:

‘Your communication of September 30th I have now been able
to lay before our Committee. I am instructed by them to say that
they are in cordial sympathy with the aim your Association fosters,
We have already on our own account taken action, as we have
established an Anglo-Chinese College in Amoy and hope shortly tofound another in Swatow. These are and are to be in charge
of trained men who will keep before themselves the (Christian
education of the promising youth of China as a great end and one
that is bound to affect powerfully the whole future of the Chinese
Empire.’

Secretary George Tonge, of the Church of England Zenana
Missionary Society, writes :

‘*T beg to acknowledge the receipt of copies of the appeal of the
Educational Association in China, which I have brought to the notice
of the Committee of our Society. It falls in with what some of our
own missionaries in the Fuhkien province have written as to the
opportunity which the demand for education in China is giving for
increased efforts on the part of the Christian church to supply the
demand along with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. As a practical
matter J am sure our Committee will bear in mind the importance
of having the ladies who are sent out for educational purposes
specially trained for the efhcient discharge of their duties.”

secretary Chapman, of the United Methodist Free Churches
Home and Foreign Missions Society, writes :

‘“ Our Mission Society has changed its policy, or more correctly
modified it, in the very point to which your circular refers.

‘“We have sent to China two Christian scholars—one ‘ M. Sc.,’
one ‘B. Sc.’ in honours. The ‘M. Sc.’ also holds the Diploma
of Education; he is a trained educationist. Neither of these
gentlemen are ordained ; they have been sent for educational work.
Mr. T. W. Chapman, M. Sc., 1s at Wenchow, Principal of our
college; Mr. H. S. Redfern, B. Sc., is at Ningpo, and will have
charge of our college there.”’
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secretary B. Baring Gould, of the Church Missionary

Society, writes :
‘* Be assured that we fully sympathize with you in the desire to

meet the present craving of the Chinese tor Western civilization.
The Church Missionary Society has pledged itself on distinctly
Christian lines in this direction on more than one occasion, but I
regret to say that lack of men and means cramps us in carrying out
our wishes. For the present the Society has done as much in this
direction as 1s within its power.”’

Secretary F. Marcus Wood, of the China Inland Mission,
writes :

‘“We are bringing this matter before our constituency by re-
ferring to it in our monthly organ, China’s Millions. I hope in
this way some of our friends may be led to take an interest in that
particular branch of missionary work.

‘You are probably aware that our Executive Council for the
work in China is in Shanghai, and no doubt you have already
brought the matter before Mr. D. E.. Hoste, our General Director ;
if not, I would advise you to do so, as, if any action 1s to be taken by
this Mission, it must be through him.’’

Educational Association of China.
MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

HE Committee met at McTyeire Home, February rath,
1904, at 5 p.m. Present: Dr. Parker, Chairman,
Dr. Sites, Mr. Bitton, Miss Richardson and Mr. Silsby.

There were also present, upon invitation, Dr. F. L. Hawks-Pott,
Prof. N. Gist Gee and Messrs. Ya and Kyung, representing the
Commercial Press.

The meeting was opened with prayer, and minutes of last
meeting read and approved.

The following names were presented for membership and
approved: Rev. John R. Gillispie, M.A., M.B.C.M., Mouk-
den; Miss Rebecca Wilson, Sinchang, vid Kashing ; Miss E.
M. Worthley, Foochow.

A communication from the Commercial Press was read,
making certain propositions regarding their educational publica-
tions, and Dr. Parker, Dr. Pott and Mr. Silsby were appointed a
committee to take this matter into consideration and report.

The Treasurer reported that, after sending £120 to Messrs.
W. and A. K. Johnston for maps and charts, there remained
in bank a balance of $2,912.28.
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Dr. Parker reported that the book sales at the Misston Press
for the six months ending December 31st, 1903, amounted to
$2,912.28. He also reported that the Association’s property had
been insured to the amount of $10,000 1n the British Mercantile
Kyre Insurance Co.

Prof. Gee’s book on ‘‘ Stories of Insect Life’’ was accepted
and 2,000 copies ordered ; the cost being estimated at $245.00.

Dr. Parker reported that two hand-books on Natural His-
tory had been placed in the hands of the Publication Committee.

Dr. Sites moved that a committee of three be appointed to
draw up a plan for the next Triennial Meeting and report at the
next meeting of the Executive Committee. The following
committee was accordingly appointed : Dr. Sites, Miss Richard-
son and Prof. F. C. Cooper.

Dr. Sites reported that he had received from British Mis-
sionary Societies a number of replies to the Association’s circular
letter regarding the appointment of trained teachers, etc., which
he would place in the hands of the Editorial Secretary.

The Committee adjourned.
J. A. SILSBY,

Secretary.

Correspondence.
THE CONQUESTS OF THE BIBLE.
To the Editor of
(«Toe CHINESE RECORDER.’ |

Drax Srr: This is the title
of the Annual Report of the
British and Foreign Bible Society.
‘The book has just come to hand.
It is nicely got up, well bound,
well illustrated, well divided as
to subjects.

We sat down to read this Re-
port of Bible work and were so
engrossed with the story that we
couldn’t lay the book down till
we had finished at the last page.

Reports are usually dry read-
ing, given to statistics and matter
ot tact statements. But this Re-
port of the Bible Society reads
like a very enticing story. After
perusal we cannot but glory in our

possession of the Bible—God’s
elit to us men, we cannot but
rejoice at the freedom we enjoyin and usiug the Bible,
we cannot but thank God for
the most excellent work the Bible
society is doing in translating,
printing and circulating the
Scriptures.

Since reading this book our
estimate of the work done by the
Bible Society has vastly increas-
ed. Such a Report should be
read by every missionary, and
might very profitably be tran-
slated into Chinese for the in-
Struction of the Chinese church.

We wish the British and For-
eign Bible Society much increase
in funds and usefulness this year
of its centenary.

Wwe. DEANS.
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WINTER CLASSES, ETC.
Lo the Lattor of
(Toy CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Sir: Mr. Webster's paper
in your December issue on
How to stimulate Bible Study
among our Members,’’ and Mr.
Clayton’s letter in the January
issue suggesting a Chinese ‘‘ yx-
positor’s Bible,’ lead me to in-
trude a few words upon you in
the way of recent experience.
A new station presents opportu-
nity for new methods; and set-
tied here within the last fifteen
months, where foreigners had
never lived before, I thought it a
good opportunity to put into
practise the methods employed
by brethren in other missions
very successfully, We have
therefore been conducting ‘ Win-
ter Classes’ for the past two
months, small classes it is true,
but none the less valuable asa
criterion of what might be done
later on. The members, for the
most part agriculturists, who
during the winter time are moreor less thrown on their own
resources, having no regular em-
ployment in the fields, have been
living on the Mission premises,
providing their own food and
reading daily with the writer.
In this way we have finished a
detailed examination of Profes-
sor Lindsav’s Commentary on
Mark’s Gospel, issued in thewell known ‘‘ Handbooks for
Bible Students’’ series, and are
now gradually working our way
through Mrs. Arnold Foster’sYueh Wen Ta.’’? Our
method has been a laborious one:
the men have been compelled to
write out everything they have
been told, but it has been well
worth the trouble, for they now
possess practically a Mandarintransiation of the first named
book, and by the aid of the
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catechism are being familiarised
with the principal events in Old
Testament history.

I would heartily support Mr.
Webster’s suggestion as to the
publication of a new series of
catechisms. He will doubtless
be pleased to know that a
Methodist, like the present writ-
er, has found the Shorter Catech-
ism, as edited by good old Dr.
White, exceedingly useful in the
tuition of enquirers this winter,
and only wishes some of our
Manchurian friends would do for
the church in China what Dr.
White has done for the church
11 Scotland. A good catechism
dealing with the New Testament
and giving chapter and verse as
an appendix to each question, 1s
a great desideratum just now. I
have added chapter and verse to
the questions in Mrs. Koster’s
Old ‘Testament Catechism.

Will some other brother or
sister do for the New ‘Testament
what Mrs. Foster has done for
the Old Testament ? T feel sure
such a catechism would be oaf
very great value to country mis-
sionanies who, like myself, have
to deal with the very rawest of
raw material in our members.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN HEDLEY.

THE USE OF SHANGTY.

Lo the Editor of
< Tor CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR SiR: Referring to the re-
marks of T. C. in the January
RECORDER (p. 42) relating to
terms, I beg to observe :

1. There is no occasion to in-
troduce a side issue of licentious-
ness-—more or less—in the wor-
ship of the different heathen gods;
if is Outside the question.

2. It is simply a contrast be-
tween the true God and false
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‘Thus saith God Jehovah,

Correspondence.

gods.He that created the heavens
met am Jehovah ; that 1S my

name; and my glory I will not
give to another, neither my praise
to graven images’’, Jehovah
ot hosts is his name... . before
it came to pass I showed it thee,
lest thou shouldest say, ‘ mine
idol hath done them and my
graven image .... hath com-
manded them’ Kot mine
own sake, for mine own sake
(emphatic repetition), will I do
it, for how should my name be
profaned ? and my glory will I
not give to another.”’ (See Isaiah
42 and 48.)

3, As a matter of fact, how
much has the worship of Shanett
(heaven) done for the elevation
and purification of the Chinese
moral and social life ? It educat-
ed Chinese are authority it has
doné nothing, not even exerting
arestraining infitence on their
character.

4. Which of the half dozen of
mote Shangtis is supposed to
represent the true God? This
question has been asked the
writer many times by readets of
the Shaneti scriptures. Tt isa
pertinent question.

5. I have talked with many
literati, both Christian and non-
Christian, and have not met with
one who cotild point to a single
passage in Chinese literature
where self-existence and creatot-
ship were attributed to any of
the Shangtis. These, spectally,
constitute the non-transferable
‘“olory’’ mentioned above.

6. God the self-existent One,
God the creator, having 1m-
pressed Himself indelibly on the

Jewish race, and largely on theother then dominant nations
through the Jewish Scriptures,
the generic term, which included
all objects of worship, was of
infinitely mofe importance for
marking the difference between
the true and the false after the
savior came, than any name,
however sacred; and it is signi-ficant that the xzame of no
other god is even hinted at in
the New ‘Testament or the
Septuagint translation as admis-
sible.

7, The zame of an idol, es-
pecially where there are several
of the same name, is much more
to christianize than the
all-embracing genetic Zerm which
is differentiated at once by the
prefix true or false, wuntil it
takes its place ere long as re-
presenting the one trie God;
while the false gods will always
be referred to in a way to iridicate
their nature, as in English of the
present time.

8. An old literate, a devoted
member of a church which al-
ways used Shangti, often said
to the writer: ‘‘Shangti is so
inextricably mixed up in theidolatrous natufe-cult that it
is impossible to build a stable
church or a sound theology with.that name as a fotndation.’’
such statements are worthy of
eareful consideration.

i take these observations
gsimmply hoping thereby to incite
others to 2 candid and eareful
investigation of this important
subject, but decline all contro-
versy as not likely to do any
good.

CC. A. STANLEY.
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Our Book Table.
bf té i Et 6, wine Reade "nd Let.ee ee wh eh 66 The Records,’’? based

By Rev,
American Presbyterian

Thirty cents.
A few days since I was de-

lighted to find a bundle of these
books—which I had ordered in
advance-—-placed upon my desk,
and the day following I found
myself personally in need of the
book. T also found that 1t readi-
ly answered my questions.This book, which might be
named The Acts in Harmony
with the Epistles, fills an im-
portant gap in Bible study. As
the Preface informs us the
‘book is based on Burton’s
Records and Letters of the Apos-
tolic Age; the general plan
being the same as that of the
Harmony of the Gospels for
Historical Study.”’

It goes without saying that
both of these books should be in
the library of every preacher
and of every student of the Bible.
They will also prove to be just
the text books needed in col-
leges, theological seminaries,
and Bible classes, wherever the
Mandarin Colloquial is used.

The author, in the preparation
of “<The Records,’ has had
two principles in mind: (1) that
the Aible shall be the text-book
for all who can read Mandarin,
and (2) that study of the Bible
must be Zzstovical to be of endur-
ing and progressive value.

The abbreviations indicating
the various Books of the Bible
are carefully worked out, and
these, with Mr. Luce’s method oi
rapid notation, make it possible
for the student to note down in
a moment passages from dicta-
tion. This feature of the book

ters of the Apostolic Age.’’
H. W. Luce.
Mission Press.

has a distinct value for class
work.

Nearly one-third of the book,
at the end, 1s taken up with |
notes, prepared with great care
by the author. These notes, as
aiso the text itself, contain a
multitude of cross references to
passages in the Epistles, and
also to the Acts, the whole giv-
ing the evangelistic and doctrinal
history ot the period and making
a most useful Harmony of the
Acts and Epistles.

The maps illustrating the tra-
vels of St. Paul are just what
the book ought to contain, and
will be specially welcome to the
Chinese student. These maps
are intended to contain every
place mentioned in the Acts and
Epistles.

To some it will be of interest
that the text 1s that of the Tenta-
tive Revised Version in Mandarin,
while the notes are in Easy Wén-
li. The Records, Hke the Har-
mony of the Gospels, is an oc-
tavo, handsomely printed on
good paper by the American
Presbyterian Mission Press,
Shanghai, and is for sale in paper
covers at thirty cents.

We are glad to give the book
our benediction as it goes out
on its errand of blessing.

CHAUNCHY GOODRICH.

T‘ungchow, near Peking,
february rath, 1904.

The Fortunate Union, g73k(§%. Edited,
with notes, by F, W. Baller, Shang-
hai: Presbyterian Mission Press,
1904. Price $1.50.
This Chinese novel in eighteen

chapters 1s a tale of social life,
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and although lightly esteemed by
native scholars, contains many
jdioms, phrases, etc., that the
foreign student of Chinese shouldknow. The book contains the
Chinese text printed in clearer
type than that of the ordinary
copies bought in the native book
shops. The English notes are
printed below.

The Fortunate t/ynion has been
translated into several Kuropean
languages, and it is interesting toknow that it was rendered into
English with notes and illustra-
tions by John Francis Davis,
F.R.S., as far back as 18209.
It is the duty of the missionary
toacquaint himself with every
variety of literature in order to
equip and qualify himself for
preaching to all kinds of people.
A. knowledge of Chinese derived
mainly from translated Christian
literature and foreign phrase
books, is very superficial and
inadequate. The foreigner is apt
to speak in Chu shens and periods
with a woeful paucity of con-
junctions, expletives and other

rts of speech which are not
absolutely necessary to make
sense, but which nevertheless
are necessary to make a finished
speaker, and this the mission-
ary should strenuously strive
to be. '

To attain this end we recom-
mend this volume to the student,
not as a recreation but as a study
with the object in view of polish-
ing his shafts of truth for success-
ful warfare against the powers
ot evil.

‘5, ISRITT WOODBRIDGE.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
Books in Chinese by the Dif-

fusion Society :—
The Indian Penal Code, 1860,

amended up to February, 1898.
Translated by Rev. James Sadler.
2 Volumes.

Picciola, or the Prison Flower.
Translated by Laura N. White.
White paper. Illustrated.

The Life of D. L. Moody, by
his son. Translated by Wang
Yin-chwang. 2 Vols.

Ancient Civilizations. Egypt,
Babylonia, Assyria, Phoenicia,
Judaea, Media, Persia, and
India. From Barnes’ General
History. ‘Translated into Chinese
by Rev. Gilbert Walshe.

The Chinese Christian. De-
cember, 1903. Vol. I, No. IV.
Ouarterly. Organ of the Chinese
Christian Union.

i

Easy Wén-hi, Union Version
of the New Testament. Tenta-
tive edition. Published at the
request of the Easy Wén-li Re-vision Committee. British and
Foreign Bible Society.

‘The Commercial Press have
sent us avery neat little Diary for
the Chinese, bound in blue cloth,
with a half pave for each day; the
date in Chinese being given at the
top of each day and the foreign
date by the side. There is also
a small space left in each day for
things specially to be noted and.
remarks on the weather. At the
end of the book are a number of
useiuil tables, geographical infor-
mation, places for accounts, etc.

From the same source we have
also received Lessons on Chinese
History, in two volumes, by Yao
LTsu-i, M.A.
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THE smoldering volcano has pan can defy her, will in a
at last burst forth. Japan, tew years be able to throw such
unable longer to endure Rus- an army into Manchuria as will
sian duplicity and tergiversa- iorever debar Russia from again
tion, has begun the conilict, getting a footing.
and if she has not astonished The world will wait with
the world she has doubtless eager interest the results of the
very much astonished her ‘op- next few months. Japan and
ponent. Probably the sympa- progress, or Russia and te-
thies of the greater part of the trogression—which will it be ?
civilized world are with the * % *
little island kingdom, and
while it would not be wise to
make predictions based on the
so far victorious progress of Ja-
pan, yet it looks very much as
if the great Russian Bear had
been hibernating, and that she
was about to arouse to a pain-
ful and ignominious awaken-
ing. She has been too proud
of her owh prowess to en-
able her to notice the grow-
ing strength and vigor of her
adversary. There 1s, too, this
great difference between the two
nations. The whole soul of the
Japanese is in the war and
every fiber of his being thrills
as he goes forth to battle, while
we fear that with many of the
Russian soldiers there 1s only a
half-hearted interest in the
result and in many instances
hatred of the government which
has not treated him as he thinks
he deserves. And if Japan
succeeds in driving Russia from
Manchuria, we do not believe
she will ever again be able to
regain her prestige there. Chi-
na herself, now that she
realizes that Russia is not
invincible, and that even Ja-

WE take the following from
the recent treaty between
Russia and Tibet -—

Art. 3.—Entire liberty in what
concerns Russian Orthodox as
well as Lamaist worship will be
introduced in Tibet: du¢ all other
yeligious doctrines will be abso-
lutely prohkioited. For this pur-
pose the Grand Lama and the
superintendent of the Orthodox
Peking Mission are bound to
proceed amicably and by mutual
consent, so as to guarantee the
free propagation of both religions
and take all necessary measures
for avoiding religious disputes.

This shows clearly and un-
mistakably what Protestant
missions would have to expect
if Russia gains the ascendency in
Manchuria. Some very good
people seem to entertain a fear
as to what may be the results
if Japan is victorious, and
China and Japan form a com-
bination to the mutual advant-
age of both.. We confess to
very little apprehension on
this score. Certainly nothing
that Japan has so far done.
justifies any such anticipa-
tion, and we much prefer to
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contemplate the uncertainties
that may he along this road to
the certainties which confront
vis 14 Manchuria is under Rus-
S19. Of course Japan will do
her best to utilize victory to
the ttmost to her own advan-
tage. She would be totally
unlike other nations if she did
otherwise. But we also believe
that she will be wise and pro-
gressive, and will not attempt
to exclude other nations from
a fair share in the results, by
an open door, to gospel
as well as trade, and our hopes
ate al! for the best.

x *

A FRIEND writes us as fol-
lows: “We have lost seven-
teen students from the College
by a rebellion against authority
that had literally nothing for an
exctiiSe, At last, after patience
had been exhausted, they pro-
posed to return and acknowl-
edge fault, making no stipula-
tions, At this point the faculty
decided to suspend them from x

the privileges of the College
for the schoo! year, only allow-
ing them to return the coming

year on proof of thorough
repentance of their wrong.
‘This 1s an out-cropping of the
new Chinaman, a rather trying
personality to deal with, but
an time he will find his bear-
and learn that liberty does
not mean the right to trample
on constituted authority.” If
this were a solitary case it
would, perhaps, not be worthy
of mention. But the like has

occurred and 1s occurring in
various institutions of learning,
both government and mussion-
ary, in different parts of the

land.
pervading many who are not
in schools of learning. ‘There
seems to be a consciousness of
a new want, but the most
sabsurd ideas of how to meet
that want. REFORM seems to
be writ large before their
mind’s eye, but they haven’t
the remotest conception of
what true reform consists tn.
Consequently it 1s not strange
that the Empress Dowager and
others are chary of what the
new learning seems desirous of
inaugurating. It ww another
wnstance of where 2 (ttle
knowledge 1s a dangerous thing.
We fear it will take long and
lead through many dangerous
paths before China can come
out into the condition of sta-
ble government and enlight-
ened rule. If she only had
men of such public spirit and
enlightened common sense as
Japan has had, it would be
vastly different.

THE largest field for the
work of the Young Men’s
Christian Association in Shang-
hat is among the Chinese,
although this feature attracts
less attention in the English
PTess. From the annual report
for 1903 we note that of the
848 members, 446 were Chinese
and seventy-five were Japanese.
In the Chinese department
223 different men have been
studying in the day and even-
me classes under eleven foreign
and eight native masters. In
the foreign and native depart-
ments of the Association stx-
teen religious meetings and
fourteen Bible classes are con-
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And the same spirit ts



ducted weekly.
in January, when no special
effort whatever was made, 079men attended the § various
religious meetings in the
Association. The native As-
sociation 1s greatly crowded in
its rented building in Peking
Road, and for lack of space
has been obliged repeatedly to
decline to receive applicants.

We are glad to learn that
Mr. Lewis, the General Secre-
tary tor Shanghai, has returned
from America with more than
€100,000.00 Mexican for the
erection of a permanent build-
ing for the Chinese depart-
ment. With him have come
as Assistant General Secre-
taries Mr. Arthur Rugh, B.A..,
Travelling Secretary of the
Student Volunteer Movement,
and Mr. W. W. Lockwood,
Ph.B., Assistant General Se-
cretary of Omaha, Nebraska.
Both will be located in Shang-
hai.

In this connection we are
pleased to refer to the fact that
Miss Martha Berniger has been
appointed by the World’s
Committee of the Y. W. C. A.
in London as the frst Y. W.
C. A. Secretary to China, and
that before long she hopes to
open up a Y. W. C. A. home
among the thousands of mill
women in Shanghai.

We have received the pros-
pectus of the South China
Medical College, Canton, which
opens tp with a frontispiece of
a fine three storey building,
already partly furnished, but
still awaiting further funds
with which to completely equip

The last week
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and prepare for students.
€17,000 have already been
spent. The course will be four
years and will embrace all the
branches pertaining to the
repular course of medicine and
Surgery.Matriculation fee will be
$10.00 and tuition $70.00, and
it 1s. hoped that the institution
will be largely self-supporting.
This College is an outgrowth
of the Medical Missionary
Society’s Hospital, Canton, for
sO matiy yeats presided over
by the late Dr. Kerr, and
latterly by Dr. J. M. Swan.
Of their work 1t 1s said that
during the last ten years alone
there have been over 250,000
visits of out-patients to the
hospital, and about 20,000 in-
patients have been treated,
while nearly 30,000 surgical
operations have been performed.
We trust that the new College
may be a success ini every sense
of the word.

* * *K

IT was with great pleasure
that we announced in the Book
Table department of our Ja-
nuary issue that Rev. W. A.
Cornaby, of Hanyang, had
been appointed to join the reg-ular staff of the Diffusion
Society with the special pur-
pose of starting a weekly paper
for the general literary public
of China. Since then the
plans indicated have happily
materialised, and as we go to
press the first number of the
Chinese Weekly, or Kk [il Mi,
comes to hand, the 29th of
February being its birthday.
It amply justifies our high ex-
pectation and shows that there
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is a field for this new journal
that has not been touched, and
could not be adequately work-
ed, by Zhe Review of the
Zimes, The Chinese Christian
Intelligencer, The Chinese
Christian Review or other
journals, all of which have
been doing such good service
in their own lines.

x *

THE scope of the new paper
can best be indicated by a
glance at the contents of the
frst ntumber. Opening up at
the literary section, which is so
printed as to readily bind up
in Chinese style, we find the
editor laying down the principlethat the true national stand-
point is the one in which we
find an adequate recognition of
international rights. ‘The Chi-
nese certainly will be greatly
the gainers if they can grow
out of their parochial form of
nationality into the sympathet-
17¢ and broad-minded view of
things in general which is ren-
dered so necessary in these days
of increasing national inter-
course. The other important
article in the literary section is
contributed by Dr. Richard.
His subject 1s the ‘“ Pacifica-
tion of China,’’ and we trust
the good advice given will have
a thoughttul consideration by
the trlers of China. ‘The news
section is thoroughly up. to date
and contains a mass of carefully
compiled information which

The amended Kuling Appeal which we publish with this number (see page
156) arrived after our pages were already made up, but we have delayed pub-
lication a day or so in order to be able to present it to our readers with this
issue. We are not able to give the names of those who signed for their Societies,
but these will be given in the subsequent publication of the Appeal in folder
form for general distribution. In all, so far, there are 35 names representing
societies or Missions totaling 1,326 members.

will increase the readers’ knowl-
edge of geography, history,
political economy and other
important subjects. Altogether,
from the Christian standpoint
from which all is viewed, to
the editorial attention to ar-
tistic arrangement of letterpress,
there 1s much ground for cor-
dial felicitation of the editor
and his Society.

WE confess to having a
special interest in this new
departure through perusing an
appeal for fifty thousand daily
prayers which we see appeared
in the organ of the great body
to which Mr. Cornaby belongs.
Amidst matter of gteat inter-
est which we wish we had the
space ior reproduction Mr.
Cornaby links together China’s
needs and the unique opportuni-
ties she presents for a general
Christian paper, with those
spiritual forces which can only
be grasped by tltose 1n touch
with God and applied to the
special purpose of bringingthe world into touch with
God. Mr. Cornaby retninds
the readers of the Methodzst
Recorder tnat the measure of
our present Christianity is the
measure of ottr interest in the
Kingdom of our Redeemer
every where. A qttarter of the
human race, when realised as
such, cannot but powerfully
affect the hearts of all citizens
of ‘‘the Kingdom,”’
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We tunderstand that the Rey.
J. Wallace Wilson has been trans-
ferred from the Chungking work
of the L. M.S. to the new work
of the Society in the interesting
province of Hunan.

The New Church at Kuling.
KULING COUNCIL.

BxECUTIVE COMMITTER.
The Council, ib accordance

with instructions received at a
Special Laridrenters’. Meeting,
herewith present a statement of
the need for erecting a new church
at Kuling, and issue an appeal
for help in the project.

First of all it does not require
any consideration of the future
erowth of Kuling to state that a
larger and better building for
divine worship is needed. Even
for ptesent uses the chtirch, as it
stands, 1s inadequate. This fact
was made very evident at the
special meeting of Landrenters toconsider the subject, held on
August 28th last, as well as at an
informal meeting on the day pre-
vious, when the whole subject
was thoroughly discussed.

At the final meeting, when
formal action was taken, fifty
voters were present (twenty
more than required for a quorum),
among whom were many of the
oldest and best Known residents
of the Yangtsz Valley, including
fepresentatives of the former
Kstate Trustees and of the out-
going and new Councils. The
discussion was full and exhaust-
ive and the erithusiasm marked.
At the final ballot, the vote in
favout of a new and enlarged

church building, more worthy of
the worship of Almighty God,
and more adequate to the de-
mands of Kuling, was passed
unanimously. The motion was
introduced by Mr. EK. S. Little,
seconded by Dr. John, and was
supported by Bishop Ingle, Rev.
A. Foster, Dr. C. J. Davenport,
Rev. T. J. Arnold, Rev. L. H.
Roots, Rev. J. E. Williams, Dr,
J. B. Woods, Rev. F. E. Meigs
and many others who urged in
favour of a new church, among
other reasons, the following :—

1. The inadvisability of mak-
ing additions to the present
building, or alterations, because
of the way it is placed and because
1fs acoustic propetties would be
impaired and its appearance
riinea. The expetise of putting
the old building into condition,
to stand new additions would, by
no means, be small, and even then
the question as to durability
would remain. This was shown
by the report of a competent
committee of five, appointed by
the Church Council to examine,
and report on, the state of the
present edifice. The Committee
was strongly in favour of a new
church atid against any plan for
altering the existing one, while
stating the immediate necessity
of repairs, 1i the building is to be
preserved in good condition.

The need for an Auditor-
jum or a Hall, where business
meetings, entertainments, con-
certs and lectures can be held, is
Strongly felt, and would be met
by the retention of the present
building for this specific purpose,
aiter the new church is erected,
and in this way also the ne-
cessity for introducing into the
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church, gatherings not always
suitable to a house ol prayer,
would be avoided. Thus not
only would an available hall be
added to the Estate attractions,
but also the desire of many
would be made possible which
found expression 11 the motion
unanimously carried at the meet-
ing of August 28th, ‘‘ That the
new church be used for religious
purposes only; purelw sectlar
meetings being held elsewhere.”’
By transferring,all worship to
a new church edifice provision
would be made ior many a useful
feature of summer recreation,
which is not considered advis-
able. or perhaps reverent in the
house of God.

TEI. The growth of Kuling, in-
volving in the future still greater
crowding and discomfort tn the
present church than now exists.
The population is steadily mcreas-
Ing. The report of the Council atthe last Annual
Meeting, after giving the chiet
reasons for the success of Kuling
as asatutorium—:ts climate, water
supply and accessibility—stated
in proof of the growing recog-
nition of the value of these
features, the census of August
sth, 1903, which showed an in-
crease of hitv-nine persons on
the Hill over the census of the
same day in 1902—the total
number being 663, of eleven
nationabties. The report adds
that “‘the manager has receivedintimation that twelve more
houses are to be burlt in the 1m-
mediate future (the number of
those desiring to build lias in-
creased to over thirty since this
was written). Every house on
the Estate (135 in all) has been
occtipied this season, and the
manager has had to refuse more
than thirty applications for
houses, simply becattse the stup-
ply is sO inadequate to the de-

mand. As in past years there
have also been many applications
for apartments, or for boarding
accommodation, for which, at
present, there 1S no provision
whatever. Applications for new
lots are also constantly coming
i727. All these facts show the
urgent need for securing the ex-
tension of the Estate.”’

The action to build a new
chtirch was not taken, however,
merely in view of future needs,
but more particularly to meet
present necessities. Yet, any such
action now, if it be wise, must
be determined with judicious
foresight, which will provide for
all future contingencies. The
extension of the Estate, we be-
lieve, will certainly be effected
sooner or later, and in that event
a much larger church will be
needed than is likely to be built
at present. ‘The proposition, as
put forth by the meeting of last
August, is to secure plans for a
large and handsome church so
designed that it can be built in
sections as need arises. 7ere
is no intention of building more
than the first portion, to scat ap-
proximately 650 persons, within
the next two or three years, so that
this appeal 1s for funds to cover
that part only. It is estimated
that the sum of Mex. $7,coo or
$3,000 will cover the immediate
expenses, and that the total cost
of the completed church, as
finished, years hence it may be,will not exceed ten to twelve
thousand dollars. The part to
pe erected first may be so con-
structed that iti case no addition
later is desired, it will still be com-
plete, symmetrical and stately.

The question of site for the
new church was purposely left
open by the meeting, which voted
on motion of Dr. John, supported
by Bishop Ingle, that the matter
be referred to the Counctl, which
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shall take into consideration the
report of the Committee on Sites,
appointed by the Church Coun-
cil, and shall refer the matter to
the next Anntval Landrenters’
Meeting for consideration. This
action precludes the possibility oferror, or of undue haste, and
ensures 2a decision which will be
satisiactory to the majority of the
residents.

But whtle the matters of se-
condary importance are leit to
the next annual meeting, the
directions to the Council to pro-
ceed at once in the preparation
of plans, and in soliciting stub-
scriptions, were direct and expli-
cit; and we therefore ask, with
good hope of a prompt and
enthusiastic reply, a liberal res-
ponse in gifts and prayers for
this worthy object.

C. G. SPARHAM,
Chairman of the Councze.

S, H. LIrre ct.
Honorary Secretary.

A Cheap, Easily-made
Blackboard.

Take heavy Manila paper, sut-
ficient to cover the surface wished,
and paste this on to the walls
where the blackboard 1s desired.
Use ordinary Chinese flour paste,
to which add a little bichromate
of potassium to prevent damp-
ness affecting it. Paint with the
following preparation :—ninety-
five per cent. alcohol, one quart ;
shellac, one-fourth ounce; lamp-
black, two ounces; pumice stone,
one ounce: rofton stone, one
ounce: ultramarine one otinice.
Dissolve the shellac in the
alcohol over night, then add
the other ingredients. The
friend who furnishes this receipt
says: ‘‘For my boards (paper)
1 doubled this receipt. The ul-
tramarine J was not able to get,
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The writerso that was left out.’’
saw a blackboard so prepared,
extending nearly or quite the side
of a school room, and it certainly
looked substantial and durable,
atid the one who used it said it
was very satisiactory.

Bible Work in Japan.
About eight years ago the

agent of the American Bible
society was on his way to Korea,
and while waiting for a steamer
at Nagasaki, made the acquaint-
ance of a young Russian Jew,
who had fled from that country
on account of the disabilities
under which his people lived and
the injustice with which they
were treated.

This young man had read a
little about Protestant Christian-
ity in some works of the German
philosophers, and he felt a strong
desire to learn 1f Christ really
fulfilled the prophecies recorded
in the Old Testament concerning
the Messiah. During his short
stay in Nagasaki he had been
seeking for light upon this sub-
ject, and the result was that he
became convinced that Christ
was the true Son of God and the
Savior of the world. At his
urgent request he was baptized
by the Rev. Mr. Pieters, who had
been his teacher and whose name
he afterwards adopted.

It was then arranged that
Mr. Pieters, the young convert,
should go to Korea as a colporteur
of the American Bible Society.
With unusual rapidity he learned
both the English and the Korean
languages, so that in the course
of three months he was able to
begin active work.

At the end of his first year,
when the rain and heat made it
impossible to travel and the
Royal Hospital was filled with
cholera patients, he volunteered
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to assist the doctor in charge by
taking the oversight from six
o’clock at night until the follow-
ing morning, and this was done
during the whole period of his
summer rest from the work of
selling the Scriptures.The next summer vacation
was spent in making a_ trans-
lation in metre of Psalms to be
sung in the church services and
others for general use. The
translation was so well done that
fifteen hundred copies were sub-
scribed for and printed with funds
supplied by the missionaries.

After four years of faithiul and
successful work in the circula-
tion of the Scriptures he went to

the McCormick Theological Sem-
inary in Chicago and took a
compiete course in theology. At
the end of his course, which he
passed with great credit, he ob-
tained a prize scholarship of $600,
which was available tor two vears
of post graduate study of the
oriental languages.

Being anxious to enter the
mission work as soon as possible
he gave up the scholarship and
was appointed as a missionary to
the Island of Cebu in the Philip-
pines. He was married in August,
and with his wite left at once
for their field of labor. Atter
some months at Cebu they were
transferred to the Silliman In-
stitute at Dumaguete. Although
but a short time in the latter
place he has already translated
and published a small book of
hymns in the Vissayan language
that will be of much value in the
work. Should he continue in
the Islands or return to Korea
his gifts as a linguist and his
capacity for efficient work will
make him useful. ....

Dttring a number of years thework of Bible distribution in
Japan was carried on by three
eparate agencies, representing

1514

the National Bible Society of
Scotiand, the British and Foretgen
Bible Society, and the American
Bible Society. The impossibility
of conducting such operations
without friction and rivairy
among the colporteurs and also
the waste of money and labor in-
volved, led the three agents toask for a consolidation ot the
work under a jomt committee
representing the three Societies.
This was agreed to, and the plan
went into operation on the 1st of
July, 1900, and has been con-
tinued until the first of this year.

Now the work has grown so
large, and the difficulties of trans-
portation and proper oversight
are such, that it has been arranged
to divide the field, and the west-
ern portion is allotted to the two
British Societies while the east-
ern part is to be supplied by the
American Bible Society.

The past year has been the
best yet in the history of the dis-
tribution of the Bible m Japan.

The total circulation has been
167,825 volumes. Of this number
there were 6,268 Bibles, 56,8r7
Testaments and 104,740 portions.
To this may also be added 5,367
volumes damaged by fire and
sold at special reduced prices.
The increase in receipts was
HI, 207.

A very interesting fact in con-
nection with the circulation of
the Word of God in Japan is the
sale dwuring the past year of
15,842 English Bibles and Testa-
ments, while the demand is in-
creasing all the time. These
books have been purchased very
largely by students, in order to
learn what the religion of Christ
1S. From such a large sowing of
the Word thete must be large
results,

H. Loomis,
Agent A. B.S.
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Statistics of Missions whose Head-quarters are at Nangchow
for the Year # gn ending February 15th, 1904. (,755;.

MISSIONARY SOCIETIES, NISSIONS,
AND CHURCHES.

Actual Com-  RHaptized | Applicants] Contributions (by _
municants. (adults) (accepted) Chinese only) to (1)iy the year.! for baptism. Church Alnis,“x. oF. | MM. F. | M. #. ( support. |Miss.etc.

CHURCH ) 1364,Hangchow | 82 64 | 16 15 | 26 25 | $232.00 | $224.70MISSION. | 1876, 31 35 | 4 | 12 7 | 34.66 | 15.36Chu-ki, West; 163 67 + 27 & {| 80 20 | 270.00 } 100,00ARY Chitekt, Hast! 96 43 | 10 4§ | 30 IF | $425.00 | 99.00
SOCIETY, ) — Liwhyang | 9 4 | wR FB | BOO woehtt Ales.cus.) Dine t| 3 4([ 6 3) 3 FE] 1281 | 264=

Totals | so7 | 114 | 227 | — $1,147.17
AMERI- } 1865,/ffau¢chow | 85 56 ; 5 #=%| I5 J } $233.47 | $982.00CAN | 3 Sin-z 1 44 24 | 7 | 8 § } 476.23 } 5,00PRESBY- { ffai-ninge | §&§ 5 j 2 Ff 2 YF qa Joon.TERIAN } fonug-yane | 48 38 | 9 +} 7 $8 | 32.00 | ~~ 1.00MISSION, } { 10 2 G ££ fF... 2 oo
NORTH, and
A.P.M..NJ  Desang-loh §| 9% 3 SS «=

Totals | 325 +=| 43 | £45k 4} ~~ $¥,329.70
CHINA(2), 1866, Henechow |} 28 27 | £68.90 | $15.28

29 30 TJ IZ. § 28.40 | wee
INLAND 1] CLUKL | 35 17 22.00 |sen QS [ee B00 enOWT Lit } II 4 pan aan ff O50 nee eeeMISSION, Yii-ane oO jd 20.SO 1

ee & @ t+ & @eS &

1.792-O82 28 10 | AO) OO,?ee8 @eses Ss @j <in-kyth + 6& 3 | JK 2 | FAS §
Totals | 272 | | 22 | #194.13

AMERI- 5 1868, HanechowCAN
PRESBY- LVLTERIAN +} J'at-bin-gvaol| ax 22 | g y | Ik 3 4] $1.00 | 38.60MISSION, |" 7 8 | yor | 5 | 1360 | 2.88Ty yf

APs! pe bf 108 54 | 26 10-] 2 14 | 162.86 | 46.03
Totals | 285 | «2 | 77 | #377-59

Presenteci
Annual Totals Feb. 16, 1904) 1,479 | 229 4h $3,048.5819 ” Jan. 29, 19031 1,356 | 201 | 362 | 1,972.66” . Feb, 8, 1902) 41,259 | Zid } 356 1 684.36» jan. 3%, 1,113 | 373 +| 25t | = 1,357.36+? Pe Feb. 10, 1899] ggo0 | ms | 322 | 1,493.30Jan. 2, roog [| 126 |{ 285 | 1,332.22

” Feb. 2,1897| o7t | «155 #+2=+| 4&I92 | I ,039.447 9 Feb. 3,1896, 876 {1 x3x | 89 | 750.01» Feb. 6, 1894} 685} “9 | 17 | 707.14yy + Feb. 17,1893 662 | «165 #=| x5 ({ 718.24> + Jan. 30, 1892) 3 §75 | +298 | G3 I 624.00sy Feb. 9, 130%} 486 [| S82 #£| 37 } 550.90> a Jan. 21,1890) 443 | §3 #+=+| loo 3} 314.67+) ar Jan. 3%, 1889} 430 | 32 ] 95 { 496.131. TL BBS [Ue lll tO} 411.80
> 5) Jan. 28, 1834] 350 | 26 #| 41 | 320,00
(1), The last column comprises considerable gifts towards Church-building, some $1,100 of

in all; also fairly large subscription to native missionary enterprise.
(2). The returns froma ¢C. I. M. are obviously incompicte; but, the pastor assures me, only exSo

CAE SHONLY COUINAS,
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HANGCHOW, february r&8th, 190g.
My DEAR SIR: I am permitted once more to send you our Hang-

chow missionary statistics,* which were presented at a full meeting of
our local Christians in the Sin-ih Dang on China New Year's
morning. Nearly all the resident missionaries and native clergy
were present, representing all the evangelical missions in the city.

‘Tn some respects we have real cause for thanksgiving. Churches
with an aggregate of 1,479 communicants (compared with 350 in
1884) had subscribed for purely Christian objects $3,048.58 (compared
with $320 in 1884). Of this total a sum of miore than $1,100 was
given towards providing church accommodation in the city or country
pastorates. And of this about $900 was the gift of Chinese Presby-
terians towards their fine new church.

In the Anglican communion the contributions by thetr own
parishioners towards the pastor’s salary-iund reached a total of $627,
considerably more than enough to pay the moderate stipends of our
three pastors. Besides this our Christians had contributed liberally
to their own Missionary Society (C. C. M.S. ). A comparatively
large sum subscribed with a view to establishing a secondary school
or college, with Engyhsh in the curriculum, 1s not included, nor are
subscriptions to the C. M. 8. hospital.

The progress of Christianity 1n the ctty does not keep pace with
that in the country districts; the latter standing for sixty-nine per
cent. of the whole. And it is a cause for anxiety that, z/h ene or
tuo exceptions, the proportion of male to female Christians in the
country pastorates and missions 1s tnnaturally large; the men
being more than twice as numerous as the women. The large areas
of the country pastorates and mission districts, and the inadequate
supply of, especially, female teachers, accounts for this in large
measure. But a want of svmpathy and zeal on the part of nominal-
ly Christian husbands and fathers, and in some cases their unspiritual
motive in the profession of Christianity, are partly responsible, I
fear, for the unnatural proportion.

Once more commending our tnited work to the compassion of
our common Lord, and the prayerful sympathy of our Christian
brethren, I am,

Yours very taithfully,

* See opposite page.

Canton Notes.
The series of united evangel-

istic meetings held in Canton
city recently proved successful
beyond all expectations. Such
large and enthusiastic meetings
have never been witnessed before
in the South China mission field.

several of the missions had large
additions to their membership as
a direct result, while there was
probably no Protestant mission
at work here which did not in
some way share in the blessing.
The committee having charge of
arrangements and all who gave
their strength to the effort unite
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Basis of Union in Educa-
tional Work.

Gro. H. McNEorR.

Canton, february 8th, 1904.

in acknowledging that the strik-
ing success is due to the gracious
energy of the Divine Spirit in
auswer to earnest united prayer.
‘The result of this mission proves
beyond question that the reaping
time has come. What a valuabie
object lesson if must have been
to both Christians and heathen to
see mission churches of every
name sinking out of sight fora
while their minor differences that
they might magnify more efiec-
tually the great truth common
to each—salvation for all men
through Christ only |

On Wednesday, January 27th,
the usual meeting of Missionary
Conference was held at Rev. A.
A. Ali’s house on Fati. Ofiice-
hearers were elected for the year;
Dr. Noyes being voted tothechair.
Dr. Simmons elected vice-chatr-
man and Rev. C. &. Spore secre-
‘tary. The essayist was C. C.
Selden, M.D., Ph.D., and his
subject “A Work for the Chinese
Tusane and its Results.’’ The
hope was expressed that this
excellent paper would be pub-
lished in the columns of the
RECORDER. The first Refuge
for Insane founded in the empire
has well justified its existence.
All honour to the memory oi its
founder—the late Dr. Kerr—and
its present self-denying superin-
tendent.

The American Presbyterian
Church in Canton has suffered
loss in the decease of the faithful
pastor of Second Church, Rev.Kwaan ‘lot. At the funeral
service on February 8th there
was a large attendance, represent-
ing all the missions labouring
here, and warm testimony was
borne to the late pastor’s zeal,
wisdom and holy character.

With grateful acknowledgment
of God’s goodness and mercy
extended to us in the past, and
with prayer for His continued
blessing upon our work, we themembers of the AMERICAN
PRESBYTERIAN #£=MISSION
and of the ENGLISH BAPTIST
MISSION in Shantung agree to
unite in organising three Col-
leges, namely, an Arts Coilege
at Weihsien, a Theological Col-
lege at Chingchoufu, and a
Medical College,—the location
and conduct of which shall be
determined hereafter,—with the
following provisions :—

ARTICLE J.—AIM AND POLICY.
Section 1.—The aim of the United

Colleges shall be first and foremost
the furtherance of the canse of Christ
1n China.

Sec. 2.—The purpose of the Arts
College shall be to give a liberal
education of a distinctively Christian
character to young men chiefly from
Christian families, and the work of
the College shall be in the Chinese
language.

Sec. 3.—The purpose of the Theo-
logical College shall be to provide
Theological training for Pastors and
Evangelists ; the instruction given
therein shall be in accordance with
evangelical truth as commonly be-
lieved and taught in the Presbyterian
Church of America and the Baptist
Churches of Great Britain.

Sec. 4.—~In connection with the
Theological College there shall be a
preparatory course of study for those
who need it.

Sec. 5.--Hach Mission reserves to
itself the right to carry on, at its own
institutions, courses for lay preachers
and village school-masters.

Sec. 6.—Denominational instruc-
tion on the subjects of church govern-
ment and baptism shall be separate-
ly provided for by the respective
Missions.

ARTICLE (1.—MANAGEMENT’,

The Colleges shall be under the
management of one Board of Direc-
tors, who shall be elected by the two
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ARTICLE III.—CoONSTITUTION OF
BoaRp or DIRECTORS.

Section 1.—The Board shall consist
of six Directors, of whom three shall
be appointed by each Mission to serve
for three years, one from each Mission
to retire annually and his place to be
refilled. In the first election of Direc-
tors, one shall be chosen for one year,
one for two years, and one three
years, by each Mission.

Sec. 2.—The foreign members of
the Teaching Staif shall have the
privilege of attending the meetings of
the Board for purposes of consuita-
tion, but without voting power, except
that the President of each College
shall have a vote 1n ali matters re-
lating to that institution.

Sec. 3.—Whenever a Director 1s
absent on furlough, he shall be con-
sidered to have resigned, and hus
Mission shail at once elect a successor
to complete his unexpired term.
ARTICLE IV.—-MEETINGS AND FPUNC-

TIONS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Section 1.—The Board shall meet

for general business at least once a
year at one of the Colleges.

Sec. 2,.—Special meetings of the
Board shall be called by the Chairman
upon the written request of three
mem bers. A month’s notice shall be
given specifying in writing the busi-
ness to be considered, and no other
business shail be transactecd.

Sec. 3,.—Four Directors shall con-
stitute a quorum for the transaction of
business, and no motion shall be de-
clared carried unless four affirmative
votes are cast.

Sec. 4.—Full minutes of all meet-
ings of the Board, and all reports of
work shall be presented withont delay
to the Societies in London and New
York, and to the Secretaries of the
Missions in Shantung.

Sec. 5.—The Board of Directors
shall elect all permanent members of
the Jeaching Staff, but the election oi
Presidents shall be endorsed by the
Societies in London and New York.
The President of each College shall
make appointments to the Chinese
Teaching Staff of his institution, aftercoliective constultation with his col- owneryrs,
leagues, subject to the endorsement ofthe Board of Directors at its next
meeting.

Sec. 6—~-The Board shall consider
and decide upon the curriculum of

Missions, and responsible to them, and
who shall be under the ultimate corn.
trol of the two Missionary Societies,

each College, which shall be submit-
ted by its President on behalf of the
Foreign Teaching Staff.

pec. 7.—-TDhe Board shall consider
and pass upon the estimates of College
expenditure, which shall be prepared
and presented by the Foreign Teaching
wtafi of each College, shal! determine
the share to be borne by each Society,
and shall forward the estimates to the
Missionary Societies in New York and
London.

sec, 8.— AI] the acts of the Board
of Directors shall be subject to the
review and control of the Baptist
Missionary Society in London and of
the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Presbyterian Church in the Whited
States of Arnerica.

ARTICLE V.—TEACHING STAFRE.
section I.~-[The two Missions shalt

be, as far as possible, equally repre-
sented on the Teaching Staff of each
College.

sec, 2.,—The Foreign Teaching Staff
of the Arts College shall consist of at
least four men.

sec. 3.-—-The Foreign Teachiny Staff
of the Theological College shall consistof at least two tien.

ARTICLE VI.—OWNERSHIP oF
COLLEGE PROPERTY.

section 1.—The College plant at Wei-
hsien shall remain the property of the
Board of Foreign Missions of the Pres-
bytertan Church in the United States
of America.

Sec. 2.— The College plant at Ching-
choutfu shall remain the prorerty of the
Baptist Missionary Society in London.

sec. 3.—Any endowment shall be
vested in the Board of Foreign Missions
raising it, and the income thereof
shall be applied to the expenses or
equipment, for which that Board is
responsibie.

ARTICLE VII.—FINANCE.
section 1.—The Presbyterian Mission

shall provide residences for the Teach-
ing Staff at the Arts College.

sec, 2.—The Baptist Mission shal]
provide residences for the Teaching
staff at the Theological College.

Sec. 3.—Ilf either Mission shalt oc-
cupy more houses for its teaching staff
than it provides, it shall pay rent forthat excess.

Sec. 4.-~Ali cost of repairs and up-
keep of property shall be borne by the

Sec, 5.—The salaries of the Foreign
Teachers shail be paid by their respec-tive Missions.

sec, 6.—The current expenses of
each College shall be shared equally
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by the two Missions. Current ewx-
penses shall be defined to include
travelling expenses of Directors and
members of Teaching Staff in attend-
ance on Board meetings, repairs
and upkeep of apparatus, salaries of
Chinese teachers, heat, light, attend-
ance, and such other items as the
Board of Directors may determine.

sec, 7--The distribution of items
ox expense other than those alreadymentioned in this article shall be de-
termined by the Board of Directors.

Sec. two Missions heartily
approving the principle of self-support
urge the Board of Directors to extend
1is application so far as practicable.

ARTiIcLI VITI—AMENDMENTS.,
Section 13.—Amendiments to tlyis

agreeinent may be mace on the imitia-
tive of either Mission, or of the Board
of Directors, after six months’ motice
in writing, and shall require for rati-
fication the approval of the two Mis-
sions in Shantung, of the Baptist
Missionary Soctetv in London, and of
the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America.

Sec. 2.—In the event of either
Mission desiring to withdraw from the
union, notice of not less than two
years shall be given to the otherWissiot..

Whenever this agreement shall have
been ratified by the two Missions in
Shantung, and approved by the Mis-
sionary Societies in London and New
York, the Missions shall forthwith
elect the members of the Board of
Directors, whose duty it shall he to
put into operation as soon as possi-
ble the provisions of this agreement.

An Urgent Appeal.
{See page 147. |

In 1907 the Protestant churches
will celebrate the HUNDREDTH AWN-
NIVERSARY of the sending forth of
Rebert Morrison, which was the com-
mencement of their niission work in
China. Following on the lines on
which the Church Missionary Society
was guided to prepare for the cele-
bration of its centenary year, the
miissionaries of China desire to bring
before the Home churches a

THREE YEARS’ ENTERPRISE
in preparation for the right com-
memoration of the China Missionary
Centenary.

The past history, the present cir-
cumstances, and the pressing need of
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the church in China form an impera-
tive call tor thanksgiving, confession
and prayer.
A. THANKSGIVING.

Lhere is a call to thank God
I, For the many great and goodtick God has sent to follow in Morri-

son's footsteps. Some of these are
with us to this day, others have ceased
fron. their labors, leaving names that
will never be forgotten and enriching
the annals of the church with stories
of the faith that removes mountains,
of consecrated devotion, and of the
love yreater than which hath no
man—for many of them laid down
their lives for the Chinese.

2. For fhe Church tn Chine, a
church which, when called in the rast
year of the nineteenth century to
drink of her Lord’s cup and to he
baptized with Liis baptism, furnished
hundreds of ler sons and daughterswho sealed their witness with their
blood, and thousands more who bore
“Trial of mockings and scourgings,
yea moreover of bonds and 1muprison-
ment... . being destitute, afflicted,
evil entreated (of whom the world
was not worthy), wandering in deserts
and mountains and caves and holes ofthe earth.”

3. For opening up of the whole
of China. Even Hunan and Honan
are no longer closed against us. It is
now a fact that there is not one of the
nineteen hundred odd counties of
China and Manchuria from which we
are shut out, and before the hundredth
year of our work we can say that if
the gospel is not preached to every
creature in China, the reason must he
sought outside China.

4. For the opportunities of work,varied in their kind, vast in their
extent.

Never hefore have men crowded to
hear the gospel as they are crowding
now in the open air and indoors: in
our Chapels and in our guest-rooms we
have opportunities to preach Christ
such as can scarcely be found outsideChia.

Never before has there been such
an eager desire for education as there
is now; our schools, both of element-
arv and of higher grades, are full, and
everywhere applicants have to be
refused.

Never before has there been such
a demand for Christian literature as
there 1s now: our Tract Societies and
all engayed iu supplying converts and
enquirers with reading material are
doing their utmost, but are not able
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B. CONFESSION.
There is a call to humble ourselves

before God.
1. Because of our own shortcomingsand
2. Because that too many of fheof the Chinese Churches are

‘carnal’? and not - ‘‘ spiritual”’;
‘babes in Christ ’’ and not “‘ full grown
men’’; through lack of use they have
not ‘‘their senses exercised to discern
good and evil.”

3. Because the large increase of
wealth in fhe Home churches nas not
resulted in even & proportionate in-crease in the contributions to the
work ot God in other lands. Some-
times indeed a larger sum devoted to
foreign missions proves to be a smaller
contribution per member than was
given when the church was smaller
and poorer.

The pressing needs of China and of
the Church im China constrain us to
betake ourselves to prayer.Let us look first at the colonial
possessions which occup & wast area
but are thinly populated. They are
all included in the Fields Practically
Unoccupied, and themselves include
Tibet, the one citadel and stronghold
of heathenism that still keeps its gates
shut and barred against the mission-
aries of the Cross. We suggest as one
definite object of prayer that during
the three years Libet may be opened
to the missionaries that are waiting
the Lord’s good time on its Eastern
and Southern and South-Western
frontiers. We ask for prayer for these
thissionaries. We ask for volutteers
to join them and their too few fellow-
workers who are scattered in far
distant centres in Mongolia and

to overtake the demand: and the
demand is certain to increase, for it
comes from immensely the largest
number of people in the world read-
ing one language.

The medical work has from the first
found an entrance into hearts that were
closed against other forms of work.
its sphere of influence grows ever
wider and is practically unlimited.

Unique opportunities of service are
afforded us by the large number of
blind people, by lepers, and those
suffering from incurable diseases; by
the deaf and dumb, the insane and
other afflicted people.

in China the poor are always with
us, and whensoever we will we may
do them good.

PRAYER.

Turkestan. Such volunteers «must
needs be strong in body and stronger
in soul and well able to endure hard-
ness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ.

The Eighteen Provinces are what
we mean when we speak of China,
the real home of China’s millions. It
is hard to grasp the area that is cover-
ed by those Eighteen Provinces—
1,300,000 square miles; if is harder
still to grasp the numbers of the men,
women and children who live in those
provinces—400,000,000.What is the force which we now
have to eyangelize these millions, and
how is the force disposed over the
whole field of China and Manchuria?

Froin the most recent statistics, as
given in Beach’s Atlas, we learn that
the force 1s made up of 2,785 mission-
aries and 172,808 conimunicants, of
whom 6,388 are picked men and
women more closely engaged in thework than their hundred odd thou-
sand tellow-workers.

Some of the missionaries and some
of the converts are to be found in
everyone of the provinces, both ofChina and Manchuria. But in the
1,900 odd counties into which the
provinces are divided, each with one
important town and a large part of
them with more than one, there are
but some 400 odd stations, that is to
say, at least four-fifths of the counties
of China are almost entirely unprovid-
ed with the means of hearing the
gospel,

That being so, it is very evident
that we need
REINFORCEMENTS ALL ALONG

THE LINE.
I. REINFORCEMENTS OF THE

MEMBERS.— This is at once both the
end of our preaching and the start of
our reinforcement. We preach that
our hearers may believe; when they
believe they in turn tell others of the
Savior they have found, so that the
more believers there are, the stronger
is our force for evangelizing China.
Here then lies the first object for
Prayer; pray for an increased metm-
bership.

> RERINFORCHMENT OF CHINESS
WorKERS.—We read that before the
Savior chose the twelve, He spent
the whole night in prayer, This
teaches us the close connection there
must be between reinforcing workers
and prayer. There is a crying need
for more Chinese workers; if we act
hurriedly because of the need, and
select men without waiting to pray,
we are in a worse condition than we
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should be in without workers. Most
earnestly do we ask you to join us in
prayer for more Chinese workers.
Pray that God will raise up in the
Chinese churches those whose whole
hearts shall be aflame with the desire
to preach Christ to their tellaw-
countrymen, Continue to bear them
up when your first prayer is heard,
Whenever you remember us in pray-
er, remember with us our beloved
Chinese colleagues, whose ministry
is indispensible.

3. REINFORCEMENT OF MISSION:
ARIES.—As with Chinese workers, so
with missionaries, reinforcement must
be preceded by, and continued with,
much prayer. Otherwise we may
get additions but not reinforcements.
If men be sent whom God has not
sent, they can but hinder Goad’s
work.

What manner of men are needed as
reintorcements ? For the oid stations,
those who can train others; for the
newer, those who can lead others;
for the unoccupied parts, pioneers
who can seek and save others,

Who is sufficient for those things ?
Certainly not the man who has failed
at home: neither the man who is con-
fident that he is sufficient of himself
to succeed abroad. We want men
and women strong in faith, strong in
hope, and above alli strong in love;men and women ‘filled with the
Holy Ghost,’’

For what kind of work are these
missionaries wanted ? For every good
work that the Spirit of God leads us to
enter, Some forms of work which are
the outcome of the love that God has
poured into the hearts of Christians,and which are often met with tn the
homelands, are almost unknown in
China. There is no home for incur-
ables and only one asylum for the
insane, only one school for the deaf
and dumb and only: a few schools for
the blind and a few hospitals for
lepers in all China. The need of such
institutions is great. With what in-
finite distress must our Lord see any
of His followers possessed of wealth
and vet having no sense of respon-
sibility for His suffering poor. What
a. unique opportunity all these institu-
tions present for displaying beforethe Chinese the symmetry, the.
fulness, the perfectness of that life
which Christ has bestawed upon us tn
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revealing to us the secret of the love
of God.

Again, in the educational, literary
and medical work we want more men
and more institutions. There is not
only the actual work in these depart-
ments that needs men to do it, there
is need to train Chinese in al] these
branches, For such work the church
shouid send us the best teachers and
the best scholars, the best doctors and
the best nurses. Just as no offering is
too great for this work, so no man Is
too vood for it.

But above and before all we need
preachers of the gospel of our Lord
jesus Christ: men who will tell the
good news in the crowded city and
carry it from village to village, men
who will preach it in chapels and
halls and guest-rooms or in the openair. For Oh! the number of sinners
in China and the greatness of their
sins. And only Christ can save themfrom sin. With all r and
supplication pray in the Spirit that
God will send forth men who can saywith St. Paul: ‘‘Chitst sent me to
preach the gospel.”

Lift up your eyes and look on the
fields that lie open before us tn China.Behoid they are white unto the
harvest. They have been sown with
the most precious of all seeds—the
bload of the martyrs. That blood
calls loudly to the whole church of
Christ to enter into the labours of
those who have passed on before.
Here in China the harvest truly 1s
plenteous, the missionary labourers
are few. Pray ye therefore the Lord
of the harvest that He send forth more
labourers.

Lift wp your heads and behold our
risen and ascended Lord standing at
the right hand of God te make in-
tercession for tts. Remember that He
has entered into that holy place as
our Forerunner that we may have
boldness to enter in and jom our
prayers to. His, Remember that He
has sent another Intercessor to help
our infirmities whensoever we know
not how to pray as we ought.‘ And this is the boldness that we
have towards Him, that if we ask any-
thing. accordmg to His will, He
heareth us; and if we know that He
heareth us whatsoever we ask, we
know that we have the petitions
which we have asked of Him,’”

GQip-o
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Diary of Events in the Far East.
February, 1904.

The following telegrams, culled
mainly from the North-China Datly
News, indicate the most important
steps in the troubles between Russia
and japan :—

4th.—The building of barracks at
Kai-ping, Hai-cheng, and J,iao-yang
{all in the north of the Ljiao-tung
peninsuia) and at several other places
is hastily going on. At Liao-yang
over a thousand waggons have heen
already requisitioned, whereof be-
tween 100 and 200 are being daily
transported to Feng-huang-cheng (on
the road to An-tung), carrying am-
munition and supplies. Russian
troops are steadily moving towards
the Yalu river. The increasing war
scare has considerably perturbed
Newchwang. Many Chinese are pre-
paring to withdraw.

The commander of the Vladivostock
garrison has informed the Japanese
commercial agent there that according
to previous instructions he will be
able to declare at any moment a state
of siege.. He hoped the Japanese
residents would prepare for eventual
withdrawal.

It is announced at St, Petersburg
that the Russian reply will be deliv-
ered on the 6th instant,

Its renewed postponement has
eaused great exasperation in Japan.
Marquis Ito was summoned from his
eountry seat during the night, and a
council was subsequently held, lasting
seven hours, which was attended by
the Premier, the Eider Statesmen, the
Ministers of War and the Navy, and
three Admirals. Great importance
is attached to this event.

7th.—Japan has notified Russia that
she is compelled to take independent
action.

It is reported that the Japanese
Minister at St. Petersburg has been
instructed to withdraw his Legation.

The Japanese Consul at Newchwang
has been ordered to proceed to Tien-
tsin, and aiso to instruct all Japanese
to quit Manchuria and Port Arthur.
The European families are leaving
Newchwang. The Russians have pur-
chased the entire stock of coal at
WNewchwang.,

Sti.—At midnight the Japanese
feet attacked the Russian fleet at Port
Arthur. Itis reported that the com-
thander and ofthcers of the Russian
squadron were enjoying a _ social
function at the time.

gth.-The attack by the Japanese
fleet continues with serious loss of
ships to the Russians.

Iwo Russian warships captured by
the Japanese off Chemulpo.

toth.—Issue of Imperial Rescript
by the Emperor of Japan. Following
the preamble we read :—

‘It was thus entirely against our
expectation that we have unhappily
come to open  hostilittes against
Russia. The integrity of Korea is a
tnatter of constant concern to this
empire, not only because of our own
traditional relations with that cotun-
try, but because the separate existence
of Korea 1s essential to the safety of
our realm. Nevertheless, Russia, in
disregard of her solemn treaty pledges
to China and her repeated assurances
to other Powers, is still in occupation
of Manchuria, and has consolidated
and strengthened her hold upon those
provinces and is bent upon their final
annexation. And since the absorption
of Manchuria by Russia would render
it impossible to maintain the integri-
ty of China, and would in addition
compel the abandonment of all hope
for peace in the Extreme Fast, we
determined in those circumstances to
settle the question by negotiation
and to secure thereby permanent
peace,”’
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Reference is then made to the fre-
quent conferences, and how Russia
neyer met proposals im a spirit of
sincerity, and finally to the necessity
for an appeal to arms,

11th.—-The merchant vessels Zensho
Afarzx and Nakonoura Maru on their
voyage to Otaru, Hokkaido, were
attacked by four Russian men-of-war
and the Nakonoura Maru sank, while
the Zensho Maru escaped safely to
Fukuyama.

It has since been learned that the
crew and passengers of the Vaxonoura
Mara (with the exception of two
sailors) were rescued.

| March, 1904.

13th.-—A flotilla of Japanese destroy -
ers left for Port Arthur on Saturday,
the 13th imstant. Notwithstanding a
great snowstorm, anid although they
got separated en route, two of them
ultimately reached their destination.
Amid the enemy’s fire, they hit two
Russian meu-of-war and set fire to
one guardboat. The exact result is
wiknown.

24th.—Attempt made by the Japan-
ese to block the entrance to Port Arthur
by sinking five merchant steamers
which were sent in protected by tor-
pedo boats. The bomdardrment from
the forts led to premature sinking.

Missionary Journal.
BIRTHS,

At Sui-fu, December 28th, the wite of
Rev. H. OLIN Cavpy, M. E. M.,
Chen-tu, Szechuan, of a son.

Ay Shanghai, February 21st, the wife
of JAMES STARK, C, I. M., of a son.

DEATHS.
AT Wei-hsien, January 20th, LYDIA

S. Burkry, S. Chihh Mission, of
small!-pox.

At Tai-ming-fu, January 23rd, KATH-ERINE A. BuRKEY, S. Chihli
Mission, of small-pox.

At Sah-la-tsi, January 29th, E. JACOB-
son, C. I. M.

At Wei-hai-wei, February 23rd, THEO-
DORE CHARLES, infant son of Dr. J.
N. and Mrs. Case, aged II weeks.
‘¢He doeth all things well.’’

At Sin-chang, February 26th, JOHN
LEIGHTON, son of Rev. and Mrs. P.
¥#. Price, S. P. M., aged 3 years,
” months, of scarlet fever.

ARRIVALS.
AT SHANGHAI!

February 9th, H. W. Frost and
Dr. HOWARD TAYLOR, from America ;
Mrs. C. T. FISHE (ret.), from England,
C yy. M,

February 14th, WM. H. MCROBER’S,
from America, C. I. M.

February 22nd, T. JameEs (ret.),
from England; A. H. E. WIESE, from
Germany, C, I. M.; Rev. J. WALLACE
WILSON (ret.), 1, M. S., for Hunan.

EPROM SHANGHAT:?
January 30th, Dr, J. N. STEVENS,

A. C.M., Shanghai, for U.S. A.; WM.
Grunpy, C. I. M., Ping-yang, for
England.
From HONGKONG:

February 13th, O.F. WISNER, Pres.,
Christian Col. in China, for U.S. A.
From SHANGHAI:

February 17th, Mrs. J. INGLE and
children, Rev. L. H. Roov's and wite,
Hankow, Rev. G. F. MOSHER, wife
and child, Wusih, all of A. C. M., for
U.S. A.

February 22nd, Dr. Howarp Tay-
Lor, C. I, M., for England.

February 27th, Mrs. A. P. LOWRIE,
Rev. J. WALTER Lowrik, A. P. M.,,
Pao-ting-fu, for U.$.4.;5. R. HODGE,
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., and wife, W. M.S.,
Hankow, for England; Rev. J. F.
DRYSDALE, wife and two children, B.
and F.B.S., Tientsin, for England ;
Rev. D. W. NICHOLS, wife and two
children, M. EF. M., Nanking, ior U.
S.A.
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The Dutch and Dutch Missions in Formosa.”

\/[ as it's interesting to the general reader whoi student as it is interesting to the general reader who
cares for anything beyond a novel. {t is a noteworthy

BY REV. G. H. BONDFIELD.

contribution to the history of European intercourse with the
Chinese.

The story of the Dutch occupation of Formosa has been
frequently told; but never before has it been set forth for the
English reader with such fulness, for the author has given us
not his own version of this stirring bit of Seventeenth Century
history, but transcripts of the very letters and reports of the
principal actors 1n it. The frankness and of these do-
ciuunents 1s most refreshing. The httle Dutch settlement of
Zeelandia, with its castle and fort, its governor and council, its
factors and mussionaries—or clergymen, as they were called—
reappears once more as we read these pages. The now almost
forgotten aboriginal tribes, with their fine physique, their gross
superstitions, and their quaint customs, start to hfe again. Once
more we see the triumphant march of the handful of Hollanders,
to whom village after village submitted, till a large part of the
island passed under their control. The curious mixture of com-
mercial and ecclesiastical authorities, and the endless bickering
between them; the alternating periods of prosperity and adversity,
and the crowning disaster which swept the conquerors away and

* Formosa under the Dutch, described from Contemporary Records. By
Rev. Wm. Campbell, F.R.G.S. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner &
Co,, Utd., 1903, and Kelly and Walsh, Shanghat.
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blotted out in a few months the work of nearly forty years, are de-
scribed so vividly that we become onlookers rather than readers.

i the three parts into which the book ts divided, Part I
deals with the island of Formosa itself; its topography, its in-
habitants and their customs and religion, and its trade with the
Dutch. Part II gives the history of the Dutch efforts to Chris-
tianise the natives, and Part III describes how Koxinga thrust
out both merchant and missionary, destroyed both their forts
and their church and captured Formosa for the Chinese. An
Appendix of forty-three pages adds notes on the early Spanish
and English trade with the island, as well as geographical and
historical annotations to the narrative and two accounts of the
island and its inhabitants by Eighteenth Century travellers. An
exhaustive bibliography and a copious index complete this
unique history.

The Dutch East India Company was established in Holland
in 1602, and shortly afterwards there was transferred to these
eastern seas the commercial jealousies, the national animosities
and the religious intolerance which had already caused so much
bloodshed 1n Europe. The Portugtiese and the Spaniards had
both preceded the Dutch; the former being in possession of
Macao and the latter of the Philippines, before the Hollanders
established themselves in Batavia. One would have supposed
that there was room enough for all; but the Dutch set out with
the avowed intention of capturing the trade which their rivals
were carrying on with China and Japan. They found the
Chinese, however, anything but willing to play into their hands.
From competition to conflict was a short step in the Seventeenth
Century; and failing in the commercial struggle, the Dutch,
in 1622, made a raid upon Macao; but there also they failed.
Thereupon they ‘‘compensated’’ themselves by seizing one of
the Pescadores Islands, on which they erected a fortress, This
island, as the Chronicler Valentyn naively remarks, was but
‘‘108 miles from Macao, and was meant to be very useful for
intercepting the trade between the Chinese and the Spaniards.”

But once more the Hollanders were disapppointed. The
Chinese merchants did not flock across the channel to trade with
them; they still preferred to sail their junks down and up with
the monsoons and to continue their commercial transactions
with the hated papists in Manila or Macao. This was too much
for the Dutch, who were determined to gain their end by some
means or other. Accordingly they fitted out a fleet of eight
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ships and sailed for the coast of China ‘‘to see if we could in-
duce the Chinese to trade by force or fear.’’ As a preliminary
sixty or seventy junks were seized on the coast of Fukien. Ror
the next twelve months the Company’s representatives were
filibusters rather than traders. Armed parties were landed,
villages were plundered, junks and boats were captured or de-
stroyed, whilst, incredible as it may now seem, hundreds of
Chinese were taken prisoners and afterwards sold as slaves.
The chronicler above mentioned, records as a mere detail the
capture of a junk ‘with a valuable cargo bound for Manila and
having two hundred and fifty souls on board.’’ These prisoners
of war were taken to the Pescadores and, the narrative continues,
“with others of their fellow-countrymen, were bound two and
two and employed in carrying baskets of earth to the new fortress.
After this was finished some fourteen or fifteen hundred of them
were taken to Bantam, where they were sold into slavery.”’
But neither on sea nor on land were the Dutch unitormly suc-

Some of their ships and boats were burnt, some were
wrecked, and others, again, were captured by the Chinese.
Over two score of their men were likewise lost, either by storms
at sea or by falling into the hands of the enemy. ‘The advant-
age, however, was decidedly with the aggressors. Yet the
policy of ‘‘ force and fear’? was not successful. ‘The Chinese
officials were still obdurate, and at a conference held at Foochow
in 1623, Commander Reyerszoon and his colleagues were plainly
told that ‘‘there was no possibility of trade being begun till they
left the Pescadores and went to Formosa.’? In establishing them-
selves in the Pescadores the Dutch indeed seem to have been singu-
larly ill-advised ; it needlessly annoyed the Spanish by menacing
the long-standing commercial relations between the Chinese and
themselves; it irritated the Portuguese by interfering with their
trade with Japan; whilst to the Chinese it was ‘‘an incessant
and intolerable grievance.’’ For another twelve months the
Dutch pursued their policy of ‘‘force and fear’’ before they
came to an understanding with China and removed from the
Pescadores to Taiwan in South Formosa. The Chinese
authorities on their part undertook to induce their merchants
to come over and trade with them.

The Dutch were not long in settling themselves in Formosa.
Forts were built, and from their settlement of Zeelandia their
jurisdiction was gradually extended with little opposition from
the natives, til a large number of villages and the northern

1904. |
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harbours of ‘Tamsui and Keelung were under their control. A
Governor and Council were the local governing authorities, but
the supreme control remained with the Governor-General and
Councillors of the United East India Company, whose head-
quarters were at Batavia. Japanese traders had settled in
Formosa before the Dutch occupation, and in 1626 the Spanish
authorities in the Philippines attempted to protect their trade
by seizing and fortifying Keelung. But it was not the age of
toleration, and the policy of the ‘‘open door’’ was far from the
thoughts of these fore-runners of our modern merchants and
administrators. A short and characteristic way of dealing with
their rivals was propounded by Governor Pieter Nuyts in 1629:
‘‘The Spaniards,’? he wrote, ‘‘must be met by open force;
whereas the Japanese can be overcome only by a kindly
gracious behaviour, without allowing them to know the real
object we have in view.” Both policies were successful. The
Spaniards were easily expelled, and the Japanese were ultimately
got rid of by the ‘‘ kindly gracious behaviour’’ which, however,
made their stay in Formosa unpleasant and unprofitable by means
of taxes and duties.

Three years after their settlement in the island we find
that the Company’s trade with Japan and Holland amounted to
1,181,000 florins; a florin being about equal to the present
value of the Mexican dollar. And since a profit of cent per
cent was made on the year’s transactions it will be seen, to say
the least, that the Dutch had made a good beginning. This
valuable trade remained in their hands for some thirty years,
and then caine disaster. The times were ‘out of joint’! China
was suffering both from civil war and from the Manchu in-
vasion. In 1644 the Manchus had captured Peking, and by the
end of the following year they were inasters of no less than
twelve of the provinces. But other provinces did not yield so
readily to the usurpers. In Fukien especially the resistance
was prolonged and desperate. To escape the miseries of war
over 20,000 families are said to have fled to Formosa. ‘Their
industry and enterprise made them valuable colonists; but their
numbers made them a source of danger to the Hollanders.
Koxinga, the famous patriot as some would term him, or pirate
as he is called by others, led the Chinese again and again against
the Manchus, and with his formidable fleet held the seas between
the mainland and Formesa. After six years of uneasiness and
diminishing trade for the Dutch, Koxinga landed in the island
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with a force of 25,000 men.
but ineffectual. Their ships were unable to cope with Ko-
xinga’s fleet and their soldiers were hopelessly defeated in their
first engagement with Koxinga’s troops. Much could be writ-
ten about the vacillation and neglect of the Council in Batavia,
of the discreditable selfishness and jealousies of some of the Dutch
officials and of the incapacity of others, but for these details the
reader is referred to Mr. Campbell’s crowded pages. (Sovernor
Coyett’s heroic personality stands out prominently; but being
practically abandoned till it was too late, by those who could have
helped him, he was obliged to surrender. With his departure
early 1n 1662, the Dutch occupation of Formosa came to an end.

The following description of Koxinga’s army is full of
interest :-—-

‘‘ Some were armed with bows and arrows hanging down
their backs; others had nothing save a shield on the left arm
and a good sword in the right hand ; while many wielded with
both hands a formidabie battle-sword fixed to a stick half the
leneth of a man. Everyone was protected over the upper part
of the body with a coat of 1ron scales, fitting below one another
like the slates of a roof; the arms and legs being left bare. This
afforded complete protection from rifle bullets and yet left ample
freedom to move, as those coats only reached down to the knees
and were very flexible at all the joints. The archers formed
Koxinga’s best troops, and much depended on them, for even at
a distance they contrived to handle their weapons with so great
skill that they very nearly eclipsed the riflemen. The shield
bearers were used instead of cavalry. Every tenth man of them
is a leader, who takes charge of, and presses his men on, to force
themselves into the ranks of the enemy. With bent heads and
their bodies hidden behind the shields, they try to break through
the opposing ranks with such fury and dauntiess courage as if
each one had still a spare body left at home. They continually
press onwards, notwithstanding many ate shot down ; not stop-
ping to consider, but ever rushing forward like mad dogs, not
even looking round to see whether they are followed by their
comrades or not. Those with the sword-sticks—called soap-
knives by the Hollanders—render the same service as our lancers
in preventing all breaking through of the enemy, and in this
way establishing perfect order in the ranks; but when the
enemy has been thrown into disorder, the sword-bearers follow
this up with fearful massacre amongst the fugitives.

The Dutch and Dutch Missions in Formosa. 165

The Dutch resistance was brave
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‘(Koxinga was abundantly provided with cannons and
ammunition. . He had also two companies of ‘ Black-boys,’
many of whom had been Dutch slaves and had learned the use
of the rifle and musket-arms. These caused much harm during
the war in Formosa.’’

The second and larger part of Mr. Campbell’s book is
devoted to ‘‘ Notices of Church Work in Formosa,’’ and this
section of it will probably be the one of greatest interest to
readers of the RECORDER. Here, in translations of contemporary
letters and formal decisions of church and civil courts, we have
not only the reports of the missionaries, but also the frank and
oftentimes sharp criticisms of the Company’s officials. Thus
there are brought vividly before us the inception, the methods,
the successes and the failures of a Christian crusade amongst a
heathen people which took place nearly two hundred years
before the Protestant church entered upon its present world-wide
ministry.

In the thirty-seven years of the Dutch occupation of
Formosa we find that thirty-two clergymen were appointed and
entered upon their work as missionaries to the natives, and it
must be borne in mind from the outset that these missionaries
were part of the civil establishment of the United East India
Company. For though not a few of them were selected and
sent out from Holland by the ecclesiastical court or céasszs of
Amsterdam, they nevertheless were under the orders of the
Council of Directors in Batavia and their salaries were paid from
the Company’s funds. They were organized as a local Consis-
tory, after the practice of the Reformed Church, but they were
obliged to submit their decisions to the Formosa Civil Council,
by whom those decisions were frequently modified or rejected.
Moreover, each mussionary’s particular duties and field of
labour were determined by the Council. It will be seen at once
that the position was a difficult one for the missionaries, and
that a conflict between church and state was sure to arise.
There was friction almost from the beginning. The officers of
the Company were far too few, and the missionary was made
responsible for duties which properly belonged to the factor or
the government servant ; for they were not only chaplains to
the Dutch residents and missionaries to the natives, but also
interpreters and magistrates. They were, indeed, the Company’s
representatives in the districts to which they were appointed.
They bought deer skins and other produce for the Company and
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they collected taxes and isstied licenses.
this equivocal-position are apparent from the commencement ;
but 1£ must be said to the honour of the Dutch Company that,
keen as they were about commercial advantages and trade profits,
they recognized their responsibility for civilizing and Christian-
izing the natives, and that the Directors spent about $20,000
(Mexican) annually to maintain their clerical or missionary staff.
‘’Phis they did, on the one hand,’’ says Valentyn, ‘‘to show
their zeal for the kingdom of God, and on the other, that they
might lay a good foundation whereon to rest their hopes for the
blessing of God on their trade 1n those parts, being assured that
the Lord does not forsake those who fear His name, and who
seek to bring others out of darkness into His glorious light.”
In striking contrast with this spirit was the indifference and
hostility of the wealthier British company to the missionary
enterprise of the Christian church when it sought to reach the
natives of India.

The religion of the Formosans was little more than a belief
in spirits and a mass of superstitions and degrading practices.
‘(The ridiculous part of their religion is that the people find
sin in things which are really not sinful. For instance, it is
considered an evil thing for anyone to build a house on some
so-called forbidden day, or to gather wood for food without tak-
ing due notice of the singing of birds, or for any pregnant
woman to keep alive her children before the thirty-seventh year
of her age—a custom which surely 1s abominable and in itself
deserving of punishment. On the other hand, they see no sin
in actions which are extremely sinful; so much so that crimes
like adultery, fornication, murder and thett do not trouble them
in the least, but rather cause boastfulness, under the belief that
their gods find pleasure in them. The Formosans have several]
gods whom they worship and to whom they sacrifice in time
of need; two of them especially being regarded as excelling
in power and riches. Temples are everywhere to be met with ;
there being one for every sixteen houses; and while all other
nations have priests to perform religious ceremonies, this is
done here by priestesses call /xzds. These /zz6s sacrifice the
heads of pigs and deer, which they are accustomed first to boil
somewhat, and then to place before their gods with some rice,
strong drink or évom and pining. Thereupon two of the
priestesses rise and call upon their gods with a horrible shouting
and screatning, so furious that their eyes stand out of their heads
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as they foam at the inouth, causing them to look as if they were
either demon-possessed or suffering from maduess. Besides these
ceremonies performed by the priestesses, every Formosan has a
kind of private religion which he practices in his own house,
where each one honours his gods in the way that pleases him best.”

It is not surprising to find that the villages which submitted
to the Dutch—sometimes aiter an attempted resistance, but more
frequently in anticipation of inevitable defeat—-were ready to
adopt the religion of their conquerors, especially as the materia]
and present advantages of that religion were by no means kept
in the background. The church indeed seems to have presented
its militant aspect to the natives without any hesitation. ‘The
missionary frequently went with anu armed escort to commence
his work ; and occasionally the governor himself accompanied
him on his tours of inspection. In villages over which the
Dutch were able to exercise effective authority, young and old
alike were expected to attend school to be taught the principal
doctrines of Christianity. Absentees were fined. Sabbath observ-
ance was also insisted on and wrong-doing severely dealt with.
The law rather than the gospel prevatled. The Formosa
Council went so far (in 1658) as to make idolatry ‘‘in the first
degree’? punishable by public whipping and banishment. This
decree, however, it must be added, was subsequently anulled
by the Committee of Seventeen—the Supreme Council of the
Company—in Amsterdam. Naturally, under these conditions,
rapid progress was made, and it is not to be wondered at that
in places the customs and habits of the foreigner were quickly
adopted by some of the converts. ‘The greatest difficulties
have been overcome,’’ wrote the Rev. Robert Junius in 1626;
‘they have abandoned their idolatrous testivals; the Sabbath
is solemnly observed... our marriage ceremony has now
become general. . . many of the converts can pray extempo-
ratily, so well and in so orthodox a way that it is a pleasure to
hear them. . . they also regulate their conduct in every respect
according to the ‘Christian church in Holland.’ ”’ in another
place we read of the natives actually deciding not only to adopt
Dutch names, but to learn the Dutch language and to ‘dress on
Sundays in the Dutch fashion.’

In their methods the Dutch missionaries appear to have
shown little originality. Since the catechism was the principal
means of imparting religious instruction in Holland, catechet-
ical teaching was at once adopted for the Formosans. Qutes-
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tions and answers were learned by heart, and the ability to
repeat a sufficient number of them was an essential qualification
for baptism. One gospel was translated into the Singkang
dialect, but the Scriptures do not appear to have been used to any
extent or to have occupied the place they now do in the Protest-
ant mussionary’s equipment. When the missionary was not
present, it was the custom for the catechist or elder to read one
of the prepared or ‘authorized’ sermons issued for this purpose.

The Christianizing of the Formosans went on so rapidly that
in 1639-—that 1s, just thirteen years after the arrival of the first
missionary—of the inhabitants of five towns or villages, no less
than 2,014 were church members; whilst during the thirteen
years (1629-41) of his ministry the Rev. Robert Junius 1s said to
have baptized no less than 5,900 adults. The total number of
baptized converts is not given, neither 1s the number of scholars ;
but both must have been very large, as in all some 293 villages
were more or less under the Company’s control. Undoubtedly
great good was done. The very fact that such a large number
of natives came under Christian teaching of any kind and that
they put away the grosser forms of idolatry and evil living,
meant a good deal; for after every allowance 1s made for insin-
cerity, here were thousands of savages brought under new and
better influences and at any rate given a chance to break away
from a degrading ignorance and a corrupting past. The next
generation, had the good work continued long enough, would
have started irom an innnitely higher level, and we have faith
enough in the gospel to believe that though it may be presented
in an imperfect manner and be for a time confounded with the
civilization or even the trade of its exponents, it nevertheless
retains its vitalizing power. The preaching of Christ can never
be wholly in vain.

But there were critics in Formosa in the Seventeenth
(CYentury as there are critics in China to-day, and the weaknesses
of the work were exposed with no gentle hand. As early as
1645 in one of the reports of the Council, 1t 1s stated that the
majority of the converts are ‘‘only Christians in mere name ;”’
many had learned by heart the fundamental principles of Chris-
tianity, but, it was affirmed, they could give no explanation of the
meaning, ‘“TIn other words, they pronounce the sentences with-
out understanding them, and like magpies, merely try to utter
such sounds as have been repeated to them.’’

This criticism may have been in a meastre justified, but

1904. |
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it is only fair toadd that there was a good deal of ifl-feeling just
then between the Council and the clergy. The work of the
missionaries was certainly open to criticism. ‘There was too
mitch haste to begin with ; no allowance was made for the na-
tural desire of the aborigines to please their rulers by a nominal
acceptance of Christianity. Then, too, the official position of
the missionaries must have been a barrier to those close personal
relations which mean so much to the natives and give the muis-
sionary such an insight into their real life and character. The
instruction was good enough as to matter, but the methods of
imparting if were superficial and formal. Nor was the number
of workers at any time adequate to the work. It was
that such large and scattered congregations could be properly
looked after by such a feeble staff. Again, sad though it is to
make the statement, the character of many of the school teachers
and catechists was bad in the extreme, and must have greatly
lessened the influence of the efforts that were made to educate
and Christianize the villages. But when all is said, the work was
full of promise. The good seed had only just sprung up here
and there when Koxinga and his hordes fell like a deadly blight
upon the land and killed the tender plants. Yet something
remained ; for hfty years after the Dutch had been driven from
the island, Father de Mailla found that a knowledge of the
more prominent facts of Christianity was still retained by some of
the Formosans, and that they worshipped no idols. Later still,
in 1800, 1t was found that the art of writing still survived among
several of the tribes, showing that at least one fragment of the
Dutch teaching had been handed down through four generations.

It is impossible to close this notice of pioneer missionary
work without referring to an act of heroism on the part of one
of the missionaries which makes him a worthy leader of the
noble army who have counted not their lives dear unto
themselves. During the conflict with Koxinga, over five
hundred of the Dutch were taken prisoners by the enemy.
Of these captives a large number were liberated ; some were
put to a speedy death, but others were barbarously tortured ;
two being actually nailed to wooden crosses, where they lived
through three awful days. Women and children shared the same
fate as the men, though not a few of the younger women and girls
were kept as wives for the Chinese commanders, or given
to the common soldiers. Amongst those who thus fell into
the hands of Koxinga was the Rev. Antonius Hambroek,
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his wife and several of his children. Two of his daughters,
however, were with the defenders in the Fort. ‘* Koxinga
placed the prisoners,’? says Valentyn, ‘‘in view of Fort
Fejandia to see if the Governor and Council would save them
by:an immediate surrender. He atso sent Mr. Hambroek as
an ambassador into the fort to bring about this result; but
instead of urging his countrymen to surrender, that noble and
resolute man used every possible argument to encourage them
to remain immovable; although he knew that this advice
would prove fatal to himself, his wife, his children, and his
fellow-prisoners. Mr. Coyett gave him liberty to remain in the
Fort if he wished rather than return to the camp of Koxinga ;
but he refused even to take the proposal into consideration. it
is most touching to read of the appeals by which his two daugh-
ters in the Fort sought to move him from his resolution ; how with
tears in their eyes and with every possible supplication they tried
to persuade him to remain with them ; how, when all this availed
not and he silenced them with his heroic and noble reply, the
one, unable to speak for grief, involuntarily fell to the ground,
and the other, when she could not answer him any more and he
was about to go, fell sobbing on his neck and fainted away with

her clasped hands hanging there; and how, with unparelleled
heroism he used the opportunity to free himself, lest all these
heartrending sights should induce him to waver and act in a
way he would ever after regret.... And so this noble-minded
man tore himself away from those precious pledges that he might
give himself up to be slain—~as he actually was—rather than
act the part of a selfish coward and thus bring everlasting
disgrace on himself, his office, and his beloved nation.”

BY MISS MARIETTA MELVIN.| APAN is inhabited by two distinct races—the Ainu and
the Japanese. The former came first and took possession
of the greater part of the country. This fact is confirmed

by the Ainu names given to places, by ancient Japanese history,
as well as by the shell heaps, flint arrow heads and pottery
which are still found.

That they were savages and given to the lowest type of
cannibalism, is admitted in Aimu tradition and recorded by their
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conquerors. The difficulty of warding off their attacks and
quelling their frequent disturbances, was the chief cause for
the formation of a mulitary class amongst the Japanese. As
early as A.D. 71, one of the duties imposed by the Emperor on
the Crown Prince was to chastise and subdue the Yemzshz, a
name composed of Chinese characters, meaning Prawn Barbari-

ans:and referring to their long’ beards which cause their faces to
resemble a prawn’s head.

The Ainw are treated less respectfully now, for the Japanese
call them Ainos, thereby insinuating a descent from a dog.
There is no foundation for this myth of Ainu origin. They

call themselves Azzu—meaning man—their only word for ex-
pressing this: idea. The singular and plural are the same.

It is very striking that in those early times the Ainu could
furnish place-names while the Japanese were using Chinese
characters becatise they had no language of their own.

This fact, in addition to marked differences in the physzgue
of the two races, favors the belief that the Ainu belong to a
branch of the Aryan race. The construction of their language
is Aryan, and differs radically from the Japanese. The average
weight of the brain of am adult Aimu is 45.90 oz. avoirdupois,
exceeding the mean weight of Asiatic races in general.
Undoubtedly they entered the country from the north by way

of the Kurile islands and Saghahen.
Centuries of warfare, conquest, harshness and contempt

have transformed the Ainu into a peaceable, inoffensive people,
who mingle little with their conqtterors and do not aecept their

eulture.
They were not really subdued until the eighteenth century.
The rapidly decreasing remnant of the race is found in the

finest part of the empire, the northern island, which they
named Yezo, meaning ‘‘abottnding in game,’’ and the Japanese,
still using’ Chinese characters, call Hokkaido, ‘‘ Northern-sea

lé is about the size of Ireland, and the Ainu hive in
‘small villages, which are scattered here and there along’ the
‘banks of tivers, and from a distance present a picturesque
appeatance. Kach village has its chief, whom they obey im-
-plicitly even to many details of family life.

The iHustration opposite gives a good idea of the exterior of
an Aintt hut. Slight variations appear in different localities, but
the main features are the same. The Aint believes that his house
has a distinct and separate individual existence im this world,
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and that it will also live in ‘‘the country of God’’ and he
will occupy it there also. In building thev begin with the roof.
As soon as the frame is finished, poles, five or six feet long, are
driven into the earth, and across them smaller pieces of wood
are lashed, to which thatch is tied. ‘The walis are now formed
and the roof is lifted up bodily and attached to them. Then
the thatching begins in good earnest, women as well as men
handling the reeds very rapidly. several days are required to
complete it from ridge-pole to the ground, because it must be
made very thick, the winters are so severe. When all is finished
a prayer is offered to the house, They have a word that
expresses House, one for Aome, and another for husband that
very neatly approaches to Aouse-band. They are superior to
many aborigines in that they have an approach to domestic life.

At the west end a door opens into the porch, where are
kept the millet and the implements for pounding it, nets,
hunting gear and bundles of reeds. A mat separates the porch
from the dwelling-place. Windows are made just beneath the
eaves. Reed screens, or shutters, are placed on the outside.
The east window is peculiarly sacred, because when the highest
deities are worshipped, they are addressed through it. Nothing
is heedlessly thrown out of it, and no foreigner can give greater
offence than to look through it into the hut. In place of a
chimney there is a hole left in the angle of the roof for the
escape of smoke.

An Ainu home has but one room. The floor 1s covered with
reed siats. The sleeping places are raised, and a pole runs
above the outside edge of each, over which matting is thrown
to shut off from the rest of the room. A. singular feature in all
their homes is a collection of lacquered urns, tea-chests, or seats
with legs shod in filagree brass, suits of inlaid armor, sword-
blades, scabbards, etc. No matter how poor the people may be,
no persuasion will induce them to part with any of these trea-
sures. They call them ‘‘ Presents from dear friends of long
ago,’’ etc. Above this collection hang fetich shavings—merely
wood shavings——-but the Ainu believe that they have power to
protect, help, heal and bless them. Fishing boats are decked
with them, and the men also throw them iuto the water to
placate the demons mhabiting it.

The Ainu have a sturdy Arysigue, but are not really strong
men, Most of them have long, shaggy eyebrows, dark brown
eyes deeply set, prominent cheek bones, high foreheads, heads
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well covered with hair, which both sexes highly prize; and
fine, bushy beards, generally wavy and giving to the aged a
patriarchal and venerable appearance that harmonizes with the
dignity and courtesy of their manners.

Both in their homes, as in their faces, the Ainu are more
European than their conquerors, as they have doors, windows,
central fire-places and raised sleeping’ places. The Ainu women
have fine figures—erect, lithe, well developed—small feet and
hands, superb teeth and a ruddy comeliness which 1s pleasing, in
spite of the tattooing around the mouth. The hand is also
tattooed and the arm to the elbow. The process begins at the
age of five with a single incision on the upper lip. The pattern
is deepened and widened until the marriage, when the underlip
is also tattoed to match the upperltp. It is an old custom, a
part of their religion, and no woman without it can marry.

The children are pretty and attractive. Girls are loved—-
there are no infanticides—but boys are preferred. They are not
named until they reach their fourth or fifth year. Prompt
obedience is required from infancy.

In winter the men are clothed in skin-coats with hoods of
the same, the number of coats varying with the temperature, and
rude moccasins. It is said that at Asahigawa the winters
are so severe that a sparrow has been known to freeze during
its fight and drop to the ground ; and that rice freezes at the top
of the kettle while it is boiling at the bottom | ‘The loose coat
worn by the women reaches half, way between the knees and
ankles, and is fastened from the bottom to the collar-bone. She
will not change a garment for another, except when she 1s
nione or in the dark. Aintt women are modest, chaste and pure.
The men are courteous, truthful, honest, straightforward and
moral. ‘Their custom allows one wife.

They sleep in the garments worn during the day and are
never to wash them. The women bathe their hands once
a day. “Twice during the absence of the missionaries from
Asahigawa, the Japanese Christians struck out the by-law allow-
ing the Ainu to be received as members in their church.
This action was taken solely on the ground of their being too
untidy to enter the building. In both instances, however,
the Japanese were perstiaded to restore the by-law.

Their social customs are very simple. Girls never marry
before they are seventeen, nor men before twenty-one years of
ALC. When a man wishes to marry, he decides upon the girl he
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would like for a wife and asks the chief’s permission to talk
with her father. If the suitor 1s favorably received, he sends to
the young lady a Japanese curio, and this constitutes the be-
trothal. The marriage follows immediately, and is celebrated
with carousals. The bride’s dowry consists of ear-rings and a
highly-ornamented zon, Each couple lives separately, and
the husband provides the home, to which he takes his bride.

The ordinary salutation consists in extending the hands and
waving them inwards, once or oftener, and stroking the beard.

They have no domestic animals, except large, yeilow dogs
for hunting.

They have no method of computing time, and they do not
know their own age.

Six is the mystic number of the Ainu and eight of the
Japanese.

Ainu reckoning of age is very odd: ‘‘Tam nine plus ten
taken from two score;’’ ‘‘forty days and forty nights’’ is
expressed: ‘‘day three days two score three days; black, three
days two score three days.”’

They have a musical instrument something like a guitar,
with strings made from the sinews of whales cast up on the shore !
They have another resembling a Jew’s harp in form and discord.

The Ainu dread snakes; even the bravest fly from them.
They have no “ medicitie men.” Dried and pounded bear’s

liver is their specific.
Old and blind people are supported by their children and

reverenced and obeyed until their death. They are afraid of
their dead. As soon as the end is come, the corpse 1s dressed
in its best clothing and laid upon a shelf for two or three days.
If a woman, her ornaments are buried with her ; ifa man, his
knife, -saké-stick and smoking apparatus. The corpse with its
belongings is then sewed up in a mat, slung on poles and
carried to a solitary grave, where it 1s laid in a recumbent
position, and nothing would ever induce an Ainu to go near
it agaitt. The name is never spoken, yea, 1s as utterly ignored
as though it had never been heara.

‘heir industries are mats and bark-cloth. A woman re.
quires eight days for making one mat, fourteen feet by three
feet six inches, of fine reeds. Their garments are made of bark
cloth. Some are finer than others and are embroidered.

The young Ainu girl in frontispiece is by no means a beauty,
such as really exist with soft liquid brown eyes, and the color
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of the cheeks varying with every change of feeling and thought—
in brief, a fascinating brunette in embryo!

The food best relished by the Ainu is fitly called ‘‘a stew
of abominable things’’—salt fish, dried fish, seaweed, slugs,
wild roots, berries, dried venison and bear, e¢c., cooked ail togeth-
er in one kettle.

The great festival of the year 1s the Bear Feast, which
occurs in the autumn, but the Ainu themselves are ignorant
of its meaning and object, as it dates back to a period beyond
their present traditions.

The day before the feast all the friends of the owner of the
bear receive the following invitation : ©], ——, am about to sac-
rifice the dear hittle divine thing who resides among the mountains.
My friends and masters, come ye to the feast. We will unite in
the great pleasure of sending the god away. Come.’

All, old and young, appear decked in their payest attire.
When the guests are assembled, all the gods are worshipped

and invited to join with them in the feast. Then the bear is
informed that he 1s about to be sent to his ancestors; and will
he please tell them how kindly he has been treated and that we
will sacrifice him again 1f he will return to us?

After the killing of the bear and the flesh 1s sufficiently
cooked, every one of the company eats a little ; in doing this,
he communes with his dear little divinity, and, at the same time,
shows his social and religious iellowship with his totem god
and the people. Not to share in this feast is tantamount to con-
fessing himself outside the pale of Ainu fellowship. Then
there is a curious dance, in which men alone take part. The
bear’s head is placed on a long pole and worshipped as long as it
lasts. General intoxication prevails at the end of the feast.
They have rude chants in praise of the bear, and their highest
eulogy on a man is to compare him to a bear.

The Ainu have no literature, but their folklore is interest-
ing. For example—the Origin of Man. When God made man
in the beginning, He formed his body of earth, his hair of
chickweed, and his spine of a stick of willow. When, there-
fore, a person grows old, his back bends in the middle.

The Ainu claim that formerly dogs could speak, and the
following is the reason for their not continuing to do so :—

‘CA dog, long time ago, inveigled his master into the forest
to show him some game, and then caused him to be devoured
by a bear. The dog went home and told his mistress: ‘‘My
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master was devoured by a bear and he told me to tell you to
marry mie.’’ The widow saw the he and threw a handful of
dust into his open mouth. Neither he nor any other dog has
been able to speak since that day.’’

The myth concerning the man 1n the moon is curious, but
very characteristic :-—

‘‘In ancient times there was a lad who would neither obey
his father nor his mother, and who even disliked to fetch water ;
so, the gods being angry, put him in the side of the moon as
a warning to all people. This is the maninthe moon. In
this reason let all the world tinderstand that the words of
parents, whether they be good or evil, must be obeyed.”’

Comets are known by the name of ‘‘ broom star,’’ and the
Milky Way 1s called ‘*the picture of the crooked river.’’

The ancient Greeks and Latins had their Cupid ; the Ainu
have theirs also—the water-wagtail—and young Ainu men keep
the skins and skeletons of these birds in boxes, as love charms,
carefully wrapped up in shavings.

The Ainu idea of the divine government of the world and
men is fashioned very much after the model of human govern-
ments with their kings and ofhcers.

The Ainu of the present day, like the uncivilised races of
olden times, believe that inorganic substances, as well as beasts,
birds, fish, trees and plants have life; and that no existing life
can ever cease to be. Immortality 1s as natural to them as
nature itself.

Good people after death go to ‘‘the world of God,’’ where
they live for ever in a state of supreme happiness, and do not
lose their personal identity.

Gehenna, or hell, is “the wet under-ground land,” where the
wicked are punished, but in what way they are not at all agreed.

The Aint look upon God as the Creator and Preserver of
the world, as the providential Father of mankind, and as the
guardian angel of each individual person. They also believe
that every man has in his nature a faculty by which he can
know God, and commune with Him in prayer.

The strange mixture of totemism, fetichism, serpent, bird,
animal and fish cultus, animism and spiritism, contains seeds
of truth sufficient for an auspicious beginning of missionary
work. In 1874 they probably first heard the gospel from Mr.
Dening, of the C. M. Society, and in 1876, Rev. John Batchelor
was transferred trom Hongkong to Japan to, work among them.
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What a record is his! such a knowledge of Ainu charac-

terestics and their language as no other man possesses and
universally acknowledged the authority on all matters Ainu.
He has reduced the language to writing, prepared a dictionary,
grammar, Ainu Bible, tracts, etc.; in short everything needed for
educational purposes from the child to the evangelist, as well as
helps for deepening the religious life. Meanwhile he was
itinerating among the scattered villages, everywhere favorably
received from the first, and starting night-schools, when feasible.
The boys’ school at Hakodate has been greatly blessed ; the home
for girls at Sapporo was so admirably managed by Mrs. Batchelor
that, besides the religious training, they were taught how to be
faithful housewives and useful women. Their ‘ Hospital Rest
House’’ for the sick Ainu has been much appreciated and also
greatly blessed.

In spite of the beastly sin of excessive drunkenness to which
the Ainu are addicted, many converts have been won through
preaching, schools, distribution of tracts and medical work.
Hundreds are now in the glorified host around the throne and
some have left behind imperishable records, whose influence
will never die.

The last census reports only 16,000 souls tor the Ainu in
Japan. There are probably 300 in Saghalien. In a few years
there will be none left. The contrast between the industrial
work of to-day and that preserved in the interesting Ainu
museum at Sapporo, shows an intellectual deterioration.

Four causes can be named likely to have brought about
this result :-——

1. Ienorance of the laws of hygiene.
"es Excessive and persistent drunkenness.
4, striie among’ the clans.
de Change of diet.
The second cause dates far back when trade was an exchange

of commodities and the Japanese made their payments in saké,
far more injurious than the stmple Ainu concoctions.

The fourth results from the Japanese law against hunting and
the seizure of their fishing places; thereby the Ainu were
compelled to live solely on garden produce.

Nations, hke individuals, disappear trom the scenes when
their divinely appointed work is finished.

|The writer desires to acknowledge her indebtedness to Rev.
J. L. Batchelor and his works for many facts mentioned above. ]
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Missionary Light on Fasting.
Ts wt Practicable and Helpful among the Chinese ?

BY MRS. ARTHUR H. SMITH,
Fang-chuang, Shantung.

|" ciasses, held in four places in our fcld, by which the
N February of 1903 came the first of a series of women’s

women were kept together for weeks, and protracted meet-
ings made possible.’ At the first place, the resident preacher
called in the help of an evangelist, who goes about helping
the whole field. They had been college-mates, remembered
a powerful revival at Tungchow, and longed and pled for one in
Shantung and in this particular church.

As a seuse of sin seemed to be lacking, the evangelist
called in Mr. W. and proposed a fast. One of his professors in
the seminary had first called his attention to the helpfulness
of this rite. Mr. W., the resident preacher, said: ‘‘ I know
nothing about it, but I am willing to try.’’ He dic. He felt
so near the Lord, and his prayers so much more efficient, that
he determined to do without his dinner each day while the meet-
ings lasted, and at that hour he held a fasting prayer-meeting
for all his charge, who were similarly . minded. One saw
him grow in spiritual life. He had a deep tender yearning over
his flock. He determined to live most carefully; first that
he might get out of debt, second that he might have more to
give the Lord. He made a self-denial box, and though hitherto
an easy spender, drew the reins of self-denial close. He gave
up meat dumplings for the one day each week that he always
had them and ate millet cakes instead, putting the money
saved in this box. He also denied himself peanuts, of which
he was very fond; when the desire asserted itself, the five cash
also went into that box. One day he rose from his knees
with a new light in his face and told to his profoundly moved
flock the vow he had just made, that whether he were kept
there one year or twenty, while he remained their shepherd, he
would fast for them every Sunday until sundown. He and his
wife were drawn together ina harmony so new and sweet, and
were so unitedly effective that other women looked wistful,
atid one asked prayers that ‘‘my husband and I may be like
Mr. and Mrs. L.’’? To his flock, a new and ignorant one,
largely inquirers not yet received to membership, came, first a
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new sense of sin, day after day, and willingness to confess in
meeting, even timid young girls speaking frankly and fearlessly.

One woman in this parish confided to me that, filled with
intense longing for a preacher, several months before she and her
son had fasted every Sabbath day all day and implored God to
send someone and Ais wife. At the end of two months,
knowing nothing of this, Mr. Smith had sent this beloved
teacher and his wife there to stay. One woman, intensely bitter
against Christianity and persecuting her husband at every step,
was made over new. Shesaid: ‘‘At New Year I went to his
mother’s grave, burnt paper, and. wmplored her to strike him
dead on his way home from church, for an unhlial wretch.’’
She avowed her purpose to keep Sunday with him, and, if he
was willing, to give one-tenth of their grain to God, and is
doing so.

One woman was convicted, because, according to the
invatiable custom among their cloth weavers, she had always
left eight inches of fringed ends on her pieces of cloth instead
of weaving out to the end.

One young man felt 1t had been very selfish for him to live
on his mother-in-law so much.

One very poor and ignorant inquirer in the class stole some
bread, lied about it through day aiter day, said privately she
wotldn’t confess such a sin as that if her whole family died for
it, and ran away. ‘The class had been very scornful. ‘They
prayed and softened, and God sent her back to confess with
streaming tears. One woman importuned the Lord because she ©
was so dull, fasting, Hke Damtel, not for her sins but for her
intellect. When she came she learned one line a day with
difficulty. After three weeks she easily mastered seven lines.
Later many other women were similarly helped, and one
mother held on to God for some of the dullest children I have
ever seen in decades. Their intellects were roused, and a
little son with a bomb shell temper was so helped he has not
exploded once since.

One ignorant woman seeing us all in distress over the theft
of the bread, made her chitd confess he had eaten uw, in order to
relieve the situation.

She was wonderfully helped, and quickened, and established
in her faith later, has taught her daughter all she learned
herself and has given twenty strings of cash to the Lord this
year, a munificent gift for her circumstances. ohe rides eight
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miles'and back on Sundays, and the woman’who wanted her
husband struck dead, walks six miles to church and gets there
before the family have opened the gate in the morning |

In thirty-one years of missionary life I have never known
such results except under these conditions. For days there
seemed to be a strong atmosphere full of divine ozone. Once a
complete stranger and a heathen strayed into a meeting. He
listened to the confessions, spell-bound. ‘Then he rose and said -
‘‘T want to contess my sin. - ought to have sacrificed to the Old
Heavenly Grandtather (the heathen name for God) on the 15th
of the first moon. JI delayed and delayed, and here it is the
third moon, and I haven’t done it yet. How great is my sin!”?
He sat down strangely relieved and with streaming eyes, and
such a tender prayer was offered for this soul, groping in the
dark aiter forgiveness.

I was taken to see a deaf old white-haired woman who
knew almost nothing, bemng unable to hear, but the son had
been praying much for her. Before I had time to make my
bow of salutation she burst out eagerly into a coniession of her
proneness to revile.

One confessed with many tears having smothered a dear
sister-in-law when trying to give her a sweat. One pretty
bright young teacher just beginning her life as a Bible woman,
confessed once keeping back the remnants of bright cretonne left
after doing some work for me, and crossing the chapel, put the
money into my hand, which she thought would make full
restitution. Perhaps no other sin requires such courage to
contess. Her example, I think, helped others later to do the
same thing on a larger scale, even preachers returning money
taken years before when hospital assistants. They had no
recollection of how much it was, having taken it 1n small sums,
but returned the amount suggested to the mind after praying
shout it.

r

In one place I had longed for many years for the conversion
of a capable young widow. We had never had a leader there.
Nothing seemed more hopeless. she had a disposition like
Mt. Pelee. She has been on probation now about ten years, but
we never dared receive her to membership on account of her
dynamite temper.

This clay always seemed to be saying to the Potter: ‘‘ What
makest thou of me? A Bible woman? Never! Not if I
know i1t!’’ But a faithful indomitable American woman
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tundertook to pray for her, and for years. never let go her grip.
In the revival meetings we fasted and struggled for her, but
could not get her to come to one. At last God laid hold of
her brother-in-law, whom she had so hated that she didn’t
speak to him for eight or nine years. He had three days and
nights without much sleep or food. When he came to himself,
he went for her and brought her. she listened scornfully to
the many confessions of sin; after meeting was over she said
tartly : ‘‘ Your confessions sound very fine. Which one of you
is going to give up the sin? Of what use are confessions unless
you do!’’ The next day she came again and began to feel
strangely uncomfortable herself, and wondered if that was what
conviction of sin was like. she ended by to her
virago mother-in-law, remembering that she had reviled her,
and confessed to her own daughter-in-law the same sin, and to
the brother-in-law confessed her hatred toward him. She came
to a three weeks’ station-class, where the work went still deeper.
She gave up her flourishing food shop and determined to give
herself to the service of God. A grown tp son and his wite
were a great perplexity, but hearing about Stephen Merritt
and his son, she knelt down and gave hers to God, and was
wonderfully kept from worrying afterwards. Later when his little
business did not fourish and he took to selling opium, she laid
his case before God and begged the Lord to make him lose
money until he stopped | In a large class full of old Christians,
under conviction of sin about their bound feet, and resisting the
will of God, she last summer led them in a hearty free surrender
of her own feet to God, putting on at once the new shoes and
stockings.

She seems truly to have received the Spirit of God, though
He has still to conquer occasional little flashes of the old self.
She goes about teaching and helping in schools, and gives her-
self with hearty willingness to daily fasts from the mid-day meal
whenever class is striving for nearness to God, or when she
sees a soul in danger, and sometimes when she feels that she
has sinned and ought to punish herself. she 1s strong, execu-
tive, loyal, and an untold comfort and right hand to me in this
winter’s work. Long years of prayer alone had not won her,
but when they were capped by the days of fasting-prayer at the
end, the icy fetters on that river were thawed at last, and it flowed
away free and praising God to the sea. Ghe ts fearless and intre-
pid and an excellent preacher to the heathen in street meetings.
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From all the quickened centres went up a great wave of

prayer for the quarterty Easter meeting at P‘ang-chuang. It was
unlike any meeting that had gone before. A morning six
o'clock fasting meeting in the chapel, when we were looking for
about twenty, found 170 eager people on hand! The men
confessed many sins that day, and the women listened while the
Soirit did His work. Next day we were to have one meeting
with them about foot-binding, one about marriage customs, and
one about giving. The Lord took that programme quite out of
our hands and kept them all day long and next morning con-
fessing their sins.

Two preachers and a few church members who seemed
helped have been weak, and wavered and sinned and repented
since, but a large proportion seem to have stood fast.

To those who went through those blessed days of power
and saw God work, one promise will shine out luminous forever,
(“When ye fast... thy Father which seeth in secret Himself
shall reward thee openly.’’

Notre.—The writer has waited nearly a year to write this, so that there
has been time to test results somewhat.

It is a joy to add that the man in whose heart this revival blessing began,
ant from whom it flowed out into different places, got his uplift in the
London Mission Hospital in Tientsin, He said: ‘' I know it wasn’t the medicine
that cured ime, for they had tried the same at home. It was the prayers of Dr.
Sniith and his assistant that brought healing and a new quickening.”’

Charismata, i.e., Sprritual Grits; their Presence
among Native Christians and their Import-

ance to Successtul Missionary Work.

missions during the past few years.NY during the past few years, ‘There are manyThere are many
of us who hope to be able to deduce principles from the

ultimate facts in hand which may help us much towards a
successiul solution of some of the problems connected with
foreign missionary work. But facts and figures obtained from
all mission fields can constitute at the best only a small part of
the investigation necessary to be complete. We would be the
last to disparage the interesting work of the statistician or the
prohtable work of the investigator of foreign missions. We
need, however, to remember that in foreign mission work as in

BY REV. J. SPEICHER.
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all other spiritual work there are other factors that must be
considered as more important to us than statistics. Foreign
mission is much the result of the direct working of the Holy
Spirit through the individual, and the results are perhaps often
obtained 1n spite of the methods employed. The Holy Spirit is
concerned with the personal equation rather than with methods.
Thus we repeat that while every missionary will naturally be in.
sympathy. with a scientific study and investigation of foreign
missionary work, yet we, on the other hand, must insist that
these studies can teach us nothing except we in addition study
also the scriptural plan of foreign missions in order to under-
stand the divine equipment of the spiritual church which alone
can make true results possible.

If it is true that the spiritual church is the creation of our
Lord Jesus Christ, it necessarily follows that he has supplied
her with the proper spiritual equipment to exist and to thrive
iidependently of all outside influences and helps. We read in
the fourth chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians in the eighth
verse that when Christ ascended up on high He Jed captivity
captive and gave gtits to men. It has been my conviction
for some time that a proper study of the problems connected
with foreign mission work, such as self-support, self-susten-
ance, the native ministry, systematic beneficence, organization
of the native churches, and similar subjects, cannot be rightly
solved except we include in our study of foreign missions the
subject of Charismata, 1.e., Spiritual Gifts, and their presence
among our native Christians. The question of self-support and
self-sustenance is discussed as a matter between the Mission
Boards, the missionary, and the native churches; that is, we
discuss the whole subject from the human point of view only, and

-tonore the divine preparation ready in the Word of God to meet
these as well as other problems connected with foreign mission-
ary work. How did the Apostolic churches meet the problems
of self-support and self-sustenance ? Is the work of grace and
power of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of believers to-day the
same as it was during the Apostolic period ?

In the study of the subject of Charismata I have been
surprised to find that it has received but meagre attention in the
Commentaries and Bible works in the English language.
The German theologians have not given it the consideration
which this important subject ought to command. The most
helpful to me in the study of this subject have been Neander
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and Cremer. I am fully convinced that the proper conception
of this subject, practically applied, cannot but be very helpful to
every missionary. That the following treatment of this subject
is incomplete I am only too well aware, but it may still be
helpful to some in the study of foreign missionary work.

CHARISMATA DEFINED.

It will be necessary first of all to define what is meant by
Charismata, 1.e., Spiritual Grits. We state at once that we have
no sympathy with Irvingism or with German naturalism.
Our guidance to the proper understanding of Charismata can
only be the Word of God. In the study of this spiritual subject
it will be necessary to compare spiritual things with spiritual.

For centuries Spiritual Gifts were considered as special
privileges of the Apostolic church. The Spiritual Gifts were
thought to consist in the ability to accomplish miracles.
They began with the ‘gift of tongues’? on the day of
Pentecost, and the Roman Catholic theologians maintain that
they have their continuation to this day in the miraculous deeds
of the holy saints of the Roman Catholic church.

This was also the view practically maintained by Edward
Irving, the famous Scotch preacher in London, two or three
generations ago. He claimed that the Apostolic Charismata,
the gift of tongues and other miraculous powers, had been given.
To what a sad caricature of our Holy Faith that movement led,
is a matter of history.

It is perhaps the prevalent conception among Protestant
theologians of to-day that the Charismata were miraculous gifts
bestowed upon believers during the first three Christian centuries,
and that aiter this period they ceased to exist within the church.

However, a close study of the Word oi God will reveal to
to us, I think, that in the Charismata of the New Testament
we have to do with something deeper, broader and more per-
manent than with mere power to accomplish miracles. We
do not deny that the latter may be, and at times are, included in
the Charismata, but it does not exhaust the subject according to
scriptural statements by far.

The word yapisyera is translated in our English Bible, Gifts,
The word is from the verb yapiZeoSa:, deriving its root from
Yapts. The latter word has a peculiar New Testament meaning
containing the idea of kindness which bestows upon one what
he has not deserved (Thayer and also Cremer’s Gracitat). The
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Hoult To ydpiona is a distinct New Testament word, and denotes
a Gift of God bestowed upon the believer in the same sense
as Yapts.

We find several passages of Scripture in which the word
yaptouara stands for certain Gifts of Grace which the Christian
has within him. See I Timothy iv: 14, ‘‘ Neglect not the Guit
Yapicnaros that is in thee.’’ Also 2 Timothy i: 6, ‘‘ Wherefor I
put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the Gift (To yepiopa)
of God.”

We find the same word used in 1. Corinthians 1: 6-7 to
denote a condition of victorious spiritual growth of the Christians
at Corinth, ‘‘So that ye come behind in no gift.’’

Then again the word as used tn Romans x11: 6-9, I
Cor. 12 and 14 Chapters, I Peter iv: 10, teaches us distinctly
that the Christian 1s indued with certain abilities by reason of
the Charisma and which, if made use of, he in a direct way serves
the Church of God jtst as a member of the human body, the
hand or foot for instance, may serve the body.

From the above passages of Scripture we have ample proof
that the yapisuara is not a subject that need necessarily be
identified with the question of the continuation of miracles.
It has in a much larger sense to do with the spiritual equipment
of each member of the Body of Christ—the church—to serve
the body and the kingdom of God in a small or greater sphere.
According to the passages of Scripture just quoted the proba-
bility of such an equipment is a fact to every member of the
Body of Christ by reason of the genuineness of his regeneration.
He has by reason of this spiritual birth become a member of the
Body of Christ, and each member of that Body has his specific
function.

There are some able German theologians (Baur, Weiss,
Pfeiffer and others) who maintain that the Charismata are only
the expression of certain natural abilities which each believer
brings with him at the time of conversion. ‘These natural
abilities or talents, they hold, become Charismata as soon as
they are used in the spiritual service of the kingdom of God.

This view, however, is not the biblical one. In this instance
we must not forget to compare spiritual things with spiritual.
When Christ ascended upon high He led captivity captive and
gave gifts to men. That these gifts were not given to men
while in an unregenerated state of heart and mind 1s evident
from the following 11th and 12th verses of the same chapter.
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‘(And he gave some apostles, and some prophets, and some
evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the perfecting
of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of
the body of Christ.’ The onfts that Christ gave are distinctly
spiritual, and as such are given to men only after they become
spiritual men.

It is not to be denied, however, that there is a blending of
the supernatural with the human individuality. It is quite true
that the Spirit of God will often take the natural ability of a
new convert, rectify, quicken and consecrate it in the service of
the kingdom of God, but that is only a small fraction of the
whole truth concerning the Charismata. To the Apostles Paul
and Peter it was the supernatural factor in the Charismata and
not the natural substratum that constituted the essential matter.
The other view would exclude the addition of any new divine
gift at the time of conversion. It practically holds that every
eift evolved by the spiritual man was already involved in the
natural man, te., the unregenerated man. But this contradicts
scriptural statements. [t is evident that the power necessary
for the life of the church, being as it is a supernatural and
Spiritual organism, cannot have its source in human or natural
effort. It must eave a supernatural source.

Lhe same grace of God which calls men to salvation also
establishes their spiritual position within the church potentially.
According to the First Corinthians, the twelfth chapter, each
member of the body of Christ is to exercise certain functions by
reason of his spiritual gift. These gifts can be manifold, and
will be of a high or low order according to the measure of faith
of the individual believer.

The function of each member of the Body of Christ is the
expression of its peculiar life. The Body of Christ—the church
—has varied spiritual duties and needs in her relation to the
Triune God, to the world at large and to herself. To fulfill
the duties and to meet the needs of the whole organism thus
building up (d«edoustv) the Body of Christ—7z#zs 1s the special
function ot the members. And the Charismata have been given
for this end.

Our definition of the New Testament Charismata then is,
that they are the powers and abilities wrought in the members
of the church of Jesus Christ by the Holy Spirit. On the one
hand, these powers and abilities are often imparted to the be-
liever aiter his regeneration, and on the other, they may have
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been natural abilities, wrought over, rectified and consecrated
by the Holy Spirit. The Charismata are given for the express
service of the church of the Lord Jesus Christ and the kingdom
ot God.

CHARISMATA, TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT.
The Charismata mentioned in the New Testament can be

divided into two classes. There seem to be some gifts bestowed
in the Apostolic age that evidently were meant to be temporary
only. The gift of the Apostles, its office and its powers, was a
temporary gift to the church. The gift of tongues and its
concomitant, the interpretation of tongues, the power to work
miracles, certain gifts of healing and others were undoubtedly
gifts of a temporary nature. They ceased at a time when the
body of Christ could prosper without them. Others, however,
would say that they ceased because oi the worldliness of the
church.

There are other Charismata, however, that have been per-
manent with the church throughout ail the centuries. Pro-
phets, evangelists, pastors, teachers, men and women of faith
to do a great work, are all designated as Charismata of Christ
to the church, and all these and others have ever remained her

Furthermore, it would seem that there has been a
eradual adding of these gifts to the church as time passed on.
The deaconship, its office and the power to fulfill the duties, is a
Charisma. The four danghters of Philip, the evangelist, were
endowed with New ‘Testament Charismata. Phebe, the deacon-
ess of the church at Cenchrea, was an additional Charisma.
We could continue, were it necessary, to show that the Charis-
mata of the church did not cease with the Apostolic age. They
were not, aS was once maintained to be, the ‘‘ peculiare privile-
giuim ecclesiae apostolical et primitive,’’ but are rather in a large
measure the constant, the permanent gifts of Christ to his
church. And we may add that the gifts have changed in
accordance to the spiritual needs of the church at various times.

THE CHARISMATA AMONG OUR CHRISTIANS,

According to our definition of Charismata it is evident that
there are such among our Chinese Christians. To deny this
were to admit that our missionary efforts of the past century
have been a failure and that God had not called a spiritual
organism into being among the Chinese, The failure of a
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congregation of believers of the Lord Jesus Christ to supply for
the spiritual needs of each other and for the spiritual needs of
the body as a whole would indicate that they were not fulfilling
the requirements of a New Testament church. The latest
physiology teaches us that the human body has no superfluous
members, and so we may say that no person called in Christ
Jesus, and thus becoming a member of His spiritual body, 1s
without some spiritual endowment—a Charisma—and by the
exercise of which he 1s to add to the benefit and upbutlding of
the whole body. As the failure of a member of the human
body to fulfill its function may ultimately result in disordering
the whole body, so also 1s 1t the case with the spiritual body of
Christ. If the members exercise their spiritual gifts then the
whole Christian church will be in a robust and healthy
dition.

To what extent are the spiritual gifts exercised among our
Chinese brethren ? J am persuaded that we are able to see the
results of the work of the Holy Spirit through our Chinese
Christians in a more direct manner than in the average church-
member in the home land. Jt seems to me that the most pre-
valent Charisma given to the young church in China is that of
the New Testament prophecy, that 1s, the ability to preach the
truths of the gospel of Christ. Have we not all of tts been often
astonished at their boldness of utterance? I know it is often
done in a way that we would not do it, but what zeal is con-
stantly shown by our converts in telling the old old story of Jesus
and salvation? In and about their homes, on the roads of
travel, in the shops, at ‘the markets, the gospel is preached by
our Chinese Christians without money and without price. And
this Charisma, it would seem, is logically the most urgent
one of all at the present time; hence it has been given to
20 Many.

Another Charisma among the Chinese Christians is that of
a great child-like faith which at times causes the missionary
to seli-examination and long for something like it. The
organization of such native missionary societies as the ‘' Hing
Hua’’ in the Fokien province and similar societies under the
entire control of the Chinese in various parts of China, seems to
indicate that the Chinese churches have the Charismata of
Administration, of workings and of helps. The native church
has already produced a host of able evangelists, pastors and
teachers. { think it 1s a fact that most all of the Charismata
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which we designated as permanent have already appeared among
the Chinese Christians.

In regard to such Charismata which are designated as
temporary it 1s more difficult to say, to any degree of certainty,
whether there are such among the young churches. The faith
of the native brethren 1n such miraculous powers as casting out
evil-spitits and the healing of the sick by prayer, is so sublime
that it seems quite wrong to doubt ; nevertheless it is our duty
to be very circumspect in such matters. Should there be such
Charismata really present among some of the churches it 1s
evident from history that they will be but temporary and that
other gifts, perhaps less attractive in themselves, but more
substantial towards the building up of the church, will take
their places.

The subject which at the present time is demanding the
attention of our missionary societies and which will do so
jnicreasingly as the years pass on, 1s the question of self-support
of the native churches. I do not think that the Chinese
Christians are behind any of the Asiatic people in their effort
to support their own work. But the question of getlzng the
people to raise money for their own local church ts not the
amportant point at alt, It is possible tnder the present political
condition of China to have a small church pay a good salary
for a pastor and a school-teacher and raise money enough and
more to meet all other local expenses and at the same time all
the members and adherents of that church may be lacking
true spiritual life,—worse, they may even despise it. They
may have united with the Christian congregation with the
same motive that I have when I have my house insured against
fire. In such a case a missionary could report a self-supporting
church or congregation, but that is about all that could be said
of it favorably. Far better were it if it could be said the little
church did not raise more that one dollar, but that it was a
self-sustaining, 1.e., selfi-feeding church. It is a mistake to urge
a paid ministry too strenuously upon our little churches. We
all desire of course to see the little churches grow in numbers
and become independent of foreign mission money. How can
this be attained and yet avoid the dangers connected with the
problem ? The Apostolic churches were not in any great need
of money to carry on the spiritual work in their localities ; in
fact it appears that money was a matter of no importance to
them. They were more concerned with the far more profitable
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question of Spiritual gifts and how ta serve the church in a
proper way. Again we repeat that a congregation of believers
of the Lord Jesus Christ constitutes a spiritual organism and that
as such Christ has given the members of the organism spiritual
giits for the self-sustenance of the whole body. These giits
may not be of a high character in their outward expression at
hrst ; indeed to the spiritually developed missionary they must
appear unimportant, but such as they are they will be helpful
towards the upbuilding of the faith and spiritual life of the other
met bers. Perhaps one may have the gift of singing; he will
be sought after constantly ; it is for him to render that service.
Another may be able to read the Bible understandingly ; let him
be a constant comforter to the whole Christian band. Another
or several others may have the gift of prophecy or exhortation, to
serve the church; other gifts along such lines as these men-
tioned will make a congregation quite independent of paid
workers if: such persons cannot be had. Such a humble service
of the Christians will strengthen the spiritual side of the church
as nothing else can.

In carrying out this policy we must of course be certain that
in the congregation left without an evangelist or pastor there
are at least a number of regenerated men present ; otherwise it
will be impossible to obtain any good results. The work must
be on a scriptural basis before scriptural methods can be adopted.

Thus by recognizing the spiritual gifts among our Chinese
brethren and urging them to make use of them, I believe we
have adopted the principles of the New Testament to help us
towards the solution of the problems connected with the planting
and training of the local churches in China. This method does
not help to develop a system of perpetual foreign missionary
supervision over the native churches, but it may be all the more
valuable for that reason. Our work in China is only a tempor-
ary One, The Charisma of the foreign missionary 1s temporary.
ft 1s for us to adopt the principle of Saint John the Baptist, ‘J
must decrease, but He must increase.’’ If we do, our work will
stand the ultimate test oft fire. I. Corinthians 111: 12-15.

And finally the most important of the whole discussion of
the subject of Charismata is that this truth be recognized by our
Chinese brethren to the end that each member of the body of
Christ stir up the gift that 1s in him. There 1s a possibility of
growth in the Charismata. They ate not given to a member
once for all time, never to be added to or taken away. Hor this
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reason the Apostle Paul put Timothy in remembrance to stir
up the gift of God within him. It has been the observation of
many that the men who have made use of their spiritual gifts
while ordinary church members, were 1n due time also the very
men who were gradually led by the Holy Spirit to devote their
whole lives to the gospel ministry of the Lord Jesus. We ali long
for a spiritual ministry for our Chinese churches, but the constant
reference to the monetary aspect of the ministry 1s not conducive
to making the office primarily spiritual. The emphasis, however,
that each brother make use of his Charisma—his spiritual gift—
must promote the spiritual element of the Christian ministry.

It is in this one fact in the Christian Endeavor Movement
that we have the secret of its success. Truly the development of
the spiritual gifts of all our young people is a high and worthy
1171. There can be no higher than that. Let it be the aim of
the Christian church in China to insist that this truth, the deve-
lopment of the Charisma, the spiritual gift of each believer, must
be attained. It was the neglect of this truth in the home
churches that finally caused the organization of the Young
People’s Societies. We in China, however, must not delegate
the functions of the church proper to a society however worthy
or well recommended it may be.

Let the missionary also beware of expecting too much from
our improved educational institutions. They will not prove to
be the source of a spiritual ministry. The local church must
remain to be the source of this supply. Our educational
institutions are iounded to develop the gifts of young men
called of God to preach the gospel of Christ. The young men
who make use of their Charisma in their homes and villages are
the hope of our churches. They, though they be but tillers of
the soil, will become the evangelists, pastors and leaders of the
native church of China. We are not advocating a church system
along the line of the Quakers and Plymouth Brethren, but we do
emphasize the duty of each church member to render a spiritual
service to the Body of Christ. We do so for several reasons -—

Furst. Because of the spiritual development of the church-
member himself.

Secondly. For the spiritual welfare of the local church as
a body.

Lhirdly. For the maintaining of a spiritual ministry.
Fourthly. Because it is the New ‘Testament method of

Church planting and training.
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Educational Department.
REV. J. A. Aatzior.

Conducted in the interests of the ‘“‘ Educational Association of China.”’

Mandarin Romanized.
EV. F. EK. MEIGS, Chairman of the Committee on Man-

darin Romanization, sends the following interesting
communication :—

The friends of Mandarin Romanization will be glad to hear
of the progress being made by the Committee. J am glad to
be able to report what 1s to the Committee quite satisfactory
PIOgTess. A meeting was held in Tseng-chow-fu in February.
Four members attended. Untortunately Mr. Lowry, of Pao-ting-
fu, could not be present. He has, however, from the beginning,
given his hearty support to the work, and by correspondence we
have had the benefit of his most wholesome advice. I¢ ig
to be regretted that he has recently been compelled to return to
America on account of fatling health. He would have been
able to render invaluable aid in introducing the standard system
into the Peking districts. The meeting continued two weeks.
The tentative work done by the Committee at the previous
meeting met with such general favor that it was not thought
advisable to make many changes. It was fully agreed that it
will be thought necessary to greatest efficiency to make some
changes, but these can be made gradually as the demand arises,
without hindrance or harm to the system. There is so great
demand for the immediate promulgation of the system that the
Committee feel that there should be no further delay.

The greater part of the time at the meeting was occupied
in preparing manuscripts for our future publications. In the
very near future there will be published a Primer, a Syllabary
containing an introduction and a list of 6,000 characters (all of
the characters in Baller’s dictionary) with the Stezdard Spelt-
ings and tone-marks, and the four gospels in the Standard
system. The gospels will be published by the B. and F. Bible
Society, the others by the Educational Association. Arrange-
ment has also been made for the publication of a monthly pe-
riodical in Romanized. The first number will be issued in April.
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It 1s expected that these publications will all be ready by

the beginning of the summer. It now remains to be seen whe-
ther there will be a rush for these publications. The sticcess
of the system will depend upon the enthusiasm and determina-
tion with which we go at the work of introducing it. Some
schools have already introduced it with good results. While

there will be lack of enthusiasm and adverse criticism in some
quarters, the Committee feel sure that there is a sufficiently
large number who believe that there is a great field in Christian
work for Romanization to give the system a fair trial. All
that is needed is a fair trial. It will work anywhere. Tf the
missionary body stand by it, 1t will go. Send correspondentce
to Kev. D. W. Lyon, Y¥. M. GC. A., Shanghai,

The Next Triennial Meeting.

[cr china is preparing for its uext meeting
HE Executive Committee of the Educational Association

The following circular letter 1s being sent out by a
Sub-committee appointed to prepare a plan for the meeting :—
To the Members of the Educational Association of China -

The triennial meeting of the Association in May, 1905,
promises to be an event of unusual interest. Your Executive
Committee have taken tentative steps toward planning the pro-
Pramme. We present herewith the outline plan and invite
your comments, with additional suggestions.

DAILY SESSIONS.

Foretioons—Department Conferences and Committee Meet-
Ligs.

Afternoons—General Sessions and Discussions.
Evenings—‘‘ Inspirational’ sessions :—Addresses, Lecture,

Concert.

Notst.—Probably two morning sessions will suffice for the
departments and committees, leaving the forenoon of Saturday
for general business session.

DEPARTMENTS.

We suggest the following departments of educational work
as stiffictently tmportant and specialized to warrant teachers
especially interested in them in organizing for special discussion
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of their peculiar problems :—Kuindergarten, Normal, English,
Industrial, Music, Romanized Colloquial, Science, Day-schools,
Work among Women aud Girls, Medical, Theological.

GENERAL SESSIONS.

Among topics of paramount and general interest, requiring
careful consideration, we suggest the following :—Buible Study
and Christian Associations, Supplementary Reading, the Need
of an Educational Magazine, Relations with Chinese Teachers’
Associations, the Teaching of Chinese, the Need of specially pre-
pared Text-books for teaching Modern Subjects in English.

‘INSPIRATIONAL FEATURES.
We suggest that one or two eminent speakers from abroad

be secured—for example, a leading educationist of Japan or of
the Philippines or leader of thought in Great Britain or America;
also that a high-grade stereopticon lecture be provided, treating
of a great period or place or person; also that one evening be
given to a recital and concert, in which the best musical talent
in China, so far as available, shall be enlisted.

EXHIBITS.

Steps have been taken toward securing the Chinese Educa-
tional Exhibit (which has recently been forwarded to the St.
Louis Exposition) for exhibition in Shanghai during the
triennial.

The exhibit of text-books is to be much more extensive
and complete than ever before. Selected ‘‘libraries!’ of books
for supplementary reading are also projected as a part of the
book exhibit.

I. Please state in which department or departments you
are especially interested and nominate suitable persons to prepare
provisional programmes for the same.

Le What subjects would you suggest for discussion in the
general sesstons and what persons to discuss them ?

3. Please suggest the names of eminent persons from
abroad who are likely to be in the east next year and who
might conveniently be secured for addresses at the triennial.

4. Whom would you suggest to take part in a musical
programme !

5. Other suggestions.
(Signed)
Address
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Will you kindly favor us by filling in so many of the

blanks on the enclosed sheet as may be convenient and returning
jt in the enclosed envelope without delay ¢

Faithfully yours,
C. M. LAcy SIvsEs,
HELEN LEE RICHARDSON,
F, CLEMENT COOPER,

Sub-Committee on Iniennial Programme.

Educational Association of China.
MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

THE Committee met at McTyeire Home, Friday, March ath,
1904, at 5 p.m. Present : DOr. Parker, Chairman, Dr. Sites
and Mr. Silsby ; also, upon invitation, Dr. F. L. Hawks Pott.

The meeting was opened with prayer, and minutes of last meeting
read and approved.

The Committee to which was referred a proposition from the
Commercial Press regarding their educational publications recom-
mended the following reply, which was adopted by the Executive
Committee :—

The Executive Committee will be pleased to place upon the
Association’s catalogue any educational publications which have
been approved by the Publication Committee.

The Secretary was authorized to publish such blanks as Prof.
Gee may desire for use in collecting information for a new directory.

The Sub-committee on Plan for the next ‘Triennial Meeting re-
ported. Their plan was discussed and approved provisionally, and
the Committee was requested to prepare a circular In accordance
with the terms of the report. The Committee then adjourned.

J. A. SILsBy,
wecrelary.

Notes.

ADVANCE steps in the Young Men’s Christian Assocta-
tions of China, Korea, and Hongkong during the year
1903, is one of the most interesting and encouraging

reports of successful work we have read for many a day. ‘The
work of the Associations is very largely educational, and the
large attendance at the evening classes is a notable feature of the
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work at all the leading centres. We note among the subjects
taught in these schools, English, German, French, Japanese,
Mandarin, book-keeping, shorthand, arithmetic, commercial
correspondence and music. As yet the Russian language does
not seem to have found a place in the list of studies! There
are thirty-six College Associations with a membership of 1,772,
1,008 of whom are active members ; the strongest feature of this
work being that of the Bible Study Department. At Hong-
kong, Shanghai, Tientsin, Peking, Nanking, Chefoo, and Seoul
the Associations have eleven foreign and five Chinese Secretaries
giving their whole time to the work, in addition to the General
and Editorial Secretaries of the General Committee. The
Y. M. C. A. is doing a splendid work and is helping greatly to
systematize and make effective the Christian work among the
students of our educational institutions. It deserves the hearty
co-operation of all educationists.

Lessons on Chinese Ffistory (ee ] 8), in two volumes, by
Yao Tsu-i, M.A., and published by the Commercial Press, is
another useful book in the Common School Text-book series
which is being published by this enterprising publishing house.

Correspondence.
THE VELLOW RACE “ ALLIANCE.”
Zo the £aitor of
(Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Sir: In the February
number of the Missionary Kevicw
of the World 1s an article by Dr.
Richard, entitled The Forces
which are molding the Future of
China,”’ in which occur the fol-
lowing passages: Thus the
yellow race, China and Japan,
has formed an alliance to resist
the rising power of the white
race, with the purpose of crush-
ing it under foot.’’ Ustherto
Mission Boards have been satis-
fed with starting elementary
schools. If they had founded
only one grand university instead
of the hundreds and hundreds of

petty primary schools, China
might have been almost won to
Christ by now.” ‘While the
yellow race alliance is formed
with hatred as its chief motive,
with organizations throughout
non-Christian Asta to instil this
poison of hatred ior the destruc-
tion of a race, etc.”’ Where Dr.
Richard gets his authority for the
first and third of these assertions
tg tnore than I can fathom. He
may have sources of information
that I have not, but, personally,
1 do not believe in the existence
of any such ‘‘ alliance,’’ and very
much doubt that Japan has anystich intention. As to that
‘‘erand university,’’ I have tried
to think of it and imagine who
ever could have done it, or how,
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or where, but my imagination
fails me utterly. Perhaps Dr.
Richard will enlighten us.

Yours truly,
TRUTH SEEKER.

THE MARTYRS MEMORIAL.
Lo the of
‘STs CHINESE RECORDER.’

DEAR Sire: I was very giad to
see in the letter of the Tientsin
correspondent of the Datly News
on the r5th of March an ex-
pression of opinion as to the
propriety of putting up the pro-
posed Martyrs’ Memorial in
Shanghai, which coincides ex-
actly with thoughts that have
been in my own mind since the
subject has been broached, and I
think it would be very well to
have the subject of site discnssed
before it is too late. 1 feel sure
there are many who feel as the
Tientsin correspondent and his
friends do. One feels a hesitancy
in saying a word against a pro-
ject for the perpetuation of the
memory of those who gave up
their lives for Christ and China,
but it is really a question whe-
ther it will accomplish that pur-
pose. Would not hospitals or
other benevolent institutions 1m
some of places where the blood of
the martyrs was shed, be much
more appropriate as a witness of
the love and devotion of those
who suffered all things for the
sake of the gospel?

I wish that paragraph in the
letter referred to above could be
reprinted in the RECORDER with a
call for an expression of opinion.

Y am aware ot the fact that a
hall for the large gatherings of
Chinese Christians in Shanghai
is a very desirable thing, and
wouid be a witness to the essen-
tial unity of Protestant mission-
aries, but fail to see any connec-
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tion with a Martyrs’ Memorial in
such a butiding.

I believe that if it was discon-
nected with the latter idea, a less
expensive building could be put
up, with or without offices and
smaller halls for the various pur-
poses mentioned in the appeal.
[ am heartily in sympathy with
the objects aimed at, and espect-
ally think we should have me-
morials of the martyrs, and that
the Christian churches should
be asked to give of their means
for appropriate memortals. I
should be sorry to see this project
negatived and nothing else done.

P, S.—I expressed my opinion
to the committee, as it was my
duty to do, last summer when my
opinion was asked.

Yours truly,
LOUISE S. ABBEY.

MARTYRS’ MEMORIAL.
To the F:ditor of
‘Tae CHINESE RECORDER.’

DEAR SIR: 25,000 coptes of the
appeal to Chinese Christians, pre-
pared by the Native Literature
Committee, have been issued
from the press and posted to
missionaries all over the empire
for the information of our Chinese
hnrethren. The following was the
first letter received tn response to
the circular >—

‘“As suggested by the Com-
mittee of the Martyrs’ Memorial
we had a collection from our few.
Christians here last Sunday. We
have only two poor members and
half a dozen etiqttirers, so the
collection only amounted to two
dollars, which I am sending here-with. hope that large churches
will have good collections, so
that the Chinese will have a big
shere in this work.’’

We take this as a hopeful
augury that the native church
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will nobly do its part. Their
giving will certainly not be less
in proportion to their means than
that of their foreign teachers.

Lhe paper on Chinese Martyrs,
prepared by Pastor Kranz for
the Shanghai Missionary Associa-
tion and printed by request of
the Association, has been tran-
slated, and will be issued in its
Chinese form soon. It will make
a book about the size ot the
Gospel by Mark and will be sold
at cost price. Missionaries should
see that their native helpers and
leading Christians possess a copy
of this pamphlet. The Chinese
church will be infinitely poorer
1f she does not cherish as a price-
less heritage the memory of thosewho laid down their hves for
Jesus sake.

The Secretary writes from New
York that he is being prospered
by the good hand of our God
him in bringing the scheme
before the home churches. He
urges that we must see to it that
China does her part. Lhe people
at home say: ‘fA memorial to
the martyrs who laid down their
lives in China ! Yes, to be sure,
well help. But this concerns
most the missionaries and Chris-
tians in China. What do they
feel aboutit? And how much
does their feeling amount to in
4s. d.”’ Let us give Mr. Mac-
Gillivray a satisfactory answer to
these practical questions.

JOHN DARROCH,
secretary Native Literature

{ omunittee.

“maT THEY ALL MAY BE ON®.,”’
Ze the Ladtitor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: ‘The article in the
January number of the RECORD-
ER, on ‘‘ The Outlook in China
for 1904,’’ contains these words:

‘But the foreign missionary is,
from the nature of the case,
tentative and transitory. We
establish the church, and when
in the course of time it becomes
self-supporting and seli-govern-
ing, our duties cease.’

May I ask, when that time
comes what do we wish to leave
behind? A land where all our
sad divisions are perpetuated ?
A divided, weakened, costlychurch? A church which has
mot helped to answer the prayerof the Saviour we love ‘that
they all may be one’’ ? Or, shall
we leave a solid, united church,
of one name, of one form, as well
as one taith and love, to win
this mighty land to Christ in the
cheapest (1 speak of Lives and of
power, more than of money) the
surest, the most Christ-like way ?

We Westerners all mourn our
unhappy divisions, but alas, some
of us only go-so far as to think,
li only all Christians belonged to
my denomination, how nice it
wotld be !

J cannot hope to live long
enough to see our Western church-
es united in one, but have not
we who come out here ‘ con-
strained by the love of Christ”
enough of that love to be content
to win these people for Him and
not for our churches? Having
ied them into the fold shall we
not teach them to gather as one
flock under the great Shepherdwith no enemy-built walls be
tween them?

YT have been moved to write
thus, not because of the words
in your article, but because this
aiternoon I have had a conversa-
tion with a very active member
of the Chinese Christian Union,
who has established here a branch
of the society similar to that in
shanghai. My whole heart is
with the Chinese in this endea-
vour to take steps towards estab-
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lishing a Christian church for the
whole of China, and I believe it
is possible to formulate a schemeby which it may be done.
By uniting what is best in our
denominations, and yielding some
non-essentials, a possible perfect
whole may be attained.

May I submit the following
suggestions to the consideration
of abler and wiser mussionaries,
in order that this question may
be thought and prayed over with
a definite plan in view.

It may be taken under the three
following heads :—

t. Church Government.
tl. Sacraments.
Tl. Form of Service.

I. Church Government. (a).
Let there be in each district a
chief pastor as the friend, advi-
sor, and leader of the under-shep-
herds.

(b). Pastors, in charge of each
church, to administer the sacra-
ments, preach the Word and care
for the sheep.

(c). Under-shepherds or dea-
cons, who preach and teach under
the oversight of the pastors,

(d). Lay-helpers, also under
the oversight of the pastors, who
teach in Sunday and day-schools,
preach in open air, expound the
Word in houses, efce. These not
to be appointed to any charge
but may pursue their ordinary
avocations, and by study and
faithful labour fit themselves for
the position of deacons or may
remain as lay-helpers.

Lay-helpers to be chosen by
the congregation.

Under-shepherds to be chosen
from the lay-helpers by vote and
on condition of their having pass-
ed certain examinations either in
colleges or as may be consider-
ed best.

Under-shepherds to be expect-
ed to go forward and take higher
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examinations, ‘'' Let these also
first be proved’’ and ‘‘ then let
them use the office of” pastor
‘“ being found blameless.’’ Being
‘appointed thereto’’ by the lay-
ing on of hands.

Chief pastors selected by choice
of a body of the most godly and
experienced pastors, being set
apart by the laying on of hands
of his brethren in Itke position.

Il. Sacraments. The Lord’s
Supper to be administered as shall
be decided hereafter; the bread
and wine being given by the
pastor, or to be handed from one
to the other, kneeling or sitting
as shall be decided most fitting.

Baptism, to be optional as re-
gards adult or intant, immersion
or sprinkling.Til. Order of Service. As
worship, tor an established body
of Christians, a modihed form
of the Anglican service to be
used with provision for extem-
pore prayer;r,

Evangelistic services of simpler
form tor the heathen.

Horm of admission service for
those baptised as infants, such
as the Anglican Confirmation
service.

Lastly, how can such a great
change be effected? I would
suggest that as each church be-
comes self-supporting it should
also become a part of the great
united Chinese church of the
future.

These remarks are only intend-
ed as a suggestive outline, and
in the hope that they may con-
tribute somewhat to the solving
of the problem which is occupy-
ing the minds of so many of the
leaders of the Christian church
in China to-day.

Yours truly,
N. BARNETT.
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Our Book Table.
The Commercial Press have

again demonstrated their enter-
prise—this time im isstung a
Pocket Pronouncing Dictionary,
Eniglish atid Chinese. The book
is 43% inches by 3% and 1%
inches thick, and contains 1,273
pages, besides List of Abbrevia-
tions used in writing; List of
Comtnon Phrases from the Latin,
Frerich, etc., with translations
and Arbitrary Signs used ith writ-
ing and printing. So far a8 we
have examined, the work seems
well and accurately done, and
though no doubt fault might be
found in some places, if one were
disposed to be critical, yet on the
whole the work 1s very creditably
done. Price, $1.00.

Bl 32 98 th. Grace Abounding. Tran-
slated by Rev. C. W. Allen. Shang
hai; The Chinese Tract Society,
{go04,

We are glad to see the Life of
john Bunyan appear in Chinese,
and in Chinese so simple that he
that runneth may read. The
translator has létt out some
parts which perhaps will be an
improvement for the Chinese
reader. Deep conviction of sin
and strong religiotis impressionsare what the Chinese church
needs more than anything else.
Under the blessing of the Spiritthis book will lead the natives
to a realization of their needs
as well as show them the power
of God in saving the most
abandoned sinner, ‘he book is
for sale at the Presbyterian
Mission Press.Ruskin’s Broom Merchant. Translated

by Miss Laura M. White. Price
eight cents. Diffusion Society.
This story of Swiss peasant life

has been taken from a collection
of novelettes called the Mirror of
Peasants, written in German by
Gotthelf, a Swiss evangelical
clergyman.

Ruskin, who translated the lit-
tle romance into English, says of
Cotthelf :—

‘© think him the wisest man,
take him all in all, with whose
writings I am yet acquainted.
His works show the most whole-
some balance of the sentimental
and rational faculty I have ever
yet met in literature.”

‘The author shows wus in the
sturdy broom maker’s home-lte,
with his contented, helptul wife
and shrewd little mother, that the
sumnum. bonum of existence is
to be found in the three-fold love
of God, of people, and of work.

Things Chisiese, or Notes corinected.with China. By J. Dyer Ball
M.R.A.S. Fourth edition. Revised
atid enlarged. Kelly and Walsh.
For sale at the Presbyterian Mission
Press, Price $7.50.

‘Lhe fact that a work of this sort
has reached the fourth edition,
speaks well for the manner in
which the author has performed
his task, and indicates that the
book has come to stay. A descrip-
tion of ‘' Things Chinese ’’ leads
more or less into the territory of
‘¢ Chinese Characteristics,’’ but
Mr. Bali has treated the subject so
differently trom the author of that
work, afd has withal arranged
the topics treated of 1n alphabetic
al order so as to make the work
very easy of reference, that the
two books are by no means alike.
Turning to Protestant Missions
we are pleased to see that the
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author is no skeptic in this line,
for he speaks of the ‘‘ wonderful
progress’’ which has been made.
We could wish, however, that in
a book published in 1903, ‘he
could have given more accurate
information than to say that °** at
the present day there must be in
round ntimbers 40,000 or more
cotnmunicants.’’ Three times
this figure would have been near-
er the truth. Generally, how-
ever, Mr. Ball’s representations
are accurate and the book is a>
valuable addition to one’s library
on China.

all-wise and all-powerful provid-
-enCce. The proud philosopher is
transformed into an humble he-
hever.

Picciola, or the Prison Flower. ‘Tran-
slated into Chinese by Miss Laura
M. White. Price thirty cents. Prub-
lished by the Diffusion Society.
This exquisite French classic

has immortalized the name ot its
author, Xavier Saintine, and was
translated into English as one
of the masterpieces of foreign
literature.

The hero of the story, Char-
ney, 2 young French count, is a
wealthy dilettante of learning and
culture, but whose agnostic phi-
losophy brings him to the in-
evitable conclusion of the great
pessimist : ‘Vanity of vanities,
all 1s vanity.’”

Disbelieving in love, either of
God or man, he nevertheless
adopts philanthropy as his pro-
fession. Socialistic tendencies re-
sult in a political plot, which being
reported to Napoleon, Charney is
committed to prison for lite.

Deprived of books, the couwnt’s
only pastime was. the daily walk
m his prison court. One morning
he noticed a tiny sprout pushing
its way up between two tiles into
his prison world. Day by day
the growing plant revealed to his
scientific mind new marvels untit
the miracles of plant and insect
life convert. him to 2 belief in an

Fe, il FA HE SE ee. International Bible
Reading Association. Sunday
school Union. Presbyterian Mis-
sion Press. Published by the In-
ternational Bible Reading Associa-
tion, 1904.
This is a translation of the

Daily Readings of this Assocta-
tion for 1904. It is made by Rev.
John W. Paxton, of Chinkiang,
at the request of Mr. C. Waters,
the Hon. Secretary. The tran-
slator says :—

lf 2a suficient number of friends
express interest in, and propose to use
this system of Bible Readings tn their
work, we may hope to issue it in good
time for 1905, and in addition to in-
corporate ‘*Hints’’ explanatory of
the Readings for each day, and also
to issue membership cards to every
person desiring to unite in this me-
thod of Bible reading.

As an organization this Association
was commenced in the year 1882, and
has since been steadily growing in
popularity and usefulness the world

Its object is to promote Bible read-
ing in the family and for individuals,
by providing a method whereb the
reading may be rendered intelligent
and profitable. It also aims to elp
teachers and scholars im thetr study
of the Sunday School Lesson.

The plan is topical; the Interna-
tional Lesson for the following Sunday
being the subject for the week. This
is read, usually, on Monday, and the
reading portions for the other daysare chosen for their relation to the
subject and their suitability for home
and family reading.

Mr. Paxton, whose excellent
translations of the lessons ap-
pear weekly m the Chinese Chrts-
tian Intelligencer, 18 an authority
on Chinese Sunday School Les-
sons, and this book of Daily
Readings will prove a help to all
who make use of it in the school,
church or home.
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By Rev.
Shanghai:

Our Book Table.

A Sketch of Chinese History.
EF, L,. Hawks Pott, D.D.
Kelly and Walsh, Limited.
The above work, although

evidently issued some time last
year, has just come to our notice,
and we hasten to make known
its salient teatures to those who
have not had the beneht of its
perusal. To understand its pecu-
liar place and usefulness we re-
quire to look at it in relation to
other histories of China in Eng-
lish. Rev. J. Macgowan’s His-
tory of China is practically a
reproduction of Chinese standard
history. Whilst full, almost to
repletion and tediousness, of de-
tails of happenings, it gives to the
persevering student as he trudges
past the many milestones a pecu-
liar acquaintance with Chinese
character and ali that has gone
to its upbuilding, which could
be gained in no other way. Dr.
Faber’s Chronological Hand-book
of the History of China does not
attempt to treat history as ‘‘some-
thing which has happened,’’ but
as an active manifestation of the
Chinese mind. Erom the scnol-
arly and shrewd exhibition of
the development of human hfe in
all its manifestations, evil as well
as good, we learn something of
God’s over-ruling, how sin ts at
the root of every evil, and much
else that the author hoped the
Chinese readers would ponder
over and help to carry into prac-
tice as far as possible. Boulger’s
Short History of China (a work
of nearly 500 pages) and his still
tore ponderous earlier work need
hardly be noted in this comparti-
son, as the author was not ac-
quainted with the Chinese lan-
guage and literature, had evi-
dently not lived in China, and
was obliged to get most of his
information second hand.

Whilst we appreciate the value
of the information and illumina-

tion that comes from the laborious
study of Mr. Macgowan’s work,
and give a high place to the
inspiration that comes from Dr.
Faber’s historical, theological
and psychological study, we feelthat Dr. Pott’s work has a
unique place in that its rapid,
wide-sweeping and sympathetic-
ally adjusted view so recognisesand notes the dramatic events
and serious transmutations that
the reader has fixed in his own
mind the paragraph and punctua-
tion divisions of the long long
story. Although the history 1s
concise the steps are definite and
the lessons apparent. And what
a history ! from the mythical and
legendary, past the halcyon days
of Yao and Shun, the establish-
ment of the first dynasty—the
Hsia, B. C. 2205, the feudal
period, the days of centraliza-
tion, the struggle with the Tar-
tars, the wars between the Three
Kingdoms, the contest between
the Mongols and the Chinese,
China under the Chinese, then
the Manchu conquest, down into
Division [IV which, by the way,
ig not indicated in the table of
contents, and which is signifi-
cantly entitled ‘‘ The Struggle
between the Chinese and West-
ern Kuropean Nations.”’

Going over its pages our mind,
in spite of the terseness of the
style, has been filled with pictures
of weak and powerful princes ;
rebellious and patient peoples ;
strong, good, and wicked women;
the famous trio (Lao Tzu, Confu-
cius, and Mencius) that rendered
the Chou dynasty memorable ;
extravagant, dissipated, cruel,
depraved, superstitious, weak,
and sometimes really good, Em-
perors ; but we must not let our
interest in the story told by Dr.
Pott interiere with what we ought
to say as to his manner of telling
it. Yet after ali, this interest that
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has run away with our pen is the
best commendation we can givethe author, He certainly has
succeeded in infusing life into
what in the preface he aims to
give: a concise outline of Chinese
history accenting the turning
points in the life of the nation.The value of the book is
ereatiy enhanced by the index at
the end. This might be am-
plied with advantage in future
editions ; for instance ‘‘ god of
war” miught be placed under
‘"god"’ or ‘“‘war’’ as well as
tinder bare ‘(Kuan T1.’’ Then
‘* destruction ef classical litera-
ture ’’ might be more tersely and
conveniently put tnder ‘“ book-
burning.” Whilst we feel sure
that the demand for the work,
among teachers especially, will

‘be great, we tear that the price
($3) debars it from wide use as
a text-book. Possibly in future
editions for general school use
the maps, although excellent,
might be omitted for economy’s
sake, G. M.,

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
China’s Young Men. Febru-

ary-March, 1904. In both Eng-
lish and Chinese. Generali Com-
mittee Y. M. C. A., Shanghai. ©

Annual Report of the Imperial
University of Skansi. Eirst issue.

In Preparation,
Before Mr. MacGillivray left

for home in the interests of the
Martyrs’ Memorial scheme he
published monthly in the REcorR-
DER a list of the books in eourse of
preparation by various mission-
aries, This was found very tse-
ful, as it enabled men in widely
separated stations to know what
others were doing and prevent-
ed overlapping. When leaving
Shanghai Mr, MacGillivray ask-

ed Mr. fohn Darroch, of Shansi
University Translation Depart-
ment, to contintie this work for
him. If those engaged in literary
work will kindly send a note to
Mr. Darroch, 9 Seward Road,
Shanghai, saying what books
they are translating or compiling,
a list will be published in the
RECORDER for the information
and gtiidance of all.
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1903. In both English and
Chinese. With half-tones of the
grounds and buildings.

Advance Steps in the Young
Men’s Christian Associations of
China, Korea and Hongkong
during the year 1903.

The twenty-eighth Annual
Keport of Central China Religious
Tract Society. Hankow.

Jubilee Notes. Being an
account of the Celebration of the
arrival in Foochow of Rev.
Charlies Hartwell, 1853-1902,
and the Hightieth Birthday of
Mrs. Hartwell.

CHINESE.

Hwa Mei Kiao Pao, ot Christian
Advocate, Organ of the Ameri-
can Methodist Missions. M onth-
ly. Rev. Y. Jj. Allen, D.D.,
Editor. Vol. 1x1, No. z. Methodist
Publishing House, Shanghai.

of the S. D.
Little Lord Fauntleroy. Tran-

slated by Laura M. White. 2
vols.

The Indian Empire; Its
Peoples, History and Products.
By Sir William Hunter. Trans-
lated Dy Jen Pao-lo. 6 vols.

Universal Civilization. By E. B.
Taylor. Edited by Dr. Timothy
Richard and Rey. W. G. Walshe.
4 vols,
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Editorial Comment.
SURELY few helds have ex-

perienced so chequered and
dramatic a history within

these last ten years as Man-
churia, the cradle of the dy-
nasty.

at

Act I. opens with a period of
decent obscurity-—-a time of
steady, quiet, hard-working
husbandry, which saw the
nucleus of a church formed in
all the leading centres of po-
pulation throughout the prov-
nce.

In Act I. the province be-
came the scene of the China-
Japan war of 1894-1895, which
opened the eyes of its inha-
bitants, not to mention the
outer world, to some refreshing
realities. In the course of it
Wylie was killed, Manchuria’s
first martyr ; Port Arthur and
Liao-tung were occupied and
only evacuated under pressure.

Act IT. saw the great inflow
when the kingdom of God was
taken by violence and the
Christian community rose to
well-nigh 30,000; the time
also of the coup and the
coming of the Trans-Siberian
railway.

In Act IV. the Boxers swept
the mission clean of every-
thing material, but the founda-
tion of God stands sure, and
the land has been sown broad-
cast with the blood-seed of the
church,

AND now begins the fifth and
last act of the drama, with
Japanese torpedoes rudely in-

terrupting the Russian wmid-
night revelries at Port Arthur.
(od alone knows what the
end will be, and with what
issues this war is fraught in the
economy of the kingdom of
righteousness. But of this we
may be sure that though the
church there may be on the
verge of a time of anxiety and
peril His plan of salvation can-
not be thwarted. Let God's
people everywhere join with
the redeemed in Manchuria in
one great petition for the com-
ing of the King.

* * *
‘Tare Manchurian mission-

aries generally are able to re-
main at their stations, although
in most cases their wives and
children, and the tnmarried
ladies in stations east of the
Liao river have removed for
the present to Tientsin. ‘This
iS in accordance with the desire
of the British Consul at New-
chwang, who issued a notice
strongly recommending that all
the ladies there should quit
the place for a time before the
opening of the port.

The pastors and evangelists
likewise are all at their posts
in the full expectation of “ see-
ing this matter through,’’ and
it is not likely that the regular
church services will be inter-
rupted. The mission college
at Moukden has not resumed
since the Chinese New Year
vacation, but the theological
class, which numbers twenty-
three this year, is to continue
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till the end of the usual session
gnaer Mr. Fulton. The air is
full of excitement, but there
has been no show of lawlessness
thus far on the part of the
Chinese.

x

Many of our readers, who
in passing through Shanghai
have worshipped in the Union
Church, will be interested in
hearing that Rev. GC. H.
Darwent, the hard-working
pastor, has gone home on a
well-earned furlough. The
many expressions of esteem and
goodwill which the departure
for home has evoked, bear
testimony to the tactfulness
and earnestness with which Mr.
DWarwent has ministered to a
congregation made up of va-
rious nationalities and many
denominations. in one of his
last appearances in Shanghai
Mr. Darwent referred to the
desire for, and enjoyment of,
‘Gospel Sermons’’ on the
part of his hearers, and our
readers need hardly be told he
was intensely interested in the
spreading of the #8 among
the Chinese.

x x x

Wr trust that Mr. Dar-
went’s advocacy of missionary
effort will bear fruit in leading
many foreign residents to look
into and sympathize with the
work of the missionary. Stich
a desire and such knowledge
wili be good for the new-comer,
who so readily takes on the
color and sentiments of his
etiviroument. Union Churches,
Christian Endeavor Societies,
Young Men’s Christian Associa-
tions, Seamen’s Missions, and

| April,

such like undertakings in the
outports ought to bring the
missionary and Christian busi-
ness man into kindly helpful
tonch. And we trust that in
the interior opportunities will
be afforded by our readers of
interesting the growing band
of nou-missionary foreign resi-
dents in their methods of work. |
How rapidly foreign residents
in the interior are increasing
was indicated by the fact
recently mentioned in the
N.-C. Daily News that there
are now twenty-six foreigners
resident in the Wei-hui-fu dis-
trict, Honan, in connection
with the Peking Syndicate.

MISSIONARIES are alwaysfor words of com-
mendation spoken by business
men and diplomats. The Bri-
tish Minister in Peking and
J. L. scott, Esq., of Shanghai,
have recently given utterance
to opinions regarding us that
should have great weight.
From a business point of view,
missionaries are a success, and
this ought to be apparent even
to those who spiritually are as
blind as bats and who cannot
appreciate the real good we are
doing. In an article on ‘* Mis-
sionaries’’ which appeared
recently in the best Enplish
newspaper in the Far East, the
writer seems to think that
interest in Missions at home is
on the wane and that people
are beginning to distrust the
missionaries themselves. He
even quotes an old ‘‘ grind”?
about Missionaries and Consuls
that has become so obsolete as
to be disagreeably odoriferous.
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It was wholly tnnecessary for
this same writer to mention the
fact that he had not been out
long.

APROPOS, we clip the follow-
ing from a paper just received
from home :-—

‘The war will bring into pro-
minence distinguished Japanesein whom we of the Reformed
Church have reason to be espe-
cially interested. For example:
Baron Komura, the Muikado’s
Minister of Foreign Affairs, who
negotiated with China in the
events leading to the war of
1894-95 and recently with Baron
De Rosen, the Czar’s envoy, was
for three years under the instruc-
tion of Dr. W. E. Grifiis, and.
his portrait may be seen on page
130 of ‘‘ Verbeck of Japan,’’
where he sits immediately on the
right of his teacher. Baron
Hayashi, Japanese Minister at
London, was for several years in
the household of Dr. T. C. Hep-
burn. Many of Verbeck’s pupils
are to-day high in ofhce, cham-
pions of the noblest principles ofcivilization.’’

Among the New Year honors
conferred by Lord Curzon, the
Viceroy of India, was that of the
Kaiser-}-Hind silver medal on
Rev. W. I. Chamberlain, Ph.D.,
of the American Arcot Mission,
Vellore.” The Katser-1-Hind
(Emperor of India) is an honorthat the Governor of India
confers on persons who have
rendered some special service to
the State and which 1s recognized
by giving a gold or silver medal.
Dr. Hume, of the Mahratta Mis-
sion, recetved a gold medal two
years ago for his service in ¢on-nection with the famine. Dr.
Hume and Dr. Chamberlain are
believed to be the only Americans

who have had these honors con- |
ferred upon them.

Among the many congratula-
tory telegrams and letters re-
ceived by Dr. Chamberlain was
the following from Lord Ampt-
hill, Governor of Madras Pre-
sidency :—

GOVERNMENT Housz,.
MADRAS, /anuary rst, 1902.

My DEAR SiR: Please accept my
sincere congratulations on the distinc-
tion which His Excellency, the Vice-
roy, has conferred on you. il am
aware that honorary distinction is not
sought after by men of your yocation,.
but, as it is only in such ways that the
Government can show their apprecia-
tion of good work for the welfare of
the people, I asked the Viceroy to
confer the Kaiser-i-Hind medal on.
yon.

American missionaries have done
much for the spiritual, mental and
physical welfare of the masses of
Southern India, and I hope that the
distinction which has been awarded to
you will, at any rate, be a sign to our
generous kinsmen in the United
States who support the misstons that.
the Madras government are grateful
for the voluntary and distuterested
co-operation. Wishing you a happy
New Year, Iam, yours faithfully,

AMPTHILY,.
x * *

A CO-WORKER sends us the
following stimulating message,
which we heartily endorse and
pass on to our readers :—

There is an ancient Chnsthan
exhortation coming down to
us from the days of the Cata-
combs, which can never be too
frequently sounded in the ears
of missionaries of all deno-
minations and departments:
“Tait up your hearts.’’ It
was followed by the response :
‘We lift them up unto the
Lord.’?’ We need to hear
such a call and to respond
to it every day. The task
of the three thousand mis-
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sionary workers in China
and Chinese regions ts happily
being carried on without per-
sonal persecution. But it 1s
possible for the solitude in
which some live, and the round
of duties falling to the lot of
others, to overarch the soul
auntil the worker loses the
grand, broad light of heaven.
He has his lamp and worships
by its light rather than by the
light of God’s own sunshine.
He rises it the thorning to
his daily duty ; but not always
to his daily privilege of letting
his soul expand in the infinite
ylow of the heavenhies. ‘The
presence that makes heaven
heaven does not always miorio-
polise and fll his outlook.
He seeks to be adequate for his
daily round rather than to
revel in the glowing fact of
a God who is adequate tothe utmost needs of this
vast empire. He needs above
all things to give his soul wings
and to lift up his heart unto
the Lord. The eagle wing is
granted as he waits on the Lord
for it. And with many of his
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thoughts claiming their home
in the Infinite, the strength to
run without weariness, and to
keep on walking without faint-
ness follows. (sod could never
be greater than He is at this
moment, He could never be
nearer to us than He 1s at this
moment. And we only need
a definite ardent adjustment of
soul to be caught up into that
realisation which ennobles all
service atid lends poetry and
music to our every toil. ‘The
missionary is working for the
Chinese, who are not always
responsive dnd inspiring. He
is working for a definite Mis-
sion or Committee or Board,
which may lend a touch of
home-feeling to his toil. But
above ali else, high above every
other consideration, ite is min-
istering to the King of glory,
serving the Lord Christ.
What possibilities of holy ex-
hilavation are there in this
great fact! Wherefore again
we would say to ourselves and
our readers: “Taft up your
hearts—unto the Lord.’?

Missionary News.
Attention is called to the fact

that in the Receipt for a Cheap
Blackboard, given in last month’s
RECORDER, the amount of shellac
should have been given as 1/4th
lb., instead of 1/4th oz.

On Sunday evenme, March
13th, the Rev. J. Miller Graham,
formerly of the Scotch Presby-
terian Mission, Manchuria, was
inducted as pastor of the Unton
Church, Tientsin. Thirty-five

years ago Union Church was
organised by the missionaries
American and British—residents
in ‘Lientsin, and for the first
twenty years of its history was
the only English church in the
settlement. ‘The services have
been condtucted by the local
missionaries, but during the past
ten years the English-speaking
community has grown rapidly
and the need for a pastor has
been increasingly felt. There 1s
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Opening of Medhurst
College.

‘Lhis new Anglo-Chinese Col-
lege, in connection with the
London Missionary society,
Shanghai, was formally opened
on Saturday, 12th March.

For some little time education-
a] work has been carried on
under very cramped conditions
by the London Mission at the
premises in Shantung Road. But
the magnificent work being done
by the St. John’s College, the
Nanyang College, and similar
institutions, has stimulated the
uldest Protestant Society of North-China to launch out in the
educational direction, and the
new college, named after the
founder of the mission at Shang-
hai, is the result. The college is
a long two-storey building in a
compound. On the ground floor
are some balf dozen bright and
airy class rooms with a hall or
chapel at the side. Above are
corridors of sleeping rooms tor
the forty-six resident pupils who
are to be" accommodated as a
beginning. ‘There 1s also a cheet-
ful little apartment which it 1s
intended to furnish as a college

wide scope in Tientsin for the
energies of the new pastor, and
high hopes are entertained that
under Mr. Graham's pastoral
charge Union Church will enter
on a period of enlarged useful-
ness. The Rey. Dr. Ross, Mr.
Graham’s former colleague, oth-
ciated at the induction service.
On the tollowing Tuesday a so-
cial was held in the Gordon Hail
to welcome the new pastor and
Mrs. Graham. The proceedings,
which were presided over by Dr.
Stanley, were of the heartiest des-
cription, and the new pastorate
has begun under very happy
auspices.

library.
the compound a residence has
been provided for the Principal,
the Rev. H. LI. W. Bevan. AMm-
ple space is available for the
extensions which it 1s confidently
expected will be required before
long.

After inspecting the buildings
the guests on Saturday assembled
in the hall, where Sir Pelham
Warren (H. B. M.’s Consul-
General), took the chair.

Addresses were delivered by the
chairman, Dr. Timothy Richard,
Mr. F. Anderson, Taotai Shén
Tun-ho, Dr. J. C: Ferguson, Dr.
Hdkins and Rev. 8. P. Begg, of
the London Mission in Calcutta.
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On the opposite side of

Lonpon MISSION,
KULANGSU, AMOY,

10 ihe £diter of
‘Tom CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Sik: I am enclosing here-with a Statistical Table of the
position of our London Mission
in this district for the past year,
which you may like to insert 1n
a forthcoming number of the
RECORDER. I have not gone to
the trouble of adding a general
statement, as the year now past
has been uneventful. The ge-
neral work of the Mission has
gone om without serious inter-
ruptions. The tet increase is
higher than for some _ years,
partly because of a larger num-
ber of baptisms, and also from
a slight tall in the death rate,
owing to less plague than in
some previous years.

There has been a great increase
in the amount of money sub-
scribed for all purposes; no less
than $600.00 more than 1902.
Indeed you will see that the total
Sum exceeds $20,000,000, which
is very large for a membership of
ali but 2,700 adults. Truly, the
spirit of generosity among our
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native Christians is most praise- Deaths of members during
worthy. Is it excelled in any the year

Net increase during Igoother province of China? For Scholars in boys’ schoolsit is the same in the other two Do. ingirls’ do.
Missions working with us in the IV. Money collected by the Nativesouthern part of Fukien—the SEL aS.
English Presbyterians and the For boys’ and girls’ schools $2,364.50
Reformed (Dutch) Mission oi Pastors’ and preachers’pF; salaries 5,491.30America tell the same _ tale. , church expetises and.
Would that the growth in grace new buildings, etc. 10,935.20
and spirituality were commensu-~ ,, the native missionary
rate with their growth in liber- work in Ting-chiu 789.90

Towards the mission hos-
ality | pitals, about

With kind regards,
I am,

Yours faithfully,
FRANK P. JOSELAND,

Secretary.
ABLE OF STATISTICS OF THE LON-
DON MISSIONARY SOCIETY, AMOY,

CHINA, FOR THE YEAR [903.
I. Foreign JAlisstonartes.
Clerical missionaries 5
Medica} do. (onealady doctor)...  ... 3Wivesof do. (one

at home)...
Unmarried lady do. (oneAt home)... sun wae 4

17
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106
£99
843
226

550,10

$20,132.00

WW. Native Agents.
Ordained native pastorsUnordained native Evan-

gelists and preachers
School teachers (boys’

schools)
Do. do. (girls’
schools)

Bible women

65

49

1h
1§

156
III. Churches, Members, Chtidren,

LC.
Separate church organ-

zations 53
Do. out-stations 44

Self-supporting churches
(entirely) a8

Do. do, ado.
(partially)

Church members and
communicants, adults 2,699

Baptized children 1,289
Enauirers anid adherents
Ad itions to membership

during 1903 356
Actual number of bap-

tisms (aduits } 407Do. do. (children) 197

Chinese Christians in
Manchuria.

Lhe following correspondence
will be interesting to all misston-
aries and will evoke the sympa-
thy and prayers of Christians
generally. It is written by a
missionary in Manchuria to the
editor of the CAristianx J/nteli-
gencer and bears the date March
1st :-—

‘‘T am vexed in one way to
have to announce to you that we
cannot manage the circulation of
the Chinese Christian Intelligencer
tn this piace any longer for the.
present. I was afraid it would
come to that, and yet I really
believe that the following pro-
posal of our people will, in the
providence of God, turn the
seeming misfortune into blessing.
....L cannot send you news on
account of the nsks of censorship.
We are getting letters only inter-
mittently by courier.

am afraid it may be supposed
that missionary work comes to
4 standstill here on account ot
the war. It cannot be too wide-
ly known that this’is by no
means so. Some forms of it of
course do. But there ts a deep
work of the Spirit going on in
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They are more
Missionary News.

men’s hearts.
than ever open to spiritual i1m-
pression by reason of the fact
that the usual worldly landinarks
to which men hold are being
swept away one after another in
tapid succession; and so they
are taught to look to a power
ahove the world. I believe that
the very Christ-—-the Messiah
they are all half consctously
yearning for—is to be born to
the people out of. this present
travail. Pray ior us!°’

A translation, mn part, of the
following appears in the CAznese
Christian intellugencer. It is by
the same writer and bears the
samne date :

You are probably aware that
we have now 280 regular sub-
scribers for the Wen Pao
(Christian Intelligencer) at this
station: but as the city has un-
fortunately become the base of
Russian military operations in
the war that has broken out, it
is now impossible for the paper
to reach us, much less to be
circulated. The subscribers, how-
ever, have already paid their
subscriptions up: to the t1ooth
issue, and some of them beyond.
It became necessary, therefore,
to make an arrangement with
them to refund the value of the
numbers still due.

Most of the subscribers are
Christians, and they were in the
city church last Sabbath for the
observance of the Lord’s Supper.
At the close of the service the
case was represented to them,
whereupon it was at once sug-
gested that this accident mightrather be turned to the fur-
therance of the gospel if each
subscriber would present the re-
maining numbers which he has
paid for to a brother somewhere
in the eighteen provinces not
affected by the war. ‘This proposal
was at once unanimously and

heartily agreed to by all present ;
and it was further resolved that
an arrangement be made locally
whereby all non-Christian sub-
scribers might be refunded in
full, so that the whole of the
280 copies, which under ordinary
circumstances would have come
to this city, might be available
for use in this way up to the
1o4th issue.

[ have therefore to request you
to take steps to carry this resolu-
tion of our people into effect by
distributing weekly these remain-
ing numbers as widely as possible
through missionaries, with the
request that they will present
them to native friends who are
not already subscribers, and that
they will explain to them the
circumstances under which they
are sent.

Our people have this two-fold
expectation in view :—

1. [hat the benefits which they
have hitherto been receiving
from the Z'ung Wen Pao may
be handed on to others; that its
circulation may be greatly
widened and its usefulness in
the gospel thus extended, for we
hope that the recipients of these
lew numbers will not only them-
selves become regular subscribers
thereby, but enlist others per-
haps even ten-fold.

2. That a praying circle may
thus be formed throughout the
empire, of Christians who wilf
intercede, without ceasing, for
their brethren in Manchuria
during this time of travail.

No names are to be mentioned,
but I am sure that it will bea
real encouragement to the native
donors if the recipients would
take some means individually to
acknowledge receipt, not so much
as an assurance that their resolu-~
tion is really being carried into
effect, but that they may know
the way in which they are being
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upheld in the Communion of
Saints.

We shali do our best to have
stich communications transmitted
through ‘‘ the sub-editors of the
Christian Intelligencer, Newchw-
ang.’’

Talking of ‘‘the Commiinion
of Saints’’ our people have just
been very much touched by
receiving a warm invitation from
a station 100 miles to the west
of us, offering a harbour of retuge
to any of our women and children
who may be in difhculties.
The invitation is to be considered
free tor three months at the
expense of our brethren there.

Yale Foreign Missionary
society.

The following letter is publish-
ed by request of the Secretary of
the Hunan Missionary Union :—
To the Hunan Missionary Con-

ference,
Chang-sha, China.

GENTLEMEN: We acknowledge
with profound gratitude the in-
vitation extended to our Society
by your body through Mr.
Thurston to unite in the work
of missions in China with the
Protestant organizations now in
Hunan, and in accepting the
offer made to us 1n So generous 2
spirit of Christian comity we
realize with the honor conferred
upon the Yale Foreign Mission-
ary Society the grave responsi-bilities involved in the high
calling thus set before us. ‘The
invitation has, moreover, to our
minds a special signficance as
marking not only the ungrudg-
ing welcome of your own mem-
bers fo a new society but an
evident desire to introduce in the
newly begun work in your
province the element of co-opera-
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tion with which we cordially
sympathise and agree.In view ot the tact that the
purpose of the Yale Foreign
Missionary Society appears to
have been somewhat misnunder-
stood through press reports 1m
China it is proper here to advise
you of the policy which, with
God’s blessing, we hope to
pursue. While the Soctety can-
not place in the field so iarge
9 number of men as has been
rumored, it intends eventually
to send out a sufficient body of
well-equipped instructors to man
any educational institution it
may establish. It must also be
definitely understood that the
Society, though including officers
of the University and of its
several faculties among its most
active and devoted members, is
not formed or operated by Yale
University as such, but 1s a
voluntary association of its gra-
duates. The aim of the Society
is two-fold: To estabhsh in our
university an organization capa-
ble of enlisting in behalf of a
Christian and philanthropic en-
terprise the loyal interest of its
members and alumni: and, to
direct this interest especially to
the welfare ot China. From
this it follows that the Soctety
must be without denominational
bias, aS our students here belong
to all communions; it is also our
supreme desire to only add a
new force to those already labor-
ing for the promotion of Chris-
tianity in China, not to conflict
with agencies now at work, nor
interfere with plans contemplated
by others. It 18 ga constructive
not a destructive purpose that
actuates us.

With these ideas in mind it
has seemed reasonable from the
outset of our undertaking to ex-
pect some success in devoting our
endeavors chiefly to teaching.
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A college community naturally
understands and sympathises
with the needs of another college
and can supply its intellectual
requirements. In establishing
its institution of learning inChina the intentions of this
society are: (1). To furnish a
company of missionaries who are
strongly and sincerely Christian
as well as men technically fitted
for educational work. (2). To
assist China in her great need by
Yaising up through such an
institution a body of native
Students acquaited with the
truths and accepting the spirit of
Christianity ; by training these
men as effectively as possible in
scientific and advanced studies
to become leaders in their own
country ; and by reproducing inthe Far East the wholesome
and social influences of an
American college community.
(2). To co-operate with the mis-
sionaries ot other socteties 1n
unifying and making effective the
Christian schools of the province,
so that they may be of the high-est service to the church and
may become an object lesson: to
the government schools in the
country. To outline such a
scheme for higher education,
although our ultimate univer-
sity ’’ purpose is clear, does not
imply the expectation of imime-
diately accomplishing great
things. We realize perfectly
that it requires years to equip an
edticational establishment of this
sort and to prepare its teachers,but for our own sakes—for the
reflex influence of the work
undertaken as a broadening and
deepening factor 1m the tiniversity
at home-—and tor the cause of
Christ and civilization, we are
determined to persevere.

It is our earnest hope that the
missionary groups in Hunan,
aud others so far as possible,

2143

will concur in this conception of
the work we are asked ta
take up. We need their counsels
and prayers, and we entreat
also their patience in our inex-
perience and during the inopera-
tive years when language-study
and the slow work of foundation-
building must be our main task.

We are,
(sentlemen,

Yours in Christian fellowship,
FREDK. WELLS WILLIAMS,
HENRY P. WRIGHT,
FRANK Kwnicu?t SANDERS,
EDWARD B. REED,
HARLAN P. BEACH,
ARTHUR COLLINS WILLIAMS,
LS. WELCH,
ANSON PHELPS STOKES, Jr.,

Executive Committee of Yale
Missionary Society.

Seip ie

Christian Endeavor Notes.
The British Christian En-

deavor Year-book gives 423 socie-
ties enrolled in 1903. The
societies in Great Britain now
number 8,736.

American and French En-
deavorers have felt their bonds of
tnion strengthened by the visit
to America of Rey. Henri Merle
d’Aubigne, of Paris. Mr.
d’Aubigne has been an earnest
advocate of Chnsttan Endeavor
almost since its beginning in
France. He reports fourteen orfifteen societies in the Paris
Union.

The popularity of the Corres-
pondence School in Christian
Endeavor methods ts proved bythe decision of the Executive
Cominittee of the § Brazilian
National Union to establish a
similar school, using the same
lessons, to be conducted in Portu-
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guese. Christian Endeavor so-
cieties in Brazil have increased
from fifteen to thirty-two since
the organization of the national!
union M1 1902.

Christian workers
of twenty States, from Maine to
California, met mm Philadelphia
the first three days of December,
1903, for the first National
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Christian Endeavor Institute.
In practical value and far-reach-
ing influence it was probably the
equal of any of the great
International Conventions, ior
the attendance was limited to
workers alone, and workers of
wide and varied experience.
The plan has promise of very
great benefit to the future of
Christian Ftncleavor.

Missionary Journal.
At Heng-chow, Hunan, Jenuary 17th,

the wife of Rev. Go. GELWICKS,
A. P. M., of a son (Paul Clinton).

At Ping-liang, January 25th, the wife
of Mr. D. TORNVALL, of a daughter.

At Shanghai, March 18th, the wife
of Dr. W. H. JerrerRys, A. C. M.,
of a daughter.

At Newchwang, February r1sti, Rev.
WILLIAM MACNAUGHTON, M.A.,
U. F.C. M., Liao-yang, and ISABEL
M. Puiuip, B.A., I, P.M., Moukden.

At Chefoo, February 27th, Mr. T. G.
WILLETT and Miss F. CAMPBELL,
both oi C. I. M.

At Burlington, Ontario, Canada, Feb-
rnary 24th, Rev. VirGir CHITTEN-
DEN HART, D.D., founder and {gr
many years Superintendent of the
Central China Mission M.E. Church,

At Sientsin, March 7th, Mary PorR-
TER, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
McCann, A. B. C. F. M., aged one
year and four months.

AvT Shanghai, March 11th, JULIAWHA-
LEY, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. F. S.
PROCKMAN, Y.M.C. A., aged one
and one-half years.

At Shanghai, March 30th, Mrs. Dat-
ZIEL, wife of the late Rev. James
Dalziel, of American Bible Society
and Missionary Home.

At SHANGHAI :—~
March 6th, Dr. and Mr. J. A. ANDER-

SON and 3children (returning), Misses
P. A. BaRCcLay, BE. H. Moron, A.
G. LEITH, A. BF. ELDRIDGE, from
England, Misses M. J. RAMSTON

(returning), G. C, WRYTERSTRAND,
from Sweden, all for C. I. M.

March 8th, Rev. and Mrs. R, A,
MITCHELI, and child, C. P. M., Ho-
nan (returnmg}; Rey. BROWNELL
GAGE and wife, Yale Mission, for
Chang-sha, Hunan,

March 13th, Miss H. A. HaGSTen,
from America, C. I. M.; Miss JENNIE
DAMS, M. &. M,, Foockow (return-Tt?

March 22nd, Misses K, KAHLHOFER,
A. HOFFMANN, and R. STUCKL, from
Germany, for C. I. M,

DEPARTURES.
FROM SHANGHAI ‘=

March 7th, Miss ©. Emerson, S.
P. M., Hangchow, for U.S. A.

March 35th, Rev. and Mrs. ¢., J. F,
SYMONS and Miss L. H. BARNES, C.
M. &; Rev. and Mrs. J. Srortr, U.
F.C. S., for England,

March t2th, Mrs, H, W. Frost, Mr.
and Mrs. F. H. NRALE and 2 chil-
dren, Mr. and Mrs. A. BLAND, Mrs. A.
WRIGHT and 3 children, Mr. H. Wur-
PERFELD, Mr. and Mrs. A. LANGMAN
and 4 children, all of C. I. M,, for
England; Rev. G. L. Punnan, wife
and 4 children, W. M.S., Teh-ngan,
for England.

March 13th, Rev. J. LAUGHLIN, A.
P. M.; Mrs. R. C. BEEBR and 3 chil-
dren, M.E. M., for U.S. A.

March 18th, Dr. W. WiLson, Secre-
tary Friends’ Mission, and A. J.
CROSSFIELD, and M. N. Fox, deleg-
ation, returning to England.

March 23rd, Rev. F. OHLINGER,
wife and child, M. E. M., Foochow,for U. S.A.

March 26th, Rev. J. H. Jupson,
wife and 3 children, A. P. M., Hang.
chow, for U.S. A,
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The Term Question.
A Plea for Comprehension.

BY REV. G G. WARREN.

THERE are certain positions taken up by earlier combat-
ants in the preat controversy on Terms that are clearly
indefensible. There is now a general consensus of

opinion on certain questions that were once hotly disputed. It
seems worth while therefore to rail off these parts of the battle-
field in the hope that the strife may the sooner cease. l should
like to call attention to three or four things about which dis-
cussion need not be controversial. L should hkeé also to make
an appeal not so much to those who are on the other side; as to
those whose terminology is what I have always been accus-
tomed to.

Notwithstanding’ 2 recent letter in the RecorpER, I
venture. to name as the first matter that might be ruled out of
the discussion such prophecies as were formerly. made by both
sides, that the term used by the other side was so ‘* inextri-
cably mixed up in the idolatrous nature-cult that it 1s impossble
to build a stable church or a sound theology with that word as a
foundation.’ The Boxer troubles have put all that sort of talk
out of date. If those who accepted martyrdom had used one set
of terms and those who recanted had used another, then the
Term Controversy would have beer settled 17 accordance with
the prophets. who happened to be tight. Though the troubles
did not settle the matter in that way, they surely have settled
the question as to whether Christians who call God ‘‘Shang-
Ti,’? are stable or not. As to ‘‘sound theology ’’ the phrase
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has rather a smack of Sydney Smiuth’s capital definition of
‘Corthodoxy,’’ i.e, ‘‘my doxy’’; ‘‘souszad theology’? is of
course ‘‘my theology’’ ;.still a man who would describe Dr.
Faber’s theology as unsound, because he used ‘‘ Shang T1,”’ or
Dr. Nevius’s, because he used ‘‘Sheng,’’ might just as weli go
on to say that he would ‘‘ decline all controversy as not likely
to do any good !”?

‘De & zs not a translation of God. There still 1s som
amount of controversy as to the propriety of using ‘* Shang Ti”
for the name of God; but there is none as to whether itisa
transiatzon of the word. We are all agreed that the phrase con-
sists of two words, one of which isa noun and the other an adjec-
tive limiting the application of the noin. We may ali together
take a step further than that ; the noun “Ti,” without the limiting
adjective, is applied to persons who are not divine. Surely
nobody objects to the Chinese calling their Emperor ‘* Huang
Ti,’”? nobody forbids the use of the term to Christians as we
should certainly forbid the use of any word that even unplied
the Emperor was divine. We should utterly ban the use of
‘‘ Almighty ’’ of any earthly sovereign. The fact that no church
has ever desired its members not to use the ‘*T1’’ for the
Emperor, shows that no church has regarded ‘'T1’’ as neces-
sarily implying divinity.

3, A third thing on which we are all agreed 1s that the
Chinese being idolaters have wrong notions about God and
things divine. Now wrong notions always need wrongly used
words to express them. We deny the right of the word ‘‘God”?
to a plural form, or to a Chinese equivalent, i.e., to qualification
by any other numeral adjective than ‘‘ one.” ‘To tus the word
is emphatically a singular noun; its plural is an abuse of the
word brought about by an abuse of the idea. From tis it
follows that Chinese usage of words by which the notion of
‘© gods many’’ is expressed is like the English usage—logically
wrong even if it is grammatically right. When my friend asks
me ‘‘ Which of the half dozen or more Shangtis 1s supposed to
represent the true God?” the correct answer is the same as
when he in his turn 1s asked “‘ which of the ten thousand (more
or less) Shengs is the true one”? ‘* Not one of them.”

It seems to me that the real vortex. of the controversy is
not concerned with the use or non-use of ‘‘ Shang T1.”’ The
thing which keeps the Term Controversy 1n existence is the use
of the word ‘‘Sheng’’ by one party to represent ‘‘ Spirit.”
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It is on this, the crucial question, that I venture to adda

fourth statement that seems to me incontrovertible. There ts
a wide borderland in which the terms “Ged” and ‘‘ Spirit”
overlap, In Christianity this statement 1s abundantly proved
by our Lord’s word : ‘God is Spirit ;’’ and also by the scriptural
usage of ‘‘Holy Spirit’? to designate the Third Person in the
Trinity. Anything done by the Holy Spirit, is “divine ;”’
anything connected with God, is ‘‘spiritual.” Any reader cat
satisfy himself with but little trouble that there are numbers of
passages, even in the works of careful writers who weigh their
words, in which either of these words might be substituted for
the other without any perceptible change in the meaning of
the passage.

If this is true about Christian writings how much more does
it hold good for Chinese writings? When we think how the
genius of the Chinese language—both written and spoken—
seems to be wholly on the side of obliterating shades of differ-
ence between synonyms; when we consider that there is an
almost complete absence of that clearness which is inseparable
from truth in Chinese ideas of things divine and spiritual, we
must not expect to find any word fitted to express ‘‘God’’ that
is not also fitted to express Christian thoughts on ‘‘Spirit,’’
OF vice Versa.

Yet there are a few questions that seem to me to test the
correct use of ‘‘Sheng.’’ (Let me here say that I am a
member of a Mission which uses only Shang T1’’ versions
of the Scriptures and other devotional literature, and that as far
as I am personally concerned I have never felt any mote reason
for not calling God “Shang Ti’’ than I have for not calling
Him the ‘‘Supreme Ruler.’’) There are certain things that
compel me to think that ‘‘Sheng’’ means ‘‘God’’ rather
than ‘‘ Spirit’? when the two ideas draw apart from each other.

First, what is the English for Ff mi? Would any body
free from the bias of pre-conceptions on this controversy ever
think of saying it was ‘‘thunder sperzt ?”? Next, am IJ right or
wrong in saying, when preaching in the street chapel, or when
praying in the worship chapel, that ‘‘Shang T1’’ 1s @ —~ 2 =
fs HP Of course God is not ‘‘the one and only Spirit.’’ Would
any of my brethren who use ‘‘ Shang T1’’ and who take their
share in the daily preaching in the street chapel like to say to
the heathen that the words fh Bf gh?’ are not incorrect ?
There are thousands and ten thousands of ‘‘spirits.’’ Lastly,
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what explanation would be given to any one who asked
the meaning of °° (fF A ‘false spirit’ 1s a being which is
truly a spirit but which acts or tells a falsehood ; a ‘‘ false god?”
—at least, so say those who agree with St. Paul—is a demon
(I Cor. x. 20), but it 1s not a god (Gal. iv. 5). Which otf these
two explanations would any missionary give to a heathen
enquirer °* ¢

Whether, however, others come to the conclusion to which
I have been driven in ‘‘ Sheng’’ or not, I venture to make one
appeal. The very same kind of test which seems to me to have
put out of court all statements that Christians cannot have a
‘sound theology’’ if they speak of God as ‘‘Shang T,”’
equally puts out of court all statements that Christians cannot
have clear views of the Holy Spirit 1f they call Him ‘‘ Ling.”
If it were possible to have a dozen well trained preachers, half
of whom used “ Sheng’’ for “ Spirit’? and half of whom used
‘Ling’? closely examined as to their views on the Holy Spirit
and spiritual matters, does anybody think that the result would
show any difference whatever in their knowledge that would
clearly be attributable to the particular term used? For my
part I feel as certain that our Chinese brethren can be taught
clear ideas as to by using either ‘‘Sheng’’ or
‘*Ting?? as I do, that without such teaching neither word will
give them clear ideas. But it 1s incumbent on all of ns who
feel that way to use ‘Ling’? for ‘‘ Spirit.” It is quite impossi-
ble for our brethren who use ‘‘Sheng’’ to represent ‘‘God”
to use it also for ‘‘ Spirit ;’’ 1t 1s not for ns who use
‘“Shane Ti’? for ‘God’ to use “Ling”? for “Spint?”’ I
appeal, therefore, for union in the nomenclature of ‘‘ Spirit.”
I acknowledge I do not altogether like ‘‘ Ling.”’ It does well
as an adjective or adverb, it sounds to my ears somewhat
uncouth aS a noun. And yet one of the most unsatisfactory of
arguments 1s that based on feelings of this sort. Who ts there
that cannot recall many instances of phraseology that when first
heard seemed out of the question because of their roughness, but
sage has rubbed and polished them down till now they slip

*f— venture to say that a study of Dr. Mateer’s very careful and large
collations of passages from Chinese writers containing the word jid will lead
others to the conclusion that they led me to, viz., that in perhaps a majority of
passages the English rendering might be either ‘“‘god’’ or “‘spirit;’’ in a
minority “‘god’’ rather than ‘‘ sptrit.’' I failed to find one where it would be
glear that ‘‘spirit’’ only and not ‘‘god”’ world furnish the correct term.
{Of course, I include the adjectival or adverbial form of the word under
the noun.)
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off the lips as smoothly as possible.
the settlement of the Term Question it would be worth while
putting ourselves to much more trouble than is involved in the
substitution of ‘‘Ling’’ for ‘‘Sheng.”’

‘There is one more fact that seems to me worth noting:
Japan uses ‘‘ Sheng” for ‘‘God”’ and ‘‘ Ling’? for ‘‘ Spirit.”
No one can doubt that Japan is going to influence China more
and more; and Japanese terminology will bulk largely amongst
the influencing factors. The weight of Japanese influence on
the Term Question will be one that must be reckoned with.
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For the help it will give in

Father Nicolai and the Holy Church.
BY K. ISHIKAWA, in the Aukuzn Shimpao.

KATHER NICOLAI first came to Japan as a missionary
in 1861, or the first year of Bunkyu, sixth month, before
the writer was born. He was then twenty-four years old.

From that time to this, almost fifty years, he has had but a single
purpose—evangelization—and his labors have resulted in the
establishment of the Sez Kyokwaz (Holy Church).

Few of us to-day can realize the difficulties of his environ-
ment during this half-century, the suspicion and hatred of
which he has been the object. But he himself does not seem to
think that his difficulties have been great or unusual. He
seems to think it a matter of course that those who propagate
the Christian religion should encounter the opposition of men.

He began his work in Hakodate about the time of the
Restoration (1867-8). At that time Hakodate was the rendez-
vous of the defeated adherents of the Tokugawa and other
malcontents from the provinces. Many of them sought the
acquaintance of Father Nicolai. On this account the leaders
of the victorious Sat-Cho party came to regard him with
suspicion as a Russian spy, and all who associated with him
were looked upon as friends of the lost cause of the Tokugawa
and enemies of the existing government. This foolish
suspicion against Nicolai is not entertained by any to-day,
but until a few years ago it was widely held.

And again, on account of the transactions with the Russian
government ve the Kurile Islands and other matters, Russia
came to be regarded by the Japanese as an unfriendly country ;
and as the name of Father Nicolai was better known than
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even those of the Russian Minister and Consuls, whenever
the word ‘‘Russia’’ was named, Bishop Nicolai was thought
of, and since the people hated Russia, they came to hate
the name of Nicolai.

Such was the evil condition of Japanese society in which he
had to do his work as a missionary, a very different condition
from that which met the missionaries from England, America,
France and Germany, who had in their favor the incoming
tide of Western civilization.

But his greatest diticulties were not those from without,
but internal. It has been a common opinion that the Russian
church bore the expenses of this missiou—-a very great mistake.
There is no special fund in the Russian church for foreign
missions, There is a smali Foreign Mission Society, but its
object is evangelization 1n Siberia and other frontier regions
of Russia. It does not lay stress on foreign missions proper.
Its contributions to the Japan Mission from the first year of
Meiji (1868) have been very meagre, and even to-day there
is no increase in the appropriations. Hence, since nothing
could be accomplished with the meagre grant from the Mission
Society, Bishop Nicolai has, with great difficulty, procured
funds from individuals from year to year. These individual
contributions have come mainly from priests in Russia, rarely
from nobles and rich merchants. And since these gifts were
insufficient, he has used the whole of his episcopal salary for
the work.

The expenses of the Mission in all its departments, includ-
ing schools, printing, buildings, repairs, etc., do not exceed
Yen 72,000 or 73,000 ($36,000). The difficulty of maintaining
such a mission on so small a sum 1s truly great.

And what of the organization which is carried on at such
small cost? The number of churches whose pastors and
evangelists are suppotted by the Mission 1s over 200. Those
churches are able to bear, as a rule, only their incidental
expenses; there being scarcely any seli-supporting churches.
The salaries of pastors and evangelists are all paid from the
treasury of the Central Church in Tokyo. This fact 1s greatly
to the shame and grief of the members of the See Ayorwaz.

At present the membership of the Vzhon Se: Kyokwat
totals 27,966. There are forty pastors (priests), 140 evangelists,
about thirteen editors and translators, seven or eight professors
in a theological school, twelve or thirteen teachers in a girls’
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school, seventy-eight theological students, sixteen students in a
training school for evangelists, and eighty-three students in a
woman’s theological school. Besides these, there is a large
number of teachers of singing and ten or more priests employed
In various Ways. The students of the theological schools, girls’
school, etc., are nearly all boarding pupils, whose expenses are
borne by the church, about one-third of the Mission funds going
for school expenses.

There are also periodicals of three kinds maintained
at no small expense ; and every year large expense is incurred
in the publication of translations and new books. It 1s plain,
therefore, that, after all these expenses have been met, the
amount remaining for direct evangelistic work is not great.

The man who labors as an evangelist in the Sez Kyokwat
has need of great patience and steadfastness; none but those
who voluntarily and gladly choose a lifelong fight with poverty
could remain in the service a single day. The evangelists
of the Sez Kyékwaz, as a rule, live on about one-half the
salary received by evangelists in the various Protestant denomi-
nations. Nevertheless, for the sake of the Way, they are joy-
fully maintaining the fight with poverty as they go oti preach-
ing. Not being an evangelist himself, the writer can make
this statement without reserve.

Father Nicolai sympathizes profoundly with the evangelists
in their hard life and grants all the aid: in his power, at the
same time earnestly urging upon the churches the importance
of helping their evangelists and pastors. And these nearly 200
pastors and evangelists who preach the gospel while enduring
hardness have a worthy example in the Bishop himself. Being,
of course, unmarried, he has sto house of his own. This man,
who in Russia would be fit for a Minister of State, has not only
no home of his own, he has no property, hardly anything at all.
In a corner of the Cathedral at Surugadai, 2 room of eight mats
(twelve feet square) serves as office, bedroom and dining room.
The furniture consists of a table, a bed, two chairs, a smaff
bureau, book-shelf and book rack. There is not a single article
of ornament. He has also a small reception room, where he
receives everyone, student or Minister of State alike. As tor
clothes, he has one or two suits for special occasions and two
or three ordinary suits for summer and winter. Bishop though
he is, he has a scantier wardrobe than some of us. In his room
no clock is seen. The plain silver watch he carries was given
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him by relatives. He has no finger rings or other such
ornaments, of course. His best pair of spectacles 1s framed
in silver. I have friends, evangelists, who have finer watches
and spectacles than the Bishop.

As to daily habits. He rises at six a.m. and breakfasts
at half-pdst six of a bit of bread and a cup of tea. Butter
and the like he does not use at all. At half-past seven, the
year found, he goes to his translation. The New Testament.
Prayer-books and other iniportant literature used in the Sez
Kyokwat were all prepared by the Bishop and his helpers.
He works till noon, with an intermission of ten minutes.
At noon he takes luncheon, consisting of two or three very:
plain articles. He then takes a siesta till about two p.m.
From two p.m. hé transacts business with his secretaries and
tmanagets tor several hours. From six to nine p.m. he works
4s in the forenoon. As he takes no evening meal, he has
teally but one meal a day. [The light breakfast above men-
tioned not countitig as a meal, apparently, in the mind of
the writer. |

During this period (evening?) he writes with his own
hatid his letters to learned men in Europe and America, to
the Russian church, efc., not troubling his secretaries with
such work. He only employs a secretary for correspondence
when writing a Japartese letter. Alt other letters and his
accounts He writes with his own hand.

In our church there is but one missionary, Bishop Nicolai.
There have come two others who are called missionaries, but
they are priests for the Legation and have no connection with
the church (Sez Kydkwaz).

The whole business of fhe chtirch is in the hands of
this one man, Father Nicolai, with his sixty-eight or sixty-nine
y Cats. On this account he never takes a summer vacation. We
usually go away for a month in summer, but he remains summer
and winter working away in the little room described above.
Here he works without relaxation the year through In
my opinion Father Nicolai does more work than the eight
Ministers of State in Japan put together.

And in the midst of all this labor he reads the /asaz
dimes, the /u2z Shimpo, daily papers of Russia, five or six
theological magazines and recent publications in English,
German and Russian, so that he is thoroughly informed in the
affairs of the world and in the theological developments of
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the West.
(a Japanese periodical) and always marks with a blue pencil
his criticisms. He reads also the writings of distinguished
Japanese like Shimada Saburo and the late Mr. Fukuzawa.
Being thoroughly conversant with the Japanese written language
he can, of course, read such works in the original.

Father Nicolai is the only missionary in the.Sez Kyokwaz,
but, as a religionist, he is a pattern in his life of self-conquest,

self-control and unresting industry. We may be ever so poor,
but we cannot be poorer than Father Nicolai. We may be
ever so diligent in labor, but we cannot excel him in the
amount of work done. He is now nearly seventy years old.
The writer is only twenty-nine, but in physical energy he
cannot compare with the Bishop.

Tf there were ten missionaries in the Protestant churches
who would put forth half the energy exerted by Father Nicolai,
I believe the power of those churches would be increased
ten-fold. Whenever I compare the hundreds of missionaries
with their wives and children enjoying their vacations at the
Summer resorts with Bishop Nicolai in his little room at
Sturugadai, dripping with perspiration as he toils on at his
work, strange feelings arise.

The existence of the Sez Kyowaz of to-day is due to
the labors of Father Nicolai. The policy of his Mission
is to evangelize Japan through Japanese alone. No effort
is made to introduce foreign customs into Japan, apart from
the customs inherent in universal Christianity. The aim is
to establish a truly Japanese church.

In methods no attempt is made at external show. The
one method of the Sez Ayokwar is a method of the utmost
quiet and mental concentration, viz., expounder and hearers
sitting together in a quiet room, tasting the gospel. Instead
of noisy ‘‘lecture-meetings,’’ like the blare of trumpets in
the ears of hundreds of auditors, our method is to sit in
the secret room urging sinners to repentance by the light of
the gospel. The kingdom of Christ is not to be organized
from students seeking novelty, nor from people who are
amused with the striking terms of the so-called ‘New
Theology,’’ but it is to be made up of repentant and converted
sinners.

(Translated by B. C. Haworrs).
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He also reads Uchimura Kanzo’s ‘‘ Bible Study
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The Wondertul Book.

BY REV. JOHN HEDLEY.
‘* Thy testimonies are wonderful.” Psalm 119, 129.

HE Psalm which this evening provides us with a text
is itself one of the most wonderful compositions in
this wonderful Book. Framed as an acrostic, in twenty-

two parts corresponding to the Hebrew alphabet, it contains
in all 176 verses ; every verse, save five, making direct reference
to the sacred writings at that time reverenced as the Word
of God. In the remaining 171 verses there are found no fewer
than 177 references to the Scriptures, under the varying
designations of Word, Law, Testimonies, Statutes, Command-
ments, Precepts, Judgments, Ways, Ordinances. It would
no doubt be interesting to. at least the younger portion of this
congregation if I were to tell how many times these several
terms are employed and which are the five verses which
make no mention of the Scriptures, but I prefer that they
should search out for themselves. It will be found a very
interesting as well as a profitable occupation. But these facts,
interesting though they may be, are really only externals. ‘The
119th Psalm has deeper and stronger claims upon our attention
than is afforded by mere arithmetical diversions. It 1s among
the most fervent, the most devout, the most aspiring of the
whole Psalter. While it may not possess the simple directness
of the first, with its clear divisions of bad and good; the
tender winsomeness of the twenty-third which we learn from
our mothers as children and pray God we may not forget
when dying; or the pemitential humility of the hfty-first
which, alas, we learn tor ourselves when men, after we have
gone with the giddy multitude to do evil, yet it has a beauty
peculiarly its own, in that the burden of its cry 1s, the moral
erandeur of the Bible, the place the Holy Scriptures should
occupy in every well-ordered life. Are you a young man
standing amid the manifold temptations of a gay city life
and asking, ‘‘Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his
way?’? The answer is here, ‘‘By taking heed thereto
according to thy Word.” Do you sometimes question the
prudence of avowing your belief in your mother’s Book, since
your feet have wandered to the shores of China? Listen to
the Psalmist: ‘‘I will speak of thy testimonies also before
kings and will not be ashamed.’?’ Have you been passing
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through the waters, and do you seek in vain a reason for
your affliction ? Hearken to the Psalmist’s testimony: ‘‘ Before
1 was afflicted I went astray ; but now have I kept thy Word.’’
‘It 1s good tor me that I have been afflicted, that I might
learn thy statutes. {s it your ambition to share in the blessing
of Solomon and rank among the great ones of the earth? Let
me read to you what this man said: ‘Oh how love I thy law ;
it is my meditation all the day. Thou through thy command-
ments hast made me wiser than mine enemies, for they are
ever with me (the commandments, not the enemies). I have
more understanding than all my teachers; for thy testimonies
are my meditation. J understand more than the ancients,
because I keep thy precepts.’’ And to conclude (for we might
in this way consume all our available time this evening), Do
you crave that God Himself should come to you in all the
beauty of forgiving love and all the majesty of saving grace?
Then let us read together the concluding verses of this Psalm :
‘*Tet thine hand help me; for [ have chosen thy precepts.
I have longed for thy salvation, OQ Lord; and thy law 1s my
delight. Let my soul live, and it shall praise thee ; and let thy
judgments help me. I have gone astray like a lost sheep;
seek thy servant; for I do not forget thy commandments.’’

This 1s an auspicious day to all who love the Wonderful
Book of God, and it will not, I trust, be unprofitable for us
to think for a while upon those qualities which make the
Bible, what it 1s, the most precious heritage of mankind.

1. “Thy testimonies are wonderfui,’’ frst, when we
consider them merely as Literature.

The world has many books, but only one Book. I know
it has become of late the fashion to disparage the sacred
volume, and while criticising its contents, to brush aside tts
claims. It was because of this spirit of growing indifference
to the Bible that Mr. Gladstone was some years ago indtced
to write the articles which were afterwards published under
the title of “The Impregnable Rock of Holy Scripture’?
and which he somewhat pathetically called “the testimony
of an old man in the closing period of his life.’ Yet we
have not got beyond the need of the Bible, nor have we yet,
amid the making of books, stumbled upon one which makes
the Bible superfiuous, or even wusurps its proud position of
premier. The Bible is easily first. All others come behind, a
great distance behind. And yet when you think of it, what is
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there in the Bible to secure for it this supreme hold upon
the affections of men? While the years come and go, and
even the centuries are slipping past; while books by the
hundreds and the thousands ‘‘have their day and cease to
be’? : while the advance of human knowledge in every depart-
ment of life makes, as a local journalist recently afhirmed,
even such a work as the Encvclopedia Brittanica to be out of
date in twenty years; how is it that the Bible ever retains its
place, meets men’s needs as effectually as ever it did in the
days of David, or Isaiah or Paul, and holds perhaps a more
commanding grasp on the intellect of the world than it did
in earlier times, when education was confined to the favoured
few? Consider what it is in itself. Every schoolboy knows
that it is divided into two great parts, and it needs not that |
should dwell (as I should have to do were I addressing a Chinese
audience) on what constitutes the difference between the Old
Testament and the New Testament. But not every schoolboy can
tell us how many books make up the Old Testament and how
many the New, and if Barrie’s ‘‘ Little Minister’’ is to be
believed, not every member of a congregation can tell where to
find the Book of Ezra at a venture. Many years ago, when |
was a young local preacher in Engiand, I had a sermon that I dare
not tell you how many times I preached it. The text was from
the Book of Nehemiah, and I am afraid I must confess that I
formed the habit of watching the efforts of the people to find the
place when I announced the text. I once even saw another
preacher give up the quest with a sort of sigh and set himself to
listen rather than look any longer.

From one point of view, "how unsystematic and frag-
mentary is the Bible, yet from another, it is matchless as a
literary composition. You find what appear to be palpable
contradictions and unnecessary repetitions within its covers.

It gives two, and as some people say, differing accounts of
Creation, and its unsympathetic critics do not hesitate to tell
us that the Creation story is a myth, the record of the fall an
allegory; and that the account of the dealings of God with
Israel brings the Supreme Being down to the level of an
oriental potentate. It is manifestly the product of many minds.
The literary quality is as various as its writers. Ecclestastes
and Chronicles have a great gulf fixed between them; the
one in the main a mere record of dates and names; the
other the morbid outpourings of ‘‘a mind diseased;’’ while
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there is a whole continent of difference between Ecclesiastes
in the Old Testament, and the writings of John or Paul in
the New, where you have first, the tender pensive musing of
the Apostle of Love, and secondly, the incisive logic and the
massive eloquence that was to be looked for in a disciple of
Literature in every form, narrative, as entrancing
as the finest fiction; history, as thrilling as the most thrilling
pages of Gibbon or Macaulay; poetry, whence the world’s poets
have kindled their light; theology, which, while not systematised,
has proved the foundations of the world’s grandest thoughts ; |
ethics, which suit all time ; philosophy, to guide all lives ; all
these are found in the Bible. Not so much a book, as a library,
from which no man need turn away unsatisfied if he but seeks
aright, Its authors include kings, priests, prophets, statesmen,
lawyers, herdsmen, fishermen, tax-gatherers. It treats of events
that took place at the beginning of time, is the only Book
of origins we possess, atid its last portion was written over
1,800 years ago. Yet a unity mid all this variety is discernible.
There is a progress of thought no less than of action in the
Book. ‘Phe one far-off Divine event to which the whole
creation moves,’’ 1s displayed in the Bible if nowhere else,
and he who runs may read within its pages the gradually
unfolding purpose of God which finds its culmination in the
God-Man Christ Jesus. Can 1t be wondered at then that the
Book arrests the attention of men, regarding it merely as
literature? Is it not the most wonderful piece of literature
extant? It may be replied that we have books of almost
similar antiquity and approximate teaching in the classics —
of Confucius, the Zendavesta of Zoroaster, the books which
tell us of the gentle Gautama, the Koran of Mahommed. It
is not necessary to depreciate these books to exalt the Bible,
but the most competent scholars tell us they belong to another
class altogether. We are privileged to live 1n a land that boasts
an ancient civilisation, based on an ancient literature, which,
next to the Bible itself, has influenced perhaps the greatest
number of men. But wonderful as are the Chinese classics
(and some of us whose duty requires that we should study
them have not yet got over our wonder at their contents)}—and
here the literature of the other ethnic religions may be jointly
classed with them—they are to the Bible as is a candle to
the sutn. To quote from a living authority, or rather to
paraphrase him, ‘‘ The Chinese classics glorify a consecration
of the past which is a deadly enemy of progress. The Zenda-
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vesta aims at being a system of philosophy, and so can never
be the medium of a popular religion. "The Buddhist classics
preach a religion of despair and have no power to fan a feeble
pulse into life. While the Koran is. retrogressive and partial,
and tells us of an Allah, who is but a negation of other gods’’.
But the Book looks to the future. It is the Book of hope,
the classic of perfection, the joy of the illiterate as of the
cultured. And even though its supernatural contents were less
marvellous than they are, it would still have power to draw
men to it for inspiration and illumination. The Bible ‘is a
sun that never sets, and is never eclipsed; a light that shines
in all latitudes, and, like the natural sun, upon the evil and
the good ; a central fire that kindles countless others, and yet
is never diminished itself’’.

Consider, further, how the greatest masters in literature
have always turned to the Bible for inspiration. We need
not dwell upon the fact that every wise journalist and author
who writes in the English language seeks to frame his style
on the noble English of the Authorised Version. Let us think
of the greatest names. Dante and Milton found the theme
of thetr immortal works here. Shakespeare would be impover-
ished not a little were you to erase all direct and indirect
Scriptural references from his works. John Ruskin has himself
told us that for any virtue his writings possess he owes it to
his mother’s habit of compelling him to commit Scripture
texts to memory every day. Tennyson’s poems are said to
contain at least 300 direct references to the Bible, while a
niece of his, writing to the Nineteenth Century soon after
his death, said: ‘‘No clergyman was ever a more earnest
student of the Bible’’ and speaks of the reverential manner
in which he would read from the prophecies of Isaiah. Sir
Walter Scott said: *‘ The more one reads the Bible the more
he will learn.’? Robert Browning is the strong poet,. the
poet of faith and hope. He found his inspiration here.
Thomas Carlyle, crusty misanthrope though he was, had the
grace to acknowledge his indebtedness to the Book that made
his father the man he was. While the Shakespeare of Germany,
he whom our cousins call the immortal Goethe, has left us
a message like this: ‘“We really only learn from those books
which we cannot criticise. The author of a book we could
criticise would have to learn from us. That is the reason
why the Bible will never lose its power, because, as long as the
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world lasts, no one can stand up and say, I grasp it as a whole
and tunderstand all the parts of it. But we say humbly, as
a whole it is worthy of respect, and in all its parts it is
applicable . . . . I am convinced that the Bible will always
be more beautiful the more it 1s understood; the more, that
is, we see and observe that every word which we take in a
general sense and apply specially to ourselves had, under
certain circumstances of time and place, a peculiar, special
and directly individual reference.”’ With which we may close
our first point and repeat that we have in our Bible, The
Wonderful Boox.

2. ‘*Thy testimonies are wonderful’’, secondly, when
we consider their powers of endurance and their adaptability
to tiniversal man. We ‘have already spoken of the multitude
of books that are pouring out from the press year by year.
And if you will give yourself time to think of it, the interesting
question 1s not where do they all come from, but where do
they all go? Who buys them up? What percentage of the
whole become classics: in the language in which they first
appear ? How many of them have the honour of being trans.
lated into other tongues, and gaining a popularity in their
adopted countries equal to that gained in the land which
witnessed their birth ? What is the average life of the average
hook ? What is the average life of the more than average book ?
It 1s interesting to ask these questions. It would be instructive
to have them all answered. Perhaps of man-made books John
Bunyan’s ‘* Pilgrim’s Progress’’ leads the way, whether regarded
from the point of view of its circulation among English-speak-
ing races, or the number of translations that have been made
from it. We have it in Chinese, and a somewhat close study
of it this winter bas made me wonder whether I like it better
in our terse, monosyllabic Chinese than 1n my mother tongue.
I saw somewhere recently that of living authors, Count Tol-
stoy enjoys the enviable honour of having had the most
numerous translations ot his works made. Bunyan and Tol-
Stoy ;° The Bedford Tinker and the Russian Count; these lead
the way. Yet the Pilprim’s Progress has only been translated
into no more than about zoo languages and dialects, and
Tolstoy’s various works into no more than forty. And this
must not be forgotten. Far as John Bunyan is from Count
Tolstoy in lapse of years no less than in style of writing, the
charm of their books for the multitude in each case lies in
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their fidelity to the Word of God; their exposition of the
wonderful testimonies of which we speak this evening.

Of recent years in England and America, perhaps, no
books have sold like J. M. Barrie’s or Jan Maclaren’s stories
of the Soottish peasantry, and Raiph Connor’s tales of the
Canadian settlers. I have no means of giving figures as to the
two former, yet even if ‘‘’The Little Minister’’ has reached five
hundred thousand copies, and ‘‘ Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush”?
400,000, we should agree that they had touched high-water
mark. I saw a few weeks ago a recent advertisement of Ralph
Connor’s books, from which [ learned that ‘Black Rock”’
had reached its eighth edition, completing 16,000; ‘‘The Sky
Pilot *’ (one of the finest tales I have ever read) its tenth edition,
completing 20,000; and ‘The Man from Glengarry’’ its third
edition, completing 20,000. These figures may be useful as
affording means of comparison. What of the Bible? We
celebrate to-day the centenary of the British and Foreign Buble
Society, which came into existence on March 7th, 1804. In the
roo years of its history this Society alone has issued more than
180 million copies of the Scriptures, complete or in parts,
in 370 different languages and dialects. At the present time
it is promoting translations or revisions in over 100 languages.
Over 800 colporteurs are engaged daily in selling the Book
in almost every part of the globe. The China agency disposed
last year of over a million copies. The Tientsin sub-agency,
under our friend Mr. Drysdale, during the year ending
November 30th, 1903, circulated over 225,000 copies. My
colleague, Mr. Robinson, in this city superintended seven
colporteurs, who sold 53,080 copies. And these figures represent
the work of the one Society only. We have in our midst
other two societies, those of America and Scotland, who have
their tale to tell. And yet the sales go on increasing. Not
only in this province, but in all the provinces. Not only
in this land, but in all lands. Every day we live, every hour
we breathe, 1s this Book being offered for sale, not for free
distribution, except in special cases, and still the cry is More!
More ! A prominent New York bookseller recently declared,
‘You may talk about your multitudinous editions of popular
novels, but. the Bible leads them all, year in and year out.
It is probably issued in more editions and got up in more
styles and shapes than any other book in the world.’’ We
are told that ‘‘out of the myriads of new works poured forth
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by the English press last year, hardly one in three reached
a second edition. The average life of a newly-published
book is not more than four or five years; after that it is ‘dead,’
and it has no resurrection. Yet at the end of so many
centuries the Bible to-day in our modern world is multiplied
more abundantly, and is read more widely and is prevailing
more mightily than ever.’’

But think of another fact. What book has met such
fierce treatment from its enemies as this Book? And yet it
lives. Chin Shih Huang Ti, a famous (or shall we call him an
infamous ?) Emperor of China, is remembered in this country
for two things. He built the Great Wall, on which from my
country home I can look every day. He burned up as many
copies of the classics as he could lay hands on; this being the
last foul act of a long-continued struggle between himself and
the literati of that day. The man was a fool to think of such
a dastardly action, but he was the only Chinese Emperor who
attempted a general extermination of the classics. Other slight

persecutions there have been, but nothing compared to his
attempt. His successors have been fools of other kinds. Think
of what our Bible has endured. The fires of persecution kindled
by the Roman Emperor Diocletian; the dark page in English
History when her misguided rulers sought to stamp out the
pure religion of Jesus; the expulsion of the missionaries from
Madagascar, coupled with the injunctions to commut to the
flames the hated Christian Book; the recent fanatical attempt
in this conntry, when not only the Christians, but the Chris-
tian’s Scriptures were cast into the fires or torn into shreds
with the sword,—these are only specimens of the endeavours
made to bring its rule to an end. And yet it lives. You
may hound the Christian to his death, and when the Boxers
have finished with him, the critics may take up the pen, which

we are told ‘‘is mightier than the sword’’ and may show
defects in his character and stains upon his life. But his
Book still lives. Don’t forget that. You cannot kill the
Book which has helped to change his life) and when the storm
is over, both of fanatical Boxer and funny writer, this glorious
chart of the Christian’s liberty rises from the grave, like Him
of whom it tells us, with yet more glorious power and beauty.
Have you read of how, when the IL. M. S. missionaries had —
to leave Madagascar in 1836, they buried seventy copics of
the Scriptures in the ground, making known the hiding
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place to some of the Malagasy Christians, of whom there were
only about 1,000, but 200 of whom had openly professed
Christianity ? And do you know that when the Queen Ranava-
lona died in 1861 and the long persecution of twenty-five
years was at an end there were still copies of the Scriptures
in the land and the little band of Christians had grown to
5,000 ? May I read to you a recent testimony from Manchuria ?
The Rev. A. R. Crawford, of Kirin, wrote to the Bible
society: “ While our stocks of Scriptures were destroyed
everywhere by the Boxers, the terrible experiences endured
by the Christians have only increased their love for the
sacred Book. At the little town of Kuan-kai, where lives
a smali Christian community, I recently found one of the
families still using the Testament and hymn-books which
they had buried when they fled into the mountains. The
father told me how he had enjoined on all the children to
note carefully the spot, for should the parents be killed (as
they feared was probable) the children would have this only
chance of maintaining their knowledge of the true God.”

I know that reports of religious and philanthropic societies
are not as a rule popular reading, but I took the trouble to
look up the report of the China agency of British and
Foreign Bible Society for the work of the year Igor. What did
T find? This, that in Manchuria, Chihli and Shantung there
were sold—not given away, mind you—from depots alone
(by depdts are meant for the most part missionary stations
both in the ports and in the country) 2,196 Bibles and 5,092
Testaments. Well, you say, what does that prove? Simply
this, that in the year following the wholesale destruction of the
Scriptures by the Boxers, and in the provinces where the
persecution had been most severe, to which the foreign
missionaries had then returned, the native Christians gladly
purchased new copies to replace those they had lost. I had
myself the joyful experience of selling more Bibles, Testaments
and hymn-books to our Christians that year than I have done
either before or since. No, my friends, the Bible has come to stay.
Fires cannot burn it. Floods cannot quench it. The fury of its
foes, the carping of its critics spend themselves in their futile
attempts to make an end of it. The storm passes. ‘The Book
remains. The joy of the redeemed, even though they are
imperiect. The wonder of the world. The everlasting Word
of the Everlasting God.
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‘‘Captains and conquerors leave a little dust,

And kings a dubious legend of their reign,
The swords of Cesar, they are less than rust,

The Bible doth remain.’’

3. ** Thy testimonies are wonderful,’’? ¢hzrdly, when we
consider the Message they bring to us. Books are of’ two
kinds: those for edification, those for amusement. The latter
class need not be considered just now, though that is not by any
means to suggest that books that minister to the lighter hours of
life should be discarded, so long as their humour is clean and
healthy. I have yet to learn that the God-given faculty of
humour is to be despised, or that the solemn visage and the
sanctimonious fear of laughter are the best type of piety. But
we need to be edified in the best sense of that much abused word,
and the man who spends more time over Puach’s weekly
drolleries and Jacobs’ ‘Many Cargoes’’ (good as they are in their
places) than over his Ruskin, his Browning or his Bible, is simply
starving his soul and limiting his capacities. I shall never forget
my first introductiou to John Ruskin, many years ago in a quiet
colliery village in Northumberland, when [ stumbled upon
“Sesame and Lilies.” It was as if the sun had suddenly struck
through heavy clouds and all the birds at one moment began to
sing, and I have scarcely yet forgiven the Boxers for burming up
my Ruskin, for I have not so far been able to replace him.
“Will you go and gossip with your housemaid, or your stable-
boy, when you may talk with kings and queens?’’ asks John
Ruskin; and so we say: ‘‘Who would prefer a chat with his
mafoo on the merits of ‘Cym’ or the breakdown ot ‘ Sycee,’
before a talk with, say, for illustration, the Prime Minister of
England or the President of the United States ?”’ L am fond of
horses myself, but I pity the young man whose tastes would

lead him in that way. In the beautiful book just mentioned,
Ruskin speaks of two classes of books—what he calls the books
of an hour, and the books for all time. God’s wonderful
Book is ¢#e Book tor all time, and the greatest part of its
power lies in this, that 1t has a message for every one of us.
The Bible fzds us, not merely that we find 1n 1t that which we
most need but do not always seek, but that it finds us, holds us
in such a way, that once found, we never again willingly consent
to be ‘in wandering mazes lost.” What, then, briefly, 1s the
message of the Bible? To teil it properly would need a
Methusalah’s age and an archangel’s eloquence, but let me give
you three thoughts,
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Tsf. It is a message of reproof and warning. Tt **noth-

ing exaggerates, nor aught sets down in malice,’ but no
man can read it through, or even read certain parts of it,
without discovering that it accuses him of ingratitude, of
indifference to his own best interests, of neglect of the highest
he has known, of rebellion to the God who hath made us
and fashioned us; in a word, to be boldly old-iashioned, the
Bible tells us we are sinners, rebels to the King of kings,
unfilial to our Heavenly Father. ‘All we like sheep have
gone astray, we have turned every one to his own way.”’
1s none righteous, no, not one.”’ The Bible speaks
in unmistakable accents on this topic. To empurpled king
and shivering beggar; to stately dame and painted harlot;
to the bustling West and the dreaming East; to the mullions
of London, New York and Paris; to the hundreds of millions
of the Celestial Empire, the land of the Rising Sun, and the
land of the Morning Calm; to every child of Adam, without
respect of colour, of age, of sex, or of country, this Wonderful
Book comes, telling its tale of human sin and woe, and says:
(“Thon art the man.’’ ‘Be sure your sin will find you
out. “Tf thou doest well shalt thou not be accepted? and
if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door.’”’

andiy. But this is not all. The Wonderful Book brings
us a message of conzfort. ‘*Comfort ye, comfort ye my people,
‘saith your God.’’ A religious weekly recently told us that
the need of the modern pulpit is sympathy, and the need
of the modern pew is comfort. The writer did not mean
cushioned seats and carpeted floors, but said that men, who
have to face sttch keen competition in business during the
week, and women, who have the cares of households upon them,
go to church on Sundays for comfort and cheer. { wish I could
believe that. For people usually get what they go for; they
find what they seek. And the preacher 1s culpable who stands
up in God’s name and does not say something to ease the
burden that presses wearily tpon His saints. But whether
the preacher lives up to his privileges or not, the Book never
disappoints you. What has it not meant of comfort to the
world’s saints, known and unknown, since the days of David?
Eternity alone will reveal that. Let your mind travel back
to the home-land. Have you never seen your own father
or mother turn in their need to this Book, and then rise from
its perusal with fresh heart of grace? Have you uever known
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a man stricken to the earth with the sense of his sins, and
tise up when someone whispered in his ear, ‘‘ Thy sins are
forgiven thee; go in peace and sin no more’’? And, behold,
there was a new light on his face, and he was a new man.
Are there no memories of ‘‘Moments on the Mount’? or
‘‘ Searchings in the Silence’? for yourself? Do you remember
gifted, sinning Robbie Burns’ picture of the ‘‘ Cottar’s Saturday
Night’?; the family priest, the open Book, ‘the reverent
worship, and do you remember that

‘From scenes like this does Scotia’s glory rise
That makes her loved at home, revered abroad,”

Do you remember Sir Walter Scott, that prince of story-
tellers, when he lay dying, asking his son-in-law to read to
him ? book shall I read from,’’ asked Lockhart.
("There is only one Book,’’ said the dying man. Have you
seen in the paper recently an extract from the life of Mr.
Gladstone just finished by Mr. Morley ? ‘On most occasions
of very sharp pressure or trial some word of Scriptute has
come home to meas if borne on angel’s wings.” And have
you tiever seen Bibles in certain homes, where the pages
which mark the 23rd Psalm or the 14th of John are well
thumb-marked, and always open of themselves at one of those
places ? Oh, if you know none of these things, how poor has
your life been. For, believe me, 1t 1s not the beauty of its
type, the charm of its style, or the glory of its binding that
draws and holds men. No. It is the comfort that it brings to
men that makes this Book an inestimable treasure. When
men’s hearts are failing them for fear; when the clouds loom
dark and heavy above us; when the props of lite are breaking one
by one, and the dark valley of the shadow heaves in sight, then
the white-winged messenger of God comes whispering, ‘‘ Let not
your heart be troubled.”’ ‘Be of good cheer, I have overcome
the world.” ‘“My grace is suthcient for thee.’’ J remember,
in those awful days of June, 1900, which preceded the Boxer
outbreak, my colleagues and I on our country station in
Shantung were much alarmed for the safety of our friends at
Ts‘ang-chou. One day there came a letter to Dr. Jones from
one of their number (I need not mention 425 name), and I
remember the calm brave taith which that letter breathed. Bunt
I can only recall one sentence, ‘‘I find constant study of the
Psalms and prayer the best stay just now. All is well.” This
is the secret, friends, of this wonderful Book, and this is why we
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love. it. “Tt is our best stay.’? It is our means of comfort
when other helpers fail and comforts flee.’’

ardly. But the Book brings us also a message of God.
And God is Life. And God 1s Light. And God is Love. Here
is the theme of the Bible. It reveals God to us, God not
metely as the Creator of the universe and the Ruler of the world,
but God as the Father of us all. And lest the sight of God
should be too much for our mortal vision (for no man can look
upon God and live), He has graciously enfolded Himself in a
human form and “God, who at sundry times and in divers
manners spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets,
hath im these last days spoken unto us by His Son.”’ AS one
of the most reverent and profound of Bible students, the late
Professor Robertson Smith, has said: ‘‘ff I am asked why I
receive Scripture as the Word of God, and as the only perfect
rule of faith and life, I answer with all the fathers of the
Protestant church: Because the Bible ts the only record of the
redeeming love of God; because in the Bible alone I find God
drawing near to man in Christ Jesus, and declaring to us in
Him His will for our salvation. And this record I know to
be true by the witness of His Spirit in my heart, whereby I
am assured that none other than God Himself is able to speak
such words to my soul.’? The Bible gives us Jesus, ‘the
most perfect gentleman the world has ever seen’’; the most
wonderful figure in human history; the Son of man: the
Son of God; the Saviour of the world.

What then should be our attitude to this Book ? What is our
work, your work and mine? We are called upon to learn more
of its precious truths for ourselves and for others. We are
called upon to be workers together with the Society whose
Centenary we celebrate to-day, as with both of the other
Societies which have agents in our city. Our sympathy, our
prayers, our gifts are asked of us to this end. And if what
has been now said but sends us away with a deeper reverence,
a truer love, a new resolution to read and live the Bible,
then the blessing shall be ours and the glory will be God’s.
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The Morrison Society Department.
The Morrison Society has for its purpose the promotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in China.
some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of ali or any of the officers and members of the Society.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
15B Peking Road, Shanghai.

The Teaching of the Chinese Classics on
Ancestral Worship.”

N the Classic on Filial Piety (Chapter IX) Confucius said:
‘Of all the actions of man there is none greater than filial
piety. In filial piety there is nothing greater than the

reverential awe of one’s father. In the reverential’ awe shown
to one’s father there is nothing greater than making him the
correlate of Heaven (i.e., according to Legge, zof to place him
on an with Heaven, but only making him an associate
with Heaven in regard to the Aoxours paid to him; cf. Legge,
Hsiao King, Sacred Books of China, Volume IIIf, p. 476 and
p- 99; Religions of China, p. 79; cf. also Legge, Shuking,
p. 210 and 211 Note; 262 (equal to Great Heaven), 477 sq.; and
Legge’s Liki Ki Fa, XA, p. 201 and 202), The duke of Chou
was the man who (first) did this (1.e., he first sacrificed to his
own father as the correlaté of God; Legge, Hsiao King, p. 477,
Note).

In the same Classic (Hsiao King, Chapter 18) Confucius
said: ‘The services of love and reverence to parents, when
alive, and those of grief and sorrow for.them, when dead, these
completely discharge the fundamental duty of living men”
(p. 483). And in chapter 10 Confucius says: ‘‘In mourning
for the parents (when dead), the filial son exhibits every
demonstration of grief, and in sacrificing to them, he displays

* This article is one section (about one-fourth) of Pastor Kranz’s paper on
‘Can the Christian Church supply the Wants of the Chinese with Regard to
their Reverence for Ancestors?,’’ to be published with a paper on the same
subject by Dr. W. A. P. Martin, as No. 3 of ‘‘ The Morrison Society Papers."’
Copies of the two papers in one pamphlet may be had at fifty cents per copy
by addressing the Secretary of the Morrison Society.

BY PASTFOR P. KRANZ.
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the utmost solemnity.”’ In the Axzalects we find this passage:
‘“'The Master replied (to a question, what filial piety was), that
parents, when alive, should be served according to propriety,
that when dead they should be buried according to propriety and
that they should be sacrificed to according to propriety’? (3 Z
LA ite, 44, 5, 3). The philosopher Tseng ‘T’sé said (Analects I, 9):
‘‘Let there be a careful attention to perform the funeral rites
to parents, and let them be followed, when long gone, with the
ceremonies of sacrifice, then the virtue of the people will resume
its proper excellence.”’ Confucius said: ‘‘ Ror a’ man to sactri-
fice to a spirit which does not. belong to him, 1s Hattery’’ (TI,
24); the spirits 4, of which a man may say, that they are his,
are those only of his ancestors; thus Confucius endorsed the
sacrifice to one’s ancestors. Of Confucius himself it is said
(Anal. ITI, 12): ‘‘He sacrificed (to the dead) as ¢f they were
present F ty Ff, he sacrificed to the spirits as zf the spirets
were present.” In the Chungyung Contucius praises the Em-
peror Shun, saying: ‘‘ How greatly filial was Shun!.... He
offered his sacrifices in his ancestral temple and his descendants
preserved the sacrifices to himself?’ (Chungyunge XVII, 1). In
the same manner Confucius praises the duke of Chou, that he
carried up the title of king to Tai and Chi and sacrificed to all
the former dukes above them with the royal ceremonies; and
that he extended this rule to the princes of the kingdom, the
great officers, the scholars and the common people. .. The one
year’s mourning was made to extend only to the great officers,
but the three years’ mourning extended to the Son of Heaven.
In the mourning for a father or mother, he allowed xo difference
between the noble and the mean. . ... In spring and autumn
they repaired and beautified the temple-halls of their fathers,
set forth their ancestral vessels, displayed their various robes,
and presented the oferzmgs of the several seasons.... Thus
they served the dead as they would have served them alive ;
they served the departed as they would have served them had
they been continued among them 3% m9 BH 4, # O i
#). By the ceremonies of the sacrifices to Heaven and
Karth they served God ‘3 ft 2 72 PF LI SB & 4h), and by
the ceremonies of the ancestral temple they sacrificed to their
ancestors (= jj 2 We Pr CL FEE HB OF HB). He who under-
stands the ceremozies of the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, and
the meaning of the several sacrifices to ancestors, would find the
government of a kingdom as easy as to look in his palm
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(Chungyung XVIII, 3 XIX). In another passage of the
Chungyung (Ch. XVI), which, whilst speaking of the £uez-shen
gh generally, no doubt includes also the spirits of the departed
ancestors, Contucius 1s reported to have said: ‘‘ How abundantly
do spiritual beings display the powers that belong to them!
We look for them and do not see them; we listen to, but do not
hear them; yet they enter into all things, and there 1s nothing
without them. They cause all the people in the kingdom to
fast and purify themselves and to array themselves in their
richest dresses, in order to atfend to their sacrifices (2S
Then, like overflowing water, they seem to be over the head,
and on the right and left {of their worshippers). It 1s said in
the Book of Poetry : The approaches of the spirits, you cannot
surinise ; and can you treat them with indifference ?”’ Brom
this passage it seems evident that Coxsuceus himself believed
in the reality of the presence of the spirits at the sacrifices
(Legge, Religions of China, p. 94). It is true, when the disciple
Tse Kung asked Confucius whether the dead knew about the
services rendered to them, Confucius declined to give a definitive
answer » because he feared, if he affirmed such knowledge, filial
sons would go too far in sacrificing, and if he denied such
knowledge, unfilial sons might leave their parents unburied
(Kia-yii IT, Art. 1; Legge, Anal. Prol., p. 99). Yet 10 praising
the example of the ancient Emperors, he admonished the people
to sacrifice to the dead, as zf they were present, and he did so
himself (23 4m 7f), and ches passage i the Chungyung, which
we just quoted, seems to prove that Confucius himself believed
in their real presence. (See also the passages from the Shuking
and Liki below).

Proceeding now to the book of Mencizus, we find that he
said: ‘*The nourishment of parents, when living, 1s not suff-
cient to be accounted the great thing. It is only in the
performing their obsequies when dead (7% 4%) that we have
what can be considered the great thing’’ (IV. 2. 13). Mencius
also said: ‘* There are three things which are unfilial, and to
have xo posterity 1s the greatest of them’’ (IV. 1. 26). ‘The
other two things which are unfilial, according to the commen-
tators, are: (1) by a flattering assent to encourage parents in
unrighteousness, and (2) not to succour their poverty and old age
by engaging in official service. To be without posterity is a
greater fault than these, decause it is an offence against the
whole line of ancestors and lerminates the sacrifices to them.
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This saying of Mencius has greatly encouraged the evil of
polygainy in China. How important the sacrifices to ancestors
were deemed already in ancient times may be seen from
Mencius III. 2. V. 2 (Legge, p. 147).

In the Shaking we read that Emperor Yao installed Shun
as his successor 1n the temple of the ‘‘ Accomplished Ancestor ”’
“ WH (Legge, Shuking, p. 32, in the year B.C. 2284); and of
Emperor Shun we read that when he returned to the capital
(from a tour of inspection) he went to the temple of the
Cultivated Ancestor ji] and offered a single bullock (Legge,
Shuking, p. 37). He appointed the Baron E as Arranger of the
ancestral temple (Legge, p. 47). remarks Legge
(Religions of China, p. 73), ‘‘the dignitary, whom we may call
the Minister of Religion at the court of Shun, was specially
denominated the Arranger in the ancestral temple. The
ceremonies belonging to that would require most of his time
and attention.’? The following Emperor Yii received his
appointment from Shun in Shun’s ancestral temple from the
latter’s jal 32 ‘‘divine’’ ancestor (p. 64). In the Shuking IT,
Bk. IV, U, 9 (Legge, p. 87) the ancestors are even supposed to
come to a musical service (J§ #%). We further read in the
Shuking (V, VI, 5; Legge, p. 356) how the duke of Chou
prayed to the three former kings, that they should save King
Wu from his szckness and renew his appointment; ‘‘and
the next day the king got better.’’ Surely this passage
offers an irrefutable proof, that those ancestors were supposed
to exercise a controlling power over man’s present condi-
tion. One of the severest charges against the tyrant Chou
Sin (gt 36, also called % Shou) was, that he did not serve
God and the spirits of heaven and earth, neglecting also the
temple of his ancestors and ot sacrificing im it (V, I, I, 6;
Legge, p. 286).

There are altogether twenty-one places in the Shuking in
which ancestral worship 1s mentioned (Dr. Blodget, Conference
1890, p. 631). We point for instance also to Legge, Shuking,
p. 230: ‘‘ your forefathers are presczt to share in the sacrifices’?
gE EL SE and p. 238-240: ‘‘the predecessors will send down
punishment from above’’ & Sh ye and p. 268: the former
kings ‘‘azd’? aH the present generation.

- Wicked ancestors, according to the Classics, receive the sane
worship as good ones, and thus the reality of future retribution
is obscured. _
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The Book of Odes contains in the fourth part the sacrificial
Odes of the Chou and Shang dynasty and the Praise Odes
of the kingdom of Lu; besides there are in about twenty
Odes references to ancestral worship. In one of the Odes (P1
Kung fj =, Legge, p. 625) 1t is said: ‘‘The filial descend-
ants will be blessed. Your ancestors will make you gloriously
prosperous! They will make you long-lived and good,—
to preserve this eastern region, long possessing the state of
Lu.’’ Similarly, when at the present time the Emperor or
Empress Dowager worship at the graves or the shrines of their
ancestors, they expect these ancestors to ave power and to
use this power for the protection of their dynasty. This
could be proved by numerous quotations from Imperial Edicts
of recent years.

The £22, or Book of Rites, is of course full of references
to the subject of ancestral worship, but I shall lay stress only
on a few passages, which seem to me to contain an additional,
irrefutable evidence, that ancestral worship is sot merely a
commieniorative vite. The one is Liki, Ki-i, X XI, paragraph 9
(Legge, p. 24), where Confucius 1s reported to have said:
a filial son 1s about to sacrifice, he 1s anxious that all
preparations should be made, etc. ... He sets forth the stands
with the victims on them, arranges all the ceremonies and
music, provides the officers for the various ministries. ‘These
aid in sustaining and bringing 1n the things and thus he declares
his mind and wish, and in his lost abstraction of mind seeks to
have communion with the dead in their spiritual state, if per-
adventure they will ezjoy his offerings, 1f peradventure they
will do so.” Such is the aim of the filial son (fs 32 al HE x
PHM BL we Ha, RR BZ ER Bz BH zm HB,
Legge, Liki, Ki-1 X XJ, p. 2174). Confucius said (Liki,
Li Yiin VI, I, p. 371): ‘*’ The object of all the ceremonies is to
bring down the spirits from above, even their ancestors... all
being done to P/ease the souls of the departed and constituting
a union (of the living) with the disembodied and unseen’? [] [&Eit, UBM, BBA HB, it HRY
Sl f fh eR. The aim of the sacrifices in ancestral
worship, according to these authoritative passages, is, therefore,
to have communion with the departed. With this agrees
what Prof. Legge states to be the original meaning of the
character #8 c#i, sacrifice: naimely ‘‘an olfering to spiritual
beings, whereby communication and communion with them is
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effected. ’? (Legge, Religions of China, p. 66, 93; Liki, Ki Fa
AX, p. 201 Note). On page 212 of Legge’s translation of the
Liki (XXI) we read: ‘‘ How earnest was their wish that the
departed should ex7oy the service! ”’ The prayer of the Emperor
offered to Confucius twice a year at the great sacrifices to
Confucius also closes with these words: ‘‘ Mayest thou ezzoy
these offerings!’ (Legge, Analects, Prol., p. 92). That
prayers were addressed to the departed in ancient time can be
seen for instance from the Liki XX, paragraph 5 (Legge, p.
205), where the character § /ao is used (cf. some prayers to the
dead, Religions of China, p. 82; Middle Kingdoin Il, p. 253).
That a veal entercourse with the departed spirits was attempted,
seeins to be attested also by the difficult passage in the Liki IX,
Sect. 3, p. 444, where we read: ‘* The intelligent spirit returns
to heaven, the body and the animal soul return to the earth,
and hence arose the idea of seeking (for the deceased) in sacrifice
in the unseen darkness and in the bright region above... At
the regular sacrifice the ofhcer of prayer addressed himself
to the spirit-tablet of the departed. If it were (merely) the
offering of search, the minister of prayer takes his place at the
inside of the gate of the temple. They knew not whether the
spirit were here, or whether wt were there, or far off away from
all y1en. Might not that oferinzg znside the gate be said to be
a searching for the spirit im its distant place? The service
at the gate was expressive of the exergy of the search... The
(presentation of the) head was (intended as) a direct (com- —
munication with the departed). .. The offering of the dlcod was
because of the éveath which 1s contained im it. They offered
(specially) the lungs, the liver and the heart, doing honour to
those parts as the home of the breath’’ (Legge, Liki IX,p. 444).
Compare also the custom of calling back the soul, Legge, Liki,
Ist vol., p. 108, 129, 167, 368; and vol., p. 132, 1360, 174.

In the Tsochuan* a phrase occurs about the minister Tsze
Wen 4> # -— W, an officer of Ch'u 48 BY] K #& (cf. Anal.
V, 18), that he feared for his ancestors, lest by his death and
the consequent termination of the sacrifices they might suffer
want Caf WE ZR Off; the character #2 ez means
“hungry ’’). According to this passage at that time already
the idea was prevalent that ancestors were for the supply of
their wants in the other world defendent on the sacrifices of
their descendants, and thus it is ciear that these sacrifices meant

*  ® [Al SE. Legge, p. 297.
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gore than a mere commemorative rite. In a similar sense the
Liki (XX, p. 206, 207) mentions sacrifices for the azscontented
ghosts of kings, princes and officers who had died without
posterity, # ZS J, HE EF, and the commentary refers to the
explanation of the T'sochuan, that sacrifice was offered to them —
for fear they might hurt men, A f&K mm HAAR, ARAB
je, Dl HSE OBR fh, BY SAN SE, ae HE Oz.

For a proper understanding of the principles underlying the
ancestral worship of the Chinese, it 1s also important to consider
the meaning of the terms FR fit or 7, 1. e., the terms used for
the ancestral tablet. Lhe first 373 fit shew wez is simple enough ;
it means the scat or throne of the spirit. ‘While the worship
is performed, the tablet is supposed to be occupzed by the spirit
specially imterested in the service; and at the conclusion the
spirit returns to his own place, and the tablet is laid aside in its
repository till required for use again, being in the interval no
more spirit-possessed than any other piece of wood’’ (Legge,
Religions ot China, p. 21). More ditheult is the other term

oe FE Shen chit. Protessor Legge pronounces Dr. Williams’
translation ‘‘deifed lord’’ as erroneous; fii is here used sub-
stantively and means ‘‘the Spirit’’; =< is here not ‘‘lord,’’ but
is used as a symbol of reseding wth, being present, dodging as a
guest (cf. Mencius V, 1, ch. 8, where it is said: ‘‘1if Confucius
will dodge with me’? FL fF -E 9%; -f is ‘‘to make one his host,
to be a gtest,’’ Legge, Mencius, p. 241). The term means
theretore ‘‘ the lodging place of the spirit.” The spirit 2s pre-
sent at the service as a guest for the occasion. On every
occasion of worship the first prayer is ‘‘to meet and welcome
the coming of the spirit’? 38 iif; the last, ‘‘to escort the spirit
on its departure’? SK iit. Before and after the service the spirit
does not reside in the tablet (Legge, Religions of China, p. 63).
Another term for the spirit-tablet, which confirms this in-
terpretation of <—f, is the term AK +, wooden tablet, which is
used in the Sze-ki sh jf, where it is said that King Wu
made a wooden tablet of Wen-wang and transported it on a cart
in the midst of the army (8 WEA +H DO Bb R. See
JA) AX $2 SY} PG, page 3; cf. Chavanne’s French translation, vol. J,
p- 224) In the Tsochuan (Duke Wen, second year, ch. I],
Legge, p. 230, translated on p. 232) the word = alone 1s used
for spirit-tablet. In the speech at Aaz (Shuking, Legge, p. 152,
155; ef. Preface to Shuking; paragraph 6) King K‘e tells his
Officers that the obedient shall be rewarded before his ancestors
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atid the disobedient shall be put to death betore the spirits of the
land. The commentary says fl? fy 2 WL +, 1.¢., the
character ‘‘ancestors'’ here means the sfuret-tad/ets of the
ancestors which had been removed irom the regular hall of
ancestral worship to the special shrine appointed for them (cf.
Doctrine of the Mean, chapter XIX). So jt +, ‘‘the
tablets of the spirits of the land.”’ Legge remarks: ‘it would
appear from this, that it was the practice of the Emperors, when
they went on a warlike expedition, to carry with them these
two classes of é¢ad/ets, that they might have with the host,
hovering about them, the sfivzts of their ancestors and the
tutelary spirits of the country or dynasty. A variety of passages
are adduced to prove the existence of the practice in the Chou
dynasty ; 1t had come from the earlier time. Those fa&letfs were
to K‘e and his army like the ark of God in the camp of the
Israelites. Martial law also was executed before them’’ (Legge,
Shuking, p. 154, note; cf. Liki ist vol., p. 224, 325 ; Tsochuan,
p. 243, 754). The dotting of the chu + and wez fig are well-
known ceremonies at the present day. “There is 4a kind of
ancorporation of the spiret in the tablet as its visible home,
where if receives offerings and prayers and manifests its gond-
will or disapprobation’’ (Blodget, l.c., p. 649; cf. on ‘* The
Sacrifice of Repose,’’ Liki UW, p. 171, paragraph 37, and Legge’s
note to it).

In looking over and summarizing the principles ex-
pressed in the above given quotations on ancestral worship,
we find,

(1) that the Chinese, according to the teaching of their
classical literature, regard ancestral worship, espectally the sacrz-
ficing to their ancestors, as the Azghest duty evolving out of the
principle of filial piety, and

(2) that this worship 1s sof merely a commemorative rite,
but a pretended veal zztercourse with the world of spirits,
presupposing that the happiness of the dead depends on the
sacrifices of their descendants, and that these departed spirits, on
the other hand, have power to confer blessings or calamities
on the living (ct. Faber, Conference 1890, paragraph 3, 7, 8,
p. 655).

The actual practices of the Chinese connected with ancestral
worship during at least three thousand years of their history and
also at the present time fully corroborate this interpretation of
their classical teachings. (cf. Dr. Vate’s lecture, Conference
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1877). If now-a-days some educated Chinese, influenced by
Western ideas, try to deny this real meaning of ancestral
worship, it only shows that they feel ashamed about it and
desire to ‘‘save their face,’? but they cannot change the facts
of history.

[Preceding this first part of Pastor Kranz’s paper is given an elaborate
list of the hterature on this subject. The second part deals with the practical
problem before the church in China with regard to ancestral worship. The
third section offers sugyestions as to what the Christian church in China can
do in order to “express the legitimate respect of the Christians for these
aricestors in a manner compatible with the principles of Christianity.’’ ]

Educational Department.
REv. J. A. azzor.

Conducted in the interests of the ‘‘ Educational Association of China.’?

Educational Psychology of the Chinese.
A Study in Pedagogy.*

BY PROF. C. M. LACEY SITES, NANYANG COLLEGE.

Purpose.

TT
HE, object of this study 1s to get a suggestive outline of a

scheme of pedagogy especially applicable to China. So
jar as I know no such work has been published. ‘The

field is a rich one for study, quite apart from the possible useful-
ness of these suggestions, One of the members of this club told
me, nearly a year ago, of his wish for a simple manual of
pedagogy to put into the hands of native teachers. ‘The observa3-
tions that I have tried to arrange in some sort of order here
cannot be put forward to hill such a want. But I hope they
will elicit criticism and a lot of additional data which, in the
hands of somebody who 1s skilled 1n practical pedagogy and in
knowledge of Chinese characteristics, may be worked into a
useful, systematic manual.
Method.

The method ought to include: (1) a study of the peculiar
psychological characteristics of the Chinese; (2) an investiga-
tion of Chinese pedagogy as it is practiced by native teachers ;

* A paper read before the China Student Club, of Shanghai, in October, 1903.
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(3) a view of the materials of common education in China, that
is, the books and other sources of knowledge and culture;
(4) an inquiry into the specific defects of the old system; (5) a
setting forth of the specific objects to be aitned at in a rational
system, taking the Chinese minds as we find them; and, finally,
an exposition of the means and processes whereby these objects
may be attained. Of this rather ambitious scheme J shall attempt
here but a smail part. While keeping tn view the relations here
indicated, the scope of the paper is limited to the following :-—

I. ‘To set down some salient traits of the Chinese mind
which seem to require reformation or correction, including these
under two heads: 1. Formality. 2. Triviality.

Tl. To discuss the educational bearings of these traits and
of the conditions in which they are found.

Ill. To note some strong points in Chinese psychology
and suggest how they may be utilized by the teacher, inciuding
these under two heads: 1. Propriety. 2. Curiosity.

CONCLUSION: Ethical Ideals.

L. EXAMPLES OF WEAK POINTS.
(1). Formatity.

I ask, in a recitation in economics, for examples of things
that are got out of the earth, and boys eighteen years old, who
are studying chemistry too, say, among other things ‘‘the five
metals.’? It is in their old books, and they do not stop
to think.

In a conversational lecture I name a few things merely as
illustrations of raw materials of production, and I afterwards find
in the note-books of intelligent boys: ‘* The raw materials of
production are as follows...” giving my examples as the
whole truth. I was the authority and my statements were taken
verbatim. The ‘‘definite article’? is always overworked in
Chinese students’ EHnolish composition.

If I ask a pupil for an original illustration of an economic
law that he has just been studying in his text book, he 1s very
likely to begin giving me the law itself: the law was in the
book ; and he had not thought of anything outside the book.

You are reading Mencius with your Chinese teacher. After
he has hummed a passage through, you ask him the bearing of
a certain ideain it: he shakes himself by an effort into con-
sciousness of the meaning: he had never thought of its bearings
while reading.
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Your pupils have memorized the four books, and the

content has been expounded to them; but there is no reality
about it all to them; they have never assimilated the thought.
You ask them for Mencius’ view on a certain theme of economic
life, and they don’t recall 1t. You suggest the words and they
can probably quote them.

In India, as Professor Jenks tells us, 1n an account of self-
sovernment there, the native representatives come to the district
council under pressure, without policies, and, when a decision
is to be made, say, ‘‘ As the Sahib wishes.’’

I presume many missionaries have had the corresponding
experience in church meetings. The Rev. Jas. Roberts told
that in his church in Kalgan, when a question to be decided
was put before the native members, they all said ie 4 fi,
‘* As the pastor pleases.

The Chinese mind 1s objective rather than subjective in its
PTOCesses .

This trait shows itself (in religious observances) in the use
of idols and much ceretontal.

It appears in the materialistic tone that dominates the
casual conversation of the common people. It appears in the
elaborate forms of polite intercourse.

It appears in absorption in a single external object and
obliviousness to other ideas which are of equal or greater
importance but not so obvious.

Along with this we find what may be called intellectual
particularism, or concreteness of thought,—a want oi the power
of abstraction.

You are teaching a scientific subject; you try to elicit,
inductively, a statement of a general rule ; instead of the general
rude you get a recounting of the zzstances.

The Chinese language is wanting in abstract terms; you
ask for categories and you get catalogues. ‘The lack is often
supplied, in speaking Chinese, by ejaculations, as in the ‘‘ Ah-
h-h !°’ for the idea of the superlative; or by gesture and facial
expression to denote abstract qualities.

A dearth of virile thought 1s shown when the mind drops
into rhythm :

Rhythm is everywhere in China; in foundation coolies and
burden-bearers, as well as among literary men. Sometimes the
intellectual and the physical functions get mixed. Your
Chinese teacher at his table 1s prone to. be dancing his knee in
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unison with his reading; and your #a- chalks on the door ot
the stable in true ciassic form ‘:—

BRE Beh BLARA
The first honor Chii-jin at Wuchang last year in his essay

set forth the political systems of Russia, England and the United
States in perfect correspondence, discovering easy analogies that
no Western publicist had dreamed of.

(2). of Mind, or Unscientific Processes -—Lack of
discriminative judgement,
The Chinese mind exalts the incidental and subordinates

the essential :
The want of the power of abstraction, to which we have

just referred, leaves a void which is filled by vacuous moralizing,
and this is utterly valueless for practical results. There is a
failure to bridge the chasm between abstract reasoning and
concrete conditions; that 1s, there is no science. There is a
certain critical acuteness in small things rather than a clear
discerning of principles.

There 1s a want of discriminative judginent. Our pupils
fitter round the incidental illustrations that occur in their
English text books as moths round a flame. They seek anx-
iously for explanations of obscure footnotes when the plain
principles of the text have not even been caretully read over.

I ask my Chinese teacher to write out a brief statement
of the purport of a book which I wish to present to a Chinese
friend. He labors to evolve a rhythmical succession of phrases
and misses the meaning entirely.

Pupils are lacking in self-control. They are convulsed
with a sense of the ludicrous in trifling occurrences which,
though ridiculous in fact, would never appeal to the attention
of boys of the same age in the west.

There is crudity in thought, diffusiveness 1n expression,
want of concentration, a disregard of thoroughness, failure in
accurate observation, lack of an elemental earnestness tor an
object, of enthusiasm for a definite ideal, of desire to excel for
the sake of being excellent.

A brilliant Chinese gentleman who was educated abroad
said tome: ‘Ask a Chinaman about what 1s going on among
his neighbours and he can tell you everything. Question him
on his own business and he can tell you nothing about it.’
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The general testimony of mill-managers in China is that

Chinese can be trained to be excellent mechanics, but that they
do not develop into high-grade foremen. When Chinese do
become managers of business concerns, there 1s a laxness, a
quality in the activities of the establishment.
The happy-go-lucky, ch‘a pu to (6 KR BB) ai pervades

everything.
When a Chinese teacher undertakes to define a word for

you, his definition always brings in that word. When a pupil
undertakes to tell you in English the meaning of a word in his
English lesson, he follows the same practice. Clear-cut thought
and expression are lacking. Analysis is weak. The reasoning 1s
macitcle.

Just as the Chinese classical style runs all the sentences of
a paragraph into one, so is the Chinese student inclined to do
in- developing a subject 1n English. He lacks precision.

IJ, DISCUSSION.

1. formality: When in Minneapolis last year, at the
meeting of the National Educational Association, I talked with
Dr. W. T. Harris, Commissioner of Education for the United
States and the leading philosophic pedagogian of America. He
said to me: ‘‘ China can never have any education worthy the
name, because she is continually fronting to the past.” In a
recent paper on ‘‘ Religious Instruction in the Public Schools’?
Dr. Harris makes some profound observations on dogma which
are in point here: ‘‘’Too much authority in secular studies,’’ he
says, ‘prevents the pupil from getting at the vital points. He
cultivates memory at the expense of thought and insight, for the
best teaching of the secular branches requires the utmost exercise
of alertness and critical acuteness of the intellect. The spirit of
authority loves dogmatic assertion and the memorizing of the
exact words of the text book. It represses the investigating
spirit and stifles independent thinking.’’ ‘This idea of Dr.
Harris, though applied to religious authority, 1s peculiarly
apropos here. In China, dogma is the religion of the mind.
In the West, religion is for the spirit and science for the mind.
Lo develop the Chinese mind we must subordinate authority
and emphasize ‘‘ demonstration and verification.’?

President Eliot, of Harvard University, a pioneer and still
a leader in the modern advance of higher education in the
United States, recently gave a notable address on the theme,
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‘The New Definition of the Cultivated Man,’ from which I
take the following quotation: ‘‘ Culture therefore can no longer
imply a knowledge of everything, not even a little knowledge
of everything. It must be content with a general knowledge of
some things and a real mastery of some smali portion of the
human store.’’ China, we may say, has recognized the dilemma
and has frankly met it in her own way. Instead of trying to
master new truth, she turned her back upon the prospect and
only tried to conserve, 1n her education, all that had been. ‘To
be fronting continually to the past 1s an ampossible attitude for
educational development. ft 1s reverence gone to seed. Under
the dominion of dogmatic authority, Chinese pedagogy forces
the ptpil to one of two alternatives: either to follow the ex-
amples set and renounce originality, or to be original and
renounce guidance. The school thus becomes the nursery, on
the one hand, of the hide-bound conservative ; on the other, of
the intemperate revolutionist.

Professor Emerson E. White, in his Eiements of Pedagogy,
has this apt remark: ‘‘It may be interesting and suggestive,’’
he says, ‘‘to ask here what man’s intellectual condition would
be were he endowed only with presentative power, including
consciousness, sense-perception, intuition; and representative
power, including memory, imagination and phantasy.’’ We
need not follow his idea out; in fact it 1s not directly
applicable to our argument, but it offers a good analogy. In
China, by giving a preponderating amount of exercise to the
memory and: to formal rather than to essential processes of the
mind, the school discourages the development of the rational
and higher imaginative faculties. The acknowledged intel-
lectual ability of millions of people is in a state of more or less
nocuous destietude, and the national mind, so to speak, 1s in a
condition of arrested development. The Chinese mind is pre-
mature in traditional notions and in memory, and immature and
crude in knowledge and thought.

2, Triviality. ‘The traits which we have set down under
the heading ‘‘ Triviality’’ may be characterized as a sort of
reaction from the excessive influence of authority. The mind,
seeking relief from the extreme of formality, becomes fantastic.
This is also a sign of imperfect mental development. True
culture can be attained only where there is a just sense of
proportions—of the relative importance of things. Scientific
method implies the taking account of all the facts, the associat-
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ing of related facts, and the abstracting of common principles.
If there be no just appreciation of essential facts there can be no
systematic, effectual inferring of principles, that 1s, no science.
The absence of scientific precision in the Chinese mind is
reflected in the rather crude, pictorial character of the written
language and in the absence of grammatical inflections.

The failure of Chinese education is largely due to mal-
adjustment of subject matter to the pupil’s mind. ‘The child
wants things, and he 1s given words; he wants facts, and he is
given phrases. The effect is not only to check intellectual
development but also to compel a false and warped development.

It is also largely a consequence of lifeless teaching. ‘The
Professor of Pedagogy at Mt. Holyoke College has recently made
an interesting investigation into the question of the relative
moral influence of men and women teachers as estimated by the
pupils thetnselves, both boys and girls. ‘With both sexes,’’ he
says, ‘‘the man teacher who had done most good was the one
who, to a high degree, was the incarnation of massive strength
and masterfulness in relation to vitally important things.’

The trouble with the prominent men in China to-day, who
are inclined toward progress, is that they do not know what are
the essential things. The fault is in the system which has
shaped the Chinese mind. What to accept on faith, what to
disregard as trivial, what to strive for strenuously, these are the
questions that determine character. The West accepts the great
inexplicable things, turns away from trifles and devotes every
energy to learning the truth and applying it. China turns away
from the great inexplicable, contends valiantly for trifles and,
with passive reverence, accepts the teachings of the sages as the
be-all and end-all of truth.

ILE. UTILIZATION OF STRONG POINTS.

1. Propriety.
‘Confucianism stands for order.’? Respect for learning,

for established institutions, for the scholarly man, for the moral
man,—these are anchors which, if they 1mpede progress, also
forefend shipwreck. Morality is everywhere a matter of habit.
The very word signifies conformity to ctstom rather than a
spontaneous inner principle ; and especially must advantage be
taken of this fact in China where the inner impulse to nght
conduct seems, to a large extent, atrophied. In China the
sense of propriety 1s the most convenient basis for character-
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training. The teacher has no trouble here to secure respectful
attention; the trouble is to make attention active and effective.
In utilizing the sense of propriety as a factor in education, our
task is to take the form and fll it with a vital content, to make
the external act represent an essential reality.

The sense of order may be utilized in training pupils to a
study of cattse and effect. Teach them to analyze facts: show
that things are not eternally fixed but have rational reasons and
causes, or at least an intelligible evolution. Begin with the
Chinese written characters, so that they may be not mere
arbitrary symbols but pictures of thought. Analyze English
words: we need not teach Latin and Greek, but our polysyllabic
English tongue can be made much more assimilable to Chinese
thought if we break up big words into their elements. Analyze
existing forms in social organization—especially rules of law, to
show the reasons back of them—preéminently, international
law, which 1s the world’s common sense.

Cultivate the sense of propriety till its roots grow deep; let
the virtues of punctuality and method in scholastic work
supplant mere formal attendance and time service. In military
drrll pupils lack precision. Let their sense of rythm be made a
definite thing, to the fraction of second.

The sense of form leads readily to an apprehension of the
ereat principle of conformation and the persistence of law:

Analogies and correspondences, intelligently used, have
been the forerunners of scientific generalizations of the highest
sionificance; for instance, the use of biological analogies in
working out the principles of modern sociology. We can take
advantage of the Chinese sense of form for broadening the views
of our pupils on questions of morals. This, to be sure, is only
doing what Mencius did; but every teacher must make fresh use
of the old methods. How aptly the differential calculus
illuminates the vital fact of growth by infinitesimal increments,
whether in the physical or in the moral realm. How well the
theory of capital, as the stored-up product of labor and temper-
ance, illustrates Benjamin Kidd’s doctrine of the subordination
of the present good to the future good as the dominant principle
of Western civilization.

2.
The Chinese mind, in some important aspects, is a child

mind. When modern education brings it into contact with the
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great world as men know it to-day, the whole scene is new and
strange and the facts strike in. Especially is this true if facts
and principles are tangibly or graphically shown.

The quickening of curiosity is essential to interest, and
interest 1s the all-important thing in developing seli-activity.
Interest is the secret of attention and attention is the key to
acquisition. Here is one of the most potent aids and most
constant incentives to effective teaching in China.

I have recently seen a class of young men studying botany
who have handled all the plants studied, have even brought old
mouldy shoes into class and examined the fungous growth under
a microscope. These are the coming teachers for the coming
China. ole

Note the keenness with which Chinese students follow
demonstrations 1n physics and chemistry ; they are dealing with
real things. -So, too, with diagrams and pictures of real things,
though in a less degree. Here is the prime principle of
kindergarten instruction, and kindergarten principles are applic-
abie in a high degree to all grades of education in China.
Closely connected with curiosity 1s the principle of indirection.
This is another great kindergarten principle. The interest
being enlisted by something graphic, tangible or audible, other
faculties come into play and the pupil learns without knowing
it. In connection with the sense of form, this intellectual
eagerness, once aroused, leads to zest in solving original prob-
lems. In geometry, for instance, I have found Chinese boys
no less original and more ingenious at discovering solutions than
boys of a corresponding grade of schooling at home.

Another most important way of utilizing curiosity 1s in
giving the broad view of facts which is essential to culture and
ethiciency. Take the biography of James Watt and the history
of the factory system of industry and connect the two with the
present-day industrial supremacy of England. Tale Malthus’?
principle of population, connect 1t with history of the invention
of steam-boats and the colonization of America and Australia,
and let the pupils make new statements in modification of
Malthus’ principles. Silver mining, by-products of lead, the
depreciation of silver and the question of the indemnity pay-
ments: show how closely connected these topics are. We must
use curiosity, and yet curb it, turn it into productive channels ;
ottide it, and it leads to all knowledge; let it run wild, and it
is lost in quicksands.
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Here the very habit of attention to incidental matters, which

we have noted as a fault, becomes a help. Recently a pupil, in
his economic note-book, illustrated the importance of air as a
means of life by citing the ‘‘ Black Hole of Calcutta,’’ of which
he had read in history.

The teacher, finally, must himself be interesting. He must
be agreeable, attractive, and, wherever he 1s touched, the virtue
of Western civilization must flow forth. If he will observe
the proprieties and at the same time show something worth
while in himself, there are no people with whom he will find
it easier to come into relations of social intercourse and mutual
regard and profit than the Chinese. The supreme need of China
is life—vital contact—the assimilation of mundane things by the
pervasive spirit which can transmute dead forms into living
forces. The life of the spirit grows from within, but it must
have quickening and nutriment from without; and curiosity is
one of the greatest means whereby the needed elements can be
brought in.

The trait of curiosity and the principle of interest—the
method of freshness of thought in teaching—is at the basis of the
best work that has been done in teaching one peculiarly impor-
tant subject—the English language. I have recently had the
privilege of visiting English classes in Soochow University.
Their system is conversational; it 1s both dramatic and graphic.
Its basal principle 1s interest—interest in the subject-matter of
the conversation and in the dramatic part that the student
himself takes in it. In order to maintain this interest, the
subject-matter of the conversation must be familiar to the pupil ;
then his understanding is not severely taxed and his perceptive
faculties are kept keen to absorb the forms of speech ; and this
absorbing of forms is the essential object in elementary study of
English.

The same principle—the maintaining of interest—must be
observed, with a different application, m another important
depattment of the work in Anglo-Chinese colleges, viz., the
teaching of history and economics and similar branches with
English text-books. When, as here, the main line of thought
is necessarily new, the expression of the thought must be clear
and simple. In order to avoid fatiguing the mind and smother-
ing its interest in the subject, the forms of expression and illustra-
tions and metaphors used ought to be rigorously modified to
correspond to the degree of knowledge of the student. ‘This
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principle opens a wide field for the preparation of text-books
of modern subjects in English, especially adapted to Chinese
students,

Conclusion. I have refrained from quoting Confucius and
Mencius, although the four books contain numberless passages
In point, because the object of the study has been to show up
present conditions. China to-day shows the defects of her
vittues ; she has held the sages so sacred that she has violated
ali their ideals in the eftort to conserve them. However, it is
the business of the teacher to make old truths that have been
leit for dead, to hive again. I have found ita mind-quickening
exercise when introducing a course in economics, for instance,
to call for citations of the economic teachings of Mencius,

I have also refrained from discussing a question that may
appear fundamental—the question of teaching spiritual ideals
as an element of true educational developiment. This branch of
the subject does not come within the scope of this paper; but
it is inevitably a part of the educational problem for China.

Morality is necessarily a product of soctality; but in
Christian lands it has its highest sanctions, if not its prime
source, in a sense of individual responsibility to something
higher than society. It is my personal conviction that China
can never attain a high order of life until the basis of her ethical
sanctions is shifted from proprieties to individual responsibility.
Mencius seems to teach something very like the doctrine of the
categorical imperative ; and if Christ had come to China, I think
men like Mencius would have received Him gladly.

The first principle of pedagogy is development on the line
of least resistance ; this 1s a principle of physical nature. ‘The
second principle of pedagogy is development on the line of
greatest resistance ; this 1s a principle of the moral nature. ‘The
first is the principle of natural development ; as applied to child
training, it has to do chiefly with the intellect. The second is
the principle of spiritual development, and it has to do chiefly
with the will. In this study we have deait, of course, only
with the first.

The question may be raised whether the ideals of the
highest Western civilization, with their educational sequences,
are applicable to this ancient, contra-minded civilization of the
East. It is a large question, and the only answer I shall offer
now is this, that until the highest ideals have been fairly
presented and have plainly failed, we cannot be satisfied to offer
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China anything short of the best. In support of this thought I
may venture, in closing, to quote China’s greatest teacher, when,
in answer to A #% protest that his ideals are too high, he
stands firm in the truth and speaks almost in the sense of the
Great Teacher’s words: ‘‘He that hath ears to hear, let him
hear’? :—

BE KHER RBAS KA GT KB
WT WAHAB SES hEPFA RK ERmoe, MBE TF ih KH Hae Se
3a wt AE zw

Kung Sun-chow said: ** Lofty tndeed ts the doctrine, yea,
veshlendent, but 1f 1s as it were to mount the heavens. why
not modify it so as to make ut approximately attainable and thus
a matter of every-day practice?” Mencius said: “A
mechanic does not give over the use of hts marking-line on
account of a stupid workman, the master of archery did
not, on account of a stupid archer, modtfy his established method.
The princely teacher leads to the doing, but does not do it all
himself, wf is as tf he held the mind on the qui vive ; he takes
his Stand in the midst of the way: let those who can, follow,”

Educational Association of China.
MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

HY, Committee met at 5 p.m., at McTyeire Home. Present -«
Dr. Parker, Chairman; Dr. Reid and Mr. Silsby. After
prayer the minutes of last meeting were read and approved.

The name of Mr. Horace F. Wallace, of Swatow, was presented for
membership and approved.

The General Secretary was instructed to correspond with Mr.
Carl with reference to securing the China Educational Exhibit
at the St. Louis Exposition for exhibition at our next Triennial
Meeting. _

Dr. Parker was authorized to order of W. and A. K. Johnston,
Edinburgh, 340 sets of wall charts and 4,o00 illustrations for hand-
books.

The Committee authorized the publication of 2,000 Handbooks
on Fishes (for wall charts) at an estimated cost of $60.91 and 2,000
Handbooks on Reptiles at $76.35. Dr. Parker reported that 1,000
copies of Dr, Pott’s book on Pedagogy had been published. The
price was fixed at 20 cts. per copy.
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The General Editor was authorized to make arrangements with
the Commercial Press for sale of the Association’s publications.

Miss Richardson having left on furlough for America, and
having sent in her resignation, Miss Mary E. Cogdal was elected in
her place as a member of Committee.

Adjourned,
J. A. SILSBY, Secretary.

wl mt tree

Correspondence.
THE HOLY NAME OF JESUS.

Zo the Editor of
(Tran CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: May I respecttully
suggest that it might help to
lessen the profanation of the
holy name of Jesus, our Saviour,
which 1s very deplorable (as Mr.
Foster very properly pointed out
in your columns some time ago)
if writers and printers of Chinese
books and tracts were to leave a
space in the column just in front
of where this name occurs, as 1s
left in Chinese edicts before the
name of the Emperor.

One is glad to see this is done
already in some instances before
the different terms for God end
before the title of Lord, but it
does not appear to strike some
that the pause should come be-
fore the name of Jesus. Surely
if ever any fame
‘“selah’’ before it, this one does |
We are all in danger of coming
under the power of this popular
protanation. Is not the name of
Jesus ‘‘ the name which 1s above
every name?’ JI think so. At
any rate, ‘‘at the name of Jesus
every knee shall bow.” ‘The Chi-
nese are not needing to be taught
what reverence is so much, as
to whom they should show it. A
cela ’* before the name of Jesus
may help to teach them this.

Yours very truly,
Tros. Huron.

needed 4

THE NEW TESTAMENT ORIGINAL.Lo the of
‘Ture CHINESE RECORDER.’’

SIR: In January RECORDER,
page 43, over the initials T. C.,
appears the statement—an wun-
proved assum ption—‘ Jehovah’

‘has no place in the Newa

Testament original.’ Question :
Have we got the originals ?
Nothing has been handed down
that was written between Christ's
ascension and Constantine’s con-
VETSION.

In harmonizing Old and New
Testaments I have found it ne-
cessary to adopt as a working
hypothesis that practically all
the New Testament was thought
in Hebrew, most of it was spoken
in Hebrew, much of 1t was written
in Hebrew. The Aramaic, Greek,
and Latin documents of the tourth
and succeeding centuries are tran-
slations. The Greek is evidently
modelled on the Septuagint.

‘Take a word such as cotoe with
its compound avooine and itsderivatives and ooorne,
and by citations, allusions and.
parallels the words are found to
translate five different totally
different Hebrew words. As to
Jehovah I find that New Testa-
ment Lord represents Jehovah
very frequently as well as Adon
and other words.

‘The chief fault of the Chinese
versions is the forcing in of
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by hook or crook, whether it fits
or not. It 1s not merely used
for Jehovah, Adon, Elohim, etc.,
but 1s actually confounded with
the grammatical suffix 4 in #%
#y, Savior, he who saves, and
itis very commonly added to 4
superfliuously,

Yours, etc.,
(ZY PARKERER.

OCCUPATION AND OPPORTUNITY.

Lo the £ditor of
‘Ts CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR Sir: My attention was
recently called to a letter 1n the
RECORDER, headed ‘‘ Unoccupied
Territory.’’ It dealt with the
regions about Ichang. Shih-nan-
fu was spoken of as untouched
ground.

May I be allowed a few lines to
explain that since opening Kwel-
fu the work has spread very
largely tn that direction. In my
Bible school last February I
had several men who came trom
Chien-shih and En-shih, which
are both hsiens in the Shih-nan-
fu. T have had no less than four
deputations coming to receive meto the latter city; and now I
have the papers for a good house
which they have prepared for us
there,

The strength of our Kwei-fu
work is in Wueshan-hsten and
spreading over the Hupeh border
all along the line. We have
enquirers from Pa-tung also, so
there are three cotuntites in Hu-
peh; but all these places are
some seven or eight days from
ichang.

As far asI can learn, the coun-
try due north from Ichang 1s at
present quite untouched by any
society.

May JI add one word about
Of course these
people have mixed and even very

wrong motives. How could it
be otherwise? and their claim
for teachers is therefore all the
stronger. The motives of the
Lord’s own chosen apostles were
wrong to the very last while He
was still with them.

Only give them a chance of
knowing us and hearing the
Word through us. Many have
told me frankly that their mo-
tives were wrong when they first
came in ignorance; but now,
aiter patient instruction, they are
getting something better, and
confessing it too. It is no time
for hastily baptizing these people;
but it 1s a glorious time for 1n-
structing 100 or even 1,000 who
have Scripture m their hands
crying for teachers.

I am sure that this 1s God’s
answer—the begining of Hts an-
swer—to our prayers of many
years past. The whole question
is, In what spirit shall we meet
them ? Some have deliberately
set themselves ‘* to stamp out themovement.’’ Others refuse to
sell Scriptures to such people.

My experience and that of
some others is, that whenever they
have been met in a loving spirit, a
nucleus of true believers has been
found, and they gather around
them those of the best kind. tt
is a grand time for the natives to
work: the work is theirs from
the start 1n Kwet-fu. J have
no longer to seek people and per-
siade them to believe. They are
constantly bringing to me others
who call themselves behevers.

I have but to give them the
milk of the Word. The living
souls will ever be drawn by this ;
while those who are hopelessly
mistaken, if they dont get con-
verted, will leave us.

Believe me,
Yours sincerely,

MONTAGU BEAUCHAMP.
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THE USE OF SHANG-TI.
Lo the Editor of
“THe CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: Only this week have
I been able to look through my
REecoRDER for March. I wish
your esteemed correspondent, Dr.
stanley, could perceive that the
best way to stop controversy 1s,
not ‘‘ observations,’’ such as he
has offered us, but evidence. in
the October RECORDER his con-
tention was that Shang-ti in
Chinese 1s what Zeus or Jupiter
was in the Greek and Latin
classics and Baal in the Bible.
What were the characteristic
attributes of the Phenician Baa!
perhaps Dr. Stanley knows as
little as I do. But we have both
read enough in our youths of
Zeus and Hera or Jupiter and
Juno, their forebears and descen-
dants, to know that they were
credited by the men who heard
St. Paul with physical and
ethical characteristics which are
totally absent from the Chinese
classical tradition of Shang-ti.
The primeval Shang-ti was not,
so far as I know, self-existent,
nor in any true sense the Creator.
Self-existence is an attribute, the
knowledge of which we owe to
revelation ; and it has been part
of the missionary’s duty from
St. Paul to the present day to
teach it and to connect it with
Jeoe or deus, or god, or shén, or
shang-ti, according to the deno-mination he has tound fittest
to represent the supreme object
of worship in the language in
which his missionary addresses
have been made.

The primeval Shang-ti, as an
object of worship, not, that I am
aware of, represented by any
lmage, was credited with the
supreme government of mundane
affairs, the fountain of right
and justice, and uncontrolled by

Sublunary infiuences. He had
neither the quasi-human relation-
ships, nor the vices of Zeus or
Jupiter. shang-t1 1s not a zane
any more than Huang-ti or Shang-
chu or Shén. In later ages the
title Shang-ti was improperly
applied to deified heroes, real or
imaginary, and so we have Yuan-
t‘1en Shang-ti, Yu-huang Shang-
tiand the rest, just as there were
K‘ang-nsi Huang-ti and Ch‘ien-
lung Huang-ti.

What I have contended for is
that the erroneous or inadequate
ideas associated with Shang-ti donot disqualify that term for
adaptation to Christian concep-
tions any more than the definition
of the Shén-ming by their con-
nection with mountains, streams,
the elements, etc., disqualify it.
And I see nothing in Dr. Stan-
ley's letters to shake my con-
viction.

His pertinent question ’’
which of the Shang-tis ‘‘is sup-
posed to represent the true God,”’
is met by the obvious answer—
none of them all.

“The world by wisdom’’—
Chinese: or otherwise—‘‘ knew
not God.’ We are sent to
preach one whom ‘‘they wor-
shipped, though they know him
not;’’ and we are to do so tn con-
nection with the term or ferms
which best answer our purpose
philologically, and also which
are not inextricably connected
with attributes utterly unworthy
of the divine idea. An adequate
term, ready made, 1s simply not to
be had. Certainly Sbhén 1s not
such, nor much less Shang-cht,which latter would tot be in-
applicable to an Emperor.

FPacethe ‘old literate,’’ “a stable
church and a sound theology ”’
are being “‘ built up, wf not on
the word Shang-ti “‘ as a founda-
tion ’’—since ‘other foundation
can no man lay but... Jesus
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Christ in connection with
the use of that term, ever since
Ricci in the seventeenth century
wrote his memorable essay on
“< Tien-chu Shang-ti,’’ the Crea-
tor self-existent. Men like Med-
hurst, Faber,. and others have
contributed to the theology, and
large and growing churches of
(Chinese Christians worshipping,
praising, and proclaiming the
Christian Shang-ti may well
reasstire the ‘‘ devoted member’?
of Dr. Stanley's Shénite church.

What is to be desired is that
we should concede a little to each
other, and recognizing the limits
of our knowledge thank God
that both with the one term and
the other ‘‘ the kingdom of God
is preached and souls are pressinginto it.’’

Faithfully yours,

A MARTYRS’ MEMORIAL.
(See frontispiece).

lo the Editor of
THE CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Sir: As at Cana, the Lord
reserved the ‘‘ best at the last.’’
Our tour to Fen-cho-fu occupied
about two weeks and extended
over the two Sundays of January
3rd and roth, and although a
cloud of sadness still hung over
the district and still does to some
extent, the outlook is much
brighter than it was at our last
visit. ‘The chill of horror has,
in a good measure, vanished here
owing to the providential arrest
ot the wretch who led our former
associates to such a treacherous
end. ‘Two of the deacons of the
church, becoming anxious at our
delay in coming, came over the
plain (160 &, fiity-three miles),
one walking all the way to invite
11S fo come over.

On the first Sunday we found
twenty-four applicants for admis-

sion to the churcb on probation
and on the next Sunday nine
others received baptism, making
a total of thirty-three additions at
that station, which, added to the
number at this, makes a grand
total of ninety additions on this
tour.

These numbers are significant,
but cannot possibly convey any
adequate conception of the his-

_ tory of the past year. ‘The black
scroll that hangs behind the
pulpit has in white the names
of seventy-five of the old mem-
bers enrolled under the motto
as having ‘‘ contributed their
bodies.’’ Some belong to the
Out-stations of San-ch‘uan and
Liu-chen. It seemed a little in-
congruous at first for them to
record themselves on the roll of
martyrs, but the more one listens
to the story of their persecutions,
that still exist to some extent,
the less incongruity there seems
to be, for their lives are a living
martyrdom, e.g., Mrs. Hou,
whose son sharpened a knife and
gave to the Boxers for them to
Kill his mother with, and while
we were there Mr. Tien came in
to enquire about the news that
four more missionaries had justbeen killed. ‘‘ There, I told
them that it was all idle talk !’?’
he said. And this is the way
that day by day the heathen
torment the nervous and some
still sick from the persecutions of
1900. some have since died
from cliseases contracted no doubt
irom. the paralysis of fear in
those terrible days and two at
least have lost their reason |

There are four members who
Nave acted as deacons and who
have taken turns on Sunday in
conducting the services, and
though not so versed in theology
as some of our divines at home
have shown the earnestness and
moral power that comes from
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sincerity of belief and they have
developed wonderiully under
trial, so that we have no cause to
be ashamed of them. In the
darkness of that awful hour
many a Peter denied his Lord
(in the Chinese sense), but even
the most weak one ot the lot is
now at the farthest out-station,
eighty miles away, faithfully
preaching the gospel and keep-
ing an opium refuge, and one of
his converts has contributed 100
taels to buy a court of buildings
for the refuge and a meeting
place.

On the 8th of January at Fen-
cho-fu occurred the unveiling of
the monument to the band of
missionaries otf the American
Board who lost their earthly lives
in 1900.

The magistrate had signified
his intention of accompanying us,and with six carts we soon
traversed the road over which
they were taken to their cruel
betrayal. The ceremony was
severely simple. A score of
Christians sang the doxology in
a cold and driving duststorm
and four braids of crackers with
a ‘fcannon’’ cracker for every
tenth were fired and then our
artist took the picture of the
montiment and then we went to
the temple from which Lii Chen-
san, standing on the steps, gave
the order on that fateful day in
Atigust, 1900, to his soldiers to
attack the devoted band, whose
names are cut on the tablet to the
left as you face the monument.
On the one to the right is cut the
address (in part) of the funeral
oration delivered at Tai-ku by
Mr. Duncan on the occasion of
their burial in 1901. On the
reverse 1S an inscription in Eng-
lish referring to the date of finish-
ing the work, on one tablet, and
on the other in Chinese is the
appreciation of the Christian

religion written by the Emperor
‘ang Hsi so well known. ‘The
tui-dzs or tmottoes in front re-
hearse the old story: ‘‘ The be-
stowal of one body remits the
sins of the myriads; the shed-
ding of a few drops of blood is
sown in the hearts of the myriads
of people.’

On the carved panels in front
appear the three wise men trom
the East, the Apostle Paul mak-
ing tents and preaching the
Gospel, and Nicodemus in his
interview with our Lord by night.
The material of the work is the
Dlack marble of this region and
the carving 1s neatly done and
was superintended by one of the
Christians who was under the
pay of the government, which
paid the costs (450,000 cash).

As we lumbered our weary way
back to the city in the springlesscart it was not unnatural that
our hearts pbrooded somewhat
gloomily on the remembrances
of the past, how in rgoo the dark
storm suddenly broke and the
old Prefect who had always beex
friendly to the missionaries, but
now old and feeble, was worried
to his death, and before he could
have a decent burial the new
Prefect Hsti, in thorough sympa-
thy with the diabolical purposes
ot the governor, came on the
scene, and this serpent Lu, in
human form, raised his head and
hissed at the people and offered
his services to the new Prefect to
murder the missionaries; how
the old Hsien Magistrate, Shen,
who had always been friendly to
us, and in the gathering stormhad stood firm as a rock tor
justice and humanity, even to the
last a genuine hero in the dark-
ness of the Boxer superstition,
was overridden by the Prefect,
and in the helplessness of his
despair wrote a poem denouncing
the times and his fate, and scorn-
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ing the new Prefect and his
henchman, Lu Chen-san, who
did the dastardly crime not
ignorantly as he was famultar with
the missionaries and had been
treated for the optum habit,
living in their hospital for two
mouths, and had professed friend-
ship in many ways, but now for
the hope of preferment and for
what he could rob the foreigner
of he led his soldiers to do the
deed.

The Foreign Office at T‘a1-
yuen-fu have made many pro-
mises to punish this man, as he
so richly deserves, while clandest-
inely giving him a comfortable
berth in jail until the foreigners
shall have forgotten, when he
will be set at liberty to continue
his slimy way among the people.
The Prefect Hsti was condemned

to exile by the allies, but escaped
from the province on the same
day that this man fled. Up to
the present nothing has been
done to carry out hts sentence or
to pronounce sentence on this
mat who so richly deserves it.

The monument theretore
Stands not only as a memorial to
those who died in the interests of
thetr religion but to our shame
and the shame of the government
that lets such 4 crime go unpun-
ished. The empire of China
may be one of the oldest on the
earth, but itis written in Script-
ure and in history that ‘‘ The
hoary head 1s a crown of glory
if it be found in the way of

Yours faithfully,
J. Jf. ATwoon.

Our Book Table.
Recent Advances in Christian Student

Movements. Being the Reports of
the Student Movements affilrated
with the World’s Stadent Christian
Federation for the year ending
February the twenty-eighth, nine-
teen hundred and three.

This paniphlet contains a gen-
eral survey of the recent progress
and present condition of the World-
wide Christian Student move-
ment, and embraces the ofhctal
reports of all the National Chrts-
tian student organizations which
are bound together in the World’s
Students Christian Federation.
It is remarkable the extent to
which this work had developed
during the comparatively few
years of its existence, and we are
pleased to see the strong position
it is taking in China, there being
now reported thirty-six student
associations in eight different
provinces with 1,079 members.

SECTARIANISM AND PFR.-
SECUTION IN CHINA. A page in the
History of Religions, by /. /. AZ. De
Groot, in two volumes, published
in Amsterdam by Johannes Muller,
1g02 and 1904.
The scholarly author of the

great standard work on the Ael-
gious System of China has post-
poned the publication of volumesV and VI of his work in order
first to give to the world this
new work on Aeligious Persecu-fron in China, and ail well-
wishers ot China should be
thanktul thet he has done so.
The main purpose of this work
is to give documentary evidence
from Chinese history, especiallytrom the law code and the Im-
perial Edicts of the present dy-
nasty, that the real reason for
the Boxer troubles and the per-
secution of Christians was the
spirit of against all
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non-Confucian teaching, which
has animated the Chinese govern-
ment dttring more than twenty
eentttries. The question: ‘ 4s
there religious liberty tn China 2?”
is answered by Professor De Groot
emphatically in the negative, and
he proves his view by hundreds
of quotations from Chinese His-
tory. He has dedicated his book
‘fo ale misstonaries of every
Christian creed labouring mM
Ching.’ And indeed all mis-
sionary leaders, all secretaries of
Mission Boards and especially all
foreign diplomats in China should
study this work carefully. It
explodes lor ever many erroneous
conceptions concerning China.
The optimistic view of Chinese
history, which ts so pleasant and
agreeable to some friends of
China and is so flattering and
welcome to the Chinese them-
selves, that one searcely knows
what need there is still for Chris-
tiauity in China—this view 1s
shown by Professor De Groot’s
work to be utterly superficial.
If one reads of all these persecu-
tions and all the cruelty mant-
fested therein, one cannot but
feel that Dr. Paber’s views con-
cerning the History of China, as
expressed in his ‘‘ Chronological
Handbook?’ and in his 6S CAiva 172
the Light of History,’ were cor-rect and not in the least too
dari. Yes, the facts of China’s
History are the strongest evid-
ence of China’s need for Christ.
We cannot sketch here the whole
eonteuts of Professor De Groot’s
work, but we will indicate the
chapter headings: 4. The Fun-
damental Principles of Confuctan-
ism regarding Heresy and Per-
secution. 2. Historical Survey
of the Persecution of Religions
until the Seventeenth Century.
3, The Legislation on Convents
and Religious Life. 4. The Law
against fleresy and Sects. §.

Sectarianism. 6. The Sien-t‘ien
Sect. 7. The Lung-hwa Sect.
8. Supplementary Notes on Sec-
tarianism and Heresy-hunting.
(Vol. II.) 9. Persecution under
the First Emperors of the Present
Dynasty. ro. [he First Part of
the Reign of Kao Tsung. tl,
The Second Part. 12. The Great
Rebellion m the Western Provy-
inces. £3. The Period 1800-
1812, Persecution of Christians.
14. The Rebellion of 1813. i §,
The Period 1813-1820. 16. The
Reign of Stien ‘Isting. v7. ihe
Tai-ping Rebellion (most interest-
mg; De Groot finds the root of
this rebellion in years of religious
persecution). 18. The Reign of
Muh Tsung. The last sentence
in the book is this: ‘‘ Verily,
there is another reason tor Chi-
nese persecution of Christians
than a legendary or magnified
register of missionary sins.”

All who study this book will
long for the day when the eyes
of the Chinese government will
be opened to see the necessity of
introducing at last, after cen-
turies of bloodshed, reat religious
fiberty, not only for the people
but also for the Mandarins and
government schools. No really
civilized nation can refuse this
liberty of conscience.

P, KRANZ.

REVIEWS BY A, H. SMITH.
How to he Self-supporting at College.

By James Melvin Lee. Pp. 33.New York: Thomas Y. Crowell.
$0.30 (gold).
Those of our readers who have

children in American institutions
of learning, or who expect to
have such, will certainly be in-
terested in this little essay, which
is a newspaper article expanded
and put into a relatively per-
tmanent form. It gives a striking
insight into the countless ways
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in which it 1s always possible
for quick witted and energetic
American youth to ‘get on,’ as
the phrase goes. While the
range of occupations 1s steadily
increasing, there has been no
change in the underlying essen-
tial conditions, that it is always
possible for the youth without
resources to work his own wav
onward and upward, perpetually
helped by the active friendliness
of others and constantly accuinu-
lating experience which is in
itself an education. ‘The whole
booklet reminds one of a remarle
of the present Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court (based on an
Hmersonian saying) that ‘‘ the
Republic is opportunity.”’

churches now 1n process of plant-
ing and training, shall be moved
by an irresistible impulse to pro-
ject themselves into new and
distant regions, yet if China is
to be permeated with genuine
Christianity this must inevitably
happen. We can cordially com-
mend this book to every patriotic
American and to al! who would
like to have a vision of the pos-
sibilities wrapped up within thelives of a little handful of de-
termined men and women who
have given themselves wholly to
(Sod.

Leavening the Nation, The Story ofAmerican Home Missions: By
joseph B. Clark, D.D., Secretary ofthe Congregational Home
ary society. New Yor. The Baker
and Taylor Company. Pp. 362. #1 .25
net (Gold).
This volume is unique in its

grouping in one conspectus with-
out regard to denomination the
numerous religious forces which
have been instrtumental in infus-
ing vitalizing influences through-
out the vast regions now become
the United States. Yet the view
of the work of the Congre-
gational element 1s naturally
presented with greater fullness
than the others, which are, how-
ever, nowhere ignored, or mini-
mized. It is refreshing to know
that this volume is used in many
circles of young people as a text-
book, the effect of which cannot
fail to be most wholesome. ‘The
intimate and vital nexus hetveen
the home and the foreign work
is made vivid, especially im the
closing chapter on ‘‘ The Fruits.”

It requires more faith than
perhaps most of ts possess to
foresee a time when the Chinese

India and Christian Opportunity. By
Harlan P. Beach, M.A., F.R GS.
Pp. 398. New York Student Volun-
teer Movement for Foreign Mis-
sions, 1904. Cloth, $0.50; paper, $0.30
(Gold).
This is the latest in the long.

series of text-books for the study
of Mission fields, issued by the
Student Volunteer Movement, al-
ready amounting to twenty-seven
in number; several of them pre-
pared by the incefatigable Educa-
tional secretary, whose own con-
tributions to this ime ot works
have been extensive and valuable.
Mr. Beach has divided his book
into eight chapters, with three
appendices; the first containing
a Compendious (but far from ex-
haustive)} Bibliography, a ‘Com-
parative Summary, 1851-1900,’and ‘ Statistics of Protestant
Missions in India, one a page
of totals in columns, and the
other showing the distribution of
the various missions throughout
the Indian peninsula. The first
five chapters are preparatory to
the last three, and describe ‘The
Physical Environment,’ ‘Some
Historical Factors,’ ‘Races and
Common Life, ‘ The Religious
Life of To-day,’ and ‘ Chris-
tianity in [ndia.’ The later chap-
ters discuss ‘Ways of Working,’
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‘Problems and Opponents’, and
‘Results and Opportunities.’ ‘To
condense the necessary informa-
tion regarding so vast a continent
into these pages, 1s only possible
to one who has long worked
over his material and who has
submitted it to ‘‘ five well known
Indian missionaries who have
kindly read the manuscript or
the proof, and whose criticisms
have done much to correct the
Individual equation.” The work
is a scholarly and careful pro-
duction, worthy of the reputa-
tion of its autlior. Being intend-
ed to give an accurate idea of the
whole Indian Empire 272 catenso,
it does not attempt to tell the
story of individual missions, in-
formation in regard to which
must be sought from other
sources. For the purposes for
which it is desi¢ned, that 1s, the
instruction of students prepared
to examine authorities, and to
follow out the clews here viven,
the book is in a class altogether
by itself. Its use cannot fail to
do much for the enlightenment
of its countless readers.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
Woman in All Lands, or China’ s

Place Anwung the Nations.
A comparative philosophic

Study of comparative civiliza-
tions, ancient and modern. By
Rev. Young J. Allen, OD.D.,
LL.D., assisted by Yin Pao-lu,
B.A. To be complete in ten parts,
or twenty-one volumes. Vols. I
and 2 of Part 1 now ready, but
not ov sale.

Conference Commentary on Ezekiel.
By Rev. H. V. Noyes, D.D. The
Chinese Tract Society, Shanghai.
For sale at the Presbyterian Mission
Press.
This adds one more to the

valuable series of Commentaries
on the Old Testament which the
Tract Society is getting out, and
thereby bestowing a great favoron the Chinese Christians. A
large part of the cost of this
work has been defrayed by the
Religious Tract Society, London.

A ‘Translation of Pastor
Kranz’s paper on the Martyrs’
Memorial into Chinese. 32 pages.

E ditonal Comment.
WE wish to call attention

to, and most heartily endorse
the article of Mr. Warren in
this issue of the RECORDER.
The millennium seems near-
er when such a_ spirit is
manifest, and the beginning
of the end of the Term Con-
troversy appears not so im-
measurably far off. It is im-
disputably true that no term
or set of terns is capable of
conveving to the Chinese any
adequate conception of God or
Holy Spirit. It is not what

they can gc? ou? of a term but
what 1s put znto it. And it
has been detnonstrated over
and over again that one term
for Holy Spirit is just as
acceptable to them as another
when they are properly taught
what is really meant by the
terin used. They are quite
ready to accept the term that
is given them. Doubtless their
national pride 1s more appeal-
ed to when Shang-ti is used
for God. There 1s no such
feeling in regard to the word
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this number the Crr-
NESE RECORDER begins a Mor-

for Spirit. And Mr. Warren
well says : ‘(Tf it were possible
to have qa dozen well trained
preachers, half of whoim used
‘Sheng’ for ‘Spirit’ and half
of whom used ‘Lang,’ closely
examined as to their views on
the Holy Spirit and spiritual
matters, does anvbody think
that the result would show any
difference whatever in their
knowledge that would clearly

be attributable to the particular
term used ???’ And as show-
ing that much of our prejudice
either way is the result of
usage and habit he says: (WTS
is there that cannot recall
matiy instatices of phraseology
that when first heard seetned
out of the question because of
their roughness, but usage has
rubbed and polished them down
till now they slip off the lipsas
smoothly as possible. For the
help it would give in the set-
tlement of the Term Question
it would be worth while put-
ting ourselves to much more
trouble than is involved in the
substitution of ‘Laing’ for
‘Sheng’.’? And then Mr. War-
ren’s closing thought 1s well
worthy of consideration, viz.,
that Japan uses ‘‘ Sheng’?
for God and ‘‘Tang’’ for
Spirit, and that Japan is going
to infilnence China more and
TTLOLTE, We welcome Mr. War-
ren’s article because it pro-
poses to work on converging
lines, not on parallel, or di-
verging lines. It we follow
his advice we should soon be
united.

rison Society section for the
publication of articles upon
certain technical and special
aspects of the China field and
the most appropriate methods
of dealing with the social and
national problemns it presents.
Being now in our thirty-fifth
volume and having during as
many eventful years conveyed
to the missionary body the
suggestions of imany veteran
workers, 1t 1s appropriate that
we should cordially welcome
to our pages the young, strong,cultured life associated with
the name and purpose of the
Morrison Society. One of the
characteristic features of the
closing years of the last century
was the development of the
missionary thought and activi-
ties of the Student Volunteer
movement, the Young Men’s
Christian Association, and kin-
dred Societies. The spirit of
self-sacrifice, earnest endeavor,
and high ideals of these bodies
have warmed our hearts and
filled us with high expectations.
With consecration, enthusiasm
and systematic study so char-
acterising the young societies
of the new century may we
not expect our youtllg men to
see visions. May it be true
indeed that ‘‘ your sons and
sour daughters shall prophesy.”

For every enterprise under
the sun there 1s now a definite
science and definite study on
scientific lines. An elaborate
treatise has been written upon
the early attempts at sketching
among children of all lands;
there have been comparative
studies of nursery rhymes;
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and to end a long list, a well
known Society has its science
of departed spirits. And mas-
sive China and its inillions
deserve and demand our ut-
most efforts at scientific study.
After his visit to the Far
East in 1898, Professor Henry
Drunmniond wrote: (6 The
Christianizing of such a nation
as China or Japan is an intri-
cate, ethical, philosophical and
social as well as a Christian
problem ; the serious task of
taking any new country indeed
is not to be done by casual
sharp-shooters bringing down
one man or two here and
there, but by a_ carefully
thought-out attack upon cen-
tral points, or by patient siege,
planned with all a military
tactician’s knowledge.’’ Intheir war with Russia the
Japanese ate bringing to bear
upon Manchuria the results of
a inost prolonged and caretul
study ; they know exactly what
they want to do, and are coim-
bined in well-ordered ranks
and companies, actuated by
one mind and heart, to carry
out their loug-planned move-
TENS. Every intelligent niis-
sionary in like manner may be
expected to welcome the studies
of specialists who, in the Mor.
rison Society papers, are givingto our readers the results of
a careful study of the partic-
ular problems which have cali-
ed forth their chief attention.
Our great enterprise demands
(1) the full reception of spirit-
ual power from on High,
and (2) a knowledge of the
most appropriate means of
bringing home that power,

2067

in all its winsome potency, to
the hearts and lives of the
various classes of the Chinese
and to the national heart and
social life of China as a while.

*K x °° >

IN commencing to publish
such a series, dealing so large.
ly with problems and methods,
it 1S appropriate to urge the
parainount importance of the
first consideration, that of full
reception for the energies of
omnipotence. It was by such
a reception that the church
began at Pentecost; it is by
such a reception that Mission
work must continue. While
we pause awhile to study prob-
lems and methods, we inust
above all ‘‘tarry’’ tn accordwith our Lord’s last com.
mission. The ‘‘ going forth”?
must ever follow sucha ‘‘ tarry-
ing.’ And whether we are
accustomed to observe the
church festivals or not, it is
appropriate at this time to re-
study the gospels to see how
that our Lord’s whole teaching
had tor its goal something be-
yond the cross, beyond the
resurrection and ascension, —
that Pentecost was the ‘‘van-
ishing point’’ of its whole per-
spective. The Sermon on the
Mount, rightly considered, is
an address on preparation for
Pentecost. In every other
utterance there was the pre-
paring of the way for the full
intrush of the unconquerable
lesions of Pentecostal forces.
Once pointed out, this becomes
most obvious. The gospels
hnd their climax in Pentecost,
the church has its starting
point in Pentecost. And as
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every Lord’s day has become
a weekly Easter, so every day
is to see a daily Pentecost. Ouick,in an instant, infinite, for ever,As we realise all this, and Send an arousal better than we pray,
yield ourselves and all that Give us a grace upon the falut en-
is within us to the supreme cdeavour,

quest of life, we may start each souls Jor our hire, and Pentecost to-ay.
morning, heart in heart with

our fellows, with the confident
prayer i—-

Missionary News.
Engochow Choral Union.
Object : “‘ To foster and develop

among the Chinese a love and
desire for good sacred nist.”
The third Annual Choral

Festival under the auspices of
the above, was held in Foo-
chow on Easter Monday. ‘Ii
large and attentive atdiences,’’
to quote from the Foochow
fttho, ‘‘are a true criterion of
appreciation, the efforts of theChoral Union have met with
great success. At least fifteen
hundred persons were present,
both 1n the morning and after-
noon, of whom only a sprinkling
were foreigners, and all were
well rewarded by listening to
the careful rendering of the
various items that formed the pro-

We came away much
impressed with the possibilities
of the Chinese voice and hoping
tmitich from these successful at-
tempts to improve our congrega-
tional singing.’’

The Committee of the Foo-
chow Choral Union would again
suggest to their tellow-workers
in large centres the developing
and extending of a movement
which is a source of much bless-
ing, and no little factor in the
moral and Christian elevation of
the native church.

ORDER OF SERVICES.
10,30 a,Ml.

Rev. G. S. Miner, Presiding.
Ir. Voluntary, ‘‘Send out Gounod,thy Light,”
2. “Holy, Holy, Holy,” LY RES.

Prayer,
Lesson, 1 Cor. xv. 35-58.

Pastor lek Siu-mi,

5. *‘ Jesus Christ is risen |
to-day,”’ . Mone.

6. ‘Arise, Sluine, for Thy
Light is come,”’ Lilvey,

Address, Rev. C. Hartwell.
‘We have seen His PPSintper.Star in the East,”’

g. * Rock af Ages cleft for me.’’
10, Collection (towards the object of

the Choral Union).
Ir. Voluntary, ‘‘Gloria,’’ Mozart,
12, **O dh :_

ow mani- + Barnby,
13. ‘‘ Nearer my God to Thee.”
t4. ** Doxology.

2.30 P.M.
Ven. Archdeacon Wolfe, Presiding.
1. Voluntary, ‘‘When

Shades of Eve,’’ Stamper.
2 ‘* God reveals His Neander.Presence,’’
3. Prayer.
4. Lesson, St. Matt. xxviii.

Ding Ung-tiu.

OWR.to-day,”5.‘ jesus oe is risen t M
6, ‘‘ The Lord is risen," AURZE.
7. Address, Pastor Ciong Ging-beng.

fold

BENEDICTION,
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8. ‘* My Soul doth mag-aly the ted t Bunnett.
g. ‘* Jesus loves me this I know.”’

ro, Collection (towards the object of
the Choral Unior),

rr. Voluntary, ‘‘Gloria.”? ozaré.
12. ‘' Rest in the Lord,” Atrs. PRo-Th ack |

13. ‘* Peace, Perfect Peace,'’ Caldbecé,
14. Doxology.

BENEDICTION,

C*. E. Notes.
Mr. P. L. Gillett, Y. M. C. A.

Secretary for Korez, located at
Seoul, writes of the interest in
the Christian Endeavor Societywhich he started there some
months ago. He says: “Qur
society among the foreign chil-
dren of the commuuity 1s active
and prosperous. The members
are conducting a Sunday-school
every Sunday with an enrollment
of about eighteen Korean boys
and girls, ‘They have also dis-
tributed some four § thousand
tracts witlun the last few mouths.
Our meetings are bright and in-
teresting, because each member
helps to make them so.’’

Rev. F. S. Hatch, M.A., for
the last three years General
Secretary of Christiun Endeavor
for India, Burmah and Ceylon,
has been spending the month of
March in visiting some of the
societies of Christian Endeavor
in the southern coast ports. Mr.
Hinman, the General Secretary
for China, met him in Hong-
kong, where large meetings wereheld in the Basel, American
Board and London Mission
churches. At Canton two large
meetings were held, and both se-
cretaries spoke to smaller groups
in the schools. At Amoy, Foo-
chow and Shanghai there were
also large mass meetings; at
Foochow six meetings in five of

the largest assembly rooms in
the city.

Mr. Hatch was frequently ask-
ed to speak to the missionaries
on the general condition of the
Mission work in India which he
has seen perhaps more widely
than any other man, and his re-
view of the elements of progress
in Indian missions proved of
absorbing interest to all who
heard it. Mr. Hatch and Mr.
Hinman also attended the Pres-
byterian Christian Endeavor
Raliy for Ningpo district, held
at Yii-yiao, March 30th and 31st,
where a large number of the
native Christians gather from
long distances for an annual con-
ference. The programme was
an interesting one; the general
subject being obedience, and many
earnest practical addresses were
made by natives and foreigners.
Mr. Hatch goes from China for
a month’s tour im Japan, where
he will visit a large number of
the Japanese Endeavor Societies
according to an itinerary = ar-
ranged by Dr. Pettee, the en-
thusiastic Jeader of Christian
Endeavor hosts in Japan.

A most delightful incident oc-
curred at a meeting of the Chris-
tian Endeavor Society in Union
Church, Hongkong. The pastor,
Rev. Mr. Hickling, who is using
his Endeavor Society as a means
of interesting and encouraging
the Christian soldiers stationed
there, had invited the Endeavor
Secretaries for India and China
to come to the meeting and
speak a few words about the
work in other places. But quite
unexpectedly two other strangers
came into the little meeting, one
of whom proved to be the found-er of the first Christian Endea-
vor Society in all India and the
other the son of one of India’s
most famous mussionaries. And
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what had called these four
strangers, without any prear-
rangement, fo come together at
this little meeting ? Simply the
attractions of the Christian En-
deavor name anc the Christian
Findeavor bond of fellowship and
the pledge ‘‘to attend and take
some part in every Christian En-

iMay, 1904.

deavor prayer meeting.’ Is it
not a great advantage that the
Endeavor Society not simply in-
spires its members with loyalty
to their local church but also
brings them into a strong sym-
pathy with fellow-Endeavorers
all over the world ?

Missionary Journal.
BIRTH.

AT Ningpo, April 1st, the wife of Rev.
G, W, SHEPPERD, E. M. M., Ning-
po, of a son.

Av Kia-ting, March 22nd, Mr. THEO-
DORE A. K. SGRENSEN and Miss
CIssI RASMUSSEN, of the C. I. M.

At Hangchow, April 5th, A. C.
MouLk, C. M.S., and Miss MABEL
BENNETT WOLLESTEN.

At Hongkong, April 5th, Rev. GAR-
DEN BLAIKIE, M.A., and Miss Tina
M. ALEXANDER, M.B., Ch.B., of the
kK, P. M., Swatow.

HEATH.

AT Kwai-ping, April toth, Rev.
HENRY ZEHR, C. and M. A., of
coufiuent small-pox, age 27 years.

ARRIVALS.
At SHANGHAI :-—

April 3rd, Rev. R. C. FORSYTH and
wife (ret.) and Rev. DONALD SMITH,
E. B. M.; Misses JEPSEN and KoRIG,
C. I. M., from Germany,

April 7th, Mrs. R. J. DAvrpson
(ret), and Miss CHILD, F. F. M. A,,
West China.

April oth, Miss MARGARET KING
(ret.}, C. I. M., from Canada.

April 17th, Mrs. A. P. Pkcx (ret.),
A.B, C, BF. M., Pao-ting-fu.

April 26th, Rev. J. W. STEVENSON
(ret.), C. I. M.; Rev. A.J. and Mrs,
WALKER (ret.).

DEPARTURES.
FrRoM SHANCHAI‘'—

April ist, Misses McCurLocu and
Mr. KR. POWELL, C, Il. M., for Australia,

April and, Mr. J. B. Miner, C. 1,
M., for Canada, Rev. C, F. Kuppmr,
D.D., M. FE. M., for U.S.

Apru 4th, Bishop and Mrs. Cassers
and six children, C. I. M., for Eng-
land; Miss C. I. M., for
America, via England.

April 8th, Miss M. C. Petersen,
C. I. M., for Germany; Rev. W. H.
LINGLE atid family, A. P. M., for
U.S.

April 19th, Rev. and Mrs. K. W.
ENGDAHL, S. M. S.

April 22nd, Dr. and Mrs. Jupp, Mrs.
BK. MuRRAY and child, Miss McFar-
LANE, C. 1, M., for England; Rev. WM.
and family, C. S. M., for Eng-
land: Mrs. G, G. WARREN and two
children, Miss A. WaTson W. M. S.,
for England.

April 23rd, Mr. and Mrs. Roum
and two children, C. I. M., for
Germany.

April 28th, Mrs. W. Munter and
Miss M. EF. M.D., I. P. M.,
for England,
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English and Evangelism.
Or the Relation of the New School to the Church of God.*

BY REV. HAMPDEN C. DUBOSE, D.D.| HE topic for discussion is not the general subject of
Christian education in the lands of paganism, but the
specific question of the relation of the English school in

China to evangelistic work. We all readily acknowledge the
necessity of the mission school; first, that the ministry may be
composed of “ faithful men who are able to teach others also’? ;
and second, that the children of Christian families may be shield-
ed from the poisonous influences of heathen instruction and
association. It is the question of the old school and the new:
the o/d, where boys were taken into the academy or college
under contract for six or eight years till the course of study was
completed, with some financial aid given by the mission, and
taught in Chinese by men who could speak Chinese; or the sez,
where they pay for the tuition and are taught English, in
English and by English, and are free to take the course com-
plete or abbreviated. These, without going into details, are
the general features of the two systems of education, though
there may be many modifications and exceptions. It is the
English school versus the Chinese school where Western branch-
es are taught.

This paper is a concensus of the views of nearly fifty pro-
minent missionaries scattered over the provinces, each with an

= = =

* Read before the Soochow Missionary Association.
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experience of from ten to fifty years.* It 1s a review of
education by the preachers of the gospel. The Head of the
church has entrusted its government to presbyters—-munisters,
elders—and it is within their jurisdiction to consider what will
tend to the upbuilding of Zion. It may sometimes occur that
educators will keep constantly before’ them the high ideal
of the model school without fully considering the relation of
education to evangelism. The opinions of the representatives
of Protestantism are put side by side, and the reader can
draw his own conclusions from the discussion of the ques-
tion. The paper will call attention to the excellencies of the
Christian school system im China and mention dangers that
threaten other departments of the work, and both evangelist
and teacher may, by the suggestions presented by so many
minds, be led ‘‘to seek a more excellent way.’’ Bishop Moule
says: ‘‘It 1s a very important theme.’’ Dr. A. H. Smith
writes ° ‘(Nothing but gcod can come of the persistent agitation
of this topic.’’

* The writer can join with China’s sage in saying: ‘I am an editor,’’ as
his task has been for the most part to arrange the valuable material furnished
so kindly by Mrs. R. Abbev, Am. Pres. Mission, Nanking; Rev. Jos.
5S. Adams, D.D., Am. Bap. Mussion, Han-yang; Chancellor Dr. Anderson,
D.D., Am. M. BE. University (South), Soochow; Rev, J. Beattie, M.A., Eng.
Pres. Mission, Chang-poo; President Paul D. Bergen, Am. Pres. College,
Tengchow ; Rev. C. Campbell Brown, English Presbyterian Mission, Amoy ;
Rev. F. Brown, Am. M. E. Mission, Tientsin ; Rev. W. B. Burke, Am. M. E.
Mission (South), Shanghai; Rev. Hunter Corbett, D.D., Am. Pres. Mission
(Chefoo}; Rev. D. H. Davis, D.D., Am. Seventh Day Bap. Mission, Shang-
hai; Rev. J. M. W. Farnham, D.D., Am. Pres. Mission, Shanghat; Rev. R.
F. Fitch, Am. Pres. Mission, Ningpo; Rev. Arnold Foster, London Mission,
Wuchang; Rev. EH. F. Gedye, M.A., Wesleyan Mission, Wuchang; Rev.
J. C, Gibson, D.D., Eno. Pres. Mission, Swatow; Rev. J. R. Goddard, D.D.,
Am. Bap. Mission, Ningpo; President Chauncey Goodrich, D.D., A. B. C.
F. M. Theological Seminary, T‘ungchow; Rt. Rev. F. R. Graves, D.D.,
Am, Prot. Epis. Ch. Mission, Shanghai; Rev. W. B. Hamilton, Am. Pres.
Mission, Chi-nan-fu; Rev. Charles Hartwell, A. B. C. F. M., Foochow; Rev.
Griffth John, D.D., London Mission, Hankow; President J. H. Judson, Am.
Pres. College, Hangchow; President C. F. Kupfer, Ph.D., Am. M. FE. College,
Kiukiang ; Rev. Charles Leaman, A. P. M., Nanking; Rev. L. Lloyd, C. M. §.,
Foochow; Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Mateer, D.D., LL.D., Am. Pres. Mussion,
Tengchow ; Mrs. R. M. Mateer, A. P. M., Wei-hsien; Rev. S. E. Meech,
London Misstom, Peking; Ven. Archdeacon A. E. Moule, D.D., C. M. §.,
Ningpo; Rt. Rev. G. E. Moule, D.D., C. M. S., Hangchow; President A.
P, Parker, D.D., Am. M, E. Anglo-Chinese College, Shanghai; President
1. P. Peet, A. B.C. F. M. College, Foochow; Rev. Timothy Richard, D.D.,
secretary Soctety Diffusion Christian Knowledge, Shanghart; Rev. J. Sadler,
London Mission, Amoy; Rev. C. Shaw, C. M. $., Hing-hwa; Rev. J. A.
Silsby, Am. Pres. Mission, Shanghat; Rev. A. H. Smith, D.D., A. B. C.
F, M., Chatg-teh-chow; Rev. C. A. Stanley, D.D., A. B. C. F. M., Tientsin ;
Rev. H. Thompson, Eng. Pres, Mission, Amoy; Rev. J. E. Walker, A. B. C.
Hf, M., Skao-wa; Rev. W. 8. P. Walsh, B.A., C. M. S., Foochow; Principal
G. G. Warren, Wesleyan Mission, Wu-chang; Rev. J. L. Whiting, D.D.,
eae pres. Mission, Peking, and Ven, Archdeacon Jno. R. Wolfe, C. M. §.,
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There is a danger of too wide a gap between the provincial

university and the country church, so whatever tends to the
tinification of the work that is done for our common Lord and
Master, should be hailed with pleasure. Some one may reply:
‘These two are incompatible, and it is impossibie to weigh
them in the same balances.” Whatever may be the import-
ance of the first, we are not to minimize the influence of the
second. ‘Three-fourths of the population of China 1s rural.
Converts are multiplied in the country districts, so the great
body of Chinese Chnistians of the future will be found among
the peasantry.

It is a matter of surprise to find in what small geographical
limits the new school is confined. Leaving out Canten and
Macao, probably two-thirds of the English teaching done by
missionaries in China 1s within two hundred mules of this city,
so that Soochow 1s distinctively the ‘‘ hub,’’ and 1t is well for
ts to see ourselves as others see is. Without disparagement to
other societies, it may be noted that the American Methodists,
North and South, are the distinguished leaders in the Anglo-
Chinese movernent.

Rev. Dr. Gibson - ‘Our work hitherto has all been done
in Chinese, and we have no experience of English schools,”?
This report comes from a number of missions.

Last year in the CHINESE RECORDER there appeared from
the pen of Mr. F. §. Brockman, General Secretary of the Y,
M. C. A., two leading articles on ‘‘ How shall we retain the
Services of English-speaking Young Men in the Church?”
And this paper may be considered as fellowing in the wake of
the discussion opened by hit.

We do not discuss the question theoretically. We take
schools as they are; not what they ought to be or what in our
minds we desire them to be. The eloquent. Secretary, R.
Speer, says: “It will be a greater thing to develop one thoy.
sand thoroughly qualified men, solidly trained, sincerely convert.
ed, to lead the new church and the new China, than ten
thousand hastily educated, inadequately equipped men in whom
Christianity has not struck deep, and who will come sooner or
later to their place in hong and customs’ house and subordinate
positions. ’?

There are many advantages that the new school undoubt-
edly possesses. The people call for English, and 1f the church
can consistently with its high duty of evangelisation answer
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this call, then she now enters a wide door of influence. At this
time it is the Jearned fashion. Dr. Parker says: ‘‘ And yet not-
withstanding the difiiculties which surround the English
schools of the present day, they are no doubt doing a preat
work, ‘They are bringing under Christian influence large
numbers of young men who would not otherwise be reached
by the ordinary missionary agencies, and missionaries in operat-
ing such schools are placing themselves in the lead of the
educational movements of China, and are thus in a position
to guide the new education and. save it from the domin-
ance of atheism and inhdeltty, such as would surely get hold
of it if the missionaries did not take an active part in such
movements. ’’

One marked feature of the English school is that it disarms
prejudice and breaks down the great wall of separation between
the Celestials and the Westerners. There is a complete change
of attitude produced by the extraordinary reforms that are pro-
posed in the hoary system of Chinese education, and if the
people find what they desire in the mission schools, the tide
naturally turns towards the church.

Education 1s a very attractive feature of missionary work,
and the English school becomes a magnet to draw all classes,
both the rich and the poor. The writer, though not engaged
in teaching, has been struck with the exceeding affability of
English pupils, whether 11 mission or secular schools, and how
genial is their approach as if they expected a cordial welcome.
The fathers and mothers look upon the foreigner as an honored
friend, to whom they show profound respect.

‘There is a ‘‘needs be’’ that the missionaries reach fhe
brain of China, and English puts them in touch with the upper
classes. Wonderful that the proud Confucianist entrusts the
instruction of his children to representatives of ‘‘the sect of the
Nazarenes’’ which a brief time ago was ‘‘everywhere spoken
against.’’

The editor of the Educational Department in the CHINESE
RECORDER (1902, p. 38) says: ‘“Ten years ago there were com-
paratively few of our mission schools which gave much attention
to the teaching of English. Now nearly ali the boarding-schools
for boys and many of the day-schools have introduced English,
and the giris’ schools are rapidly following suit. Some knowl-
edge of the English language is now considered a necessary
part of the education of every wide-awake Chinese young man,
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and although the temptations connected with it are great, yet
the arguments in its favor are so weighty that the subject
‘Shall we teach English in our Mission Schools ?’ no longer oc-
cupies a place on the programme of our educational conferences,”
We in Soochow, however, consider 1t a question for debate.

Mr. Silsby in his letter continues: ‘‘I believe that the
children of Christian families should be given an opportunity to
secure the best education possible. They should be expected
to pay as much as they are able, but their ability should not be
overtaxed. The man or woman who is to help in the work of
bringing China to Christ, should be fully equipped for that
service with English, mathematics, etc. . . . as well as witha
thorough and practical knowledge of the Bible. ‘That the last
is most important ‘goes without saying.’ Itt the school the
Y. M. C. A. will'help to develop hum as a Christian worker.
The Sunday-school and Bible class and the example and
assistance of his teachers and other Christian pupils, should all
tend to bring out his talent for Christian service.’?

Rev. J. Sadler : ‘‘T have suffered and attempted many
things in establishing Anglo-Chinese education. The feeling
here (at Amoy) 1s we must have more or less of English. Our
native pastors are earnest in the opinion that the good of China
will be helped thereby. As to preachers, while we may lose some
by English, we may gain others, and stronger men. There is
no doubt that self-support is helped by the aid given by men
who get their positions through their English. ‘There is sotme-
thing not easy to describe about the learning of English by
Chinese. It opens the mind, brings them in touch with the
West, aids to knowledge of Western literature and makes a
leverage on the dense mass to be raised. The way to check the
evils of English is surely a large appropriation of divine power.
Even the godly iissionaries who fear most would thus becomforted.’?

Rev. J. E. Walker : ‘( The great thing about the English
school is to my mind the following: The present and the
future needs of China call for great numbers of English-speaking
Chinese, and the influence they exert will be tremendous.
Shall they be educated by earnest Christians or by irreligious
foreign adventurers I would gladly see the educational work
of Christian missions doubled in China 1f only it could be done
without drawing inen and means away ftom the evangelical
work.’
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Rev. Dr. Whiting: ‘‘I judge teaching English would
tend to diminish the number of candidates for the ministry as
opening other and more lucrative employments. At the same
time it might be of great benefit to have Christian men in these
other employments, both for their financial contributiotis and
their influence. Perhaps the financial help from this class |
might balance the higher rates which would be likely to take
their rise from the genera! influence of teaching Enetish.”’

Mrs. Abbey writes : «The facts from our own small school
are somewhat favourabie to the teaching of English. We have
three teachers and two fledgling doctors as the outcome of Mr.
Abbey’s twelve or fourteen scholars. Finglish has really been
9 benefit to them. They are broader men, and their devotion
to mission work is voluntary and the result of consecration.
There have been many times whien some of them have had
struggles with the temptation to make money. One 18 a
candidate for the ministry and three regularly preach in church
and chapel to the edification of all, while they give their main
strenoth to teaching or medicine."’

From the English school in Soochow, conducted by the
ladies of the Sonthern Methodist Mission, quite a nuinber of
lads have been received into the church. Dr. Hayes reports
twenty-five pupils from non-Christian fainihes baptized in the
last ten years.

Dr. Kupfer writes : “Tt is an obligation devolving upon
all missions to provide Christian schools for the children of their
members, for the second generation ought to be better equipped
and to be able to do more for the conversion of China than the
frst, and nothing can do this better than model schools. I do
not look upon English schools as a means for supplying the
missions with native preachers, but I do consider them an
essential element for the laity, that those who are not called of
God to preach the Word may be prepared for a vocation. tf the
laymen have a good Enelish education and positions which
stich accomplishments usually assure, then the self-support of
the native church ought to be possible. The greatest evil that
threafens the Christian religion under the new system of
edtication 1s the strong desire of all classes, but especially of
the higher, to adopt the externals of our civilization, but not
its sonl}.??

Rev. Charles Hartwell: ‘The study of English has a
great beneht in opening and awakening the Chinese minds. lt
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gets them out of the ruts of agesin their mental habits and helps
to enable them to have better judgment in respect to men and
the way to enlighten them. It also helps to overcome their
superstitions. ‘They are better prepared for understanding
spiritual truth for having learned English. Therefore, all things
considered, I think the study of English will help to prepare a
man for a preacher, provided he has the same amount of con-
secration to the work. It also opens the way for him to grow
in knowledge more than he naturally would without English.
The Chinese are bound to have English, and it is better that
Christian men should give it to them than to have them taught
by others. The time will come when a knowledge of English
will be a reqttisite tor the preacher to enable hini to secure the
respect of the educated among his hearers. We have had ear-
nest Christian men in our English classes, and they are now doing
good as Christian teachers and in other positions in life. Of
course good men in business and government employ can do also
eteat good in supporting the gospel in places where they live.”’

At Mokanshan, Rev. J. H. Judson said: ‘* As to the ques-
tion of English, it 1s not one that we can longer control.
lish must be made a part of our curriculu:in of study and cannot
be Jeftout.... While the study of English will for a season turn
away some of our young men from the ministry, time will, how-
ever, adjust this matter and we will soon be on solid ground
again. ’’ [Che Hangchow President when he speaks of ‘‘solid
ground’’ evidently thinks, as far as the ministry is concerned,
the English college is on the quicksands. |

Another great advantage in the study of English 1s that it
tends to uproot superstition. Its forms are leSion. The very
fact that knowledge 1s sought from the West by the medium of
the leading language of the Occident seems to cause the youth
of Cathay in a measure to cast away the ‘‘ old wives’ fables.”’

There is another prominent factor in the consideration of
this subject, and that is the probability of the permanence of the
new school. Mrs. Abbey says: ‘‘Enelish has, I believe, come
to stay.’’ Bishop Graves aptly puts it, ‘‘ China is changing,
and Enelish education has come to stay. What about the men
who must preach in future to a class of Chinese educated on
Western lines? To meet the rapid increase of this class we
must raise up a body of clergy who can win their respect in-
tellectually or these men will be lost to the church. The new
China demands a ministry educated on the new model. ‘The
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English school serves its own purpose in raising up a more
intelligent laity as well as in furnishing an educated clergy.”
Archdeacon Moule: ‘With wide-awake Japan close by, China
cannot sleep again.’

There is one phase of the subject on which there is a
general unanimity of sentiment, and that is, if English is taught,
it should be thoroughly taught. For the pupils to acquire only
a ‘‘smattering’’ is a waste of time on the part of the instructor,
reflects on his ability to teach and 1s of little value to the
POSSESSOT. Those who matriculate should sign a contract to
remain long enough at least to be able to read ordinary English
books. Our cities are full of those who have gone as far as the
‘¢ Surd Leader,’’ and therefore are qualtfed ‘‘to hang out the
shingle’? as a professional teacher. The proverbial pride of the
Sophomore finds its counterpart in the man of ‘‘ broad educa-
tion’’ who has completed a series of Primers. The doctors
receive students for five or seven years—they would scorn the
thought of allowing a young man to enter the hospital to leave
at pleasure—and the professor of English literature mught
receive a hint from our medical men. Let the ‘‘Queen’s Eng-
lish’’ be the motto of the promoters of the English education.

After these preliminary observations, we will proceed to
consider the new school in its five relations: 1, to Knowledge ;
2, to Language; 2, to Finance; 4, to the Gospel; and 5, to
the Ministry.

I. ITS RELATION TO KNOWLEDGE.

The General Missionary Conference of 1877 found China
without text-boolcs. There had been scattering translations of
various works, but generally they were not suited for the class-
room. By aunited effort on the part of educators continued
during two decades a complete set of primary, high-school
and collegiate text-books has been prepared in Chinese by
experts in each department. These are the crown of academic
life in China. By taking the complete course there will be
sent out irom the college halls Chinese scholars with a good
Western education and splendidly equipped for work in China.
There are a number of branches, as mathematics and natural
science, which can be taught far better by using these treatises

than by the medium of French, German or Russian. ‘The
man that studies in his own language will be better able in the
future to instruct those who speak the mother tongue. It seems
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that the new school is disposed to go back on this line of things
and institute a new végzme. At the present juncture the atten-
tion of some is turned to preparing a line of Anglo-Chinese text-
books.

The acquirement of solid knowledge will be greater in a
given time by a steady continuance in the native language. If
the course be eight years and it requires three or four years to
master English, then only four or five years can be given to
actual attainments in Western science, whereas 1f English had
not been introduced, the whole period could be devoted to a
search for truth.

Rev. G. G. Warren: ‘‘My own feeling inclines me to think
that for the more brilliant boys a non-English education is to be
preferred. 0 much time 1s taken up with getting a smattering
of English—quite useless to a preacher or ordinary school-teach-
er—that I think a boy’s time might be better occupied.’ We
remark that English is only a channel by which knowledge is
obtained ; do not let us spend too much time in digging the
channel.

Rev. D. H. Davis: ‘‘ One of the evils of the present at-
tittide of the Chinese towards education is to let a little educa-
tion in English sufice, neglecting a thorough Chinese education.
Few of the boys from our mission schools are thorough Chinese
scholars, which is essential, no matter what is the sphere of
their occupation, ”’

The Ven. Archdeacon Moule: ‘‘From the absorbing atten-
tion that English requires 1f a Chinese pupil is really to excel
and to make it useful, scholarship, which 1s infinitely
more important for our preachers and pastors, and also Lzdle
study, must greatly suffer.”

Dr. Hunter Corbett: ‘‘T have never had in my employ a
native preacher who had been taught English, and so far as J]
know there has never been one in the employ of the Presbyte-
rian Mission in Shantung. Some years ago an experiment was
made for a short time in our Tengchow college of teaching some
of the advanced students English. It was found to interfere
with the Chinese studies so seriously that English was given up.
About seven years ago a school was opened at Chefoo under Mr.
Cornwell, in which English has been taught about half of each
day. As yet no preacher has come from that school. In all
our other schools education is solely in Chinese. Our theolog-
ical students, lay preachers and school teachers have all been
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taught in Chinese . . . The past year, by actual count, 87,000
persons have heard the gospel preached in our Chefoo street
chapel and museum.”’

In discussing the relation of English to knowledge we
must call attention to the small percentage of those who have
attended mission schools where English is taught who can at
all be denominated ‘‘ Enelish-speaking.”? Many of the pupils
remain only a year or two; they learn a few words in the school
room and speak their native language at home. Also as the
apostle says: ‘‘ Knowledge shall pass away.’’ Excepting the
students from St. John’s College, Shanghai, where they remain
a term of years, a brother of experience puts it down as one in
a hundred of those who study English that can speak English.
No doubt this estimate is far too small. These men generally
know very little of their native literature, so they cannot write
a letter in proper style, either in English or Chinese.

TI, ITS RELATION TO LANGUAGE,

It is a trite remark that at the coming of the Messiah the
Lord had prepared the Greek as the receptacle for the sacred
treasures of the New ‘Testament. Here we have the Chinese
language with its wealth of idiom, beauty of style, flexibility of
expression and fulness of development, specially given to the
church to present the gospel of salvation to the most numerous
race on the face of the globe. It is for the young missionary
to try to speak in this eloguent tongue. If, however, on his
arrival, he is appointed to the English school, his chances to
become a Jinetist are exceedingly small. The Boards who do
not allow at least two years to the student missionary to study
Chinese before he teaches English are indeed ‘‘boards’’—
plank—or as the Chinese so felicitously express it ‘‘ wooden.”’
Ii the missionary does not understand the colloquial language,
is he fitted to train the young? The not-able-to-speak mission-
ary might prove an incubus to the work: 2 small mill.stone
hung around the body evangelistic. But how can he speak if
be be given no time to learn? The apostles so spake. To
them was given the gift of tongues. Of the vernacular 1t may
be said: ‘‘ Vox populi, vox dei’’ or the ‘‘vox’’ in which may
be told the wonderful things of God.

It not only has an effect upon the missionary, but it touches
the Chinese themselves. some of the natives, after learning a
few words of English, affect to despise their native language,
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the heritage of millenniums.
bands which has held the nation together during the centuries
that are passed, and let us not unloose this band.

The distinctive tendency of English is to withhold from the
native church instruction in the Chinese written language.
Where then is the literature through which we can give to this
people the knowledge of the truth as it isin Jesus? W hat is
to be the future of our Chinese Christian books? May English
not prove disintegrating ?

We may also ask, Is not the teaching in the kingdoms of
Asia by the medium of an unknown tongue a new departure in
education ? Confined as the writer has been to a narrow sphere
of observation he may not be ‘Sup to date’’ on the question, but
during a recent visit to the State colleges in the south he found
the professors all using the language of the people. Tt is his
impression that the English universities teach in the vernacular.
Of one thing he is absolutely certain, and that 1s since the events
of 1870 lectures in the French schools are not delivered in
(German. Here in China we find an innovation in the depart-
ment of pedagogy. We might ask why in England and
America the foreigners who come over to teach French and
German are not made college presidents ?

It seems a gigantic task the Master has given us to disciple
the four hundred millions, without our undertaking to teach
them to read, write and speak English. Are we wise in thus
spending our evangelistic strength ?

Iii, I1'TS RELATION FO FINANCE.

‘There 1s a lottd call that comes trom the New China to the
Protestant church to furnish skilled labourers. The hundreds
of telegraph offices, the thousands of post offices, the Imperial
Customs, the Consular offices, the mercantile hongs,—~all call for
compradores, clerks and shroffs. The schools already opened
and the railways soon to be opened say: Give us your best.
The church has to see that in answering these demands her
resources are not exhausted.

Under the head of finance, the question comes to the mis-
sionary who receives his stipend from the home land and furnish-
es cheap English at one or two dollars (Mexican) per mensem,
1i he may not possibly enter into competition with those who
desire to gain a livelihood by teaching ? Might it not be well
to have a general understanding that the tuition fee be £1,

English and Evangelism. OSA

This has been one of the great
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$5.00 (gold) or $10.00 (Mexican currency) per month ? Consider-
ing its value in the market, this figure is not high. Then pro-
fessional teachers of English could have an opportunity to accept
positions.

We must all consider the reduction in the fees sometimes
made to the children of Christians ; may not this prove a world-
ly motive for entering the church? ‘The same may be said of
the beneficiary system in the English schools. If it be asked,
Do not at home the children of the poor receive aid? The
answer is, The conditions are different.

The young men and the boys in the schools are on the tip-
toe of expectation for lucrative positions. The mothers say:
They will get $100 a month.”’ “Who will give them the
$100 ?"? “OQ! you foreigners in the foreign country will give
it to them.” The situation around some of the schools is
almost as wild as in the south land after emancipation with >
‘(the forty acres and a mule’’ that the U. 5. government was
expected to give to every freedman. The pupils come for the
loaves and are only willing to receive them from the English
bakery.

The ‘financial relation to the church 1s of great 1import-
ATICcCEe., Our object is to place pastors over self-supporting church-
es independent of foreign control and foreign silver. That is
the goal. If the minister is paid on the basis of English-speak-
ing prices then he is not financially fitted for the native pastor.
ate. If the mission stipend is raised so that the wants of this
class are satisfied, then the Christian in humble circumstances
may feel a strong call to enter the work for the sake of the
salary, and we have a hireling ministry.

It is considered that in the expense of living the native
rates compared with the foreign are one to ten or fifteen. Dur-
ing our week of prayer one of the brethren stated the figures
paid by his Mission, and the married native preacher receives
what the C. I. M. usually gives each missionary. There is no
doubt but that the questions of English and finance are closely
allied: Where English is taught from the Mission treasury
higher salaries are given to the native clergy. It is necessary
for the missionary to study closely the scale of Chinese wages.
The new awakening in China may profit the select few, but
in a densely peopled country, where agriculture is carried on
according to excellent methods, it is impossible to bring up the
masses to a much higher plane of wages. We are not to forget
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the injunction of the Master, “Deny thyself,’ or the reply of
the disciples, ‘‘ Lo, we have left all.”

Views of missionaries differ on this point. The late young
Bishop Ingle wrote: ‘‘It is poor economy to keep either
foreign or native workers on a starvation wage. Joyful, tree-
hearted (and therefore efficient) work cannot be expected when
the wolf is at the door. Most of our Chinese clergy get less
pay than they could secure if they went into business. We do
not attempt to compete with business salaries, but we do try to
make the salaries we pay bear some relation to a reasonable
standard of living and to the man’s services to us.’

Rev. P. D. Bergen: “My experience has been that
Chinese will contribute freely in proportion to their ability, and
especially when they are after a pastor whom they have learned
to respect and perhaps to love.”’

Dr. Parker : ‘“My experience and observation go to show
that quite a number of the students educated in our English
schools who have become Christians give quite liberally to the
support of the native church after they leave the school and find
positions giving them good salaries. At the same time J am
bound to admit that we do not get as much financial help from
the Christians who have left our schools as we have a right to
expect. ”’

Rev. J. A. Silsby:: ‘The Anglo-Chinese School 1s help-.
ing greatly to make the church self-supporting. English has
done more than anything else to develop the self-support idea.
It has enabled us to charge tuition and take our schools out of
the category of schools for mendicants. The English-speaking
graduates demand better salaries than those who come from
Chinese schools, but they are worth more. ‘These schools are
turning out men who go into business and make money or
sectire situations commanding higher salaries, and they are
building up a native church that is better able to pay high
salaries than the church of former days was to pay meagre
salaries. ... Ht keeping a young man im ignorance of all
marketable knowledge (italics ours) 1s necessary to retain
him in mission work, I prefer to dispense with such a man’s
services,

Rev. J. S. Adams, I>. D. - ‘SOnr work 1s and ever will be
evangelistic and pastoral,—educational only so far as training
a godly ministry 1s concerned. I feel that there is very great
danger of allowing the clamor for Western education to set aside
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the great and vital work of preaching the gospel and training the
churches into self-support, self-propagation and self-government.”’

Rev. T. Richard, D.D.: ‘To have a good man who will
have weight with officials and gentry, I cannot think it 1s possible
to support such a man.decently with a salary less than from $50
to $100 per month.”’

Dr. Goodrich: ‘The English-speaking scholar can easily
command a higher salary than one who can only speak in the
tongue in which he was born. If he becomes a preacher, as a
rule his salary must be considerably raised above that of the
man who only speaks in his native tongte.’’

Rev. D. H. Davis: “The teaching of English to Christian
boys, owing to the demands in business, makes them regard
their services worth far more than the average native church
is able to give, and consequently makes it impossible for the
native church to support them. It is on this account a hindrance
to self-support.

Rev. W. B. Hamilton: “As none of the native ministers
know English the salaries paid them are low, and come largely
from the churches over which they are pastors. As yet the cost
of living has not greatly increased in interior Shantung over
former years, but will, we anticipate, do so with the incoming
of the railway, when of course salaries will have to be consider-
ably increased. ome of our scholars having learned English
enjoy large salaries in the Imperial post office and are able to do
more than formerly in church support.’’

Rev. J. Beattie : “Tf a lad knows English he expects a
bigger salary than most missions can afford. His Hneglish
attainments are of little use to him in our inland stations, where
no one understands English, and the more drawn such a man is to
English ideals, ways and customs, the more does he lose touch
with the labouring classes who form his flock. In ports and
tnission centres there is certainly room for a few well-educated
English-speaking students, but in the inland and often isolated
stations they are out of place, even if they would take the salary
offered, which 1s about $8 per month for a preacher and $12 for
a pastor.’’

Rev. C. A. Stanley: ‘‘The English-speaking boys will
require a higher salary than the others, and I am not at all sure
that they will do better work, so far as I have been able to
observe. This must hinder the day of self-support which we
should aim to reach as soon as possible.”
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Rev. H. Thompson : ‘The tendency of the English school

is to cause discontent and to raise salaries considerably. A young
student who can speak English can demand from $15 to $50 per
month, while the preacher of long standing does not get more
than $8 or $10.”

Mrs. R. M. Mateer: ‘*None of our native pastors know
English, What help it would be to them we cannot conceive,
since their salary is so small they could not buy English books.
Nor could their constituents afford to give them a higher salary
because they know English.”

Rey. Llewellyn Lloyd : ‘“'We have as yet only employed
one English-speaking catechist and only for a short time, and
we did give him more pay than we should have given had he
not had a knowledge ot English. L tear that it the various
missions employ their well educated young men, they will have
to be paid their market value, except when they refuse (as some
have nobly done) to accept any other allowance than that receiv-
ed by their native brethren.”’

Rey. Campbell Brown: ‘‘In my district we have six
native pastorates with ordained pastors wholly supported by the
native churches, but I do not think we can point to any help
received from English-speaking Christians.’’

Rev. W. S. P. Walshe: ‘CA man who holds a diploma
from the school or university must be placed in such circum-
stances as will enable him to retain and increase, instead of losing
his acquired advantages. To treat the untrained catechist or
native clergyman equally with the boy from the school or stu-
dent from the college 1s to me a moral offence, bringing disaster
and confusion in its train. To give the same salary to a man
who has been through (say) an eight years’ course of study, with
a man who has just passed a simple course of divinity, is to
me not only unjust but demoralizing. Whether he speaks
English or not, he is worth more, or ought to be, and if in
addition he speaks English or French, he ought to be worth
more still. The trained men, too, have more needs which their
education has developed. They need more books, more papers:
they have to entertain a better class of visitors, and their chil-
dren’s education will cost them more too. As at home, certain
pastorates should carry larger salary and demand a better man.
At present a man empties a large city church and 1s sent toa
country village, but his salary remains the same, and he is only
too glad, as he can save more and do less. I believe that the
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distinction of salary should be according to the post held, if
possible, as at home. The boys from the schools and universi-
ties will naturally be called to them.”’

Rev. L. P. Peet: The English school should supply our
best preachers. There is no question but that in the majority
of cases where Christians are involved, debts have been incurred
by the study of English, which must be paid off as soon as
possible and which can never be settled with the meagre salaries
allowed to, or received by, our preachers. lf our churches ever
get wealthy enough to pay thirty or forty dollars a month they
then will be able to secure English-speaking preachers. ti the
English school sends ont thoroughly Christian young men who
will fill posts of influence and trust, these will contribute liber-
ally to the support of the Gospel, and in this way the school
may become a great help to evangelistic finance and the seli-
support of the native church.’’

Rey, W. B. Burke: ‘*Our church has never been depend-
ent on schools for workers, and I do not think we shall have to
be in China. We shall find some of our best helpers to be right
from among the people, never having seen the inside of a school.
And then, too, when the Holy Spirit begins to work, you will
see some of the best educated English graduates working right
out in the highways and by-ways.’’

Dr. Anderson: ‘* The new school will not hinder self
Support. The native preacher should have more salary if he
is worth it. To my mind the chief difficulty in the salary
question is the mzzsszon scale. We cannot give the worthy man
the higher salary he deserves, as it will often necessitate giving
the same salary to a half dozen others who do not deserve it.”?

The Ven. Archdeacon Wolfe: ‘‘’The tendency certainly
is to make our pastors and preachers dissatisfied with the salaries
which the mission or the native church can afford. Thus far,
as we have had no pastors or preachers supplied to us from the
English schools, the evil has not been very much felt, but the
following circumstance will show that the danger of creating
this dissatisfaction 1s real and would no doubt be a hindrance to
selfsupport in the native church.

A young man, the son of one of our native pastors, trained
in the Anglo-Chinese school here, worked as a clerk in one of
the foreign hongs at this port, receiving $35 a month. He was
compelled to give up this situation on account of ill health. Ags

we considered him an earnest Christian man we took him into
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the employment of the Mission, giving him a salary less than
he had been receiving, but considerably higher than the ordin-
ary allowance given to native preachers. There was at once
great dissatisfaction openly expressed by the pastors and preach-
ers of the Mission, who contended that a knowledge of English
did not qualify this man as a better pastor or preacher than any

of themselves who knew only Chinese, and they could not see
the justice of giving him a higher salary for doing the work
which they thought they were as qualified and capable of doing
as he was, and they expected that equal treatment should be
extended to themselves. This English-speaking man retired
from the work, first because of this dissatisfaction, and secondly
because we could not give him a higher salary than what we had
already given him. Since his retirement he has been content with
doing work in other ways rather than work in the Mission for
the ordinary allowance which the native church or the Mission
can afford. We have had two or three other cases much simular
to this, who, after graduating in the English school, preferred
to remain idle for several months before they received an appoint-
ment rather than work in the Mission for the ordinary allow-
ance given to a pastor or catechist. I think these instances go
to show that, for the present at least, the English school is
no help to us in supplying either preachers to the Mission
or pastors to the native church, and should missionaries agree
to the demands of these men for higher salaries, it would
be a real hindrance to self-support in the native church.”’ All
who read these words will agree ‘‘ With the ancient is wisdom.’’

(fo be continued.)

The New Conditions in China*
BY REV CG A. SYFTANLEY.| HIS is a large subject—too large to be fully treated in the

tinie that is at our disposal in one evening. Tt is also
an important subject in its bearing upon the work of

Christian missions in this great held. We can do little more
than touch on a few points in opening the discussion this even-
ing. It is safe to say that war is very largely responsible for
these ‘‘new conditions’’—the war with Japan, and later the

* Read before the Tientsin Missionary Association and published by re-
quest of the Association.
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Boxer uprising and its results were such as made it impossible
but that changes of a serious nature must take place. It was a
part of God’s plan, as so frequently in the past, for the accom-
plishment of His purposes: ‘‘I will overturn, overturn,
overturn it: and it shall be no more, until He come whose right
it is: and I will give it Him.”

In order to get any adequate conception of present condt-
tions it is necessary to take a brief glance at the more recent
past of China’s history and note the conditions then existing.
China was then thought to be a great nation—great in extent of
territory, great in numbers of population, all of which was true.
It was also thought that she was an educated nation—great in
intellectual progress and development; great, as well befitted a
nation of such extensive domain, in all defensive and offensive
possibilities, and practically impregnable to any foe that might
appear ; In a word, great in about everything which wins the
respect of other nations. It was thought that such a nation
would observe its treaty obligations and that although its
past history had been one of obscurity and isolation, its great
civilization and intellectual development were such that it surely
would welcome anything which might add to its present
possessions and give promise of still greater development and
erowth in the future. It was not thought possible that the very
opposite of all this could be the result of such qualities and
acquisitions as 1t was supposed China had already attained unto
through ali her years of opportunity.

Let us note a few points as between the old and the new
conditions in China.

1. Lhe attetude of all classes towards the foreigner.
Formerly he was an object of contempt; despised, hated, in-
sulted, yet feared. What he got by way of concession was
through fear, and was nullified as far as possible by deception,
intrigue and falsehood. Whatever of change there was in the
later years came very slowly and affected only a very few in the
great mass and only those who had come into close contact with
the foreigner. few were the number thus influenced pre-
vious to the China-Japan war that no perceptible impression was
made on the mass, or on the policy of the nation, till after the
close of that war. It is asad fact also that whatever of influ-
ence for good may have been exerted, its effect in too many
instances was nullified and the change towards better condi-

tions hindered by the course of the foreigner himself in return-
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ing insult for injury and insolence for intrigue.
also by letting covetousness override justice, blood-money
atone for murder, and the head of a coolie be substituted for that
of the official culprit. A notable case in point was that of Mr.
A. R. Margary, a Consul of Great Britain. He was passing
through China to Burma, and just before leaving Chinese ter-
ritory on February 21st, 1875, was entertained at a feast at
Manwyne by the Governor of Yunnan, at whose instigation
there is little doubt he was murdered after going out from the
presence which had but a short time before wished him ‘‘I lu
ping an’’ (a peaceful journey). At any rate, the man of
high rank who planned and at whose command the murder was
committed, was not sought out and punished. From that time
foreign life began to cheapen, and assaults upon, and the murder
of, foreigners became more frequent. Fear, if nothing else, had
exercised a restraining influence hitherto, but now arrogance
and brutality began to assert themselves as in the early days
before the negotiation of any treaty in Peking. And this state
of things continued with little of change till after the close of
the China-Japan war. Some of us can recall the difficulty and
inconveriience of prosecuting our missionary work in the in-
terior because of the suspicion and distrust of the missionary,
and how hard it was to get a word with the magistrate if for any
reason it became necessary to visit him while away from the
port. How we were told that our treaties gave us only the
right to travel, not to stop. But a great change has taken
place since the Japanese war pricked the bubble of Chinese
superiority, and the government has been made to realize that
its relations with foreign powers must take on a different phase.
Change was resisted in the higher circles and progress was
hindered in every possible way, but the spirit of inquiry began
to spring up, and questions were asked as never before, and of a
different nature from anything that had ever entered into a
Chinese mind or stirred its placid calm of self-sufficiency in the
days gone by. The general opinion had been, fostered trom the
top downward and so permeating and controlling all classes of
society, that the foreigner had nothing he could impart to the
Chinese. The English language had been studied by a few
with the sole object of making more money thereby, but as to
acquiring any of the education or knowledge that came from
the West, it scarcely entered the mind of the Celestial, proud in
the lore of the sag *
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The success of the Japanese in the war was a great shock
to the sensibilities of the average Chinaman, but it had its com-
pensations. It helped, if it did not start the forward movement.
It brought foreign science, and knowledge, and methods and
acqtirements prominently before the vision of the Chinese.
What Japan had acquired, the progress she had made in a few
years while China had been standing still if not actually
trying to retrace her steps backward, could not be ignored, or
let pass unnoticed. It commanded attention. Its influence
began to be felt in the far interior. It even penetrated to the
Court and began the leavening process there. It began to be
felt that foreign education and science must come—must be
sought, in fact. The classics were behind the times; they were
losing influence, they must be bolstered up. Japan was an
Object lesson in this respect. With many it began to be
realized that education is something different from memorizing
routine ; that it is knowledge of things, of facts, of conditions ;
ina word, that it is knowledge with practical application and
purpose and means progress.

Let us turn now from this general question to the more
specific one and consider ; secondly,

Le Lhe attitude of the Chinese towards Christianity. Com-
ing from ‘beyond the seas,’ it was natural that it should be
looked upon with suspicion. Its messengers, being without
visible means of support, devoting themselves to the preaching
ofan exalted system of morals and manner of life which includ-
ed in its scope the education of the young and of the women,
all of which involved a large plant and a heavy expenditure of
money, for the provision of which they saw no means whatever,
it was quite natural that the whole matter should be viewed
askance and that the missionaries should be looked upon as
political agents sent out by their governments and having
sinister ends in view. Often in former years have questions of
this import been asked with a strong doubt expressed as to the
truthfulness of the reply, for the Chinese could not comprehend
the idea of people giving money to send others to a distant land
simply to preach a doctrine or a system and labor for the benefit
of strangers and none of them get any profits out of it them-
selves.

Then too, having the teachings of their own great sage,
himself ‘‘the equal of heaven and earth,’’ his teachings were
also *‘the equal of ;’’ indeed they were the teachings of heaven
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and earth; what then could any ‘‘barbarian from beyond the
seas’’ bring to them of any value? Asking the question an-
swered it, and no further thought need be given to the matter.
There are those among us who can recall the time when the
Chinese teacher was very unwilling to have it known that
he was the instructor of a foreigner; when we were treated
with indignity on the street by the gentry and insulted by the
ordinary people, when our books were accepted and torn up and
trampled in the street the moment our back was turned, when
the poor convert was barely tolerated because of the living he
was supposed to be getting out of the hated foreigner—and a
man must live !—and as to justice for him if he was true
enough to have drawn persecution, it was out of the ques-
tion. The dificulty met with, if not the impossibility in some
places, of renting buildings for mission use, and many other
annoyances and obstructions placed in the way of the miussion-
ary, are familiar to most of us and need not be dwelt upon.
Let us now turn to the other and, as we hope, a brighter side,
though it is not without its difficulties and dangers; for ‘old
things are passing away’’ and some ‘‘things are becoming
new,.’?’

since the Boxer uprising great and umportant changes have
taken place in that part of the land over which that upheaval did
its devastating work; and it is this section of the empire that
we are specially considering. From widely separated portions
of this large section of country we have been able to gather
some information of interest, and which reveals a state of things
among all classes different from that of a few years ago. ‘There
is manifest on all sides a greater desire to protect foreign life
and property than formerly. Guards are otten insisted on even
where they are not wanted; and they are often forbidden to
receive compensation. Civil and military ofhicials are more
courteous and respectful than formerly and more ready to give
attention to such matters as it may be necessary to refer to.
them. Of almost equal significance is the fact that scholars
and the gentry—the men of influence in every community—are
more social and willing to come into friendly relations with us
as never before. This means much as regards the ordinary
tank and file. They are more accessible to the gospel. They are
not so afraid of compromising themselves with those whose
favor they desire to retain; and among all classes there 1s 2
willingness, and in many cases a desire to listen to the gospel
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and learn of “‘the way.’’? This spirit of inquiry is extending
into communities hitherto unvisited by the missionary or his
agents, and the Bible and Christian books and other books
which have been translated into the Chinese language are being
bought and read in large numbers. How extensively or imten-
sively our Christian books are read 1t is impossible to say, or to
what purpose or with ‘what immediate results, but this much is
true that never before were they treated with as much respect
as at the present time. Men of position in the upper ranks of
society-——official, educated, moneyed, the gentry, village elders—
all have a more cordial manner with us than formerly and mani-
fest a degree of interest in the work we are doing and 1n the things
we teach, asking questions and listening with an attention such
as was seldom met in the old days. There is little difficulty now
in getting all the pupils we can accommodate in our schools,
and the parents are willing to pay something for the privilege.
They no longer fear the teaching we will give or the influence
we will exert, but rather court our influence on their children
in many cases. This 1s specially noticeable as regards girls’
schools, for which it was so difficult to get scholars in the
earlier days. The Chinese ideas regarding the exclusion of
women have always been a great barrier to reaching and influen-
cing the family life, and especially of doing anything for the
women». These barriers are being broken down, and the women
are becoming mutch more accessible to the gospel than for-
merly. Not only so, but the impression is taking hold of the
public mind that the girls and women are of some value and
worthy of having something done for them along intellectual
and spiritual lines. Hence the homes are becoming more and
more accessible to the missionaries, both men and women, than
formerly. It is practicable now to gather the women 1n station
classes for the purpose of devoting all their time for a short
period to the study of the Bible and Christian truth, a thing
that was impossible not very: many years ago. More and
more is the idea of the utter folly, of their idolatrous beliefs and
ceremonials finding an entrance into the public mind, and while
there is as yet no perceptible decrease in the display and the
crowds attendant upon the idolatrous festivals and anniversaries,
the presence of the religious element is on the decline and
that of a show and a crowd predominates. The superstitious
power which formerly pervaded all such ceremonials and filled
the popular mind, is fast losing its influence in the face of the
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knowledge that is slowly but gradually waking up these slug-
gish souls. It is not to be understood by this that there 1s any
great movement among the masses, or in any class ot society,
towards Christianity, or even towards Western science and learn-
ing, but only that there isa shaking among the dry bones—a
restlessness, an uncertainty as to what next—it can scarcely be
called an expectancy, but a something, undefinable as yet,
which 1s significant and which may mean a great deal if it can
only be rightly directed and properly restrained when the
time of momentum seizes it. Hitherto the universal senti-
ment in China has been ‘‘ nothing new; the old is better’? ;
what had not been evolved out of the brain of her sages was
not worth having. This sentiment has received a shock ; it
is tottering to its fall, though still holding its own in many
places. The railway, the telegraph, even kerosine oil and con-
densed milk are undermining the old ideas; the newspaper
is carrying the messages of the world into the far interior,
and the post office is helping to extend information and
foster the spirit of communication and friendly interchange of
thought.

a

All these things have an important bearing on, and relation
to, mission work; they are opening doors to the hearts of the
people and to the homes of the nation. The missionary and his
teaching are sought as once they were not; his message 1s listen-
ed to and pertinent questions are asked sometimes which test
his intellectual and spiritual mettle as was not the case in the
old days; and happy is the man who is able on the spur of the
moment to bring out from his storehouse of knowledge. and
memory ‘‘things new and old,’’ as becometh a servant of Jesus
Christ.

From all parts of the field comes the same word ; more
ingttirers than ever before, save here and there a special locality
where the old spell was not broken by the Boxer uprising, or a
new “spell’’ took possession of the people, partly as the result
of the desire of some of the Christians for revenge and partly—
strange to say—as the result of the distribution of famine relief,
which was interpreted as a salve to our consciences in an attempt
to conciliate the people upon whom we now know we had
brought calamity by our preaching of Christianity. But such
cases are the rare exception. Inguirers are met with now in
nearly all classes of society. It 1s not easy; 1t never has been
easy, to Say just what motives are influencing in any individual
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case ; indeed the motives vary almost as much as do the condi-
tions and circumstances of the persons themselves. The exact
status of the missionary is still an unknown quantity, but it 1s
very different from what it once was. His influence——that un-
known something which ali like to possess and talk about—has
greatly increased; he can readily have speech now with the ‘‘father
and mother of the people.’’ Hence his influence 1s sought in
connection with quarrels. A word from him or his card may have
great weight in a lawsuit. He, it is thought, can champion
their case against the Catholics. Some business transaction may
be very much advanced uf his backing can be secured, or an
important position can easily be had if he can only be persuaded
to write a chit. By this we do not mean to give the impression
that there are no better, no purer motives actuating the inquirers
who are coming to us; only that these are discovered to be the
underlying forces back of the action in some cases. But what-
ever the motive the inquirers are coming in greater numbers
than formerly, and the opportunities for reaching the masses
with the gospel are such as may well rejoice the heart of the
most earnest and devoted worker. In all cases they profess to
have learned that Protestant Christianity is a better ‘‘way’’ than
any other of which they have ever heard.

There is one other factor of very great importance that
must not be overlooked 1n considering these new conditions, viz.,
Roman Catholicism. Although it had been operating in China
for several centuries, it had not attained to any remarkable
results; had sometimes been under the ban, and as a rule
had done its work in rather a quiet manner. The priests, it 1s
true, had assumed official style in going about and in their in-
tercourse with the people. A good number of years ago this
was forbidden them by the French government, but a few years
before the Boxer uprising a decree conferring ofhcial rank was
extorted from the Chinese by this same French government,
doubtless that the priests might act more efficiently the rdle of
political agents, This placed great power and influence in their
hands and enabled them to exert a controlling influence very
frequently in legal cases. This power they have not been slow
to exercise, as was gradually made manifest before the troubles.
since then it has given unmistakeable evidence of its presence
in the collection of enormous indemnities, in defiance of all law
and justice and in using such agencies as fear, favor and funds
to add to their membership and so increase their influence and
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One prother writes:power among the masses. (Phe Catholics |
are here also, active and unscrupulous.”’ And in connection
with the decrease of membership by ‘‘deaths, lapses and disci-
pline,’’? from ‘‘nearly 5,000’? before, to ‘‘not much over 3,000”?
since the uprising, the following remark is significant : Many
of our unsatisfactory members find a home with them’’ (the
Catholics), The above may be taken as fairly representative of
the entire field under consideration. Equally significant and
general is the following from another part of the wide held:
‘(Phere is a great turning to us from those who formerly went to
the Roman Catholics. They have found the advantages of the
Protestant way, and were attacked by the R. C.”’ Another
letter states that ‘‘the number of cases where they (the Catholics)
blackmailed men, many of whom had nothing to do with the
Boxer uprising, but whose sole offence was their money, 1s very
large. 1 am able to give many instances from what I have my-
self seen and heard.’’ This is a very sad, dark picture, and we
are glad to be able to add from these same writers testimony to
the effect that in some instances at least there 1s reason to feel
assured that the foreign priests were not cognizant of some of
these outrages and in some cases had the guilty parties punish-
ed according to Chinese law. And further, that 1n some cases
of dificulty between Protestant and Catholic converts, they
have had conference with the foreign priests, resulting in a
mutual agreement ‘‘ not to protect rogues,’’ nor to place obsta-
cles in the way of each other’s work. But willingness, or a
promise, so to act on the part of the priests, does not appear to
be by any means general so far as information is to hand, as also
appears irom the frequency with which action of the opposite
nature 1s reported by the press in China. What a blessing it
would be if this spirit should take possession of the Catholic
priests all over the country! In some cases where Protestant
converts have been persecuted by Catholic members, the priests,
when seen by the missionary, have done what they could to
make reparation ; but as a rule they have shown a greater desire
to screen and protect their own members than see that justice
was administered, and not infrequently have hindered the
administration of law.

The principal points in these new conditions may be briefly
Stuumimarised as follows -—

1. Greater friendiness of a]] classes towards us.
2 Greater respect for the missionary and his teaching.
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A growing desire to acquire Western learning.

A. A. willingness and even a desire with many to under-
stand the teaching.

5- A larger number of inquirers.
6. A clearer understanding of the differences between Ro-

manisin and Protestantism.
7. A wider range of unworthy motives among the in-

guirers.
$3, Power and aggressiveness of the priests and the un-

scrupulous conduct of some, resulting in domineering over the
officials ; extorting immense indemnities ; receiving and protect-
ing wicked men; attacks on Protestant Christians; using money,
fear and favor to increase their membership; and in general
and particular, bringing disgrace upon the Christian name.
Protestant missions have suffered much in the past at the hands
of the Chinese, because of the unscrupulous conduct of many of

the representatives of the Romish church and the failure of the
Chinese to distinguish between the two churches. Fortunately
that danger is being much reduced now, as the difference
between the two churches is becoming very generally understood
by all classes.

These conditions—some of them new, all intensified—chal-
lenge us on all sides, A few suggestions as to how they are to
be met may perhaps not be considered out of order.

IT, We must not forget that our great business 1s that of
instructing men in the things of the kingdom. Our work
should be zztensive rather than extensive. Our members and
inquirers must be taught the Word of God, the essentials of
Christian belief and practice as applied in daily living, the
nature and obligation of union with Christ in the. church
relation.

2. The time has come when we must make clear the dif-
ference between ourselves and the Roman Catholics. This was
of less consequence in the earlier days, but it 1s essential now
to the purity and stability of the Christian church in China and
must receive attention.

3. In some places, adherents of the Romish church have
been led to the Protestant church because they have come to
believe that we teach a better way, with the result that they
have been persecuted. The number of such is to increase
in the tutture. We shall need to exercise great care in receiving
converts, both from this class and from the heathen. The need
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of such care is emphasized in the latter case, not only because
of the number coming, but because of the growing antipathy
to the Roman Catholie church ; because of its course since the
Boxer uprising ; because of the differences between them and us
which is becoming much more clearly understood ; because they
would use us as a buffer against Catholic injustice ; and because,
as one brother puts it, ‘‘the Chinese are associating all reforms
with the foreigner and the gospel.’?

A. It is important as never before that we keep aloof
from all quarrels, lawsuits, and feuds of all kinds and teach our
members to avoid the same as far as possible; to suffer loss
rather than be drawn into ther. We are here to preach the |
gospel of peace. We have no civil rank or corresponding
official duties. This they must understand, and bear them-
selves as becometh children of the kingdom.

s. We must exercise great care and teach our converts
the same, regarding all relations with both Catholics and hea-
then. Our members must be shown how to keep themselves
free from all blame and to always manifest a Christian spirit
towards all men, whatever the treatment and circumstances.
Never was this as essential as now, largely because of the un-
scrupulous conduct of the Catholics.

6. Our members must also be given to understand clearly
that they are Chinese subjects and amenable to Chinese law,
and that in no way can we interfere with its execution in all
ordinary cases; nor can we in any way shield offenders. ‘That
it is only in clear cases of persecution for the gospel that we
can come to their aid in securing the observation of treaty
stipulations.

7° More attention should be given to the instruction of
the young and the women and to giving the members a clear
understanding of the duties pertaining to the Christian home-life.
This aside from the great principles of honesty, truthfulness,
and the like, which should characterize all their “‘walk and
conversation’? among men, that so they may become ‘“ perfect
in every good work,’’ and be ‘‘ accepted in the belov 70
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Moh-kan-shan.
BY REV. W. H. HUDSON.

HE, Chinese characters i -F tj, freely translated, may
mean ‘‘ Don’t Worry Mountain.’? ‘To the heat-worn,
nerve-strained foreigners who have tound refuge there

the term is not a misnomer.
For years it was a problem to residents from abroad in

Eastern and Central China ‘‘ where to spend the summer.”’ he
necessity for a change was often confronted by time and purse
limits. The muddy waters at river mouths with the absence
of wide and sandy beach made lovers of the seashore travel to
Japan or other distant points. Hven where mountains conlid be
found they were hardly more than barren hills, as at Chapoo and
Hangchow, usually without shade and lacking in fresh water,
if not already occupied by unattractive Chinese temples.

fo itinerating missionaries and perhaps hunting parties is
credit due for the discovery of Moh-kan-shan. It seemed to
meet a maximum of the prerequisites for a summer resort,
situated within a radius of two hundred mules from Shanghai.

SOME PARTICULARS.

Széuation.—Moh-kan-shan is an uplifted, outreaching spur
of a range or cluster of mountains lying in the Huchow pre-
fecture of Chekiang province. It is about thirty miles north of
Hangchow, one hundred south-west of Soochow and nearly one
hundred and fifty miles west of Shanghai.

Access.—Steam launches tow house-boats to Dong-si ; thence
the water way is open to San-jao-poo rest house all the year
round. The distance 1s about eighteen miles.

A ttitude.—Repeated observations with the aneroid baro-
meter show an elevation of from 1,500 to about 2,500 feet above
the sea. This height seems to be a happy medium between the
up-reach of malaria and the down erip of frost.

lemperature.—During the day it 1s about ten degrees
cooler on the mountain than in the plain below. At night the
difference so increases as to make warm bed covering essential.

Atmosphere.—The exhilarating effect of the air 1s felt
about half way up; once on the top the purity, freshness and
abundance of oxygen make it ‘‘a luxury to breathe.’’

Water.—Numerous springs, fed by meited snows and filter-
ed rains, gush from fissured rocks or ‘‘ pour pellucid pearls”
from shaded beds of deep impervious clay. Early settlers built
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each by the side of his own fountain, late comers preferred
higher elevations with a corresponding broad outlook. Cheap
coolies carry all the water needed until hydraulic rams or
gasolene motors begin to pump for the community.

Scenery.—There is a growitte charm for the visitor as he
mounts the higher levels. The skies of Italy, the verdure of
Japan and the grandeur of the Rockies is suggested if not blend-
ed in the dilating panorama. A conspicuous feature is the
millions of bamboos bowing with feathery grace a cordial wel-
come to wearied workers. The sound of falling water echoes
along the deep ravines or breaks in medley against the granite
cliffs and jutting crags. To quote from the Handbook: ‘‘Of to
the north is the Great Lake gleaming under the sunlight ; on the
east the vast coast plain, bisected by the Grand Canal, extends
beneath the horizon to meet the waves from the yellow sea;
southwards, over the foothills, come silvery flashes from the
Tien-dang tiver as it winds in graceful curves towards Hang-
chow bay ; on the west cosy valleys and clustering villages linger
near at hand, while crest, ridge and peak break ranks at last in
a long march to the Himalayas.’’ It would be hard to forget
sunrise seen from Prospect Point or a sunset off Pagoda Peak.
For variety contrast a moonlight reverie under midway pavilion
with a high noon typhoon sweeping Thunderbolt Ridge.

est House-—At a landing place just removed from the
sights, sounds and smells of the market town San-jao-poo, a
two storey building with office, godown and guest rooms has
been erected with a keeper in charge to make arrangements
for chairs, carriers and general transportation facilities. With
rates plainly posted there should be no difficulty in arranging
for the ascent. To Yu-ts‘en, the village just at the foot of Moh-
kan-shan, is four miles across an open plain. From Yu-ts‘en
to the Memorial Arch is a mile of steep road, thence to the
cottages 1s from one to four miles more of rugged mountain
road. Chairs may be engaged for the entire distance ; many
prefer to use them only from the rest house to Yu-ts‘en.

Restdences.—Nestling close to the mountain sides or perch-
ed on the ridges, the summer cottages display much variety
in structure according to the taste, fancy or purse of the occu-
pants. Convenience, comfort, and economy seem to have been
sought in numerous ways.

Gardens.—Those who have land enough and plant in
season have secured abundant vegetables for use during the
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summer months. The soil is fertile for a mountain district and
seems kindly disposed to foreign seeds.

Roads.—Repairs on the old paths and many new ones cut,
make easy communication between the settlements.

Santtation.—A Committee has succeeded in making arrange-
ments for the community, so as to remove the night soil and
kitchen refuse beyond the zone of contamination.

Market.—Chinese dealers have undertaken to supply foreign
groceries, while local huckstets bring chickens, eggs, fruits in
season and some sorts of vegetables to the door. Careless buyers
sometimes pay excessive prices.

Mails.—The Chinese Imperial Post Office has been in
operation for several years. Distributing and collecting facilities
are provided.

Banking.—Native draits, payable at Huchow, may be cashed
at San-jao-poo, but few visitors have to regret bringing a surplus
of silver dollars and small coin with them for current expenses.

Boarding.—-At several places boarding may be obtained.
The newspapers usually furnish some particulars in their advertis-
ing and correspondence columns,

Building.—Stone houses are expensive. The mountain
clay for the walls 1s cheaper. Only reliable and experienced
workmen should be employed. A cheap start often makes a
costly finish.

parties may visit the cascade, a
most picturesque waterfall, or Pagoda Peak, the highest access1-
ble point, or temples and villages in easy walking distance. ‘The
children have a veritable paradise for picnics, with abundant
shade and copious spring water.

Recreation.—lLawn tennis and croquet have advocates and
exponents, with plenty of room for interested spectators.

Union Church,—Centrally located and easily accessible
the original building has been enlarged to accommodate the
erowing congregations.

The Association.——In order to secure efficiency in adminis-
tering local affairs and to insure equal rights for all, the commu-
nity has organized and elected a Board of Directors, whose work
is evident in the roads, rest-house and various facilities provided
for the cotnmon good.

Concluston.—Moh-kan-shan has passed beyond the stage of
experiment. As a summer resort it is established so firmly as to
need no praise. Continued growth 1s sufficient evidence.
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The Morrison Society has for its purpose the promotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in China.
some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It wiil, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
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155 Peking Road, Shanghai.

The Worship of Ancestors.
With Ite

BY W. A. P. MARTIN, D.D., LL.D.
I.

T took three hundred years to convert the Roman Empire.
About that length of time has elapsed since the first
Catholic missionaries set foot on the soil of China, and

nearly one century has passed since the pioneer of Protestant
missions arrived at Canton.

In this grand crusade the influence of Christian miussions,
both Catholic and Protestant, has been profound; and the
success achieved is sufficient to warrant expectation of ultimate
triumph, but there are no signs of a speedy issue. Less than
one per cent. of the people have been gathered in, and not one
of the rulers. Yet strong in faith the churches do not appear
to be discouraged. ‘(China for Christ, even uf it take a thou-
sand years,’’ 1s the war cry of more than one division of the
Christian host. ‘Their zeal and patience deserve admiration.
Still there is room to inquire why pagan China has held out so
obstinately, and by what means the great achievement might
have been more speedily effected.

Note :—-This paper was written for the Morrison Society by request of the
lamented Bishop Ingle, who appears to have thought there might be reason
to modify our attitude towards Chinese family rites. Iwo years ago (March,
1902) I published in the RECORDER a short article on this question. In the
present pages, while I follow the same line, I allow myself a wider range and.
include some other questionable rites, such as the worship of Confucius and the
Emperor. Ancestral worship is not always the worship of ascestors.
accordingly avoid the use of that term on account of its ambiguity.

W. A. P. M.
WUCHANG, Jedruary, 1904.

How Shall we Deal
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From early ages the conversion of nations has been

brought about by two processes ; one beginning at the top and
working on people through their rulers, the other beginning at
the foot of the mountain and working tupward towards the
suimimit. The latter is uphill work, and the sooner the favor and
co-operation of the ruling classes can be secured the better for
the success of the great cause.

In China the slowness of its progress has been occasion-
ed in the first place by suspicion on the part of the rulers as to
the designs of the churches, and secondly by patent blunders
in the inception and conduct of the enterprise.

About the time of the arrival of the first missionaries, the
Ming Emperors witnessed a struggle among European Powers
for the possession of India. This awakened suspicion, and that
suspicion has continued to strike its roots deeper and deeper,
down to the present day—-government and people interpreting
every movement for the extension of commerce or for the spread
of religion as a menace to the imperial power.

With the incoming of a Tartar dynasty that feeling was
naturally intensified. Themselves an alien race, and their
tenure not yet confirmed by time, they distrusted the motives
of other powers and showed their animus by restricting trade
to the single port of Canton—cutting oif intercourse almost as
completely as the Japanese had done, who, for the same reasons,
had left no point of contact except a Dutch factory on the little
islet of Degima in the harbor of Nagasaki.

When, in spite of political suspicion, the science of the
Jesuits had opened for them a way to the Imperiai Court, and
just as the sunshine of the throne appeared to be dawning on
them, the see of Rome (so far from infallible) alienated at once
both government and people by committing two capital blunders.
Influenced by the Dominicans, 1t rejected the venerated name
for God, consecrated by ancient literature, sanctioned by sages
and revered by the people, substituting a new term never before
heard of unless indeed in a category of petty divinities, in which
Tren Chu #), Lord of Heaven, 1s followed by 72 Chu (fp +),
Lord of Earth, //az Chu Lord of the Sea, and Feng Chu
Og, +), Lord of the Winds. At the same time the Pope pro-
hibited the worship of ancestors. In vain did the Emperor
Kang Hsi come to the support of the Jesuits. Not merely was
he snubbed and made to feel that his opinions had no weight in
the councils of Rome; he discovered to his disgust that all
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potentates were expected to acknowledge the supremacy of the
Roman Pontiff. He drew back when seemingly on the verge
of becoming a Chiistian, and his successors proceeded to bitter
enmity and open persecution. *

How different the history had Kang Hsi been met in a cor-
ciliatory spirit ! There can be little doubt by 4 prudent policy he
might have beer brought to range himself on the side of Christ
instead of heading the opposition of a long line of sovereigtis.

The second qttestion, though less corispicuous, is not a whit
less vital than the other, nor was it forgotten in the discussions of
those early days. The Dominicans accused their rivals of pander-
ing to the prejudices of the Chinese, while the Jesuits on their
part maintained that the worship of ancestors ought to be tolerat-
ed as 2 social institution. By condemning that view of the rite
Rome has thrown a stumbling«block in the way of every family
in the empire. It 18 related of the chief of a German tribe that
with one foot in the baptismal font he turned to a missionary
with the question whether the majority of lis aricestors were in
heaven. or kell. ‘In hell,” said the missionary. (hey T
shall go with my forefathers,’’ atiswered the chief, drawing back
and refusintte the sacted rite. Like him the Chinese stood by
their forefathers; nor in this are they alone amoti¢ the nations.

A belief in the survival of the souls of aricestots may be
regarded as tiniversal, even prior to Christianity. Not only was
it prevalent among the people of the ancient world; at this day
the red men of America and the black men of Africa hold
that for good or for evil they are influenced by the spirits of
their ancestors. China, however, stattds alone in having devel-
oped that belief into an elaborate cult which constitutes a social
bond of great strength and beauty. The branches of the banyan
bending down and taking root around the parent stem present
us with a vivid pieture of a Chinese clan. They cling together
with a tenacity unexampled in other courttries—their degrees
of cousinship extending far beyond the proverbial forty-second.

These all come together on common ground at a temple,
where along with tablets of early ancestors is kept a record of
their descendants inscribed on silk. In spting and autumn
special offerings are made, which after presentation form the
substance of a feast for the whole assembly—a sort of sacrament

* The same reaction shows itself in the History of Annam, Kialung receiv-
ing help from France favored the French missionaries, but his successors were
erne!l persecutors,
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in. which all members of the clan, however widely separated,
participate, enveloped. in. a cloud of incense, the emblem of their
essential unity..

Besides these public records, each household possesses a
little shrine,. like a book. case, in which. are kept wooden tablets

inscribed with the names of its parents for three or four genera-
tions, called Shen-wet (mip fiz), the. seat of the spirit. Before these
the members of the family kneel. down. and knock their heads
at. least twice a month, lhghting candles.and burning incense.

such is the rite by which the Chinese seek to keep green
the memories.of the family tree. ‘Does. it not spring: from pre-
cisely the same feeling that leads. us. to. inscribe a list of our
relations in. the great. family Bible ?

How effectually this organization. works. for the preservation
of public order we may infer from two. reputed. facts—first that
eriminals are expelled from the clan as having brought disgrace
on the memory of their. fathers ;. and, again,. that in the forma-
tion of certain bands.of desperadoes each. new member is required
to renounce his. ancestors...

As to the history of this.institution, it was not created by
the fiat of.a law giver—it.grew up: with the unfolding of family
life. Prior to.the Three Dynasties, it had not taken. shape ; but
its existence in. the Shang .and Chow. 1s. clearly evinced by
funereal poems in the Book of Odes, in. which. ancestors are
asked to send.down. blessings on their posterity.

As late as the. time: of. Confucius (B. C. 550) offerings to
the: dead. were much neglected, as we may infer from the fact
that. he grew up to manhood without knowing the place of his
father’s tomb. In his teachings he tays emphasis on the recog-
nition of family ties without any. distinct approach to inculcat-
ing the deification of ancestors. In his discourses, so little is
said.on.the subject, as to show how small a place it occupied in

his thoughts ; yet is.the essential principle of ancestor worship
comprehended in the maxim,.‘‘ Be careful to celebrate funereal
rites and. give them the widest extension ; thus. will the virtues
of the people be confirmed.”

With him the end of the institution. was. to promote the
“wittues of the people.’ To get more fully at the views of the

great sage we turn to the Book of Rites, said to have been
edited by him, though much altered in succeeding generations.
In chapter twenty-five we find in the midst of a minute cere-
monial this luminous explanation: “The virtuous, when they
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make offerings, never fail to obtain happiness in return—not
happiness in the vulgar sense, but in their inner consciousness
and in the development of their better nature.”

These rites, whether funereal or commemorative, have
undergone very little alteration. What they are at the present
day we may see in a text book for common schools called
‘Forest of Pencils for the Teaching of the Young’? Hf).

In addresses to the spirits of the dead, on closing a cofhn,
or in placing a tablet in the family shrine, there is not a word
implying deification or beatification, as Rome calls it on raising
a believer to the rank of a saint. But we do meet with some-
thing of the sort in an address on the completion of mourning
for a parent : ‘Alas! Thou hast left the world ; and we shall
not see thy face or hear thy voice again. Drunk with sorrow
we pour out a libation and pray for numerous blessings.”’ An
address at the spring visit to the family cemetery concludes with
a petition that ‘‘ The spirits (9) will graciously accept these
offerings, vouchsafe their guardianship and secure the happiness
of their posterity for many generations.’’

Ancestors have thus come to be looked on as tutelar spirits
answering pretty exactly to those patron saints, so conspicuous
in the religious life of all the older churches of Christendon.
Just here, by the way, we discover a motive for the condemna-
tion of ancestor worship by the church of Rome. It would leave
no place for the saints of the calendar. We Protestants look on
both with impartial eye and consider them equally objectionable.

Tk.

The practical question remains to be considered—and it is
one of exceeding gravity—namely, how shall we deal with the
worship of ancestors in receiving and instructing converts ?

In one instance (to my shame I confess it) many years ago
lt demanded the surrender of ancestral tablets. A little shrine
was handed over, and the convert walked worthy of his pro-
fession ; but I never repeated the demand; and I trust that no
such conditions are now imposed on applicants for baptism. lt
is in fact only where a whole family or its head is brought over
that compliance its possible.

Let us ask ourselves what we should think, if on applying
for admission to. some church we were required to give up the
pictures of our parents? We recall the touching lines of Cow-
per addressed to his mother’s picture:
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‘4 mother, when I knew that thou wast dead

Say, wast thou conscious of the tears I shed?
Hovered thy spirit o’er thy serrowing son—
Wretch even then—life’s journey just begun.”

Who imagines that in this appeal to a departed spirit there
is the faintest approach to idolatry or saint worship ? Let con-
verts keep their tablets as we keep our pictures, or our records
in-the family Bible; but 1t would be well to caution them —
against certain forms of external homage. It 1s scarcely pos-
sible that having been once enlightened they should relapse
into any kind of superstitious practice, though such offerings
as they might choose to make would not be more reprehensible
than the practice of setting a plate for a deceased friend, of
which we occasionally hear.

When it comes to the question of participation with others
of his clan on what may be called public occasions, what course
is incumbent on the neophyte ? This is not so easy to answer.
By retusal he becomes an exile from his father’s house, an ont-
cast from the wider circle of the family clan ; and his chances
of winning them over to the side of Christ are given to the
winds, Better, if seems to me, to permit him to comply with
the usual forms of respect, In those forms, repugnant as they
are to our habits of thought, there is nothing sinful; and for
objectionable additions he is not responsible.

If a whole clan or village were converted the liturgy could
be reformed ; and they might be allowed to keep their temple
and to observe their usual festivals. But even prior to such
liturgical reform a believer participating in those festivals is not,
in My opinion, guiity of idolatry.

worship of ancestors is not- idolatry like that of Bud-
dhist and ‘Taoist divinities ; or like the grosser worship of Egypt,
Canaan or Greece; against which the prohibition of the Deca-
logue and the caveats of St. Paul were directed. Objectionable
it is, I admit, to ascribe to them the character of tutelar spirits,
but for these excrescences on a venerable institution he 1s not
responsible. His conscience need not be bound thereby more
than mine is by joining in public worship at a Roman Catholic
church, or by listening to the music of its choir.

When Naaman the Syrian had been cleansed he plainly
indicated his determination to serve the God of Israel, but he
begged indulgence in case of having to accompany his master
to the house of Rimimon., As far as the record goes the prophet
gave him no instructions on the subject, but the benediction
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‘oo in peace’? with which he dismissed him may be taken to
lmply assent. If a high ofhcial in Peking were converted, must
he vacate his post rather than accompany an Emperor to the
Hail of Ancestors ?

This brings up a cognate question, that of worshipping the
Emperor’s tablet. His Majesty, it may not be generally known,
has a so-called place in every city; and in it his person is repre-
sented by a solitary tablet inscribed with a prayer for his long
lite. * Betore this incense 1s burned and prostrations are made
at particular seasons and on special occasions. J have myself
witnessed the ceremony and conversed with Mandarins during
the intervals of genuflexion. Would it be criminal in a Chris-
tian magistrate to take part in this sort of homage? I shonid
answer in the negative; although in the ancient church many
Christians refused to render similar honors to the head of the
Roman Empire. Without doubt these are purely civil cere-
monies and contain no element of religion except a legitimate
prayer, an expansion of our Western form, ‘' The King, may he
live forever.’?

In our Western world the most common representation of
sovereionty is the national flag. Is it less Christian to burn a
stick of incense than it is to fire a volley of artillery ? to kneel
before a tablet than to salute a flag by taking off our hats?

In one of Schiller’s plays we admire the heroism of William
Tell in refusing to bend a knee to Gessler’s cap. He would
have equally refused to salute the Austrian flag. In him this
was patriotism and not religion.

The worship of Confucius, about which there has been no
little discussion, is in my judgment precisely analogous to that
of the Emperor. His authority as a great teacher is represented
by a tablet, before which homage is rendered in its oriental
forms, including offerings of meats; but his protection and
blessing ate not invoked as in the worship of ancestors. To
comply. with it ought not in any way to affect the Christian
conscience; yet at least one Christian at a State university
has very recently refused compliance.

The State schools are likely to become, as in Japan, the
only avente to office. Youth from our Christian colleges will
have to matriculate in them in order to gain such public posi-
tions as their education and talent fit them to occupy—positions
in which they may exert a wide influence in favor of the church.

* Wan Su (HH 5), Ten thousand years.”
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Are they to be shut ont from a bright career so full of hope by
a narrow view of a State ceremony ?

When Henry IV said ‘‘The throne of France is worth a
mass,’ he renounced all that he had been fighting for and show-
ed himself deficient in that moral grandeur which places the
claims of conscience above every species of worldly advantage.
When a Christian magistrate kneels to a tablet of the Emperor,
or a Christian student to that of Chima’s greatest sage, he
renounces nothing, nor is he supposed to accept any anti-
Christian doctrine.

Is it essential to the purity of Christian faith that every
trace of the old ritual should be abolished, and that Chinese
society should be reconstructed on models of the West? I
answer, no. Yet, if such a revolution were deemed desirable, the
readiest way to bring 1t about would be temporary conformity.
Without that, ages may elapse before the influence of the native
Christians can be brought to bear m the way of reformation.

Tio conclude : ancestor worship 1s accepted alike by Buddhist
and ‘Taoist ; and the Jews at Kai-feng-fu adopted 1t without com-
pulsion, looking upon it, not so much as a religious rite, as a
matter of social order. For Christians to reject it would be to
abandon the most beneficent of China’s ancient institutions.
How much better to prune off a few excrescences, and yet to
leave each clan to enjoy the shelter of its family tree!

(Copies of this paper, also the one by Rev. P. Kranz on ‘‘ The Teaching
of the Chinese Classics on Ancestral Worship,’’ may be had at fifty cents per
copy by addressing the Secretary of the Morrison Society. }

Family Worship amongst Chinese Christians.
Some time during the year 1896, the Rev. H. 0. Cady approached the

writer on the subject of ‘‘ Family Worship’’ amongst the Chinese, and sug-
gested that something be done to encourage the Christians to establish the
‘‘Family Altar’ as a witness to the heathen ; and as a means of grace to them-
selves. Soon after this a small book, intended as a help to Family Worship,
calied ‘* Selected Trnths’’ %, containing the Lord’s Prayer, the Apostles’
creed, morning and evening Prayers and Selections of Scripture, was prepared
by Mr. Cady. His work has passed through a second and third edition. As
far as I am aware this is the only book of the kind in the west of Szch’uan.

Family worship, with some exceptions, as far as the experience of the
writer goes, is #on-extstent in the west of this prowince. The diffiecuities are
very great where only one member of a household is a believer; the obstacles
are not small even to those who are all believers, yet if the Church is to hold
its own and continue a Sfirifual force amidst this ‘‘ Mass Movement,”’ then
she must must see to it that more time is given to private communion and
family worship.

{It is suggested that the Advisory Board ascertain how far Family Worship
is practised ; and that a representative of each mission at work in Szch‘uan be
appointed to prepare a book containing portions of Scripture, Hymns, Prayers,
etc., etc., suitable to be used at Family Worship, which might be adopted byali missions, |—J. the West China Mtsstonary News.
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Educational Department.
Rev. J. A. Lazdor.

Conducted in the interests of the “ Educational Association of China.”

Cantonese Romanization.
BY REV. WM. BRIDIE.

OUR distinct systems of Romanization have been used to
represent Cantonese sounds. The first was that of Dr. .
Wells Williams in his Cantonese Dictionary, which was

a modification of the method of Sir William Jones. ‘Bhat die-
tionary 16 now out of print and its place has. been taken by Dr.
Ejtel’s Cantonese Dictionary. The spelling is practically the
same with an abundant use of diacritical marks. Then there is
Dr. Chalmers’s English-Chinese Dictionary, in which the system
of spelling used is adapted from Dr. Wilhamss’s Tonic Diction-
ALY. Last of all there is a system peculiar to Mr. Dyer Ball, as
seen in his text books on Cantonese.

Some years ago a large and representative Commiuttee of
the Canton missionaries got out a union system, which im spell-
ing is, with the exception of a few sounds, practically the same
as Dr. Chalmers’s English-Chinese Dictionary. This is by far
the easiest, most practical and effective way of representing
Chinese sounds with Roman letters. Its: entire freedom from
diacritical marks prevents the possibility of confusing the signs
of the tone marks.

Romanized Cantonese is very much in the same position to-
day that character colloquial was forty years ago. At that time
some of the leading missionaries were greatly opposed to put-
ting the Bible into the language of the common people. It was
supposed that the Bible in the humble garb of a patois would
fail to command that respect which is due to it as the word of
God. That day 1s past, and an increasing number of mission-
aries ate asking the question, ‘‘Is it right to read the Bible
in our churches in a language that is not understood by the
common people ? ”’ TE BX B MA, SX BFE wh OR A.

The history of the opposition to the use of character
colloquial will, in all probability, be repeated in the case of
Romanized Cantonese.
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LITERATURE.

A. Primer for the study of Romanized Contonese has already
passed through two editions.

The first monthly publication in Canton was a paper in
Romanized Cantonese. That was in the year 1902. Its
circulation was 500 copies a month. Although sold for the low
price of twenty cents a year it paid its way. It was becoming
increasingly popular, and but for the renioval of its editor from
Canton bade fair to command a wide circulation.

The literature is still limited, but it is growing. It
includes the Gospels and the Acts published by the British and
Foreign Bible Society. some of the gospels have gone through
several editions. The Psalms and parts of the Old Testament,
the Pilprim’s Progress, gospel hymns, short stories, etc., have
beer printed at the C. M. S. Press at Pakho. ‘The whole of the
Church of England Prayer Book is in manuscript, Cantonese
Romanized.

TABLE OF SOUNDS.
ag. and a final as 4a in father.
9 pot final asa in fan.e as e In obey.
i as 1in machine.
cy final as in so—vcombined.
oh (short o} 4S O if horn.
OHO as oo in stool.
1 as tl if sun.
tie 4S U in une (French).9] as 1 1h mile.
aa! as ie in pie.
alt as ow i now.

broad 2 xoweu as eyo in beyond.
AS oe in you (eeitsoll in yott

~—oO! as oy 1n boy.
13} {approx.,) ast in Louis.

as ay in say and=Ci Jein he.
O01 as in cooing.
S7, as 77 int Duzz.

INITIALS.

The letters f, h, k, 1, m,n, p, s, t, w, y, with the compound
consonants ch, sh, ts, and kw, are pronouriced as in English.

sz initial and final is to be clearly distingutshed from sh

“leafV1
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JOINING OF SYLLABLES.

1. All names and compound words are joined by a hyphen.
2. The first letter of all proper names is written with a

capital letter. Lxcepirons.: terms for God, Jesus Christ,
and Holy Spirit;—each word begins with a capital letter,
e.g., Sheting-Tai, Yé-so.

TONES,

Nine tones are recognized. Upper and lower series four
each with a middle entering tone (fp A).

Le no mark, e.g., tung, FA.
Ff fF use ° tung, Hf.3

fs ,, + , tung, iM.
EA # no mark, tuk,|4 use — » yung,
Ft tL » “A ” yling, Sh.
“Ps » &N ” ying, FA.
PA rm OT 9% yuk, &-
th A ke use © as kwok,[@.

PLACE OF TONE MARK.

Over vowel, or final consonant if there is no vowel. When
there is more than one vowel the tone mark is always placed
over the final vowel, e.g., kaai. When the tone mark is over
the letter 1 the dot of the 1 1s omitted.

Fducational Association of China.
MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Home, and was opened with prayer. Present: Dr. A. P.
Parker, Chairman, Dr. Gilbert Reid, Dr. C. M. Lacey Sites,

Miss M. E. Cogdal and Rev. J. A. Silsby. The minutes of last
meeting were read and approved.

The following names were proposed for membership and
appre ved :=—

Rev, H. B. GRAYBILL, Macao.
H. S. REDFERN, B. Sc., F. C.8., Ningpo.
Rev. Howarpv 8. GALT, T‘ung-chou.
Rev. ABRAM E. Cory, Nanking.
Miss NELLI£ E. BLack, Swatow.

Mr. Ya, of the Commercial Press, being present, the Committee
consulted with him regarding the sale of the Association’s publi-
cations.
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Upon motion, it was voted to authorize the General Secretary to

correspond with Rev. C. EK. Darwent regarding a _ stereopticon
exhibition and lecture in connection with the next Triennial.

It was agreed that Miss S. L. Dodson be requested to collect a
specimen library of supplementary reading books for exhibit at the
Triennial—to illustrate the possibilities of such a library.

It was agreed that Miss Laura M. White be requested to take
charge of organizing the musical programme for a special evening at
the ‘Triennial.

The General Editor was authorized to have prepared in Japan
2,000 sets of maps for Dr. Shefheld’s Universal History.

It was decided to stereotype Parker’s Physics and Parker's
Trigonometry and to print 2,000 copies of each.

It was decided to print 2,000 of each of the following books :
Graves’s Geography of Palestine, Kerr’s Hygiene, Baldwin and
Sites’ Handbook of Astronomy.

Dr. C. M. Lacey Sites proposed that Dr. F. L. Hawks Pott
be invited to act as his proxy in Committee during his absence in
America. The Committee very cordially approved.

Lhe printing of an edition of 2,000 copies of the Mandarin
Romanized Primer on foreign mao-pien paper—the book to contain
about twenty leaves—was attthorized.

The Committee authorized the printing of the Mandarin Roman-
ized Introduction Sound Tables and Syllabary in one volume. ‘The
edition is to be printed on foreign paper, and the syllabary will
contain some 6,000 characters. size of edition, 1,000 copies.

Adjourned to meet June toth, 1904.
J. A. Sassy, Secretary.

New Publications.
C¢ EGINNING ENGLISH” 1s the title of a book in

two parts by Dr. O. F. Wisner, President of the
Christian College in China. The first part consists

of Vocabularies with accompanying pronouncing exercises,
illustrative grammatical forms and helpful suggestions, while
the second part consists of Lé/ustrateve Sentences. These books
are the result of successiul experiments in the line of teaching
English without the use of Chinese, and will be found very
helpful, not only 1n schools using the same method, but also in
other schools, where they can be used 1m connection with the
ordinary readers. Dr. Wisner has, in these books, made a
valuable contribution to the appliances for teaching English.
The parts are not sold separately. The price for the two is
seventy-five cents.

The Commercial Press has begun the publication of a series
of ‘‘Chinese National Readers’? (f] W Be #} SB), the first of
which lies on our table. It 1s well printed, in large clear
characters, and has numerous illustrations, The publishers
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have proctired the services of first-class scholars in preparing
this book, and are to be congratulated upon their success. The
first edition of 5,000 was nearly ali sold (as we are informed) in
a week after publication, and the second edition is nearly
exhausted. A third edition is in press. The price is fifteen
cents. The book has been submitted to the Publication Com-
mittee of the Educational Association and approved by them.

The book recently published by Wong Shi-én, of the
Chinan Provincial College, deserves a note in these columns.
It -is designed to simplify problems involving the properties of
the right-angled plane triangle by the application of algebra.
The book was intended to assist students in preparing for the
omcial examinations. The Chinese name is 4} fe ya f€. Dr.
W. N. Hayes, who writes the English Preface, hopes that
this treatise ‘‘may help to incite an interest in other branches
of so-called Western mathematics.’ Printed at the Presbyterian
Mission Press. Price fifty cents.

The American Bible Society has recently published Matthew
and Mark in Shanghai Romanized. Price, ten cents each. ‘The
Gospel of Luke is in press. The Romanized is now getting a
good start in Shanghai and vicinity, and will no doubt be a
ereat help in preparing books that can be read with ease and
pleasure by the young. A number of schools are teaching it,
and the work of preparing literature 1s progressing.

We have received copies of a series of Anglo-Chinese
Readers, published by Macmillan & Co. ‘The Primer and the
First and Second Readers have been provided with Chinese
definitions, translation of sentences and other exercises, the
books being edited by Rev. John C. Ferguson. The Third,
Fourth and Fifth Readers have Hnglish only. These books
range in price, from twenty cents to seventy cents, and will be
found useful in schools, where a series of readers at a moderate
cost are needed. While the books are termed “ Anglo-Chinese:
Readers’? there are only a few lessons the subject matter of
which has any special reference to China; but they contain much
useful information and have questions and exercises designed
to help both teachers and pupils.

Many of our teachers have felt the need of an arithmetic
adapted to the teaching of the younger pupils in our Chinese
schools. Miss Mary E. Cogdal has published an elementary
arithmetic designed to meet this need. It 18 in the main a trans-
lation of Book I of Winslow’s Natural Arithmetic, but adapted
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to the use of Chinese schools.
arithmetics is,—~—‘‘to present the subjects in a spiral order, to
make the work easy, to give the subject variety and interest,
to develop genuine mathematical thought and to give pro-
minence to the idea of magnitude.’? The text is in simple
Mandarin, contains 300 pages, and is printed and sold by the
American Presbyterian Mission Press at thirty cents per copy.
The book contains numerous examples, both for the slate and
for mental operations and will be very helpful in preparing
pupils for the higher arithmetics, which may be undertaken
later on in the course, but which need some such preparatory
book by way of introduction.

The Chinese Recorder.

The plan of Winslow’s series of
| June,
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Correspondence.
CONFERENCE HISTORY OF

MISSIONS,

lo the £Lattor of
corp CHoMmNESE RECORDER.’

DesaR Sir: The undersigned
has been asked by the General
Committee appointed to arrange
for the Conference of Mission-
aries in 1907 to prepare a ‘‘ His-
tory of Protestant Missions in
China’ during the past hun-
dred years. The object of this
note is to request secretaries of
Missions and others, kindly to
send me copies of pamphiets or
hooks which would be useful in
enabling one to get at facts of
importance. It they are too
bulky to be sent by post, perhaps
they might be left in care of the
American Presbyterian Mission
Press, Shanghai, to be forwarded
by cheaper means. A general
compliance with this request will
be considered as a personal favor.
Without such help it will be
practically hopeless to compre-
hend the field and its history.

Artuvr H. Smurre.

P‘ang-chuang, Te-chou.

AN EXPLANATION,

lo the £aditor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Srx: I shall be obliged to
you if at this late date you will
allow me in yotir columns to
make an explanation.

Asa member of the Committee
of the Educational Association
for drawing up a standard course
of study for schools and colleges,
I found that my views in regard
to the study of Chinese were not
acceptable to other members
of the Committee. I objected
strongly to the system of commit-
ting the classics to memory and
postponing their explanation to
a future period.

The whole scheme in regard
to the Chinese studies seemed to
me entirely out of keeping with
the principles of Pedagogy.

As the work of the Committee
was about to be completed, I left
China on furlough to the United
States. Before my departure lL
wrote a Jetter to the Chairman of
the Committee, again dissenting
from the scheme adopted by the
majority, and expressly stating
that I could not sign the report.
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Owing to oversight on the part
of those who had the printing of
the report in hand, or lack of in-
formation in regard to my wishes,
my tiame was printed along with
the names of the other members
ot the Committee.

I feel that I owe it to myself
to make this explanation, for I
do not wish to go on record as
endorsing an antiquated system,
and one which I consider to be
positively injurious to the minds
of our students. It is a system
which I have long since rejected
in my own educational work.

Yours truly,
F. L. Hawks Port.

CHINESE LABOR IN SOUTH
AFPRICA,

To the £Lditor of
(Top CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Str: It has been a dis-
appointment to me to find no
reference to the proposed importa-tion of Chinese laborers into
South Africa in one or other of
the recent issues ot the RE-
CORDER. If have hesitated in
writing earlier, thinking that the
matter would surely be raised by
some one nearer the coast, where
the question will be a more vital
one than in this inland section.
I believe that as a musslonary
body we have a weighty respon-
sibility in the matter. Besides
a public protest 1 am sure that
our responsibility will only be
discharged by an attempt to
dissuade at least those Chinese
with whom we may have a hear-
ing who are seriously thinking
of articling themselves tor work
in the Rand mines. Harnest pro-
tests have already been made by
many religious bodies in Eng-
land, and by leading journals,
against a proposition which is
nothing more or less than slavery.

While the condition of the
Chinese coolie is bad enough
here in China I am free to saythat his condition in the cotn-
pounds will be infinitely worse.
The Kafhrs have already showed
their teeth as a result of harsh
and brutal treatment they have
received on the Rand, so much
so in fact that the unscrupulous
promotors of the mines deem it
expedient to look elsewhere
tor a mote tractable employee.
And will such men treat the
Chinaman with any more con-
sideration than he has treated
the Black ? The Labour Importa-
tion Ordinance, based upon ne-
gotiations between a Christian
England and a heathen nation,
is enotgh to bring a flush
of shame to the cheek of any
Britisher, to say nothing of the
righteous indignation every Chris-
tian man should feel regarding it.
i trust that something may be
done that will enable us as mis-
sjonaries to wash our hands of
this iniquitous proposition, both
in the eyes of the Chinese and
before God. We cannot plead
ignorance of the situation in
view of the many opportunities
which are ours to get adequate
light upon it.

Yours sincerely,
H. G. BARRIB.

MISSIONARY ORGANIZATION AND
STATISTICAL RETURNS.

A SUGGESTION.

Lo the Editor of
‘THE CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR Sir: It has been in my
mind for a long time to inquire
if some scheme could not be devis-
ed for the systematic collection of
the yearly statistics of Protestant
Missions in China. First of all
it seems to me that it is a too
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gigantic task for .one person to
handle successfully. In a country
like Japan that may be possible.
And as I understand it, that 1s
accomplished there. But here 1s
a country equal to a score or more
of Japans. ‘The proposition is
therefore too big for any one
man, with a whole jot of other
routine work, and outside work
besides, to attend to.Would it not be a workable
scheme to have a permanent com-
mittee, say a representative trom
each province, or should the
work in some provinces be less
extended than in others, then let
one man represent two provinces?

It seems to me that there should
be still one more added to this
committee, who should act as
chairman, and who should be a
resident of Shanghai.

The plan therefore would be
something like this: Each one
to collect the statistics of his
respective province, who in turn
will forward them to the chair-
man in Shanghai for a general
tabulation and for general distri-
bution through the columns of
the RECORDER.

The first difficulty to be over-
come is the initiative steps, 1.e,
the selection and organization of
such a conitmittee. It seems too
long, and the waste of too muchtime, to wait until the next
General Conference in 1907 for
its appointment. Can we not
therefore have a volunteer com-
mittee? Itisasuggestion. Has
any one something better to
propose ?

Just three things more present
themselves as being necessary
after the committee is organized :
(1) That it shall be selfi-electing,

that is to say, that when one
member has to retire he may
have the privilege to chose his
successor ; (2) the committee to
decide upon some uniform statist-
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tcal table which shall be sent
out annually; and (3) the com-
tnittee to decide when these tables
Shall be distributed, collected,
and forwarded to the chairman
in Shanghai.

Yours sincerely,
P. W. PITCHER,

Am. Reformed Church Mission,

fo the I:dttor of
‘Tre CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Orr: I have to thank you
for your suggestion that in replyto the letter from Mr. Pitcher
L should relate the efforts made
by the Executive Committee of
the China Missionary Alliance to
secure statistical returns for
mission work on the field.

After seeking and receiving
suggestions from friends in all
parts of China as to the form of
statistical return, we were en-
abled, without much difheculty,
to decide upon a simple and
comprehensive table. Then,
however, we tound ourselves
faced by the question of ‘from
whom were we to secure these
returns’? Only tn one or two
provinces are there any organiza-
tions capable of making them,
and outside these one or two
provincial organizations and a
few active missionary associa-
tions, no machinery exists cap-
able of undertaking the collection
of statistics. By using the local
secretaries of the China Mission-
ary Alliance a large number of
returns might have been obtain-
ed, but what is essential in such
returns is that they shail be
complete and that they shall zof
overlap. A failure one way or
the other renders the whole re-
turns tumnsatistactory. We had
therefore to postpone the attempt
to gather statistics for the whole
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of China in China itself. Next
we turned our attention to the
possibility of securing returns for
certain provinces of China, and
here we hoped for greater stc-
cess. Letters were sent out
making enquiries on this point.
The answers received suggest
9 flack ot enthusiasm for the
work due probably to a sense of
the diticulties of the task. We
fear that little will be accotn-
plished 1n this direction.

Our final decision was to write
to the Home Boards of Missions
at work in China asking them to
send us their returns when they
were made up, and it is hoped
that in the autumn we shall be
in a position to publish the
result.

It may be pointed out that
valuable as Mr. Pitcher’s sugges-
tion is, it does not touch the real
dificulty which lies in the fact
that over the large part of China
mission work is unorganized.
Until Protestant missionaries
throughout China get into closer
touch with each other the ap-

pointment of provincial repre-
sentatives, or any other form of
permanent committee, is hardly
ltkely to accomplish much. Will
not Mr. Pitcher make his sug-
gestion a practical one by putting
it to the test in his own province ?
Amoy, being a well organized
district, has returns. (“an the
friends in Foochow be prevailed
upon to join hands with Amoy to
complete returns for the Fukien
province on the basis of the
Amoy table? Nothing succeeds
like success, and uf Mr. Pitcher
could do this he would be show-
ing the way to seventeen other
provinces.

On this whole question I should
like to say that the Executive
Committee ot the China Mission-
ary Alliance wotld be glad of
suggestions from missionaries in-
terested in statistical returns.

I remain,
Yours truly,

W. NELSON BITTON,
Flon. Secretary, C. M. A.

Our Book Table.
A Minute on the Fasy Wén-l: tenta-

tive edition of the New Testament,
passed at a meeting of the Hang-
chow Missionary Assoctation, on
April 19th, and forwarded by the
undersigned at its request.
The Hangchow Missionary

Association having considered
in their meetings specimens of
the above named edition taken
from St. John’s Gospel and the
Epistles to the Romans, Corin-
thians (second Epistle), and
Timothy (second mem-
bers of the Association having
also tested the version in their
private reading——hereby resolve
to make a respectful representa-
tion to the Committees of the

British and Foreign, the Amer-
ican, and the Scottish National
Bible Societies, as follows :——

i. The Association fully ap-
preciates the tmotive which led
to the appointment of Committees
for the Revision, or Retransla-
tion into Chinese, of the Holy
scriptures 1n 1890.

2. They have a high respect
for the character and attainments
of the eminent missionaries who
have given time ani skilled fa-
bour to the work entrusted to the
several Committees.

3. In particular they are sure
that the Easy Wén-li Committee
has done its best to make the
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precious contents of Holy Writ
in their genuine sense more easily
accessible to the Chinese reading
public, Christian or otherwise,
than heretotore.

4. And nevertheless they feel
constrained to ask the responsible
Committees of the Bible Societies
above named to pause before they
conclude that this object has
been attained, or take any steps
tending to withdraw from circula- me,
tion the existing versions in the
three styles, such as the ‘‘ De-
legates’? and the Bridgman
Culbertson versions in Wén-li,
Dr. John’s Easy Wén-lt, and the
Peking Mandarin version.

5. They do so inasmuch as
they believe that, whatever value
the new versions may possess for
instructed Christians, Chinese or
Western, they are distinctly less
calculated to convey the vital
truths of our religion to the un-
instructed reader than the older
versions. In this respect they
think the so called ‘‘ Rasy Wén-
li’’ version less intelligible to
the Chinese mind in the pass-
ages read before the Association
and elsewhere than, e.g., the
old High Wén-l1 of the Delegates.

6. It appears to them that,
with the highest motives no doubt,
the Committees of Translators
have made the hazardous ex-
periment of imitating essentially
Greek idioms in Chinese, e.¢g.,
in their use almost invariably of
certain Chinese particles to repre-
sent certain Greek particles in
4 manner quite foreign to the
Chinese idiom and perplexing
even to scholarly Chinese readers.

7, No doubt certain Greek
idioms have been naturalized in
English by the courageous action
of Tindale and his associates ;
but ékey were Englishmen mould-
ing ati indigenous speech, not
like us foreigners who, if we
would convey our meaning, or as
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we believe, the meaning of an
inspired word, are bound to use
Chinese in its own idiomatic
forms.

The above minute, moved and
seconded at a previous meeting
by the Revs. G. W. Coultas and
J. Garritt, D.D., respectively,
and carried xem con when tre-
introduced on April igth, as
above stated, was draughted by

G. E. MouLe.

& Geography of China (rm
a He iis BE gs), by Wang Hang-
t'ong, 1s just ready, and his series
of Readers and works on General
Descriptive Geography and As-
tronomy have made him so wellknown as a writer of useful
(Chinese text books that we know
these volumes will also speedily
receive the welcome they so truly
deserve. ‘There is real pathos in
the closing sentence of his pre-
face, ‘‘ We should also try to
realize that God has allowed us
to be born in China for His own
wise purpose. It is a good land,
of numberless people, large ex-
tent, great resources and an
ancient history. We should be
thankful to be natives of such a
kingdom and have hearts to love
it and uphold its greatness.
That each one of the students of
these pages may endeavor to be a
faithful and true citizen of my
beloved, native land, is the wish
of the writer,’’ and all through
the book it 1s his honest endea-
vor to bring before the student
the true facts concerning the
land of his birth.

Mr. Wang regrets that stu-
dents wio wish to learn of China’s
condition at the present day
must go to foreign writers for
their information, and this has
fired him with the desire to
write these volumes, and he says:
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‘Tt is my earnest hope that they
will increase the love of our own
country in the hearts of my
countrymen

He is not unmindful of the
conceit and conservatism which
are so wide spread in China, but
brings his book as another re-
medial agent to add to the many
the missionary body has already
prepared and urges Chinese
students to acquaint themseives
more fully with their own land
before they study more widely
of other parts of the world, say-
ing, ‘‘ who can know others who
knows not first himselt ? wild can
travel the distant road who has
not first trod the near?” and
again, “‘I have tried to give Chi-
nese students a frze estimate and
knowledge of their own country,
for alas! even to this day many
of them stil] think of China as the
‘Middle Kingdom’ and belteve
that the ocean is just beyond the
borders of Szechuen. We say ‘ all
within the four seas are brothers,’
believing that North and South,
Bast and West of China zs fhe sea /
Tt is true the ocean bounds our
East and South, but our North
and West joms other countries,
and the whole, wide world lies
beyond. Of this whole world,
and also the heavens above us,
we should study as we are able,
but I hope all Chinese students
will wish first to know more of
their own country. it they can-
not by ship, or railway, or other
methods of conveyance visit the
different parts of their native
land, they may at least through
these pages see something of
China as she ts to-day.”

There are twenty-three new
maps, with an index to each, and
over two hundred illustrations.

The work is in two volumes,
sixty cents each. Copies will
soon be on sale at the Preshby-
terian Mission Press.

REVIEWS BY I. T. H.
Wandering fleroes, by Lillian

L. Price, Boston : Silver, Burdett
and Company ; fferces of Myth,
by Lillian L. Price and Charles B.
Gilbert; and Heroes of Chivairy,
by Louise Maitland, are three
small volumes of Supplementary
Reading for Public School pupils,the titles of which indicate their
contents. ‘The stories are drawn
from all sources; some being
about Japanese, others Chinese,
Persian, Hindoo, Dane, Norman
and English. Anglo-Chmese Col-
leges will find them good reading
for their students, both to mcrease
their knowledge of English as
well as a stimulant in the study
of history. Parents who find it
dificult to obtain interesting
stories for the entertainment of
their children wil! find in each of
these ten stories which cannot fail
to please, instruct and entertain.
Each volume contains a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, a dozen or
more full-page illustrations, to-
gether with many small pictures,
each of which will please as well
as entertain the child. They are
written by experienced teachers,
who know what children want,
and are books that have grown
rather than books that have been
tiade to order. The price 1s fifty
cents Gold each.

Stories from the Hebrew. By Jose-
phine Heermans. Boston: Silver,
Burdett and Company. 1903. 176
pp. Fifty cents Gold.
This is another of the many

valuable books of Supplementary
Reading for Public School puptils,
published by this enterprising
Company. It contains thirty
stories from the Bible, beauti-
fully xsllustrated with reproduc-
tions of paintings by Murillo,
Claude Lorraine and other noted
artists, and contains such poems
as ‘' The Burial of Moses,’ ‘‘The
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Destruction of Sennacherib,’’ and
others which help to make the
stories interesting to the child
or the pupil. ‘The best evidence
to me of the value of the books
is that they entertain my own
children.
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Editorial (Comment.
In our Missionary News col-

wmns our readers will find
some items of encouragement
from both north and south.
As the awakening of a thank-
ful heart and a sympathetic
spirit is good for us all, we
would throw out the hint that
similar experiences, as tersely
recorded, even m the iimrta-
tions of a post card, will be
gladly welcomed by the RE-
CORDER and its readers.

As the novelty ot the war
between Japan and Russia
wears of with us who are far
removed from the theatre of
conflict, that war becomes more
serious with the combatants
and the people who suffer from
its effects. Japan has also
recently met with considerable
naval loss, but is pushing the
enemy on land back to what
many believe to be an impreg-
nable defensive. Riussja’s
two famous Generails—January
and February—who outflanked
Napoleon, cannot figure in this
encounter. But there is an-
other who may soon control
the situation—General Time.
But the Japanese are giving

wordertul extibitions of offen.
sive warfare. No one can
toresee the resnit. What con-
cerns us most is the Chnrch—
the missionary work—in Man-
chuna. Surely every Chris-
tian should earnestly pray that
God would protect and comfort
the native Chnistians there and
sustain the foreign mistonaries
who are so nobly remaining
at their posts, as well as those
who trotn the stress of necessity
have been compelled to leave,
temporarily only we hope.

UNION of Presbyterians in
China seems probable. The
Committee, composed of mem-
bers from the English, Irish,
Scotch and American churches,
directed Rev. D. MacGillivray
to prepare in Chinese a short
account of the Presbyterian
Church and tts standards.
This book, under the title £4
@ ba — Ze, has been printed and
distributed. The report of the
second meeting of the Commit-
tee, translated Dy Rev. S. Isett
Woodbridge, at the instance of
the Committee, 1s now appear-
ing periodically in the Chznese
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THIS union should. interest
all Christians. The Confer.
ence which tnstituted-the move-
ment passed the following
resolution. “ This Confer-
ence earnestly desires the unityof the Christian church in
China and cordially welcomes
all opportunities of co-opera-tion with all sections of the
church: the Conierence resolves,
therefore, to take steps for unit-
ing more closely the Presbyter-
jan churches, hoping thereby tofacilitate the ultimate attain-
ment of wider union.’

*x 1K Ee

WE accede with much pleas-
ure to a request to publish in
this number the Circular of
the Committee of the Peking
Missionary Association relative
to uniform designations for
churches, chapels, terms for
God, Holy Spirit, ete. In tre-
gard to the last we are pleased.to notice that ‘‘there is a sur-
prising degree of unanimity ’’.
‘¢Some, while ready to accept
for the sake of uniformity, sim-
plicity, and economy, the com-
mon terms suggested by the
Committee, in printing the
Bible and Christian literature,
think that, in preaching, each
chould be left to his own dis-
cretion.’> Mostdecidedly. It
is mainly in the matter of
literature that the great gain
would come in the use of com-
ton terms. We like still bet-
ter the thought of another, or
others, ‘‘that the judicious
use of all terms will serve to
enrich the Chinese language’’,

We have previously in these
columns expressed similarsenti-
ments. Why should any one

be willing to narrow himself
down to the use of one term
when there are several that
may be used? We like very
much another sentence in the
Circular, ‘‘It isa happy omen
that in the letters received
there is an almost entire absence
of that somewhat acrimonious
spirit which was once so com-
mon in discussing the term
question,” May the good work
go on until there shall be at
least harmony, and 1£ possible,
unanimity among the miussion-aries of China on this much
vexed subject.

IN ovr correspondence col-
vwmns will be found Dr. Barrie’s
interesting letter on Chinese
labor in South Africa, with
his expression of regret that
we-had made no reference
to this matter in our pages.It was our intention in this
wstie to note the manner in
which the question has been
considered by the writers 1n
the mative press, the atti-
tude of the average Western
merchant, and the agitation by
the alertly conscientious in the
British press. We had noth-
ing more definite to present
to our readers than what they
already had seen in their home
papers, and we knew that stepshad been taken to translate
and insert in the vernacular
papers, and issue in recruiting
centres, such particulars of
the contract as would make
prospective recruits carefully
study the conditions before
putting their necks under the
yoke.
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Wer have been interested in
the widely differing attitudes
of the Western merchant and

IN some of the native papers
the recruiting of Chinese labor-
ers for South Africa has been
made the text, or rather the
pretext, for a grumble on the
manner in which America and
Australia exclude Chinese la-
bor. One altruistic editor thinks
it a good thing both for him-
self and foreigners for the
Chinese laborer to go abroad,
as he can stand all climates.
Heat and cold or fever haunted
swamps, or underground work-
ings, seem to make hittle differ-
ence to the laborer from China.
On the whole the native press
have not taken up the matter
strenuously.’ Possibly the lack
of public spirit among the
people afiects the occupant ot
the editorial chair. As a liter.
ary man he has little in com-
mon with the ciass from which
the laborers would be recruited.
Then possibly some of the
hardships indicated in the
contract, which would be un-
endutrable to the sensitive
Westerner even to think upon,
would be unnoticed by one
whose own monotonous IHtfe
and ideas of comfort and con-
venience are so opposed to the
occidental standard. Then,
too, the Chinese lack of appre-
ciation of the Western ideas of
personal and social liberty
might make our native breth-
ren of the press overlook the
degrading conditions which
deprive the laborer of civil
rights.

| June,

the conscientious writers who
have been so enthused at home
on this question. The former
seem to endeavor to idealise
the real ; the latter aim at real-
ising, 1f possible, the ideal.
The one, seeing much unde-
veloped wealth and possibility
of large dividends, makes the
best of a trying situation, touch-
es lightly on the privations of
the Chinese laborer in South
Africa and would have him
undergo any possible hardships
during the term of contract for
the prospect of a Golden Rand
in Manchuria or Mongolia,
which can be developed by
Chinese laborers with knowl-
edge gained and money earned
in the gold mines of South
Africa! The other, with his
high ideals and influenced by
his deep-rooted principles of
freedom and equity, has lift-
ed the whole subject on to a
higher plane. He reminds
us that it would be shameful
for us with our glorious herit-
age and many hard-earned
advantages to impose limita-
tions on jaborers of another
race, no matter how docile,
The agitation will do good, and.we trust that the efforts of
those who are endeavoring to
enlighten our Chinese friends
on the matter will be attended
with success. It is only right
that they should be warned
beforehand otf the nature of
the limitations and prohibitions
they will require to conform
to, and to understand that
working in gold mines means
long hours of labor in under-
sround levels.
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Missionary News.
We regret that we have had

to crush over to next month an
account of a conference of Scan-
dinavian missionaries held at Fan-
ch‘eng, Hupeh.

Encouraging [tems.
Dr. Hunter Corbett, writing

13th May, says :—
‘“] have just returned from a

journey of forty days in the in-
terior. I never found the people
more friendly, nor so many will-
ing to listen to the gospel. Many
women come within hearing when
we were preaching on the street,
and not a few seemed to listen
with interest. I received nineteen
new members and deferred many
more for longer teaching and
study.”

Rev. M. €C. Wilcox writes on
May oth :—

‘*Qur work here at Ku-cheng,
where I am writing this, is
‘picking up’ rapidly. We have
recently had three days of blessed
Pentecost at meetings with our
native workers, who gathered
here from a large region about,
and the influence is already mani-
fest in more earnest preaching
and other eftorts for the salvation
ot souls.’’

The following two items are
from brethren in Pyengyang,
korea :-—

‘Now that the war has passed
on into Manchuria things are
resuming their former condition.
The day set for a Tong Hak
uprising, the destruction of this
dynasty and the murder of the
foreigners (April 30) passed with-
Out event. Christian work at
present is but slightly interrupt-

ed in amount, and in some re-
spects 1s more promising than
ever—at least it is very urgent.’’

‘The passing of the Japanese
army through our city and
station territory disturbed our
work a good deal for about two
months, and the northern territory
had been pretty seriously dis-
turbed. All is quiet and peaceful
here now, and our congregation
and work are assuming ante-
bellum appearances again. The
country work 1s going on well,
and notwithstanding the war the
year bids fair to be as prosperous
in every respect as previous years.
I am looking forward to the
baptism of some eighty men and
women 1n the city church next
week, also to the ordination of
two more elders.”

Steps Towards Union.
We insert with pleasure the

following circular letter which
has been forwarded to us by
Dr. Cochrane with the sugges-
tion that we find a place for it
in the RECORDER

PEKING, 22h April, rood.
DRAR FRIEND: In a Circular dated
27th February, 1903, sent to all themissionaries in China a Committee
representing the Peking Missionary
Association asked the following four
questions :—

I. Would you approve the prepara-
tion of a Union Hymn Book? Wonld
you be willing to abide by the deci-
sion of the majority on this point?

2, Would you approve of the
adoption of common designations for
our Churches and Chapels: such, for
example, as YrsSu Cuyrao Li Pai
Tiange WR a PTFE for Churches
in which Christians worship, and
YrEsu CHIAO Fu Yin Tang Hy} hk #%
lig we sz for Street Chapels; and where
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further designation is needed, the use
of local rather than foreign names?

se Would you be willing to adopt
common terms for God and the Hol
Spirit, as, for example, SHANG TI
q and SHENG Linc 329 #3? Would
you be willing to abide by the dec!-
sion of the majority on this point?

4. Would you favour the federa-tion of all the Protestant Churches
in China, and the appointment of a
Representative Committee to consider
the question?

It 18 evident from the very large
number of favourable replies which
have been received from all parts of
the Empire that there is a widespread
desire for a closer relationship amongthe different branches of the Church
in China, As a step towards the
accomplishment of this desire we
have decided to call a Conference of
North China missionaries to meet at
Pei-tai-ho on the 24th August, to
cisctss various points raised in the
correspondence and to draw up a
plan for such unity and co-operation
as is now possible or desirable.

We hope that every one to whom
this letter comes, will endeavour either
to be present, or to secure authorita-
tive representation through some col-
league or friend. We especially desirethat each Mission in North China be
officially represented by one or more
persons empowered to vote and act
on its behalf, and we would suggest
that advantage be taken of a business,
committee, or mission meeting, to
elect such representatives as early as
possible.

For your guidance it may be help-
ful to mention briefly a few of the
suggestions made in the replies re-
ceived.

With regard to a Union Hymn
Book perhaps the prevalent desire isthat, 1f not all, at least a large
number of the hymns should be in an
easy Mandarin style, suitable for the
common people. Some think that a
book could be compiled in easy
Wén-li that would be acceptable to
the whole Empire, adding the sugges-tion, however, that different editions
could be issued with slightly different
texts to meet local needs. in North
China there ts substantial agreement
that amoug Mandarin-speaking peo-
ple one book, properly edited, would
meet all essential requirements, or, as
it might be put. that the best book
for one locality would be the best book
for all localities. One thoughtful
suggestion is that in a Union HymnBook denominational needs be met
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by binding in the common book a
few supplemental hymns to suit the
rites of individual Churches.

As to common designations for
Churches and Chapels, the idea of
uniformity is generally, though not
quite unanimously, approved. A few,
while willing to accept the designa-
tions suggested by the commtnittee, if
adopted, prefer Chiang Shu T‘ang
oe WS to Li Pai Tang HY FP &.
Others prefer the same designation
for both churches and street chapels.
some would omit Yesu CBHIAO Hl fk
wy. Indeed, the Committee itself did
not intend that their suggested de-
signation should be written continu-
ously, but in two parts, one over the
other, as their circular, had it been
printed as written, would have
shown; a number object stronglyto the common Chinese use of the
personal name Yxsu ff} as irrever-
ent. Of these, some fear it is too late
to change. Others insist that the
persistent substitution by all mission-
aries of ‘‘Chitu’’ + -& for Yesu J} x
in designating the Protestant Church
and Christianity would, in a few
years, secure Its general acceptance
throughout the Empire. The term
Chiso Tfang g @, now used by theChinese Government in edicts and
proclamations to designate Churches,
should also be considered.

In regard to terms for God and theHoly Spirit there is a surprising
degree of unanimity. Some, how-
ever, think that it tis not a questionto be decided by a majority of
missionaries, but by a majority of those
of sufficient experience, or of those
who have given the matter special
study. Some, while ready to accept
for the sake of uniformity, simplicity
and economy, the common terms
suggested by the Committee, in print-
ing the Bible and Christian literature,
think that, in preaching, each should
be jeft to his own discretion. Others,
conceding the advantage of commonterms in printing, think that the
judicious use of all terms will! serve to
enrich the Chinese language, It is
a happy omen that in the lettersreceived there is an almost entire
absence of that somewhat acrimoni-
ous spirit which was once so common
in discussing the term question.

On the fourth proposition, that ofthe federation of the Protestant
Churches in China, although nearly
all favour the appointment of a com-
mittee, there is rather less unanimity
than on the other three. But what is
lacking in this respect is perhaps
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more than made up for by the very
cordial sympathy which it receives
from others, and these are a very
large majority. No other point evokes
so much enthusiasm.

Replies like the following have
been received ‘—

‘‘The China Inland Mission provesit possible’’—‘‘ We want to see
one Native Church throughout the
Empire, not another China Associa-tion,’? ‘*It will make the natives
strong and conscious of their re-
sponsibility.’’ ‘ With all my heart;
this 1s the crux of the question and
has been my chtef idea for years.”‘The attitude of the Romanists
should induce us to face this radical
suggestion at once,” And an Anglt-
can clergyman writes: ‘‘ The federa-
fion of non-Roman Churches driven
by the aggression of the Romans into
a really Protestant attitude is likelyto be of the utmost value if it is
practicable, and I see few really
weighty reasons against the pos-
sibility, The signs of the times seem
to point to such a crisis as may
demand united action and common
Support; and the framework of a
Federation of Churches would be
nore healthful and helpful than any
Missionary Association of individual
missionaries,”?

Please keep this Conference in
mind. If possible be present. Fail-
ing this, have your views represented
by proxy. Above all, do not forget
to lay the whole matter before the
Great Head of the Church.

Some of the missionaries to whom
our former circular was sent did not
receive it, Others, who received it,
failed to reply. If you are in either
Class, kindly send your views in
writing, to the undersigned as soon as
possible, as we would like to have the
Conference take into consideration
the opinion of every missionary in
North China.

Yours sincerely,
THOMAS COCHRANE,

for the Comyrnittee.

C* FE. Notes.
Rev. Herbert Halliwell, of

Wolsingham, Durham, has been
appointed to the office of General
secretary of the United Society
of Christian Endeavor for India,
Burmah and Ceylon. He was
selected by the Executive Council
of the British Christian Endeavor
Union, and is to be supported
by British Endeavorers. Mr.
Halliwell takes up the work so
energetically carried on by Rev.
Franklin S. Hatch, of Boston,
during the past three years. Mr.
Halliwell will leave England for
Calcutta early 1n October. ‘There
is no doubt that Christian En-
deavor interest in both Great
Britain and India will be stimulat-
ed by this vital connection in the
work,

Christian Endeavor Societies
for women and girls are helping
to solve the problem which has
been such a difficult one in many
places of how to develop the
women into the church and de-
velop them in the spiritual life.
Very often the congregation in
coufitry chapels is made up en-
tirely of men, and when the
women do come they take no
active part mm the service. This
could hardly be expected ag
things are in China unless special
efforts were made to encourage
and bring forward the women.
In most cases custom does not
allow them to take part in the
meetings with the men, and the
result is that they attend some-
times, but have no share in, or
responsibility for, the Christian
Endeavor meetings. <A _ letter
recently received from Peking
Says ; ‘Up till recently the girls
in the boarding-school had at-
tended the meetings of the men’s
society, taking no active part.
We talked the matter over with.
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the girls, and it was decided to
form ¢ Junior Christian Endea-
vor in connection with the girls’
school. For the first two months
we did not have active members,
but now we are in full swing,
with Prayer-meeting, Lookout,
Missionary and Sunshine (or
‘Helping ’’) Committees. We
have at present thirty-five girls in
the school, and they all attend the
Junior Christian Hndeavor meet-
ing, held Friday evenings. Of
these girls thirteen are active
members and stxteen are as-
sociate.’’

It is worth while to get a pro-
minent pastors’s estimate of a
method of church work clearly
and succinctly stated. This is
what Dr. Wayland Hoyt says of
Christian Endeavor. His reasons
for enthusiasm seem quite as
apphcable in the Chinese church
as at home :-—

j June, 1904,

Let me say again what I have said
before- the best thing that has evercome to the church of which I have
the honor to be pastor is its society
of Christian Endeavor.

Il am frank to confess I have become
an enthusiast in the Christian Endea-
vor movement, and the more I know .
of its principles and workings the
more fervent is my enthusiasm, and
for reasons like these :

First.— Because of the emphasis the
movement puts upon the local church.

second.—That it is so thoroughly a
religious movement 1s another reason
for my enthusiasm.

Third.—A third reason for my glad
indorsement of this movement is the
specific pledge of service it exacts,

Fourth.-—Another reason for my
deep interest in this movement 1s that
it takes equal grasp on the young
women as well as on the young men.

Fifth.—Still another reason why I
so rejoice in this movement 1s its ten-
der management of youn Christians.

Sixth.—Still an added reason for
my gladness in this movement is the
delightful interrelations it brings
about between the various evangelical
denominations.

Missionary Journal.
At Shao-shing, April 22nd, the wife

of C. E, BousFigELD, A. B. M. U.,
of a son.

AY Hankow, May 11th, the wife of
Dr. THos. Ginuison, L. M. S., of
4a SOm.

At Ningpo, May 17th, the wife of
Rev. A. R. KEPLER, A. P. M., of

ARRIAGE

April 5th, at St. John’s Church, Read-
ing, England, CHARLES EDWARD
CORNFORD (uncon.), Shao-shing,
and HerLeN MARY BICKERSTETH
CLAVTON, C, M. $., Shao-shing.

ARRIVALS,
ArT SHANCHAI i—

May 13th, Dr. J. M. OXNER and
wife, S. B. €., for Shantung; Dr,
Boyp, A. P. M., Canton (returning).

May 18th, Mr. OSCAR PERSSON
(from New Zealand), Dr. J. N. Hoopr-
EHR and family (Brethren),

May 28th, Mr. and Mrs. E. OCKEN-
DEN, Mr. B. R. Muppirt and family
(uncon.), W ei-hai-wel,

DEPARTURES.
FROM SHANCHAIL‘—

May 2nd, Rev. E. C. NicKaALus and
family, E. B. M., for England; Rev.
C. F. VIKING, wife and two children,
Zion Ch. Mis., for U.S. A.

May 3rd, Mrs. SPENCER LEwIs, M.E. M.; Misses Ek. H. and E.
PENNINGTON, A. F. M.; Rev. G. D.
WILDER and family and Mrs, WILDER
Sr,, A. B. C. F. M., for U.S. A.

May 16th, Rev. D. T. ROBERTSON
and wife, U.F.C.5.M.; Rev. J. M11
LER GRAHAM and family, U. Church,
Tientsin; Mrs. B. M. FuLvon and
child, 1. P. M., all of Manchuria, for
England.

May 20th, Miss M. LAMBER’, C,
M. S., Tientsin, for England.

May 2&th, Rev. W. B. BURKE and
family, M. FE. C. $., Shanghai; Rev.
A. J. BOWEN and family, M. EF. M.,Nanking; Rev. C. A. P.
M., Tengchow, for U, 3, A,
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Address on the Education of Native Clergy.*
BY REV. JAMES JACKSON.

WISH frst of all to-day to express my pleasure at being
present on this most interesting and important occasion,
and to congratulate the London Mission on the inaugura-

tion of this department of work represented by the school
which is to-day dedicated to the glory of God for the advance-
ment of theological learning. l can conceive of no work more
important than that of training a native ministry, and this work
cannot be done in any way satisfactorily without systematic
effort. We have all come to recognise, have we not? that the
development and spread of the church in China must in the
future be chiefly brought about through the agency of the
Chinese themselves. The vast extent of ground to be covered, -
the immense multitudes of people to be evangelised, organised
and trained, make 1t impossible ever to dream of obtaining for-
elgn missionaries enough to do the work, even if it is desirable.
And it 1s not desirable. A vigorous, self-propagating, self-
governing church is the thing we must aim at. The work
of the foreign missionary in the future will, I believe, be more
and more devoted to the training of the church already planted,
that she may herself be qualified to do the work of evangelising
the great masses yet untouched and which cannot be reached
by foreign agency. To carry on Christian missionary work on
these lines, means, first of all, a trained native ministry—men
who by their character, ability and education are fitted to be

* Delivered at the opening of the London Mission Theological College in
Hankoyr. April 18th, 1904,
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pioneers in the work of the further spread of the church, pastors
and teachers who may feed the flock of God over whom the
Holy Ghost makes them overseers.

During the past generation students of sacred learning have
turned their attention as never before to the methods of our Lord
in the planting and traiming of the church. I suppose no body
of men have prohted more from Professor Latham’s: Pastor
Pastorum than the missionary body. To myself and to friends
whom I have known intimately this book has been a constant
teacher and an unfailing source of inspiration. Books of this
sort have quite revolutionized our ideas about our Lord’s methods
ot work. We no longer think of Him in the old way as exclu-
sively or even cluefly a travelling evangelist, but as the trainer
of the Iwelve. This latter was the great work of His three
years’ ministry and all the rest was subordinate. Even the great
works of healing which He did amongst and for the multitudes
we now understand as being done chiefly for the instruction of
the disciples, as in that most suggestive and typical instance
so well expounded by Latham, the healing of the daughter
of the Syrophenician woman. It was upon the few specially
selected that our Lord fixed His attention and concentrated.
Fis efforts. He well knew that the future spread and even the
very existence of the churches depended not upon multitudes
of hearers or converts, but upon the select, appreciative and
trained few. Qualhty and not quantity was what our Lord
sought for. It was through the well-instructed few, not the
half-instructed, unappreciative multitudes that our Lord sought
to plant and spread the kingdom of God.

The theological education of students for the Christian
ministry should keep pace with, nay, should keep ahead of the
advance of general education. Theological students should at
least be as well educated as the students who are going into
other walks of life. The demand for education at the present
time in China is very remarkable. The condition of things
which now exists is one which the most far-seeing could hardly
have predicted ten years ago. Those of us who have long been
engaged in edttcational work used often to be called tpon to
give an apology for our existence as teachers, and we were not
unfrequently exhorted to leave our unprofitable labour and give
ottrselves to missionary work! Now all that is changed, and

the Christian educator has been no small factor in the forces
which have brought about that change. No one need apologise
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now for being a teacher. The demand for higher education
will become increasingly insistent, and while the future gives
some cause for anxiety, it is full of promise. The Christian
school and college have a work before them perhaps greater than
the church has hitherto undertaken in any non-Christian land.
All this has a most important bearing upon the kind of educa-
tion which should be given to the Christian ministry. tt would
seem obvious that it should not be inferior in range and quality
to that which we are offering to other students in our higher
schoois. The churches which are now springing up all over
China want not only pastors and teachers, but leaders and guides,
men not only of piety but of keen intellect, of trained, sound
judgment, with a broad outlook, with an ample knowledge of
the past history of the church, and also able to understand and
appreciate the position and opportunity of Christianity in China
to-day. Such men cannot be got without a long training and
liberal culture; but if there is one thing more than another,
from the lack of which the native church is suffering to-day,
it is the lack of trained leaders ; and this lack will become rapid-
ly more apparent unless we bestir ourselves to supply it. I hope
that we shall not make the mistake of divorcing our theological
schools from our colleges. They should not only be in close
touch with them, but they should be an integral part of them.
The religion of the Incarnation which we are here to preach
not only pervades all life, but it should pervade all thoughts,
and theological teaching will be best given in connection with
and as part of the higher learning which we cultivate in our
colleges, of which learning theology is not only an important,
but an essential part, if it makes claim to be higher learning in
any true sense of the word. We cannot attord to let it be said
that an inferior education will do for the clergy. We must
give them the very best, both for the honour of the Christian
ministry and the edification of the native church.

In days not far off an educated native ministry will be need-
ed to meet the new intellectual situation which 1s rapidly devel-
oping. As yet we know but little of the intellectual conflict
which 1s bound to arise between Christianity and the new
learning 1m this country. The Christian apologetic which has
met our needs hitherto has not been of a highly intellectual,
but much more of the popular type. The educated man in
China has not thought it worth his while to pay much attention
to Christianity. But this state of things will rapidly change.

1904.
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The Chou Han type of opponent, with his filthy abuse and still
more filthy pictures, is largely a thing of the past. We shall
soon have men of different calibre to deal with. If I mistake
not, the agnosticism of some of our Western scientists and philo-
sophers will strongly appeal to the Chimese student when he
takes to the study of Western learning. Any one who looks
into the books and magazines which are now being poured forth
in such numbers will not fail, I think, already to detect this
tendency; this, together with another tendency quite as danger-
ous, fostered, I am sorry to say, by some Christian teachers, to
regard all religions as much the same, making religion very
mtich an affair of geography. It will not be long, I believe,
before these and similar tendencies will develop rapidly, and the
need for Christian apologists of a very different stamp from those
yet produced in China will become imperative. The apologetic
hitherto found sufficient will cease to meet our needs. Now,
what are we doing to prepare for this contingency ° {do not at
all despair of the situation, for I believe that as in the past
history of the church mm other lands, so in the church in China
God will raise up men to meet the new needs of the coming
time. But as wise master-builders we should he laying our
plans and preparing our materials. And the place to do this
is in our colleges and theological schools. It is in these that
our Christian apologists must be trained. These are the
armouries in which we must forge those weapons of precision
which will be needed to meet the attacks upon Christianity from
the intellectual side which are certain to be made in the not
distant future. We all know what a great debt the church
owes to the famous Christian schools of Alexandria and Antioch,
how our modern thought ts continually enriched by the writings
of the scholars who were trained and who taught in those
schools. I believe that the great Asiatic nations—India, China
and Japan—have their own contribution to make to the thought
and life of the church, and the sooner we begin the kind of
teaching in our schools which will give free play to the peculiar
genius of the Chinese nation the better it will be for the future
of the church in China.

Perhaps ail this may seem somewhat Utopian to some.
But we must take large, long views and keep before our minds
high ideals. I have spent most of my missionary lite of nearly
twenty-eight years as a Christian teacher. In looking over the
work of the past I see that failures have come not from too high
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but from too low ideals, not from attempting too much, but from
being contented with too little.

The education given in our theological schools, as in all
other schools, should be given in an atmosphere of freedom
and should foster a manly mdependence in our students. We
want to train a generation of free-thinkers in the best sense of
the word, men who will be able to take the initiative in plans
for the growth of the kingdom of God. 1 have known mission-
aries who have fought rather shy of the trained native worker.
He is not sufficiently docile. They would rather have the man
to whom they can say go, and he goeth, do this and he doeth it.
The partially trained man is more obsequious. As the eye of a
servant is towards the hand of his master, so the eye of the
slightly trained native is ever to the hand of the missionary.
The well trained man is more independent and perhaps at first
he shows his independence in somewhat obtrusive and objection-
able ways; we must bear with this for the time. It is far better
to have a man who goes wrong sometimes than to have a ma-
chine which never goes wrong, though J am sorry to say some
missionaries seem to prefer the machine. We tmust foster the
spirit of true freedom by training men in the atmosphere of
freedom. Training men and binding them by contract to be
preachers is a most demoralising thing. It 1s objected that it is
expensive training them, and if we do not bind them many will
leave church work and seek other occupation. Even so, let
them leave. If we cannot bind them by the bonds of intellect-
ual and spiritual sympathy, by the high sense of obligation and
responsibility, we had better let them go. The most degrading
of all forms of slavery 1s spiritual and intellectual slavery, and
the worst place for the employment of slave labour is in the
Christian pulpit. Here at least a man should feel himself to be
a man and rejoice in the liberty wherewith Christ makes him
free. We must be prepared for losses, but one highly trained,
intellectually and spiritually free worker 1s worth a score of
those who stay with the church because they must, who have
just got enough of a kind of education which unfits them for any-
thing else except to remain 1n the priest’s office that they may
get a portion of bread !

In the traiming of theological students there are special
difficulties which tend to hinder the development of a manly,
independent spirit. These difficulties are not unknown in
Christian lands and they have caused much discussion of late

1904. ]
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years among those who have the teaching and directing of
theological seminaries. t refer to the demoralising effect upon
the character that so often 1s seen in those who have everything
done for them, and who thus learn to do little for themselves.
The beneficiary system which has been so common in Western
lands and which has become untversal in missionary lands is
productive of much evil. How it is to be avoided at present
I do not see, but we ought certainly to keep our eyes open to its
dangers and we should strive in all ways to keep the evil with-
in as narrow limits as possible. No one who has had intich to
do with educational work in this country can have failed to
realise what a demoralising effect upon the character is often
produced by our free scholarship systems. The evil is worse
when in addition to free education, free board and lodging are
afforded and a small allowance made in addition, as is often the
case, I do not pretend to be able to solve the difficulty. Lam
Sure our present methods are productive of muchevil. It 1s
difficult to give free help to our fellowmen without robbing them
of something even more precious than we give. Help that costs
no sacrifice and calls forth no sympathy is often a degradation to
the person who receives it. The only perfect kind of giving
and receiving is that which calls forth all that is best, strong-
est, most manly and independent in the receiver which answers
to the self-sacrifice of the giver. How to do this 1s a problem
which we have not yet solved, but which we must not lose sight
of nor rest content until we have at least approached a solution.

I trust that this school dedicated to-day will be a real
school of the prophets. It 1s true, as Dr. Whyte, of Free St.
George’s, says, that ‘‘ divine prophecy does not come by the will
of man in prophetical schools or anywhere else. School or no
school, holy men of God will always speak as they are moved
by the Holy Ghost.’’ Yet still the church is guided by a true
instinct when she makes provision for fostering and guiding the
prophetic spirit in those to whom she looks to be the forth-tellers
of God’s mind. The Congregational Church has done much to
keep alive the spirit of prophecy and I cannot do better than
close in the words of one who I believe is a Congregationalist,
and to whom I have been indebted for a most suggestive book.
Speaking of the Hebrew prophets he says : “The prophets stood
alone, assured only of God’s aid, but speaking to men as souls
conscious of right and capable of high resolve. While the
thunder of the armies has passed like the roar of the billows
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that waste their strength on a rock-bound coast, their words still
echo through the fruitful earth like the murmur of the brooks.”’
May God raise up such a race of prophets in China and may
this school contribute its share in doing so.

English and Evangelism.
Or the Relation of the New School to the Church of God.

BY REV. HAMPDEN C. DUBOSE, D.D.

(Continucd from p. 287, June snumber,)

N the matter of a higher and lower scale of salaries 1n the

presented. The Societies at home give the same stipend
on the field to all its foreign missionaries. By a parity of reason-
ing the Mission should follow the precedent. The same reasons
that hold good in the one case are true in the other. The
native church, however, 1s composed of the Lord’s freemen and
should be encouraged to give double honour to those who labor
in word and doctrine. The Chinese can make distinctions which
would not be invidious, where the Westerner must abide by the
ttile. The young English student can be told, the Mission wall
give you a fzwuzg salary; if your wants are more, let your own
people supply them. This, however, he may consider too far
in the future.

Lhe Rev. Charles Shaw writes: ‘‘I have a sinall but
interesting work. I only pay one man, and the rest of our work,
including the catechists, is self-supporting, except the day-
schools, which are supported from England. It is troublesome,
and requires much faith and patience, but I believe it ‘pays’
best in the end.’”?

At this place it may not be improper to mention a work
in and around this city, where the doorkeeper is paid $3 ; the
Bible woman $4; the school-teacher $4.50 (the rest of his salary
the pupils pay) ; and the native preacher, a man of pulpit power,
$1x (Mexican). The city street chapel has, within a generation,
been enlarged five times to accommodate the daily congregations.
In the country towns four commodious chapels and one small
one are rented by the Christians and inquitrers (of the latter there
are 200 or 300) and another place of preaching is offered free.
In two of these places they speak of purchasing or building

stove quotations bath sides of the question have. been
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houses of worship. Not one cent of money from home has been
expended in this outlying district, and it 1s probable they will
soon pay the native preacher’s salary. Krom the size of the
audiences in city, town and village we must conclude that it is
the day of preaching around Soochow. ‘These tacts are men-
tioned to show that the missionary is not dependent on English
for something to do.
lV. THE RELATION OF THE ENGLISH SCHOOL TO THRE GOSPEL.

We come to a more serious aspect of the New School in its
relation to evangelism. The heathen has been for ages ‘* under
the shadow of death,” and with darkened mind can form not the
slightest conception of Zion’s light and glory. His first intro-
duction to Christianity is the view of a grand foreign building
which to his limited vision appears to be a “ sky-scraper.”’ He
sees in the city a large number of schools where his native lan-
guage is partially excluded by those sent out to propagate the
new religion. If he mingles with the Christians he hears the
word ‘‘Eneglish’’ constantly on their lips—the subject of con-
versation not being religion and the predicate prayer—and he
concludes that English 1s an integral part of Christianity, as
the South Sea Islander is taught that clothing for the body is
essential to entrance into the house of God. There is a rhythm
in the words, foh-yin, yin-wen, yin-yang—Gospel, English,
Dollars—so his conception of religion is not at all distinct. Tt
is shrouded under a veil. The ignorant may conceive of the
church as Anglo-Chinese, and so miss saving faith.

The missionary establishes the church school, and those who
are his followers acknowledge his leadership. He says to them :
“This is the way’’ for you children; ‘‘ walk ye in it;”?
and they very readily accept his teaching, as it naturally
accoras with their views. He leads the Chinese to think that
the highest attainments are possible only by an English edu-
cation.

We raise the question, Is the teaching by English that
from which we can expect the best results ? Is 1t not too radical]
a change from the time-honored precedents of the past ? Is it
sufficiently conservative ? Is it not too far exalted above the
present status of the Chinese ? Is 1t the best possible for the
children of poor Cliristians ? Suppose at home the son of prous,
praying parents is given a wheel and an automobile, furnished
with a plenty of pocket money, sent two years to Paris and
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three to Germany, what do we prognosticate as to his future ?
There is a practical relation between training and sticcess.

Archdeacon Moule: ‘‘ How can a school where English 1s
taught and desired by parents and children, with the scarcely at
all disguised wish to ‘better themselves ’——-to attain a different
social scale and be no longer agriculturalists or artisans—direct
the children to the conversion of China? It may direct their
minds towards ‘Reform,’ sound or unsound, and to treasures of
knowiedge which they suppose English alone can unfold, but the
conversion of China seems remotely connected with the scheme.’’

Rev. S. B. Meech: ‘The L. M. 5. (Peking) has not yet
adopted the teaching of English in our school. The Methodist
Mission is the only one which has made English a definite part
ot the school course. LT only know that a large number of those
trained in their school have gone into railway and other employ,
where with few exceptions their interest in Christianity has
ceased,’

Rev. W. B. Hamilton: ‘‘The government college at
Chinan promises to be of little service to the cause of Chris-
tianity. The students get a monthly allowance of three taels
while in attendance. Many of them are from official families ;
and from the physician in charge, who is a Christian in Li Hung-
chang’s medical school at Tientsin, I learn that there is scarce-
ly a moral man among the two hundred. During the early
part of Dr. Hayes’ presidency, some ten or twenty attended
Christian service, but since the enforcement of the Confucian
hoinage they scarcely come near the missionary. Christianity
has not, however, been eliminated from the institution.’”?

Rev. L. P. Peet: ‘‘I think the greatest evil which threat-
ens is that the mitid of the student will become ‘secularized '
rather than ‘spiritualized.’ The gate of honor, wealth and
power is thrown open to him, and he will be led to seek those
rather than spiritual lite.’

The next point is the large proportion of pagan element
in the schools. Their parents select the school for its advant-
ages and moral influence. Dr. Davis in a paper read last year
reported that in Dr. Hayes’ school ‘‘ of forty-five pupils six were
from Christian famulies,’’ and at the university ‘‘a very small
proportion came from Christian families.’ As in a boarding
department it is hazardous to herd heathenism, it 1s a question,
when a large majority are from heathen families, whether a boy
from a Christian household is safe ?
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Dr. Parker: ‘*‘One of the evils that threaten the new
system of education is that it tempts the young men away from
us to secure the higher salaries that are given to those who
know English. Another evil is that young men become more
or less unsettled in their obedience to government and faith in
their ancient traditions; the result being a tendency to join in
with all sorts of revolutionary schemes and a general feeling
of desire to be free from all religious, social and governmental
restraints. Another evil to be noted in connection with the
English schools 1s that a large heathen element is always pre-
sent in such a school, which 1s very detrimental to the develop-
ment of the Christian spirit and the growth of consecration and
desire for the salvation of souls.”?

Archdeacon Wolfe : ‘The vast majority of the pupils in
these schools here are heathen, who avowedly enter these schools
in order to fit themselves for positions trom which they expect
high salaries. It can be easily imagined that this class, forming
the great majority, are in danger of exercising a baneful influence
on the small minority of Christian lads probably not yet really
converted or well grounded in the Christian faith. ‘There are at
ptesent several young men, professed Christians, from the English
schools in Shanghai, employed in the government offices, who,
from the reports that I hear, never attend a place of worship, and
to all appearances have abandoned their Christian profession. It
is the same even here in Foochow with a few employed in secular
positions. All this 1s very discouraging and saddening no doubt
to those who carry on these schools, and seems to confirm what
J say about the bad and baneful influence exercised in these
schools where the heathen pupils are in the great majority.’?
All along the “track’’ hang out the red light! Danger !

Mr. Brockman: ‘<The spiritual tone of the institution 1s
lowered by the preponderance of men from heathen homes. A
missionary says: ‘Their sordid conversation and worldly in-
fluence give a momentum dollarward to the school which it
becomes practically 1mpossible to arrest.’

Rev. C. A. Stanley: ‘The dangers are, being foreignized
away from his people in a measure, and so not in the fullest
sympathy with them ; and loss of spiritual power on his part by
unwise foreign reading instead of that which alone will be help.
fal in his work.”

Rev. P. D. Bergen : ‘The dangers are, hasty imitation
of some of the less desirable features of Western life, lack of
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religious toleration, neglect of China’s literature, the new
egotism that develops from a smattering of the new learning,
and the dissipated state of mind and body that sometimes follows
rapid increase in income.”?

Dr. A. H. Smith: ‘(The paper of Mr. Brockman in the
RECORDER some months ago seemed to me a singularly wise and
temperate statement of the present difficulties and to suggest
the lines on which they are to be met. ‘The evils that threaten
are the strong and frequently increasing temptation to the
students to give up evangelistic work and to seek after places
which pay higher wages; the intellectual pride which 1s so
fatal to spirituality anywhere; and in many cases a distinct
antagonism to the teachers and the missionaries with whom
heretofore all the relations of the students have been most cor-
dial. There is a reason for all this, by no means confined to
Mi1SSiIONS. Government schools are everywhere feeling it most
keenly, though they give freely that for which we require some
payment. ”’

Rev. L. Lloyd: ‘The great danger which threatens the
new system of education is that the students will look upon the
acquirement of English and of Western knowledge generally as
a stepping-stone to preferment and will not bear in mind he
connection of the institutions, at which they were trained, wztk
Christianity.”

Rev. Dr. J. M. W. Farnham : ‘*’The evils of the present
system of education are, to my mund, very great and numerous.
As carried on with mission funds and by missionaries, I consider
it a misappropriation of time and money. ‘The results of the
labors and the money do not affect the mission work, only very
remotely.”’

In the Memorial University at Tai-yuen-fu Christianity 1s
only taught under the general head of civilization, so the con-
nection of this institution with the gospel is extremely incidental.
That a memorial to the martyrs of Jesus should have the name
of Jesus leit out does not seem quite appropriate.

Our conclusion is, taken generally, the English school 1s
not a wise annex to Brblical evangelization.

V. ITS RELATION TO THE MINISTRY.

We will not speak of the danger to the missionary, called of
God to preach and set apart by the laying on of hands, giving his
whole time to pedagogy and with little time for Bible study, of
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winimizing Christ’s command to make known the glad tidings,
for each of us has to hear the injunction heed to thy-
eelf,’?

This part of the subject 1s discussed by many. ‘here are
two from Dr. J. N. Hayes’ school studying for the ministry.
Dr. Anderson says: ‘‘If you will give the new school the
twenty or thirty years for work that the old-fashioned boarding-
schools have had they will, in my opinion, supply as many
preachers and with far better equipment.”’

Rev. J. A. Silsby: ‘*The English school will, in my
opinion, supply better men than the purely Chinese school.
Perhaps in the present circumstances the comparative number
of those entering the ministry will be fewer than under the old
system, but when one does enter the ministry he will be a better
and more efucient worker. He will not be a mere drone who
enters the ministry because he can do nothing else, and he will
be less saturated with Confucianism than he would be if his
chief literary diet had been the Chinese classics.

Bishop Graves : ‘*T do not think that the English schools
are the places to look ior the preachers for country hamlets. We
must look for these from a different system. Peasants in the
country cannot support men with the new education because it
certainly fosters a desire to rise above the dirty and shiftless
level of ordinary Chinese life. Men of less education would
probably do better for such posts. The problems are grave as
to self-support, but can we refuse an educated ministry and see
only the needs of the country stations? So far as 1 can see we
need both kinds of men because we have both kinds of work
to do.’?

Rev. E. F. Gedye: “A certain proportion of the Christian
boys will, I think, generally be willing to serve Christ and the
church as preachers, but all are not called of God to that work
and all are not fit for it. An English-speaking Chinese has, as
atrule, more expensive tastes than a purely educated Chinaman.
But in many cases his work will be more valuable and therefore
he can appeal to a class of Chinese whose education and tastes
are similar to his own. The English-speaking Chinese would
expect in a pastor the sympathy that conld only come from one
who also spoke and read English.”

Rev. R. FE. Fitch: “T think the English school will give
us some of the first men we shall have for the mimuistry. It

depends’ upon the teachers to maintain a strong evangelistic
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spirit and get a specially strong grip on the older boys that they
in turn may influence the younger ones, and this work will give
them a foretaste of the munistry. I think that at present we
have an insufficient constituency of educated men from the
middle classes in the church, and that the man who has a good
English and scientific education will reach these classes as no
other men could, and thus by his education, position and personal
influence solve the question of self-support much more quickly.’’

Dr. A. P. Parker: ‘‘I think the general experience of
English schools in China shows that there is not much hope of
securing native preachers from such institutions. The tempta-
tion which the knowledge of the English language places in the
way of young men to seek higher salaries and the good things
of this life are almost overwhelming, and not very many of our
native Christians are strong enough, so far, to withstand such
temptations. ”’

Rev. J. Beattie: ‘IT do not find that a knowledge of Eng-
lish tends to turn a man’s thoughts to the ministry of the Lord
among his fellow-countrymen.’’

Rev. W. H. Lacy: ‘*‘My experience is that it breaks
more than it makes.”? It is likely that this terse Wesleyan
dicttm will become tamous.

Rev. J. R. Goddard, D.D.: ‘In our Mission there has
been no candidate from our boys’ schools since English began
to be taught. The boys all look forward to large wages and
profitable business careers. ‘Those who have become teachers
require largely increased salaries, and it is natural to conclude
that the same would be true if any of them should become
preachers. ’’

Rev. L. Lloyd: ‘“T do not think that the English school
will ever be a recruiting ground for the native pastorate to any
great extent. Here and there the students from our Anglo-
Chinese Colleges have taken up such work and their knowledge
of Western literature has made them better equipped for it than
their fellows when they are really converted, but as a rule there
is a tremendous temptation to take positions where their knowl-
edge of English ts valued and paid for. I feel that while
English 1s asked for it must be taught, but I would not, for a
moment, allow it to supersede our old-fashioned but useful
colleges which are conducted on simpler lines in the native
language and where the whole aim of the institution 1s to fit
the students for evangelistic and pastoral work.”’
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Rev. P. D. Bergen : ‘The English schools will not pre-

pare preachers for the missions, and it is utterly useless to expect
it. JI have no doubt but that the English school has come to
stay and to develop enormously in the near future and that
eventually many good men will be found in the ministry from
among their graduates.’’

Mr. F. S. Brockman: ‘‘ Representative missionaries in
different parts of China are almost unanimous in the conviction
that English has a tendency to turn away young men trom
distinctively religious callings.”

A brother of experience writes: ‘My ideas have changed
greatly the past few years on this subject. This city has proved
too much for our preachers. There are such inducements held
out that every man we have had here during eight years has
left us to go into business. Only this week one has left us. }
may, however, state that they have not sent to us our 4esz. ‘They
have been English-speaking and while excuses have been imany,
I believe the chief reason has been the big pay. In the Y. M.
C, A. work there is a young man who gets Taels 100 per month,
but we as missions catinot compete with this kind of salary.
Most of our English-speaking preachers were here at from ten
to twenty dollars a month, and as a young man can get $50 at
business, if they continue to preach it 1s evidence that the grace
of God has taken firm hold of them. Our people at Peking
have started out to get security for every boy entering the
school that he will repay all the money expended on him
if he leaves mission work. This is the right way.’’ This
falling from the grace of preaching cannot be considered too
seriously.

Dr. Rarnkam: At present the Chinese learn English
simply as a ‘stepping stone’ to employment outside the mission.
We need educated men and women to preach and teach the
gospel to their own countrymen as no foreigner can ever do.
They only cost for salary one-tenth the money and ought not
only to be as useful but much more so.”

Rev. J. Beattie: ‘‘So far no boy receiving an Anglo-
Chinese education in Amoy has entered the service of the
church.

Rev. D. H. Davis: ‘“T have not seen that the teaching of
English in our schools has done anything toward supplying
native preachers, but on the other hand, it has induced the young
men to enter other callings.”?
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Rey. C. Hartwell: ‘(Tn the Methodist Anglo-Chinese

College here (Foochow) only a very few of the graduates have |
entered upon special religious work.”’

Rev. J. E. Walker : “Tt takes warm piety and deep genuine
humility to make the English-speaking and the un-Anglicized
preachers mungle in true Christian brotherhood. The English-
educated preacher has tremendous advantages over his Chinese-
educated brother, but he brings some very vexing problems.’’

Dr. Grifhth John: ‘‘T am looking to the theological
school for the needful supply of pastors and preachers, and in
that school English 1s zo/ taught. We do not deem a knowledge
of English necessary for either the pastoral or evangelistic work.
The reasons why we do not introduce it into the theological
school are two: First, the introduction of English would in-
crease the expenses connected with the work. We should. have
to give higher salaries to our agents and thus make selfi-support
in the native church an extremely difficult thing to realize.
second, it would greatly increase the temptations to our fellow-
workers to go in for lucrative positions outside the church.
And I would add that, in my opinion, their eficiency would not
be promoted by a knowledge of English. Il can conceive of its
unfitting them ina great measure for the work which they have
now to do.”’

Rev. C. Campbell Brown : ‘(Ty this and the FPoochow
districts the teaching of English is calling off our supply of
native preachers. We only get the second rate men to train.
In view of China’s national weakness, the greed of gain, the
whole #xzglish question needs more careful handling and
reconsideration.’

Rev. C. Shaw:
English school.
of their men graduated.
but one wondered how much of the sense of our English books,
say a commentary on Isaiah or on the Gospels, they would be
able to comprehend and digest. Of these six I think two were
to be preachers. I fear the results in this respect in Foochow
are disappointing; very few of the English trained students
enter the ministry. Of course we want Christian business men,
but at the same tine if we give as one reason (and a very good
and potent one) that we teach English tn order to give our preach-
ers access to good Biblical literature, it must be disappointing to
see that the love of money 1s still paramount, and imstead of

‘¢ FTere the American Methodists have one
I attended a meeting not long ago when six

The speeches were on the whole good,
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giving their talents to building up the Christians in their ‘ most

holy faith,’ they go to secular employment where they cannot
even keep the Sabbath, and soon their love grows cold.”’

Ven. Archdeacon Moule: (The English school will lessen
if it does not dry zp the supply of native preachers. An English-
speaking preacher will expect and demand at least double or
treble the present rate of pay and his Enelish will be of scarcely
any use to his Hock, whether he be pastor or evangelist.”

Rev. H. Thompson : ‘The English school has not so far
supplied the Mission with preachers, and it 1s not likely to do
so for a long time.’’

The native Presbyterian pastor at Hanechow, during the
week of prayer, boldly pointed to the Presbyterian college and
said: ‘*’[he institution 1s of no benefit to the church here.’
Sandwiched between the world and paganism the Mission school
is handicapped.

Dr. Mateer : ‘(Very little English has been tanght in the
college. The experiment did not commend itself by tts results,
and was cousequently dropped. The men who received thus
education all went into some more lucrative calling, and there
are no pastors in the Shantung Presbyterian Mission who know
English. The experience of the past has been that no depend-
ence could be placed in those thus educated going into the minis-
try. The reason is not that English is avdéz-Chrestian, but that
the predominant consideration is the pecuinary one, and the mind
being filled during the school days with dreams of money, 1s
secularized and more or less impervious to religious 1mpressions.
As the standard of English education rises, however, probably
religion will make more and more impression on the pupils.’

Ven. Archdeacon Wolie: ‘‘I deeply regret to say that
my experience compels me to conclude that the existence of the
English school, thus far at least, has been anything but favour-
able to the supplying of the churches with native pastors. |
have no hesitation in saying it has been decidedly unfavourable.
The Church Missionary Society has opened no English school
in this province, but two or three such schools have been 1n
existence now for twenty or thirty years, and so far I do not
know of a single teacher or pastor supplied from these schools
at work in connection with any of the three missions here.
The result in this respect certaimly is nil.” ‘* Nothing but
leaves.”? For example, what is the object of our medical schools ?
Suppose no student received a diploma.
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Perhaps Mr. Brockman’s figures may be taken as proximate-

ly correct. Out of one hundred graduates of five Anglo-Chinese
colleges in ten years two entered the ministry; z@ est two per
cent. Ajas ! only two per cent. ! Are we to judge the tree by its
fruits? The great object of the mission school is to furnish
ministers; why this complete failure? ‘he ascension of our
Lord is emphasized both in the Old and New Testaments.
Pastors, evangelists and teachers are ascension gifts to Hus
church. In our propaganda, both in theory and practice, let us
magnify these gifts that come from the most excellent glory.

What conclusion shall we reach ?
1 AS TO THE ENGLISH SCHOOL,

Furst. To satisfy the honest desires for the higher educa-
tion, to meet the call from the ruling and wealthier classes, and
to take advantage of the magnificent opportunities afforded by
the changing conditions in China, let there be established on an
English basis a few great universities fully manned and equip-
ped. From these will be turned out annually a number of noble
spirited, highly accomplished and thoroughly educated young
men, many of whom will occupy important positions in the
counsels of the state, and, holding their instructors in high honor,
willexert a life-long interest in the establishment of true religion.

Dr, Mateer says : ‘“Tt would be well for Christian men to
establish schools, not with a design of raising up a native min-
istry, but of giving those who desire the English to get in this
world a chance to hear of a better world. They are the rising
class of influential men of the new China, and if for nothing
more than to ensure that they be favourably disposed to the
gospel, it is well for them to come under a decided Christian
~anfluence. These mainly settle at the ports. For their sakes
it might be well to have a few English-speaking pastors, for
ministering in the ports, to secure the respect of these and other
English-speaking Chinese... . The chief dangers are from free
thought and agnosticism. We wish to raise up a ministry who
will hold fast to the fundamental principles of our faith. ‘The
time is coming when it will be necessary to have some men in
the ministry in touch with Western thought and literature who
shall be able to defend the faith before their own people and
against the attacks of Western scepticism and destructive criti-
cism. The English question is the question of the hour in
education and the demand to teach it is very hard to resist.
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Many missionaries are radical on the idea of self-support, and
English accomplishes the end they deem all important, and
hence they teach English not because it brings results to the
mission work, but because it brings in the money for the support
of the school.’’

Second. Let Christian men be sent out—with a view to
entire self-support—to establish English schools in this land.
‘These to be maintained for two years by the home Societies,
so that they may have time to obtain a working knowledge of
the Chinese language and come in touch with oriental civiliza-
tion and methods of mission work before they enter the school-
TOOTH. They may be under contract to teach five years at their
own charges within the bounds of the field occupied by the
Mission. All of our Boards might do something in this line.
This system of self-supporting schools would prove a mighty
auxiliary and exercise a great influence for good without detract-
ing from the funds, save for the first two years, given to evangel-
ization.

This is a magnificent field for the Y. M. C. A., who might
well have a staff of one thousand devoted teachers, scattered in
all the great cities, labouring for the uplifting of China. The
call for English, in as far as it is a dowd fide call, comes from
the merchants and gentry, who have money and are willing to
expend 1t on education.

Rev. J. Beattie : ‘“My own strong view is that the teach-
ing of English such as would fit for a money-making career
should be paid for by the natives themselves. Give them
English 1f they are willing to pay for it. Our Angilo-Chinese
School (Amoy) 1s not a tax to any great extent on our Mission. |
The head master’s salary is paid for by a well-to-do friend at
home, while the second teacher’s salary comes as a grant from
the L. M. $., with which we are in conjunction as far as this |
echool is concerned. Our E. P. Council took the strong ground
at the first that this school for English was not to come into
competition with the funds available for evangelistic work.
The property was purchased by a friend at home and the native
teachers’ salaries and running expenses are paid by the fees of
the pupuls.’’

The above plan is in wise accord with the Doctrine of the
Mean. We might remark that were the fees made higher the
L. M. S. might withdraw its grant with a view to the entire
self-support of the English school.
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The placing English instruction in the hands of laymen not

supported by evangelistic funds reflects honor upon the privilege
of proclaiming salvation to the heathen and sets free a number
of gospel heralds. Archdeacon Wolie says: ‘‘As far as the
missionary work is concerned, personally I would have preferred
that the English schools were non-existent and that mussion-
aries devoted their whole time and strength and talents to
teaching Christianity to the Chinese through the medium of
their own native language. I see a danger in missionaries
practically giving up their whole time to this English education
while the surrounding millions of dark heathen are practically
neglected, at least by these able missionaries who devote them-
selves to the work of the school.”’

Third. Let the worship and the religious instruction be
in the Chinese language. Morning prayers must not be a
‘Ccat’s paw’’ for learning the classic English of King James
and the sacred lyrics of the Hymnal, but real worship of Jehovah
in the language of childhood that many may be taught to say
Abba Father.

Lk AS TO THE MODEL CHURCH SCHOOL.

First, A school taught in the Chinese colloquial and
classic languages. The foreign teacher must be a classic scholar
and able to point out the false teachings as to the nature of man,
the origin of matter, the Chinese cosmogony, the sacrifice to the
dead, Pantheism, the eight diagrams, and regeneration by
study. Ii outside the Mandarin district, each pupil should
recite at least two years to a Nanking teacher so as to be
familiar with the general spoken language of China. Also that
the course include our usual college curriculum, using text
books in Chinese. We could call special attention to the model
school under the charge of Dr. Noyes at Canton, which, under
his wise pilotage, has successfully ‘‘ weathered the gale’’ which
beat heavily about his barque and is now sailing on unrufied

Rev. P. D. Bergen: ‘‘The youth of Christian families
should be carefully iooked after and given a Christian education.
Christian scheols should be able to offer better training than
those purely secular.’

Rev. D. H. Davis: ‘T think the model schoo! is one of
the best agencies for the conversion of China and directing the
minds of the children of Christian families to this work.’

seas.
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Rev. R. BF. Fitch: ‘(The motive that will appeal far more
to the Chinese mind is the great need of his native land, that
the student should become the leader of men, whatever his future
occupation be. The foreigner must have a personality, enthu-
siasm, good judgment, command respect by his scholarship and
make his boys feel that the grandest thing they can do, if God
so calls them, is to give their whole time to the salvation of
their native land.’”’

Second. The Chinese church should be taught the neces-
sity for education on conservative lines. Lhe people are very
sensible if the subject is presented in a business-like way.
This is an excelient topic for a sermon. In our spring Confer-
ence last month the discussion was the best method of conduct-
ing school work, when one of the native clergy asked the writer,
“Why, when the Northern Presbyterians teach English so exten-
sively, does not the Southern Presbyterian Mission do likewise ?”
The reply was that we had reasons which seemed to us good,
which were then stated. {In our Mission school at Kashing the
boys were urging English till Rev. Mr. Price, from Sin-chang,
made them a speech, when they saw how reasonable was the
Opposite view.

Rey, C, Leaman: Such a school wotld not poison the
atmosphere by teaching Chinese classical heathenism any more
than foreign materialism and evolution, but would infuse all
departments with pure Theistic, Redemptive and Biblical
instruction. >”

Ven. Archdeacon Wolfe : ‘“T presume that you mean by
a ‘model school’ one for the training of the children of Chris-
tian parents in order to ht them to be teachers and pastors and
preachers of Christianity to their countrymen. I have always
thought, and the conviction has only been deepened by increas-
ing years and experience, that the school best adapted for this
purpose is that in which the teaching 1s all given in the vernac-
ular and saturated from beginning to end with the truths and
doctrines of the Bible; that the best and highest education from
a native pout of view be given to the pupils by Christian
teachers who are competent to impart such education; that a
good knowledge of other subjects as history, astronomy, etc.,
etc., be also given, and all be made subservient to the deep-
ening in their minds of the truths of Christianity. The sad
and lost condition of their heathen countrymen should be kept
before their minds, and the duty of all Christians to obey and
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carry out the great Master’s last command should be carefully
incileated and that the education in the school should be such
as would enable the pupils, should they be called by God to
become preachers or pastors to their countrymen, to take their
stand as learned men among the learned and literary men of
their country.”’

Third. In the Christian school the proportion of boys from
heathen homes should be very small. The church is in the
midst of Edom, Moab, and Philistia, and we should be very care-
ful not to transgress the Old Testament injunctions against
mingling with idolaters.

Rev. W. B. Hamilton : ‘Keep the Christian pupils vastly
in the majority—say eight out of ten—and have a special care to
have the larger and more influential boys good.”

Dr. A. P. Parker, though President of a leading Anclo-
Chinese College, with a similar institution in his Mission in this
city, feels so greatly the necessity of conserving the interests of
the church that he is joining heartily in the movement for a
Christian school at Huchow, where will be gathered the
minors in the kingdom and household of Christ. He remem-
bers the days of Buiington College, where with one man and
one lady, assisted by a corps of well-trained native teachers, a
high literary, classical, scientific and Biblical curriculum was
maintained and with a tone of piety pervading the student
body of one hundred, almost yearly graduates entered the Con-
ference.

Dr. Chauncey Goodrich ; ‘‘T am persuaded that nothing
but teachers fiiled with the Spirit; teachers who continually
pour out their hearts upon their students, both 1n public service
and in private meeting, can at the present time save many of
their men for preachers. In Robert’s College, Constantinople,
it was many years before the College produced a single preacher.
fer contra, the Peking University has turned out a few preach-
ers, the product of the evangelistic spirit and of great revivals.
We want educated men of character everywhere, but O! 01? BO

want preachers / ‘There are young Moodys and Spurgeons in
China, and we must do all that 1s possible to find and train them.”’

Fourth. The salaries of the school teachers should be on
a similar plane to those of the pastors.

Rey. CC. Leaman: ‘Our high salaried school teachers
make it hard to regulate the salaries of the pastors and in many
places puts an end to self-supporting churches.”’
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In each of our schools at the close of the session there are

many times more applicants for teachers than the number of
graduates. Writes the son: ‘‘Father, I feel called to preach.
Shali I go to the theological seminary at $5 a month or accept
a position as teacher in the Mission school at $25 ?”’ ‘The
father replies : ‘My son, 1t 1s all the Lord’s work. You can
as Paul labor with your hands during the week and preach on
the Sabbath. Your father thinks it best for you to accept the
place as teacher,’’

It is not for our schools to sap the foundations of our Divin-
ity Halls. Let missionary teachers give heed!

Fifih, ‘There should be a street chapel quite near the
school where at least twice a week large gospel meetings and
grand evangelistic services for the pagan multitudes shall be
held ; these to be attended by the student body, and as ushers
and members of the choir they mav take part. The leading
preachers of the Mission should be occasionally deputed to
conduct these meetings. Thus the young men would study
practically evangelistic theology.

Rev. P. D. Bergen : ‘“A good teacher should find many
opportunities for keeping before his pupils the question of
China’s evangelization. A beginning should be made in the
homes of the pupils.’’

Dr. A. H. Smith: ‘We must have more of the infinite
patience of the Great Teacher; must begin aright with selected
material and endeavor early to counteract the influence away
from evangelistic work, which is the main although not the
only aim of missionary education, and strive to direct the best
pupils to the more excellent way of giving themselves for others.
There ought to be practical evangelistic work tor others all
along the course.”

S2xth. The ministry should constantly be kept before the
students. Lhe theological seminary should be represented near
the close of the session. The life of penury should be compared
with the honor of becoming ‘“‘ messengers of the churches and the
glory of Christ.’’ ‘< Salvation ! OQ! the joyful sound.’’

Rev. L. Lloyd: ‘What I feel is wanted is an institution
where the high honor and real dignity of being the messengers
of the Lord of Hosts 1s ever kept before the minds of the
students, so that they become impressed with the nobility of
such work and lose their desire to be above all things well
ott?
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When the parent presents his son for matriculation he
should be examined as to his motives for placing the boy in the
church school, and all throughout the course he should receive
careful pastoral instruction as to the father’s duty in guiding the
young Christian into loving service for our Lord and Master.
Thus by carefully guarding every avenue of approach on the part
of the evil one we may hope that our missionary institutes
may become schools of the prophets and our churches supplied
with men who shall hold forth the Word of Life.

ahi: a a alee

The Future of Christianity in Japan.
BY REV. H. LOOMIS.

HE victories won by the Japanese forces in the war with
Russia make it evident that Japan is destined to exert a
large, 1f not controlling influence in the East, and it

becomes at once an important question what is going to be the
effect on the work of Christian missions.

Of course at the present time we can only judge from what
has occurred in the past and the present general trend of affairs.

One significant fact 1s that the Christians occupy so many
prominent places. Admiral Uriu (a Christian) was in command
of the ships that were sent to the destruction of the Russian
vessels which were at Chemulpo, and this was practically the
opening of the war. A Christian nurse was recalled from Korea
and appointed as the head nurse of the Red Cross Hospital in
Tokyo. It is stated that the government has sought especially
for Christian young men to go as interpreters for the military
representatives of other countries who have gone to the front.

In a statement made by the Prime Minister to the Rev.
Dr. Imbrie it was said: ‘‘ Japanese Christians are to be found
among the members of the National Diet, the judges 1n the
courts, the professors in the universities, the editors of the lead-
ing papers, and the officers of the army and navy.”

During the Chino-Japanese war the present Prime Minister
was at one time in command of the Nagoya garrison, and was
called upon by the Agent of the American Bible Society, whom
he received very cordially, and not only gave permussion to
distribute copies of the Gospels to all the men under his com-
mand but had them drawn wp in line so that they might first
listen to a Christian address.
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The Prime Minister was subsequently in command of the
troops which marched through Manchuria, and he issued an
order that all missionaries and mussionary property were to be
carefully protected, and this order was carried out to the letter.
He has recently given official utterance to the fact that during
the present war no distinction is to be made in favor of any
particular religion, but as far as the government is concerned
all systems of faith are to be treated with equal consideration.
‘This intimation was intended to counteract the statement that
had become more or less current that because Russia was a
professedly Christian nation this was a war between Christianity
and Buddhism.

As in the war with China the consent of the officials has
been given to the distribution of the Scriptures among the men
in the army and the navy, and the Vice-Admiral of the navy
promised the Agent of the American Bible Society to send to
every ship in the navy such copies of the Scriptures and other
religious reading as should be furnished.

Recent arrangements have been made by which six American
and British missionartes and six Japanese Christian ministers
are to accompany the armies in Manchuria in the capacity of
spiritual advisers to the Christian soldiers. Freedom will be

allowed them to fulfil the duties of their calling among the men
on the field according as circumstances will permit, and they
will be provided with transportation and commussariat privileges
by the Department of War.

Last Sunday evening an address was given in Yokohama by
the Agent of the Bible Societies in Korea on the condition of
things in that country. The speaker remarked that he was at
one time much prejudiced against the Japanese, but owing to
what he had recently seen his feelings had undergone a great
change.

One thing that struck him as especially remarkable was the
conduct of the Japanese soldiers. The spirit and discipline were
perfect. Not only were they considerate in their treatment of
Koreans and such foreigners as they came in contact with, but
after the destruction of the Russian ships at Chemulpo the
Russian Minister residing at Seoul, and his suite, were furnished
an escort of Japanese soldiers to accompany them to the port of
departure. Not one act or word was seen that would tend to
humiliate the Russians or injure their feelings. It was the same
when the Russian Minister left Tokyo. As he took the train for
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Yokohama a large number of ofhcials came to express their
personal regard and deep regret that he was to leave Japan.

In striking contrast with the conduct of the Russian soldiers
has been the uniform treatment of the prisoners captured by the
Japanese and especially the sick and wounded. ‘These have
received similar treatment to that which 1s given to the Japanese
soldiers.

From such things as these one can learn what is the spirit
that is now dominant in Japan and judge as to the conditions
under which Christian work will be carried on in the ftture.
From present indications the war seems likely to bring the Japan-
ese into more close relations than before with the United States
and England, and this 1s likely to be used of God to draw the
minds of the people to the truth and value of Christianity. ‘That
such may be the result let all Christians most earnestly pray.

The Morrison Society Department.
The Morrison Society has for its purpose the promotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in China,
Some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of all or any of the officers and inembers of the Society.

Comununications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
15B Peking Road, Shanghai,

some Considerations regarding Methods of Work,
with Special Reference to their Application

to Efforts to reach the Scholars
and Officials of China.

BY REV. J. 5S. WHITEWRIGHT.

QO tar as we do not succeed in our work, it must be because
there is something defective, either in the message, the
men who give the message, or the methods used. With

regard to the first of these nothing need be said ; we know and
are sure that the teachings of the Christian fatth are the
‘“nower of God unto Salvation with regard to the second
we have had, and have at the present time, men of the highest
character, ability and devotion among those who have come to
China to seek to win China to the gospel. There has also been
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great variety in the types of men; the fault is not that men
have been entirely of one and an unsuitable type. W hat
remains to us 1s to consider the methods used.

The curriculum of theological institutions at home would
seem to be defective with regard to their preparation of men,
both for home work and also for work on the mussion field. It
is felt by many that far too little time is devoted to Homiletics
and instruction on the practical direction of church affairs; yet
the business of these men will in future largely be to conduct
public worship, to preach and teach and to direct church
affairs. The head of a theological institution in England has
laid himself out to train his men to take up special: work in
crowded slums, where, alas, the churches have had but scanty
congregations. His men are succeeding; they are making a
marked impression on their neighbourhood, they are filling
their churches. It is a question as to how they go to work,
of the methods they use.

There are still theological institutions where those men
who are preparing especially for the mission field have to do all
their reading on Comparative Religion and on Modern Church
History (that is, the glorious history of the last hundred years)
by themselves, without any direction, while the practical ques-
tions that will meet a man early in his career are never even
touched on. It may be replied that many of the matters
referred to in the last clause can only be met and learnt by the
man himself in his own experience. While admitting this to
be so to a large extent, surely a good deal might still be done
towards putting men on right lines, so that they would be able
wisely to approach the problems that will face them on the
held. The lessons of church history might be studied in their
relation to the practical problems on the mission field to-day.
Modern Church History should be specially studied. It is
well to know the story of the great Councils of the church, but
there might be lessons to be learnt also trom the latest Mission-
ary Conferences. How many theological students in England
and America have ever seen the report of the last Conference
in Shanghai? The writer well remembers being thrilled
through and through, when a student himself, he read the
stirring appeal of the first Shanghai Conference.

A Professor of Church History at home demurred to the
study of recent church history on the ground that it is too near,
that we needed time to get the perspective right. In the mean-
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time, while we are waiting to get the perspective exactly right,
ministers are going out to their charges in the home lands
without that knowledge which would fill them with enthusiasm
and develop in them and through them in those to whom they
minister, the true missionary spirit. The missionary student
also leaves home, in many cases, without the valuable equip-
ment and preparation that he might have had.

The study of Comparative Religion is being taken up, but
there is a need that more attention be given to this great sub-
ject. There seems to be in some quarters a feeling that there
is so much that is good in the great non-Christian religions, that
it is doubtiul whether, after all, there 1s much need for the
preaching of Christianity.

The study of the great religions of mankind, albeit ina
kindly and sympathetic spirit, with full and frank recognition
of all that 1s good in them, will bring home, perhaps more than
anything else, to the careful student, the absolute need of the
divine revelation given through Jesus Christ to save mankind.

Such study at home would, on the one hand, still further
increase the sympathetic interest of the home munistry, and on
the other enable the young mussionary to approach the practical
study of the religions of the country to which he ts sent, in a
better fashion. It has been well said that we need to know
what we wish to convert men from as well as what we wish to
convert men to. The ignorance at home amongst those who
ought to have some acquaintance with these matters is astonish-
ing. The story of the young curate who, when asked by a
parishioner to tell him what Buddhism was, replied off hand,
‘Oh a fine old religion of the East founded by Mahomet,”’
raises a smile, but leaves us in the end somewhat sad. Without
a knowledge of the religious and ethical ideas of the Chinese,
those at home can never realize and those in the field can
never adequately meet the need of China.

We may have to modify our ideas of preaching to a greater
extent than we have yet done. We come to China to preach
the Gospel and the idea of the original word stands before the
mind of the young missionary as that of proclaiming as a Herald.
His idea, in the minds of many, 1s that he should go from place to
place making a statement of the primal truths of Christianity and
that he should make this statement in the form of a set sermon
or discourse and then pass on. Other terms in the New Testa.
ment which describe preaching, such as those rendered tn
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English by ‘‘ converse,” ‘‘reason,’’ ‘‘teach’’, do not asa rule
have the same influence on him. It may even be forgotten that
in the original idea of the ‘‘herald,’’ 16 was presupposed that
the people would, in the case to which such a metaphor applied,
recognize the herald and his office and understand his message.
When the people of old were told by the herald that the king
was approaching they understood the message and prepared for
the king. such a phrase as proclaiming as a herald was
specially applicable to the first presentation of Christianity to
the Jews who expected their king and had been prepared to
understand the message.

At a mecting held recently in England a missionary from
India described how a tour over a wide area was made by him
and his assistants; he described preaching at a village which
lasted for say an hour or so and the departure to another village.
At the close of the address he stated that those villages could
not be visited again for a space of three years. The question ts
worth pondering, what results are likely to be expected, especially
in the way of influencing men Itkely to influence others by such
methods. It is by no means intended to convey the idea that
evangelization mn villages ts not a matter of the utmost import-
ance, but the question is worth considering, whether far more
would not be accomplished by confining efforts to much smaller
areas and attempting to meet the same people far more frequently.
For the final message ts to ‘* make disciples,’’ to make converts,
and what we have to cousider is how to carry out that command.

To do effective Christian work anywhere in the world
requires character, knowledge, devotion, ability, and adapt-
ability. A man may have the first four and yet not succeed in
his work. No human power can make seed grow, but tt is in
the power of man to find out what conditions are favourable
and what are unfavourable to growth. Certain methods of
farming succeed and others do not; there 1s such a thing as
‘scientific farming.’’ After all what is science from the
Christian point of view but a knowledge of the works and
laws of God ? "The man who sttidies these works and coutorms
to these laws succeeds, and he who does not learn and obey does
not succeed. It would seem superfiuous to insist that there
are scientific and unscientific ways of propagating Christianity.
It is saying no more than that there are ways of working that
are according to the laws of God, and that there are ways that
are not according to His laws.
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Twenty years ago the surprising statement was made by
one who had then spent not a few years on the field, Never
mind ow you go to work; your sole business 1s to preach the
truth.’ It is as if one said to the farmer, never mind how you
go to work; your business is to sow the seed ; the results are with
God. Neither the farmer, nor the business man, nor anyone
else who succeeds, approaches his work in this way. Is it that
the highest of all work 1s to be done without preparation and
the study of the methods on which it should be attempted ?
‘¢ Study to show thyself a workman approved unto God, right-
ly dividing the word of truth.” ‘Phe servant of the Lord’?
is told that ‘‘ he should be apt to teach ’’; aptness to teach while
to a large extent a natural gift can be very greatly developed
by proper study and application.

It might appear to some that we are leaving out of sight
the need of absolute dependence on the Divine help and blessing.
The conversion of a man to the truth is a miracle wholly
dependent on divine power. This is taken for granted all
through, but what would we say of the wisdom and common
sense of our farmer, who devoted much time to praying for a
good harvest, and, though his harvests were very poor, never
considered whether he tilled his soil and sowed his seed at the
right time and in the right way ?

Under this head of methods, or rather what should come
before it, is the question as to what should be our spirit, temper
and attitude towards the people whom we seek to win. ‘This
would appear to be of very special importance in approaching
the scholars of China. They are, as a body, hostile to us,
suspicious of us and our aims and only too ready to despise us
as ‘* forelpners, ’’ Moreover they are, asa class, utterly ignorant
of our true character and objects, and so there 1s abundant room
for still further misunderstanding on their part. Not a little
has been done in the way of criticising their beliefs. A Chinese
official who had lived in England some years and who if not a
Christian seemed most favourably disposed to Christianity,
complained that sometimes the preaching of Christianity was
done in such a way as ‘‘to make men angry.” On the other
hand, it was contended later that often men can only be bene-
fitted ‘‘ by being made angry.’’ The experience of most of us
would be, however, that we are not readily benefitted by those who
irritate us and that they who begin by making men angry very
rarely succeed in bringing others to the adoption of their views.
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Conversion by ridicule is not common, and does not deserve to
be. The prophets of Israel used ridicule in addressing their
own people who had fallen away into idolatry from higher
knowledge, but it is a very different thing to use the same
language to people who have never known anything better than
their present systems.

‘STt takes two to speak the truth; one to speak and one
to hear.’’ What if it be that the truth be at times so spoken that
even though the statement made be absolutely true, the hearer
understands something quite different from what is intended
by the speaker. Twenty years ago a Chinese Christian said to
the writer of this paper: ‘“VYou foreigners are so thoroughly
impressed with the value of the doctrine you preach you do not
stop to consider how to present it so as to avoid causing men
to misunderstand.’’? Statements may be made in regard to
Confucitis and Mencius, true in themselves, but which yet may
leave an impression on the Chinese scholar who reverences them,
that was not intended by the speaker ; ancestral worship may be
spoken of in a way that causes the intensest irritation and leaves
the impression that the speaker has no regard for “ filial piety.””
Nothing is easier than to ridicule the religious beliefs and super-
Stitions of the people. In like manner very many of the 1n-
stitutions of China are open to contemptuous disparagement.
The qtiestion is, whether the spirit that prompts addressing
4 Chinese scholar in this manner on his sacred books and the
institutions of his country is a right one, whether it is wise and
in accordance with the highest examples set before us.

With regard to our own direct teaching of Christian truth,
may we not consider whether we sufficiently adapt what we
say to the apprehension of those whom we are addressing. in
Dr. James Robertson’s book on ‘‘Our Lord’s Teaching’ he
states that the method of Jesus was characterised by ‘‘its
invariable adaptation to His hearers.’? He goes on to say: ‘' This
is the quality for want of which preaching most frequently
fails.’’ In addressing the Chinese scholar we, as a rule, are
addressing a man who feels he has nothing to learn and nothing
to unlearn. It would seem then that the first thing we have to
do is to bring him to the position of realizing that there isa
good deal for him to learn and something for him to unlearn.
As we converse with him, if we are readily to influence him for
good, we must put ourselves in his place and realise to some
extent how he looks at the world and how he regards us and our
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If there be no attempt to link on our ideas to his, to
meet together first as friends on common ground, then it 1s
surely not very likely that we can make much impression on
him, I have heard an address given by a European to a
number of young Confucian students, the majority of whom, as
far'as was known, had come in contact that day with direct
Christian teaching for the first time in their lives. The address
consisted largely of a recitation and amplification of the apostles’
creed with all the foreign terms, together with others relating to
the geography of Palestine. The foreigner was speaking not
only with a very foreign accent but in a very foreign manner
and spirit and without any adaption to his audience. An Une
trained native evangelist abruptly commenced conversation
with a scholar by telling him that he was a ‘‘sinner.”’ Tt is
perfectly certain that the evangelist did not convey the idea he
intended to do. In any case, was there any reasonableness in
the method that sought to establish such a position before first
making it clear as to whom and for what reasons the man thus
addressed stood in the relation of being a sinner? It would
be easy to multiply similar instances illustrating wrong method
and lack of adaptation.

It might be well occasionally, instead of spending so much
time in talking to the Chinese, to spend a little more in learn-
ing from the Chinese. We, too, have a good deal to learn and
perhaps something to unlearn. Time spent in listening to native
assistants and studying their presentation of what they desire
to teach, might give us many lessons. It will be found 1f much
time is spent in this way that especially untrained or partially
trained men are not seldom unwise in their presentation of the
truth, and that, sometimes, but little care 1s displayed in their
choice of subjects and in the order in which they are presented.
The effect of our attitude on our native assistants 1s also of the
ereatest importance. It is axiomatic that men are very apt to
imitate the defects and weaknesses of those they seek to copy.

The negative and destructive spirit and method is easier
than the positive and constructive. Any one can pull down
something, but it is not every one that can build up anything.
It is time that we learnt that in the main the surest and best
way to destroy the evil is to fulfil the good. The foreign
merchant does not proceed to point out the inferiority of Chinese
goods; he shows that he has something better than they have,
something worth their buying.
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Two men were engaged in conversation in an hotel at

a port of China; one was advocating a positive instead of a
negative and controversial method in dealing with the Chinese,
while the other took the opposite view. A merchant sitting by
joined in the conversation, and addressing the latter said: ‘If I
conducted my business on those lines I should soon have no
business at all.” There ought surely to be as much common
sense applied to the business of saving men as to the business
of commerce.

A lesson might be learnt of the great Christian soldier, Stone-
wall Jackson. In his lite by Col. Henderson it ts said: ‘‘ It 1s
clear that he had studied campaigns in order to discover the
principles on which success 1s based, that having studied and
reflected on these principles and the effect their application
produced, in numerous concrete cases, they became so firmly
imbedded in his mind as to be ever present, guiding him into
the right path, or warning him against the wrong.’’ He was
distinguished for his ‘‘study of human nature.”’ Our wartare
is as deserving of careful study of its principles and methods as
that waged by men on behalf of patriotic or material interests.
We are engaged in a warfare that has for its object the destruc-
tion of all evil, the fulfilling of all good by the bringing of all men
to the dominion of Jesus Christ. The weapons of our warfare
are ‘not carnal but spiritual, mighty to the pulling down of
strong holds.’ The greatest of Christian missionaries said:
‘¢ So fight I, wisely, not as one that beateth the aur.’’ ‘There are
principles and methods that are wise and effective and there are
those that are unwise and ineffective. St, Paul was at times driven
into controversy, but his counsel to a younger missionary was,
‘Foolish and unlearned questions avoid, knowing that they do
gender strifes, but the servant of the Lord must not strive, but be
gentle unto all men... patient, in weakness instructing those
that oppose themselves.’’

The words of Principal Grant in his ‘‘ Religions of the
World,’’ are well worth quoting: ‘‘ No one 1s fitted to present
the gospel to the Chinese till he has become a Chinaman, as Paul
became a Greek, a barbarian, a Jew.”? Again he says: ‘*No
one can benefit us who makes his approaches with an air that
plainly says that he knows all the truth and that what we have
hitherto believed and acted on is all false. tf he comes to us with
an assumption of his own superiority, and a scarcely concealed
contempt for our forefathers, he can never be God’s prophet to
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us. He must take a different attitude altogether. He must
stand with us on the common platform of brotherhood. He
must take trouble to find out what we have done. He must
speak our language. . . . He must respect and love us.”

To sum up the above, it appears to the writer that for all
branches of mission work and more especially for effective work
ainong the scholars and governing classes of China are needed :—'

ist. Some special training of the theological student
beiore he leaves his own country, which should include, as
above mentioned, more thorough study of Church History,
especially that of the extension of the church from the earliest
times to the present, the general consideration of principles
and methods of evangelisation, together with the study of com-
parative religion.

2nd. On the held, a frank and fearless application of the
scientific spirit to the study of principles, methods, and results
of mission work.

3rd. An intelligent and intelligible presentation of the
truth, together with adaptation to individual needs. In the words
of Prebendary Row in his “ Revelation and Modern Theology
Contrasted,’’? the missionary must set before men a gospel
equal in simplicity to that which our Lord and His apostles
announced.

4th. In our teaching, a positive and constructive spirit
in place of a negative and destructive one.

sth. Careful study of Chinese sacred books.
6th. A thorough and whole hearted recognition of the

good in Chinese people, systems and institutions. .
“th. A sympathetic and courteous attitude in all our

relations with the people, the constant endeavour to put our-
selves in their place and realise their standpoint, to become
‘¢ Chinese to the Chinese.’

Sth. Constant effort to remove prejudice and misunder-
standing, the cultivation of friendly and social relations, the
endeavour to find out what most interests those whom we seek
to influence; and in the words of Mr. John R. Mott, ‘Sto seek to
multiply points of contact with human souls.”’ It would seem
that to reach the scholars and officials of China in anything
like an effectual manner, institutions having the object of
bringing Christianity to bear on these classes should be estab-
lished. Institutions of this kind should be placed in important
centres and should be well equipped in staff and all necessary
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illustrating progress in civilization, science and invention, etc.,
etc., of countries under the influence of Christianity; (2) Lec-
ture Rooms; (3) Reception Rooms, for social work; (4) Reading
Room and Library; (5) Chapel, mainly used for direct teaching
and preaching of Christianity. It should be noted, however,
that every room in the institution and all its agencies should
and could be used for the direct preaching of the truth.

The above suggestions with regard to such an institution
are based on practical experience at Ching-chou-fu, extending
over a period of sixteen years. ‘The work has been carried on
as a branch of another institution and under special difficulties
which it is not necessary to enter upon here. What has been
imperfectly done shows that men of the literary and official
classes can be effectively reached and in large numbers. Some
account of this work 1s given elsewhere.* I quote below a
brief account given by one who has observed the work of the
institution. T

The total numbers of visits to the Institution up to the end
of March, 1904, amounted to nearly goo,ooo. While all classes
have been represented a considerable fraction has been drawn
from the literary and official classes.

Contact with many scholars and ofhcials gives reason for
great hopefulness with regard to the future of these men and

* Rast of Asia. Special Educational Number. June, 1904.
+He says: Many years ago in the Theological Training Institute at

Ching-chou-fu a small museum was started for the use of the students. The
‘open door’’ has been a prominent feature in the policy of the Mission, and
outsiders were freely admitted to the Museum. in the very first year there
were aS mlany as five thousand visits paid. So fruitful was it in bringing people
under our influence that the museum was enlarged, with the outsiders speciallyitt mind. In 1893, when new buildings were erected for the training college
an important feature of the plant was the ‘‘ front court,’’ with a museum at
ene end, the chapel at the other, reception rooms on the one side and one of
the college lecture rooms on the other. Here the work carried on in the
former premises was largely extended. From 70,000 to 80,000 visats, and
sometimes more, are paid annually; lectures on scientific and religious sub-
jects are frequently given ; but the work for which all else is but the means
to an end is the evangelistic work. All the time that the museum is open the
preaching of the gospel is going on in the reception rooms with those waiting
to go into the museum, or, more systematically and directly in the chapel.
During examination times, any morning or afternoon, students and professors,
in numbers ranging from twenty to two hundred, may be seen listening
attentively to the preaching of the gospel, who but for such means would,
humanly speaking, never come under the sound of the truth.

In 1900, in an important city of this province, the prefect had given
orders for the Christians to be killed. The county magistrate, having first
fruttlessily protested to the prefect im person, took effective measures, in
defiance of the prefect’s orders, to protect both Catholic and Protestant. This
magistrate, a few years before, had come to Ching-chou-fu bitterly anti-fioreign,
but largely through the work carried on at the college, became our warm and
sincere friend ; and his son has since then professed his faith in Christ.
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Such an institution might well have (1)a Museum,
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through them of the Chinese people. If the Chinese scholar
be approached in the right spirit and in the right way, he can
be influenced more readily than is usually supposed. It will be
found that there is a true desire among by no means a small

_ humber of scholars and officials, for the true welfare and prog-
ress of their country.

Our duty is to seek to attract, interest, enlighten, educate,
and by constructive methods break down the hatred, prejudice
and misunderstanding that are so largely founded on ignorance ;
to seek to do all this in such a spirit and manner that those
who are now our enemies may become our friends, and that
their hearts and minds may, with the blessing of God, be opened
to the reception of all truth. *

* Since the above paper was written the prefectural examination here hascome to a Close, The visits to the Institution have been very large, frequently
over a thousand a day. One of the reception rooms was set apart for six
weeks as a reading room, and though not convenient for this purpose there
were about sixty readers per day; 2,700 for the time it was open.

The attention paid to the preaching in the chapel was very encouraging.
The evangelists and assistants agree in stating there has never, on any previous
occasion, been so much readiness to listen to the preaching of the truth as has
been manifested during these examinations,

Educational Department.
Rev. J. A. Srissy, Aadzéor.

Conducted in the interests of the ‘‘ Educational Association of China.’?

The International Institute.

THE Thirteenth Report is before us, and we are glad to
read that during the last six months ‘‘there has been a
fair degree of encouragement.’ The London and New

York Committees have made encouraging reports, and there are
a number of subscriptions with the condition that Ts. 100,000
be raised. The Boxer outbreak was quite a damper upon the
interest of many who had subscribed previously, and many
withdrew their subscriptions, but the faith and persistence of
Dr. Gilbert Reid refuses to be overcome. Land costing over
‘Ts. 40,000 has been secured, and there is a building fund of
neatly Ts. 10,000, while the prospect of a handsome endow-
ment seems to be brightening. Dr. Reid has had a busy year—
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lecturing, teaching, writing and cultivating the acquaintance of
Chinese officials and gentlemen of distinction. He has had a
good helper in his wife, who has been assisting in teaching as
well as in other ways. On a recent trip with an English
Suirveying party Dr. Reid met more than fiity officials, and every
one holding an important post informed him that he was either
acquainted with the plan of the Institute or had been reading
his lectures delivered in Shanghai. The work has not been
free from discouragement, but funds for carrying on the work
have been providentially supplied, and it is to be hoped that the
needed funds may be obtained to put the work on a good
working basis and secure the support of a corps of assistants.

New Books for Schools.
HE first volume of Mr. Wang Hang-t‘ong’s Geography of

China (4 f@ 3h HE th #2 ZS F 46) 1s a welcome addition
to the rapidly increasing text books which are being

prepared for Chinese youth. It is prepared by one who has had
many years Of experience as a practical teacher and who desires
to help the young people of China to be well-informed, useful
and patriotic citizens. The book has twenty-three maps and is
well illustrated. It 1s a work that will be appreciated and
studied with profit by both Chinese and by foreigners who
desire to post themselves in regard to Chinese geography. Price
60 cents. For sale at the Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai.

A beautiful map of Manchuria and Korea has been publish-
ed by the Commercial Press, and we can recommend it highly.
This is a good time to teach geography, and wide-awake
teachers will be glad to purchase such maps as these and point
out the places which are being brought into prominent notice
by the events of the war between Japan and Russia.

Porter’s Physiology, revised by Miss Porter and published
in an attractive form by the Educational Association through
the Presbyterian Mission Press, 1s now ready. The price has
been reduced to 60 cents—better and cheaper than in its old form.

Dr. Pott’s Pedagogy is a book that has recently been placed
on sale. Price 20 cents. This is the first book our Association
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has published on this subject, and the price places it in the
reach of all. The average Chinese teacher knows little of the
art of teaching, and such books will help to awaken among our
teachers a real interest in their work.

Prof. C. M. Lacey Sites, Ph.D., has given us a very useful
and suggestive Syllabus of Introductory Economics, compris-
ing Production, Value and Dustribution.’?’ The book 1s in
English, but many of the terms employed have been also given
in Chinese character, a feature which will be very helpful to
teachers who desire to prepare themselves to talk to the Chinese
on the subject of Economics. There are a number of suggestive
and helpful diagrams illustrating the subject of supply and
demand, etc. The book is published by the Nanyang College
and printed by the Methodist Publishing House.

Educational Association of China.

gop, at § Pan. Present: Dr AP. "Parker, Chairman1904, at 5 p.m. Present: Dr. A. P. Parker, Chairman,
Rev. Ernest Box, Miss Cogdal and Mr. Silsby.

Dr. Parker reported the publication of 2,000 copies of Porter’s
Physiology, and the price was fixed at 60 cents. He also reported
the publication of 2,000 Handbooks on Fishes and Reptiles.

Dr. Parker was authorized to order 270 Wall Charts from W.
and A. K. Johnston.

The Committee agreed to allow to schools a discount of 5 7% on
twenty copies of the Association’s publications and 10 / on cash
orders amounting to $50 or more.

The following names were proposed for membership and ap-
proved :—

Rey. H. B. Rattenberg, B.A., Wuchane.
C.K. Edmunds, Ph.D., Macao.

The Treasurer was authorized to pay to Prof. Gee $23.00
expenses for postage, etc., m sending out circulars.

After some time spent in discussing the programme for the
Triennial Meeting, it was agreed that the Secretary and Miss Cogdal
prepare an analysis of the suggestions received to be presented at a
subsequent meeting.

Adjourned to meet at the call of the Secretary.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

J. A. SILSBY, See.
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\/ RS. ANNETTA THOMPSON MILLS has been doing
4 most excellent work at Chefoo in her School for the
Deaf, and it is very gratifying to read in her report

for the years 1902 and 1902 of the successful efforts which have
been made to help the Chinese boys who have been placed in
her care. A history of the work from its mception makes it
evident that Mrs. Mills has not made a mistake in giving
herself to this work, and the Lord has blessed her greatly in it.
The school property, which cost a little over $10,000 Mex.,
was for a time burdened with a mortgage of $5, 500. We are
glad to see that this mortgage has been reduced to $2,000, and
it is to be hoped that this year will clear it off altogether. Mrs.
Mills has gone for a much needed furlough to England and
America, Mrs. M. G. Wells having kindly offered to look after
the school during her absence. We trust that she may come
back greatly refreshed, and that she may receive the financial
help needed to provide for the enlargement of the work and the
opening of a school for girls—a work which she would gladly
undertake and for which the land already secured is sufficient.

Mrs. Mills in her work for the deaf has been using methods
which might well be employed in other schools. As a test of
the value of a series of illustrated cards used in teaching the
deaf, a little hearing boy was taken into the school and in three
months he had learned the characters on the first two sets of
cards—numbering in all over nine hundred.

No one man has done more for the Educational Association
than Dr. John Fryer, and it is very gratifying to see him back
for a short time, looking hale and hearty. He came to China
in 1861 and has ever since been an able and energetic worker
mn the cause of education. He was one of the School and Text
Book Series Committee appointed at the Conference in 1877,
and when the Educational Assoctation was organized in 1890,
Dr. Fryer was elected General Editor. He has been indefatig-
able in his work of preparing books and in other ways helping
forward the educational work in China. Dr. Fryer is now in
charge of the Chinese Department of the University of California
and has not ceased to retain his connection with China and to
keep in touch with the work for which the Association stands.

Circulars and blanks have been sent out to members of the
Educational Association asking for suggestions regarding the
next Triennial Meeting. All are requested to answer as soon as
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possible, and any who have not received these circulars will
please let us know. No one has been intentionally omitted.

Dr. C. M. Lacey Sites, who has been doing such good
work as General Secretary of the Educational Association, has
gone on furlough to America. He has heen an able and
energetic worker along educational lines, and the Association’s
Executive Committee will miss him greatly. We wish him a
pleasant vacation and hope to have him back with us greatly
refreshed by his trip to the home land.

A friend has sent in the suggestion that there is an undue
proportion of Americans in the membership of the Educational
Association and that this is especially in evidence in the hist of
officers and members of Committees. We had not thought of
it before, but now that our attention has been called to it, it
does look too much like an American association. ‘There are
quite a number of first rate men and women of British and
European nationality in educational work in China who have
not yet joined our Association. This is not because they are
not given a hearty welcome. Indeed the question of nationality
does not enter into the matter when we arrange our programmes
and elect our officers—except that most of us, other things
being equal, try to be a little partial to those of a different
nationality than our own. We come together once in three
years and get more or less acquainted with one another, and
then we elect those who seem to us the best suited to serve as
officers and on committees. The leading educationists among
our British and Huropean friends have not come in any great
numbers to our Triennial Meetings, and many whom we have
invited to prepare papers or addresses have not felt free to do
so on account of the distance of our meetings from their fields
of labor, but we feel sure that national prejudice has had very
little to do with this matter. We are very much gratified to see
the increasing interest which our British and European friends
are taking in the cause of education and also in the Educational
Association. We shall be glad to have them all who are en-
gaged in Christian educational work in China come out in full
force at our next Triennial and share with us the burden as well
as the pleasure of the Association’s work. Some of us who
have labored hard to make the Association a successful and
heipful institution would be very glad to be relieved of work for
which others are as well fitted as we—if they will only consent
to put their shoulders to the wheel.

In the Presbyterian High School, of which Dr. Noyes is
President, there are thirty-three theological students. The whole
number 18 112. The school was founded in 188s.
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The new building of the Lowrie High School at South

Gate, Shanghai, was dedicated on the 21st of May. The money
tor the building was furnished mostly by the Earnest Workets
for China, a society formed over forty years ago in connection
with the First Presbyterian Church of New York City. The
society has made yearly contributions to the support of the
school and their contribution to the building amounted to about
$10,000.00 Mexican. some $600 were contributed by other
foreigners, and Chinese friends of the school contributed about
$3800.00 ; this amount coming almost entirely from former
students. After the close of the exercises about $500 more were
subscribed by graduates and former students toward securing
additional buildings. The school has this year an enrollment of
sixty students. It was founded in 1860 by Dr. J. M. W. Farn-
ham, and is one of the oldest mission boarding-schools in China.

Lhe South China Cotlegian 1s a very interesting monthly
published in connection with the Canton Christian College and
edited by teachers connected with that excellent institution.
The Collegzan 1s printed 1n magazine form, having both an
English and Chinese department. The paging and binding are
in Chinese style, but the paper is foreign and very neatly print-
eq. It 1s the object of this paper to call the attention of Chinese
gentlemen to the kind of educational work being done in South
China and to interest them in developing the very best schools
for their sons and daughters; it 1s hoped also that the interest
of American friends may also be aroused and their aid secured.
A further object 1s to publish a journal which will be helpful to
those engaged in educational work in the South China district,
to afford ‘‘a bureau of intelligence and a medium of exchange
of views,’’ and it 1s also desired to present an interesting and
helpiul paper to earnest students. A suggestive essay on
“Some Diticulties of English Idiom’’ contributed by Prof.
Wannamaker, 1s the leading article. While the letter press 1s of.
special interest to the students and patrons of the Canton Chris-
tian College, there is much that will interest others, and a dollar
for the subscription will be well invested. We learn from the
Collegian that the College opened with an enrollment of seventy,
of whom six are in their fourth year. ‘The new students ntum-
ber forty-three. The College has secured about thirty acres of
land near Canton, and it is hoped that the temporary sojourn at
Macao may soon end.—Since writing the above No. 2 of the
Collegian has been received. It is filled with interesting read-
ing matter, and is tully np to the first number 1n quality
and general attractiveness.
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Correspondence.
THE OLD TESTAMENT TRANSLA-

TION HOUSE AT sHANGHAL.
To the Editor of
‘Roe CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR SIR: As one who has
been for a generation earnestly
longing for

ONE BIBLE FOR CHINA
may I, through your columns,
make five suggestions to the mem-
bers of the Executive Committees
of Bible Reviston, who still re-
main with us, to the Companies
of Revisers and to the Agents of
the Bible Societies in China.

1. That at an early day there
be a joint Conference of the Exe-
cutive Committees, the Revisers
and the Agents, held with the
view of completing the Oid Testa-
ment revision before 1907.

>» That a Translation House
be rented in Shanghai.

3.. That Rev. Messrs. Baller,
Clarke, Davis, Gibson, Goodrich,
Mateer, Shefheld, Wherry and
Woods (and others of the Rev-
isers already appointed) be re-
quested to give their whole time
to this work.

4. That on the first draft oi
any book of the O. T. one
of the Mandarin Revisers and
one of the Wén-li Revisers work
together, so as to secure that theversions of Old Testament be
one and the same.

That they overture the M1s-
sionary Associations throughout
China as to the desirability of
having only ove version of theC). TT. 272

Among the szrvzvors of the
Executive Committees are Y. J.
Allen, F. W. Baller, T. Bry-
son, H. Corbett, G. F. Fitch,
J. C. Gibson, C. Goodrich, R. H.
Graves, C. W. Mateer, A. H.

smith, J. W. Stevenson and Ven.
Archdeacon Wolfe.

China needs an atthorized
version of the Old Testament.

Very sincerely and cordially,
HAMPDEN C. DUBOSE.

JEHOVAH IN THE N, T.
Lo the Leditor of
‘THe CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR SIR: Your correspondent‘G. Parker’, in the May
CORDER, calls my statement that
‘Jehovan... has noplace in the
New Testament original’, an
‘‘unproved assumption.’’

I used the phrase ‘New Testa-
ment original’ in its ordinary
meaning for the Greek text, no
matter whether the ‘Receptus’,
or the latest revision. Mr. Park-
er appears to have access to
something more original than
that, viz., Hebrew.

If so, will he tell us that he
finds jfehovah there; and, tf
his Hebrew original is pointed,
whether it has the vowel points of
Adonai, or what? It would be
curious, if true, to find that while
the supposed ‘*‘ Hebrew ’’ writersventured to use the sacred
tetracrammaton, their successors,
the translators and copyists, as
they became more and more
gentile, omitted it.

Yl am atraid that Mr. Parker’s
‘“working hypothesis’’ is, aiter
all, at leastas much an ‘‘assump-
tion’’ as my fact.

Yours faithfully,
T. ¢.

P. $.—Did our Lord, or any
with whom He spoke, speak
‘Hebrew’? I thought the negative
was an ascertained fact, and that
if He did not speak Greek He
Spoke ‘Aramaic’. Tk. C.
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Our Book Table.
Pedagogy #X% Fy i#@ Hh. By Rev. F. L.

Hawks-Pott, D.D. Published by
The Educational Association of
China. 45 leaves. Price 20 cents.

In preparing this introduction
to the science of pedagogics, Dr.
Pott has done good service for
the teachers of China. It 1s a
timely work and was much
needed. Although schools are
being established all over the
country by government, mission-
ary and private enterprise, quali-
fied teachers are exceedingly
hard to find. The Chinese have
very imperfect ideas of thé
science of teaching. In the farst
place, they have but little to teach
—the Chinese classics and letter
and essay writing forming the
largest part of the instruction
they have to tmpart. In the
second place, as their principal
object is to secure that the pupils
shall be able to repeat these
classics from end to end, it is
only necessary that the memory
should be crammed, while the
other faculties are leit practically
to lie dormant and undeveloped.Now Western education is to
remedy ail this by extending the
range of study and by training

systematically all the powers of
the pupil’s mind.

But in the carrying out of this
programme of Western education
competent teachers are essential
to success, and in order to secure
such competent teachers instruc-
tion in the theory and practice
of teaching must be given.

It 1s with no little satisfaction,therefore, that we hail the
appearance of this book by Dr.
Pott. tt is the first of the kind
on the subject that has been
published in the Chinese lan-
guage, and while the book itself is

not a very large one, it covers a
wide range of subjects, as the
following table of contents will
show: School buildings, physic-
al exercise, school government, |
classification, general principles,
opject lessons, kindergarten,
teaching Hinglish, writing, geog-
raphy, mathematics, science,
singing. Fach of these subjects
is treated in a masterly manner,
briefly but clearly, and much
valuable advice and information
to teachers 1s given under each
heading.

The president or principal of
any college or school could notdo a better work for all the
teachers in his institution than
to see that each one of them gets
a copy of this book and reads it,
In fact, 1t would be well if the
teachers could be formed into a
class for the study of the book
and cotne up for regular recita-
tion before the president or
‘principal, say once a week.

It is to be hoped that this is
but the beginning of a literature
in the Chinese language on the
general subject of the theory and
practice of teaching.

There is much that ought to
be said to our Chinese teachers
on. the subject, and it will re-
quire quite a variety of books
published from time to time to
put into the Chinese language
the principles of pedagogics as
taught in the West, and the
experience that teachers have
gained, especially in recent years,in the different countries of
Europe and America.

It may be that Dr. Pott will
find time in the future to write a
more extensive and comprehen-
Sive work on this most important
subject. A. P. P.
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The past few months have
brought out several books relat-
ing to the Far East of consider-
able interest. ‘The Vanguard,
A Tale of Korea,’ by Rev. J.
S. Gale, F. H. Revell Co., whose
Korean Sketches’? attracted so
mutch interest a few years ago,
is fresh and strong, tingling withlite and radiant with what the
critics call ‘local color” It 15
also particularly happy in the
time of its appearance when thecivilized world has its vision
turned to the little peninsula, thedestinies of which seem to be
inextricably linked with the
history of some of the greatnations otf the West. It is idle
to advise our readers to read this
book—that they will be sure to
do 1f they once look into it. The
extgencies of a Korean tale re-
quire somewhat more surprising
phenomena than would normally
occur im the few years described,
but there is nothing inherently
impossible, and none of that
“wallowing in the pathetic’
once so dear to philanthropists,and now so much out of favor.

Miss Luella Miner’s ‘'‘ China’s
Book of Martyrs,’’ 1tssued by the
Pilgrim Press (New York, Bos-
ton, Chicago, $1.50 net), is an
elaborate collation of some of the
more striking records of expe-tiences of the Chinese native
Christians in Boxer times. It
extends to above 500 pages, and
is full of material which the world
will not willingly let die, and
which has, by these pious labors,
been rescued frotn oblivion while
it is not yet too late. Ts it tin-
reasonable to hope that the sub-
stance of it may be put into
Chinese for the benefit of the
coming generations of Christians ?

Rev. James H. Roberts’ A
Fiight for Life and an Inside
View of Mongolia,’ from the
same publishers ($1.50 gold), is

an interesting narrative of the
escape of the American Board
missionaries from Kalgan in the
summer of 1900, accompanied
by many Swedes and Norwegians
for a part of the journey. Per-
manent value 1s given to the story
by the insertion of enlightening
chapters on Mongolta and the
Mongolians. ‘There is a brief
Index anda ‘‘Glossary’’ extend-
ing to the length of more than
thirty pages, embracing not
merely the names mentioned in
the text both of persons and
places, but trivial nicknames, the
translation of Chinese phrases,
and the names of cities (such as
Hangchow in China and Aleppo
in Syria) which are wholly unre-
lated to the contents of the book.

Mrs. Ada Haven Mateer’s
“Siege Days’’ (Revell Co.) is in
some respects unlike anything
heretofore published on that
critical period of history. She
has secured contributions from a
large number of ladies and from
some children, covering different
aspects of the siege in Peking,
which are arranged chronologic-
ally and are illuminated by Mrs.
Mateer’s comments. The result
is a distinct and a valuable con-
tribution to the growing litera-
ture of the Boxer year, and will
be a store-house whence interest-
ing incidents will be drawn for
many years to come. Two
classes ot readers will take kind-
ly to this volume, all who were
in the siege—-and many of those
who were not. Hach of the three
volumes last mentioned has gain-
ed in interest by the lapse of
time since the events recorded.

A. H. S.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
The Tungkun Medical Mis-

sionary Hospital. Rhenish Mis-
Sionary society, Canton, for the
year 190%. 25,440 out-patients.
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‘The International Institute.
Thirteenth Report of the Mission
among the Higher Classes. Rey,
CGrilbert Reid, D.D.

Glinpses of Kuling, arranged
by Mrs. &. I. Woodbridge. A
beautifully illustrated brochure,
by one who has been there andand admired. ‘To be had at
the Presbyterian Mission Press,
Kelly and Walsh, and Kuling.

The South China Collegian.
No. 3. Published with a view to
promoting a deeper interest in
the Canton Christian college in
particular and in the whole field
in general. Bilingual. Monthly.
$1.00 per annum, postpaid.

S. D. K. Recent Publications
(Chinese) :-—

The Universe, or The Infinite-
ly Great and the Infinitely
small. 270 engravings. Tran-
slated by Rev. D. MacGillivray.
Price $1.50.

Books in Preparation.
The following books are in

course of preparation. Friends
engaged in translation or com-
pilation of books are invited to
notify J. Darroch, 9g Seward
Road, Shanghar, of the work
they are engaged on, so that
this column may be kept up
to date and over-lapping pre-
vented :-—

For the S. D. K. Translated
by Rev. W. G. Walshe :—
Growth of the Empire, by Jose;
Citizen Reader, by Arnold Foster:
Lite of a Century, by E. Hodder ;
History ot Modern Peoples, by
Barnes; Prayer and The Prayer.
Noble Lives, translated by MissWu. Christmas in Different
Countries, Miss Laura White.
Life and her Children, Winners
in Lite’s Race, translated by Rev.
}. Sadler. Anglo-Chinese Readers

tor 8. D. K., a Chinese Primer,
by Miss Jewel.

Comtnercial Press List -—
Newcomb’s Astronomy, Ad-

am’s Kuropean History, Milne’s
High School Algebra, Steel’s
Physiology, Burnet’s School
Zoology, Gray’s How Plants
Grow, Gammon’s Manual of
Drill (translated by Dr. G. Reid
tor Commercial Press), Ques-tions of the Time for § the
Government of China (in print),
Comparative Governments, Fun-
damental Principles with citations
of Chinese Treaties, Biographical
Terms in Chinese, European
Constitutional History (or Edu-
cational Association. )

fiducational Assoctation List
Physiology, Dr. Porter (re-

print); Epitome of History, Rev.

i July,

- Brief History of the American
Presidents and Selections trom
their Words of Wisdom. By W.
P, Bentley. Price 65 cents.

The German Empire of To-day.
By Veritas. Translated by Dr.
Y. J. Allen. 25 cents.

Theory of Human Progression,
by P. KH. Dove. Translated by
Dr. W. BE. Macklin. 25 cents.

Physical Culture, including
Free Gymnastics and Dumb-Bell
EBxwrercises. Translated by S. T.
Yao. 25 cents.

Jeremy Taylor’s Holy Living.
Translated by Dr. T. Richard.
Mandarin. 8 cents.

‘The Relations of the Advanced
and the Backward Races of Man-
kind. Translated by Dr. T.
Richard. 6 cents.

A Primer of Church History.
C. Hicks. Translated by Rev.
Gilbert Walshe. 6 cents.
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P. W. Pitcher; Pedagogy, Dr.
L. Hawks Pott; Elementary
Physiology, for Shanst Universi-
ty; Wonderful Century, by Russel
Wallace Myers; Universal His-
tory ; The Twentieth Century of
Popular Astronomy; Evolution,
by Edward Clodd; Introduction
to the Study of Science, by Lord
Brougham; Remsen’s Chemis-
try; History of Commerce in
Europe; Physical Geography,
W. and K. Johnston; History of
Russia, Ramboud; Biographical
Dictionary ; Chamber's Multum

in Parvo Atlas of the World: Text
Books of Tokio Normal School,
translated from the Japanese ;
Arithmetic (two vols.); Algebra
{two vols.); Mineralogy; Zoology;
Physiology; Physics (for begin-
ners); Pedagogy (two vois.); The
Introduction to Standard System
of Romanization with syllabary ;
Primer of Standard System of
Romanization ; and the Gospel of
Matthew in Standard Romaniza-
tion, printed by the B. and F.
Bible Society.

tiie. aiid ilies

Editorial Comment.
In spite of printing more We are very tortunate in hav-

pages this month we regret ing such places as Ku-liang in
that the unusual pressure on the south, Mo-kan-shan near
our space causes us to omit Shanghai, Kuling in Central
again the Diary of Events in the China and Pet-ta-ho in the north.
Far East. Next month we hope Doubtless other places will be
to take up the thread where it developed as the country is
was dropped, and to give in better known and the number
our Missionary News depart- of missionaries increases. And
ment some crushed-over items these places are a great boon
from the North. to the missionary body. They

* * * make possible to avoid, in
THE Conference of Mission- many instances, a trip to the

aries in Korea, 1904, 1s post- native land for health and re-
poned by the Russo-Japanese cuperation. They are also

This will be a great disap- places where great good mayWal,
pointment to many, not only be done by mutual conference,
to the missionaries in Korea, by convettions, and where
but to others who had intended those in one part may learn
being present from abroad. what are the difficulties and
No doubt the postponement is methods of those in other parts.
wise. Due notice will be given May the summer be one of
when events make it possible great blessing to those who are
to hold the Conference. able to get away for a season

to any of these places, and of4 aK *
Strength and peace to those
who ‘‘remain with the stuff.’As this number of the

CORDER reaches its readers,
many of the missionaries will
have gone to their places of
summer rest and recreation,

IT is an interesting study to
observe the manner in which
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our previous isste and conclud-
ed in this, 1s certainly valuable
for the number of testimonies
which are adduced, but we
could wish that he had focussed
them in a more satisfactory
THahnihey,y. Some ot them would
seem to read as much against
as for his conclusions. Certain
it is that the question of Eng-
lish in our schools has come
to stay; it is something that
will not down but will be in-
creasingly to the fore as the
work goes on. The only ques-
tion is, how best to utilize it
so that it will help and not
hinder our work.

KK * * *

* * Ss

‘Tue lengthy article by Dr.
DuBose, which was begun in

i July,

Divine Providence overrules
the schemes of nations for the
furtherance of His own plans
and purposes. ‘The United
States was drawn into a war
with Spain for the liberation of
Cuba. Incidentally, apparent-
ly, but providentially in real-
ity, it resulted in the liberation
of the Philippine Islands from
the galling yoke of the friars,

so that now the gospel, in its
fulness, 1s given to the whole
of those islands, where, 1{ the
old régime had continued, it
would have been impossible for
a Protestant missionary to live
and preach.

Anp now, Thibet, which
has stood with barred doors
during all these centuries,
defying every effort of the muis-
sionary to enter her borders,
seems about to be compeiled to
give up her exclusiveness on
account of the jealousy of two
nations—Great Britain and Rus-
sia——and it will probably not be
long before missionaries ‘may
have free access into this last
stronghold of seclusiveness.
The prayers of God’s people
are being answered, in an un-
expected manner doubtless,
but none the less truly, and
Thibet, with her territory of
soo miles by 1,600, situated
from ten thousand to twenty
thousand feet above the sea,
will no longer be solely domi-
nated by the blighting power
of Buddhism, but will begin to
hear of the true Redeemer and
Saviour of souls.

THE letter from Dr. DuBose
which we have printed in an-
other column contains a sugges-
tion worthy of consideration,
viz., that the Committees ap-
pointed by the 1890 Conference
to prepare a union version of
the Scriptures, should adopt a
more expeditious method of
procedure when they come to
the translation of the Old Testa-
ment. This suggestion, we
believe, the Executive Com-
mittee will cordially endorse.
But until the New Testament
is completed by each of the
Revision Companies, it seems
scarcely necessary to make any
fresh arrangements for the work
on the Old Testament.

Of the three Companies en-
paged in translating the New
Testament, one only (the Easy
Wén-li Company), we believe,
has completed its work. The
High Wen-li Company has
published but one Gospel,
though the remainder of its
work is, we understand, in
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a forward state. The Man-
darin Company expects to com-
plete its first drait some time
this year. Both the High
Weén-li and the Mandarin Com-
panies will, of course, have to
tevise their first translations,
and then the three Committees
should, according to the Con-
ference programme, meet to-
gether to unify the three
VeTS1ONS. Until this has been
done, such a scheme as Dr.
DuBose has outlined is not
likely to receive serious con-
sideration. At the same time,
it is evident that 1i the present
generation of native Christians

Missionary News.

is to get the promised revised
versions, a radical change in
the method of translating will
have to be made.

Is not the idea of a ‘* Transla-
tion House’’ at Shanghai in a
measure anticipated by the
Martyrs’ Memorial Scheme ?
which tio doubt has the full
weight of Dr. DuBose’s in-
fluence. But has Dr. DuBose
considered the probable result
of shutting up fifteen or sixteen
transiators in one house for
any considerable length of
time ? Is he really serious 10
this part of his communica-
tion P

Missionary News.
Dedication of the Theologic-

al College of the L. M.S.
at Hankow.

Dedication services in connec-
tion with the above College were
held on the 18th of April last.
The building, a photograph of
which we reproduce elsewhere,is 4 two-storied one in red and
grey brick. It was designed by
the Rev. Arthur Bonsey and is
in every respect well suited for
iis purpose. On the ground.
floor there are four lecture rooms,
a library, and large lecture hall
capable of seating nearly 200
persons, while the upstair rooms
are devoted to dormitories, a
puest room and a professor's

Not only will the building be
valued because it provides a
beautiful home for the theologic-
al and normal schoois, but be-
cause it is the gift of Dr. John,
who has thus crowned his long

4OOTH.

life of devoted service to Central
China by presenting the Mission
with this beautiful building.

The building has been com-
pleted for some time, but the
‘opening’ services were delayed
so as to afford an opportunity to
the Rev. George Cousins and the
Rev. William Bolton, M.A. (a
deputation from the Directors,
now in China) of being present.
Although the day was not ideal
from a weather point of view, both
services—-one for the Chinese in
the forenoon and one for the for-
eleners in the afternoon—were
largely attended. Mr. Cousins
was the chief speaker at the
tnorning service and in his words
one recognised the voice of an old
missionary who knew something
of the difficulties which confront-
ed his hearers as students now
and as preachers in the days to
come. Messrs. Foster, Sparham,
Greig and Dr. Gillison also took
part. Short pointed addresses
were delivered by some of the
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native evangelists, two of whom
had themselves been students in
the College; then Dr. John, in
beautiful and touching words, in
which he spoke of the great glad-
ness and thanksgiving which
filled his heart that day, and
of the prayer in which they alk
joined that God would make the
building to be a great blessing
to the church in China, brought
the service to @ close.

Nearly all the missionaries 1n
the three cities were present at
the afternoon service. The ded-
icatory prayer was oitered by
Mr. Cousins. Mr. Sparham, on
behalf of the Mission, made a
statement in which he indicated
the steps which had led to the
erection of the College. He said
that prior to i897 the whole
strength of the Mission had been
devoted to evangelistic work,
but that year, in view of the
growing membership, they decid-
ed to begin a theological, a nor-
mai, and a medical as well as
boarding-schools for boys and
girls. The scheme then drawn
up had been adhered to through-
out, and now all these schools
were started. The countless
difficulties had been overcome in
a way which they could not but
regard as a special token of
Divine favour.

The following gentlemen also
took part in the proceedings:
Messrs. Warren({ Wesleyan), fack-
son (Am. Church), Adams (Am.
Baptist Union), Archibald (N.
B.S. 8.), Dr. Martin and Mr.
Bolton. To give even an outline
of what was said would requtre
too much space, and to attempt
to condense the addresses would
be to end in misrepresenting the
speakers ; but the following 1m-
pressions may serve to give some
idea of what was said. Of course
we were in the atmosphere of
congratulation, and very sincere

congratulations too.
of feeling did not stop with this,
but it was certainly more marked
here than elsewhere. In all the
remarks made (and they were
really complimentary) and _ be-
hind all that was said, there was
a very deep feeling that we were
presently passing through a tran-
sitional stage in mission work.
Lhe old days of clay-digging and
brick-making were passing away.‘The material out of which the
church was to be built was now
on the ground, and what was to
be done with it ? Times of transi-
tion are testing times. Peoplesre not sure of the outcome
of it all, and people hke to be
sure. Some, looking back on
the old order, and knowing all
its value, fear that it will be for-
gotten or lost sight oi. ()thers
look too exclusively on the ex-
cellencies of the new order, for-
retting that it sprung out of the
old. ‘The educationist of many
years, who once had to apologise
for his existence, seeing his day
approaching, waves his sword and
proclaims how well it is fitted for
the work now on hard, while
the evangelist would have all
men remember that his sword 1s
a tested weapon which had not
been wielded in vain. Of cotrrse
none of these things were said
by the speakers, but such were
some of the impressions made in
listening to the speeches, and the
impressionist view has its value.

Central China is highly favour-
ed in having two veterans who
have been fifty years—more or
less—in China, and a tew words
spoken by them are worthy of
being reported. Dr. Martin in the
course of his remarks said that
‘‘the present gathering pointed
to a change in the attitude of
the L. M. S. on the question of
education. Tt had been first in
translation, first in

[ July,

The unity
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book preparation, and foremost
in earnest evangelistic effort, but
had not kept step in educational
matters. Now it was coming
up.’’ Mr. Cousins asked to be
allowed to correct an impression
which might be made by Dr.
Martin’s remarks, that the policy
adopted in China was the settled -
policy of the London Missionary
Society. But such was not the
case. In India and Madagascar
much—one might say in some
cases nearly all—-of the work was
on educational lines. But the
[. M. S%. reposed great con-fidence in its missionaries in
different parts of the world and
left 1t pretty much to the mission-
aries of the respective ‘ fields’ todetermine which was the best
policy to be adopted by them.

In the light of what had gone
before the remarks of Dr. John
were full of interest. He said
he was afraid that his attitude
with regard to education had
been misunderstood. People
Spoke of him as if he had been
an enemy to education who had
rot converted, and wanted to
know the means of his conver-
sion. He believed he had always
been divinely led. At the begin-
ning he saw the great need was
for evangelistic effort, and it was
his whole ambition, whether by
tongue or pen, to make the hills
and valleys of Central China ringwith the music of the cross.
He was no enemy to education,
but thought it should be left to
the tew. Were he to begin
again in Similar circumstances
he would do just what he had
done. He sympathised with
Schools and hospitals and every
department of Christian effort,
but for the great mass of mission-
aries he would say, ‘let them
evangelise.’

Conference of Scandinavian
Missionaries.

A most interesting Conference
was held at Fan-ch‘eng, Hupeh,
February 23-25 last by the
Scandinavian missionaries work-
ing in this part of the province.A committee had beforehand
arranged a practical and well
Suited program with sermons,
papers, solos, duets, song by amale choir from etc.

The entertainment was most
excellent, and much praise is due
the Fan-ch‘eng and Hsiang-yang
friends for the way they made
us feel at home and at ease
among then.

The Conference began with
Divine service on the morning
of February 25. Rev. Mr. H. N.
Réonning, of Hanges Synodes
Mission, was Chairman for the
day. Mr. QO. Sama, of the
Norwegian Covenant Mission,
read a paper on the subject of
the Conference.

He showed that progress has
always been most rapid where
co-operation existed; that the
tendency of the day 1s to combine,
to unite both in the commercial
and the religious spheres. He
expressed it as his opinion that
Conferences of this kind might
be very useful for instruction and
edification, even if the present
time may not be the best for
HWNhion.

The rest of the forenoon was
spent im discussing the above
subject; some being in favor of
full union, others thought the
time was not come.

In the afternoon the Rev. Ron-
ning spoke on the question of
how tar unity in methods of
work is practicable.

He laid stress on the following
points :——

We are at present alike in
many things. Holding the same
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views on many and vital ques-
tions we ought to strive for
more unity, 1. e., get the same
translation of the Bible; use the
same kind of hymn _ books,
catechisms, Bible histories, etc.
Also in methods of teaching;
what to require of candidates
for baptism; church discipline ;
schools for higher education,
both for Chinese and schools for
our own children, so as to avoid
sending them to the coast orhome to be educated. The
speaker thought the time had
come to realise these thoughts.

The question of organization
was now brought up, and the
Chairman appointed Rev. P.
Matson, Mr. O. Sama, and Rev.OM. R. Wold a comrnittee to
draw up rules and by-laws for
@ permanent organization.

February 24 the Conference
was held at Hsiang-yang with the
Rey. Dr. Sjoquist in the chair.

‘The question of organization
was again brought up; the Com-
mittee of the previous day re-
ported. On motion the report
was temporanly adopted with- TS7HO.out comment to be brought up
for discussion at the next annual
meeting, when it was hoped a
larger representation would be
present.

The following were elected of-
hicers for this year :—

Presidents Rev. MATson.
Vice-President « Mr. SAMA.
Secretary: Mr. Wo Lp.Commiutice on Dr.

Sjoouist, Mr. S#IFFARTH, and
Miss HAALAND.

The next annual Conference
will be held in Lao-ho-keo in
February ,1905. In the aiternoon
Rev. P. Matson read an excel-
lent paper on ‘‘ How to open a
Station in a New Place’’: Mr.
seifiarth followed, discussing the
subject of ‘‘ Helpers.”

[ July,

The topics discussed the last
day were: “Women’s Work,’’
by Miss Haaland: and ‘‘ Medical
Work,’ by Dr. Hotvedt. All
these papers were most excellent,
but I dare not give any extracts
for fear that this my report shall
be too long.

The Secretary was instructed
to send a report to the Chinese
RECORDER and to send fraternal
greetings to all the Scandinavian
missions working in China.

There are at present no less
than eighteen Scandinavian
societies with a working staff of
some over two hundred mission-
aries working in China. This does
not include the Scandinavians
working in other missions, such
as the C, J. M. and the Eptscop-
ai Church Mission.

A most cordial invitation is
herewith extended to all missiton-
aries speaking the Scandinavian
languages to come en masse or
to send delegates to the next
Conference to be held in 1905.

O. R. WoLpn,
secretary.

China Missionary Alliance.
Shanghai Branch.

The Third Annual Meeting was
held at the Union Church Lec-
ture Hall on Monday afternoon,
20th May. The business mainly
consisted in the presentation of
reports for the year from the
Hon. Secretary and “Treasurer
snd the election of officers for
the Local Branch and of three
members to the Executive Com-
mittee of the China Missionary
Alliance in place of those retir-
ing in rotation. ‘The chief items
of interest mentioned in the
secretary’s statement were con-
tained in a communication from
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the Secretary of the Aliance
reporting

(1) That a series of ‘* Rules
for the Regulation of Mission
Work in China,’’ prepared by the
Waiwupu, had been brought to
the notice of the Hxecutive Com-
mittee, and that they had
enquired of the Doyen of the
Diplomatic Corps in Peking andthe British and American Min-
isters if they had any official
knowledge of the suggestion.
Their reply was that the pro-
posed rules had not been
presented to them for considera-tion, and that their consent to
such regulations would not be
obtained without means being
first given for an expression of
missionary opinion therettpon ;
and

(2) The efforts of the EHxecu-
tive Cominittee to obtain statis-
tics of missionary work in China.

The present membership of
the Shanghai Branch 1s 100.

The following were elected
officers ot the Local Branch for
the year 1g04-5 :—
Dr. A. P. PARKER, Presidendée.
Rey. &. Box, Vice-President.
Mr, C. W. DOUGLASS, /7ceasurer.
Mr. J. N. HAYWARD, Secretary.

Revs. Dr. A. P. Parker, J. W.
Steverison and D. Willard Lyon
were elected to fill the vacancies
on the Executive Committee of
the Alliance, which now consists
of Revs. W. N. Bitton, G. H.
Bondfield, W. A. Cornaby, G.
F. Fitch, W. H. Lacy, D. W.
Lyon, J. B. Ost, and A. P.
Parker.

Martyrs’ Memorial.—The fol-
lowing Resolution was adopted *+—

That this Branch ot the China
Missionary Alliance most heartt-
ly endorses the proposal that a
Martyrs’ Memorial be erected in
Shanghai, and earnestly supports
the appeal of the Secretary to
the churches in the home lands.

Courses of Study for Chi-
nese Preachers, etc.

Recommended to the Board of
Bishops of the Methodist Epts-
copal Church by the Central
Conference for China, held at
Nanking, November, 190}.
[Not#.—The following revis-

ed Courses of Study were arrang-~
ed by a representative Standing
Committee and published, in part,in the fYwa Met Pao. But as
missionaries in various parts of
the empire, including Manchuria,
have written the undersigned
concerning these courses, it 1s
thought that their publication in
the RECORDER—with the kind
consent of the Editor—-might be
of service to others who have not
seen them.

So far as known to wus the
Chinese names of books and
authors have been given. Any
corrections or suggestions will be
gladly received. No rigid ex-
amination 1s had upon the books
indicated ‘‘ zo 6¢ read,’ but the
Boards of Examiners apply suchtests as will show that these
books have not been negiected.

M. C. Wincox (Feaechow),
( pairvian Committee on Chi-

nese Course of Study. |

l. CouRsE OF STUDY FOR JTRAVEL-
ING PREACHERS. ADMISSION ON

TRIAL.
(CSenesis ; the Four Gospels; Graves’

Geography of Palestine (JR th 18 iB
oR x LF He BF); the Discipline, Parts
Tand IJ; the Larger Catechisin with
Notes (3 AE FR 2 wae Re
DL MK HW HE), translated by Ohlinger ;
Muirhead’s Geography (Hi HH 4 i&
Be #6 GR) | Martin’s Evidences of Chris-
tianity (K i Hw TJ BO); Phi-
losophy of the Plan of Salvation (9%
+h BR at fp -+ 28), translated by W.
M, Hayes; Written Sermon ; thorough
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preparation in the Course in Roman-
ized prescribed for Exhorters.

To BE READ :—Shefhield’s Universal
History, Vols, Land IL (3 i i 4 it
ey it); Allen’s China and Her Neigh-
bors (th og BA 3a tk 6 FI); ~Ohiing-
er's Life of Tyndale (J 7 Hi); Mrs.
Sites’ Life of Wesley (@ Hy 22 (a &
Ba fi: ).

HIRST YEAR.

Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy,
I, and II. Peter; the Discipline, Part
Ili; Physiology (#% 3 BB 4 2 i it
28); White’s Eighteen Christian Cen-
turies, first half (-- A Jj ht 2 TB 2
#2); Ohlinger’s Homiletics, first half
(f8 54 37 Written Sermon.

To BE READ :-——Shefhield’s Universal
History, Vols. III. and IV. ; Wilcox’s
History of the United States, Vol. I.
3s AL Me BS Al) OS, BY); Richard’s
Present Day Triumphs of Christianity
(yr 4 Be -b Fi] fH Se BE RE de 3); Anto-
biography of Rev. Hu Iong-mi ({2
ay oe OY $B Se ae),

SECOND YEAR.

Joshua, I. and JI. Samuel, John,
Romans ; Discipline, Parts IV. and V.;
White’s Fighteen Christian Centuries,
completed; Williamson’s Natural
Theology, Vols. I. and Il. (4% SPE
Be BA); Ohlinger’s Homuletics,
completed ; Written Sermon.

TO BE READ.—Wilcox’s History of
the United States, Vol. IT.; Selby’s Life
of Christ, Vols. I, IT]. (HR SF Re
By iin & FF); Williamson’s Compara-
tive Religions (7h # REA); Richard’s
Benefits of Christianity (8 fit 9 &).

THIRD YERAR.

1. and II. Kings, Psalms ; [. Corin-
thians to Colossians, inclusive; Dis-
cipline, Part V1I.; Astronomy, tran-

‘slated by Walshe (= 7 4 Be af BE
22); Williamson’s Natural Theology,
Vols. HI. and rv. ; Ohlinger’s Pastor-
al Theology, first half (44 §@ -2 %);
Martin’s Psychology (HE 3 3 WH);
Written Sermon.

To BK READ :—Life of Christ, Vols.
IV., V., VI,; Fyife’s History of Greece,

July,
translated by Edkins (# AB kk MH
#5} 32. Faber’s History of Civiliza-
tion (8 WG sR fe 2 &); Edkins’
Errors of Buddhism (2 3 jE #8):
Owen’s Geology, translated by Ed-
kins (iii Bh Be 53},

FOURTH YEAR.

Isaiah, Daniel, Job., I. and II. Timo-
thy, Hebrews; Discipline, Part VIL;
Treatise on Matter (ff 3 tt MEE
44); Mental Philosophy, translated
by Yen (tp & 3 £8 5K Bi #B); Jevon’s
Logic, translated by Edkins (4% 8
5c); Ohlinger’s Pastoral Theology,
completed ; Written Sermon,

LO BE READ :-—-Life of Christ, Vols.
ViIt.,. VITI., Martin’s Political
Feonomy (4 fa #4); Creighton’s
History of Rome, translated by Ed-
kins GRE Hi # 8); Uong De-gi’s Dis-
covered Truths Compiled (A ig Hk 3
1G 4); Resolution of Doubts (%
Et St on); Written Sermon.

II. COURSE oF STUDY FOR LOCAL
PRERACHERS.

Candidates for JTocal Preacher’s
License must be examined on the
entire course for exhorters. Local
preachers must also be prepared on
the Exhorters’ Course itt the Roman-
ized as a condition of advancement
or ordination.

FIRST YEAR,
Genesis, Exodus, Acts; the Disci-

piine on the Annual Conference ;
Graves’ Geography of Palestine (#@
Ax Hit FB).

MEMORIZE :—Psalms ist and 2nd,
Isaiah 61st Chapter, I. Cortnthians
KV: 35-58.

TO BE READ :—How to Win Souls,
translated by Miss Ruth Sites (8
oe de Ri oe Ge).

SECOND YEAR.

Joshua, Judges, I. and II. Thessa-
lonians ; Biblical History, Part I. (8
eK jh Sn); the Discipline on the Cen-
tral and the General Conference.

* All memorizing to be in Mandarin or thecolloquial,
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MEMORIZE '--Genesis 1st and Mat-
thew 5th Chapter.

TO BE READ *~-DuBose’s Catechism
on the Three Religions (= 2% FR &
AL of 7 3H); Nevius’ Manual for
Preachers (‘7 34 48 Ba 6 HE BO).

THIRD YEAR.

Job ; I. and ITI. Corinthians; I. and
Il. Timothy; the Discipline on a
Preacher’s Duties; Biblical History,
Part II.

MEMORIZE '—Psalm 8th and Mat-
thew 6th Chapter.

TO BE READ :—The Parables of Jesus
Explained (Hf &k S wie AE RE ET ie
7); Who is Jesus? by Sia Sek-ong
(HR Sk SE ie 2g 2h OO Sy).

FOURTH YEAR.

Isaiah, Galatians, Philippians,
James; Binney’s Theological Com-
pend, translated by J. W. Lambuth
(K 34 #6 35 Be AG HH); the Discipline
on Sunday Schools and Epworth
Leagues, |

MEMORIZE :—Psalin goth and John
ard Chapter.

To BE READ :—I he Three Import-
ant Things, Martin (— 329% 7 B);
Illustrations of Christian Truth (49 wi
mB).

FOR LOCAL ORDERS.

Local preachers who are candidates
for deacon’s orders must be re-exam-
ined on the entire course for local
preachers, re-read the books prescrib-
ed to be read, and do the work requir-
ed in the Romanized.

Local deacons seeking elder’s ord-
ers must pass the examination for
admission on trial and peruse the
books required ta be read up to the
end of the second year of the course
for traveling preachers, including the
Life of Christ, complete.

III. CoURSE OF STUDY EOR
EXHORTERS.

Examination by District of Quarter-
ly Conference :—-The Miracles of our
Lord, the General Rules and the

Shorter Catechism ((« #@ BH 4). Read
at sight selections from John’s Gospel,
Romanized or Mandarin. Foochow
candidates must also be ewatnined in
the Romanized Primer.*

MEMORIZE :—The Apostles’ Creed
and the Decalogue.

LO BE READ :—Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress, first halt (Fe fs FE).

FIRST YEAR :—The Parables of onr
Lord; the Discipline on Members
and Eyxhorters, Read at sight selec-
tions from the Four Gospels, Roman-
zed.

MEMORIZE :—Psaim 23rd and the
Beatitudes.

LO BE READ :—Pilgrim’s Progress,
last half.

SECOND YEAR :—Mark: the Bible
Picture Book (4 <& {al #t); the Arti-
cles of Religion; Pilcher’s Primary
Geography (tit FH # be); Read at
sight and write from dictation selec-
tions from the Romanized or Mandarin
New Testament.

MEMORIZE :——Psalm g1st and Luke
14th Chapter.

TO BE Gate of Virtue
and Knowledge, Grithth John (#2 2%
A. PS 4 ORE DE).

THIRD YEAR ‘—Luke, the One
Hundred Texts (ff & 3° St @ 1h);
The Discipline on the Fourth Quarter-
ly Conference; the first half of the
Larger Catechism with Illustrative
Narratives, translated by Ohlinger
(ik SE BY Ze BE AE TR HO GR). Read
at sight and write from dictation from
the Romanized newspaper or the
equivalent in Mandarin.

MEMORIZE :-——-Psalm 51st and John
17th chapter.

To BE READ :—The Tongue of Fire,
translated by Cornaby (% 4 KX RS
Ae. IB. 2).

FourtH V#AR :—John; the Dis-
cipline on the District Conference,
and the Larger Catechism, complet-
ed. Read or write, as above, any-

The work in Romanized is prescribed
especially for the Foochow and Hing-hua
Conferences,
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C. E. Notes.
ANNUAL REPORT OF GENERAL

SECRETARY.
To the officers and members of

the United Society of Chris-
tian Endeavor for China,

DEAR ERIENDS :--—
On March 24th I completed

the first year’s work as General
Secretary of the United Society.
The work has been introductory
and prefatory in the main, en-
deavoring if: new places to” se-
cure the organization of local
societies, to whom the United
Society could minister in the
way of stimulus and information.
I have sought to keep in touch
with those interested in En-
deavor work 1n all parts, but my
long trips in the North and South
have considerably hindered me
in this, though greatly increasing
the opportunities to help the par-ticular section visited with En-
deavor information and sugges-
tion. The growing work might
keep one person fully occupied in
the correspondence and editorial
work at the ofhee, while a trav-
elling secretary who met all thecalls to visit and introduce or
strengthen Endeavor work would
be constantly on the move.

The trips made during the
year by the General Secretary
have been as follows -—

(1) To Japan, by invitation of the
Japanese National Convention to speak
at that meeting and study Christian
Endeavor work in that empire. Two
Chinese Endeavorers from Foochow
also attended this convention.

{2} To Ningpo, to report on the
Japan Convention and make prelimin-
ary arrangements for the National
Couvention in 1905.

thing in the Romanized or the equtya-
lent in Mandarin.

MEMORIZE :—Isaiah 53rd and If.
Corinthians, 13th Chapter.

To BE READ :—The Messiah (3 4§
Fes ee Sp ee tlt).

July,
(3) Return to Foochow, to report

the Convention, and to Shanghai toestablish Christian Endeavor head-
quarters here.

(4) To Mo-kan-shan by invitation
to speak at the Conference on Chris-
tian Endeavor work.

(5} Yo Manchuria, visiting and
speaking in eight stations of the
United Free Church of Scotland and
the Irish Presbyterians, and to Tien-
tsin, Peking, and Pao-ting-fu, speaking
before gatherings of Christians of the
London Mission, American Presbyte-
rians and American Board, and to
audiences of foreigners.

(6) To Amoy, Swatow, Hongkong,
Canton, aud Foochow, visiting and
speaking in the Reformed Church,
London, English and American Pres-
byterian, Basel, Anglican and Amer-
ican Board Missions, and holding
conferences with mussionaries of all
these hoards and of the American
Baptists.

At Hongkong I met by arrange-
ment Rev. F. S. Hatch, who
has just completed three years’
service as General Secretary of
the United Society of India, Bur-
mah and Ceylon. He accompani-
ed me on my return to Shangha1
and spoke helptully at these
several ports to large meetings
which [I had arranged for on
my way down. The month of
enthusiastic work which he gave
to the Christian Endeavor work
in China was of great aid in
Stimulating the interest of the
Endeavorers and enlightening
them on approved methods of
doing Christian Endeavor work
in a neighboring country. The
hearty thanks of the United So-
ciety are due Mr. Hatch tor his
aid in the work of Christian
Endeavor extension.

(7) To Ningpo and Yu-yiao with
Mr. Hatch to attend the Presbyterian
Christian Endeavor Rally. Several
addresses were made and conferences
held with members of committees
on arrangements for the National
Convention.

In Shanghai I have presented
Christian Endeavor work betore
a union meeting in the Southern
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Methodist Church, also to gather-
ings in the churches of the
seventh Day Baptist Mission, the
Southern Baptist Mission, and
the American Church Mission at
different times during the year,
and there has been much interest
manifested.

In most of my frips Mrs.
Hinman has accompanied me,
and has done much to interest the
missionary ladies and the Chi-
nese Christian women in Chris-
tian Kndeavor generally and in
Junior work particularly. Dur-
ing the. year, I was absent trom
shanghai for thirty weeks on
Endeavor business.

As a result of these trips there
has been a noteworthy increase
of interest in Christian Endeavor
work. No attempt has been
made by the General Secretary
to start Societies, as they must
always be directly connected
with the local church and under
the supervision and guidance of
the missionary or native pastor
rather than any ofhcer of the

United Society. But in most
places visited the matter of or-
ganizing societies has been vig-
orousiy taken up by those in
charge of the work, and many
societies have been immediately
organized. In other places it has
been thought best to distribute
the literature of the movement
to the native preachers and lead-
ers and delay organization un-
til the people thoroughly under-
stood the plan of the society and
were ready to ask for it them-
selves, rather than to simply re-
ceive it by direction of the mis-
sionary.

The vast majority of those I
have met and talked with were
cordial and sympathetic and anx-
10us to have the help which
this method would give in enlist-
ing the active service of more
Christians. In very many cases

I have been asked to spend
considerable periods in different
helds, making an extensive tour
ot out-stations with the mission-
aries in charge that the funda-
mental principle of testimony
from all and service by all might
be presented to all the Christians.
No doubt great good would be
accomplished by stich trips in
strengthening the work locally,
but perhaps to the neglect of
other places where there is equal
need for Christian Endeavor so-
cieties. At Foochow only have
I been able to do such work; my
knowledge of the dialect there
making it possible for me to visit
and speak directly to the native
congregations on the invitation
of native pastors and preachers.
I spoke to nine different churches
having Endeavor work when
in Foochow, besides addressing
several public meetings.

There are many earnest sup-
porters of Endeavor work amongthe missionaries there and in
other Hndeavor centres who
might themselves be willing to
undertake short tours among the
churches of adjacent districts in
the interest of Endeavor work,
under the direction of the United
society. A considerable number
of members of the United Society
in various provitices have express-
ed qa desire to assist in some def-
inite way in the work of Chris-
tian Endeavor extension. Besides
the othcers who give their time
and thought to plans for carrying
on the work, several members
are preparing Christian Endeavor
literature for the magazines and
other publications, and I would
suggest that others might be ask-
ed to give addresses on Christian
Endeavor at points not too far
from their stations and assist in
the organization of societies and
local unions in different parts of
their provinces, the United so-
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ciety assuming the travelling ex-
penses involved, it they can give
the time.

Ninety-seven foreign miission-
aries and native pastors and
teachers in different places have
been reported as enrolled in the
United Society; many others,
I am told, have signed lists not
yet sent 1n. it has not seemed
best to push the enrollment of
members in the United Society
faster than the local interest
would justify, though there are
many who have not yet been
canvassed who would gladly aid
the work financially and by local
co-operation.

A great help in the presenta-
tion of the society in the differ-
ent places has been the supply
of Christian Endeavor literature
in English and Chinese which I
have been able to distribute,
mostly by sale. The literature
has been freely supplied where it
seemed best in introducing the
society, but generally 1t has beenoffered for sale. As this has
made a good deal of work in
caring for accounts, the office
sales have generally been put in
the hands of the Mission Press.
There has been purchased tromthe Christian Endeavor head-
quarters in the United States and
Eneland about $60 (gold) worth
of literature, besides much that
has been granted freely by the
American society. There are
now in stock English books to
the value of about $100 silver.
The Chinese literature issued has
so far been confined to the Chris-
tian Endeavor pamphlet (Mien
Li Huei Iao Tse) which has been
published in both Weén-li and
Mandarin, the separate pledge
sheets for members, and the Topic
Cards tor the year. Beside this
permanent literature there has,
however, been a great deal pub-
lished in the Chinese magazines

{ July,

in the way of notes on the topics
and other Christian Endeavor
items. ‘Two editions of a thou-
sand copies each of the Christian
Endeavor pamphlet in Wén-li
have been issued, the first being
quickly exhausted, a thousand
copies of the pamphlet in Manda-
rin and filty-five hundred of the
Topic booklets, which are now
almost entirely sold out. Plates
of the Mandarin pamphlet havebeen made for future editions.
Manuscript is in hand for an
edition of the pamphlet in Foo-
chow Romanized Colloguial, andalso for 2 tract on the value of
Christian Endeavor methods im
the Anglican church. It is hoped
that a number of new publications
in Chinese may be added next
year to the available material for
informing the Chinese about the
society. There is now in stock
about $50 Mexican worth of pam-
phiets and pledges in Chinese.

This year my trips have been
entirely in the coast provinces,
and usually only short distances
away from the coast, and I have
reached most of the principal
mussionary centers in these proy-
inces, with the exception of a
few places difhcult of access,
where, though I was cordially
invited and would have been able
to accomplish much for Christian
Endeavor, limitation of time pre-
vented my going. But mean-
while correspondence with miis-
sionaries inland has opened up
many attractive opportunities for
presenting the Soctety in the in-
terior, and I hope to be able to
visit many places up the Yang-
tze and in adjoining provinces
next year. In furtherance otf the
plan to do as much as possible in
Central China next year I propose
to spend the months of July and.
August at Kuling, becoming
acquainted with the wmission-
aries and arranging to visit their
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stations where possible.
also try to continue my study
of Mandarin while there, in the
hope of being able to use it for
public speaking later. Lhe great
advantage which this would give
me, would justify, I think, tak-
ing considerable time ior study.

Arrangements for the National
Convention at Ningpo next year
are well under way. A few of
the speakers are promised and
others are probable, but it 1s too
early for any definite announce-
ment. Local comnuttees at Ning-
po have begun planning the sev-
eral departments of the work of
oreparation.

The carrying through of the
plans for this convention and
the extension of Christian En-
deavor 1n Central China will fully
occupy me tor the next twelve
months. tI hope that the next
annual meeting of the Society
may be a general session of a
good number of the members,
and may be held in connection
with the Ningpo Convention.

Respectiully submitted,
(GEO. W. HINMAN.

Rev. A. Ek. Cory writes of the
Christian Endeavor work in the
Foreign Christian Mission at
Nanking that ‘‘every station
will soon be doing something
along Christian Endeavor lines.
The society in the church at
Nanking is flourishing.’’

Rev. H. 8. Conway, of She-ki-
tien, in reporting how the
Hindeavor work was taken up in
his district, says that in answer
to his repeated urging that the
people should do definite work
for Christ, they replied that they
‘“had no plan.’’ He said: ‘‘ Tf
that’s all, (i get you something
very quick,” and without having
the detailed plan of the Christian

Endeavor Society before him, he
made out a prospectus of a
society, in most essentials the
saine as the Mien-li-huei, and
called it by that name. There
is little doubt that Chinese
Christians are willing to take an
active part in Christian service
if they are guided and directed
into the use of workable plans
adapted to local necds. The
Christian Endeavor Society em-
bodies the principle of universal
testimony and service on the part
of the Christians from the very
beginning of their acceptance of
the gospel rather than imported
plans of committee work. These
ought to be nm every case suitedto the needs of the work and
ability of the workers.

Recent investigations of some _
Christian Endeavor Societies in
America which have failed in
their work show that in almost
every instance it was because the
pastor took no interest in the
Society and ignored its possibilt-
ties for stimulating the young
people. No one has proved or
can prove that large masses of
young Christians will anywhere
remain indifferent to inspiring
leadership and definite plans of
action.

some of the inost encouraging
reports of the value of the Chris-
tian Endeavor Society in missiou
work have come lately from
workers in the China Inland
Mission. The two following are
specially interesting :—
EXTRACT FROM LE?PPER FROM MR.

TALBOT, CH'EN-CHEO, HONAN.
‘*The special feature of progress

lately in Ch‘en-cheo has been the
establishment of a branch of Young
People’s Society of Christian Endeavy-
OUT,

‘‘Feeling the need of adopting
some method by which we could
permanently attach our young peo-
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One very helpful agency to the
work has been our Christian FEncleay-
or with its seven sub-societies '—
1. Gospel Preaching Society, the
members of which have been both
digent in study and earnest in

BIRTHS.

A®v Sha-si, June 21st, the wife of Rev.
ANDERS P. TJELISTROM, S. M. 5.,
of a daughter.

Av Shanghai, June 24th, the wile of
Rey. FRANK RAWLINSON, 8S. B.C.,
of a daughter,

PFA Ti.
AT Shuen-teh-fu, May 29th, RICHARD

MM. Brown, C. I. M., of typhoid
fever.

MART

At Yun-nan-fu, May and, BENJAMIN
CURTIS WATERS, and Miss Mary
McINNES, of ©. I. M.

AY Shanghat, June 21st, EpwAarp G.
BREVIS and Miss J. EF, Wipmayn, C,
1. M.

At Nanking, June 22nd, the Rev. F.
C. LoOBENSTINE and Miss Rosy
HOFFMAN both of A. P, M., Hwai-
yuen, Anhuz,

ple’s sympatliies to the church, we
were led to conduct a series of meet-
ings upon Christian Endeavor lines,
with the result that it was deciclecd to
hold a weekly praver-meeting and
form the various commiitees. The
attendance at these meetings has
steadily increased and the interest
shows no sign of abatement. No jess
than seventy persons were here jast
Monday. A weekly collection taken
by the members themselves we pur-
pose using for various objects, Three
backshders have been brought back
through this Christian Endeavor
tnovement, and some men, who would
not otherwise attend a meeting.”

Extract from report of work of
H. S$. Conway, Shib-ki-tien,
Honan, published in CAzna’s
NM 11110915

|July, 1904.
preaching the gospel in the out-sta-
tions and in the street-chapel at night.2, Look-out Committee has done
good service in looking up trregulars
and teaching the enquirers through-
out their respective districts. 3. The
Christian Marriage Society has, at
last, aided in managing four engage-
tnents between Christian children,
and I have had the joy of conducting
six Christian weddings this year.
4. The Repeating Scripture Society
records that 375 chapters of Scripture
have been repeated, which represents
a considerable amount of teaching by
its members. 5. The Anti-foot bind-
ing Society has enrolled only seven
members, but in the case of five,
especially, this cross has been taken
up bravely and borne consistently
for Chirist’s sake. 6. The Christian
Puritv Society has thirty-seven mem-
bers, and has helped many to abstain
from imtoxicating wine, tobacco, and.
bad fiterature. 7. The Soul Seekers
society has nine members, who have
led not a few to come to the meetings,
some of whom are now bright en-
quirers,

Missionary Journal.
AT Shanghai, June 23rd, Rey. Kris-

TIANSEN and Miss NEILSON, D. M.,
Nanchuria.

ARRIVALS,
AT SHANGHAT ‘—

May 13th, Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
HOWELL and child, from U.S. A,,
for C. I. M.

DEPARTURES,
FROM SHANGQHAT

April goth, Mrs. GREENE, C. I. M.,,
ior S. A.

May 16th, Mr. and Mrs. O. Strven-
son and two children, C. 1. M., for
Bngland.,

June 4th, Miss M. H. Porter, A, B.
C. F. M.; Rev. J. W. and
fanuly, SP. M., for U.S. A.

June Sth, Rev. R. B. Ewan, M.D.,
and family, C. M. M., West China:
W. Mackin, M.D., and family,
F.C. M., for U. S. A.
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Tracts and Terms.”
And the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations."

BY REV. CHAUNCEY GOODRICH, D.D.

N the first leaf of the Bible there is a story of a garden
planted by the Lord Himself in the midst of Eden.
And out from Eden there fowed a river to water the

garden. In the garden grew ‘‘every tree that is pleasant to the
sight and good for food.” What a bower of beauty it must
have been ! And in the very centre of the garden there grew a
tree called the Tree of Life, a prophecy of life and blessing to
the world. But, alas! a prophecy unfulfilled. We have only
begtn the second leaf of our Bible, when a slimy serpent creeps
into this Paradise, and presently there 1s a Celestial Police
Force, and a flaming sword turning every way, to guard the
tree of life. And the tree irom the heavenly garden disappears
from the world. since then the earth has been a place of sin
and of graves. Forty millions a year—one a second—find
their home in its cold bosom. And the mocking tragedy of
life and death—of death in life—goes ever on. Where is the
tree of life ?

Let us turn to the last leaf of the Bible. Out trom the
heavens comes down the Holy City, and through the heart of
the City, and proceeding from the Throne, there flows a river,
now called ‘‘The River of the Water of Life,’’ and again the
Tree of Life appears, not one but many, growing all along the

*Read before the North China Tract Society at its Annual Meeting,
May 27th, 1904.
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banks, a tree perennially fruit-bearing ; its boughs doubtless
hanging low and invitingly to those erstwhile hungry and dying.
the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the
nations.”

You have kindly asked me to speak some words to you
upon your anniversary. Pardon me that the above words at
once flashed across my mind, and seemed to mirror in them the
work of this Society. The Bible is the tree of life to this
world, and it grows on the banks of that blessed river whose
waters flow from the Throne, and is full of sap from those life-
giving waters.

What now are tracts? Does it seem too much like fancy
to think of them as leaves from this tree of life-——or at least as
messages richly freighted with the essence and fragrance of
those leaves—to be scattered among the millions? Whence
comes the grace and sweetness and life healing power of their
message but from this Celestial source? It is not from some
palm, or balsam, or fir—some earthly tree that may chance to
grow anear this tree of life, and catch some fragrance from
its heavenly aroma—that its secret power comes.

How then may it be that a gospel tract is born ? Shall we
say that some weary traveller has sat under the shadow of the
tree which bears perennial fruits, and plucked, and eaten, and
been satished ? As he continues to sit under its shadow with
great delight, some leaves drop into his lap. How beautiful
they are! He gathers them up. They seem to be scarlet
veined, He would fain send them to some sick and weary
ones, He dips his pen into his heart to add a love message to
go with them, some life story may be, and weaves a little
chaplet together; and so the tract is born. Ate tracts that live
are born.

Here, shall we say ? is the test of a gospel tract. Were its
leaves dropped from the tree of life ? Is it filled with the spirit
of the gospel r Is there healing in it?

But there is another sense 1n which tracts seem like leaves
from the tree of life. The leaves of a tree are counted by the
million. And so are tracts, which are already scattered among
countless multitudes. And they are in every language, as they
were intended to be, ‘‘ for the healing of the nations.”’

And here 1s my first word to you, as this Society seems
to be having a resurrection. Let it be to a bourgeoning life.
It is now four years since a Sirocco blast swept over North
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China, and this Society seemed to be swept out of existence. I
had recently translated a small tract, ‘‘ The Greatest Thing in
the World,’? by Drummond, which helped to make the bonfire
of our Press just before it should have appeared. Two years
later, I sent a second translation, through which I had again
struggled, to the Society, but could not find that the Society
had an existence.

It is not a matter of great wonder that our Tract Society
lay so long in a moribund condition. The marvel is that our
missionary work has 1n so short a time been thoroughly organ-
ized and much enlarged. Our scattered ones that were leit
have been found and comforted and instructed, and sometimes
disciplined, while the church has already grown beyond the
former numbers, and 1s growing as never before. And meane
while our churches and colleges and dispensaries and homes,
fairer and stronger than ever, have been rebuilt as by some
wondrous magic out of the soil left a charred and disfigured
TI11N1. And yet these years of anxiety and toil must needs lie
between.

At length the time has fully come to enter again upon this
work and to push it with enthusiasm. A sister Society, the
Central China Tract Society, is literally publishing its tracts by
the million. The year before the catyclysm it scattered over a
million tracts. But last year was its banner year, when more
than two million tracts from its Depositories fluttered into
homes along the Yangtsze and elsewhere.

And yet this is but the beginning, the happy inauguration
as it were, an opening prophecy of that Society’s work in the
coming years. The heart of Central China is just beginning to
Opcn. When once this so called Celestial Land really stretches
out her hands to God, how the Press will work day and night
to multiply the leaves, and glad tireless messengers will go
evetywhither, themselves the meanwhile telling the same mes-
sage of the glad Evangel. The time of hunger and outstretched
hands 1s rapidly coming.

It is time—it is more than time-——to be alert to meet the
meed and the opportunity of the time. Nearly a hundred
millions, including Manchuria and Mongolia, are dependent on
the activity of this Society for these little love messages of life
and healing.

My second word is on the selection and multiplication of
tracts. Let us say, first of all, that not all tracts are what I
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have chosen to call ‘‘Gospel Tracts,’’ or tracts which bear the
call to repentance, the message of love, and the promise of. life
to the millions without God. These have a very large place in
the work of our Society. But outside of these, the Tract
Society has still a great work of instruction and the building up
of character. Note the catalogue of tracts and volumes issued
by the great Tract Societies in the West. Do they publish
‘*Come to Jesus,’ ‘The Dairyman’s Daughter,”’ ‘‘ Life for a
Look,’’ ‘The Sinner’s Friend,’’? but and so they also publish
memoirs, histories, hymn books, commentaries, Bible diction-
aries, helpful stories—whose plot was often born in the author's
brain—and a considerable variety of Christian literature in-
tended for the education and liftine up of the masses. ‘The
leaven of the gospel is hidden—or should be—in alli these
books, which so have a blessing in them.

We have a handiul of such tracts and small volumes. How
shall they be multiplied ? Need it be said, in the beginning,
that we should receive no books chiefly because we are anxious
to enlarge our catalogue. A book, or a tract, should always
have a message and a mission, to find a place upon our shelves.
I once spent a half day in the rooms ofa great Tract Society
selecting a small bundle of tracts, gospel tracts, such as I
wished to distribute.

The first thing to be done is a judicious weeding. There
are at least two places where we should never work with our
eyes fixed on numbers, viz., in the tract society and in the
church. One of our own churches many years since had a large
number on the church roll. Aiter a year of hard work only
about half the number remained, but the church was stronger
and was preparing to grow. We do want greatly to increase the
number of our publications. But let us print no books, new or
old, which have no message and no mission.

With this thought 1n mind, we may carefully examine the
tracts issued by other societies 1n China. We have done well to
select some very valuable tracts. Dotubtiess there are others which
will do as good a work here as in Central or Southern Chima.

Let us not, however, commit the error of overloading our
shelves with Wén-li books and tracts. sone tracts in Easy
Weén-li we should certainly have. But the great work of tracts,
as of the Bible, is always in the language of the people, and the
language of the people in the North and West of China is the
Mandarin colloquial.
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My first teacher in China, a graduate of the first degree,

affected to despise the Kuan Hua. One day I suddenly entered.
the room and caught him poring over, with most evident
interest, the Peep of Day, a small volume translated into very
simple colloquial. He at once put the book aside and tried to
look innocent, as if he cared nothing for the book. Doubtless
the truth interests scholars when presented in the classical style,
but it 7zds scholars and people alike in ‘the language wherein
they were born.’ Is the Wén-li the language of the brain ?
But Kuan Hua is the language of the heart. Let the great
majority, of our tracts especially, be written in a chaste Collo-
quial that ‘‘can be understanded by the people.’’

In the days when I was fond of trout fishing, I flavored my
bait with the tincture of anise seed. The fish cared nothing
for an elegant rod and line, but they seized my bait. An
elegant and hidden style may tickle the vanity of those who can
read a little and affect to understand it, and 1t will please the
pride of scholars, but for something that shall be food and
drink, with a recognized and delightiul flavor, we will take the
language which common people find to their taste. Of such
books there is a great want not yet met.

Need it be said that a tract should be interesting ? (Sood
tracts tingle with life and interest. The matter, as well as the
style, should gain and hold the attention from cover to cover.
It is as true of a tract as of a sermon that there must be life and
movement in it. ‘There is no life giving power in a corpse.
There are no dead leaves on the tree of life, and the truths of
the gospel are full of life and power.

Who now shall write our tracts? He who gives birth to
one good gospel tract, never so small, does, 1t may be, the
greatest work of his life, for his best message shall be multiplied
a multi-million times and shall go on preaching his message—
telling his sweet love story—long after he has gained his harp
and his crown. How it may add to the depth of his joy and
the sweetness and power of his song! Who here shall receive
the inspiration to write a gospel tract ?

Perhaps it may be mght here to say a word for the first
time in my missionary life on a very old and almost tabooed
theme, namely the ‘‘’Term Question.’’ Once and again a
circular has been issued, urging a greater unity of effort and a
closer federation of the churches. In this circular the third
question asked reads in part as follows: ‘‘ Would you. be
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willing to adopt common terms for God and the Holy Spirit, as,
for example, Shang Ti (f #7) and Sheng Ling

Now this is not the first effort toward tnion in the termi-
nology for God and the Holy spirit. I think it was in 1867
that Dr. Williamson came to Peking with a similar proposal ;
only the terms then suggested were Tien Chu ( +) and
Sheng Shen (42 iff). 1 had but little knowledge of the term
question—and indeed I have never studied it profoundly—but
I felt that the spirit of Christian union was the spirit of the
gospel, and so, in company with the other missionaries in Peking,
I very gladly signed the proposed paper. How delichtful will
it be, I meditated, to be exe in our terms for God and Spirit!
Alas! It was only a dream, and I never have discovered with
what exact thought the proposal was made. For the old terms
continued without any break to be used as before. I soon
learned that there was no thought of giving up Shang T1 for God,
a term which I had been taught was practically idolatrous,
albeit it might be used with the best of purpose.

Once more, after nearly forty years, the proposal is again
made for unity. During all these years our proof readers and
our presses have struggled through with numerous editions of
Bibles and tracts in at least three sets of terms. 1s there now 2
hope that at last a new era is to dawn and that henceforth our
converts shall learn to speak the language of Canaan in the
same tongte ?

This is probably the earliest period in the church when
such a proposal could be made with any hope of success. To
begin with, this land of millennial ruts seems to have been
foreordained to be the land of endless divergencies. Its multi-
form dialects are always suggesting how it might have been
near to the tower of bad memory. It has the most tangled
system—no, wesh rather-—of weights and measures and cur-
rency of any land under the sun. And the term question
furnishes one of those hopeless mazes, out of which 1t sometimes
seems absurd even to entertain any hope of emerging. It is
possible that the terms suggested give some hope of an exit from
the tangled and thorny paths of discussion into a happier time
of blessed harmony ?

It cannot be forgotten by some present what deep hold the
subject took upon some of our earlier missionaries, who be-
queathed it to the following generation, who, receiving it as a
sacred legacy, in their turn gave to it their best powers and
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some of their best life blood. That generation has nearly
passed away. Certain principles and statements may remain as
true as ever, but as connected with the term question they are
weighed in a new set of balances, in the making of which
truth and love have been fused together. In these balances,
love and harmony and peace weigh TONS, as beside mere
qtiestions of words. We are emerging into a new time, when the
divinely beautiful picture of a loving union arches itself over
our heads like a new heaven, and we desire to see the vision
realized.

I remark again that the terms now proposed are those
upon which the church in China may have the most hope of
coming together. As a matter of fact Shang T1 is far and away
the leading term for God 1n the Protestant church in China. It
is also a term which Chinese Christians, with a very few excep-
tions, love to use. Is it because it 18 so imbedded in the tterature
of China and holds their highest ideas of a Supreme Ruler ?
But it 1s also a term which is upheld with great enthusiasm of
earnestness by those missionaries who have long used it.

What now shall be said of the term suggested for Spirit ?
Pethaps, first, that 1f there 1s to be any hope of union, in the
nature of the case there must be a spirit of compromise, a
readiness on all sides to yield something. li, in this process —
of compromise, Sheng Shen is given up, Sheng Ling appears
to be the only remaining term which has any hope of success.

Let us look fora moment at the terms themselves as they
are related to this question.

If Shang Ti is the name of highest dignity in the Chinese
language, itis certainly not the generic term for God. Shen
is, without all question, the term which translates theos, and
deus, and elohim as well.

But it seems equally clear that Shen cannot be the word
which translates Spirit in either of the above languages, While
the word has a secondary meaning of Spirit, and fits in happily
for Spirit in certain combinations, its primary and fundamental
meaning is God or gods. Without delaying to discuss the
question whether Shen might not be used for Spirit—a useless
discussion indeed, since it has long been so employed—there
is one strong reason against its use in the Scriptures, namely,
that we have no term remaining by which we may speak of the
true God and false gods, of gods many and Lords many and for
translating God or gods in many places where the generic
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term is used in such a sense that Shang Ti illy fits. On the
other hand, it violates one’s linguistic sense to use the same
character here for god and there for spirit.

What then shail be said of Ling, the only other character
for Spirit which has survived? ‘The characters Feng (fi),
wind and Chi ($) breath, were attempted by past generations
of missionaries and abandoned. To some the term Sheng Ling
as a translation for Holy Spirit is very distasteful. Is it because
Ling is used for the Shades of the departed and seems more
like Ghost than Spirit? Perhaps so. And yet even that word
is by no means obsolete in the English language, holding its
place in the Creed and still frequently heard.

I cannot imagine any other reason against the term unless
it be that a term which one has used for ten, or twenty, or
thirty years, has so grown into his life, and become a part of
himself, that another term seems a strange misfit. 1 think we
can easily forgive one another for having strong preferences,
amounting possibly to prejudices.

Will you pardon one who has used the term for nearly
forty years for urging that Ling, more closely than any other
term, translates Spirit? This is its root meaning. The
Chinese classification Sheng Hun, Chiieh Hun, and Ling Hun
(AE i, # oh, ge MR) for plants, animals and men, well expresses
the three forms of life, naimely, vegetable, animal, and spiritual.
The term universally employed, so far as I am aware, for soul
is Ling Hun (4 #£) or Hun Ling. If now this term be analysed,
Ling will stand for Spirit, and Hun for Soul.
The first translation of Ling in Williams is ‘‘ The Spirit or
energy of a being,’’ and in Giles is ‘‘ Spiritual.” Out of this
meaning there naturally grow related meanings, which appear
in such terms as Ling Yen and Ling Ying (@& Be, f®),
Ling Miao (# %), Ling Ming (#2 4A), Ling Tung (88 38),
Ling Chi (@ Bf), Ling Pien fi and gt #8), Ling, Pu
Ling (#2, 7% 8), Lang Ch‘iao (#8 75), Ling Tan 44), etc.

A mere glance at the above terms, which reveal the
fundamental meaning of the character, shows how far removed
it is in its essential meaning from the idea of Ghost or Shades.
And may it not be that in the Chinese use of Ling for the
departed, there was originally a thought of something more
than the ‘shade’ of the dead, namely, the Spirit itself, which
was thought to remain in some mysterious connection with
the body?
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The character Ling throbs with life and energy and spirit-

tial power, and it adapts itself in a wonderful way to the various
ideas of spiritual life and working which we need to express in
translating the Scriptures.

Moreover, the character Ling is often used as a noun,
albeit Mr. Warren in his most excellent article in the last
RECORDER failed to remember for the time that it was so used.
It is used alone, as noted above, for the Shades of the dead.
It is constantly used in the combination of Hun and Ling
together, for man’s soul or spirit, or perhaps for both. The

ordinary colloquial in the north 1s not Ling Hun, but Hun
Ling, and whichever way the characters are placed, they are
rather used co-ordinately as a sort of compound noun. Other
terms are such as San Ling (= #2), Ssu Ling 3%), Yin
Ting (2 #£), Hsien Ling (46 @, one’s ancestors), Sheng
Ling (4 #2, Living spirits or beings), Shu Ling Ti (JB #8 7),
T Ling Wan Kan (~~ 33 Bi). ‘The character 1s one of those
which show the extraordinary facility of a character in the
Chinese language to pass from one part of speech to another.

The saime is true of the character Shen (git), as witness the
adjectival use in the combinations Shen Miao (j@ #p), Shen
Chi (fb #), Shen Chi (ph Bh), Shen Hsiao (aw 3), Shen Hu
(a 32), Shen Tao (Mb 54), Shen Ch‘: (jh Af), Shen Nii (gp 4),
Shen Li (gi! Jy), Shen Neng (j# Chih Sheng Chih Shen
(= 32 % FH), and many others. The general sense here is
divine or divinely.

It may be added that the ready use of Ling as a noun or an
adjective makes it a most valuable character to express the
various synonymous terms for spiritual found in the Bible. It
should be mentioned in this connection that the use of Ling
for Spirit will sometimes prevent a doubt rising in the mind
as to whether God or Spirit is intended, and will give a distinct

terminology for Spirit.
Many years ago I opposed a change of terms in my own

Mission, basing my argument chiefly on linguistic grounds. It
is the one term used in our Mission to which J have given my
unqualified assent.

It goes without saying that, for those who have for a long
term of years used Shen for Spirit, the new term Ling will at
first seem uncanny and difficult for their lips to frame. So
also will it be for those who in all their missionary life have
never used the term Shang T1. Perhaps we may be contented
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if, in speaking, a large liberty is felt in using, more or less,
the old terms, while in printing Bibles and tracts the different
sets of terms be at once and forever abandoned, as soon as the
new terms have been well considered and adopted.

I wish here to add that, in spite of the prejudices of a
life-time against the term Shang Ti for God, I am prepared most
heartily to accept the basis of union, provided only that it shall
be generally and heartily accepted. For more than thirty
years it has seemed plain to me that our blessed Lord took far
less interest in the term question than His missionaries ; that
the outpouring of the Spirit has been granted without any
apparent reference to which set of terms was used, and that
the spiritual enlightenment, and consecration, and firmness
of Chinese Christians has had very little connection with the
set of terms which happened to be used in their instruction.
Far more has depended on the love and spirituality, and faith-
fulness in instruction of their mussionary teacher. With
Shang Ti (_E or Shen (jg) or Chu (=) on their lips, they
have gone forth with equal enthusiasm of devotion to preach
the glad Evangel, and they have met with equal heroism a
martyr’s death.

Itis that the church in China, so far as is possible,
were one. Why not, in a sense, inaugurate this in the very
next tracts we print in our Society, thus saving a large trouble
in proof reading, a considerable extra expense in printing,
and giving an object lesson of Christian unity to our Chinese
brethren and to the world.

Where, except in China, was there ever such a controversy
over the term for the Supreme Being, almost equal to the old
controversies over a letter in a Greek word—dpoovoia or
éuocovota—with, however, this difference. In that controversy, —
Athanasius and others contended for a tundamental doctrine of
faith, namely the true divinity of our Lord, whereas in China
no great doctrine 1s on trial. The question 1s one of terminol-
ogy and not of doctrine. It effects one’s linguistic sense, but
does not at all concern one’s ethical beliefs. I cannot but
think that in the past the subject has been lifted to a plane of
undue importance, especially when compared with the more
vital question of Christian unity.

It is time, I repeat again, to give to the world an illustra-
tion of the power of the gospel to bind together into one the
church in China. If the terms suggested are accepted, we
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shall have a working basis for union which will help to solve
many dificulties,

We shall have as our principal word for God one which,
in the minds of many, was early used in China for the Supreme
Being, besides being in itself a term of exalted dignity.

We shall have, moreover, a generic term for God to use in
many places where we greatly need such a term.

We shall have a term for Spirit which 1s distinct in its
meaning and not liable to be confounded with the term for
God.

We shall have, by and by, a Union Hymn Book, of which
many of us have long dreamed, but never dared to hope for,
and which this Society can print by the hundred thousand for
the use of the coming army of Christians.

Better than all, we shall move together as never before,
in loving harmony and with a great increment of power toward
the accomplishment of the greatest work ever undertaken by
the Church of Christ. And as we march forward, keeping step
together, with what joy and triumph we shall sing:

‘‘ Like a mighty army,
Moves the Church of God;

Brothers, we are treading
Where the saints have trod ;

We are not divided,
All one body we,

One in hope and doctrine,
One in charity,’?

My last word to you, brethren, is, that we press forward in
the work under the inspiration of hope of a sure and triumphant
success. I would I might look upon this land after another
quarter of a century, and perhaps I may, but it will be from
the bonnie land above the stars. But whether from there or
here, what joy to witness the moving forward of the Lord’s
chariot. The resurrection time of China is coming. Not only
among the lower and middle classes is the leaven of the gospel
working, but the film is beginning to be removed from the
eyes of her statesmen and her scholars. When once they shall
get a vision of the beauty and glory of Christianity, then shall
China begin to put on her beautiful garments, and she shall
soon take her place among the great nations of the world.

Away with unworthy and skeptical thoughts-—skeptical
thoughts are always unworthy—in regard to the coming of the
kingdom of God in China! Lift up your heads and behold the
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heavens of the Bible studded with brilliant stars of promise.
See jesus on His Mediatorial Throne. His heart has lost
nothing of its love since He was nailed to the bitter cross. His
arm has lost nothing of its might since He said: ‘‘ All power 1s
piven to mein heaven and in earth,’’ Aye, look around and see.
They are beginning to come; ‘these from the Land of Sinim.”?
By and by they shall come in bands and troops.

A cataclysm of Boxers, or a clash of empires, does but
give a fresh illustration of the power of the gospel, and the
Stability of the kingdom of Heaven. The great waves
of passion, hate and lust, and towering ambition beat against
this rock, but it 1s not shaken. For this is that stone cut ont
of the mountain without hands, which is becoming a great
mountain, filling the whole earth.

May this Society meet worthily the opportunity of the
time, and greatly help forward the coming of the Kingdom of
Heaven in China.

The Life-Story of Pastor Wong Yuk-cho.*
BY REV. J. GENAHR.

C¢ HE king of all the churches is dead!’’ the man in the
street was heard to exclaim, as the immense funeral]
cortege made its way through the crowded streets

of Hongkong. And the man 1n the street spoke truer than he
knew, Pastor Wong Yuk-cho was indeed a prince among his
fellows, head and shoulders above all his brethren in this part
of China; one of the greatest of China’s humbler sons; one
who loved her truly, mourned over her darkness, and worked
faithfully for her enlightenment; one who was, above and
beyond all else, a true Srophet of ine Lord.

Pastor Wong Yuk-cho’s lot was cast in troublous tumes,
and the strong, rugged face bore clear traces of having faced
more of the storm and stress of life’s tempests than many others.
These had left their indelible mark upon him; but they had
only strengthened his hold on things divine and left him more
rich in spiritual experience.

‘(The boy is father to the man;’’ and one passage from
the story of his youth will show how was moulded this good

* Taken from ‘‘ The Chronicle’ of the London Missionary Society.
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pastor, the shepherd of the weak and the suffering, for whom
the poor and the afflicted are weeping to-day.

Born in 1843 and baptized in 1850, by Pastor Lobscheid,
of the Rhenish Mission, Wong Yuk-cho began to study for the
ministry in 1861, under Pastor Gendahr. In 1864 there was a
terrible outbreak of cholera in the Kwai-shin district, where he
was living. His tutor, Pastor Genadhr, himself far from strong,
was labouring anxiously night and day ministering to the sick
and the dying—helping, healing, and praying. More than this;
he took into his own house a poor Chinese woman, ill of
cholera and cast out by her friends, and there ministered to her
with his own hands. The saine evening his own eldest son
fell a victim to the dread disease. To him also Pastor Gendahr
ministered until early morning, when he himself was stricken
down with deadly sickness. Then he called to him his most
trusted pupils, Wong Yuk-cho and his brother; and these two
young students, with tenderest care and solicitude, did all that
could be done for their beloved tutor and pastor and his son,
until that same afternoon God took them both. All the other
students had fled in terror, but these two, with their own hands,
prepared for their last resting place the bodies of those whom
they had loved in life, and with their own hands reverently and
sorrowfully laid them in their graves. Ot the students who fed
in fear, the greater number were seized with cholera, and very
many died, while the two among them who were faithful to
their pastor were kept in perfect health all through.

In 1866 Wong Yuk-cho was sent by Pastor (afterwards Dr.)
Faber to Fu-mun to preach. The following year he married ;
but, according to Chinese custom, his wife remained with his
father and mother in the city of Tung-kun. in 1370 reports
were circulated in Tung-kun that Wong’s father—himself a
preacher—was using medicinal powder to delude women into
entering the church. One day a messenger rushed into the
little chapel in Fu-mun with the startling news that there had
been a riot in Tung-kun, but that whether Wong Yuk-cho’s
people were dead or alive he could not tell. Wong Yuk-cho set
out immediately for Tung-kun. When he reached the city,
the first sight that met his eyes was the ruins of the chapel
where his father lived and preached. On the ghastly ruined
walls were hung his mother’s, wife’s, and sister’s clothes. He
could not find his people there, nor hear what had become of
them, so he returned to Canton. There he learned that they

1904. |
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had gone on to Fu-mun, after passing through great perils, and
being wondrously delivered.

His eldest daughter was then a baby of six months, and
when the chapel was attacked the baby was snatched up by one
of the rioters, whose intention was to dash her that moment
in pieces on the ground. Instead of crying at his rude hand-
ling, the innocent babe laughed in his face, and a man standing
near remarked to the would-be-murderetr : ‘* How can you be so
hard- hearted as to kill a laughing child like that?’”? ‘Von had
better give her to me !”’ This man was secretly a friend of the
preacher, by whom be had been helped in time of sickness. He
not only thus rescued the child from instant death, but contriv-
ed to give her back to her mother, and helped them all to
escape to Canton and thence to Fu-mun.

The baby saved from death that day is now the head
teacher in the L. M. S. Training Home for girls at Hongkong,
and has done many years of faithful work for the Master.
In 1673 Pastor Wong was moved to Hongkong on account
of his health, and, in 1884, being generously given up by
the Rhenish Mission to the urgent call of the ‘‘ To-tsai’’—
the L. M. S. Independent Church in Hongkong—he was
ordained as pastor of that Church, which post he held most
faithfully for seventeen years. Only those who knew both
pastor and people know what it meant to be the pastor of
such a church.

During the first dreadful outbreak of plague in Hongkong
in 1894, he was instant in season and out of season, standing
between the living and the dying, visiting them in their infected
homes or in the isolation hospitals, never sparing himself, going
through tropical rains or blazing heat to comfort the dying,
or to follow them to their last resting-place. And equally
eager was he to devise means whereby the panic-stricken people
might escape the awful scourge by being taught and heiped to
put into practice simple sanitary measures, or by being moved
into more sanitary houses.

Another time of fearful anxiety and strain, which told on
him permanently, was the Boxer rebellion of 1900. For his
own sons, for the sons of others near to him, for the sons of
his people, and for his beloved country, he suffered crushing
anxiety and cruel suspense, and he prayed in an agony day alter
day. He looked more than ever like a prophet of olden days—~
a veritable Elijah in Chinese form and dress. He was never
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the same man again; he aged visibly from that time, and
probably the heart weakness, of which we only knew when he
was slipping away from us, dated from those days.

A very remarkable dream which was sent to him before
there was any hint of trouble in the north, and of which he
wrote to his eldest son in Tientsin, was the means of saving the
lives of several of the family.

Next to the suspense about his own sons was the burden of
anxiety for others. Fathers, whose sons had gone north with
his, would come and sit at his door asking for news, and remain
there weeping when day aiter day none came. His heart was
wrung for them and for his country, whose shame and degrada-
tion he felt keenly. I shall never forget his prayers for her,
nor for those of whom no word came for so long.

During the last year of his full ministry in the To-tsa1
church, Pastor Wong was especially earnest and faithful in all
his preaching and pastoral work; and he might, with perfect
truth, have used Paul’s words to the Ephesian elders in de-
scribing his own ministry. He laboured, indeed, night and day
with tears, and shrank not from declaring unto them the whole
counsel of God.

I was greatly touched the other day, when proposing to
one of the elders that a lock should be put on the door of the
little vestry room behind the pulpit, for the more convenient
keeping of the communion plate. ‘' Yes,’’ he replied, ‘‘I
suppose we can put a lock on that door now; it was Pastor
Wong who used that room for Jrayer.”’

Therein lay the secret of his power—power with God and
power with men. His spiritual insight was keen and far-reach-
ing, and his message so clear that even the children of seven and
eight in the Training Home would bring back some anecdote or
illustration for the Sunday evening questioning, while for the
most advanced Christian thinker there was always much of
helpful thought.

His ministry was a much larger one than his own church,
and he was always busy devising means for the uplifting of the
people and the amelioration of the lot of the poor. One of his
last efforts was the combating successfully the government
scheme for placing water-meters in all the houses, which he
foresaw would press very heavily on the poor; so that one of
them remarked as the funeral passed by: ‘‘ We shall remember
Wong Yuk-cho as long as we drink water,’’

1904. |
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Yes, we shall long remember Wong Yuk-cho—faithiul,

earnest pastor, true friend and wise counsellor, far seeing pro-
phet and patriot ! And most earnestly we pray that the same
spiritual power may rest upon us, and that the mantle of Elijah,
who has been taken from us, may rest upon some Elisha. (Sod
etant that not one but many may be ‘‘ baptized for the dead.’’

Normal Schools for China.
BY REV. J. SADLER, AMOY.

HE, educational awakening throughout China 1s a matter

form in education 1s in the air. The great mandarins
in Peking are taking it up, and edicts favouring it have been
sent throughout the empire. some of the great viceroys are
warmly and enthusiastically in favour of it. Many of the Im-
perial examiners in their examination of the literary men in
the various provinces for their degrees show that they sympa-
thize by the new and startling questions they put to the examin-
CeS ~€ The scholars who form the thinkers of the nation, and
from whom the future rulers are selected, may be considered
favourable, since we hear of no protest from them, but rather
a readiness to fall in with the new régime which they see is
imminent. This awakening is explained in various ways.
some dwell on the influence of Japan, since her adoption of
Western methods, some on the desire of the Chinese to cope
with Westerners, some hold that the reason is to be found in
the desire for gain.

The present effort is to call the attention of all educa-
tionists to the need of practical sympathy in this important
national movement and specially to show the need of normal
schools for training teachers. We believe that in the near
future there will be a rapid extension of the new ideas about
education, and schools will be opened throughout the country
where they will be taught. Oualified teachers for these will be
needed, and we have no doubt, judging from even present
experiences, that the authorities will often turn to us for such
mernt. The reform has undoubtedly come by the teaching and
the literature that have been issued by Western instructors, and
it is but natural to suppose that those who have begun the good
work should be able to carry it on.

| for profound attention to all thoughtfal Re
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We must be prepared to assist in this national move-
ment. It would indeed be sad if those whose hearts and
minds are devoted to the subject were compelled to stand
aside and allow this great intellectual movement to fail, or be
hindered by want of sympathy and co-operation. The nation
would suffer and the benefits of Western influence would be
limited.

The fact is that native teachers lack the most rudimentary
ideas of how to teach. ‘The Chinese method is one that never
aims at developing the thought and the imagination of the
pupils. For two thousand years the main thought has been
to cram the minds and memories ot the scholars with their
classical literature and to leave the mind absolutely untrained
to anything like original thought. We shall never be able
to secure school reform until we have men trained in Western
methods. This can only be done by the establishment of nor-
mal schools, where the men shall not only be taught the
science of teaching but where they shall be delivered from the
profound belief in the native methods which have been ingrained
itito them by ages of experience.

In Amoy it 1s proposed to establish such a normal school on
the broadest and most liberal Christian basis. Literary men of all
shades of religious belief are to be admitted. ‘The curriculum
will extend over three years. Not only scientific knowledge
will be imparted but actual experience in teaching.

Of course all this means a considerable outlay. We should
require a highly trained and efficient teacher from home. No
Chinese could take his place. There should be the erection of
suitable school buildings and the granting of a good round
sum annually to meet the necessary initial expenses.

The Chinese will be expected to exercise all liberality in
such a scheme, but at the outset they would need help and
stimulus and guidance which they are ready to value.

To make teachers willing for their toilsome duties, fairly
good salaries should be given. From different quarters the call
for teachers comes. All thoughtful persons realize that the
time has come when a torward movement must be made in the
matter. Fnends of progress in Amoy have had a conference
on the subject. Care has been taken as to a curriculum, and
as to the present statement. To fail in carrying on this move-
ment will be to lose splendid opportunities. A. reckoning has
come to hand that if only teachers were obtainable, ten thousand
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day-schools might be opened in China. Opportunity is thus
given us of educating the next generation of Chinese.

Inquiries on the matter may be made of Rev. J. Sadler,
London Mission, Amoy, who will lay them before the educa-
tionists who have already met in Conference and who arte pre-
pared to work at the scheme.

The Morrison Society Department.
The Morrison Society has for its purpose the promotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to miussionary work in China.
Some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to.time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of all or any of the officers and members of the Societv.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
15B Peking Road, Shanghai.

The Relationships of the Missionary to the
Chinese.

BY REV. WILLIAM REMFREY HUNT,

HE relationships of the missionary to the Chinese rest
ultimately upon the fact of human brotherhood. Even
where this racial or psychological diagnosis is capable

of being questioned, the essential nature of things presupposes
that certain relations exist. Admit that it is a moral issue, and
we shall easily discover that all men must stand to each other
in the relation of equality, not of condition but of right.

With ali the lessons of the past to guide us, we can hardly
dare, even yet, to essay to say we understand. We may apr
prehend enough to be quiet, where we do not comprehend
enoweh to be loud. Every thoughtful student will agree that
these relations are not a mere abstract idea, but are to he classed
in the realm of real entities.

That the bearing of two or more things upon each other,
especially in mission relations, must lead to some mutual re-
cognition, conformity and even actual alliance, is not difhenlt
of admission. Any rupture of these functions will tend to
alienate, produce friction and cause ultimate disorder. ‘This is
the parainount issue.
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Assuming, therefore, that the fotegoing hypotheses are at
least the results of reflection on experience, it will be patent,
even to the youngest missionary, that this is a large subject. it
is vital enough to make its considération and study one of the
most serious problems in the whole range of missionics.

For the sake of convenience we shall classify the relation-
ships of the missionary to the Chinese under three heads, as
follows ‘~~

(1) As fellow-mien ; (IT) As the recipients of a new faith ;
(TIT) As co-workers in its propaganda.

I. AS FELLOW MEN,

(x). On Social Lines.—The relationships of the missionary
to the Chinese, might be symbolised 11 agreement entered into
by each individual Chinanian of the one part, and the member-
ships of the missionary fraternities of the other part ; each side
recognising certain mutual relationships which each shall be

bound under moral obligations to observe; the contract being
mutual first and legal last. Now this assumed agreement
witnesses that in ptirsuance of such aforesaid conditions, we are
face to face with certain functions which, especially in the
principles of social order, embody and involve the whole in-
terests of Christianity in China. Along social lines, therefore,
how do we stand.to the Chinese ? To this question it may be
answered, that depends largely upon the view taken of the
Chinaman by his over-the-sea visitor. How he looks at tus is
just as important a factor. Already it has taken a century to
get the range, our sighting being defective and his means of
viewing us insufhcient ; consequently it is fortunate alike for us,
as for him, that the drift of many of our arguments has not
been comprehended.

History, language, literature, religion, home, customs, ha-
bits, thoughts and traditions are diametrically opposite. ‘These
facts are as much a riddle to him as they are to us. In spite of
the glamour surrounding the idea of the brotherhood of man,
all men are strangers until they know each other. The appal-
ling ostracisms that happen to-day, in and out of China, on the
basis of colour, rank, wealth and birth are attestations to this
statement.

The first phase of the problem calls for a place of recogni-
tion. It may be discovered in the commonplace guest room,
the highest seat, the cup of tea offered politely, his being
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able to drink it without suspicion, the startling disclosure made
to him after superhuman mental gymnastics that I am a man,
and then the concession, with indescribable moral shocks, made
by my admitting him into the campus of our humanity. If this
point dappur is related to bottom strata, we may with strategy
win an entrance into the heart-land and soul-kingdom of our
yellow brother and discover, albeit, that the absence of per-
spective in him, and color blindness in me, was the cause of bias
and the hindrance to appreciation in our respective view-points.

The native racial pride, isolation, clannishness and conser-
vatism which we have to meet, and invite to a larger realm,
is no new condition. In all the provinces this same mutual
unrecognition has manifested itself, producing social disorders,
fostering internecine strifes and causing external wars from the
days of Yao and Shun to the Tsing dynasty.

As we have come to understand each other better, we have
discerned in each other long-lost links of kinship. These pre-
sent themselves to us in all the phases of social Ife. ‘This is
the realm where the missionary is supreme. He lives, works,
loves, and sacrifices among them for their interests. Into the
sacred recesses of home, into its nearest and most cherished ties
and sympathies, the missionary is now admitted. Merchants
and civil officials do not often cross this bar. At times of
betrothal, marriage vows, in sickness, in the struggles and
aspirations of life, and by the solemn grave, it is to the brother-
man, the missionary, that the Chinese look for sympathy and

These are the secret treasures that are unearthed >
by love, and they are, with the spiritual benedictions which
adorn the lives of the redeemed communions, the true Gesta
Christi—the achievements of the Christ, which cheer and
inspire to still higher relations.

How far, and in what way, we can assist in the arena of
domestic happiness and the common good, is to be determined
by circumstances. Principles rather than standards will be the
best aids. When the Chinese, among the masses, as well as
among the ézte, come to see the real relation of Christianity—
and they can only see it through the exhibit we present—to the
social conditions around them, affecting the student, agricultural-
ist, artisan and merchant, they will admit its reasonableness
and consider us and our religion in a new connection.

At the Chicago Missionary Rally of the Disciples of Christ,
held in January of the present year, the Rev. Chas. Clayton
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Morrison, speaking of the ‘‘Dignity of the Missionary
Enterprise,’’ forcefully summed up the situation thus : ‘ST ook-
ing forward we see that practical social problems start up as
soon as the gospel begins to be accepted by individuals. As the
number of converts increases, these problems assume a more
acute and impressive form. ‘The contintred advance of Chris-
tianity depends upon the solution of some of them. The mis-
sionary has need at this. point of a firm: grasp of the principles
of social order. That young science of sociology which is com-
manding the interest of modern scholarship should be represent-
ed in the person of the mussionary who, positively in the
ence of a strained social situation, is able to at least treat it as
a problem and attack it as a man used to meeting problems.
The missionary must ultimately be a statesman, a man with
large vision, reckoning in his thought and work with funda-
mental principles and world forces.”

(2). ln Affatrs.—lIt ts because Christianity has
ideals for the market, the city, and the forum, that it is a social
and common religion. With an outlook upon every side of nature
and of life, 1t should not be thought strange that the Chinese
have seen that of all the faiths and philosophies Christianity
alone is a power regulative of development in every section of
society. Not less attractive is it in its unique demands that
religion and conduct should agree. This is a new tenet set in 2
new faith before them. We must continue to teach and empha-
size this principle. It admits of neither compromise nor appeal.

Mutual distrust 1s a part of the social fabric. Pure honesty,
even for converts, is diffcult of attainment. The ‘‘abacns’”?
has no other relation to morals other than that of the ‘‘ cash
nexus.’? This is its entire fact and its final function. This
soul-destroying fungus is in the church and must be uprooted.
Who among the standard writers on China—and their name is
legion-——have not struck at this withering blight of character
which seems so intensified in the Chinese nature? Who has
not felt the irritancy of the squeeze, commission, the lust for
cash, the enchantment of contraband goods in sait, ammunition,
etc., etc., the allurements of the guilds, money-lending on
enormous interest ? ‘These and a thousand other kindred evils
threaten the Chinese in and out of the church. We stand to
these in one relation only—that of water to fire.

The servant question is a very acute sphere of friction.
It is amazing how familar the average cook, houseboy and
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amah seem to become in missionary homes should they enjoy
the bliss of being church members. No one among the mis-
sionaries disavows the moral obligations as enjoined upon wus in
the gospel, in our duty to them as men and women and as
creatures of God; but it is one of the most delicate questions in
Missions. We have seen instances in the church and its local
conferences where the enlightened cook debated from the rostrum
with his employer on some elastic cash consideration with all
the self-consciousness of his tribe.*

To the vexed Lord’s Day question, feast days, immunity
from idolatrous festival expenses, calls to contribute service at
the official Yainén examinations, and many other customs which
involve the convert 1n his relations to the church, we believe
the gospel rule of conduct in the relations which it establishes,
and the obligations which it enforces, will not be seriously at
variance with the new treaty regulations by which our course
must be, at least, influenced.

Inasmuch as there is nothing im the teachings of Christ
tending towards an industrial disturbance of society, we, too,
place ourselves under obligations to act only on and never
beyond His authority. Modern industrial and commercial
systems are too easily misread by the elementary minds of the
Chinese. On the full fare of the distribution of wealth and
liberties of franchise they would soon suffer from complicated
disorders. Better introduce new tools, trade improvements,
frugality and industry in the home than fit on to these babes in
progress the latest fashions and ideals in modern society.

If these principles be correct and the opportunities that are
open to us to-day as leaders among the masses be availed of,
then, it seems, there is for us, as missionaries, a splendid occasion
to enunciate those structural principles which lead up to the
ideal of a Christian society : the good of sharing benefits with
others, the forsaking of all for the spiritual good, the genuine
following of Jesus as the true test of discipleship, and the
ultimate ushering in of the ‘* Kingdom of God’’ on earth.

(3). Iu Polttical Relationshtps.—The results of civil and
political history are beacon lights, both in the church and in

* Even the sage Confucius was perplexed enough by this relation toexclaini
+ FA, WE de -f, Hop A, BOR ih, EO BH OR, i 7 By i.

‘<The master said: Of all people, girls and servants are the most ducult
to behave to. If you are familiar with them, they lose their humility; if you
maintain a reserve toward them, they are discontented.”
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the halls of justice.
of church and state in medieval history will not fail to see its
grievous results. In the present crises neither ancient codes
of law, nor modern canons of the church appear to solve the
problem. Besides, while the Chinese government has appeared
to have been annoyed by the irregularities of church interference,
it has not yet seriously taken in the situation.

Suspicious of Christianity, as of other exotic systems, and
not entirely without reason, the popular idea is that the converts
to Christianity are proselytes of the respective countries whose
societies are thus financed and supported. Roman missions have
lent the lie to this abortion of good sense and civil justice. Our
relations here are seriously involved. Although disclaiming any
‘¢ official status’? Protestants have yet to demonstrate this to the
mandarinate. The official communication of the bishops of the
Anglican communion in China did, in their document addressed
to representatives in Peking, somewhat clarify the air by thus
stating their position : ‘“We have no wish to complicate our
spiritual responsibilities by the assumption of political rights and
duties, such as have been conceded to the Roman Catholic
hierarchy.’’ While whole communities are being lured into
the belief that their alliance to the ‘‘Church Emperor’’—
the Pope-——will secure to them immunity from all relations to
the state, there is presented a menace, zmferium in tmperto
indeed.

Under the new and hberalizing influences of Christianity
in China, it is of the utmost importance that our methods and
relations shall be conciliatory, adaptive and synthetic. A right
principle wrongly applied 1s worse than a falsity. In the ap-
plication of giant principles to the dwarfed and warped conditions
in these backward Eastlands, there lies the gravest peril ! Never
was the need greater for efficient leadership. Current human
history demonstrates the divine immanence in the affairs of
to-day. Lhe new social and industrial renaissance is, with its
wave cutrents of reform, affecting Manchuria, Mongolia, and
even lonely ‘Thibet. With the people more accessible to instruc-
tion on the character, aims, and good influences of our faith
than they have ever been before, it does not seem hard to believe
that within the century there will be a hundred millions of the
yellow race who will embrace some new religion, and that despite
the wars of ‘‘commercial rivalries,’? ‘‘ political jealousies,’’ and
‘religious animosities, ”?
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The student who examines into the unton
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While there may be in some of the moral conditions

similarity to those in vogue among the early brilliant Romanic
and Keltic peoples, we should teach our converts that under
the despotic tyrannies that Rome forced upon Syria, Jesus
yet taught that the secret of true national dignity lay in good
citizenship and righteousness. In our advocacy of liberal
government, in its right and proper place, let us keep our right
and proper place also. Inoculated with the ideas now current
in the radical vernacular press, under caption of 9 (‘‘ liberty” }
and 2B (‘‘equality’’), thousands of the young and perplexed
students become as ‘‘ bold as the peasants of Neckar.”

These combinations of circumstances, affecting the whole
range of the social, industrial, and political relationships of the
missionary to the Chinese, and the Chinese to themselves, will
be sometimes accompanied by various changes in the calendar of
religious restrictions and privileges. The pendulum will swing
again and again from ‘‘official protection ’’ to ‘‘ popular hostul-
ity,’ and vice versa. This will be true, though we shall not
always be able to trace causes.

ET, AS THE RECIPIENTS OF A NEW FAITH.

(i). With all their National Prejudices.—Mission Boards
have too often expected more from the missionaries than the
gospel commission implies. Seme have thought that to chris-
tianize a people was the same as to Americanize or Anglicize it.
It is the glory of Christianity that it does not destroy individual-
ity; rather does it assist 1f, reconstruct it, and make it serviceable
to God and the race. in the same proportion as Christianity
is represented by the sum ef all the sects, and not alone by any
one of them, so is the human brotherhood in various nation-
alities to be thus recognised. To those who have sight as well
as faith this principle will be evident. Our relations must be
studied from a sympathetic as well as a practical point of view.
The candid Ethiopian was turned into a rapturous devotee of
the Christ by a wise missionary. Combating, as we do, intense
racial prejudices, our attitude should be as charitable as that of
Jesus and the apostles towards the rich young lawyer, the
Greeks, the Syro-Phcenician woman, the Samaritans, the
eloquent rabbi Apollos, the enquirers in all Asia, and the whole
gamut of the opposing forces in Syria.

More than ever we are coming to a concordant and con-
sequently nearer approach to these people. Reciprocal friend-
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ships as advanced in the ethical teachings of Confucius (e.¢.,
BWA AK HK I & F, ‘Is it not pleasant to have friends
comiig irom distant quarters?’’) have assisted us. Of course
there will be visits from mute, cold, and even cynical men.
Even these are sometimes, with warm graces, thawed into
friendliness. Who has not been awed in the guest room by
the audacity of inferiority of size, supported by the superiority
of spectacles ?

One of the chief hindrances to the acceptation of the Chris-
tian religion by the Chinese, as a thinking and eminently
religious people, has, perhaps, been that there has been no real
unprejudiced estimate of our faith, its life, forces and fruits,
placed before them by any of their own leading people. Some
time in the near future we believe God will raise up a man in
China who will lead the Chinese into their own rich inheritance.
The same challenge that the Apostle Paul threw down before
the proud Roman, the cultured Greek, the religious few, the
Epicureans and the Stoics, will have to be laid before the
Chinese by some strong, able, God-filled and Spirit-guided
Chinese, who will, on terms dictated by the Holy Ghost, repeat
the challenge again to the deluded Taoist, the credulous Bud-
dhist and the atheistic Confucian coteries.

Dr. Henry Barrows gave us food for sober thought when
he said: ‘*Hven in his political subjugation and social infe-
riority, many a proud Oriental deems himself the spiritual
superior, at least in some things, of his Western teachers.” This
very pride, turned in the right direction, after moral and spuirit-
ual reconstruction, may even be transferred into a blessing.
Paul gloried in his pure Hebrew stock. Before the Sanhedrtn,
Felix, Festus and Agrippa, he gained immensely by appealing to
his devotion to the traditions of the fathers. He knew, more-
over, the place, office and limitations of these traditions, and
it was because he knew thus by revelation and experience, that
he neither exalted them above measure, nor cast them regard-
lessly away.

Speaking on non-Christian religions and apologetic problems,
the same author quoted above says: ‘‘The miussionary is
primarily a messenger sent to tell a great story and also a
witness of what the Christ of that story has wrought for hunself
and the world. The great mass of heathendom is not scholarly,
is not philosophical ; it needs not argument so much as mercy,
relief, sympathy, primary instruction, the sight of pure homes
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and Christly lives, and, in the midst of all these things, the
lifting up of our Lord and Redeemer,’’

With the rich and illuminating guidance of the almighty
though invisible Holy Spirit, controlling from within, and zz
perpetuam, the affairs of the church, we should not be dis-
couraged by reason of wrestling with such a subtle, mighty and
pervasive foe as contiguous heathenism. Like a white swan
upon a putrid pond, the sanctified messenger of a new life rides
over, but not tnto the degrading heathenism. The waters ate
full of the débris of effete creeds and dead ideas. Among the
richest and fairest places in the fields of the Orient, heathenism
shows itself to be blight and black rot. We stand in the same
relation to these conditions as did the old foresters of Enrope to
the infected oak stumps and roots; they were rooted up and
burned because they produced disease and decay.

(To be concluded).

Educational Department.
Rev, J. A. Sruspy, “dzfor.

Conducted in the interests of the ‘‘ Educational Association of China.”’

The Practicability and Utility of Romanization.
N these days when Romanization 1s occupying the attention

of so many of the missionaries throughout the empire and
when its practicability and utility are doubted by some, a

few words of testimony from a place where it has stood the test
of time may be not unprofitable.

J refer to Ningpo Romanization which has been in use for
over half a century and in which we now have a large and con-
stantly increasing literature. We pride ourselves on having
the first complete Chinese Bible wzdh cross references, due to
the untiring efforts of our venerable Dr. Goddard.

However, the ultimate criterion of the utility and practicabil-
ity of Romanization rests not upon the literature which may be
built up around it; rather does it rest upon the possibility and
facility of teaching Romanization and making it a practical
acquirement not only to the scholar and the merchant, but to
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the farmer and to the coolie, to the uncultured masses. Tt 19
here that we must look for the success or failure of any system
of Romanization. Judged by these standards I am sure the
entire missionary body in Ningpo would give their unqualified
testimony to the utility and practicability of the Nuingpo
Romanization.

Our system is very simple, thus making it possible for the
most ignorant to acquire it. ‘The various inissions have classes
annually for men and women, which meet at Ningpo for from
four weeks to three months. Tt is of the men’s classes that I
shall write in particular. They meet for only four or six weeks.
Daily instruction is given in reading and writing the Romanized,
the rudiments of arithmetic and geography, the Lite of Christ,
the muracles and parables, and Mrs. Nevius’s Catechism. ‘The
ineimbers of these classes are mostly trom the farming class and
cannot read either character or Romantzed, amd yet at the end
of the six weeks’ course the brightest can read the New Testa-
ment and Hymn Book with considerable smoothness ; the great
majority can read the New Testament, although stumblingly
nevertheless intelligently ; while the few, because of hopeless
ignorance or consummate laziness or irresponsible youth, fail to
get any grasp whatever of the system of Romanization. ‘This
year the men’s class in the Presbyterian Mission numbered
twenty-six, of whom the oldest was sixty-one and the youngest
about thirteen years of age. Five had attended a previous session
of the class, could read Romamized, and therefore were given
advanced work. Of the remaining twenty-one, two failed to make
any considerable progress because of the extreme youth which
lured them on to play instead of study ; two fated to finish the
primer because of natural stupidity ; and one—the old man—
failed to reach the coveted goal—ability to read the Bible—
because of his late arrival, being present during but half the
session. But the remaining sixteem movices during these six
weeks of study so seeured a grasp of the Romanized that they
could read any part of the Bible or any of our Romanized.
literature.

I remember last year while touring the owt-stations, the
pastor called upon one of the young men to read the Scripture
lesson in the C. EH. prayer meeting. How his eyes beamed
with joy as he arose and read from God’s Word ! ‘Three months
previous to this the Bible had been a closed book to him.
There are many similar instances. The same young man
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wrote me a letter in Romanized a few weeks after the close of
the men’s class. It was quite legible, though there were a few
minor mistakes.

Many of our Christians (men and women) have learned to
read on Sundays at the church between the services, some of
their more enlightened brethren teaching them. Some of the
servants on our compounds have learned to read the Romanized
in two or three months, receiving daily a half hour’s instruction
from the foreigner.

All these are results which could have been obtained only
after months of mental effort in the memorizing of characters.

The Romanized has thus proved a great boon to our Chris-
tians. A large proportion of our Christian constituency read
only the Romanized, and the number is increasing yearly through
the efforts of the missionaries, who also conduct short classes in
the various out-stations throughout the year and thus help those
who are unable to attend the annual classes in Ningpo. In
this way is the Word of God made accessible to many, and 2
ineans of sustaining many in hours of trial and temptation, and
of helping them to grow souls like the great soul of the Infinite
Who breathes and speaks and helps in every page of His in-
spired Word.

We hope to lay still greater emphasis this year on these
classes and will make a special effort to have our enquirers
attend thein. With the possibility of acquiring a reading knowl-
edge of the Bible in from four to six weeks or three months,
there should be no reason, except under extraordinary circum-
stances, why we should not make this a condition of church
membership. Surely this is the ideal towards which we are
all working.

Perhaps these few words may convince some honest doubt-
ers that Romanization is a system easily learned and also
practicable and helpful in the winning of this empire to Christ.
May He speed the day when the Bible will be an open book,
accessible to all who would go there for new ideals of living and
new hopes for the eternal ages.

Sr Ap. pyre seiner

A. R. KEPLER.
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Romanized Scriptures.
AST year we published a list of sixteen of the dialects

| céchina in which the Bible or some portion of it had
been printed in the Romanized. We are interested to

learn that another will soon be added to the lst. An | edition
of Matthew is now being printed by the British and Foreign
Bible Society in the Chung-chia dialect. We are indebted to
Rev. G. H. Bondfield for the following particulars :—

The Chung-chias are a tribe of non-Chinese inhabiting
the central, southern and south-western part of Kweichow
province—estimated at a million—with more in Yunnan and
K They speak a language of their own, split up into
several dialects. The Chung-chias were originally the same as
the Shans and Siamese. They differ from the Lolos, Miraos and
other aborigines, or non-Chinese tribes im the west. They
retain their peculiar customs as well.as. language. Though
Chinese have to some extent inter-married wrth them, they have
not lost their identity or their special characteristics. The
Chinese did not conquer these provinces: mmti]l the 13th century
and only after prolonged conflict.

The Chung-chias have no alphabet nor literature. All
deeds, etc., are drawn up in Chinese. The translation which
Is now being printed is in the dialect of Kwei-yang-fu, the
capital of the province, and is probably spoken by 200,000
people. This gospel is translated by Mr. S. R. Clarke, who is
one of the Committee engaged in translating the Union Man-
darin version.

The year 1903 should encourage progress in the work of
publishing Romanized Scriptures. The British and Foreign
Bible Society reports 6,200 copies and the American Bible
society 7, 500. Of the tormer, 2,000 were Bibles and g00 were
Testaments, the rest were Bible portions. The figures for the
year for both Societies are as follows :—

Amoy
Foochow
Hainan
Hinghua
Mandarin
Shanghai
Wenchow

2,000
4,500

5390
A, O00

S90
§00

1,900

7Q0
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The most notable of these in some respects is the Mandarin
version of Mark. The ‘‘standard system’’ which was used
in that edition is to be used (with slight modifications) in
printing the four gospels, and in due time will probably be
used in printing the Bible complete in the Mandarin dialect.
We are glad to note also that the Wenchow New Testament
has been completed and published in Romanized. —

The present year will probably show a marked advance
over the year just past. While the number of books published
last year was not very large, it exceeds any other year with
three exceptions, and the prospect for the Romanized was
never more encouraging than at present. The total number of
Romanized Bibles and portions printed by the Bible Societies
in various Chinese dialects up to the end of last year and since
1890 1s 123,637 copies, an average of 10,300 each year.

Educational Directory.
J ROF. N. GIST GEE, Soochow, reports that he has

received quite a number of replies to his circular asking
for information to be used in preparing a new Educa-

tional Directory. Those who have not yet replied are requested
to do so as soon as possible. A report 1s desired from all
mission schools and from all schools for Chinese conducted by
foreigners or with which foreigners are connected. The report
will not be confined to schools connected with the Educational
Association.

$n Mcmoriam.
REV. EDWARD M. SCHEIRER.

BY EDWARD C. MACHLE, M.D.

Rev. Edward M. Scheirer was born May 2nd, 1872, in Lyons,
Berks Co., Pa. When a mill-boy, he had a strong desire for
a good education, and through the help of his pastor, the Rev. James
Walloston Kirk, he embraced the first opportunity presented him to
be in an educational institution and paid his way, performing the
arduous duties of janitor, gardener and other menial work.

No work was beneath him if it could be used as a stepping stone
to the attainment of a higher, better and more useful life.
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He decided that the most useful life was winning souls to Christ.
He graduated from Ursinus College, Collegeville, Pa.; took a
theological course at Auburn Seminary and was ordained and then
installed in October, 1899, as pastor of the Elmwood Presbyterian
Church near Syracuse, New York, where he occupied the pulpit for
three years.

Touched by the early death of, and the urgent appeal for some
one to fill the place of, his friend, the Rev. Leonard Palmeter
Davidson, missionary to the Philippines, who died June 8th, roor,
Mr. Scheirer offered himself a month later (July 8th) to the Pres-
byterian Board of Foreign Missions, U.S. A. In April, 1902, he
was assigned to the Canton Mission and arrived on the field in
October.

Though he was on the field but twenty months, his life touched
ours so frequently that his good qualities of heart and mind shone
prominently.

Pleasant socially, he would do what he could to make a gather-
ing a success. Painstaking in all his work, he applied himself
closely to the acquisition of the Chinese language.

Knowing that he would have the care of all the evangelistic
work of the Lien-chow station in the near future during Mr.
Hdward’s home furlough, he hoped to sufficiently master the lang-
uage that he might superintend the work efficiently and satisfac-
torily.

His Chinese teacher had spoken to me more than once of Mr.
Scheirer’s aptitude of pronouncing the tones correctly at the first
hearing, After his death, this teacher said that he had taught a
number of foreigners and Mr. Scheirer excelled them all in his ability
to pronounce the Chinese correctly when first heard.

During the twenty months he passed two creditable examina-
tions in the Cantonese dialect, prayed at the Christian Endeavor
meeting and acted temporarily as superintendent of the Sabbath
school.

He desired to be where he could do the most good, and his
heart was satished when he saw the need there was for him at this
inland station.

A few days before his death, while making his will, he said:
feel that I have not lived in vain since I have been able to pro-
vide for my brother’s and sister’s education.’’

some of his last words were: ‘‘I did hope I might be permitted
to do some work in China for my Master before called to rest,’’
I am called to go, it is one of the dispensations of Providence that
we cannot understand. Well, it’s all right anyhow.”

This friend and fellow-worker fell asleep in Jesus near Ljien-
chow, North-west Kwongtung province, June rith, 1904.
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DEATH OF REV. CHARLES ROBERTSON, LONDON

MISSION, HANKOW.,

Memorial Service in Kuling Church.
This week has been a sad one to a large circle of missionaries

in Kuling. Three weeks ago Rev. Charles Robertson, of Hankow,
preached a grand sermon in the Kuling church, and on Wednesday,
the 20th inst., he passed away, leaving a widow and three children.
‘The cause was typhoid fever.

A memorial service was held on the evening of the same day,
which was largely attended, especially by the Hankow residents.
Several speakers took part and bore testimony to the value of Mr.
Robertson’s work and the affectionate esteem in which he was held
by his colleagues and friends.

Rey. Grifhth John, D.D., expressed his personal sense of loss,
for Mr. Robertson had acted toward him as a son to a father. Ir.
John also spoke of the loss to the London Mission and their sympathy
with the widow and children. Mr. Robertson was only thirty-four
years of age. He was looking forward to a furlough next year.
His knowledge of business had caused him to be appointed the Central
China Treasurer of the L. M.S. A promise from him was as good
as a bond, atid could be depended on. His willingness to oblige all
was most marked. Mr. Robertson was modest in a degree unusual
even ina Scotsman; his firmness of character never developed into
obstinacy, his caution did not degenerate into suspicion.

Mr. Robertson liked the Chinese, and he was ambitious to be
a sinologue ; to this end he studied hard and made excellent
progress. The Central China Religious Tract Society, of whose
Kditorial Committee he was a member, valued his conscientious and
painstaking work.

Mr. Robertson loved to preach the gospel. It was joy to him
to go to ouft-stations and attend to his pastoral duties. It was a
struggle to have to withdraw in some measure from evangelistic
and attend to educational work. He had teaching duties in the
high school and theological college, as well as taking charge of
several day-schools. It was probably during his examination visits
to these schools that he contracted the fever, from which he died.
Reason may question why so useful and faithful a man should be
removed. Faith in God sees beyond the mystery and finds the
Father’s will behind it all, and His will is best.

Dr. Barrie, of Chang-sha, Hunan, spoke of his personal
intercourse with Mr. Robertson, of his enthusiasm for his work, his
high and noble ideals, and the quiet yet strong influence over the
natives.
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Dr. Booth, of Hankow, assured the London Mission of the sympa-

thy of the Wesleyan Mission in its trial. ‘The losses in their own Mis-
sion had been a common link of fellowship and led to union of heart.

Dr. Davenport, of Wuchang, who had been in charge of the
case, spoke of his personal affection for Mr. Robertson, who had
been his colleague for years. Great solemnity came over the meet-
ing as he touchingly described the last messages and the earnest-
ness with which the dying missionary begged those around him to
preach Jesus Christ and His gospel. His last words were: ‘‘ Holy!
Holy ! Holy !”’

The missionary presiding over the gathering spoke of the joy
of meeting so many dear friends from year to year and the sadness
of seeing many gaps in the ranks. Bishop Ingle was specially
referred to. The lessons to be learned, which would be emphasized
at the coming Convention, were the unity of Christians ‘‘ all one
in Christ Jesus’ and the fellowship of love in Christ. The nearer
to Christ, the nearer to each other ; the farther from Christ, the wider
apart Christians would grow; and Satan often uses mean and con-
temptible little things to cattse disunion. In the presence of death
how paltry such things are.

The hymns sung included several selected by Mrs. Robertson
as favourites of her late husband’s. Beethoven’s tuneral march was
played, and brought to a fitting close a touching and impressive
Service. The funeral took place the next day at Kiukiang.

For Ching.
Heap thou fresh coals of fire upon her head,
And let the word ‘*‘ Revenge’’ sink down and cease ;
Out from these Christian hosts of martyred dead,
Bursts forth God’s China and the song of peace.

And now is come the testing time, to prove
How far our wayward hearts reflect the will
Of Him, Who in His knowledge-passing love,
When all was rebel, dared to love us still.

Bind up these thankless wounds as He would do,
For hatred offer love, for insult, prayer ;
Hold that with God by many or by few
Is written ‘‘ Victory ’’’ where men spell ‘‘ Despair ”’.

Still unrepealed, that last divine command
Urges us forward o’er our brethren slain,

“Go into all the world’’, immortal band,
Lo, Christ is with us till He comes again.
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Correspondence.
BIBLE SOCIETY CHNTENARY

CELEBRATION.
To the Editor of
CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR SIR: It will be of interest
to many of your readers to know
that the response to the Society's
appeal, especially on the part
of the Chinese churches, has
been most generous. The Cen-
tenary Fund is not yet closed
and contributions are still com-
ig ih. Up to this date we have
recetvecd-—

Foreign. Chinese. Total.
Donations .., $1,297.80 71.20 1,360.00
Cotlections 2,918.53 4,713.62 7,032.15

Total $9,001.15

1 should like to take this
opportunity of thanking the many
friends who by arranging meet-
ings and services, and by preach-
ing sermons, contributed so ma-
terially to the success of the
celebration.

Yours faithfully,
G. H. BoNDFIELD,

Agent.
SHANGHAI, /2ly 291k, I904.

THE TERM QUESTION.
Lo the fditor of
‘Pome RECORDER.’’

DrAR Str: f have read with
interest and pleastire the article
on ‘‘ The Term Question’? by
Rev. G. G. Warren in the May
RECORDER.’ It sets forth very
clearly and fairly, I think, the in-
advisability of trying to limit
the use of the word (yi) to
spirit. In ny judgment the use
of this word for God has come
to stay. And what he says
about the word leaning, in mean-

ing, toward god rather than sfirit,is hard to controvert. Vears
ago one of our preachers who
was utterly opposed to the use of
Shen (gi) tor God, yet thoughtthe use of the phrase
(gt a) to designate a prtest
was blasphemous. He under-
stood it to mean not ‘‘ Spiritual
Father?’ but ‘‘ Divine Father.”
He admitted that dzzvzze was one
of the meanings of (pif).
He objected, however, that the
word was too ambiguous, and also
that it stood for a very low con-
ception of deity, even after you
got rid of its ambiguity.Furthermore, what Brother
Warren says about the martyr-
doms of 1900 ought to convince
us all that both terms have been
successfully usec fo convey a true
conception of Godhoed to the
Chinese Christians.

After reading the article I
asked one of our pastors what he
thought about the use ofling imstead of torHoly Spirit. He replied:
fing is unfamiliar; and our hear-ers would not understand what
it meant. We better stick to
the familiar term.’’

This man has never been nuxed
up in the ‘‘term’’ controversy.
No doubt we would expert-
ence much diinculty m getting
our Chinese co-laborers to change
from Shéng-shen (38 A) to
Shéng-ling (88 FH); but for my-
self, tT would willinely see the
use of Shin (iP) for sAirif shov-
ed into the background, in order
to give fuller currency to the
use of this word to designate
God. For, seeing that the use
of Sen for God is an established
fact, and has, we may say, been
sealed by the blood of martyrs,
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is it not the wise, the Christian
thing, for those of us who use
the other term to help forward
aud not hinder the full currency
of the term Chén-shén (JE ja) as
a Christian term for designating
the ‘True God ?

A year or so ago I read the
statement that in the Greek New
Testament, 7770s when used to
represent the Jehovah of the Old
Testament never has the article
"0. J have spent several hours
in testing this as to N. TI. quota-
tions from the O. T. and have
found it true with only a very,
very few seeming exceptions. In
contrast with this, in these qtota-
tions, feos as recttlarly /as the
article when it represents “:/ofzziz.
Yet Greek grammar reqttires thearticle before uncer all or-
dinary circumstances ; aud when
Rkurios reters to Christ in the or-
dinary manner, if alinost always
has the article, except of course
in the vocative case. There are
also a number of instances in
which #zz7es without the article
is used in such expressions as
‘fangel of the Lord,” “ name of
the Lord,’’ etc., terms which are
borrowed from the ©. T. This
usage is like thatoi LORD in
our English Bible to represent
Jehovah in the O. T. Wherever
in the New Testament Azvios
is thus used without the article,
Westcott and Hort begin the
word with a capital; but whereit is used with the article as a
title of Jesus Christ they beginthe word with a small letter.
But in the Greek N. T.. where
theos reters to God it almost in-
variably has the article. One
notable exception to this 1s in
John 1.1, ** And the Word was
God.” Here the feos does not
have the article ; and hence some
critics have argued that this text
does not identify the Word with
the one God Jehovah. But they

are contronted with another omis-
sion of the article; this time fromthe word Kwzvrios. ‘This is in
Phil. ti.11, ‘‘ And every tongue
Shall confess that Az+z0s Jesus
Christ (is) to the glory of God
the Father.’’ Westcott and Hort
connect Phil. 11. 10, 11 with Is.
X1. 23-25; and this connection,taken in combination with the
whole passage, Phil. i1.5-11, seems
to unequivocally assert the ident-
ity of Christ with Jehovah.It seems to me a tmatter ot
recret that this striking usage of
the N. 'T., the use of Azsz0s with-
out the article to represent the
Jehovah of the O. T., has no
distinguishing mark in our Eng-
lish and Chinese New ‘Testa-
ments. One might almost say
that the N. T. writers defy
Greek grammar in order to dif-
ferentiate this use of Aurzos trom
all other uses of the word ; their
holy reverence for the NAME
would not suffer them to do
otherwise than plainly mark this
highest use of the word Lord.

Fraternally yours,
J. Ek. WALKER.

P. S.—A striking instance of
the use of a variety of names to
designate the Divine Being is
found in Ps. xc.1-2, He that dwel-
feth in the secret place of /:/yo2,
shall abide under the shadow of

I will say of /efovan,
He is my refuge and my fortress ;
my f/o/fim in whom I trust. Fach
of these four za7ues is used with-
out the article in the Hebrew.

J. E. W.

ATTITUDE TO ANCESTRAL
WORSHIP.

Lo the fadttor of
(‘Toe CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: T was much interest-
ed in reading Dr. Martin’s paper
‘Ancestral Worship and how to
deal with it’’ 1m your last issue.
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I cordially agree with much that
he says, especially in reference
to the practical question how to
deal with the subject in receiving
and teaching converts. In the
eatly days of my missionary
work in Fuhkien, one of the
native converts gave me the
following advice with reference
to this subject. He said that
missionaries make a fatal mistake
in attacking ancestral worship
and requiring young converts to
give up the tablets as a condition
to their receiving baptism. His
advice to me was to this eftect:
‘*Do not say a word against the
ancestral worship to the en-
quirers or young converts, butteach them of the love of the
Heavenly Father, teach them
the truths of the Incarnation, of
the Redemption by Christ, of His
Resurrection, and all the import-
ant doctrines of Christianity,
and when they have fully believed
all these, there will be no necessi-
ty to convince them that the
worship of their ancestors is
wrong, and they will abandon
the practice of their own accord.The belief in it cannot exist in
their minds with a belief in
Christ and God.” ] have ever
since followed this good advice,
and oi the many Chinese converts
I have been privileged to baptise
nearly all over the Fubhkien
province, I have never required
one of them to give up the
ancestral tablets, nor have I ever,
as tar as 1 remember, spoken
to young converts or enqtuirers
against the practice, and I have
invariably found that the opinion
of the native who gave me the
advice above referred to, has
turned out to be correct, viz.,
that when the converts have
become confirmed in their Chris-
tian faith, they, of their own
accord, give up the practice
altogether. And this fact is, I
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think, one of the very strongest
arcuments against Dr. Martin’s
contention, if I understand him
aright, viz., that the practice is
not idolatrous. ‘[These converts
consider the practice 1nconsist-
ent with their Christian faith,
and I have otten known them
in after years, when discussing
the subject before large andiences
of their heathen countrymen, to
show that ancestral worship, in
the way that it is commonly
practised in this part of the
empire at least, is wrong and
unreasonable (of course trom a
Christian point of view). If
offerings to the dead and calling
upon them in prayer for blessings
and protection in this world is
not worship of the very highest
kind and from a Christian point
of view idolatrous worship,
then I have yet to learn what
real worship 1s.

Dr. Martin appears to lament
the blunder of the Dominicans,
and no doubt they made a blund-
ex to the injury of their church,but I cannot think that it was
altogether a misiortune that by
this blunder they caused the
Emperor Kang Hsi to be disgust-
ed with the pretensions of Romeand alienated him and his
government irom the Papacy,
as by so doing in all probability
China and the Chinese people
were saved from being brought
under the supremacy of the
Roman Pontift. If this had hap-
pened we all know what the
result would most certainly have
been if we may judge from the
State of things temporal and
spiritual in those countries which
were brought under the suprem-
acy ot the Roman Pontiff. Dr.
Martin knows history and he
can draw his own conclusions.

Ll have not written this letter
with any desire to enter into
controversy on the subject of
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ancestral worship. I was only
anxious to tell what a Chinese
Christian advised as to how
missionaries Should deal with
the worship of ancestors In receiv-
ing and instructing converts,
and how this advice has infiuen-
ced my own practice with refer-
ence to the subject for now over
forty years.

Very sincerely yours,
JOHN R. WOLFE.

ENGLISH AND EVANGELISM
FOCUSSED.,

To the Editor of
“7m CHINESE RECORDER.’

DEAR SIR: You kindly say:
‘(Phe article ... 1s certainly
valuable for the number of testi-
monies which are adduced, but
we wish that he had focussed
them in a more satisfactory man-
ner.’’ Allow me a tew lines to
present an ulustration of the
topic J discussed.

I said of Dr. Noyes’ school zz
which English is not taught: “We
would call special attention to
the model school under the charge
of Dr. Noyes at Canton which,
under his wise pilotage, has
successfully weathered the gale
which beat heavily about his
barque and is now sailing onseas.’’

We turn from page 345, July
Number RECORDER, to page 365,
in the Educattonal Department.
Lhe Editor says: ‘‘ In the Pres-
byterian High School, of which
Dr. Noyes is President, there are
thirty-three theological students.
The whole number is 112. ‘The
school was fotinded in 1885.”
‘This ome school in the Canton
Presbyterian Mission gives pro-
mise of supplying the native
churches and ont-stations with
pastors and evangelists.We will now turn to the Cen-
tral China Presbytertan Mission.

errr

In the great cities of Ningpo,
Hangchow, Soochow, Shanghai
and (we think) Nanking there
are quite a number of colleges
and schools conducted by the
Mission tz which £uglish 1s
taught. There are three im
Soochow: two of these iargely
attended. It may be safely
estimated that there are several
hundred young men and boys
in these institutions and that they
are well taught will be readily con-
ceded, as the presidents and pro-
fessors are for the most part
highly educated Presbyterian
ministers.

Will you, Mr Editor, in one of
the next numbers kindly give:—

First, the number of male
pupils in the C. C. P. M.
fostitutes ?

Second, the number of com-
municants among the students?

Third, the number of cand1-
dates for the ministry from among
the communicants?

We can then compare the re-
sults of the two methods of in-
struction. *

Very cordially and sincerely,
HAMPDEN C. DuUBOSE.

UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.

flo the Laitor of
(CTH CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DeRAR STIR: In the March nuni-
ber of your valuable paper 1s an
article on ‘‘ Unoccupied Terri-
tory.’ Referring to the district
north-west of Ichang, Hupeh,
the writer makes the following
statement: ‘‘ Beyond Ywan-an
and stretching northwards to
Hsiang-yang on the Han 1s a
district literally unoccupied and
untouched.’

This was too true a very few
years ago, but you will be glad
to learn that the statement needs
% See Editorial Comment.
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some qualification now. It has
been our privilege to work in
Siang-yang and the surrounding
district for over ten years, and
although we have been much
hampered by being so few in
number our operations are now
gradually extending toward the
south. Last year we occupied
the city of Wu-ngan-yen, 120 4
south-west by south from Siang-
yiang-fu. This year we have
opened a station in Nan-chang,
120 4 to the south-west. Ich‘en,
90 42 due south, is visited and
will probably be occupied this
yea}_r. We have enquirers from
the Kin-men-cheo district, and
with the Lord’s blessing resting
upon our efforts we hope to
reach the city of Kin-men within
two years. Another mission,
working to the north of wus, is
preparing to occupy the cities of
Pao-kang and Fang, thus still
more diminishing the large fer-
ritory in north-western Hupeh,
hitherto so sadly untouched by
missionary work.

Yours sincerely,
P. MATSON.

SPIRITUAL POWER AND PRAYER.
lo the Editor of
CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DBRAR SIR: Will you allow me
space to emphasize some words
occurring in your “ Editorial Com-
ment” in the May ‘‘ RECORDER ’’
(p. 267) ? I refer to where it is
said that the missionary enter-
prise demands first, and above
all, ‘‘the full reception of spirit-
ual power from on High ’’—the
“‘tarrying ” for equipment in
accord with our Lord’s last com-
mand. It 1s, as you note, very
true that this placing of ‘‘ first
things first,’’ will not make us
visionary dreamers, but careful
students of missionary problems
and methods. He who is truly
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ts itSpiritual 1s truly practical.
not this spirit of “‘ tarrying’’ in
prayer before God that will give
common ground, if not complete
unity, on the “term question,”’
as weil as on other points of con-
troversy ? Strong minds have
found it easy to yield after con-
tinued waiting upon God. And
on points where there still may
remain divergence of view, dif-
ferences are minimised, not mag-
nified.

We all desire the greater mani-
testation of spiritual power—Pen-
tecostal power—in China. Let
luis increasingly ‘‘ give ourselves
to prayer’ ’—giving more time
to waiting upon God. Mr.Torrey,
who has recently been so micht-
ily used to the conversion of tens
of thousands in Australasia and
Britain, has stated that, some
years ago, he was led to give up
the doing of a good deal of what
he considered good work, that
he might have more time for
prayer. In one of our interior
stations, for some eight or nine
months past, a dozen or so Chi-nese Christians have met with
the two or three foreign workers,
each Monday evening, for an
hour or more of prayer. There
is no reading or singing, but the
time is given up tospectal prayer
for spiritual power and revivalin the district and all over the
world. The formation last year
of the Fukien Prayer Union is
a distinct step in the same direc-
£107. Might not similar gather-
ings be multiplied all over China?
And might they not be one of “4e
means of bringing in sooner that
revival for which we long? We
need to remember that unity of
purpose and desire, in those thus
meeting for prayer, should be
more sought after than numbers.
Better a score, a dozen, or even
two or three of ‘‘ one accord’”’
than a larger gatheting of semi-
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indifferent persons. May the
spirit of prayer and supplica-
tion, be poured out upon all the
churches of China !

Yours sincerely,
LEARNER.

OFFICIAL PERSECUTION.
Lo the Editor of
‘Kop CHINESE RECORDER.”

TeaAR SIR: since 1900 1t seems
to have been the universal practice
of the mandarins to make things
as pleasant as possible for the
missionaries and their work, and
one had thought that offictal per-
secution was entirely at an cud.
But it has been our lot to find out
the opposite, and probably many
another mandarin would like to
attempt what has been done by
the magistrate at Chih-ktang, in
the prefecture of Chin-chou.

It is my intention only to state
facts.

Early in May a Roman Cathol-
ic priest called upon the magis-
trate at Chih-kiang, but the
latter was busy examining thesfydents of his district. The
‘“men-sang,’’ or clerk through
whom all business passes on its
way to the magistrate, told the
priest that he could not be tre-
ceived, and so the latter departed,
not very well pleased. W hen the
magistrate returned from the ex-
amination hall, he learned of what
had taken place, and sent the
‘“men-sang ’’ hard after the priest
to apologise, With the acceptance
of the apclogy certain demands
must have been made.

A day or two later one of our
members was arrested by the
magistrate in connection with
some trouble between the mem-
pers ot. the two churches fast
year. But the case had been
settled by the former magistrate,
as one man promised that he
would see that what little damage

had been done to a house would
be put right, and on both sides
sureties were given for future
good conduct. However this
new magistrate raked up the
case, and when trying it our
evangelist came torward to act
as surety for the member till
such time as he could communi-
cate with me. The magistrate
shouted ont to him that if we
wanted to open chapels we should
so to foreign cotntries (wal-
yang) and do so. He demand-
el a@ money payment of 300
Strings of cash to be paid to him
to be handed over to the Roman
Catholics, and threatened that
ii not paid in three days, he
would seal our door.

Our evangelist hurried to
Ichang, but I state frankly that
I did not believe all his story, and
remarked to hit that there is no
official in China who would be so
foolish as to seal the doors of Mis-
sion premises at this present time.I had also a jetter from the ma-
gistrate, but he made no mention
of his demand for 300 strings ofcash, nor of his threat to seal
up the Mission premises.

Thinking that the matter would
blow over, my duties took me off
in another direction, but before
I had reached my destination, a
special messenger overtook me
with the news that the door had
been sealed up on the roth
May. ‘Two elders were sent
from Ichang to see the sealing
paper for themselves, and they
are ready to swear on oath that
the sealing paper bore the
magistrate’s official stamp.
cial messengers arrived from the
magistrate with a letter, in which
he stated that the sealing paper
was a discarded one, and he
issued a proclamation to the same
effect. Surely an illustration that
‘‘he who excuses, accuses him-
self.”
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I took no notice of the magis-
trate’s letter, but at once put the
case in the hands of H. B. M.’s
Consul, Mr. Goffe, by whom,
I understand, it was referred to
Peking.

As the wheels of justice were
grinding rather slowly, the ma-
gistrate apparently thought that
he could harass us as he pleased.
He was still determined to get
hold ot the member referred to
above, but he had left the town
for a while. He returned and
on 14th June went to the Mis-
Sion prenises to see our evangel-it who was ill. White there
the magistrate came zz person,
accompanied by seventy or eighty
hangers on. He pushed his way
into the private apartments, and
on being remonstrated with on
the impropriety of such proceed-
ings, he said that this was not a
‘min fang’’ (house of the peo-
pie). He laid his own hands on
the member of our church, who
naturally made a little resistance,
on which the magistrate shout-
ed ‘‘ta’’ (strike). The result
was that the man was beaten
and the contents of the house
wrecked.

But he now thought that he
had gone too far, and came here
to see me, in the hope that he
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might settle up the case, but as
I had already seen the Consul
about this second outrage, I re-
fused to receive him, and refer-
red him to the Consul].

Io writing to the Consul about
this breach of treaty rights, I
said: ‘* Now that this man has
been arrested, I shall be glad to .
know what case there is against
him, as I fear that he is simply
a victim of Roman Catholic in-
trigue and ofhcial persecution.’’

After seeing the Consul, the
magistrate released the man and
paid up for the damage that he
had done. The matter is still
in the hands of the diplomats,
and the latest phase is that the
Viceroy has sent the Taotai to
investigate the charges ; but they
can be vouched for, and we hope
that the erring magistrate will
be removed from a position which
he 1s quite unfit to occupy. The
case 1s attended with dithculties,
tor several attempts have been
made to get us to withdraw our
complaints, and I should not be
surprised if 1t were found that
the Roman Catholics are backing
up this man, who has made such
blunders in a futile attempt to
bolster them and hinder the work
of the Protestant church.

THos. R. KEARNEY:

Our Book Table.
The book of Technical Terms,

English and Chinese, prepared.
by a Committee of the Hduca-
tional Association of China, is
ready at last and will meet a
very pressing and long felt need.
If this work will only unity the
usages of different authors, a long
step forward will have been takenin this difhcult task. Hitherto
each author has followed largely
his own sweet will, with chaos
as the result. In the Pretace Dr.

Mateer modestly says: ‘‘It is
needless to say that it has cost a
large amount of labor to collect,
sift out and arrange in order
such a large list of miscellaneous
terms.’’ And then he adds,
© Almost all of this labor has
been done by Mrs. Mateer.’’
From which we know that tt has
been well done. The book may
be had at the Presbyterian
Mission Press. Price $1.70.
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English and Evangelism.
With the testimonies of fifty
experienced missionaries. By
Hampden C. Du Bose, D.D.
Price ten cents. For sale by
Presbyterian Mission Press.

Commercial Press’ New Prim-
ary School Text Books. Chi-
nese National Readers. No. II.
Embellished with numerous il-
lustrations, conspicuous atnong
which are three full-page colored
lithographs, beautitully executed,
making the work very attractive.
Price 20 cents.

Siege Days. Personal Experiences of
American Women and Children dur-
ing the Peking Siege. By Mrs. A.
H. Mateer. For sale at the Presby-
terian Mission Press. Price $2.75.
Chicago: Fleming H. Revell Com-
pany.
A new and rich vein has been

opened in the much worked
quarry of the Peking siege.
And it has been well worked:
not by one person, however, but
by many, albeit the touches of
poetry, the lurking humor, the
faith and the genius of the editor
appear everywhere.

It will be remembered that the
American missionaries found a
welcome in the beautiful chapel
of the British Legation. It ts the
women who found refuge there,
and the children—tor they too
give their bits of experience—
who tell the story, and the editor
skillfully joins it together, mak-
ing a beautiful mosaic. ‘Tears
and smiles chase each other, as
one who was 10 company reads
this book. How the daily scenes
of that never-to-be-forgotten time
pass beiore one, many of them
narrated as only a woman could
tell them.

Siege Days’’ is stratified in-
to fourteen chapters, commenc-
ing with an Introduction and

ending with a Te Deum, and is
filled with the kaleidoscopic pic-tures of the daily life in the
siege days. ‘The faces of the
writers, too, look out from the
pages of the book, not the pinch-
ed faces of those days when we
ate mule meat and moldy rice,
but the happy rounder faces of
better days. The likenesses of
the forty prisoners to whom we
are thus introduced are generally
very good indeed (Ja fy —~ #&,Ye fit — Rut a still better
mtroduction to the writers will
be found in the letters, and arti-
cles and scraps which are scat-
tered up and down the pages of
the book.

May we be pardoned for copy-
ing a bit of description which is
evidently written by the editor
in chief. The subject is, ‘‘ Ask-
ing the Blessing.’’ But we must
omit the beginning and the end.
It 1s suggested that a picture
might be made of the scene.

‘Now to begin with the ma-
terial parts of the picture. ‘The
chapel of course serves as back-
ground for the picture. We wil]
allow the Dutch painter to do
that. Now begin at the top,
Mynherr, and put in the illumi-
nated texts on the § coruice.
They are doubly illuminated now
by flies, but that will not show
in the picture. (They say the
Italian painters who had just
finished those texts, made their
escape from Peking so late that
they might have been killed by
the Boxers on their way to the
coast.) Now high, on either
side of the apse, paint a wall-
bracket holding a group of de-
jected looking candles, so bent
that their wicks point to the
earth; the last relic of high
churchism, and overcome with
abject shame at their unecclesi-
astical strroundings—the altar
full within with the baggage of
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dissenters, and without piled
with what is left of their cups
aud plates after the spreading of
the table. The organ and win-
dow-sills are spread with dessert,
each saucer holding one slice of
pine-apple. And, oh, if only the
painter could paint im the smell
of that pine-apple. And how
glad we used to be when pine-
apple day came round, just to sit
with our sand-bags in the chapel
and enjoy that delicious
grance, forit was not every odor
that came to our noses that was
as luxurious as that. The per-
fume of pine-apple will always
bring up that scene.’’

You must read the rest, and
all the other good things in the
mri hundred odd pages, for your-self.

| August,

K. Depdt, 380 Honan Road,
Shanghai, and of the Presbyter-
197, Mission Press.

CHAUNCEY GOODRICH.

China Mission Statistics, 1904. Edited
by Timothy Richard.
These statistics, besides endea-

vouring to represent the quanti-tative of the work of Chris-
tian missions, contain two new
features, viz., an attempt to
show the area covered and the
quality of the work done. As
each province is divided into
about ten prefectures, each of
about ten counties, there 1s an
attempt here for the first time to
show how many prefectures have
missionaries at work there. AS
mission work extends it devel-
opes along four lines of action-——
evangelistic, educational, medical,
and literary. An attempt is
made to show the amount of
work done in each otf these de-
partments. Besides summaries
ot statistics of Protestants and
Roman Catholics in China there
are also summaries of the same
throughout the world. ‘The
price 1s $1.00 per copy and to be
had at from the Manager 8. D.

The China Martyrs of I9q00, A com-
plete roil of the Christian heroes
martyred in (hina in 1900, with
narratives of survivors. Compiled
and edited by Robert Coventry For-
syth. 516 pages with 144 portraits
and other illustrations. London:
The Religious Tract Society. 7s. 6d.
To arrive shortly at the Presbyter-
tan Mission Press.

We lay down this book and take
up the pen with strong and varied
feelings. AS we turned page
after page of the earlier portion
of the work our heart was ful]
of deep sorrow and prief on ac-
count of the terrible sufferings
undergone by those who had
been taken away in such a cruel
manner, and we experienced feel-
ings almost amounting to nausea,
caused—not by revolting details,
because Mr. Forsyth has wise-
ly avoided stch — but by the
knowledge of the evil lengths to
which the latent tiger, found in
mobs of all countries, is capable
of reaching in an wmnrestrainedChinese mob. But as we read
chapter after chapter, and allowed
the record of quiet heroism, tn-
questioning trust in God, marvel-
lous deliverances, and signs of
hope, to sink into our heart, as
well as into our mind, we realis-
ed that the reasons for admira-
tion, thankfulness and hope were
greater than the causes tor mourn-
ing.

It was necessary that such a
record should be prepared, and
Mr. Forsyth has done the work
admirably. Whilst he only styles
himself compiler and editor there
is evidence all through of a per-
sonal and intense interest in the
subject, only equalled by the
evident knowledge of conditions
and mastery of the materials at
his disposal, We trust that in
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future editions the value of the
work will be enhauced by the
addition of a table of statistics
and a map showing especially
the provinces where the storm
raged worst. The figures given in
Chapters [V. and XXII. are only
partial and raise a legitimate ex-
pectancy tor a concise yet com-
plete statement. We would also
Suggest that the tersé chapter-
headings might have sub-head-
ings, indicating, ¢.g.,1n the earlier
chapters, the march of events.

Some of the prominent teatures
of the book are: the pithy record
of events, the illuminating array
of special providences, the mar-
vellous escapes which make ten
of the chapters thrilling reading,
and the beautiful sayings and
heroic tneidents. Of the former
we tnay mention Mr. Pitkin’s last
words to a ftaithful Chinaman:
' Pell the mother of little Horace
that his father’s last wish was
that when he is twenty-five
years of age he should come to
China as atmissionary;’’ also Mrs.
Atwater’s testimony, in connec-
tion with which she says: ‘‘I do
not regret coming to China, but I
am sorry I have done so little.”
Of the heroic phases we might
mention the preaching in near
prospect of execution; also the
utterances of a sturdy young
missiouary : ‘None of us want to
die, but we all want to say, ‘ Thy
will be done.’ ”’ tt itis God’s
way of evangelising China, then
surely we ought to be ready to
die for the gospel’s sake.’’ These
heroisms were all so unselfish:
pressing danger did not make the
sufferers oblivious of the excep-
tional kindly impulse, e.g., we
read: ‘‘Should we be killed, don’t
forget to recompense the villagers
here; they have given their all for
us ;’’ also Mrs. Glover’s pathetic
exclamation: ‘‘ The Lord remem-
ber those cups of water.”

This reminds wus that many
instances are given of timely andinlooked for kindness at the
hands of Chinese--apparently
strangers. Hlonorable mention is
also made of those officials who
were specially helpful; for in-
stance, Governor Yuan, of Shan-
tung who, when he received the
fatal telegram from Peking, order-
ing all toreigners to be killed,
and the Impertal edict following
endorsing it, refused to issue it,
and communicated to Mr. Hamile
ton his fears for the safety of the
missionaries in his jurisdiction,
and whilst promising protection
in going to the coast, urged that
there should be no unnecessary
delay in making the journey.
And we must not omit to mention
such statesmen as Chang Chih-
tung, Liu K‘un-yi and Tuan Fang’
(Governor of Shensi). Not only
were these officials of the greatest
help to the suffering missionaries
and native Christians, but by
their action and lack of action
proved true friends to China, pro-
bably saving their country from
dismemberment and ruin.

The sufferings of the native
Christians are particularly refer-
red to in Chapter XVIXI, al-
though reference is made to them
all through the book. The story
of a recantation in Chapter XX,
should be read in this connection.
Whilst recantations frequently
occurred, yet the roll of native
martyrs 1S a long and iliustrious
one; and we must join in the
expression of devout thankfulness
that so many were strong enough
to lay down their lives for Christ’s
sake, and that the native church,
chastetied and subdued, has come
forth from the fiery trial purer
and strotiger, and richer in dt-
vine life.

The space at otir disposal only
allows of reference to three other
phases of the work under review :
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the biographical details of many
of the martyrs presented in Chap-
ter X XI; the political lessons of
the book, especially how the
Chinese government utilised the
Boxer organization and the
blindness of the foreign powers
to the open preparation of this
secret society; and what is most
notable, the cheering portents all
through—lightening up the dark-
est passages and taking the sting
from the most painful details—ali
telling of happy resumption of
missionary operations and giving
bright hope jor the tuture.

We most heartily congratulate
Mr. Forsyth on the completion of
what must have been a laborious
task, and the Religious Tract
Society on the handsome appear-
ance of the work. The memory
of the dreadful experiences of
1900 are too iresh and the heart-
ache at the loss of triends and
fellow-laborers too keen to make
the book before us easy or pleas-
ant reading; but get it, first as
a book of reference, to be studied
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later as a reminder of God’s
presence with His people, es-
pecially in dark times, and His
over-ruling to His glory and the
advancement of His kingdom, of
the most adverse events.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Recent issues of the Diffusion
society, Chinese works :—

Wentworth’s Trigonometry,
Plane and Spherical. Translated
into Chinese by Liu Kuang-chao.
Price 75 cts.

The World’s History. (Short
compend). From Macmillan’s
Series of Text-hooks. Revised
and enlarged and brought up
to date. By Timothy Richard.
Translated by two Chinese stu-
dents. 30 cts.

A Cycle of Prayer. Arranged
with special subjects for each
day ot the month. Lilustrated
with appropriate plates. By the
Ven. Archdeacon Moule. 35 cts.

Books in Preparation.
The following books are in

course of preparation. Friends
engaged in translation or com-
pilation of books are invited to
notify |. Darroch, 9 Seward
Road, Shanghai, of the work
they are engaged on, so that
this column may be kept up
to date and over-lapping pre-
vented :-—

S. DD. K. List -—
Translated by Rev. W. G.

Walshe :—Growth of the Em-
pire, by Jose; Citizen Reader, by
Arnold Foster; Life of a Century,
by E. Hodder; History of Mo-
dern Peoples, by Barnes; Prayer
and The Prayer.

Translated by Miss Wu :—
Noble Lives.

Translated by Miss Laura
W hite :—Christmas in Different
Countries.

By Rev. J}. Sadler:—Winners
in Life’s Race.

Prepared for 8. D. K.:—Anglo-
Chinese Readers and a Chinese
Primer, by Miss Jewel.

Compercial Press Lisgf—
Newcomb’s Astronomy, Ad-

am’s European History, Milne’s
High School Algebra, Steel’s
Physiology, Burnet’s School
Zoology, Gray’s How Plants
Grow, Gammon’s Manual of
Drill.
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Translated by Dr. G. Reid
for Commercial Press :—Ques-tions of the “Time for the
Government of China (in print),
Comparative Governments, Fun-
damental Principles with citations
of Chinese Treaties.

Biographical Terms in Chinese,
European Constitutional History
(for Educational Association. )

Fiducational Association List:—
Physiology. Dr. Porter (re-

print. )
Epitome of History. Rev. P.

W. Pitcher.
Introduction to Standard Sys-

tem of Romanization with Sylila-
bary.

Primer of Standard System of
Romanization.

Gospel of Matthew in Standard
Romanization. (Printed by the
British and Foreign Bible So-
ciety. )
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Linperial University

Wonderful Century, by Russel
Wallace.

Universal History, by Myers.
Twentieth Century Atlas of

Popular Astronomy, by Heath.
Physical Geography. Publish-

ed by Keith Johnston, Edin-
burgh.

Evolution, by Edward Clodd.
History of Russia, by Ram-

baud.
Multum in Parvo Atlas of the

World.
Biographical Dictionary, pub-

lished by Chambers.
History of Commerce.Text books of ‘Tokio WNor-

mal School. Translated from
the Japanese :—Arithmetic (twovols.}, Algebra (two Min-
eralogy, Zoology, Physiology,
Physics, Pedagogy (two vols.)

SAansz
btst ts

Editorial (Comment.
WE offer no apology for basis from anything we have

again teferring to the Term had heretofore, indicating that
Question, as the matter is old things are passing away.
brought so conspicuously be- These all breathe the same
fore us in the three communi- spirit, that of a desire for
cations which appeared or are uniformity and a willingness
now appearing in the RECORD- to make concessions of person-
ER, the first by Mr. Warren, of al preference for the sake of
the Wesleyan Mission, Han- general unanimity. We trust
kow, and the other two 1n this the same spirit will prevail
number, one by Dr. Goodrich, more and more. [It is likea
of T‘ungchow, and the other breath out of a different world
by Rev. J. E. Walker, of Shao- than that in which we have
wu, Foochow. These repre- formerly lived. May it be all-
sent fairly well Central (now, pervasive.
though it used to be Western), x * ¥

and North and South China.
They indicate a sound of a
going in the tops of the mul-
berry trees from which we
anticipate an advance ali alonghe line. They are on a new

Dr. DuBose, in the letter
which we publish elsewhere,
asks tus to give, First, the
number of male pupils in the
Central China Presbyterian
English Institutes. Second,
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4 a x

Wes are indebted to the
North-China Daily News for
the account of the Summer
Conference of the Chinese Y,
M. C. A. at Soochow, which
appears in our Missionary News
department. A Chinese friend
who was present at most of
the meetings speaks glowing-

" * ly of the benefit of the gather-
ON page 416 will be found ing, He tells us of how hearts

an appreciative account of the were stirred up, how limita-
life-work and influence of the tions were realised, and how
late Rev. Charles Robertson, of many were awakened to their

the number of communicants
among the students, and ‘Third,
the number of candidates for
the Ministry from among the
communicants. Hesays: ‘‘We
can then compare the two
methods of We
give the figures as follows:
Pupils, 257 (not quite ‘‘ several
hundreds ’’); Communicants,
sixty-eight ; Candidates for theseven. With these
Dr. DuBose compares the 122
students of Dr. Noyes’ school
and thirty-three theological
students. But two swallows
do not make a summer, nor
would it be fair to draw gene-
rat conclusions from two 1i1t-
stances—one itn Southern and
one in Central China—withont
knowing the conditions which
prevail in each and how in
every respect the results were
brought about. To begin with,
we should need to know
that the whole of the thirty-
three theological students in
the Canton school were the
outcome of that school. tt is
possible that they may be stu-
dents gathered from a _ wide
field, but placed in the Canton
school for theological instruc-
tion. We do not say that this
is true. We only mention it
to show. how necessary it is
that we base our conclusions
on sufficient data. It is just
possible that the number of
students in theology in the Can-
ton school is not owing to the
fact that English 1s not taught.

[| August,

the London Mission, Hankow.
He had during these latter years
been building up a reputation
for much good work well done.
Because of this and the bright
hopes concerning his future, his
early death is much deplored.
It wasonly inthe last RECORDER
that we printed Mr. Robert-
son’s interesting account of the
dedication of the London Mis-
sion Theological College at
Hankow.

> *K

A COMBINATION of circum-
stances has prevented us for —
some months from printing
the Diary of Events in the
Far East. In all probability
this 1s no great loss to the bulk
of our readers. For the bene-
ht of those, however, who
occasionally refer to this terse
record of outstanding data we
have taken up the thread from
where we had dropped it. ‘The
deliberate onward march of the
Japanese, according to a care-
fully devised plan, in spite of
serious checks and constant dif-
heulties makes the preparation
and reading of the Diary more
interesting than usual.
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x po He

SIDE by side with our Eng-
lish newspapers and periodicals
which discuss the topics of the
time from an occidentai view-
point is the native modern
literature, untraminelied by
Western history and tradition,
but receptive and absorbent
as a sponge. It the Japanese
have astonished the world by
the exhibition of their adept-
ness in warfare, the Chinese
should excite still more wonder x

by the dexterous feats of journ-
alism displayed in the papers
and periodicals of to-day. We
are glad to see the question of
queue cutting discussed in the
Chinese Christian Intelligen-
Le? . In answer to an enquiry
from some of the colporteurs
of the Bible Society, the /x-
telligencer replies editorially
that for the Chinese to remove
the queue at the present time,
is unlawful, unwise, inex-
pedient and detrimental to the
wor lk, Our own opinion 1s that
when a Chinese who expects to
live and work in his own coun-
try cuts off his queue, unless
in places like Shanghai, he A

aiso cuts off his influence with
his right-minded countrymen.

As Christian work progresses
in China new questions emerge
which require wisdom, patience
and forbearance to settle. Mis-

responsibility with regard to
the gifts of time, money, learn-
ing, etc., that God had giventhem. As we think of the
results likely to follow as the
various delegates, set on fire,
return to their various centres,
we feel deeply impressed with
the value of these gatherings.

sionaries will agree that the gos-
pel does not denationalize the
individual or unfit him for hon-
est work among his own people.

As to what is ancillary tothe main issue there will
always necessarily be some dis-
agreement. Courteous discus-
sion is always helpful to the
wise. When Lazarus was raised
from the dead our Lord left
the unloosing of him to human
hands. science and the Eng-
lish language cannot regene-
rate a soul, though they may
do much to elevate a people.
How much these further the
work and to what extent they
are to be employed, are mat-
ters of individual decision and
responsibility too. —

THE time of the year has
come when busy men. take
holiday. It 1s an economy of
life as well as money for
missionaries to get away fora
month or so from their work—
and lonely work it is for most
of them-—-and hold converse
with other people besides the
Chinese and their immediate
colleagues, What Dr. Griffith
John says of Kuling may be
applied to other retreats.
‘Kuling ought to make a
great difference in the health
of the missionaries. .. anda
oreat saving of money to the
Societies represented by them.”

THE very name of Kuling
(pronounced Cooling) is refresh-
ing at this season, and the
discovery was made by us
that -F jf or Moh-kan-shan
means Sans Souci Mount.
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Missionary News.
Resolutions of Respect with

Regard to Mrs. J. W. Lam-
buth, unanimously adopt-
ed by the Missionaries of
Soochow.
Whereas God has taken to

Himself onr venerable sister and
co-laborer, Mrs. J. W. Lambuth,

Resolved I. That We, the mis-
Sionaries in Soochow, hereby
record our gratitude that He
spared her to labor in China and
Japan nearly fifty years.

Resolved Ji. “Phat we thank
Him for the life ot this mother
in Israel; for her patience,
gentleness and love; her thought-
ful and ready hospitality, enjoy-
ed by Ged’s messengers to the
nations: her wise counsel; her
unflinching courage; her con-
stant and unfailing sympathy
with every good work; her
tireless activity in the home, the
church, the school; her unshak-
en faith in God, which sustained
her in severe trials and supported
her even to the end of her long
and useful life.

Resolved Ilf, That we rejoice
in her influence felt by old and
young, natives and foreigners.
She being dead yet speaketh.
Missionaries, native preachers,
teachers, and Bible women, nowat work in a wide feild, are
better men and women, and have
more faith, courage and zeal in
their work, by reason of her
influence upon their lives.

Resolved IV. That we extend
to her bereaved family and
mission our heartfelt sympathy
and pray that the consolations of
(od and the sure and abundant
hope that is in Christ may, by the

help of the Holy Ghost, sustain
them in their bereavement.

Resolved V. That these resolu-
tions be recorded in the minutes
of the Soochow Missionary
Asssociation and that copies be
sent to each of her children and
the representative papers in the
Fast and in the U. 5. A.

Christian Endeavor Notes.
It is very interesting to note in

reports from Manchuria that all
the ordinary Christian work 1n
Moukden 1s going on as usual.
The people have not been disturb-
ed in their meetings. The Chris-
tian Endeavor meetings are held
weekly, and there are about
two hundred members from the
city and neighborhood.

Rev. A. A. Fulton, of Canton,
and Rev. W. 8S. Ament, D.D.,
of Peking, have been elected
trustees tor China of the World’s
Christian Endeavor Union, and
Rev. G. F. Fitch, D.D., is the
Vice-President for China. The
World’s Union 1s aiding in
Christian Endeavor extension in
many mission lands by close
co-operation with the mission-aries ot various boards. In
European countries the World’s
Union has aided Christian En-
deavor extension financially until
the societies were themselves
able to take up the work, and
now a humber of those countries
have independent organizations.
Japan has a native General
Secretary, and the foreign Gener-a1 Secretaries for India and
China are supported by Endea-
vorers in England and the Unit-
ed States respectively. Dr.
Frances E. Clark devotes most
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of his work at present to the
World’s Union, and is constantly
visiting or in communication
with those interested in Christian
Endeavor extension in all parts
of the world.

Summer Conference of the
Chinese Y. M. C. A.

The twenty-five delegates from
Shanghai to the Summer Confer-of the Chinese Y. M. C. A.
returned frotn Soochow on Tues-
day. The Conference followed
the same general plan as the
Student Summer Conferences in
Kngland and the United States,
and our representative was able
to gather the following account
of the proceedings :—

By invitation of Dr. D. L.
Anderson, the Conference met
in the fine buildings of Soochow
University. Fitty-four represen-
tatives were present from the fol-
lowing Y. M.C.A.: Soochow
University, Zia Ying College,
Wayland College, Hangchow
College, Zeng Sing College, Zee
Dih College of Ningpo. From
Shanghai: St. John’s College,
the Anglo-Chinese College, the
Chinese Central Department of
the ¥Y. M. C. A., the Lowry
High School, Medhurst College,
and the West Gate School.

The Conference was under the
leadership of Mr. R. EB. Lewis,
and the following gentlemen were
prominent as speakers: Mr. W.
W. Yen, B.A., Mr. F. K. Dzau,
B.A., Mr. T. T. Wong, Mr. H.
L. Zia, Rev. B. D. Li, Mr. V. Z.
Kao, Mr. P. Y. Kong, Rev. F.
P. Price, B.A., Rev. W. S.
sweet, Rev. Dr. H. C. DuBose,
Mr. W. H. Park, M.D., Mr. D.
W. Lyon, B.A., Mr. C. H. Ro-
bertson, M.A., Mr. Arthur Rugh,B.A., and Mr. W. W. Lock-
wood, B.A.

4343

The morning sessions of the
Conference were devoted to the
methods of Bible teaching and
personal work, to. conferences
on methods ot model Association
work, and to addresses on 1m-
portant themes.

The evening meetings were
held out on the campus under a
large locust tree and were devot-
ed to the subject of the evangel-
isation of China, and the lead-
ino part which Chinese clergy-
men, teachers, physicians, andmen of affairs are to take in
China’s evatigelisation.

The afternoons were . gtven
over tO Sport. ‘The tennis tourna-
ment, participated in by Chinese
and foreigners, was won by Mr.
S. E. Chiu of St. John’s. The
field sports were of a lively nature,
and base ball was indulged in.
One of the most striking features
of the Conference is reported to
have been a special meeting of 300
literati, among whom were Han-
lins and Chujén, who assembled
to listen to addresses by Messrs.
Robertson and Lewis on the
growth of Christianity and les-
sons for China’s students trom
the students’ life of other lands.
Conference lasted for ten
days, and on Sunday afternoons
the delegates spoke in the vari-
ous churches and chapels of
Soochow.

It has been decided that the
Conference will meet annually in
Kiangnan. A similar Confer-
ence is now in session in Shan-
tung, and athird one will meet
m August in Chihli.—/A.-C.
Daily News.

Rev. Geo. Cornwell writes:
The work in Shantung has
never been so Hourishing out-
wardly and inwardly. It has
filly recovered from the Boxer
troubles ; 1n fact, it has come out
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of it purified and clarified. Never
has there been such earnestness
on the part of the native Chris-
tians to preach the gospel to their
relatives and friends. Never has
there been such liberality in con-
tributions and never has there
been such real spiritual growth
as at present.

There have been some splendid
revivals in the work tunder the
Wei-hsien station. Miss Vaughan
has also had a revival among
the wumen in Dr. Corbett’s field
at some out-stations. I might
mention that the work among
the women is a marked feature
of the work in the Fast Shantungfield. In the West Miss Snod-
grass has hundreds of wotmen
attending her prayer-meetings in
Tungchow. Miss Vaughan and
Dr. Cooper have had numerous
inquiry classes, ranging from
twenty to fifty with excellent
results. At Tungchow Dr. Sey-
mour has a most interesting S. 5.
for children which fills the big
church there twice every Sunday.
Everywhere in the streets ol
Tungchow one meets children
with Scripture cards or hears
them singing ‘‘ Jesus loves me.”’
There were forty-six candidates
for baptism at Tungchow this
spring in our church there.

At our last presbytery meeting
the native brethren considered
what could be done to stimulate
the native church to be more
and more a self-supporting, self-
propagating church. The ltead-
ers of the movement were the
Rev. Ting Li-mai, the most earn-
est, talented, and consecrated

native pastor we have, and Mr.
Hiai, a very ethcient evangelist.
These two were appointed a
comniittee to visit all the native
churches and groups of native
Christians; they have visited
most of the field and have done
the native churches an immense
amount of good. The foreign
missionaries (with one excep-
tion) are working in perfect
harmony and sympathy withthem. ‘The Lord has been
blessing their work wonderfully.
The native Christians have been
spirituaily revived and aroused
to their duties, privileges, ete.
I have just returned from a tripin which this committee ac-
companied me and I received a
great deal of good from these
native brethren. Last year
‘Wel-hsien presbytery received
400 members and the Shantung
presbytery 285. The contribu-
tions for Shantung presbytery
this year were 9,322.00 (Mex.),
compared with 2,724.00 last
year. There are seventeen or-
ganized churches in this presby-
tery and 2,558 communicants.
Wei-hsien has nearly 4,900. Our
street chapel 1n Chefoo had an
attendance last year of 86,000.
Everywhere the people are
anxious to hear the gospel and
doors are open on every side.
We are short otf workers.
Tsingtau station, around which
the bulk of our Christian popula-
tion lies, has only one family of
foreign workers, and Dr. Corbett
has to look after a portion of
this work froin stich a long
range as Chefoo.
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Diary of Events in the Far East.
March, 1904.

6th .—Bombardment of Vladivostock
at 1.25 p.m.; five Japanese battleships
and two cruisers firing all their guns
at a range of five miles. No damage
was done; most of the two hundred
shells fired failing to explode. The
Russian batteries made no reply,
awaiting a closer approach of the
enemy, who retired. The Japanese
ships were covered with ice.

1sth.—With regard to war finances
the N.-C. Datly News correspondent
telegraphs from Tokio: ‘‘ The Cabinet
yesterday decided on the establishment
of the tobacco and salt monopolies and
the creation of a tax on silk, besides
enhancements of the existing taxes.
The sinews of war consist altogether
of: first, the war taxes, amounting
to over 65 million yen; 2nd, the sur-
plus and curtailment of expenditures,
amounting to about 58 millions; 3rd,
public loans, including the recent
issue of exchequer bonds.

arycst and 2end.—-Attacks on Port
Arthur by Japanese fleet.

27th.—Renewed attempt by the
Japanese to block Port Arthur by
sending four transports under the
escort of the fleet. An action ensued
between the fleet and the Russian
forts, which tasted until daylight,
when the Russian fleet appearing
outside the harbour, the Japanese
retired. The iour transports were
sunk by the forts.

April, 1904.
12th.—There was another bombard-

ment of Port Arthur to-day. The bat-
tleship Petropavlovsk, while endea-
vouring to regain the harbour, was
sunk by a mine. Admiral Makaroff,
with most of his staff and crew, was
drowned, excepting four officers, 1n-
cluding the Grand-Duke Cyril, who
was injured. The painter Verestcha-
gin, who was a guest of Admiral Mak-
aroff on the Petropavlovsk, is among
the drowned.

The Japanese sympathise profound-
ly with the sorrow caused by the
death of Adiniral Makarof.,

2sth.—The transport Ainshiu Marz,
with Japanese troops returning to
Gensan, sunk by Russian cruiser. The
soldiers refusing to surrender, five
Officers and seventy-three privates
were drowned. About forty-five petty
officers and privates escaped in boats.

May, 1904.
Gattic of Ruczlien-cheng¢.

ist.—General Kuroki occupied the
heights in the neighbourhood of Ku-
hen-cheng this morning. After a se-
yere cannonade, the Russians were
silenced and the town was occupied,
the enemy fleeing to Hoo-chen.The Russian force seems to have
consisted of the 11th and 12th infantry
regiments, the cavalry brigade of Gen-
eral Mischenko, and 43 guns, and
at least one-half of this force was
killed, wounded, or taken prisoner by
the japanese, while 2% of the guns
were captured by the enemy.

In General Kuroki’s report the exact
number of casualties at the battle on
the Yalu is stated to be: fapanese:
218 killed, including 5 officers, 733
wounded, including 33 officers. 1,363
Russian corpseS were buried by us;
and prisoners number 613,

end and 3rd.—Another attempt to
block Port Arthur. Japanese blocking
ships sunk before quite reaching the
entrance.

sth.—Landing of Japanese troops at
Pit-se-wo.

13th.—Japanese torpedo boat sunk
by Russian mune.

rsth.—~ Yoshio sunk in a fog. Hat-
suse sunk by coming into contact
with mechanical mine.

Battle of Rincbhou,
25th.—Kin-chou taken by Japanese

after five days’ fighting.
The Russian force comprised one

feld division and two field batteries,
besides the Port Arthur garrison andthe marimes from the Port Arthur
fleet. Five hundred Russian dead
were left on the field.

The japanese casualties were 4,204,
whereof the dead are 749, including 33
officers, and the wounded 2,455, 1n-
cluding roo officers,

fune, 1904.
Hattiz of Tealiesu.

15sth.—The Japanese advanced from
Pu-lan-tien and Fuchow. The Russians
resisted stubbornly, making counter
attacks, but were ultimately demoral-
ised, owing to the hot artillery fire
kept up by the Japanese.

Lhe Japanese casualties were eight
officers killed and fourteen wounded,
and nine hundred rank and #&le killed
and wounded.
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Up to the 2oth the Japanese had
buried 1,516 Russian dead.

—Raiding by Viadivostock squadron.
The Japanese transports Maru
and Sado Jfaru were torpedoed and
sunk. Many officers and men com-
mitted suicide.

The Chinese Recorder.

sth.-Japanese gpunboat Adimon
struck by Russian mine and sunk;
most of the crew were saved.
attacked Keai-ping
(Kai-chou) and occupied the position,
yepuising 20,000 Russians.on Japanese at Mo-
tien-ling Pass by General Keller’s two
divisions. (Two battalions of Russian
infantry had attacked Mo-tien-ling on
the 4th inst. without success.) The
Russians were repulsed and pursued.
The Japamese lost 43 killed and 256
wounded. By the 18th 200 Russians
had been buried.

23rd.—Port Arthur fleet appear out-
side. Attacked by Japanese squadron

July, 1904.

| August, 1904.

and re-enter harbor--damage not de-
Anitely known.

24th.—The Japanese attacked six-
teen Russian batteries on the heights
at Ta-shih-chiao, and the occupation
was completed by night attacks and
charges. The Japanese casualties
were about eight hundtred.

25th.—Occupation of Newchwang
oy the Japanese.

—News of the sinking of the
Kuight Commander and the Aipsang,
British steamers, by the Russian fleet.

26th.—The Japanese on the 26th
ult. captured first the heights behindfotirteen miles east of
Port Arthur, and then the Lung-wang-
tang mountain, eight miles east of
Port Arthur.

27th.—The Takushan army, after
six hours’ severe fighting, occupied
Fén-shui-ling, twenty-three miles
north-west of Hsiu-yen. The Russian
force, which comprised five battalions
of infantry, two regiments of cavalry,
and sixteen guns, fled in disorder
toward To-mu-chéng.,

Missionary Journal.
MARRIAGE

At Shanghai, July 2nd, Rev. T. N.
THOMPSON and Miss Hat, both of
A. P. M., I-chow-iu.

At Kwan-hsien, Szchuen, June 22nd,
the wife of JAMES Hutson, C. 1. M.,
of a daughter, Edith Mary.

At Chungking, June 23rd, the wiie of
Mr, JAMES Murray, N. 8B. 8.5.,
of 2 son.

Av Pe-tai-ho, July ist, the wife o¢
J. H. McCann, A. B.C, F. M.,
Tientsin, of a daughter.

At Siang-tan, Hunan, July 13th, the
wife of Rey. JT. W. MITCHELL, A.
P. M., Chen-chow, of a son.

DEAT HS.

AT Kwai-ping, June rith, GERTRUDE
ALICK, daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
M. L. Sandis, C. and M. A., of
confluent small-pox, aged 3 years
and 5 months.

AT June 1tith, Rev. Ep-
WaRD M, SCHEIRER, A. P. M., of
abscess of the liver, aged 32 years.

AT Scochow, June 26th, Mary Isa-
BELLA, relict of the late Rev. J.
W, LAMBUTH, D.D., M. E. M. S.,
aged 72 years.

AT Yokohama, June 3oth {en route
toU.S.A.), ADDIE GORDON BURKE,
wife of Rev. W. B. Burke, M. E.
©. M., Shanghai,

AT Kuling, July 20th, Rev. CHARLES
ROBERTSON, Loncton Mission, Han-
kow, of typhoid fever, aged 34
years. ‘‘ Called to higher service.’

DEPARTURES.
FROM SHANGHAI ‘—

June 27th, Mr. A. S. CONWay and
child, and Mr. and Mrs. A. BE. ARNo?TtT
and child, C. 1. M., for Australia.

July 13th, Miss Mary L. BURNHAM,
M.D., A. P. M., for U.S. A,

jJuiy 16th, Rt. Rev. Bishop F. R.
GRAVES, Rev. C. F. McRazk, Dr. W.
H, FEFFERYS, wife and two children,
and Miss HENDERSON, A. P. E.C.M.;
Kev. J. ©. GARRITT, wile ang three
children, and Miss M. A, PoskEy,
A. P.M.
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some Thoughts on Missionary Work in China
at the Present Time.

BY REV. D. FE. HOSTS.

HERE can be no doubt that China, at the present

Tl need not here do more than allude to the marked
and widespread change in the attitude of all classes throughout
the country towards us and our work. In place of the sullen
indifference and scornful hostility of former days, we find on
all hands 2 willingness, and even in many cases a desire, to
learn what the teachers from the West have to impart.

The intercourse which we as missionaries have with
the people soon shows us that this interest on their part is
chiefly, if not entirely, based upon considerations affecting
their political and commercial life and progress. The ease
with which the Boxer movement was overthrown in 1900,
and the flight of the Court to Si-an, have convinced a large
number of the Chinese that they have much to learn from
Western nations, and that, if their national dependence and
prosperity are to be secured, no time must be lost in acquiring
such knowledge as will enable them to place themselves
abreast of the rest of the modern world.

This change on the part of the people, regarded from a
missionary point of view, has both its value, and also its
drawbacks. There can be no doubt that it affords us a great
opportunity of making known to them, both through preaching
and through the circulation of books, the truths revealed in

[OM ime, presents 2 vast opening for missionary efor,
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the Scriptures which we have been entrusted to deliver
to them. And this is true, not only at the coast ports but
also, to a greater or less extent, in most of the provinces
throughout the empire.

It is a common occurrence now for missionaries, working
in the interior, to receive invitations, both from gentry and
tradespeople in neighbouring cities, to come and teach them
the Western religion; halls for this purpose being provided
by those giving the invitation. J have advisedly used the words
‘(Western relizgion’’ in the above sentence, because the de-
sire which is felt to learn is not on account of any intelligent
appreciation of the Christian faith as such. This, in the na-
ture of the case, is impossible, seeing that next to nothing 1s
known about it. As I have already said, they recognise that
the West has sources of power which hitherto they themselves
have missed; and, as the missionaries, 1n their eyes, stand as
the representatives of the West, and are almost the only people
at present accessible, it is to them that they turn for instruction.

Wow is this situation to be best turned to account for
the fulfilment of our definite commission as preachers of the
gospel and teachers of Christian truth? If we merely lend
ourselves to the desires of the people for instruction in such
Western learning as will enable them, individually, to improve
their material condition, and, nationally, to rehabilitate them-
selves amongst the nations, then it 1s quite certain that we
shall have vast and growing numbers of people willing and
eager to learn these things from us, and we shall, in course
of time, become, to a considerable extent, the means of intro-
ducing Western methods into this country. This, however,
is quite another thing from planting true and living Christianity
in it.

It 1s not mecessary now to discuss the question whether
the westernising of China is im itself to be desired or not. Like
most subjects affecting a large portion of the human race,
it is a complex one, and needs to be considered not only in
relation to its effects upon the Chinese themselves but also in
the light of its bearings upon the rest of the world. ‘There
are some obvious considerations in its favour. "The most
superficial acquaintance with the state of China makes it evident
that a vast amount of human suffering and loss of life can
be prevented by the dissemination of Western knowledge and
its intelligent application to the conditions of the country.
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Modern engineering, for instance, would unlock enormous
stores of mineral wealth and would provide for carriage of
food on a far larger and more efficient scale than is at present
possible. No man of ordinary humanity can travel through
China without being mournfully impressed with the fact that
this people perish for lack of knowledge, not only spiritual
and moral, but also mechanical and scientific. On the other
hand, no thoughtful man can consider without misgiving the
possible results to the human race of this empire, with its
huge population and vast resources, taking its place amongst
the organised military powers of the world. As we all know,
the vision of this has disturbed the minds of some of the
leading men of action in the Western world, and modernised
China has appeared to them as a portent that menaced the rest
of civilised mankind.

We, as missionaries, however, are not called upon to decide
this question; our concern is with a problem far higher and
of even greater importance. What we have to consider 1s,
how are we, in the face of the present situation, to full the
solemn responsibility which rests upon us to make known
to this people the Gospel of Christ, and to found His church
amonest them ?

I need not occupy your time by drawing attention to
what, I think, we all recognize, namely, the distinction between
the benefits which can be imparted to China through instruc-
tion in Western learning and science and those to be obtained
through and from the gospel. The distinction is indeed a
vital one. The Creator has given to man certain natural
powers of mind and body, through the exercise of which
he is intended and is able to investigate and turn to account
the forces atid resources of nature. In this way the various
arts, sciences and industries have, in course of time, been -
developed with corresponding increase in the material comfort
and intellectual and artistic enjoyment of mankind. Such
progress 18, Of course, in accordance with the divine intention,
and, when applied to lawful and beneficent ends, is a source
of immense beneht to the human race. It is not, however,
necessarily dependent upon Christianity ; some of its greatest
achievements, indeed, have been the work of non-Christian
races. We find, for instance, at the present day that in
literature the great master-pieces of the classic authors of
Greece and Rome still hold the field as models for the
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instruction of the young met in the colleges and universities
of our homelands. Nor have the sculpture and architecture
of ancient Greece yet been surpassed.

These things are not ‘‘the kingdom of God,’’ as those words
are used in the New ‘Testament. It is quite true that, in the
long run, man’s natural powers will be at their best, and
therefore his progtess, material and intellectual, will be greatest
when his moral and spiritual condition is right. Clearly, right
living conduces to sound nerves and brains as well as strong
and healthy bodies, and in this sense Christianity, as it
produces this right condition, is favourable to the highest and
best development of natural progress.

The fundamental fact, however, upon which the servant
of Christ takes his stand is contained 1n the words of his Lord
and Master, ‘‘Except a man be born again, he cannot enter
the kinedom of God.”’ The Old and New Testaments are in
a very real way simply an expansion of this pregnant sentence.
In varied language they reiterate the great cardinal truths that
man by his sin has become alienated from the life of God,
that his moral condition is one of enmity against God, that
his spiritual state is one of death and corruption in the sight
of God, and that nothing short of redemption through our Lord
Jesus Christ, and regeneration by the Holy Ghost, can lift him
out of this awful condition and place him in right adjustment
with his Creator.

Bear with me as I dwell upon what are to us the very
elements of Christian truth, reference to which may appear
superfluous to some. Their practical bearing, however, upon our
own attitude as missionaries to the Chinese at the present time
furnishes an excuse, if such be needed, for drawing attention
to them, if only for a few minutes. My desire 1s, briefly, to
emphasize the fact that the starting-point of progress in the
kingdom of God is regeneration through the Holy Ghost, and
that, therefore, our work from its commencement is on a
supernatural and not a natural plane. It 18 clear that if an
individual or community is not in a night relationship to
God, then whatever progress may be made in the domain
of the intellect and other natural powers, the end of that
individual or community must, in the nature of the case,
be ruin. Again, the only way in which we shall secure the
complete as well as lasting development of human life, whether
in an individual or in a community, is by bringing them, to
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begin with, into right relationship with God. That is to say,
the two great facts of man’s guilt as a sinner and his bondage
to the power of sin must be taced and dealt with.

Whilst, of course, as teachers of Christianity, we all rec-
ognise these truths, there is, if one may speak for others, a
real danger lest the very opportunities which now present
themselves for imparting to the Chinese intellectual benefits
should cause us, perhaps without realising it, to allow this
latter to become in practice our objective and so cause us
to come short of that which should be essentially our aim
9S missionaries. There is much truth in the German proverb:
‘The good is the enemy of the We shall do well
to see to it that whatever be the means and methods which
God may lead us to employ, we keep before us as our direct
aim and object the salvation of the Chinese through the
forgiveness of sins and the regeneration of the Holy Ghost.
Woe is unto us if we preach not the gospel !

I need scarcely say here that I do not intend to touch the
question of the methods by which we seek to bring the Chinese
to repentance towards God and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ.
We shall probably all agree that such discussions are both
foolish and futile. Different methods suit different men, and
this great country has room for and needs variety of agencies.
What is on my heart to-day is, with all respect and with all
earnestness, to remind you, as well as myself, of our sacred
commission and of the solemn responsibility which God has
placed upon us in connection with it. Do we realise sufhcient-
ly that we have been put in trust with the gospel by God,
to whom we shall have to render an account of our stewardship ?
Let me repeat, this is no question of the means we employ,
but of the aim which practically and directly we keep before
us; and by the attainment or non-attainment cf which the
real success and value of our work as missionaries will ulti-
mately be measured. Let us also remember that the move.
ments which, as a matter of fact, have ultimately been most
fruitful in the intellectual and material benefit of the commun-
ity, have been those which primarily aimed at the spiritual
good of men. In England the history both of the Society of
Friends and that of the Methodists at once occurs to the mind as
instances.

In connection with this subject of how to make our several
forms of work most effective for the direct spiritual good of
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this people, I venture to bring before you one or two thoughts
of a practical nature, which have no doubt at times occurred to
some amongst you as well as to mysell. YT think we shal] all
agree that the needs of a country like China can, in practice, be
best provided for by a number of organisations, each framed
with a view to more specially taking in hand one particular
department of work. Experience seems to show that the sum
total of efiicient result is best secured by division of labour
and concentration of effort. For instance, greater and better
results will, as a rule, be obtained from the labours of two men:
one definitely undertaking the preparation of Christian literature,
the other direct evangelistic work, than by each of the two
attempting to do both. Again, the qualifications requisite
for the carrying on of educational institutions are different
from those required by men who spend their lives preaching
to the people. As a matter of fact the missionary body as
organised in China to-day does, to a considerable extent, give
expression to this line of thought. The question which seems
deserving of consideration 1s, whether, whilst frankly recogniz-
ing this principle of division of labour and the consequent
desirability of each organization concentrating itself upon the
prosecution of the work for which it has been framed, there
is not room for some action by which we can mutually
supplement each other’s efforts for the common end of China’s
good. Allow me to illustrate my meaning. There are in
the same city or district two missions, one possessing workers
specially qualified for the training of boys and young men,
the other having in its ranks a man more than ordinarily
gifted as an evangelist. Could not much good be done if
an arrangement were made for the holding of a special mission
by the said evangelist amongst these young men? This is
not a novel suggestion. It has, indeed, been acted upon more
than once in various parts of the country with excellent
results, but I would ask you all prayerfully to consider if it
might not, with great advantage, be extended. A further
ereat good would incidentally accrue from our doing so. With
the increased intercourse between various types of workers,
thus brought about, a corresponding growth of mutual apprecia-
tion and sympathetic interest in each other’s labours would be
tostered. Our hearts and minds would be enlarged and warm-
ed and we should be lifted nearer to the realization of the
ideal of unity of heart and purpose combined with diversity
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of operation. We should be saved from the rather chilling
mistake of supposing that because another society or mission
does not do the particular work in which we are engaged,
therefore they do not sympathise with it. Clearly there are
certain obvious limits within which this interchange of mutual
help and co-operation must be kept. A given organisation
would not be justified in crippling or interfering with the .
prosecution of its own particular work in order to supplement
the efforts of another form of agency, but with this proviso
one cannot help feeling that there is room for a co-ordination
and more perfect adjustment of the energies and gifts amongst
us as a missionaty body which in this way could be turned to
better account than is, perhaps, the case at present.

It will be by the cultivation of practical fellowship and
inutual helpfulness amongst ourselves as misionaries that we
shall succeed in bringing about the essentials of unity amongst
the Chinese churches, the desirability of which, as an ideal, we
all recognise. It is possible to mistake counters for current
coin. Well-meant schemes may be drafted for unification of
the churches, but we need to remember that in the long
fun the actual facts as touching the personal relationships
of the individuals concerned will decide the situation. Req]
unity amongst Christians of the present day is probably far more
hindered by mutual prejudices and mistrust, the outcome
of ignorance and misconception concerning each other’s work
and standpoint, than by the official separation of our several
ecclesiastical folds. Alas! too, is 1t not to be confessed that
if we were more governed by the Christian precepts to ‘‘in
honour prefer one another,’’ and ‘‘in lowliness of mind to
esteem others better than ourselves,’’ our common action would
be more fruitful and effective than it is? heed that ye
despise not one of these little ones’’ 1s a warning uttered by
our blessed Lord Himself, and in the Old Testament we have
the corresponding saying of Solomon: ‘‘He that 1s void of
understanding despiseth his neighbour.”’ We are commanded

to ‘‘honour all men,’’ and we may be quite sure therefore
that contempt for others, especially our fellow-Christians, is an
indication of our own littleness and folly.

And may we not as fellow-servants of the Lord Jesus Christ,
set apart by Him to this great and glorious enterprise of
carrying on His work in China, also take to ourselves the
words of the great Apostle? ‘(Tet us consider one another to
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provoke. to love and to good works.’’ There is a widespread
desire amongst us as a missionary body that divine blessing and
increase should be granted to us in our own labours during the
next three years. Let us, whilst we give ourselves to constant
and earnest prayer on this behalf, not fail to do what in us
lies, by such practical measures as are open to us, to turn to

_ the best account such forces as we already possess.

The Motive of the Missionary Enterprise.
BY REV. ARTHUR J. BROWN, D.D.,

Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions.

HAT the motives which prompt to missionary effort are
powerful is evident. No weak motives would lead

thousands of earnest men and women to spend their lives
among uncongenial peoples far from the associations and the
opportunities of home and country, nor would weak motives
induce the Christians of Europe and America to give millions
of dollars annually for the maintenance of the missionary enter-
prise. In fact various motives are involved. Some operate
upon one class of minds and some upon another, and all of
them do not appeal with equal force to the same person. For
converiience they may be divided into two main classes—prim-
ary and secondary—though this classification is arbitrary and
though there may be differences of opinion as to the class to
which certain motives properly belong. Something depends
upon the viewpoint.

I. The following motives, which undoubtedly are in-
fiuential with many Christian people, may nevertheless be
classed as secondary :—

fi. The Philanthropic Motive.—This is stirred by the con-
sciousness of human brotherhood and the natural desire to
relieve the appalling suffering and ignorance which prevail
throughout the heathen world. Christ is the Great Physician
now as ot old. As we see the prevalence of disease and misery,
the untended ulcers, the sightless eyes to which the surgeon’s
skill could bring the light, the pain-racked limbs pierced with
red hot needles to kill the alleged demon which causes the
suffering, and the fevered bodies which are made ten times
worse by the superstitious and bungling methods of treatment,
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our sympathies are profoundly moved and we freely give and
labor that such agony may be alleviated. Medical missions
with their hospitals and dispensaries strongly appeal to this
motive, as do also educational missions with their teaching of
the principles of better living. The gospel itself is sometimes
preached and supported from this motive, for it is plain that
the sufferings of men are diminished and the dignity and the
worth of life increased by the application of Christianity to
human society.

The Intellectual Motive.—Missionaries have vastly in-
creased the world’s store of useful knowledge. They have
opened to view scores of hitherto vaguely known lands. They
have probably done more than any other class of men to extend
knowledge of the earth’s surface and its inhabitants. Geography
and ethnology, entomology and zoology, botany and kindred
sciences gratefully enroll the names of missionaries among their
most successful explorers.

“, The Commercial Motive.—Some business men frankly
assign this as the reason for their gifts. The missionary in the
typical heathen land 1s representative of a higher civilization.
His teaching and his manner of living incidentally, but none
the less really, create wants and introduce goods. He lights
his house with a lamp, and straightway thousands of the
natives become dissatisfied with a bit of burning rag in a dish
of vegetable oul. So foreign lamps are being used by millions
of Chinese, Japanese, Siamese and East Indians. ‘The mission-
ary marks time with a clock, and German, English, and
American firms suddenly find a new and apparently limitless
market for their products. He rides a bicycle on his country
tours, and the result is that to-day the bicycle 1s as common
in the cities and even many of the villages of Siam and Japan
as itis in the United States. His wife makes her own and her
children’s dresses on a sewing machine, and ten thousand curious
Chinese, Japanese and Laos are not satisfied till they too have
sewing machines. And so the missionary opens new markets
and extends trade. He has been one of the most effective
agents of modern commerce, not because he intended to be,
not because he reaped any personal profit from the goods which
he introduced, but because of the inevitable tendencies which
were set in motion by the residence of an enlightened family
among unenlightened peoples. And this appeals to some minds
as a motive of missionary interest. It begets hundreds of
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addresses on the reflex influence of foreign missions and it
undoubtedly secures some support for the cause from those who
might not be responsive to other arguments.

a The Civilizing Motive.—This 1s closely allied to the
preceding motives. In the ways that have been indicated
and in others that might be specified, the missionary is ‘‘ the
advance agent of civilization.’? As the product of centuries
of Christian civilization with all its customs and ideals he
appears in a rude village of Africa. He opposes slavery,
polygamy, cannibalism and infanticide. He teaches the boys
to be honest, sober and thrifty, the girls to be pure and intelli-
gent and industrious. He induces the natives to cover their
nakedness, to build houses, to till the soul. He inculeates and
exemplifies the social and civic virtues. His own home and
lis treatment of his wife and daughters are an object lesson in
a community which had always treated women 4s a slave. ‘The
inertia of long-established heathenism is hard to overcome, but
slowly it yields to the new power, and the beginnings of civiliz-
ed society gradually appear. Volumes might be filled with
the testimonies of statesmen, travellers, military and naval
officers to the value of missionary work from this viewpoint.
Ask almost any public man to preside or speak at a great
missionary meeting, and he will probably respond with an
address in which he will enlarge upon this aspect of misstonary
effort. The British officials in India have been outspoken in
their praise of the civilizing influence of missionaries in that
country. Darwin’s testimony to the usefulness of missionary
work in the South Seas is another classic illustration and
hundreds of others might be cited. Dr. James S. Dennis has
collected a vast mass of facts bearing on this subject n his noble
volumes on ‘' Christian Missions and Social Progress’’ and the
cumulative power of this class of evidence is doubtless a large
factor in the growing respect for missions in the public mind.

é. The Historical Motive.—With many people of the
utilitarian type, this argument from results is the most decisive.
They want to see that their money accomplishes something, to
know that their investment is yielding some tangible return.
They eagerly scan missionary reports to ascertain how many
converts have been made, how many pupils are being taught,
how many patients are being treated. To tell them of success-
es achieved is the surest method of inducing them to increase
their gifts. Mission Boards often find it difficult to sustain
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interest in apparently unproductive fields, but comparatively easy
to arouse enthusiasm for fields in which converts are quickly
made. The churches are eager and even impatient for results.
Fortunately in many lands results have been achieved on such
a magnificent scale as to satisfy this demand. But in other
lands, not less important, weary years have had to be spent in
preparing the soil and sowing the seed, and hard-working
missionaries have been half-disheartened by the insistent pop-
ular demand for accounts of baptisms before the harvest time
has fairly come.

There is apparently a growing disposition to exalt this whole
class of motives. The basis of missionary appeal has noticeably
changed within the last generation. Our humanitarian, com-
mercial and practical age is more impressed by the physical and
temporal, the actual and the utilitarian. The idea of saving
men for the present world appeals more strongly than the idea
of saving them for the next world, and missionary sermons and
addresses give large emphasis to these motives. We need not
and should not undervalue them. They are real. it 1s legiti-
mate and Christian to seek the temporal welfare of our fellow-
men, to alleviate their distresses, to exalt woman and to purify
society. It 1s, moreover, true and to the credit of the missionary
enterprise that it widens the area of the world’s useful know-
ledge, introduces the conveniences and necessities of Christian
civilization and promotes wealth and power, while it 1s certainly
reasonable that those who toil, should desire to see results from
their labor and be encouraged and incited to renewed diligence
by the inspiring record of achievements. But these motives are
nevertheless distinctly secondary. They are effects of the
thissionary enterprise rather than causes of it, and the true
Christian would still be obliged to give and pray and work for
the evangelization of the world even 1f not one of these motives
existed.

What then are the primary motives of the missionary enter-
prise ? Three may be briefly enumerated.

(a). The Soul’s Experience in Christ.—In proportion as this
is genuine and deep, will we desire to communicate it to others,
The man who feels that Christ is precious to his own heart and
that He has brought strength and blessing into his own life, 1s
immediately conscious of an impulse to give these joys to those
who do not have them. Expansion is a law of the spiritual
life. The inherent tendency of Christianity: is to propagate
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itself. A living organism must grow or die. The church
that is not missionary will become atrophied. Ali virile faith
prompts its possessor to seek others. That was an exquisite
touch of regenerated nature and one beautifully wlustrative of
the promptings of a normal Christian experience which led
Andrew, after he rose from Jesus’ feet, to first find his own
brother Simon and say unto him: ‘‘We have found the
Messias ; and he brought him to Jesus.’’ No external authority,
however commanding, can take the place of this internal motive.
It led Paul to exclaim, 1s me if I preach not the gospel.”
It made him plead ‘‘with tears’’ that men would turn to God;
to become ‘‘all things to all men, that ‘he’ might by all means
save some;” to speed from city to city, the burden of his preach-
ing evermore—'‘‘ We pray you in Christ’s stead, be ye reconciled
to God.”? Because this 1s one of the primary motives of missions,
the cause chiefly depends, humanly speaking, upon the piety of
the church. Other motives may, and often do, help for longer
or shorter periods. But the real and permanent dependence
must be wpon a spiritual experience with Christ so rich and
joyous that it makes missionary effort the natural and necessary
expression of its life.

(1b). The World’s Fvident Need of Christ.—The fact that
the heathen are morally and spiritually debased 1s not, indeed,
of itself suficient to beget a strong desire to help them, but the
fact that they need Christ and that we have Christ, does beget
such a desire in a rightly constituted mind. If we have any
knowledge which is essential to the welfare of our fellow-man, we
are under solemn obligation to convey that knowledge to him.
It makes no difference who that man js, or where he lives, or
whether he is conscious of his need, or how much inconvenience
or expense we may incur in reaching him. If we can help him,
we must get to him. That 1s an essential part of the foreign
missionary 1mpulse. We have the revelation of God which 1s
potential of a civilization which benefits man, an education which
fits him for higher usefulness, a scientific knowledge which en-
larges his powers, a medical skill which alleviates his sufferings,
and above alla relation to Jesus Christ, which not only lends
new dignity to this earthly life, but which saves his soul and
prepares him for eternal companionship with God. is
there salvation in any other.”’ Therefore we must convey this
gospel to the world. -Christ simply voiced the highest and
holiest dictates of the human heart when He summoned Huis
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followers to missionary activity and zeal.
much as our fathers heard of the motive of salvation of the
heathen. That consideration appears to be gradually drifting
into the background. Our age prefers to dwell upon the blessings
of faith rather than upon the consequences of unbelief. And
yet if we believe that Christ is our life, it is difficult to avoid
the conclusion that without Christ is death. Various statements
and figures are used in the New Testament to express the
condition of those who know not Christ, but whether they be
interpreted literally or figuratively, their fundamental meaning
is as plain as 1t is awful. Jesus came ‘‘to save’’ and salvation
is from something. Nothing is gained but much is lost by
ignoring facts, and the appalling fact that men are Jost without
Christ, is a motive of the first magnitude for trying to save them.

(c). The Command of Christ.—‘‘Go ye into all the world
and preach the gospel to every creature.” If this were the only
motive, foreign missionary work would be a mechanical perform-
ance of stern duty, the missionary merely an obedient soldier.
But taken-1n connection with the preceding motives, it adds
to them the impressive sanctions of divine authority. For
Christ’s Word 1s not a request. It 1s not a suggestion. It leaves
nothing to our choice. It is an order, comprehensive, unequivo-
cal, ending all argument, silencing all cavil—a clear, peremptory,
categorical imperative—‘'Go.” Such a command dispels all
possible uncertainty, removes any miusgiving, and, for those
who need it, reduces the question of missionary effort to one of
simple obedience to our Lord and King.

These are and must ever remain the supreme motives of the
missionary enterprise. They have inherent and independent
4orce. Whether men are civilized or not, whether they trade
with us or not, whether present results are few or many, the
Christian church must continue its missionary work. The
results of a hundred years of missionary effort are most encoura-
ging, but if they were not, it would make little difference. The
man who knows that he is working for God and in obedience to
God, is not controlled by worldly ideas of success. He 1s con-
tent to leave results with God, knowing that His Word will not
return to Him void. After Judson had been toiling for years in
Burmah without making a single convert, someone wrote to
him asking what the prospects were, and he flashed back, ‘‘As
bright as the promises of God!”’ When ten years of labor in Be-
chuana had jailed to accomplish any visible result, Mrs. Greaves,
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We do not hear so
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of Sheffield, wrote to Mary Moffett asking what she needed, and
that heroic woman answered : ‘‘Send us a communion service.”
‘Temporary defeat has no power over the trtte missionary. With
Lincoln when taunted with the defeat of his plans, he exclaims,
‘“Pefeat! If it were not one but one hundred defeats I shonld
still pursue the same unchanging course.”’ To His own genera-
tion Christ’s life was a failure. So was Paul’s and Peter’s
and Stephen’s. But later generations saw the rich fruitage.
Like them, the true missionary toils from motives which are
independent of present appearances. lf Jehovah is the only true
God, the whole world ought to be told about Him. If Jesus
Christ is our salvation, He can be the salvation of others, and
it is our imperative duty to carry or send the good news to them.
There may be questions as to method, but no objection Hes
against the foreign missionary enterprise which does not lie with
equal force against the fundamental truths of the Christian re-
higion.

The foreign mission cause is at some disadvantage as com-
pared with the other enterprises in which the church is engaged
in that it cannot make so strong an appeal to patriotism or sel f-
interest. The foreign missionary impulse 1s really the Christ
impulse. It 1s prompted by no selfish motive. It summons ts
to toil and sacrifice for races which are beyond our sight and
touch and for which we naturally feel but little concern,
especially as they ordinarily cling to their old faiths and some-
times resent our well-meant efforts. In these circumstances
foreign missions can effectively appeal only to those motives
of glad obedience and unselfish love which prompted Christ
to seek a lost race, Indeed the Master plainly declared to His
disciples, ‘‘As the Father hath sent me into the world, so
send I you into the world.’’ But to these motives it does appeal
as the wretchedness and guilt of old appealed to the heart of
infinite love. The missionary advocate makes a grave mistake
when he bases his appeal solely on financial needs. The fact
that an enterprise wants money is not a sufficient reason why it
should receive it, nor 1s the begging argument apt to secure
anything deeper than the beggar’s temporary dole. Our appeal
should be based on those high motives which center in our
relation to the Saviour’s love and presence and command.

Paul said: ‘‘We preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus
the Lord; and ourselves your servants for Jesus’ sake.”’ (Ror
Jesus’ sake {”? That 1s the spring of ali holy living, of all noble
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endeavor, of all large achievement. ‘‘ For Jesus’ sake’’ God
has forgiven our sins. ‘“For Jesus’ sake’’ the missionary goes
into distant lands. ‘‘Bor Jesus’ sake’? he toils and prays for
the salvation of his tellow men. And ‘‘for Jesus’ sake’? Chris-
tians at home ought to sustain those who go. The searching
and tender words of Christ to Peter comprehend the whole
matter. ‘‘Lovest thou me?’’ then ‘‘feed my sheep.”’

Comparative Religion and the Missionary
Argument.

BY REV. C. W. ALLAN, HANKOW.
HE study of Comparative Religion has in the present day

become exceedingly popular. But although at this time
pursued with much zest and interest, it is not a new

subject of enquiry. Ever since the time of the Hebrew prophets,
comparisons and contrasts have been drawn, but it is only of
late years that the great religions of the world have been viewed
in a sympathetic spirit.

In recent years various causes have combined to make this
study popular. The interpretation of the inscriptions of nations
long since passed away, the investigations of the literatures of
the great countries of the East, have all combined to attract the
interest of studious minds to this branch of knowledge.

But perhaps the chief reason why this subject has gained
popularity is because religion is a matter of interest and import-
ance second to none. Man is a religious being, and the
study of comparative religion appeals to those faculties of his
higher nature which serve to show his connection with, and
dependence upon, the supernatural.

Christians pursue this study from a definite standpoint.
They assume at the outset that the Christian revelation is
unique, that it stands superior to all the natural or supernatural
manifestations which are the parts or whole of any other system
of religion. Although this is the case yet the believer in Chris-
tianity can pursue this study with unbiassed and unprejudiced
mind. The very strength of his conviction of the superiority
of the religion of Jesus Christ ought to make him tolerant and
fair in the criticism of other systems.

The result of the study of comparative religion has been,
on the part of some, a desire to place the so-called universal reli-
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gions on a level with each other. To certain minds the Chris-
tian religion does not commend itself in any way superior to the
systems that have influenced so many of the nations of the
world. If this attitude was simply that of a few scholars
moving ina limited circle of scientific study, there would not be
much cause for alarm, but unfortunately a criticism of this sort
takes hold of the popular mind, and many there are who,
without any investigation and study on their part, are prepared
to say glibly that all religions are alike, and that their influence
and usefulness are determined by geographical conditions.

We who are missionaries have a firm conviction that the
gospel we preach 1s the content of a religion in every way
superior to that which has confronted us in this empire. I
should like in this paper to indicate wherein lies its superiority.
I do not claim originality for anything said; these remarks are
simply the result of a fair amount of reading on the subject in
question.

Dr. Carpenter in his Bampton Lecture, ‘‘ The Permanent
Elements of Religion,’’ points out that the elements which give
the essential features of any enduring system of religion are three,
viz., Dependence, Fellowship, and Progress; he also shows that
these elements are present in the three universal religions—
Islam, Buddhism, and Christianity—so called bacause they repre-
sent three-fourths or more of the whole human race. Then how
does Dr. Carpenter prove the superiority of Christianity ? His
position 1s this, that unless a religion possesses, not as an after-
attainment but originally, the power of supplying the three
elements above named, it cannot claim the attention of all men
and aspire to universality. The question then is put: are these
three elements in the universal systems found in them as
afterthoughts or acquisitions, or are they found in them
essentially? If they are the essentials in any one of these
religions, then that religion fulfills the condition imposed and
has 1t that which will render it permanent and universal. If
the contrary, then that religion lacks those requiremeuts that
will constitute it a power on earth for good. It is shown that
neither Islam not Buddhism have these elements as essential
parts of the whole, but they are acquisitions, afterthoughts, born
of necessity arising from the inadequacy of the system to satisfy
the mind and heart of man. One more question remains. Are
these elements indigenous to Christianity? A survey of New
Testament doctrine will serve to show that they are root
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principles and that without them Christianity would be a

But it is not sufficient for the purpose to conclude that
because our holy religion has elements in esse, which are only
accretions in other systems, therefore 1t is superior 1n every way
and the only religion worth propagating. ‘The missionary
argument must rest on a broader and more solid foundation.

We are prepared to admit that the relation of the Chris-
tian religion to other systems 1s not one of pure negation.
We acknowledge that no theory or system that has attained in
any way to a certain degree of universality, that has exercised
a powerful influence over men’s minds, is ever altogether false ;
on the contrary, it gains its power from the fact that some aspect
or portion of truth is an integral part, however distorted it may
be. Dr. Orr says that the Christian religion is ‘‘really the
higher truth which is the synthesis and completion of all the
others’’, and it is only fair for us to recognise, as far as we can,
the elements of truth in the other systems of the world which
are seen in their full glory in Christianity. From this
standpoint, then, we view and respect the religious ideas and
moral precepts oi the ethuic creeds. We appreciate the aspira-
tions and ideals presented there and recognise the expression
of the deep desires of the human heart.

The great peculiarity ef the Christian religion is the self-
revelation of God. It 1s unique. The doctrine of God is the
central point, the sun which sheds its light upon all the other
parts of the system. There may be excellent moral suggestions
in heathen creeds, there are perhaps glimpses of the divine
character amidst the density and darkness of superstition, but
nowhere, save in the religion of the Bible, is there a full view
of the perfections of God. Heathen religions generally fail to
separate God from his creation. Polytheism prevails. Even
if we accept some of the results of controversy and acknowl-
edge in the infancy of many systems a pure monotheism, we
cannot at the same time believe in the spiritual apprehension,
an apprehension so clearly shown 1n Christianity. The suprem-
acy of Shang Ti in primitive China, the absoluteness of Indra
of the Aryan race,—these are ideas that may be exalted above
ideas prevalent in religions to-day, but they fall far below the
conception of the Godhead which 1s the ground of our faith.

There are those who will remark that although polytheism
is the prevailing factor of heathenism, yet at the same time

wierve Tiare,
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amonest nations characterised by intellectual activity a certain
monotheistic tendency 1s present which may produce a pure
conception of a divine being such as shown in the religion of
Christ. All we can answer is that the warrant for the assumption
1s baseless. History shows that in the case of nations possessed
of religions having this tendency pure pantheism 1s the outcome.
Both pantheism and polytheism serve to show the utter inability
of man through any religious ideas to disengage the absolute
Being from nature and the visible things of the universe.

This then is the first postulate that Chrestianily ts superior
to atl other religions because of its unique doctrine and revéla-
tion of God. But as this is narrowing down Christianity as a
system of doctrine to one particular phase of its theology,
the ground of argument may be enlarged, and we can state as
the first postulate that Christianity is superior to all other
religions because of its higher order of doctrine.

It may be stated here that Christianity differs from all
human philosophies in that it has other objects in view besides
an explanation of the nature of things. It 1s a religion of
redemption, an expression of the will and nature of God. But
at the same time it is a system of truth, and as such verifies
itself by the satisfaction which it gives to reason. It occupies
itself with the question of origins, the relation of man to the
utluverse and to God, the question of final issues, and we have
to see here whether it throws sufficient light on these subjects
to entitle 1t to the position we give it.

Taking first the conception of God, we need say little, as we
have just seen that it is the chief characteristic of the Christian
religion. All that 1s necessary here is to say that the Christian
definition of God’s character is agreeable to reason. ‘That charac-~
ter 1s made up of righteousness and love, love that seeks the wel-
fare of the creature, and, because of that love, righteousness which
1s hastile to all evil. The Christian doctrine of God’s providence
may be said to be the same. Whilst the God of the Bible is in-
finitely exalted above man and things, yet at the same time he is
seen as cating for all, even the sparrows, and this combination
of transcendence above, and identification with, the creature is a
truth that commends itself to the human heart and mind.

In the Christian doctrine respecting man, we find that also
which appeals forcibly to reason. A child of the earth he is
at the same time the son of God. A weak helpless mortal, he
is also a high-souled being destined to be immortal. A tree
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agent, he is at the same time under obligation to the great
ruler of the universe. If we consider the statements and ideas
of other religions on the same subject, we shall recognise a one-
sidedness that fails to satisfy enquiry. One truth is afhrmed at
the expense of the other, and the questions that arise are so
inany and so complicated that we are landed in hopeless
confusion. ‘This does not imply that Christian truth is so
superficial that we can separate and distinguish to an extent
that gives entire satisiaction to reason. No, there are ‘‘deep
things of God’? beyond human thought.

The Christian doctrine of sin is marked by a keen perception
of the nature of character. This is recognised by all who know
what it means to violate the moral law. In pagan systems of
thought, and in the offshoots of Christian doctrine, moral evil
was traced to a physical source. This, by obscuring its real
origin, showed it to be inevitable, but man has at all times
recognised to a certain extent his own power of committing or
abstaining from wrong doing: He has never been able to
reconcile the two, and only in Christianity is 1t shown that sin
comes of the action of man’s will. The Christian doctrine ot
Sin iS a mirror, in which man finds reflected his own nature, and
however much he may shrink from beholding it, he knows it is
q faithful reflection.

As a counterpart of this, is to be considered the Christian
doctrine of salvation. The systems of thought which predicated
a physical origin of evil naturally advocated a physical redemp-
tiONn. Spirit must be cleansed from the polluting influences of
the body. The sensuous nature must undergo a change or
cease to exist. This was the idea of these systems, and to-day
in many of the great religions this principle of a redemption
from the influences and contamination of matter occupies an
important place. But the Christian doctrine penetrates right to
the heart of the disease. It shows in clear light the redemption
needed, and the assent of reason and conscience is readily given.

The doctrines of the Incarnation and the Atonement to
a certain extent commend themselves, because they embody
ideas that can be found in most other religious systems. But
however powertully these ideas may appeal to men in these
systems, tun Christianity they reach a sublimity and grandeur
unknown outside the revelation of Jesus Christ. Of course men
as individuals fail to recognise the principles in these doctrines,
but the same may be said of all phases of religious theory and

4904. |
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fact, the complexity of the human mind shuts out the possibil-
ity of all men following in the same train of thought.

In Christianity as a system of doctrine there are mysteries,
and it is not to be supposed that even with a religion like ours,
that so clearly gains the assent and agreement of reason, every-
thing will be explained and understood. The difficulties pre-
sented to men’s minds are many, and on the solution of some
problems of existence Christianity 1s almost silent. But as far
as these doctrines are concerned upon which we have dwelt for
some little time, they serve to show man more clearly to himself,
they throw more hght on the existing nature of things, and we
have no hesitation in again stating our assumption that the
quality of Christian doctrine is superior in itself to the doctrine
of any other system, and renders Christianity more fit and more
capable of satistying the great needs of men.

The second point in the argument is ¢hat Christianity ts
superior to other religions because of tts adaptedness io the neces-
sitzes of human nature, We have just seen that Christianity
as a doctrinal system throws clear light on the great questions of
iife, and as some of the questions are the interrogations of man’s
own spiritual nature, 1t follows that Christianity will, to some |
extent, satisfy the needs which prompt these interrogations.
Every religion has to submit to a practical test; it is verified or
disproved by the manner in which it answers to the spiritual
needs of men. The question before us then 1s, does Christianity
do more in this respect than any other religion, 1s it capable of
yielding such help and strength as the human soul requires ?

An analysis of experience will serve to show in the first
place that in the human spirit there 1s a deep need of God.
This 1s recognised, not only because we are finite, but because
we are conscious of our finiteness. It les deeper in the heart
than any other want, so deep in fact that it is vague and unde-
fined. But however vague it may be, it is a factor of conscious-
ness and 1s the great motive (so to speak) which makes man
seek for that which will satisfy the hunger of his soul. This
want 1s expressed 1n various ways; it nay be through a feeling of
loneliness, it may be through a feeling of dissatisfaction because
of the apparent vanity of existence.

Side by side with this need of God in the human heart
there exists the sense of guilt. Man recognises something wrong
in the depths of his inmost nature, and the more he searches
and probes his own consciousness, the more he is convinced of
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the existence of this sense of Sin. He is conscious of being
selfish in his conduct, of failing to attain to the ideals which
he has before him. He not only feels that he is without God
but that he is alienated from him. This is no morbid experi-
ETICe, Tt is not confined to certain moods in which certain minds
occasionally find themselves, it 1s not solely the feeling of men
of high spirituality, but it 1s an universal experience of the
human heart to be found in the breast of every son of man.

It 1s extremely interesting to see how the needs of the soul
merge one into another. We have acknowledged the want of
God and the sense of sin as parts of man’s consciousness, and
we must also recognise the feeling of separation from God, which
seems to result from these. Then again there 1s a conscious sense
of bondage, a feeling of the 1nadequateness of the soul to lift
itself out of itselt. These are closely connected with the fore-
going and are human needs that seek ior satisiaction. Group.
ing these together we find that perhaps the greatest need of the
human heart is reconciliation, a desire to be brought back to God,
from whom it has separated itself. This is manifestly the ex-
perience of mankind, and the great systems of religion that exist
to-day are witnesses to the fact. They are proofs of the long con-
tinued earnest struggle of human nature to bring itself back into
vital contact with God. But how have these systems succeeded ?
Is it too much to say that their success is absolute failure?
Buddhism and Islam have recognised the soul’s need of God, the
soul’s sense of sin and bondage, the soul’s desire for reconcilia-
tion. But they have given false answers to the great questions.
Buddhism, instead of satisfying the desires of the heart, has
sought to annihilate them, and Islam has resolved them into sen-
sual and bodily appetites and provided satisfaction on these lines.

But a consideration of Christianity serves to show that it
has clearly discerned the nature of these facts of human expert-
ence and has in its own Scriptures given expression to them.
But at the same time it has produced a satistactory answer to
the questionings of man’s heart and has given to the world a
gospel which is capable of supplying all our needs because it
is ‘‘a power of God unto salvation.’’ Man’s need of God is
satisfied by the incoming and indwelling of the Holy Spirit ;
lis sense of sin is taken away by his faith 1n the atonement,
and he is able to say with heartfelt sincerity: ‘‘My God 1s
reconciled, His pardoning voice I hear.’’ With thanksgiving
let it be said once again that the Christian religion is superior
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to all other religions, because it satisfies, as none other can, the
deep needs of the human soul.

The third point of the argument ts that the superiorzty of
the Christian religvon is shown in its effect upon mankind.

The Christian religion from the first has always had in view
the sanctification and elevation of the entire life of man in its
individual and social aspects. The great changes that have
been made in the family by its teaching serve to show this. One
of these changes is the abolition of domestic tyranny. We are
all acquainted with the condition of family life in the early ages
of the Christian era, and we know the absolute power and author-
ity which characterised the head of a household, an authority
analogous to that of the despotic ruler of any nation such as
Persia at the present time. But Christianity has reduced the
paternal power and has inculcated doctrines and precepts that
have resulted in the establishment of the family life on such
a basis aS we recognise in our own country, a basis of love,
equality and right.

Equally important is the change wrought in the condition
of womankind., A favourite theme this; it has been dweit upon
by many, and we need only say that Christianity has hited
woman from the sphere of degradation and servitude to the
position of man’s helper. The Christian religion has also made
great changes in the state. {t has removed to a great extent
many of the inequalities of so called governments, it has laid
great stress on the principles of justice and mercy, it has brought
about the emancipation of hundreds of subjects to tyrannical
and exacting rule. In the social life of mankind it has given
men to feel their duty to their fellow-men, has proclaimed a
universal brotherhood, has welded together the great mass ot
humanity by charity and sympathetic interest. lt has given a
new impetus to care for the weak and outcasc, has put a veto
upon oppression and cruelty, and wherever it has shed its gra-
cious influence, mankind has been enlightened, uplitted and
blessed. Can we say the same of other religions? Have the
great systems of the East produced such beneficent results?
What means the sad wail of woman, coming from the harem of
the Mussulman and the Zenana of the Hindoo ? What means
the despotism and tyranny of men whose prerogative it is to
rile ? What means the cry of the slave, the moan of the leper,
the supplication of the outcast? These are voices borne upon
the wings of the wind and they tell us of the dark, black despair,
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born of the religions of heathendom, and the bitter need of human
souls for that which will bring to them life, light and peace.

we may say that the superiority of Christianity is
proved by the condition of mankind in those countries that have
responded to its gracious call. Having the three foregoing
points of argument in view, it is not necessary to multiply
reasons why the religion of Christ should be proclaimed to the
world. It proves itself capable of giving an adequate answer
to the questions of man’s heart, it shows itself able to satisfy
the yearnings of his spiritual nature, and it produces evidence
to the fact that wherever it 1s proclaimed in its pure form,
righteousness and peace and joy are the result.
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The Morrison Society has for its purpose the promotion of original andscientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in China.

Some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of all or any of the ofhcers and members of the Society.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
i5B Peking Road, Shanghat.

The Relationships of the Missionary to the Chinese.
BY REV. WILLIAM REMFREY HUNT.

(Concluded from p. 410, August Numéer).
Notsé.—The outline of the first half of this paper appeared in the last

isstie of the RECORDER. That portion was as follows :—

HE Relationships of the Missionary to the Chinese.

(x). On social lines.
(2). In industrial affairs.
(3). In political relationships.

IL As the recipients of a new faith :
(1). With all their national prejudices.
(2). With the contradictions of history and religious

What matters it to the students in our schools, or to the
merchant in his hong, that five so-called Christian rulers occupy
the thrones of London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and St. Petersburg;
and that a Christian president is the elect-spokesman of seventy-
nine millions of citizens of the United States. ‘The historic

Sere As fellowemen
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exhibit contradicts itself. We are asked whether opitum and
war are the native fruits of our faith and civilization. With
his natural bias which, unfortunately, our influences have not
changed, he points to things which belong to the kingdoms of
this world; not being able to see any other. The gunboats,
treaties, Imperial Maritime Customs, Consulates, and other little
Ceesars from the Vatican and from the state churches of
England and Russia both confuse him and support his indict-
ments. How do we stand in answer to these inimical relations?
Among a people of esthetic tastes, rather than of theoretical
enquiry, it will not be an easy lesson to teach them that
Christendom is a mere arena, while Christianity is an aggressive
ana true life. What wonder is it that they cling like limpets
so tenaciously to’ their institutions and hostile ideas about the
relations of China with foreign powers when there loom up
the attestations of Hongkong, Tongking China, Weihaiwei,
Kiaochou, Formosa, Manchuria and even Thibet slipping from
the empire! All these are on the side of the Celestial, and
they co-operate with the usual régzme of his illogical inferences
against us. While we shall enforce the argument, and prove
by example that those elements found inconsistent with the
true purpose of Christianity are not either recognised or sanc-
tioned by it, we shall still have to admit that the text and the
exposition of religion are only too often at variance.

But there is another antagonism, reaching down deeper,
because 1t is more vital and perplexing to the non-Christian
mind, viz., the rival and divided condition of Christianity.
Able native statesmen have called this anachronistic condition
a waste of force and a folly of misdirection. In the face of
the creative and constructive relation we should sustain to these
nations as the disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ, the great
masses of mighty and defiant heathenism should, at least on
the far-flung battle line of the fields of missionary conflict, cause
us to weld into one harmonious, strong, and hence, irresistible
and triumphant army; while we move into the great and
strategic points which are now open unto us. Such a position
taken by the church’s most trusted leaders in the front ranks
of its most aggressive forces would give a new summons and a
unique challenge to the church at home, such as would melt
its love into new moulds and turn its attention from analysing
useless creedal papyri to the new and living fulfilment of the
last regal command.
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(3). With the acclimatezation of both missionary and reli
gion.—Missions have furnished an experimental knowledge show-
ing that the religion as well as the teacher must acclimate. It
does not seem to be so much a spontaneous accommodation to new
conditions, as 1t 1s a process of adaptation, with the intervention
of human agents in becoming inured to these tropical climates.
In following the diverging geographical lines in the extension —
of the church throughout Judea and Samaria and in its subse-
quent transition to the Gentiles, we see this principle at work.

In the mission field who has not felt the tremendous forma-
tive of environment ? There is as great need for
protection against the deadly malaria of pagan poisons, rising
like wiilo’ the wisp flashes in their literatures, as there 1s for
caution against sleeping near marshes or over exposure to the
sui’s rays. It 1s well to remember that the best lamps are
liable to go out in an impure atmosphere.

In regard to the time employed in the acquisition of the
language, some one with more wit than wisdom said that the
devil had invented the hieroglyphics to keep the gospel out of

China. It is a good balance that it 1s one of the hardest
languages on earth, because China is one of the hardest fields
iti MiSsions. Given the gift of utterance at once, the young
inissionary would not only wreck his own boat, but those also
of his colleagues. The waiting, watching, listening, reading,
acclimating in mind as well as in body, is the most tmportant
period 1n mussionary life. God appraises this time at its right
valne. In proportion as the worker has been allowed to get into
harness unprepared, in just such proportion (except in rare in-
stances) has his or her work been at a discount all along the line.

We ate ever discovering peculiar mental conditions in and
among some of the honestly moral Chinese which some have
termed a ‘“‘theology of conscience.’? This should not be
assaulted with the flippancy of a sacrilegious gamester. It is
ours to trace the secret of their view of life, in all its ramifica-
tions, and then state the message of Jesus in such terms as will
meet the real need found in their lives.

Temperament, manners, courtesy, as well as education and
piety enter into the curriculum of missionary training. Indeed,
they are potent elements. A mission station may be ruined by
a bad temper. We should acclimate as much in good graces
as 1m mission methods. It is worthy of note how uniformly
the apostle Paul commanded the respect of both people and
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officials in Europe and in Asia. The instances of Sergius
Paulus, Gallio, Felix, Festus, and Julius are examples of this.
In the epistle to the sojourners of the dispersion, St. Peter
finds space enough to add, ‘* Be courteous.’’ He is a master
of hearts who will recognise that the political and industrial
openings into the great trade centres count as mere incidentals,
compated with the splendid social entrance which is open to
wise and consecrated goodwill. Jesus appealed with tremend-
ous results to this same element in human nature when He
lived among, and conferred upon all, His gracious gifts and
benedictions in healing and consolation.

Attracted by the fascinations of the artistic and intricate
phases of heathen systems, the native devotee evidences a re-
markable degree of patriotism for the gods. He ceclares we
read his external customs with alien eyes. In the deep recesses
of his moral nature he prefers to count us as mere free-thinkers.
Hypnotized by the appeal to the ornate, the classic heroes,
altars, priests and sacrifices, and wooed by the glitter of roman-
tic legends, he is simply non-plussed by our stern, demanding
and logical system of religion. Asked on one oceasion the
effect of the spectacular upon me in visiting one of the great
Confucian temples, my reply almost staggered my querist.
Then the thought came to me as to what would be the effect
upon the same young student could he suddenly be transferred
to the aisles of the stately Westminster Abbey during some
great civic function. In our own institutions and associations
we are a genius éoct, with all our credentials duly stamped.
There would, then, be the same ratio of confidence, pride and
patriotism in any young and enthusiastic missionary escorting
his Chinese friend to those historic shrines, such as Shakes-
peare’s county, the statue of Liberty, the statue to the goddess
of Victory in Germany, or the Arc de Triomphe in Parts. Here
is the crux of the argument. By aggravating differences we
foster hostility. By compromise we endanger our position, but
by a wise adjustment we shall avoid incongruity and secure a
place to bring such principles to bear upon the situation that
these may be selt-assertive and readily implied.
Tf. As co-workers in its propaganda:

(1). l2 Organization.—In the apostles we see an example
of all the parts required for bringing into co-relation and co-
operation the faith and hope and love embodied in the great
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central jacts of the gospel. While Jesus bequeathed no set
arrangement in organization, He gave the commission as to the
sreat starting points, fixed them and indicated the lines along
which all growth should take place. The spirit which empha-
sizes the fact that this is preéminently the dispensation of the
Holy Spirit and guards as its precious privilege the immediate
oneness of the ministry with the Holy Spirit, and not its vital
dependence upon any organic tinion of church or convention,
will be the nearest to the New Testament method and precedent.
It will necessarily follow, then, that the relation of the mission-
ary to his co-workers among the natives—and we would speak
here advisedly for they are co-workers—should be as the nearest
relation of Jesus to His own disciples.

In the organization of the native churches, schools, bene-
volent institutions, and the whole programme of the commission,
we shall have to teach first principles. We shall have to state,
also, that these, as first principles, are vital. They must not be
compromised. They cannot be left out. At the proper time
of advancement, however, they must be leit behind. The most
beautiful spirit and the highest example is given unto us in the
action of the Saviour with His pupils. They learned their
message, their office, and magnified their personality by keeping
close to the Lord. Did not Jesus tell them: ‘‘ Ye have not
chosen me, but I have chosen you and ordained you that.ye
should go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should
remain, that whatsoever ye should ask of the Father in my name,
He may sive it you’’?

Nor can we ever afford to be independent of the spiritual
light and consecrated common sense which comes to us from the
native ministry. It is bold enough to speak, because it knows
the source of its inspiration. It ever such advice anid relation-
ship is weak, let us remember it will reach maturity by exercise.
With deep and spiritual insight one has said: attitude of
the mission committee to the native church should be, It must
increase, [ must decrease.’’ In this spirit of consecrated service
and of loyal devotion to the great Head of the church, let us
seek to utilise all the good there 1s 1n our native co-workers and
organize and draw out the greatest working capacity of the
church in the best way and for the most harmonious action.

(2). In Admuintstration.—Here we touch one of the most
delicate phases of our relationships. Because, moreover, it is
still in the province of experiment, it is the more open to enquiry
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and consideration. The rights and status of the native ministry
and the native Christians are relatively admitted by all. Some
would confine these rights to the relations with the indigenous
church and the administration of its own affairs; others advocate
admitting counsel even in regard to approaching the home
Boards. Not presuming to discuss, specifically, either one of
these to the exclusion of the rest, we believe the point of general
agreement lies in the constitution of a strong and representative
body of both natives and missionaries forming a convention and
acting as an Advisory Committee, through which to approach
the home Board in such matters as relate to the polity and
sovernment of the mission in its agents, stations and out-stations.

Into the multiple problems of missions comes the proper
direction and oversight of the church, the helpers, selection of
stations, disposition of funds, discipline of members, status of
the workers,—all this having to be arranged with due regard
to the capacities of the native helpers and the needs of the
mission.

Perhaps there 1s no relationship so important in the wide
range of mission economics as that of mission comity. In those
mutual courtesies in mussions, by which beneficial acts and
recognitions take place, not because these are forced, but because
they are the results of true Christian love, 1s seen the sweetest
promise of our swiftest success. The administration of our
work with due regard to the rights of sister missions is absolute-
ly imperative. A mutual understanding as to the ‘‘division of
the field’’ will prevent some of the indiscriminately thrown out
evangelists from treading on each other’s heels. Take such
cities as Shanghai, Soochow, Ningpo, Nanking, Wuhu, Hankow,
Wuchang, or any of the average large sized cities in the north
of China and count out the number of different societies, all
working with commendable skill, consecration and system ior
the same ends, with perhaps fifty or more exotic names attached
to their church sign board’s; then consider whether or no it
is any wonder that some of the dzterazz have, with cynical wit,
criticised us to the extent that we were not able, after a century
of experience as a religious system in China, to answer the
first polite question, ‘‘ What is your honorable name?”’

Like their foreign brethren and sisters in the mission field,
the native helpers also must be wezghed as well as counted.
Those are indeed fortunate who have around them a body of
strong and well trained men and women, sound 1n commton sense
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as well as in doctrine. To the sacrifice of Hercules none were
admitted that were dwarfs, and to the homage of Bacchus none
that were sad ; so too to the service and partnership of evangel-
isation none should be admitted who are narrow, dwarfed,
or sectarian, either in disposition or creed. The man who
stands in our preaching halls or churches, stands there, in the
eyes of the audience, as the sum total representative of all that
the mission stands for. Men who will prate on divisive doc-
trines or practices should be discarded. No novice (neophutos,
new convert) should be sent out to care for the church ‘‘ lest
being puffed up he fall into the condetnnation of the devil.”’
No focal or historic features should be recommended to the
constitution of the native churches. It is good that the liberty
to administer the native and the foreign funds be connected with
the responsibility for raising the same. The relations of the heip-
ers either as agents directly of the mission, or as employees of
the missionary, are not yet well defined in the field. In the case
of the establishment of the Advisory Committee idea, this
business of locating, fixing status, training and supervising the
work generally, would properly be the busmess of such Com-
mittee, and the missionary is released from such responsibilities
which sometimes might be of a very delicate nature. ‘The
criticism of Dr. Gustav Warneck, Professor of Missions, Halle,
Germany, who has made a special study of historical and
theoretical mission problems during thirty years of such work
and travel, is worthy of serious attention. He says: ‘The
mission command bids us ‘go’ into all the world, not ‘fly.’
Impatient application of the catchword ‘diffusion’ is really
a caricature of evangelical missions, if its antithesis, ‘not con-
centration,’ leads to the destruction of organization. There
is great danger of confounding the spread of the gospel with
the spread of European and American culture... .. the na-
tional character is lacking in the Christianity in mission lands.’’
While our relations must, if they are to win and preserve the
co-operation of the native Christians and the native ministry,
be allied to Christian principles of brotherhood, yet differences
of race, education and associations will keep them from such
a grafting on the foreign stock as would annihilate their in-
dividuality and national character and turn out a crop of Eurasian
and half-breed proselytes.

(3). In Fellowshif.—This fellowship was in the mind of
God from the very inception of the eternal purpose. Tt is that
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ali men might come to ‘‘see what is the fellowship of the
mystery which from the beginning of the world hath been hid
in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ. To the intent
that now, unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places,
might be made known through the church the manifold wisdom
of God.’? In other ages this was not made known. It was with
a beatific vision of this glory that Jesus turned to His disciples
and said privately: ‘‘ Blessed are your eyes, for they see; and
your ears, for they hear. For verily I say unto you that many
prophets and righteous men have desired (GéAw wish or will) to
see those things which ye see and have not seen them; and
to hear those things which ye hear and have not heard them.”?

When the church in China comes to know the joy, the
strength, and the uplift that will come to it in nearest fellow-
ship with the missionaries, and above all with the Christ and
with the Holy Spirit, it will mine out a new discovery of divine
resources which will surprise even its senior ambassadors. This
communion and joint interest as co-workers with God and heirs
with Jesus Christ should be as free as was the same association
of the apostle Paul to the churches under his care. There will be,
of course, in every church, elements that do not seem to unite ;
but this should be the very place where we must strive to bring
cohesion and unity. We are asked how we can sink all personal
feelings and commune with those who have been so recently
converted from the ‘‘ driftwood of society.”’ We answer in the
words of the apostle, ‘‘The love of Christ constraineth us.”
In prayer, in mutual conference, in journeyings, in difhculties,
in the sick room, and by its own martyr crosses, the native church
in China has proved that it is being established in the faith.

The apostolic precedents prove that the truest fellowship
in the gospel was not partial. It was genuime. Dhiferences
of kind did not affect the degree of communion. The apostle
Paul, when so near to the realization of his own wish that he
might know the fellowship of His sufferings, writes with fervent
affection and unusual warmth to the first Christian church
established on the soil of Europe, referring to them as ‘‘my
brethren, beloved and longed for, my joy and crown.”’ Harly
church history is enriched by this fellowship. The apostles,
their succession, the laity of Spirit-led men and women who
tell the Christ-evangel,—all these were told from the beginning
that there was a new warfare in which he who loses, wins ! We
stand to them as the reminders of their unbroken relations to
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the church militant. In our close identity with the brilliant
galaxy of the world’s grand, tall, sun-crowned men and women,
whose service for God and man has moved the world, let us
infuse the native church with the reality of this relation to
them also. Let them link their names to these apostles of the
churches, the heralds of a new day in the world’s dark night
in all the mission fields; from Stephen on to Tyndale, and
from the reformers on to the heroes of modern missions in Eliot,
Brainerd, Martyn, Morrison, Florence Nightingale, Hannington,
Judson, Garst, and of the strong and faithful servants of Christ,
who are endeared to them because they gave themselves to the
redemption of China, such rare souls as Muirhead, Kerr, Nevius,
David Hill, Bishop Ingle and others. into this communion let
them be received with the right hand of Christian fellowship.

Over and above all organization, administration and associa-
tion with the missionaries or home boards, what the church
in China needs to-day, more than anything else, 1s a continual
outpouring of divine power that shall not only conifer upon it,
but ever keep before it the truth and potency of the indwelling
Christ. Let them receive this benediction and they will be
conscious of the presence of a great cloud of witnesses, they will
catch a glimpse of the ‘‘aureole of the saints’’ who have won in

‘The crowning race
Of those that, eye to eye, shall look

On knowledge; under whose command
Is Earth and Earth’s, and in thetr hand

Is Nature like an open book;
‘“No longer half-akin to brute;

For all we thought and loved and did,
And hoped, and suffered, is but seedOf what in them is flower and fruit.”

Had the Grecian soldier a loftier character to sustain after
Thermopylze and Marathon ? The crowning illustration of this
sure and imminent triumph of the witnessing dispensation of the
church is seen in the origin, growth, establishment and perpe-
tuity of the gospel in China. India, Japan, and Madagascar point
to the “costlest feld ”’ in China, and from its torces, agents, and
martyrdoms, coniess they are lifted up and strengthened.

While the church in China, and its influence on the nation
is yet in the morning of its day, it is forming its choir, lisping
its Ze Deum laudamus, being grounded in the faith, marshalled
into line, and even sanctified in its martyrdoms, so that its
iuture, though big with consequences and possibilities, is *‘ as
bright as the promises of God.’?
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Indications are not wanting that God 1s about to makea

new and sttperior movement in China. It will break the spell
of ages and may call out another apostle from the Far East,

_ whose spiritual eneigies and preparation shall be adequate to the
great occasion, and whose Spirit-thrilled executive shall awaken
in the church the mightiest animus it has received since the
days of the apostles.

This is the ring of conquest and the pzean of victory which
is born in the soul of a new knowledge of God and of a more
real and vital union with His Son Jesus Christ in the fellow-
ship of the gospel. Standing to the church to-day in the
relation of its divinely commissioned teachers and guides, let
it be ours to woo and win, with grace as well as wisdom, the
evet increasing and at present not too efficiently trained native
ministry and make it great in quantity and glorious in quality,
and show to it in our own clean, active and fruitful lives the
dignity and excellence of ministering the gospel of God.

I preached Christ : and when they heard the story,—
Oh, is such triumph possible to meu?

Hardly, my King, had I beheld Thy glory,
Hardly had known Thine excellence till then.

‘‘ Thou in one fold the afraid and the forsaken ,—
Thou with one shepherding canst soothe and save ;

speak but the word! the Evangel shall awaken
Life in the lost, the hero in the slave.’’

gn Memoriam.
REV. CHARLES ROBERTSON
(Of the London Mission, Hanrow).

Charles Robertson was born 1n Cumberland, England, in the
year 1870, being one of a family of eight. At a very early age his
parents moved to the south of Scotland and later to Wishaw, a
country town in Lanarkshire, where his mother and some members
of the family still live. He left school while quite young and went
into business, where his steadiness and ability finally secured for him
the responsible position of travelling agent for a large firm of station-
ers in Glasgow. During early life he attended the E. U. (Evangelical
Union) church at Wishaw, and later became a member of the
Dundas St. EF. U. church in Glasgow, of which the Rev. G. Glad-
stone is minister. At the age of twenty-two he was much impressed
by the words of a speaker at the L. M. S. anniversary services,
Wishaw, who urged the command of Christ to go into all the world
and preach the gospel, maintaining that while we had this com-
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mand no other call was needed to the mission field; it was for those
who stayed at home to show they were called to do so. This,
combined with other influences, led him to decide for foreign
missionary work. By attending evening classes he had prepared
himself for college, and at the age of twenty-three, with a view to
service abroad, he entered the U. Hall in Glasgow, taking some
classes at the university and finishing his studies at Edinburgh.
During the latter years of the course he had charge of the mission
work carried on in connection with Mr. Gladstone’s church, taking
services during the week and on Sunday and spending every
eaturday in visiting among the people. He was greatly beloved by
those to whom he thts ministered, and on his subsequent sathng tor
China a gold watch chain, subscribed to by members of those attend-
ing the Mission, showed the warm place he had won in their hearts,
while the members of the church showed their esteem by presenting
him with a gold watch. Up to the last he maintammed a most
aitectionate relationship with the church and its pastor, and frequent
letters passed between them. Mr. Gladstone’s last letter, which
reached China at the end of June, has now a pathetic interest, for it
contains a paragraph urging Mr. Robertson to take care of his health,
tor ‘‘the work needs strong men.’’ In the spring of 1898 he was
accepted by the L. M. 5. and appointed to Wuchang for itinerating
work ; in the summer he completed his course and was ordained; and
in the autumn of the same year, after hearty farewell meetings in his
own and other churches, he sailed with four other new L. M. 5.
inissionaries for China. It was on the voyage that the writer first
got to know Mr. Robertson, and was struck, as were many others, by
his good nature,sound common sense and deep piety. Reaching
Wuchang on December 26 he soon settled down to the study of the
Chinese language, determined to get a thorough knowledge of it and
thus be able to reach the people; and this object he ever kept 1m
view. In January, 1900, he married, on her arrival in Shanghai,
Miss McKendrick, of Wishaw, who had long wished to be a mission-
ary. Then came the settling down and the life in Wuchang,
interrupted in the summer by the Boxer rising, when Mr. and Mrs.
Robertson, with other junior members of the Mission, went to Japan.
Returning to Wuchang in the autumn the language was what he chiefiy
worked at, though taking occasional services and every few months
yolng on itinerating tours. In March, 1902, on Dr. Davenport’s
return to Wuchang from furlough, he moved to Hankow, where
new work awaited him. The treasurership of the Mission was vacant
and the high school was in need of assistance. The two needs
seemed so urgent that, though he always had had a strong preference
for evangelistic and pastoral work, he saw in them the call of God,
and cheerfully put forth his strength to these two departments, thus
rendering great help to his overburdened colleagues. But while
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thus occupied in the main he further did a good deal of preaching
and was the superintendent of the Chinese Sunday School. He
seemed to lose no opportunity of helping forward any department of
the work. He was secretary of the Hukuang Missionary Association
and an energetic member of the Commuttee of the Cetitral China
Religious Tract Society. Thus he worked and worked, and now
looking back on his life certain impressions strike one very vividly.
He was a kind man in all the relations of life and especially in his
home; he was ever ready to sympathize with others in their joys
and sorrows; he was very friendly and hospitable, and not a few
among the business community will mourn his loss; he was a good
teacher, a clear and earnest preacher, while by correspondence he
kept in touch with a large circle of friends at home. His circular
letters, of which he made more than thirty copies, were written once
a quarter and found their way into many homes. This heavy piece
of work was done solely with a view to deepen interest in missions.
Nor was he unsuccessful in this, for some churches at home that had
never responded before began to bestir thetnselves in the missionary
cause ; and one cannot but believe that trom among those thus influ-
enced some will come to the mission field to perpetuate his work.
By photography too he helped the cause, taking pictures of chapels,
hospitals, schools, etc.; in fact the photograph of the I. M. S.
theological college, Hankow, that appeared in the Missronary RE-
CORDER for June was his work.

‘Towards the end of June, after much heavy work in Hankow, he
went up to Kuling with his wife and their three children. Rad
weather detained them in Kinkiang and here they passed the last
Sunday of the month; in the afternoon Mr. Robertson took an
English service at the C. I. M. house. Arriving at Kuling, though
not feeling very well, he consented to preach in the church on July
3rd and spent many hours preparing for the service. It was the
last he ever took; his subject being, ‘‘ Il am crucified with Christ.’
After Sunday the slight fever of the previous week steadily increased
and the symptoms of typhoid appeared. For some days he heid his
own, and it was not till Sunday, July 17th, that graver symptoms
Came oni, On the Monday he was much weaker and on Tuesday
mortiing it was clear that his life was in great danger. In the after-
noon he was very low, but his mind was quite clear, and when his
children were brought in to see him, he held out his arms to take
them. He then gave his last messages to his friends at home,
including this one, ‘‘ Tell them that Christ died to save all men.’’
At six o’clock the end seemed very near, but he rallied a little in the
evening. This improvement, however, was not for long, and early
on Wednesday morning he fell peacefully asleep; among the last
words that escaped his lips being, ‘‘ Holy, holy, holy.” Previous to
his illness he had been saying that he had no fear of death, and
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during it, though he knew the seriousness of his complaint, he only
spoke words of hope and cheer; he manifested his usual unselfishness
to the last, being very grateful to those who were nursing him.
The usual Wednesday afternoon meeting in the Kuling church took
the form of a memorial service, when Dr. John and others bore
testimony to the whole-hearted consecration that Mr. Robertson had
shown in his missionary work. On the following day his body was
interred at Kiukiang in the beautiful little cemetery by the river side.
On Sunday, July 24th, a memorial service was held in the Chinese
church at Hankovw. The news of Mr. Robertson’s death had come
as a great shock to all, and many native Christians were in tears
during the service. The deacons, evangelists and missionaries spoke,
and testimony was borne by one and another to Mr. Robertson’s
business ability and tact, his approachableness and kindly manner,
and the way in which, when visiting an out-station, he used person-
ally to visit the converts’ homes. From the high school evidence
came of the influence he had exerted and the affection in which he
was held among the boys. One evangelist mentioned an illustration
that Mr. Robertson had once used of a mother who had perished
while protecting her child from the cold. ‘‘ This,” said he, ‘‘is
very much as it was with the pastor we have lost; he came to China
to save our people. ive have been helped and blessed, but 4e has
lost his own life.’ Yet it was not all sorrow, for hymns of hearty
thanksgiving were sung, and during the service the glory-land into
which our brother had passed, seemed very near.

His sudden removal at the early age of thirty-four 1s one of
those manifestations of God’s purpose in which we can only trust

Dut cannot trace. We know, however, that he has been called to
higher service, and we believe that for long years to come he being

dead will yet speak through lives that have felt the impact of his
character and have learnt from him some of the deeper lessons of
Christian lite. For him all is brightness—he has passed to ‘‘ the Per-
fect care and company of God’’—to the place prepared for him by the
One who knew and loved him best. For the sorrowing members
of his family in China and Scotland we pray that He who said
‘* Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted,’’ may
Himself make the words come true in their experience throughout all
the days of the future.

KULING, August, 7904.
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Intercession.

[ September,

. The lark soars high, and near the heavenly throne
sings cheerfully her thanks to God alone;
When the sun rises in the quiet air,
Then is the time to kneel for secret prayer.

. Dear loved ones, whom by memory’s power I see,
I thank my God are now from danger free.
‘They served the Lord in faith when here below,
In heaven no sorrow will they ever know.

. For those who live and now are far away,
That God will help them I will daily pray ;
Walking in wisdom’s path with willing feet
May they through love find, all, that lite 1s sweet.

. If doubts arise and good desires grow weak,
From Christ the Master may they guidance seek.
should ruthless foes and worldly loss assail
By prayer unceasing may they still prevail.

. May Jesus keep the little ones irom harm,
With angel guards and his Almighty arm!
Taught from the Bible, may they learn to be
Bold witnesses for truth and piety.

. When good men meet to read God’s Word and pray
Let not the persecutor say them nay ;
When poor men raise to heaven their bitter cry
May God send quick deliverance from on high!

. May all the heathen hear the gospel sound,
And Christ be honoured the wide world around.
When men say to their brothers, *‘ know the Lord,”
May Gad bestow on them a rich reward !

. May the church prosper, wars for ever cease,
And all mankind enjoy unbroken peace.
With hearts united may all Christians pray
For the arrival of millennial day.

JOSEPH E/DKINS.
August, 190g.
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Educational Department.
See Gage a le ppt

Rev. J. A. Aaztor.
Conducted in the interests of the ‘‘ Educational Association of China.”

English and Evangelism.| HAD been reading the article by Dr. DuBose on English:
and Hvangelism, and I had a dream. Why my thoughts
should turn in the direction they did, and why after

reading such an interesting article by my genial friend I should
have such a dream, might be difficult to explain, but I had this
dream one day as I lay on a sofa thinking over some of the
things which the good Doctor had written.

I dreamed that I was in America, and that there came to
see me a very sober and faded looking individual dressed in
clerical garb. He sat himself down, upon my invitation, and
said that he had come to ask my opinion concerning a number
of things which were much upon his mind. Of course he
meant by this that he was full of thoughts to which he wanted
to give expression and had some very decided opinions which
he wanted to ventilate; and he asked for my opinion in order
to have an opportunity to express his own. I presume that he
himself did not realize that this was the case, for I found him
to be a man without guile, and although he seemed to be
something of a ‘‘ back number,’’ I could not help but admure
his sturdy Calvinistic piety.

He said that he was much exercised in mind because of
the small number of young men who were entering the ministry
of the Presbyterian church, and he wanted to know what in
my opinion was the cause of this lamentable falling away.
My teply is not worth recording, for, although he listened
politely, and even took a note of what I said, he evidently
regarded it as an opinion that was of no particular value except
in so far as a patt of it agreed with his own. That part of my
reply he applauded with a hearty Amen and seemed to consider
that it showed great wisdom.

Having heard my reply he then proceeded to give his
own views regarding the subject of our conversation. He
thought the chief cause of the lack of ministerial candidates
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was in the wrong trend of education in our modern schools,
and he plead for a return to the old-fashioned school and college
of the days gone by.

He thought it was a great mistake to give so much time
to the study of science and modern language. In the days when
he was a student there was very little time given to such
studies, but now everybody must know something about elec-
tricity and biology and other branches of science which in
former days were scarcely more than touched upon. A great
deal of time, said he, 1s also given to modern language which
was formerly given to the Greek and Latin classics, These
ancient languages are neglected, and so much time is taken up
with modern language that there is not suticient time and
opportunity to become proficient in the ancient classics. And
then, after all, few become really proficient in these new
studies. A mere smattering of French and German and of the
sciences is all that the average student can attain to during his
college course. It will require many years of additional study
to be able to write elegant Frencl. or German, or to become an
adept in any branch of science. The little knowledge which
is obtained of these branches of study at the expense of the
classics is of some commercial value perhaps, but is not enough
to place the student m line with the eminent linguists and
scientists who command the respect of the learned.

The tendency of the modern college is to give such a
practical knowledge of secular affairs that, without any profound
knowledge of any one line of research, the pupil graduates
fitted only to occupy business positions, or at most prepared to
take special courses that will fit him for profitable employment.
The study of science and modern language opens the way to
procure various kinds of employment that offer large salaries,
and only those who are the very strongest and most spiritual
can resist the temptation. In the good old times, when the
Greek and Latin classics were the principal studies in our
colleges, and when science and modern language were either |
left out, or were given only a small place in the curriculum,
and when the whole trend of the education given was to make
classical scholars rather than practical men of affairs, there
were fewer temptations to turn aside from a call to the munistry
from motives of worldly gain. The education of those days
fitted men for teaching and preaching, and not for business life ;
but in these degenerate days men who graduate are able to fill
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positions in other lines of work, and those who are willing to
enter the ministry must resist temptations too great for the
average Christian; only men of exceptional spirituality and
consecration can resist them.

He heaved a great sigh and took his departure.
Strange to say neither of us were convinced that the posi-

tions which we occupied prior to this interview were wrong. My
visitor went back to his church to preach orthodox sermons of
great length and dryness, full of sound theology, but avoiding all
reference to the results of modern investigation, except to lament
their tendency to undermine the faith handed down by our
fathers; and I still held to the opinion that as a Christian educa-
tor I must do my best to give my pupils such an education as
would fit them for service among men who, rightly or wrongly,
demand as their religious instructors ministers who have some
knowledge of the things which interest men of the present age ;
and I held this position in spite of the fact that this course seemed.
to have a tendency to keep out of the ministry those who were
not of ‘‘ exceptional spirituality and consecration.”’

T am afraid that both of us in our little debate failed to
give sufficient weight to something more important than courses
of study and matters of method; but there has come to me
very strongly of late the conviction that what is needed most
of all is neither schools of the old fashioned kind nor schools
of the modern pattern, but schools taught by men and women
filled with the Spirit of God.

I presume that all missionaries desire that the pupils in our
schools be thoroughly educated in the Scriptures and trained to
use their own language in such a way that they can help others
to receive and understand the Word of God; but most of us
who are engaged in educational work believe that we ought
to provide for the thorough education of our young people,
eiving to them such an education as will enable them to do
other things when necessary. We believe that we who have
received that broad education which is given in the colleges
of Christian lands ought not to withhold a similar education from
our Chinese Christians. We believe that God will help those
whom He calls to be preachers of the Word to resist the tempta-
tion to use their varied acquirements for selfish purposes, and
that they will, for the glory of God, make good use of their
English and their mathematics and their science in the work
of preaching Christ and saving souls; and these men and women
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will do this, not because they can do nothing else, but they will
do it in the face of tempting offers in many directions.

English and Western science have come into our schools,
and they have come to stay. To fight against them is a waste
of energy. Let us rather do what we can to make them a means
of grace. With these things come new temptations no doubt,
but increase of knowledge and increase of intellectual power is
always accompanied by increased temptation. There is always
a demand for men who can do something, and men of the
world will give them good salaries if they will accept secular
employment ; but these are the very men whom we want in
the ministry, and I believe that if those who are in school work
will pray and labor toward this end, and if those who are
engaged in other forms of evangelistic work will give to us their
hearty support, we shall see many of these young Chinese
students giving themselves to the work of the muintstry, and
they will more and more resist tempting offers, giving them-
selves to the work of saving souls, and trusting God to supply
all their legitimate wants. I believe that God will supply such
men from our schools. We must give these men more than a
beggar’s support. ‘The missions cannot retain them on salaries
that barely keep them from starvation ; but God will either help
the missions to make more liberal provision, or will in some
other way provide for their adequate support. ‘The silver and
the goid are the Lord’s and the labourer 1s worthy of His hire.

We who are in school work have not done our whole duty.
We ought to have a better influence over our pupils than we
have, and we ought to pray and work more earnestly to the
end that their thoughts be turned toward the ministry ; but many
of those who count themselves evangelists are not helping us as
much as they might. Many who ought to be helping with
sympathy and prayer, show little interest in our schools. Some
good missionaries are even a hindrance to our work; for the
men who cannot recognize the fact that other men may be
led of the Spirit to undertake the work of teaching, but regard
such missionaries as recreant to their trust and unfaithful to their
ordination vows, and who would close up our schools except
as they are used directly and solely in teaching the Bible and
training preachers, cannot help us much by their criticisms,
however conscientious they may be in the expression of their
views. But the men who give their time to preaching and
itinerating may help us greatly if they will, and if we will give
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them the opportunity to do so. If they will visit our schools now
and then and cultivate friendly relations with teachers and
pupils ; if they will remember us in earnest prayer and help us
occasionally in holding religious meetings among the pupils; 1f
they will show their sympathy and love in these and other ways,
they may help greatly to make our schoois centres of religious
activity and recruiting grounds for the ministry.

We ought not to be offended when men discuss in a kindly
way the problems which we are trying to solve, even though
they may arrive at conclusions differing from those we ourselves
may hold. Such articles as that which Dr. DuBose has written
contain much which may be a help and an inspiration to us
if we take them in the right spirit ; for while his conclusion
seems to be unwarranted by the facts presented, yet the fact
that men who can write in so kind and courteous a way see a
hindrance to the gospel in the teaching of English should make
us all the more careful to guard against the dangers which all
must admit attend such teaching. ‘That the scarcity of min-
isterial candidates is mainly attributable to other causes, the
writer most firmly believes, and his own experience and observa-
tion is very favorable to the good influence of the study of
English upon the student, mentally, morally and spiritually.
It should not be regarded as a mere ‘‘bait,’’ nor should it be
taught for the money that it brings into our schools, but it
should be taught as a valuable aid in the work of education—
drawing out and developing the minds of our pupils and pre-
paring them for the work of building up in China a self-sup-
porting, aggressive and Spirit-filled church. yj. A. S.

Correspondence.
BOOK FOR FAMILY PRAYERS, ETc.
To the Editor of
(Tan CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Sir: From the RECORDER,
p. 308, I see that a representa-
tive of each mission at work in
Szch‘uan is to be appointed to pre-
pare a book containing portions of
scripture, hymns, prayers, etc.,
etc., suitable to be used at family
worship which might be adopted
by all missions. Exactly what is

here wanted is already at hand.
i prepared a booklet last year just
for this purpose. It has the title
‘“Daiy Manna for Pilgrims.’’*
tt 1s sold here in the depdt of the
Religious Tract Society at six
cents I suppose. Aliso a sheet
tract which should prove very
valuable to sick people. Price
two cash, red and yellow.

IMMANUEL GENAHR.
* Prayers, morning and evening, are

appended to the book,
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STATISTICAL RETURNS.
lo the Editor of
Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DRAR Srr: J have read with
interest the two letters on
‘§ Statistical Returns’’ in the
June isste, and as Mr. Bitton’s
last paragraph seems to invite
correspondence, I would like to
say that in the West we are
already organized, and are quite
prepared to furnish the statistics
for the three provinces of Sz-
ch‘wan, Yiinnan and Kwet-
chou. "Ehe West China Advi-
sory Board makes it part of its
duty to annually publish statis-
tics of general interest, in
addition to a hst of missionaries
and stations and even  out-
Stations. Seeing this can bedone over an area ot three
provinces, having about ten
societies and close upon 300
missionaries, surely it is possible
to carry out the suggestion for
the whole ot China. We know
that some workers are not very
sympathetic—in fact are cool—
towards the gathering of statis-
tics, but a little self-denial and
effort would put the church
here and in the home lands in
possession of valuable iniorma-tion, and im these days of
misstonary conferences and in-
telligent study of helds—methods
ot work and results—I believe
it is well worth while giving all
the information which is likely
to be of interest.

Yours sincerely,
IsAAC MASON.

(September,

this province of Kweicheo as
far as possible (I add _ this
because unfortunately we have
not been able to persuade Bible
and ‘Tract Societies to go with
us in this!) I am convinced
that agreement can best be come
to on the basis of Ling for Spirit.
Personally I have found that
Shang Ti lends itself to explana-
tion as well as any other
term for God, but not so with
Shen for Spirit.

It may interest your readersto know that all Protestant
mission stations in Kwei-cheo
province are now called faq @
m™ : the two once known as
WS BK having been changed.
May I add a suggestion con-
cerning a subject considered at
the Hunan Conference (last year
I think). It was urged that
the term J} fk # be altered toMa Good, but even
better, in my judgment, would
be Jr #x, suggested long agoby, I think,: Dr. Timothy
Richard. This term places us at
once in contradistinction to the
heathen and to the Romanists.
And at the same time it rebuts
the charge made by the latter
that we are a ‘‘new’’ religion,
I see that Wilhams’ Dictionary
translates ## J as ‘‘ restored to
health.’’ Rather suggestive tf
the term were used by us!

Yours sincerely,
G. Ceci. SMITH.

THE TERM QUESTION.
Lo the Editor of
cP CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: How glad I am to
see Mr. Warren’s letter in your
May issue. His suggestion has
already been adopted throughout

TO WORKERS AMONG THE BLIND.

To the Eaditor of
‘Te CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR Srr: AS we seem now
approaching the day of an unl-
versal system of Romanization
for the mandarin-reading Chi-
nese, would it not be well to see
1 we could not come to some
like arrangement for a system
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for use among the blind? A
lady worker in this station has
been spending much time over
a system suitable for this prov-
ince (Kansuh), and, we think
with slight alterations, for the
whole of North China. It is on
the lines of the Wesleyan sys-
tem, Hankow, to whom we are
indebted for the seed thought,
although we tound their systemunsuitable to ts in the north.
The same verdict was given after
tmitich trial to the more dithcult
system of Mr. Murray (Peking).
This (Wenchow) system is iden-
tical with the plan of Romaniza-
tion, t.e., initials and finals; the
sounds being those found in Mr.
Baller’s dictionary.

We shall be glad to hear
(through the columns of the
RECORDER or by post) of any
other system, and if any friendshave found that of the British
and Foreign Bible Society meets
the needs and in what district.

We shall be glad to send to
any friend interested, sound
Sheets and examples on receipt of
request.
Yours in the service of the blind,

D. BE. Gorpon HARDING.

ONE BIBLE WITH ONE SET OF

Zo the of
‘THR CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Sir: I am heartily in
tavor of the movement in the
direction of one Bible with one
set of terms. I have been ac-
customed to tse the term Shen
tor God, but occasionally strain
a point and use the term Shang-
ti, when it seems to help bring
out the idea of the One True
(Sod to certain classes of the
Chinese. It seems to me, how-
ever, that it is mecessary in

translating the Bible to have
more than one term for God. [tf
Shang-tl 1s to be used for the
term Jehovah then some other
term must be used for Elohim,
and whatever term is used for
the generic term (god) must also
in some passages be used for the
designation of the True God.
Translation to be faithful and
consistent must take this into
consideration. I wish the prob-
lem were an easier one. The
large majority of missionaries
in China, I believe, are ready to
admit that (1) the term Shang-ti
may be used to designate the
True God, that (2) Shen is the
word best suited for the generic
term and may also be used to
designate the True God. As to
when and where one of these
terms should be used and when
and where the other should be
used, must be left to each
individual, or in the case of
translating the Bible the deci-
sion must be left to the commit-
tee 1n charge. The term Sheng-
ling would probably be accepted
by an overwhelming majority if
a fair vote could now be taken,
and a great many who use
Shang-ti Bibles use Sheng-ling
in their ordinary preaching, in
their prayers and in their con-
versation. It will be hard for
many of us to accustom ourselves
to the change, and it will not
be real pleasant at first to use
Bibles with our tavorite terms
left out and changed for terms
which possibly we may never
feel are the best and most ap-
propriate, but most of us will
get accustomed to the change in
the course of time, while the
next generation will use the
terms agreed upon without pre-
judice and thank God that we
were given the grace to come to
an agreement. J, for one, am
ready to accept the Union Bible,
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whatever terms may be decided
upon, at least as far as I can
now see. God speed the day
when we may have it.

J. A. SILSBy.

A REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE
OF ARRANGEMENTS FOR

THE CENTENARY
CONFBRENCE.

Zo the Editor of
“Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’
Drar Srre: From the number
of labourers scattered throughout
China, and the multitude of
questions thrust upon us about
which we need to take counsel
at the completing of a century’s
work, it is desirable to make the
centenary conference a conspicu-
ous event in the history of the
Christian church. Everythingshould be done to ensure its
being a grand General Assembly
of Protestantism in Sinim.

The object of this brief com-
munication is to urge the
desirability of the General
Committee of Arrangements be-
ing vepresentative. We will con-
sider

First. The Conference of 1877.
In the year 1874, at a meeting of
the Synod at Chefoo, the mem-
bers of that body, together with
‘“a goodly assembly of mission-
aries from the different parts of
China’’ at this f/ex celebrated
watering place, being present, it
was proposed to have a General
Missionary Conference, and Doc-
tors Nevius, Williamson and J.
B. Hartwell were appointed a
Provisional Committee. This
Provisional Committee, aiter cor-
respondence, called for the ap-
pointment of a General Commit-
tee of Arrangements, one from
each of the coast provinces and
one to represent the river ports,
to wit, Messrs. Wylie, Douglas,
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Butler, Muirhead, John, Mateer
and Bdkins.

Here was, first the Provisional
Committee, then the General
Committee of Arrangements.

Second. The Conference of
1390. In 1887 the Shanghat
Missionary Association appoint-ed a committee ‘‘to invite the
missionaries of China to meet
here at such time as may be
decided upon and to elect mem-
bers of a Committee of Arrange-
ments.’’ In answer to a circular
the year 1890 was. chosen.
Doctors Williamson, Faber, Fitch,
and Boone and Mr. Murray were
appointed a Provisional Com-
mittee, This Committee ‘‘ divid-
ed China into seven districts,
each otf which was asked to
select a representative to act onthe General Committee of Ar-
rangements.’ Doctors Blodget,
Nevius, John, Faber, Goddard,
and Henry and Rey. C. Hartwell
were chosen. The Committee, as
finally constituted, consisted of
Messrs. Faber, Blodget, William-
son, Hartwell, Stevenson, Fitch
and Goddard.

Again there was, first a Provi-
sional Committee, and then a
General Committee of Arrange-
ments.

‘Third. The provision for the
Conference of 1907. In the
Records of the Missionary Con-
ierence of 1890, pp. xivili, xlix,
under the head of ‘‘Report of the
Committee on Union,’’ it was
ordered ‘‘ that a Commumniittee of
Correspondence, consisting of
seven members residing in
Shanghai, be elected, whose duty
tt shall be to communicate withthe missionaries... ..
provision for the next Conference.”’
These stx words are the authori-
ty for calling the next Confer-

Precedent, and especially the
words ‘‘including frovision,’’

ence.
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arec-
tr. it ereates enthusiasm STICCESS,

throughout the provinces to be
represented; it will secure more
interest and a larger attendance.

2, A better program will be
prepared by men in touch with
the living issues of the day, vary-
ing as they do in diverse localities.

‘5° It ‘‘ goes without saying ”’
that a Representative Committee
will be better able to choose suit-
able men to prepare the papers.

4. The gifted ministers at the
great foreign metropolis of the

point to the fact that the Shang-
hai Committee is Provisional.

The advantages of a Gene-
ral Committee of Arrangements

east would do well to be assoctat-
ed with a few active evangelists
from the distant interior, and all
the valuable labor expended will
help to make the Conference a

5. A Representative Com-
mittee will tend to the unity of
the Church of Christ in China. ©

The question, ‘‘Shall the
General Committee of Arrange-
ments for the Centenary Confer-
ence be Representative, or shall
it be Local?’’ its a topic tor
discussion at the Missionary
Associations at the October
meeting.

Very sincerely and cordially,
HamMPEN C. DuUBOSE.

Our Book Table.
The March number ot the “ast

of Asia, though late in appear-
ing, is well worth waiting for,
being very attractive and interest-
ing. The illustrations strike us
as being unusually good, and
there is a variety and vividness
about the letterpress that is well
in keeping with the pictures
which go to illustrate them.

The Vanguard. By James 5S. Gale.New York: Fleming H. Revell
Company. Price $1.50 U.S. Gold.
For sale shortly at the Presbyterian
Mission Press.

No picture of mission life and
work has ever been published
which is so true to life, which
represents the pleasures and
hardships, the wunjust criticism
of both natives and foreign
business men who have never
taken the trouble to examine in-
+o the successes and failures of
the missionary, as this book.

It is a capital story. It is
thoroughly interesting. It 1s
true to both life and history. It
is a2 good commentary on Korean

character. It neither tries to
cover the faults of the missionary,
nor cavils at the spleen of his
Critics.

The missionary should read it.
Members of the foreign com-
munity should read it. Hing lish-
speaking Koreans should read it.
The tourist should carry it with
bim. The newspaper corres-
pondent should not be without
it. It will arm the detender
and disarm the critic of missions.

T. H.

Geography of China. Vol. II. By
Wong Hang-tong, American Pres-
byterian Mission Press, Price 60
Cents,
This is the second volume of

this useful work, and concerning
it we can perhaps do no better
than quote the introduction by
Rev. S. I. Woodbridge. He
SAYS ; ‘This volume of Wong
Hang-tong’s Modern Geography
of China, which begins with the
ninth Chapter, imaintains the
excellencies of the First Volume.
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The author has taken care to
secure the most recent informa-
tion about the subjects treated, as
well as to preserve the reliable
traditions of the localities men-
tioned . . . This Geography wil!
do much to correct the vagaries
and exhibit the absurdities of such
books as the Shan Hai King;
it will, moreover, invalidate the
preposterous claim of many
native geographers, whose maps
have been drawn from their own
Imaginations, that China occt-
pies all the valuabie land of our
planet. . . . It will also be use-
ful to the foreign student of
Chinese; and any mission would
do well to put it in its course of
studies for missionaries.’

RECKIVED FROM MACMILLAN &
CO., LIMITED, LONDON.

Aus dent Leben etnes Ungtiicklichen.
By H. Hansjakob and edited by
Miss EK. Dixon, of Girton College,
Cambridge. Price 2 shillings.
his is one of the German

series edited by Prof. Otto Siep-
Mami. Though the story is not
especially interesting, the style isall that can be desired and the
idiom is simple and natural.
The notes are clear and tuil of
information on German hfe and
customs. In the back there is
found a list of strong verbs, a
vocabulary, words and phrases
for viva voce drill, sentences on
syntax and idioms for viva voce
practice, and passages for trans-
lation into German. AS an easy
reader for first year students in
German this book is most exce!l-
lent.

Macaulay’s Life of Sasitel Johnson,and Ltfe of Oltuer Goldsmith.
Both volumes are edited by H. B.
Cotterill, M.A., and are a part of
the series of English classics now
being published by Macmillan.
Price 20 cents.
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These Lives were originally
written by Macaulay for the
eighth edition of the Encyclope-
dia Britannica and are familiar to
all readers of English literature.
However, these monographs, now
edited by Mr. Cotterill, are made
twice as charming by the veryexplanatory notes
which in each volume take up
twice as much space as the text
itself. These classics are very
well adapted for the more advan-
ced Chinese students of Emglish.

COMMERCIAL PRESS RECENT
ISSUES.

Grammar (including
Grammatical Analysis) explain-
ed in Chinese by Julin Khedau
Yen-ftth. Commercial Press,
shanghai. Price $1.20.

The Methods for ‘Teaching
Chinese National Readers. Nos.
f and If. Prices 4o cents and
30 cents respectively.

Ouestions of the Time for theof China. By Dr. Gilbert
Reid, with Preface by His Ex-
cellency Lu Hai-hwan.

Hygienic Physiology, based
on the latest edition of Steele’s
Physiology. By Mr. Zia Hong-
lia. Price $1.00.

Elementary Arithmetic with
Illustrations. Part I. Price 20
cents.

The Method of Teaching Ele-mentary Arithmetic. Part I.
Price 25 cents.

‘* Series ” System of Language
Study. Parts I. and IJ]. by R.
S. Anderson, of Soochow Univer-
sity.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
The Report of the American

Consuls on Opium in China.
Published by the Anti-Opium
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A list of five
Our Book Tabie.

League in China.
questions was sent out to the
various American Consulates in
China, and this pamphiet gives
+he answers.

Report of the Hildesheim Mis-
sionary Society for Blind Girlsin China. Kowloon.

second Report of the Com-
mittee on Medical Terminology.

Books in Preparation.
Lhe following books are in Green’s History of the English

course of preparation. Friends People, translated for the Kiang-
engaged in translation or com- nan Arsenal.
pilation of books are invited to fiducational Assoctation List:
notify J. Darroch, 9 Seward
Road, Shanghai, of the work Physiology. Dr. Porter (re-
they are engaged on, so that print. )

Epitome of History. Rev. P.this column may be kept up W. Pitcher.to date and over-lapping pre- Introduction to Standard Sys-vented :—~ tem of Romanization with Sylla-S. D. K. List :-— bary.
Translated by Rev. W. G. Primer of Standard System of

Walshe :-—Growth of the Em- Romanization.
pire, by Jose; Citizen Reader, by Gospel of Matthew itn Standard
Arnold Foster; Life of a Century, Romanization. (Printed by the
by E. Hodder; History of Mo- British and Foreign Bible So-
dern Peoples, by Barnes ; Prayer ciety. )
and The Prayer. fuiperiat UniversityTranslated by Miss Wu :— List -—
Noble Lives. Universal History, by Myers.Translated by Miss Laura ‘Twentieth Century Atlas ofWhite :—Christmas in Ditterent Popular Astronomy, by Heath.Countries. Physical Geography. PublishedBy Rev. J. Sadler:—Winners by Keith Johnston, Edinburgh.in Lite’s Race. Evolution, by Edward Clodd.

Prepared for S. D. K. :—Anglo- History of Russia, by Ram-Chinese Readers and a Chinese batid.
Primer, by Miss Jewel. Multum in Parvo Atlas of the

Commercial Press List -— World.
Newcomb’s Astronomy, Ad- Biographical Dictionary, pub-

am’s European History, Milne’s lished by Chambers.
High School Algebra, Burnet’s History of Commerce in Eu-
School Zoology, Gray’s How rope.
Plants Grow, Gammon’s Manual Text books of Tokio WNor-
of Drill. mal School. Translated from

Written by Dr. G. Reid for the Japanese :—Arithmetic (two
Commercial Press :—Compara- vols.), Algebra (two vols.), Min-
tive Governments, Fundamental eralogy, Zoology, Physiology,
Principles with citations of Physics, Pedagogy (two vols.),
Chinese Treaties. Physiography.

Geographical Termsin Chinese, a EE oa,

European Constitutional History Lite of Spurgeon, by Rev. F.
(for Educational Association. } W. Baller.
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Editorial Comment.
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THE coming in of the Japan- times place a man in charge
nese and the disappearance of of a school who has had no
the Russians from Newchwang experience in such line of work,
and the greater part of southern has no natural bent for it, and
Manchuria has lifted a cloud who would never have thought
that has hung threateningly of undertaking such work if it
for years over mission work in had not been, as it were, forced
that part of China—aif ‘‘ part of upon him. It is a pity that
China” we may still call it. it should be so, but where
While it 1s true that Russia failure follows such courses, it
has done little, so far, to inter- is not fair to blame the system
fere with the work of Protest- but the method. Fortunate-
ant missions, it was felt that ly now we have numerous
nevertheless there would surely illustrations of what good
be a change when the hour of schools, rightly administered,
her complete control arrived. can do for the good of the
There is no question that the cause iff raising up an edu-
Japanese will grant absolute cated ministry, furnishing en-
religious liberty so long as they lightened teachers, and other-
have control. wise providing men who shall

* x a be elements of power in the
regeneration of China.IN estimating the value or

otherwise of school work in
missions we fear that often too
little consideration has been
given to the Jersona/ element
the conduct of such schools.
Some schools are not a success
because they have been man-
aged by those who have no
idea of pedagogics, have no
special adaptation to the work,
and it may be no real love for
it. Wence the work is done
in a more or less periunctory
tanner, conscientiously, it may
be, but with no adequate
conception of how to make a
school a success. Failure is
the result, and schools as a
means of evangelizing in mis-
sion work are condemned in-
stead of the man. The ex-
igencies of mission work some

WE have been pleased to
receive such uniformly good
reports of the meetings which
have been conducted by Rev. J.
5. Holden, at Peitaiho, Kuling
and Mohkansan, and we have
no doubt the same will be
heard from Kuhang. All, so
far as we have heard, speak of
the spiritual uplift experienced
and of the sound, practical and
sensible manner in which Mr.
Holden has held before them
the greater possibilities in the
Christian life and how to at-
tain such. Criticism, if it
existed, has been disarmed,
and we trust and feel sure that
a great blessing will accrue to
the misstonaries from these
meetings.
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Trt Rev. J. Gendhr writes
to ask ns to make a correction.
‘The Life of Pastor Wong Yuk-
choe, as given in the last RE-
CORDER, was written by Miss
Helen Davies, of the Jondon
Mission, Hongkong, not by Mr.
(Sendbr as announced. *

A PERUSAL of the monthly
exchanges we receive widens
our interest in the work ot our
brethren and sisters in all parts
of the world; increases our
knowledge of ethnology, geo-
graphy, and sociology; and
deepens our faith in the gospel.
Our readers frequently get the
benefit of the good things in
these exchanges in a soinewhat
Indirect way ; we propose in the
following paragraphs to give
succinctly some of the more
prominent features of the ex-
changes lying before as,

THE July number of the
Baptist Missionary Magazine
is the Annual Report numberof the A. B. M. U. £The
report covers 292 pages, 1s
beautifully illustrated, and has
a very good index at the back,
thus making it a valuable
addition to any missionary
library. These reports are not
at all dry and uninteresting,
but every page lives with the
recounting of obstacles over-
come, superstition dispelled,
civilization advanced, souls
saved. We are so prone to
confine our ang¢le-of-vision to
our own little corner of this
ereat empire, or, at most, the
Eighteen Provinces, not realiz-
ing what inspiration, sugges-

tions and help would come to
us 1f we would but lift up our
eyes and view the whole world-
held of missions. It 1s such a
view one obtains by perusing
this annual report of one of our
great missionary Societies.

ACCORDING to this report
the American Baptist Union
has in China 87 missionaries,
273 mative helpers, 15 sta-
tions, 227 out-stations, 38 sei-
supporting churches, 4,259
communicants (656 added last
year), 92% students, and with
q total native contribution of
$8,237 (U. S. Gold).

This missionary Society 1s
working in 7 countries, with
a total of 102 stations, 1,929
out-stations, 520 missionaries,
4,249 native helpers, 117,031
communicants (7,431 added last
year). Home contribution and
sross receipts, $779,539 (U.

The A. B. M. U. has also
entered upon an educational
forward movement and is
making efforts to raise at least
$500,000 ior a permanent en-
dowment of the educational
institutions of the Society.
This is a departure in the
right direction.

ACCORDING to ‘“‘/he New
Eva in the Philippines,” by Dr.
A. J. Brown, Protestantism
has found a ripe field in the
rihulippine Islands. Within
five years after the landing of
the first Protestant missionary
there are over two thousand
aduit Protestant Christians.
They see that a Filipino is as
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secure in his Roman Catholic
faith as he was under the
Spanish régzme and gains ab-
solutely nothing in a temporal
way by becoming a Protest-
ant, and yet the Filipinos
continue to turn Protestants
in ever increasing numbers.
The primary causes for the
rapid growth of Protestantism
are: (1) The preaching of
the gospel. The Roman
Catholic priests did not preach,
save on rare occasions, (2).
The translation of the Bible
into the vernacular. 3). The
working of the Holy Spirit.
The Protestant movement has
sprung up in dozens of places
apparently without human
Agency.
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THE most Inspiring mussion
held at present in getting con-
verts is undoubtedly Uganda.
Ever since 1893 when the new
spiritual awakening began
with Pilkington there has
been a wonderful and continual
harvest of souls. ‘The accounts
of this work in the Church
Missionary itnteliigencer are
full of interest and give one
glimpses of the great work
accomplished in the heart of
Africa. In the last number of
the /nutelligencer is an exceed-
ingly valuable article on ‘*Prog-
ress in Uganda ’’—valuable
in that 1t presents not only the
excouragements but also the
discouragements in the work.
It 1s only thus that one can
get an adequate comprehension
of the work in its entirety.
In the first part of this article
Bishop Tucker presents the

statistics for the past year,
which are as follows (the
corresponding figures for the
previous year being given 11
parentheses) :-—

Native clergy 32 (27); na-
tive Christian lay teachers:
male, 2,076 (1,847); female,
392 (352); native Christian
adherents: baptized, 43,868
(35,897); catechumens, 3,324
(2,947); native communicants,
13,112 (11,145); baptisms
during the year: adults, 5,492
(3,965); children, 2,829(1,571);
schools, 170 (49); scholars:
boys, 13,846 (7,042); girls,
7,941 (5,527) 5 Seminarists, 542
(292). Native contributious,
Rs, 7,029 (8,144).

The number of adult bapt-
isms is very striking. How-
ever, the large number of in-
fant baptisms is explained bv
the policy followed of baptising
the children of heathen parents,
provided Christian guardians
could be obtained who would
act as godparents, first receiv-
ing the written pledge from
the parents that the child
should continue under Chris-
tian training. For obvious
reasons this policy has been
abandoned. The decrease in
contributions is explained by
the Bishop; the natives last
year contributing Rs. 6,000 to-
wards the building of the new
cathedral. This suin is not
included in the above §stat-
astics. The Bishop also calls
attention to the fact that in the
iast twelve months there were
baptized in Uganda ‘more
than half the total baptisms
in the whole C, M. S. field.”
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After relating the transforma-
tions wrought by the gospel
of Christ 1n the social, family
and private life of the Baganda,
the reader cannot but praise
(cod for His saving power work-
ing so manifestly among this
people. However it is but
just to mention that there 1s
immorality and intemperance
among the ‘so-called Chris-
tians in Uganda,’’ which con-
stantly bring heavy hearts to
the Christian workers there.
Surely Satan is doing his best
to fight the purifying power
of the Holy Spirit, and it
hehooves us here in China to
pray oft and much for these
weak and tempted natives 1n far
off Uganda.

THE statistics of Protestant
Christian work in japan for
1902 have been compiled and
give the number of Christiansas not including over
4,000 enquirers, These are
distributed among the various
Protestant bodies as tollows:—
Presbyterian, 12,471; Epis-
copalian, 11,419; Methodist,
8,276; Baptist, 2,151.

A NEW magazine has lately
come atnong our Exchanges.
It is called “The American
Orientai” and is published
monthly in San Francisco. It
was published during the first
part of the year as Zhe Chinese
Baptist and was devoted to
the promotion of the evangel-
ization ot the Chinese in
America. But it has now
widened its scope so as to em-
brace all oriental emigrants;

and will be undenominational.
At the same time it is the aim
of this organ to keep in touch
with the foreign work out here
at the tront. There is a dis-
tinctive sphere of labor for such
a magazine, and we trust that
its aims may be realized.

* rs *

THe Eleventh Conference
Report of the Foreign Mission
Boards of the U. 5. and Canada,
has just been received. ‘To
promote unity of purpose and
policy and comity on the field,
these annual conterences are
invaluable.

At this conference a very
valuable paper was read by Dr.
Barton, of the A. B. C. F. M.,
on ‘* The Preparation of Mis-
sionary Candidates and Out-
going Miussionaries.’’ The
paper 1s a digest of the replies
of thirty-three American and
British Societies and Boards.
‘The conclusions are :—

(1). Mission Boards do not
need to train missionary can-
didates in schools of their

(2). Special training schools
are not called for except for
the training of some women
candidates and so called short-
cut men.

(2). That special courses on
the science and methods and
philosophy of missions, com-
parative tfeligions, pedagogy
and sociology should be put in
the curriettium of our denomi-
national colleges and theolog-
ical seminaries.

(4). Comterences between
out-going missionaries and
officers of the Boards would be
of great valne to the workers
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abroad and a distinct economy
in the conduct of the adminis-
tration.

(5). Missions of various deno-
minations working in a field
or country where a comunon
language is employed, could
accoinplish much in the way
of increased efficiency in the

Explanation of Illustrations.
Dr. Edkins kindly supphes the following particulars :—

FIVE-PAGODA ‘LEMPLRE.

The Wu-t‘a-si is a monastery afew / to the north-west of Pe-
king near Wan-show-shan. The five pagodas are placed on a seven
sicried terrace and the monastery, with its halls, refectory, chanting
room and sleeping apartments is close to the five pagodas.

ASTRONOMICAL INGPRRUMENTS.

The high terrace tor astronomical observation on the east wall
of the Tartar city was erected in 1296 when Kwo Show-king made
some instruments of bronze, which were placed on the terrace. When
Pére Verbiest made the celestial globe, the quadrant, the astrolabe
and the other bronze instruments shown in the photographs, the
instruments made in 1296 were removed to the court below. The
instruments of Verbiest date from 1674. They were taken away by
the Germans in 1900 during the armed occupation of Peking by
toreign forces. The instruments are now in Bertin.
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tise of the vernacular 1f they
would appoint a common com-mittee ou the vernacular to
have the direction of the
guage study of all new mis-
sionaries.

(6\. The venacular should
not be studied as a rule in the
home country.

Missionary News.
(eneral Conference of
China Inland Mission

Workers in Shansi.
| Hxtracts from Report. |

Many friends throughout the
world will be glad to hear of the
Conterence ot Missionaries and
Leaders in the Native Church,
which met at Ping-yang-fu, Shan-
si, April 28th to May 2nd, 1904.The occasion was in ail re-
Spects a memorable one. Four

years ago the churclies represent-
el by the delegates had passed
through the perils of the Boxer
persecution, and now we met, in
all, thirty-seven missionaries and
over eighty Chinese officers and
leaders to represent congregations
which had so recently been scat-
tered and called to pass through
sorrow and trial, both by per-
secutions and martyrdoms.

We gathered together from all
the China Inland Mission stations
south of P‘mmg-yao and north of
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Viin-ch‘eng, and, it being the
first time since rg90o that many
friends had had the opportunity
of meeting, there were many
hallowed memories awakened as
greetings were exchanged. We
thought of those, now no longer
with ts, who had been promt- FT,
nent at such times in the past; we
thanked God for those brought
through great tribulation and
spared to help us with their
counsel and encouragement.
That there were new workers to
fill some of the many posts made
vacant, we were glad ; and above
all, the knowledge that God had
called us together under such cir-
cumstances—veritably a church
alive from the dead—solemnized
our hearts and increased the
responsibility of the business of
the Conference.

Our special object was to draw
up a few simple rules which
would be uniformly accepted by
all the churches. Many meet-
ings, both English and Chinese,
were held each day for prayer
and deliberation ; and through-
out the proceedings, even when
the more dificult problems came
up, the most cordial unanimity
prevailed. . . .

In the Conierence meetings the
first topic was ‘‘ The Scriptural
Form of Church Discipline, Whatis it?’’ After a very full and
free discussion the following de-
cisions were arrived at:—

(1). Inastar as we understand
the Scriptures, it is our conviction
that the object of all church
discipline is the restoration
and not the punishment of the
offender.

(2). That in the case of a
brother falling into sin, everyeffort should first be made to
secure his repentance in accord-
ance with our Lord’s teaching in
Matthew xviil. 15-20 and St.
Paul’s instructions in Galatians

vi. r and 2, and also the spirit of
St. Paul's action in dealing with
the Corinthian church as mani-
fested in his delaying as long as
possible before taking extreme
action, see 2 Corinthians 1. 24;
2 Corinthians i. 4 and xii.

(2). That when all efforts to
bring an oftender to repentance
have failed, it is essential that
church action shall be taken
(see 1 Corinthians v. 11-13) andthat the action taken shal} be
in conjunction with the whole
church. See 1 Corinthians vy.
3-5; Matthew xvili. 17-18; 2
Corinthians 1. 6-7.

(4). It is also our unanimous
opinion that the Scriptural form
of church discipline consisted in
the whole church withdrawing
from all soctal intercourse and
fellowship with the offender and
not simply suspension from the
Lord’s table (1 Corinthians v.
11, 2 Thessalonians ili. 6, 14-15.)

In drawing up the church rtiles
there was very tree exchange of. . .

During the Conference two
evenings were spent in hearing
brief reports of work in the
churches represented, and many
interesting facts were brought to
light showing clearly that there
is much to encourage in manyplaces. . . .

In discussing the various du-
ties of church ofhcers much stress
was put on the importance of
the church being guided to first
recognise spiritual gifts in in-
dividual members and then to
call to ofhce where such gifts
could be exercised for the benefit
of the whole church.

In this connection attention
was calied to an office almost lost
sight of, viz., that of ‘‘ Evangel-
ist’’ in the sense that the term
is ised at home. Here the name
is generally used to denote a
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man, paid with foreign money
to help a toreign missionary, or
work locally in connection with
a church.

But there are now around us
numbers of earnest Christians
amone whom may be found some
possessed of rare power to 1in-
fiuence others by their preaching.
Such gifts should be looked for,and when found the church
should be called upon to recog-
nize them and set them apart for
the work to which God has called
them. Such an office needs a
name, and the following among
other terms were suggested:
Toh-si, Stien-si, Chiang-si, etc.,
i11 place of the name ‘‘ Chiao-s1”’
appropriated at present by our
foreign lady missionaries. The
matter was leit over, but we
trust it may lead to much prayer
on the subject, and raising up
of some Chinese Moody or Whit-
field. While discussing the above
point, allusion was also made
to the great tmportance of for-
elon workers concentrating their
efforts on lines for which they
have special ability and gitts.
Were those by nature and grace
htted to evangelize, to concen-
trate their time and energies on
that work, while others specially
endued with pastoral or teaching
abilities were to tise their talents
each tn their own line, more effec-
tive work might be done and pro-
bably fewer breakdowns would
occur of account of endeavouring
to fll a number of positions with-
out the power of doimg so suc-
cessiully.

Altogether the Ping-yang-fu
Conference was a most helpful
and inspiring time and as we met
and as we separated ‘‘ we thank-
ed God and took courage.’’

A. LUTLEY, C
R. GILLigs, Secretaries.A. TRUDINGER,

| September,

Estey Organs.
Mr. Iwans writes us :-—I very

itch regret that owing to an
extraordinary demand for their
goods, this Company has been
very much delayed in getting
Out their stock in the last month
or two, so that IL have been
unable to meet all the calls on
this Depot of late. I have,
however, now the pleasure of
announcing that this difficulty
will be at an end in a few days,
as the first consignment is expect-
ed directly, to be followed by
two other large consignments,
altogether bringing up the stock
to upwards of one hundred
organs, lurge and small, which
includes several new styles not
betore placed on this market. [
Shall be pleased to send circulars
illustrating the several styles,
quoting prices, etc., to any who
will write for same.

IWWARD EVANS,
sole fLinporter of fstey

Oreans for China.
september Ist, 1904.

{‘anton Notes.
Since my last batch of notes

much has happened here worth
recording. several events have
a melancholy interest. Death
has been busy in our mission
circle, and three pronusing young
men have been gathered home
just at what seemed to us the
beginning of their life work. The
many iriends, throughout the
empire, of Dr. and Mrs. H. V.
Noyes will feel with them in the
loss of their younger son. Of
brilliant scholarship, high souled,
and with a passionate fondness
for missionary work among the
Chinese, we all trusted he had a
long life before him during which
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to cultivate and exercise his
graces and abilities. Having
been born in Canton and spend-
ing his earlier years here, he had
an insight into Chinese character
and a grip of the colloquial which
marked him out as peculiarly
fitted for the work. Last August
he returned to Canton after 2
year’s teaching in Mill’s Institute,
Honoluilt. At the time of his
fatal illness he was preparing to
return to the States tor the coim-
pletion of his theological course.
But God had higher plans for
His young servant, and after a
few days of suffering he died of
plague on the morning of May 25.
His last hours bequeathed a price-
less legacy to his sorrowing pa-
rents, brother and friends. He
said he had looked forward to
lengthy and useful service in
China, but God’s will was best
and he was glad to depart and
be with Christ, which was tar
Detter.

The American Presbyterian
Mission has also lost a promising
missionary in Rey. HK. M. Scheirer,
who was stationed at Lien-chow.
He had only been a year and a
half in the field. The same Mis-
sion has had to send home, owing
to the ill health of the latter, Rev.
and Mrs. Bruce, of their Yeung-
kong station, who came out last
year.

The Christian and Missionary
Alliance have lost through small-
pox one of their brightest
young men—Rev. H. Zehr—who
was stationed at Kwai-p‘ing in
Kwangsi province.

The lesson from God’s provi-
dence in dealing thus with our
mission conununity is difficult to
understand in view of the greatneed. What God seeks in His
missionary servants is spiritual
efhciency, and probably these
seemingly rude shocks are meant
to keep ts awake to the urgent

nature of our mission and the
nearness ot the eternai worid.

The contributions to the Cen-
tenary Fund of the British and
Foreign Bible Society received
by the Canton Sub-agent—Rev.
H.C. T. Burkwall—up to July
20th amounted to $908.14. This
is at least one-tenth of the sum
collected from the whole of the
empire. and is evidence of a deep
interest among both natives and
foreigners here in the work of
that noble Society. From July
2nd to reth there was held in
Canton a Colporteur’s Bible In-
Stitute arranged by Mr. Burkwall.
The total number in attendance

was twenty-five, representing the
National Bible Society of Scot-
land, American Bible Society and
Book Lending Society, besides the
British and Foretgn Bible Society.
Seven missionaries each contrib-
uted a series of addresses while
nine native preachers gave valu-
able help. Five sessions were
held each day; the morning
session being always devoted to
prayer and a review of the pre-
vious day’s work. ‘The Institute
proved so valuable that the col-
porteurs themselves and all con-
cerned, are anxious that it shonid
be an annttal function.

At present most of our mis-
sionaries are resting at Macao.
During the months of July, Aug-
ust and September a series of
Bible Conterences have been ar-
ranged and the meetings already
held give promise of profitable
gatherings.

The Canton Christian College
is heing removed from Macao to
its proper place in the vicinity of
Canton city. Temporary build-
jngs are being put up, and the
faculty expects to be in residence
and ready for a start in the new
location by the middle of Sep-
temper.

Gro. H. McNEvrR.
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Diary of Events in the Far East.
July, I90¢4.

3ist.—Sunp-shu-kou occupied by
the first Japanese Army.

August, 7904.
ist.—-Russian reverse at Jang-tsu-

ling (25 miles from Liao-yang).
3rd.—The Japanese who left Ta-shih-

chiao on the Istinstant in fourcolumns,
(the Russians firing from time to time
to cover their retreat), occupied the
line between Hai-chéng and old New-
chwang at noon to-day.

yoth.—-Atiempt of the Russian fleetto break out of Port Arthur. The
Japanese intercepted, closing in from
both sides, and a fierce naval fightensued. The Crareviftch and a tor-
pedo boat reached Tsing-tao in a
battered condition ; the torpedo
destroyer Aeschiljeini7 put into Che-
foo, from which place it was taken by
the Japanese ; the 4skold and Groso-
vor took refuge in Shanghai; the
Piana is reported to have arrived at
Saigon; the was sunk off Sagha-
lien ; and the other ships returned
in bad condition to Port Arthur. The
ships putting into neutral ports have
been put out of commission.

14th.—Naval battle off Ul-san, in
which Admiral Kamimura attacks the
Viadivosteck squadron. KRur1e sunk
and other two damaged.

17th. —The commander of the Port
Arthur besieging force sent to the
enemy’s outposts yesterday a parle-
mentaire bearing a communication
embodying the Emperor of Japan’swishes for the relief of non-comba-
tants, and a letter advising surrender.
These documents were handed to the
chief of staff of the garrison.
the enemy’s parlementaire came with
a reply refusing both proposals.

2goth.—The Japanese occupied An-
shan-tien, about twelve mules south of
Liao-yang, yesterday, and have since
been pursuing the enemy. Two other
armies are very closely pressing
Tiao-yane.

The Russian strength in the Lao-
yang direction is reported to be aboutthirteen divisions. It is stated tliat
An-ping and Tang-ho-ven, seventeen
miles south-east of Liao-yang, have
already been occupied by the Japanese ;
the enemy having hurriedly retired
from An-ping, leaving much booty to
the Japanese.

Missionary Journal.
AT Tai-ming-fu, July roth, the wife of

Rev. HENRY C. BARTEL, S.C. M.,
of ason, Paul Henry Bartel.

At Kuen-cheo, Hupeh, July 22nd, the
wife of LYDER S&S. KRISTENSEN, N.
L. M., of a daughter, Ruth Mag-
dalene.

At T‘ang-chuan, Szchuen, August 2nd,
the wife otf EDWARD B. VARDON,F, F. M. A., of a son, Arnold
Southall.

At Kuling, Aneust roth, the wife of
Rev. W. REMFRY HUNT, Foreign
Christian Missionary Society, of a
son (Morrison).

AT Shun-teh, Chih-li, July 15th,
MURIEL GRIFFITH, aged 9 months.

At T‘ai-chow, July 19th, of cholera,
ALFRED STANLEY, only son of

Stanley and Sarah Babingeton, C. M.
S., aged 4 months.

AT Kuan-cheo, Hupeh, July = asth,
of cholera, ROBERT MORRISON, son
of Lyder and Anna Kristensen, N.
L. M., aged 2 years, 6 months,

AT Chevalleyres Bevey, Switzerland,
July toth, JENNY, wife of Rev. f.
Hudson Taylor, C. 1. M., aged 61
years. oo

AT K‘eh-cheny, Shan-si, July 29th,
Miss K. RASMUSSEN, C. I. M., of
typhus fever.

DEPARTURES.
FROM SHANGHAT :-—

August 6th, Mr. and Mrs. J. Law-
SON aud child, C. I. M., for Canada.August 9th, Rev. H. G. C.
A. P. M., Shanghai, for U.S. A.

August 19th, R. C. Breese, M.D.,
M, EK. M., Nanking, for U.S, A.
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The Foolishness of Preaching.
A paper vead at the First Meeting of the Hougkong

Missionary Conference.
BY THE RIGHT REV. BISHOP OF VICTORIA.

| HAVE been much interested of late, whilst reading an
account of the early wars between England and China,
and of the early days of this colony, to notice how many

of the naines of the ships of our navy which took part in those
proceedings are borne now by ships at present in the China
squadron. But as I have read of those early naval operations,
the thought has again and again been borne in npon my mind of
the wonderful difference between the ships then in use and the
ships which we see now. In A. D. 1840 England still trusted
to her wooden walls ; the material of which her ships was made
was grown in the forest; for motive power they relied on sails.
Now our ships are of iron, wrought in huge machine works;
for movement they depend on massive engines; from stem to
stern, from the keel to the very tops of the masts, they are
complicated networks of machinery. This particular compari-
son setves, I think, to illustrate the change which has come
over the world during the last half-century. We live in an age
of machinery. The food we eat, the clothes we wear, the
things we use, are, if not machines themselves, machine-made.
A few weeks ago a gentleman came to my house and showed me
a machine which he has invented which at a set time lights a
candle and a lamp, boils water, makes tea, pours it out, and
finally rings a bell to awaken him. It stopped short of drinking
the tea and shaving him, but these things may come in time.
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Now this development of machinery has, 1t seems to me,

spread over all branches of life and work. The government of
a nation, of a county, of a parish, of a school, the organization
of a church, of a mission, of a parish, even of our charity, is all
controlled by machinery. One visits a parish at home, and one
is perplexed and appalled by the amount of machinery that
exists: the time of many clergy seems to be taken up almost
entirely with attending committees and running machines.
The same may be said of some of us, not least of a Bishop, in a
colony like this. And, to bring the matter home to our present
gathering, the one feature which impresses me more than any
other, with regard to the development of missionary work in
China during the last fifty years, is the enormous development
of missionary machinery. Fiity years ago ‘‘a mission’? meant
afew men, some of whom had wives, whose time was taken up
by the endeavour personally to make known the gospel of
Christ to the heathen. Now ‘ta mission’? means a vast and
complex system of machinery, schools for boys and schools for
girls ; schools for Christians and schools for heathen ; colleges
for men and colleges for women ; schools for teaching English,
schools for teaching science ; industrial schools, and schools for
the blind, etc. Then again we have medical work, hospitals
for men and hospitals for women; maternity hospitals, and
hospitals for lepers; medical men and medical women, some
with hospitals, some without hospitals. We have organizations
for translation, for printing, for publishing literature of various
kinds—religious, moral, scientific, educational We have
churches and chapels and halls, clergy and catechists and
evangelists and teachers of various kinds, both men and women,
HKuropean and Chinese. We have organizations for native
self-support and self-government. Native missionary societies,
students’ associations, Christian endeavours, and what not ?—
wheels within wheels, a complex machinery, which it requires
clear heads and strong hands to drive, and which 1s very differ-
ént from what constituted ‘‘a mission’’ fifty years ago.

Now I am not going to criticize this machinery. Much of
it may be necessary, all of it may be useful. Personally, I
think that we have too much of it, but I fully admit that a great
deal of it is the natural growth and development of mission
work. I only wish that I could say that it is the natural
srowth and development of the native church in China. Wete
that the case, I should heartily rejoice over all of it. But it is
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not that. Almost the whole of the machinery which I have
described is missionary machinery, supported chiefly by foreign
funds and avowedly established for the propagation of the
gospel amongst the heathen. Now the point that I want to
raise is this: Is the multiphcation of machinery the best way
of propagating the gospel ? Is it not possible that the work of
proclaiming Christ crucified—I assume that we all agree that
that is the ultimate aim of all missionary effort—is it not
possible, I ask, that this work may sometimes be almost hin-
dered rather than forwarded by the modern complex develop-
ment of missions ? Might it not be better 1f we were to revert
rather to the methods which our predecessors 1n China had per-
force to adopt, and which certainly seem to be more after the
model of those adopted by earlier and successful missionaries
from the apostles downwards? I am not prepared to answer
these questions decisively myself; but I think that I can give
you reasons for believing that the modern multiplication of
machinery is not altogether without its disadvantages. Let me
widicate two or three such reasons.

In the first place the multiplication of machinery is very
expensive in money. Great buildings, colleges, schools, hospi-
tals, and other institutions spring up all over China. They do
not spring up, nor are they maintained, without heavy cost.
Of course, if they are the most effective way of spreading the
gospel we must not count the cost; but, so far as my personal
experience and observation goes, I consider 1t very question-
able whether big institutions established for the purpose of
‘‘influencing the people’’ and indirectly teaching them the
gospel, are so effective as the use of simpler and more direct
methads.

Again, the multiplication of machinery 1s very expensive
in men and in time. There are a great many missionaries,
men and women, in China. i wonder how many of them are
employed in running machinery, and how many are personally
employed in preaching the gospel of Christ. I have strong
reasons for believing that there are large numbers of mission-
aries who never preach the gospel to the heathen; and that
there are many who have not even equipped themselves sufh-
ciently for the purpose. Men and women are drawn into the
machine work before they have had time to study the language,
to say nothing of the literature of the country. ‘The number of
missionaries, men as wellas women, who know nothing more
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of the language than a certain amount of some local dialect, to
whom the classics, or any book in ordinary Chunese style, are
sealed books, 1s very considerable. They are running some
piece of machinery. They have not had time to acquire, they
have not time to use, even 11 they have acquired, some of the
most necessary qualifications for evangelistic work amongst the
(“hinese. I have known the missionary of six years’ standing
decline an invitation to preach the gospel to the heathen on
the ground of incapability. I believe that there are many such.
And as regards natives, the number of our best Christians who
have been drawn into machine work and never preach the
gospel to their heathen fellow-countrymen must be very large.
Not long ago I was talking to a group of picked men about this
matter. They all acknowledged that they never preached to
the heathen now. They had all been 1n former days strenuous
evangelists, but they had got entangled in the machinery and
their evangelistic work had ceased.

And once more, 1s there not a datiger in trusting in the
machinery rather than im the power of the gospel message and
the Holy Spirit of God ? ‘They take up all of them with the

angle, they catch them in their net, and gather them in their
drag: therefore they rejoice and are glad. Therefore they
sacrifice unto their net, and burn incense unto their drag.”’
We are very apt to think that fine machinery means a fine
mission; and we hear men pressing for the establishment of a
hospital or of an English-teaching school ‘‘to break down
opposition’? or ‘‘to pave the way.’”’ But the power of God
lies not in pills nor in institutions, but in Jesus Christ and Him
crucified. ’?

But now, I can almost hear some say, are not all these
things which you call ‘‘machinery’’ excellent methods of
spreading the knowledge of Christ? and is it not the case that
what you would call the simple preaching of the gospel,
whether in preaching-halls or in the streets and villages, is in
great measure apparently iruitless ¢ I frankly answer both these
questions in the athrmative. Most thankfully do I ackonowl-
edge that, so far as my experience goes, God does use ‘‘the
machinery’’ in the conversion of souls. Most frankly do |
acknowledge, from much personal experience, that there 1s a
vast amount of simple, direct, faithful preaching of the gospel,
which is apfparentiy void of result. t would emphasize the
word ‘‘ apparently,’ for aiter considerable personal experience
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and observation of the progress of mission work in China, I am
convinced that appearances are usually deceptive, and that the
real progress of Christianity in China is much more the result
of this ‘‘foolishness of preaching’’ than the result of the
machinery of the modern mission. Let me instance a few
points which have led me to this conviction. {do not say that
I can prove my contention. In things of the Spirit, arguments
irom figures or personal observation can prove but little ; for the
Holy Spirit of God does not tie Himself down to work in any
particular method. But I may be able to give you some
thoughts which may at any rate provide some of you with food
for reflection, and which may encourage some of you in the
wotk of simple preaching, which to not a few in these days
appears to be ‘‘foolishness,’* but which is, I am convinced,
the chief means used of God for the conversion and salvation of
mankind.

IT will not dwell on the fact that for eighteen centuries,
from the apostles downwards, the chief means used for the
founding and building up of churches has been the simple
method of preaching, without the machinery which has been
developed of late years. History 1s as open to you as it 1s to
me, so I shall dwell rather on facts which I have gathered from
my Own experience and observation, which may be new to
some of you.

My own experience, then, takes me back to intimate inter-
course with many of the pioneers of Protestant missionary work
in China, the men who founded the churches with the develop-
ment of which we are now concerned. That they were success-
ful we know, marvellously successful in spite of enormous
difficulties, and in spite of having to wait often for many a long
year before they saw results. How then were these results
achieved ? By the ‘‘ foolishness of preaching,’’ by the steady,
unwearying proclamation of an unacceptable message, without
hospitals or colleges, without complex machinery, but by the
patient, persistent proclamation of Jesus Christ and Him cruct-
fied, in the preaching-hall and at the street-corner, 1n the town
and in the country. And the lesson which J, as a junior,
Jearned from these pioneers was, ‘‘ Preach, and stir up others
to preach.’’

In my own eperience I have been permitted to see some
very marked expansions of the church of Christ. l have seen
the gospel take root in districts where it had not been heard
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before, and churches spring up which now number many
hundreds if not thousands of converts. In some of those districts
there is still very little ‘‘machinery.’’ In all of those districts
the work of planting and watering has been done by ‘the
foolishness of preaching,’’ not by the establishment of hospitals
and colleges and other machinery.

I have also been very much impressed by the way in which
evangelistic preaching, which at the time was apparently fruit-
less has been followed years aiter by a marked ingathering of
converts. I could take you to several places in which, so far as
I know, my students and I, in our evangelistic tours long since,
were the first to preach the gospel of Christ. Now there are
flourishing churches in those places. 'We knew of no results
at the time; I know of no connexion between our preaching
and the churches which now exist; but I seem to see a fulfil-
ment of our Lord’s words when He said, ‘‘So is the kingdom
of God, as if a man should cast seed into the ground; and
should sleep, and rise night and day, and the seed should spring
and grow up, he knoweth not how.”’

I have, moreover, been very much encouraged by the
fact—at any rate it seems to me to be fact—that, whilst the
number of conversions directly effected by simple evangelistic
preaching is apparently small, those who are thus converted
seem to be, so far as my experience goes, more deeply im-
pressed, and more eager to tell thetr fellow-countrymen of the
treasure that they have found, than those who have been led
to Christ in institutions. I do not for a moment question the
reality of the conversion of this latter class, but whether it be
that they are apt to consider the institution a necessary part of
machinery for evangelistic effort, or whether there be other
reasons, they do not appear to be so eager or so effective in
telling others as those who have been called out by a simpler
method of evangelistic preaching, which they themselves can at
orice imitate in their own homes and villages. I speak, of
course, from a limited experience, and stand open to correc.
tion, but I have certainly known God to set His seal in this
way upon evangelistic preaching 1n a very remarkable degree.
And when we remember that the gospel is being spread in
China chiefly through the instrumentality of native converts,
this is a point that is well worth considering when we dis-
cuss the relative value of machinery and ‘‘the foolishness of
preaching.’’
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[am airaid that I have kept you too long, so must hasten
to a conclusion. And my conclusion is this: Let us make
much of preaching, let us exalt the work of the evangelist. |
do not say, Make no use of machinery; but I do say, Let
us put the machinery 1n the second place. There is a great
danger in these days of putting it in the first place. Let us
determine ourselves to be evangelists. We may have been set
to work a machine, to take charge of an institution, and sucha
charge may be of very great importance, but let not such an
occupation prevent us from being evangelistic, both within
and without the institution. Nothing will do our own souls
more good, nothing will serve so much to stimulate those
around us, our helpers in the institutions and the members of
the church outside, as steady, eager, evangelistic work for the
souls of others. I often look with aftectionate remembrance on
the portraits of old pupils of my own, men whom I had to train
in an institution, many of whom have been largely used of God
in, I would say, apostolic work in the founding and building up
of churches. l attribute the zeal and the earnestness of those
men, under God, to the fact that we always combined strenuous
evangelistic effort, whether residing in the college or taking
long tours together in the country, with the regular course of
colleoiate study.

And this brings me to my last word, which, though I deem
it very important, must be very brief. Let us train ourselves
and let us train natives for this work. Let us train ourselves.
Let us not think that even fluency in a dialect will compensate
for ignorance of Chinese modes of thought and habits of mind,
which can only be appreciated by those who study their litera-
ttre. Nor let us think that we can effectively do the work of
an evangelist, which seems so easy but is so intensely difficult,
without the constant, careful, prayerful study of God’s Word.
And as tor the natives, we must train them if they are to be, as
thanks be to God they have in hundreds of cases proved them-
selves to be, effective evangelists and pastors. ‘The things
that thou hast heard of me, the same commit thou to faithtul
men, who shall be able to teach others also,’’ So wrote St.
Paul to Timothy, and the words constitute, so far as I can
remember, the only maxim for aggressive missionary work
as distinct from the work of edification, that St. Paul wrote,
besides those summed up in the words, “Do the work of an
Church Missionary Intelligencer.
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Our China Missions, Chi-nan-fu.
An Appeal for Special Work in the Provincial Capital of

SHANTUNE.

BY REV. J. PERCY BRUCE, B.A., OF THE SHANTUNG MISSION.

] © piace, that man would be Ya: Hsien and the place Chiplace, that man would be Yi Hsien and the place Chi-
nan-fu, where he was Governor in 1899. Yit Hsien, 11

Imperial edicts may be believed, has long since gone to his
account, but Chi-nan-fu remains-—not only the most influential
city in Shantung, but, apart from Peking, the most influential
city in North China. Its inhabitants number from 200,000 to
300,000, including a large mercantile population in constant
touch with the commercial communities of all the important
cities of the empire; a large, wealthy, and exceptionally powerful
body of gentry ; and some 2,000 or 3,000 expectant and retired
mandarins.

There are three Confucian colleges, with their professors
and students; a newly established government college for
Western learning, with about 300 students; and upwards of
20,000 students at the periodical examinations for degrees. It
is needless to say that among these students thus thronging the
colleges and examination halis of the provincial capitals are to
be found the future rulers of China. It may not be generally
understood, however, that while comparatively few can expect
to obtain office, the great mass of them, when they return to
their homes, inevitably become the leaders of the communities
where they live: the schoolmasters ; the general advisers, con-
sulted on every matter of importance; in a word, the men
whose influence dominates the community.

Now, the striking fact is that there is absolutely no organ-
ised efiort made to reach this large constituency ! Nor is it that
the mission has been indifferent ; on the contrary, it has been
the strong desire of the mission for twenty years to do this
special work. But the very success God has given us has created
its own demands in other directions, for which our staff has been
inadequate. As far back as 1883 Mr. Jones advocated this need
when in England. In 1886 a special appeal was made; and
again, in 1888, it was urged that Mr. Timothy Richard might
go there with an effective plant. Later still, it was hoped that,
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after the visit of the Deputation in 1900, the staff would be
increased and our plans carried into effect, 1n accordance with
their recominenadations. Our hopes, however, were in vain.

So matters stood up to the time of the Boxer nising.
During that terrible experience, while hearts were being torn in
twain by the sufferings of brethren and sisters, Chinese and
foreign, our minds could not but revert to those plans formed so
long before ; and more than one felt that if such work had been
carried on those sections of the nation whence proceeded
this fearful hatred, some at least of those dreadful experiences
might have been mitigated, and perhaps even averted. As we
emerged from those dark days, 1t was with the two-fold convic-
tion that such work ought no longer to remain undone, and that
as the result of these experiences such work could be carried on
under conditions zzspeakably more favorable than were possible
before—that an opportunity had been given us, bought with the
blood of martyrs, an opportunity such as there might never be
again. And, indeed, since that upheaval, there has been a
remarkable openness and accessibility on the part of the educated
classes. There is a spirit of inquiry abroad, and willingness to
learn even of things foreign. The question is: Shall the one
thing of which they do not learn be the gospel of Christ? In
this spirit of inquiry they are ready to turn to the missionary
himself. Shall it be that in Chi-nan-fu, the very centre of such
influences, and at such a time, the missionary shall not be there
to be inquired of ? The opportunity is now. It may not be for
long. In China the situation changes rapidly. If this oppor-
tunity passes, the work will still cry out to be done, but under
what different conditions! With what added sense of respon-
sibility for the past !

THE NEGLECTED CLASSES.

But it may be asked, “Why should we try specially to
reach the educated classes ? Has it not always been that ‘not
many wise after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble,
are called? To this one answer 1s that, unless we make such
special effort, the exigencies of our work compel us to neglect
them, 1f not altogether to exclude them from the sphere of our
influence; and such effort to reach them ought to be made
because, 1f for no other reason, ‘‘God will have all met to be
saved, and come to the knowledge of the truth.”’ Surely it is
His will that all classes should be reached, as much as aill
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nations, and it can neither be loyal to His will, nor for the
good of His church, that the people for His name should be
confined to any one class any more than to any one race. He
who would have us pray for all men would have us preach to all
ic Kr. Scripture and experience alike lead us to hope and
believe that even among the educated classes of China truth
shall win her triumphs; and the gospel, where it obtains a
hearing, still shows its ancient power to change even the proud
heart. While it is true that to-day, as 1n every age, the pride
of the wealthy, the prejudice of the learned, are powerful
hindrances to their acceptance of the truth; in China the hostility
of the literati, the poor headway which the gospel has made
among them, cannot altogether be put down to such a cause, for
the simple reason that they have not heard the gospel in any real
sense. Their hatred is hatred of the foreigner rather than of
his message. Their pride and prejudice are almost wholly due
to ignorance, all the more profound because the subjects are
most ignorant of their own ignorance. The question is: What
have we done to dispel this ignorance, to remove this hostility to
ourselves that our message may have a hearing? It we have
failed to do our utmost, surely, to the extent of our unfaithful-
ness, the responsibility for their ignorance, their hatred—yes,
and even their impenitence—lies with us. ‘“Tt thou dost not
speak to warn the wicked from his way, that wicked man shall
die in his iniquity, but his blood will I require at thy hand.”

There 1s, however, another aspect of the question which
ought not to be overlooked: We do not deceive ourselves by
visionary hopes of converting China through the officials; but
it is patent to every one who knows the country that, if the
hostility of the educated be annulled, or lessened in any degree,
we have to that extent removed the most potent anti-Christian
force in China to-day. The proverb, ‘Shang hsing hsia hsiao”
(What those above do, those below will imitate), is deep bedded
in the Chinese consciousness. In the spiritual realm, where the
Spirit bloweth where He listeth, we cannot predict that because
the upper classes are converted the lower classes will follow; but
we can predict that, as long as the upper classes are bitter in
their hatred of the foreigner, this hatred will pervade all classes,
and the missionary will have this barrier to overcome in nearly
every person he meets before he can get a hearing for his
message. The poison of Boxerism did not originate with
peasants ; it had its source in viceroys and princes | But the
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moment those of the upper sort revealed their mind, the masses
followed like a Hock of sheep, or rather like a pack of wolves,
and tragedy followed on tragedy till the whole world was
aghast! Shali we not, then, go to the fountain head and stem
the poison at its source? We have heard of this or that political
as needful to prevent another outbreak. Is there not a
more excellent way—the way of love? Shall we not rather go
to these men who hate, and disseminate hatred of us, and seek
by any and every means that 1s good to win their goodwill ?
In so doing we may both gain the opportunity we desire of
presenting the gospel to ‘rem, and at the same time remove
barriers to that gospel in thousands of other's,

HOW SHALL THEY HEAR ?

But ‘faith cometh by hearing,’’ and ‘‘ How shall they
hear ?’’ is the problem of evangelisation in every age and in
every country. How shall those who need the gospel be brought
into contact with those who have it?

In England this question takes the form: ‘‘ How shall we
reach the masses?’’ In China, that land of contrasts, the
masses, comparatively speaking, are easily reached. The prob-
lem is: ‘*‘ How shall we reach the classes ?’’ How can these
literati be brought into contact with the missionary? The
ordinary street chapel does not reach them any more than the
regular work of the church reaches the masses at home.

Many years ago, in the Theological Training Institute at
Ching-chou-fu, under Mr. Whitewright, a small museum was
started for the use of the students. The ‘* open door’’ has been
a prominent feature in the policy of the mission, and outsiders
were freely admitted to the museum. In the very first year
there were as many as 5,000 visits paid. So fruitful was it in
bringing people under our influence that the museum was
enlarged with the outsiders specially in mind. In 1893, when
new buildings were erected for the Training College, an im-
portant feature of the plant was the ‘‘front court,” with a
museum at one end, the chapel at the other, reception rooms on
the one side and one of the college lecture rooms on the other.
Here the work carried on in the former premises was largely
extended. From 70,000 to 80,000 visits, and sometimes more,
are paid annually ; lectures on scientific and religious subjects
are frequently given; but the work for which all else is but the
means to an end is the evangelistic work. Ail the time that
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the museum 1s open the preaching of the gospel is going on in
the reception rooms with those waiting to go into the museuin,
or, more systematically and directly, in the chapel. During
examination times, any morning or afternoon, students and
professors, 1n numbers ranging from twenty to two hundred,
may be seen listening attentively to the preaching of the gospel,
who, but for such means would, humanly speaking, never come
under the sound of the truth.

In 1900, in an important city of this province, the prefect
had piven orders for the Christians to be killed. Lhe county
magistrate, having first fruitlessly protested to the prefect in
person, took effective measures, in defiance of the prefect’s
orders, to protect both Catholic and Protestant. This magistrate,
a few years before, had come to Ching-chou-fu bitterly anti-
foreign, but, largely through the work carried on at the In-
stitute, became our warm and sincere friend; and his son has
since then professed his faith in Christ.

What is now proposed is, in Chi-nan-fu, where hundreds
of such men are to be reached for every one in Chine-chou-fu,
to establish a work on lines similar to those described above,
but with such modification and enlargement as experience and
the greater importance of the capital suggest. ‘There would be
a museum and lecture room, with reception rooms; a central
preaching hall; a library and reading room ; and a mote private
room for the missionary, where he could meet individually with
those who have become specially interested. There would
thus be circle within circle of effort and influence: the outer
circle of the crowds visiting the museum and having cotiversa-
tion with the evangelists in the reception rooms; the inner
circle of the preaching hall, with its direct and aggressive
preaching of the gospel; and the innermost circle of all, that
of personal contact, heart to heart talk, the potent influence of
intimacy.

For this work the mission desire to specially set apart one
man. Not that he would necessarily confine himself to one
class, but that he would lay himself out specially to reach one
class, viz., the educated, just as his colleagues are devoting
themselves almost entirely to the peasantry. ‘The missionaries
are therefore most anxious that Mr. Whitewright, whose work
at Ching-chou-fu has been so conspicuously successful, sbould
move to the capital and there inaugurate a similar work, but in
an enlarged sphere and with wider influence.
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To Mr. Whitewright it is no light thing to leave the work
of twenty years and begin anew, but at the call of duty he is
prepared to make that sacrifice. To his colleagues, while long-
promised reinforcements delay to come, it means no small
additional strain, but his colleagues are prepared to face that
strain. ‘We now turn to the home churches and appeal for the
necessary financial help to enable us to enter the open door, to
discharge the responsibility that has long weighed heavily upon
us, and to seize the opportunity, God-given and blood-bought,
while yet it 1s ours to seize. a

A BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE CLAIMS FOR SPECIAL WORK IN

THE PROVINCIAL CAPITAL OF SHANTUNG,

It is the capital of a province with thirty or forty million
of souls.

It 1s, next to Peking, the most influential city in North
China, with a population of two or three hundred thousand.

Its importance will be enormously increased in the near
future, when it will become the centre at which several lines of
railway will meet, connecting with the most important cities 1n
China, including Peking, Nanking, Tai-yuen-fu, and probably
H9sj-9n-f11.

Its inhabitants comprise :—
A large mercantile population, in commercial com-

munication with all parts of the empire ;
A large and poweriul body of ‘‘gentry’’ or literati ;
Some two or three thousand expectant and retired

Mandarins.
As an educational centre it includes -——

Three Confucian colleges.
The new government colleges for Western learning,

with 300 students.
An examination hall for the examination of candidates

tor the highest provincial degree.
The city thus teems with young Chinese students of all

erades reading for their degrees.
The future rulers of China are to be found among such

students.
The mass of them, when they return home, become

the men whose infiuence DOMINATES THE COM-
MUNITY.
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The sum total of this influence—of merchants, officials,

and students—is aggressively anti-Christian. It is felt all over
the province, even to the remotest village. It hinders the work
of every mission. It culminated in Boxerism, which first
received official recognition, and hence its organised form, in
this city.

It is the strong desire of the Shantung missionaries forth-
with to occupy this city and inaugurate special work among
these influential classes. Our object 1s :—

(1)-To obtain a hearing for the gospel among them, as
well as among other classes of the people—‘‘ that
by all means we may save some.”?

(2) To disarm hostility by going into the midst of them
in the spirit of love and goodwill.

(3) To counteract poisonous influences by the dissem-
nation ot truth at their source.

(4) To dispel ignorance and prejudice by all kinds of
enlightenment.

Our object 1s thus two-fold: directly, to win men for Christ
among these people themselves; and, indirectly, to remove
barriers to the hearing of the gospel in thousands of others.

With these aims in view, it 1s proposed to extend the
methods of work so successtully used in Ching-chou-fu for the
past fifteen years, but adapted to the greater need and wider
influence of the capital. There would be required :-—

(x) A central preaching hall for the direct preaching
of the gospel.

(2) A museum and lecture room, with waiting rooms
where evangelists would converse with the visitors.

(3) A library and reading room for frequenters of
the institution, to help to retain them under our
infinences.

(4) A private room where the missionary could have
personal contact with those specially interested.

There would thus be circle within circle of effort and
influence: the outer circle of the crowd visiting the museum,
and the conversation with the evangelist in the waiting-rooms ;
the inner circle of the preaching hall with its direct and aggres-
sive preaching of the gospel ; and the innermost circle of personal
contact, heart-to-heart talk, the potent influence of intimacy.

It is considered necessary, in order to secure a suitable site
in the centre of this crowded and busy city, and make a
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substantial beginning with the buildings needed, that £3,000
will be required, and when the site has been fixed, detailed
plans and estimates will be presented for the full scheme.

For twenty years the Shantung missionaries have desired to
occupy this city for such work. They have repeatedly urged
it, but in vain. Neither men nor money have been forthcoming.

The present furnishes a renewed and unprecedented oppor-
tunity, and they once again plead for help.

In China the situation changes rapidly. The opportunity
may pass, but the need will remain more urgent than ever.
Let us be in time!—Msstonary Herald.

In Sub-Arctic Regions.
BY REV. W. SPENDLOVE (CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY).

FE, reside on the northern confines of British territory,
not far from the Arctic circle and Great Bear Lake.
‘The rivers and lakes are covered with snow for

eight months of the year. Ice-blocked and snow-bound to a
thickness of five or six feet, the banks of the majestic Mackenzie
River form a shelter for wild animals and roaming Red Men,

owhile overland on both sides there is a trackless desert of
beautiful, perfectly dry snow. Hither and thither roam these
untutored savages, living on such wild animals as moose, bear,
deer, musk-oxen; also rabbits and fish, which are numerous.
They likewise hunt- the fur-bearing animals, and in return for
such valuable articles of commerce obtain European clothing,
guns, tea, and tobacco. We are 8,o00 miles from England,
upwards of 1,500 beyond the outer limit of Canadian civilization
and frontier border settlement, the same distance from town,
village, shop or post office; and until recently the nearest
railroad was 2,000 mules away. Cut off from the residence of
whites, except here and there a solitary fur-trader, we receive
letters twice a year and papers only once, so that the death of
a parent, child, friend—or, say, our late Queen—in England
could only be known to us months after.

We are shut up among Red Indians, living a shivering life
inf moose-skin tents, where life to most people would be in-
tolerable, and certainly escape impossible. There is no white
woman for my wife to converse with nearer than 200 miles,
and no missionary within fifteen days’ journey. For years the
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effort to procure food and fuel for such a climate has been no
easy task. At times the cold stings and burns like poison and
fire, especially when sleeping outdoors, rolled up in a pair
of blankets on a little pine-bush in a hole in the snow. We
have known the pain and weakness of hunger and compulsory
fasting more than once, even to the verge of starvation, when
a kind Providence intervened and sent direct and special help.
It is cold and uninviting work to suck lumps of ice and chew
hard frozen snow to drive away hunger. During the first stages
of our experience, a small outfit of supplies was obtained from
England. The order was about a year on the way out and
the goods two yeats coming in. They were sometimes greatly
damaged, there were always some lost, and more than once
the part or the whole was destroyed.

Hung fish, half putrid and frozen, three times daily for a
few months, with a little tea and very few inferior potatoes,
did not keep children in good health, or give the missionary
needful strength. Nor did the wild animal flesh, dried by sun
and smoke to the appearance and hardness of burnt leather,
three times daily for several months. Hence we obtained
300 lbs. of flour and a few pounds each of rice, raisins and sugar
for a year.

The great distance and freight rates made a four-pound
loaf cost five shillings, sugar eighteenpence per 1b., and so on.
Even a reel of cotton cost about a shilling. How my excellent
wife managed to rear babies and keep them from freezing is
as romantic to think of as it was realistic in experience. Cone

little fellow was fed, from three months old, on fish soup and
ted, Once there were no trousers for father, so mother’s shawl
must be cut up and a pair made!

For several months in mid-winter I have travelled about,
living and sleeping among the Indians, leaving my wife in
charge of the Mission station to manage Indian boys and girls,
keep school, and superintend outside work ; now helping to fix
up a log shanty, now digging a cellar, now directing a fishery ;
all the while living in a room where the water froze solid
a few feet from the stove, and the tea must be drunk quickly
to keep ice from forming on it. Once semi-starvation, sickness,
and absolute duty drove me to undertake a long journey to
England with two small boys under four years old. Part of
the journey was overland, occupying thirty-five days’ travel,
sleeping out in the open air amid rain and myriads of mos
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quitoes, Poor mother had to be left at the Mission during
father’s absence, battling against the triple foes of cold, hunger,
and human enemies, for a year. After eleven consecutive
years’ hardships and loneliness, my wife’s health failed, under
weakness and poverty of blood, but no active disease ; she had
to face the long, trying journey to the homeland with three
little children, leaving father this time at the Mission, in charge,
too, of the youngest child, eight months old. Little Willie was
still unweaned when his mother snatched herself from him.
These are some of the lights and shadows, ups and downs, of
missionary life in Sub-Arctic regions.

At one or two stations in this mission district the sun fails
to rise for eight or ten weeks, but there is twenty-four hours
moonlight during portions of two or three moons which do not
set. Then there is almost nightly magnificent aurora, scin-
tillating and moving in a gorgeous panoramic display. When
this is dum myriads of stars sparkle and twinkle with the
brightness and clearness of electric light. During the short
summer, days are hot and nights cool, being near and not many
feet above the sea. At some points, though not where |
reside, the sun does not set for a part of the summer, and one
can read indoors at midnight. I have taken a photo of the
midnight sun, It is a very healthy climate, the air being
periectly dry, with not much rain in the summer, and the cold
strengthens the constitution if proper nourishment and exercise
are taken.

When I first entered the work twenty-four years ago there
wete only two or three missionaries in a territory of one mullion
square miles, these being about a thousand miles apart; now
there are upwards of forty stations occupied. Aiter five months’.
travel—a tedious, trying journey never to be forgotten—I found
myself attempting to acquire the Chipewyan and Slave lan-
yuages. But, oh ! those unpronounceable sounds which greeted
my car. I can only compare them to a hen cackling or a
turkey gobbling. However, I was determined to succeed, and
my feelings ended in prayer thus; ‘‘ Lord, either reverse Babel
or give me a second Pentecost !”’ I went and lived among the
Indians, acquiring their own words and pronunciation, but not
without injury to my throat, their language being so very
guttural, and the doctor has since cut off a diseased uvula.

To preach Christ to the heathen means more than learning.
a few sentences in order to tell dark souls God’s love to them,
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One mitist possess an adequate mastery of the native language,
the conditions of the people, their modes of thought and relig-
101s beliefs. In order to do this I have travelled thousands of
mules to deliver the message, sometimes to a group of dusky
Redskins by the river-side, then to a larger gathering encamped
near a fish lake, or more often to a single camp in the forest.
To a gathering of five hundred I have used lantern slides to
explain the gospel, and found some afterwards had received
it into the heart, others also getting some light; but I have
preached for a whole year to one soul in my own house, and
then have not been sure of stccess !

I have acted as schoolmaster under various untoward con-
ditions. Often I have sat round camp fires, with benumbed
fingers, the smoke filling eyes and mouth, using birch for books
and charred sticks for pencils, teaching old and young the
syllabic system of their own tongue. At other times I have
conducted regular school for twenty or thirty scholars, some
stumbling for months over the A B C, others doing sixth
standard lessons, and some, not pure Indians, learning Latin.
But in all this varied work there is the daily opportunity of
sowing gospel seed.

Every missionary, whether he likes it or not, must do
more or less medical work. God has so many times blessed
our efforts in relieving pain, curing complaints, and even saving
life and limb, that no part of our work 1s so successful in
creating gratitude to God, as well as making friends for His
servants, Gifts to God varying in value from a few pence to
five pounds have been received. However, we meet with com-
ical experiences, and sometimes are expected to give for the
privilege of effecting a cure ! One dark Redskin will tell you
he must ‘‘rest and be fed three days’? after a simple operation,
or that he expects to walk in three days after the setting of
4 limb.

There are four stations at which I have laboured, having
upwards of a hundred converts each—not all, of course, given
to me. ‘There are no longer the evil influences of medicine
men to withstand; no longer murders, infanticide, robbery,
cannibalism, the leaving of the aged to die, casting off a wile,
or taking a second.

I have reached an age and stage at which I[ find pastoral
work necessary. Of shepherding the saved sheep I need not
tell you much, but an illustration of a single visit is representa-
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tive of many. When the adherents are on the station, I visit
a tent crewded with men, women, children and dogs. ‘T‘here
is no greeting, no courteous reception, no sign of welcome. t
push my way in, stumbling over fire-sticks, kicking a dog out
of the way, and squeeze myself between the Redskins where-
ever I observe a slight space. Then I chat away, read the
Scriptures, pray, sing, give medicine, advice or a scolding if
necessary, but always deliver a Divine message, if only short.
Too often oné gets no assurance that such ministrations are
appreciated, but sometimes expressions of gratitude are given.
Such is their nature—sullen, apathetic, lacking demonstration.

Then Iam visited, if only that they may beg something ;
a process preceded by profuse talking and watching of my
actions or countenance, waiting a favourable moment to ‘‘ pop
the question.”’ They attend daily prayers when residing near
the station, and will travel long distances—often two hundred
miles—to attend preaching, for the baptism of a child, and
to receive the Holy Communion. I give them a journal to
reckon Sundays, but sometimes they are out of time a day,
as I have been formerly. Instead of receiving fees, I have to
provide wedding feasts and give presents, but they have begun
to make offerings to God in church. Their Christian worship
is most reverential in the beauty of earnest simplicity, requiring
no aids of nature or Nations.

nn thr elon” i a

Bishop Nicolai, the head of the missionary work of the Russian
Greek church in Japan, is said to have instructed all of his converts
to pray unceasingly for Japanese victory. However he has informed
them that during the war he will be unable to worship with the con-
verts in the cathedral, inasmuch as he himself could not join with
the natives in their supplications for God’s blessings to rest upon
Japanese arms. This is the true spirit, and it finds a sympathetic
response from the hearts of all true missionaries.

The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions (North) expends
annually about 500 pounds sterling in conducting a ten days’ con-
ference with the newly-appointed missionaries of that Board. ‘This
annual conference has passed beyond the experimental stage and
is considered most helpful to both the miussionaries and the
members of the Board. |

The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions (South) and the
Board of Missions of the M. E. Church (South) are contemplating
holding joint conferences similar to the above.
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The Morrison Society Department.
The Morrison Society has for its purpose the prostiotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in Chifia.
Some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. {it will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of all or any of the officers and members of the Society.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
Peking Road, Shanghai.

Why has the Church not made more Marked
Impression on the Literati of Chinae

BY REV. GILBERT REID, D.D., SHANGHAI.
JON reading over one of the last papers contributed to the

Morrison Society and published in the July number of the
RECORDER, a2 paper by Rev. J. S. Whiteright on methods

of work for reaching the scholars and officials of China, I notice
several ideas which have an equal application to the question
which I am requested to consider and, as far as possible, answer.
I will, however, proceed to the study of my theme as if no such
able and suggestive paper had been already prepared, and will
endeavour to give in a fair spitit some of the results of my
observations which have been directed somewhat persistently
to this theme for a period of twenty years. May I, moreover,
at the very outset, be allowed to testify to the help and im-
pression which I received from Rev. Mr. Whiteright during my
very first year in China and to express the opinion that the
English Baptist Mission in Shantung, with which Mr. White-
tight is connected, affords in China the best example of how
@ mission, as a whole and for a continued number of years, may
suceeed in making a marked impression on the literati of China.

According to the limits placed on our discussion by the
actual question propounded, there is no intimation of failure on
the part of an ideal Christianity or of the Biblical Christianity of
the Christ, but merely a query as to the lack of impression made
by the church as represented by the teachers of Protestantism
and Roman Catholicism; and the ones supposed to be insufh-
ciently impressed are the literati of China,—~not the large number
now being educated in Western education, or the class called
reformers, but the men who have been trained in the theories
and literary excellencies of the classics and who for the most
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part have attained to one of the hterary degrees of the Chinese
exainination system.

The first reason why the church has made so little marked
impression on the Chinese literati is because missionaries, espe-
cially Protestant, have not believed in special efforts for the
literati. One should hardly judge of what this attitude has been
merely by what has happened since the uprising of 1900. Since
that date both mandarins and the literati have been more open
to the approach of missionaries, while missionaries in turn have
been more disposed to cultivate the acquaintance of this class ;
but before this date, beyond a few individual exceptions or some
rare occurrences of each missionary, the missionary body may
he said to have stood aloof from the literati. ‘The mandarins
have been regarded as Pharisees, the literati as Scribes, and both
as hypocrites. The missionaries have gone to the common
people, but the literati must first come to the missionaries. Any
friendliness with mandarins was spoken of as obsequiousness or
as hobnobbing with the rich ; and one who discussed religion in
a conciliatory spirit with the literati was suspected of pandering
to evil, or of becoming a Confucianist. The medical missionary
could of course dispense medicine to a Chinese scholar, but to
offer him a seat of honour or pay him any marked attention
other than that given a servant, farmer or coolie, would be making
class distinctions contrary to the equal rights of all men. Should
a missionary wish to prove that he has not ignored the literatt,
he would say : “Did you notice that intelligent man sitting
in the audience near the front? Well, he is a kszu-ts‘az.”?
And if you should inqnire how this came about, you would
probably find out that he had come to the missionary seeking
a place and had been called in to teach mandarin to a new
missionary and so had been made a convert. Should a mission-~
ary perchance feel called to give special attention to this class,
his missionary society probably would say: {Tt 1s your business
to preach to the common people as other missionaries are doing.
If you want to work among mandarins and the literati, you will
have to resign from us.”’ Should another be permitted with
reservation to fit up a reception room and explain the globe or
give a few physical experiments to a company of young men
who have come up for examination, he might be asked at the
end of the year, ‘‘ How many converts have you made ?”’ Is
it any wonder that the church has made but little marked
impression on the literati?
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To avoid misunderstanding, let me again make the state-

ment that I acknowledge the exceptions and still more the
great change that has taken place in the last few years. At
present it seems as if all missionaries were seeking to know
more of these men of degree and that all missions now provide
functions either for the ofhcials or the hterati. A tea-cup
with a cover, or even a water-pipe, as well as a copy of one of
the gospels in the latest and best version, 1s now in readiness
for the ‘‘man with a button.’’ Even the Empress Dowager
is seriously considered. Lhe transformation is noticeable and,
I am sure, the impression to be hereafter made on the literati
will be much more marked than 1n previons decades,

A second reason why the church has not made more
marked impression on the literati is the way by which Chris-
tian truths have been presented. In our countries it is gener-
ally taken for granted that the same truths do not impress all
men in the same way, that one man may be influenced by
one truth and another man by some other truth, that the setting
of truth, the perspective of truth, the order and gradation of
all truths in the complete system of truth vary with differ.
ent men. Even the tour gospels differ not only because
different men wrote them, but because they were prepared for
different kinds of readers. Is 1t not then a mistake to think
that the same kind of a sermon will suit a Chinese and a
European audience ? Or that the ideas, and the mode of pre-
senting one’s ideas, ted in a street-chapel to the ordinary
Chinese audience, would be the most suited for a company of
Chinese scholars, or even tor an audience of one such ?

To make clear my meaning I would say that Confucian
scholars need to be approached from the ethical side of Chris-
tianity; not that these men are conspicuously ethical, but
because their thinking has been along ethical lines. The
very fact that the Confucian scholar, with all his moral
maxims and good sayings, may be very immoral, only opens
the way for the Christian truth that man to do right needs
nothing less than the Spirit of God, and that the impetus to
do right must come from the sense of forgiveness through a
divinely-appointed mediator. It is this feature of Christianity
that treaties, edicts and proclamations again and again em-
phasize : ‘Christianity exhorts men to righteousness, ’’ Such
teaching, with consistent living, will make the greatest impres-
sion on the Chinese literati.
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Again, the typical Confucianist needs to be approached
from the monotheistic rather than the trinitarian point of view,
or rather, to speak more accurately, the teaching of trinitarianism
which should be such as to lead men to believe that God is one,
however differently He may reveal Himself, or whatever the
variety of the constitution of the Godhead.

Along with this the Saviour of the world should at first be
spoken of more as God manifest in the flesh, as the Lord from
heaven, as Immanuel rather than as a Son of God; for the latter
expression 1s apt to be wrongly construed, especially in leading
one to suppose that God appointed a second person to do all the
suffering for Him in suffering for the sins of the world. ‘S$ Cod

was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself.” Hence for 2
Confucian scholar I prefer the Gospel of John to the other three.
The very first chapter presents the Godhead in a new light, as God
and the Word, and then that Word, as the manifestation of God,
at last became man, while all the following chapters show that
this man was Jesus, and that as Jesus He was both God and man.

In the same way it has seemed to me that the Gospel of John
1s more suited to Confucianists than the Gospel of Mark in the
matter of miracles, not only because there are fewer miracles in
the one than in the other, but because the one who did the mira-
cles in St. John’s Gospel is represented as a divine one and so as
doing them naturally, while in St. Mark’s account miracles are
represented more as ‘‘ wonders’’ and as done by the man Jesus.

These particular references are made merely to show that
the Confucian literati who have certain thoughts or preconcep-
tions of their own, must be led to Christianity by an emphasis
of particular truths or by a certain logical order different from
that which may be used with others. There is also the implica-
tion that missionaries have failed in the way they have present-
ed Christian truths to this class of men in China. It 1s very
rare that a missionary enters into the thoughts of a Confucian
scholar or learns to understand things in his way. More likely
the missionary, to form a theory of a Confucianist, will read the
Chinese classics, but will not modify his theory by contact with
men. Too often the result is a knowledge of what the literati
are, but not asympathetic appreciation of their thoughts. There
are in fact very few points of contact, of sympathetic agreement,
of unison between Christian missionaries and the Chinese lite-
rati. Is it any wonder, then, that the church has made but little
marked impression on the literati of China °
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In the third place the literary form of presenting Christian

truth has not been always adapted to the literati. Trew mission-
aries know the classics well, and even if they do, they may fail
in being conciliatory. While there are many who speak the
language well, there are few who have given much thought as
to the mode of addressing Chinese scholars, still less, as to
conversing with them.

In the matter of literature there is even inore need of care.*
There is an increasing amount of well-written books meant to
reach the educated classes, but really some of the best books for
distribution were prepared in the earlier years. With the large
stock now on hand there comes in the demand for discrimina-
tion in the use, dependent on the character of each individual
approached.

In the Christian books prepared, many of late years have
been translations or the production of the study rather than the
production of personal contact with men.

Some of our periodical literature, like the Wan Kwo Kung
Pao and the 7a ‘ung Fao, has made and is making a wide
impression on the literati of China, but this is more because of
general knowledge which they impart than from any distinctive
Christian character.

It should here be noted that in the increased efforts to meet
the demands for more learning the ones who are reached and
impressed, are not the literati, but young men who want Western
science or, more likely, a foreign language. Missionaries likewise
are getting more and more engrossed in imparting the new learn-
ing with the result that they know less than older missionaries
of the Confucian books and are not only unable to use elegant Chi-
nese in talking with the literati, but can scarcely be said to have
so much as a ‘‘stammering tongue.’? Hence it comes that the
literati of China are once again negiected, unless they come as
students of our primer, our simple arithmetic, and our English
composition. If they are impressed, it is not as Confucian literati
but as students of some of the branches of Western learning.

In conclusion, there is one line of thought which should
not be omitted from this discussion. Looking at China as a
whole, or at the literary class in particular, it is apparent to
even the most superficial that the mussionary propaganda 1s
a tremendous power and is making a great impression. Every-

* See ga former discussion of * The Christian Literature suited te the
Educated Classes of China,’’ in RECORDER, August, 1896,
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where there 1s talk of the church and church people. The
power is so felt that Princes and Ministers of State are non-
plussed, while the poor local Magistrates are burdened witha
political problem which the cabinets of Europe have sooner
or later had to cope with. The missionary, even when accom-
panied by what 1s called an interpreter, is now recognised
not only as an important factor, but as one whose wishes
should be complied with. The literati everywhere know
these facts, and while some may be intelligent enough to
discriminate between Roman Catholics and Protestants, they all
point to the power of the church.

Now here is an impression made by the church, but is it
of a kind conducive to the spirituality of the church or to
the spiritual regeneration of this people ? Are not the Chinese-——
mandarins, literati and all—in a danger of misunderstanding both
the idea of the church and of Christianity ? Is it not a serious
matter that as soon as missionaries begin to have the chance to
make an impression on mandarins and literati, it should have
such a tendency and get such a reputation ? It is all the more
incumbent that special effort along real spiritual, moral lines, be
directed to these men of influence that the Church as the bearer
of salvation, as the ordinance of God, may arise in glory to
make a way tor the coming of the King, even our risen Lord.

Educational Department.
Rev. J. A. Srussy, Aaztor,

Conducted in the interests of the “ Educational Association of China.”

The Kien-ning Romanised Dialects,
BY REV. HUGH STOWELL PHILLIPS.

IEN-NING is the most northernly prefecture of the Fuh.
kien province. The dialect which is spoken in the
preater part of four of the seven hsiens—Kien-ning

proper—was first attacked by Europeans in 1888, but the fixing
of the system of Romanization partly, and the preparation of
books wholly, have been the work of Miss Bryer, of the Church
of England Zenana Missionary Society.
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Up to the present, with the help of the British and Foreign

Bible Society, Miss Bryer has been able to prepare the complete
New Testament, Genesis and Exodus; Psalms are also in the
press, and other Old Testament books are ready. Miss Bryer
has compiled a small Romanised primer and begun a book for
natives, as well as a Manual and excellent English-Chinese
dictionary for European students. The Rev. W. White has
also provided a useful Chinese-English dictionary, so the dialect
36 well off for text books.

The system of romanising is based on that adopted for
the Foochow colloquial by the late Rev. R. Stewart. Like
most Fuhkien dialects, Kien-ning has seven distinct tones ; the
dialect is a pleasant, soft and musical one, but the tones need
a careful ear to distinguish clearly. ‘The tones are described
as follows :--=

r. Bven tone—a. —
2. Receding tone—a.
3. Low tone—a.
4. Lower departine—a. 8. Upper prolonged tone—a.

The initials are described as fifteen in the local eight-tone
book, which is the authority for inittals, finals and tones, and
largely used by traders in the city ; this includes the whole class
of words without a consonantal inital as one ; the others are b,
c, ch, d, g, h, k, 1, m, n, ng, p, §, f.

The finals are thirty—a, e, 1, 0, U, 4, 9, U, al, aing, ang,
all, eng, eng, eu, 1a, lang, lau, le, ing, 19, long, iu, ong, ong,
Ua, lal, lle, Ing, Ung, UaNng, Uaing, tol, uong.

The expression 16ng; this is the only sound which finds no
place in the above system. ‘There are no consonantal termina-
tions to mark certain tones, and there are few changes of tone
or form when words occur in combination ; 1n these points the
dialect sharply contrasts with Foochow and some other dialects.
90 far the Romanized has chiefly been made use of for teaching
boys and girls and for women, but it is to be hoped ere long
Miss Bryer’s admirable translations will find a wider use.

Below 1s a specimen of the dialect :—
Udi ui ni cong nidng ctioi sai chii-si, ni éng nidng sidng

iong si gi-i ga di. Jno. 11. 7.
One hundred and twenty li to the north-west of Kien-ning

city is the hsien of Kien-yang; here we meet another dialect.
Among the peculiarities of the dialect are an additional tone,

s. High abrupt tone—d.
6. Receding tone.
7, Descending hammer—a.
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makine eight distinct tones; the initials v, sh, hh or’h, gy or
ete., are not found in Kien-ning, nor such finals as oing,
uoing, eu, a final h, etc. Only a tentative gospel has been
published in Kien-yang, and changes in the missionary staff
have prevented progress being made in its use; a specimen is
subjoined : Shigng-ddi shi shing noing bdi’gtt le nidug nah
shing bai, atig nidng shih soing bdi gi. Jno. iv. 24.

The dialect is far less widely spoken than Kien-ning, but
is spoken with variations over most of two hsiens. ‘The dialect
of the most northern hsien of Puchin is very widely different
from either of those mentioned above, and has probably been
largely affected by Chekiang dialects. Asan out-station of the C.
M. S. has just been opened in the country town it 1s to be hoped
this dialect before long may also be studied by a European ; it is
said to be spoken all over the country.

That nasal terminations, like those in the Hinghua dialect,
abound, is very evident. 1 add two or three specimen phrases :
Deh gé giang, a boy; Deh gé ft nioh, a woman ; Ni li lo, Where
have you come from ?

*Tone marks in Kien-yang, though similar to those in use in Kien-ning,
nave not the same value.

Standard System of Mandarin Romanization.

Sica the ‘Primer of the Slandard System of Mandarined the ‘Primer of the Standard System of Mandarin
Romanization,’? a pamphlet of forty pages printed on

foreign maopien in a clear, large type, suitable for use by begin-
TIETS, The lessons in the Primer are arranged according to the
Chinese method of combining initial and final sounds, so that
the student learns, not the value of the letters in English or
any other foreign language, but their equivalents in his own
dialect of the Mandarin language. Lhe thirty-two lessons are
progressively arranged and are in a form to be readily mastered.
Any one who has completed the Primer will be in a position
to read anything that may be published or written in this
system. The price of the booklet is fixed so as to put it within
the reach of any who may want to learn the system. Single
copies may be had for ten cents; ten or more copies at seven
cents each.

The first volume of a book printed on foreign paper, entitled
The Standard System of Mandarin Romanization,’’ is also
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just ready. It contains an Introduction to the system, a set of
comparative Sound Tables, and a Syllabary containing the
characters in Baller’s Analytical Chinese-English Dictionary
spelled according to the Standard System and alphabetically
arranged. The second volume, which is now in the printers’
hands, will contain an index to the Syllabary arranged in the
order of the 214 radicals, thus making it possible for a Chinese
to find readily the Standard spelling for any character contained
in Baller’s Dictionary. The first volume is offered for sale in
paper covers at forty cents; the second volume will sell for
thirty cents per copy. Either of these publications may be
ordered from the depository of the Educational Association, at
the Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai.

We learn that the British and Foreign Bible Society and
the American Bible Society have undertaken to publish the
four gospels in the Standard System. Matthew is already
more than half printed and should be ready for circulation
by November first. Orders for this or any of the remain-
ing gospels may be sent direct to the offices of the Bible
Societies.

The committee in charge of this work have spent a great
deal of time in the preparation of these books, and we congratu-
late them upon the success of their efforts. The new system
is no longer to be considered tentative. The committee has
gone into the matter thoroughly, and their work will no doubt
be generally accepted by those who realize the importance of
having a standard system. The Educational Association gave
to this committee ‘‘full power to decide upon and carry into
effect one uniform system’’, and this should therefore be regarded
as already approved by the Association. We ieel pretty sure
that when a fair trial is given, many of the objections which
at first appear will gradually melt away.

Notes.
EV. P. F. PRICE has prepared a very good book for

teaching beginners. It will be especially useful in
classes for enquirets. It is entitled ‘‘ Short Steps to

Great Truths’’. We hope to find time to write more about
it next month. It is published at the Mission Press. Send
for it. Price ten cents.
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We have received a number of good educational books from
the Commercial Press and other sources, which we have not had
time to look over carefully, and will not attempt even to mention
in this number of the RECORDER. We hope in the next issue
to give some account of these books. We sometimes are tempted
to think that there is no other missionary who is quite as pres-
sed for time as we are, and we presume that there are several
hundred others in China who feel pretty much the same way.

Correspondence.
ENGLISH AND THEOLOGICAL

STUDENTS.

Lo the Laditor of
“Tp CHINESE RECORDER.’’

Drar Srre: I have noticed
with satisfaction the editorial
remarks on Dr. Dubose’s article
on the Teaching of English in
Schools. I agree most heartily
with what you say. We are
proud of our school under the
care of Dr. Noyes. It would
not, however, be right to say that
its present position and the num-
ber of theological students are
due to the fact that English 1s
not taught. I have not the
figures for the present year to
hand, but the following extract
from last year’s Annual Report
willexplain matters. think the
proportion of regular students in
the theological class this year
and last year will be found to be
abont the same :-—

Report of 1903.
‘This year there have been twenty-

five theolovical students 1n attendance;
twenty of these were in the normal
elasses intended for nien who have
already received a Chinese education,and in this course are fitted tor work
as preachers, giving their time almost
wholly to Biblical and theological
subjects,”

This, you will see, leaves five
Students from the high school

who entered the theological class
last year. Lhe other twenty were
not from the high school. ‘There
may be one or two more this year,
but not ten in all.

UNION HYMN BOOK.

10 the Editor of
“THe CHINESE RECORDRER.”’

DERAR SIR: ‘The recent decision
of the Pei-tai-ho Conference on
the Term Question and Union
Hymn Book are matters for
sincere cougratulation. If I
might be allowed a few remarks
it is on the question of the
hymn book that I wish it write.

I was unable to be present at
the Conference, but I understand
that the decision was to produce
a book three parts in Wén-lt
and one part in Mandarin.

It is to this that I strongly
take exception. At a time when
the tendency of Chinese enlight-
ened opinion—if the reform partyis a eriterion—is in favour of
making the mandarin dialect the
language of the country, written
as well as spoken, the action of
the Conference seems to me re-
actionary. I know that the
weight of learning is opposed
to me, but this is a subject
on which literary attainment, as
such, carries no particular weight.
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It must be decided by the expe-
rience of those engaged in country
work.

Now so far as the north of
China is concerned, three-fourths
of our membership is in the
country towns and villages, and
the female element is a large and
crowing factor.

It goes without saying that
the percentage which has received
a classical education, and which
can understand and appreciate
some of our high class hymns in
equally high Wéen-li, is very
small. I have had over twenty
years’ experience in drilling
country congregations and I
know pretty well the hymns
they select and sing, but in no
instance are they the high class
thing which the transiator looks
upon with pride.

The missionary perhaps spends
weeks in trying to teach them
some good English hymn written
in Wén-h, but it does not take;
and as soon as the missionary
leaves, it is consigned to oblivion.
In the meantime some simple
thing which the hymn maker
thought he had hopelessly ruined
his reputation over, is brought
by one of the members from some
other place, and 1s learnt and
sung with enthustasm in all the
churches of the district.

Byen in the case of our theo-
logical students who are taught in
college some of these fine English
hymns in rhythmical Wén-li, they
fall back for the most part upon
the simpler hymns when they
leave the college and go out as
helpers.What does this indicate?
This: That the one-fourth of
the hymns in mandarin will be
everywhere stung, and that the
other three-fourths in Wén-li will
only be heard where foreign in-
fluence predominates, and while
it predominates.

| October,

It we turn to the history ofthe chutch in our own lands
surely the lesson that it teaches
us 1s plain. What made the re-
formation in Germany so popular
with the people and gave reli-
gion such a hold upon their
attections and hves ? Undoubt-
edly the beautiful hymns trans-
lated into or made in the lan-
guage of the people.

What made the religious move-
ment called Methodism so mighty
in England and America?

Does any one doubt that if
these hymns of the Wesleys and
others had been wanting, or
composed in a dialect inaccessi-
Dle to the great bulk of the
people, the result would have
been very different? So in like
manner in China. If gospel
song is to play any important
part in the lite of the members
of the church, 1t must be given
to the people in the language of
every-day life.

sincerely yours,
JOHN HINDS.

THE WORD FOR ‘‘SACRAMEN’,”’
Lo the Lattor of
‘THE CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR SIR: In February fast I
sent to many of the leading mis-
sjonaries in China acircular letter
of inquiry with regard to the best
term to render the word ‘ Sacra-
ment’’ in Chinese. My letter
was prompted by a communica-
tion from the ‘‘ Society for Pro-
moting Christian Knowledge’’
with reference to the publication
of a Chinese prayer book. In
that communication the opinion
was stated as emanating from the
Archbishop of Canterbury ‘‘ that
the rendering of the word ‘Sacra-
ment’ by a term (38 ge) equiva-
lent to ‘ religious rite’ 1s hkely
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to lead to serious difficulty and
confusion in the future’’: and
the hope was expressed “that
by the time another edition of
the book is called tor, some more
adequate rendering may be decid-My circular letter was
written in order to ascertain the
views of various experienced mis-
sionaries and Chinese scholars as
to the sttitability of the above
mentioned term and to inquire
as to whether any other more
suitable term could be suggested.

In response to my circular 1
received many most valuable
letters, in which the question
was discussed with great ability.
I take this opportunity of render-
ing my most hearty thanks to
those who so kindly wrote. Many
of the writers expressed the hope
that I would inform theim of the
results of my ingturies; and, as
the matter 1s one of general in-
terest in the mission field, I ven-
ture to ask if you, Sir, will allow
me to publish these results in your
eolumns. As many of the letters
were almost identical 11 sense it
wotlcd be both tedious and useless
to publish all of them at length.
T shall therefore summarize the
discussion, giving quotations,
without names, whenever it may
seem to be expedient.

There are then three poimts on
which all are agreed :—

1. All who touch the point
agree that transliteration instead
of translation ‘‘is impracticable.”’

2. All agree that ‘‘there is
no equivalent in Chinese for
‘Sacrament,’ and that whatever
terms be used to translate ideas,
which are in a special sense
Christian, into Chinese, must
be unintelligible to the Chinese
until their Christian meaning has
been given to them.’ ‘* That
very word ‘ Sacrament’ is under-
stood by EHuropeans’’ (though
not by any means always iu the

same sense!)
know that it has etymologically
nothing to do with the thing?’”’
And, writes another, ‘‘of course
it is not mecessary’’ (he might
have added nor possible, nor even
disirable) ‘‘that a term should
be a full definition.’’

3. All agree that each of the
two terms #8 7B and 2 Sy,
which are actually 1n use, do as
a matter of practical experience
“work well,’’ and have been
found convenient as theological
terms which the Chinese Chris-
tians readily adopt and use in the
particular sense which they are
taught to attach to them.

Very few other terms have
been stiegested. None advocate
the tse ot the full Roman term
He 3: ip or Be EE bp. Some
distinctly reject 1t as too cumber-
some, others object to the gp.
I notice by the way that it is
thought by some that a term
might possibly be rejected in some
missions simply for the reason
that it has been adopted by the
Roman Catholies. There is,
however, no trace of any such
feeling in any of the letters whichTl have received. The dtfferent
terms have been discussed simply
on their merits.

One writer has suggested thatwe should translate the word
‘‘mystery’’ instead of sacra-
ment.’ This is the practice of
the Greek church, which habitu-
ally tuses the word ‘‘mystery,’’
and renders it in Chinese by #&
nL . Brut tt is dithcult to see how
we can do without the use of
both terms in translating, for in-
stance, the English prayer book.

The term #2 7G, as suggesting
‘‘a spiritual or efficacious rite,”’
has also been suggested.

The term 38 @ is used in the
Japanese prayer book. I can only
suppose that must have lost
its original meaning and acquired
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* Note.—One Mission in Korea also
uses ES ,

some pectiliar local meaning in
Japan.

It will be interesting to learn
whether any of these suggestions
which I now publish fnd favour
in the eyes of any of the growingnative churches. Hitherto the
two terms above mentioned—7S and 32 the only two
that have ftound acceptance.
Were the choice between these
two simply to depetid on count-
ing heads, the first of the two un-
doubtedly holds the field. So far
as I can gather He 7 is used by all
the Protestant missions in China
with one exception.* But that
exception 18 a weighty one,
especially when we consider thatthe term it uses—3# 4
not necessarily implying any-
thing distinctively Roman in
doctrine, is supported by the

scholarship and experience of the
Roman mission. If shall there-
fore quote two most valuable
letters which seem to me to putthe case for each term in the
most clear light.

An advocate of the use of 38
Re writes :—

‘Tt appears to me that on the whole
iH 74 is about as good a term as one
can expect to find for ‘Sacrament.’
Like the word ‘Sacrament’ itself,
it will only acquire the sacred associa-tions which one would ike to see
it carry by prolonged Christian use,
But it supplies the necessary centre
round which Christian thought and
feeling can gradually gather. The
word 2 1s, I suppose, one of the most
august and lofty in the language, and
it does not lend itself to any miscon-
ceptions. Those who already speak
of the Holy Spirit as 32 jit, and of
those whom He sanctifies as Ba #€ or
ya 3, cannot do better, I think, than
use Ha Be of one of the gracious means
which He employs for their sanctifica-
tion as we use the term 22 , ‘ Holy
Scriptures,’ for another,Romish term #2 seems to
be, as you say, too vague, or if it tends
to convey anything definite 1t rather
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leans to tbe suggestion of an ‘ open
operation’ in a sense rejected by the
church of England and the churches
of the Reformation generally, Besides
Bt has many secular associations, most
of them leaning to the side of what
is bad, which unfit it, as I think, for
this se.

‘(It 3s unfortunate that his Grace
the Archbishop should have had the
term 2 i} rendered to him ‘ areligious
rite,’ which is certainly a very in-
adequate rendering. ‘A holy rite,’ as
you suggest, or ‘a sacred rite’, 1s much
nearer the true meaning. Besides the
phrases already referred to we have
all had for long in Christian usages
such phrases as the following: 28 4,
Hoa 7. To th, 38 oa fr, ke oO, We ey, Oe ee,
as well as the aspiration in the Lord’s
Prayer, (i By 7 48, and the great as-
cription of praise in Rey. iv. 8, # &.

‘* The other member of the phrase 1s
perhaps more open to critcism, but it
is in no way unsuitable, and expresses
well the idea of an outward and visi-
ble embodiment of an inward grace.
Altogether I can suggest nothing
better for the purpose than the phrase
under discussion, and what it may
still lack will, IJ am sure, be gradually
supplied by the growing energy of the
Christian consciousness of the Chinese
Church.”

On the other hand, another
writer says :—

‘s et ii} seems to me too general, be-
cause if it is adopted we shall be de-
prived of the best term to express what
we mean by the other rites of religion.
In view of the distinction which the
Anglican Church makes between the
sacraments instituted by Christ Him-
selfand other holy rites we need this
term to express the distinction which
it seems to me it does admirably.

‘(a at is the term which we use for
‘Sacrament.’ It is vague, but then
we cannot expect a heathen language
to express what we mean by ‘Sacre-
ment.’ The best we can do is to accept
the nearest term we can find, or invent
and trust to time and Christian use to
give it its full meaning. The term
is used by the Roman Catholics, but
that, it seems to me, ought not to pre-
judice the case. In itself the term
seems fo be innocent of all false doc-
trine, as safe a term as the original
‘sacramentum’ which, however, had
heathen associations (the army oath)
which this word has not; for, so far as
E know, it is not a term in use in
heathen religions in China, IJ may
not be correct in this last statement ;
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After a few lines on the term
used by the Greek church, and
the undesirability of translitera-

*Since writing the above I have
received the following note as to the
meaning of the character fh) or PR in
this connection and the objection felt
by some to its use :-—

so renders the true Roman Catho-
lic conception of sacrament, namely as
a naturally, materially working power,
similar to the different mysteries and
demonic tiracles of the heathen,
whereas according to the evangelical
doctrine the working power of the
sacraments is a spixitual psychical
one, working towards the inner spiri-
tual psychical life of man, but so that
the effect upon him becotnes visible m
his life and doing. As this makes
one of the principal differences be-
tween the evangelical or Protestant
and the Roman Catholic doctrine we
should not at all seek unity with
hem by adopting this term.”

all I can say is that I have never comeacross it. It seems to me that with
ua Wfor ‘Sacrament’ the other term
ua tl comes into use beautifully to
express the position of confirmation
or marriage towards the great sacra-
ments of the gospel.

‘The term used by the Roman Ca-
tholic church in China 1s apparently,
when used in full, 9° A 7 ye. It is
not an easy term to explain, but it
seems to be an attempt to express as
literally as possible the signification
of “sacramentum’, at Jeast that is the
way I interpret the addition of the
characters 7 # as intended to ex-
press the force of the sufhx ‘men-
tum’ (see Giles’ Dictionary. }*

‘‘The ‘Seven Sacraments’ are spok~
en of as +; if. Neither in the full term,
nor in the shorter form, does 1t seem
as if there was anything essentially
Roman, or anything which renders
the term #4 3, for I should not ad-
vocate the use of the stiff term 5! &
7 §& in full, unfit to express ‘ Sacra-
tment,’ In using terms for Christian
verities 1t has always seemed to me
that 1f there 1s no grave objection te
the terms used by the other branches
of the Catholic church in China, 1t 1s
best to adopt them. Otherwise we only
create contusion. If there 1s a princi-
ple at stake, that 1s a different matter ;
but unless the term is positively bad
I prefer to use it rather than to dis-
cover another already existing in the
language or invent a new one.”’

tion, the writer comes to his con-
clusion ‘—

‘(So far as our Mission 1s concerned
the term 3 has been long in use
and is satisfactory. I ‘have never
learned that there was any objection
amongst our people to its use, or any
amongst our missionaries. As for 38
it seems to be:ineeded for a term
to express the other rites of the
church. Translation Dy new charac-
ters may ‘be possible, but I cannot
think of.:a combination that would be
better than 38 3. -Jransliteration
seems to shirk the difficulty and to
create difficulties of its own.’

As regards one point to which
consiagerable weight is ‘attached
in the letter just: quoted, ‘the fol-
lowing remarks, by a third writer,
seen to have.an important bear-
img oe

** Tt would be dificult-in almost any
language to find an-exact equivalent ;
but at the same trme I am of opinion
that this derived meaning which we
attach to ‘ Sacrainent ’ will be amply
expressed by the two characters in
question, im course of time, and as
the result of ‘association, more partic-
ularly when it 1s borne in mind that
aa pi faas ate exclusively Christian
reference, it is not applied to any
Chinese rites, however sacred, so far
as I have ascertained; even the Im-
‘perlal Sacrifice to ‘Heayen, the high-
est form of worshrp in China, is not
described as 39 j8, but as Jy WE or
‘Great Rite,’ and if, in the -Christian
church, the term #2 #8 ‘is reserved
exclusively for ‘Sacrament,’ and all

Other rites be described.as ¥% if, there
will be little difficulty, I venture to
think, in differentiating between the
‘Sacraments’ and other ‘ Religious
**ites,’ ”

Te sum wp. So far as the
letters before me are concerned,
the choice seems to lie between
the two terms—3 74 and H &.
And all agree as to the use of
the first member 38 in each
phrase. The question therefore
resolves itself into, which of the
two, or 3, makes the best
combination with HF for this
special purpose? Both charac-
ters are vague, but 3} is un-
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doubtedly the more vague of the
two. All j@are Bf, but there
are vast numbers of 3} which
are not eB. Two definite objec-
tions are raised against 3} in
the first letter quoted: one as
regards its possible interpreta-
tion, the second as regards its
actual usage, which certainly
cannot be raised against 7%. The
oniy objection raised against 7is that it 1s wanted for other
ceremonies, but that has been
met in the third letter quoted ;
snd it would seem that there
ought to be no difficulty in find-
ino many terms (not excluding
B2 Hf itself) to denote other re-
ligious rites if BY 7G is usedfor ‘‘Sacrament.’? There §re-
mains then the important point
about the use of 3! 3} by the
Roman Catholics and the tun-
desirability of creating confu-
sion by the introduction of new
Terns. I cannot but feel that that
argument would have had more
weight if we were discussing the
question in the initial stage of
Protestant missions in China.
But this is not the case. W hilst
one term has been used by the
Roman Catholics, another has
been used by the Greek church,
and the third has long been in
full use in, so far as I can
gather, all but one of the other
missions 1n China, of whatever
nationality or denomination, and
it seems to be the almost univer-
sal opinion amongst those mis-
sions that 3! AB, taken purely
on itS merits, 1s a better termthan 32 The different uses
therefore exist, and will undoubt-
edly continue to exist. Let us
choose the best term, whichever
it may be.

J. C. VierTorRia.
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PRACTICAL UNION IN NORTH
CHINA.

Lo the Lditor of
‘THR CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Sire: Friends especially
interested in the progress of
Christian education in China will
be glad to know the present
status of union educational work
in the province of Chihli. The
original plan of union, carefully
elaborated by members of four
missions, was not found accept-
able to the officials of two of the
home Boards, and so was set
aside. A hittle later a less com-
prehensive educational union was
proposed between the London
Mission and the American Board
Mission. ‘This embraced tnion
only in two departments—the
College of Liberal Arts and the
Theological College. A few
months later, as a separate step,
it was proposed that a wnion
medical college, including a hos-
pital, be established in Peking
on premises provided by the
London Mission and supported
by that Mission, assisted by the
American Board and Presby-
terian Missions. Yet another
independent move was made, first
between the Presbyterian and
American Board Missions, and
later including the London Mis-
sion, for union in education for
Chinese girls. In this union
there are to be interchanges
ot students in the interests of
economy of teaching force and
expenditures. Recently the
American Board Mission propos-
ed that the Theological College
be removed from Tung-chotu to
Peking and be erected by the
Presbyterian Mission on its own
premises, to the end that each
mission might have a department
ot the twnion educational work
to build up and provide for in
material things.
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A committee of six is now
appointed to gather wp these
various lines of educational work
and bring them under a common
management. There is also in
hand the development of a union
woman's college. Its location
will probably be on the American
Board premises in Peking, and
will at the outset draw chief
support from the American Board
and Presbyterian Missions, as
practical union 1s already realized,
and a school exists of academic
grade fitted to supply students
for advanced study. Indeed the
first year of college studies has
already been covered by grad-
uates from the Academy.

The course of academic and
collegiate studies will be con-
siderably modified to meet the
needs of all, and a uniform course
of study be determined in prim-
ary schools of the three missions,
so that students from a given
primary school will be fitted to
enter any school of academic
grade, and graduates from any
academies can enter the first
year of the college course. By
this plan of union each mission

undertakes to provide grounds,
buildings and general material
equipment for a given institution,
but there is union as to teaching
force and privileges of students.
Hach mission has the privilege
of placing a foreign teacher ina
given department from the first,
and this privilege will become an
obligation with a certain number
of students from a mission under
instruction. Management of the
various departments will be care-
fully effected on union lines, but
it will require a few years of pre-
paration of students in lower
grades before the three missions
can be fully represented tm all the
departments. It is believed that
the fact otf tuniton will have a
stimulating effect all along the
line. There is a new educational
spirit abroad in China, and if
present plans are wisely devel-
oped there is every reason for
hope that these union colleges
will contribute their part to the
advancement of Christian educa-
tion and so of general Christian
work in North China.

Cordially yours,
D. Z. SHEFFIELD.

k Table.
RECEIVED FROM MACMILLAN

& CO., LIMITED, LONDON.
The Masters of fnelish Literature,

by Stephen Gwynn. A424 Pp. Price
as, 6d,
This is a short, concise and in-

teresting hand-book of English
literature. Only the Masters in
English literature have found a
place in the scope of this book.
A further elimination is made by
dwelling at any considerable
length only on the wmaster-
pieces of these master-writers.
This hand-book is well adaptedfor use in our more advanced

Anglo-Chinese classes. Weonly
wish that morespace were devot-
ed to the Victorian period of
Enelish literature. Whilst this
period may be more familiar to
the English and American youth,
to the Chinese student it is as
unfamiliar and unknown and an-
cient as the Period of Chaucer
and Spenser.

Fhystography, by Huxley and Grego-
ry. 423 pp. Price 4s. 6d.
This is a revision by Prof.

R. A. Gregory of Mr. Huxley’s
Original volume on this subject.
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Mr. Gregory has revised some
parts of it so as to make the text
book more useful in schools not
situated near the Thames, which
river basin.Mr. Huxley had made
the basis in the original: volume.
There are three hundred ilfus-
trations in the volume, all but srx
being reproductions from new
drawings especially for this book.

The: subject matter 1s well
arranged and with the: purpose
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of leading the pupils to make
precise observations of natural
objects and phenomena. It is
this principle which, aside from
the general interest of the book,
makes this a valuable text book
for school work.
Selected Poems of Gray, Burns, Cow-

per, Moore and Long fellow. Edited
with Introductions and Notes by H.
B.. Cotterill, M.A. 55 pp. Price 1
shilling.

Books. in Preparation.
The following books are: in Written by Dr. G. Reid for

course of preparation. Friends Commercial! Press : — Compara-
engaged in translation or com- tive Governments, Fundamental
pilation: of books are invited to Principles with citations of
notify J. Darroch, g Seward Chinese Treaties.
Road, Shanghat, of the work Geographical Termsin Chinese,
they are engaged on, so that European Constitutional History
this column may be kept up (for Educational Association. )
to date and over-lapping pre- Green s History of the English
vented *— People, translated for the Kiang-

S. D. K. List -— nan Arsenal.

Translated by Rev: W.. G. Fiducational Association [ist:—
Walshe :—Growth of the Em- Physiology. Dr. Porter (re-
pire, by Jose; Citizen Reader, by print. )
Arnold Foster; Life of a Century, Epitome of History. Rey. P.
by E. Hodder ; History of Mo- W. Pitcher.
dern Peoples, by Barnes; Prayer Introduction to Standard Sys-
and ‘The Prayer. tem of Romanization with Sylla-

Translated by Miss Wi:-— bary.
Nobile Lives. Primer of Standard System of

Translated by Miss Laura Romanization.
White -—Christmas in Ditterent Gospel ot Matthew tn Standard
Countries. Romanization. (Printed by the

By Rev. J. Sadler:— Winners British and Foretgn Bible So-
in Lite’s: Race. clety. )

Prepared for 5. D. K.:—Anglo- S Aas? University
Chinese Readers and a Chinese List -—
Primer, by Miss Jewel. Universal History, by Myers.Commercial Press List :-— Twentieth Century Atlas of

Newcomb’s Astronomy, Ad- Popular Astronomy, by Heath.
am’s European History, Milne’s Physical Geography. Published
High School Algebra, Burnet’s by Keith Johnston, Edinburgh.
School Zoology, Gray’s How Evolution, by Edward Clodd.
Plants Grow, Gamimon’s Manual History of Russia, by Ram-
of Drill. Daud.
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Multum in Parvo Atlas of the
W orid.

Biographical Dictionary, pub-
lished by Chambers.

History of Commerce in Eu-
TOpe.Text books of Tokio Nor-
mal School. Translated from
the Japanese :—Arithmetic (two
vols.), Algebra (two vols.), Min-
eralogy, Zoology, Physiology,

Physics, Pedagogy (two vols.),
Physiography.

Life of Spurgeon, by Rev. F.
W. Balter.

Fundamental Evidences of
Christianity, by Dr. H. C. Du-
Bose.

Catechism of synoptic Gos-
pels,by Mrs. H. C. DuBose.

Editorial Comment.
WE are requested to state

that the item of Missionary
News in the August RECORD-
ER, attributed to Rev. Geo.
Cornwell, was not written by
him, but by Rev. W. O. El-
terich, and that it was written
in a letter to a friend and not
especially for publication.

Wr would call the attention
of the medical members of the
missionary fraternity to the
meeting of the China Medical
Missionary Association to be
held in Shanghai next Febru-
ary, beginning with the 6th
and continuing three days.
It is quite a number of years
since the former meeting, and
as missionary work has develop-
ed very greatly since then, it
is hoped that there may be a
large attendance. An attrac-
tive programme is promised.

THAT meeting of the repre-
sentatives of all religions, call-
ed together by a Committee of
Buddhists and Shintoists in
Japan not long since, was cer-
tainly unique and in many
respects remarkable. Its object

was to declare that the present
war between Russia and Japan
was not a war of religions or of
races, but stmply for the secur.
ity of the Japanese empire and
the permanent peace of theFast. We are told that a
Buddhist philosopher of high
fame, ‘‘dressed in foreign
clothes and wearing his chain
of beads on his wrist, charmed
his audience with his historic
proofs that the war could not
possibly be one of yellows
against whites. He showed that
there had been a yellow perl
which in ages long past had
scourged not only Europe, but
had equally brought disaster
to the civilizations of Asia.’
He said: ‘‘And the yellows
that did that evil work have
become part and parcel of the
Russian empire of to-day, so
that the real yellow peril now
comes from Russia, the heir of
the ancient yellow scourge.
The Russians are, indeed, the
white-faced yellows, a peril,
now, as then, to all civilization,
while we are the yellow-faced
whites, a true part of the mod-
ern world’s life. We want all
nations to know that we are the
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friends of liberty and progress
throughout the world.”’

It was significant, perhaps,
that at this meeting the Bud-
dhists and Shintoists referred
to the Christian religion, not
as the Jesus’ religion, as they
used to, in disparagement and
contempt, and as is still done
in China, but called it rather
the Christ’s religion. That
certainly is more akin to the
word Christianity, and perhaps
may contain a suggestion for
us in China.

THERE 1s a class of men,
chiefly in Shanghai, tor whom
our daily prayers may well
go forth—the editors of the
various native newspapers.
The ordinary missionary has
his circle of some hundreds or
at most a thousand or two
per week, while these are the
chosen leaders of thought for
some tens of thousands daily.
One editor in Shanghai has
at least forty thousand daily
readers ; the whole put together
can scarcely have fewer than
two hundred thousand daily
readers. And the ideas they
are planting in the popular
mind cannot be a matter of
indifference to us, or a matter
of slight consequence to the
Kingdom we represent. Let
us therefore not ‘‘sin against
God’? by neglecting to pray
for these men.

Or native newspapers now-
adays there seems to be no end
and much study of these dailies
is a veritable impossibility to
the flesh. But those whose
work leads them to glance over
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these sheets assure us that in
the general tone of the native
press, there is often tmuch
cause for gratitude to God.
Three very recent examples
may serve as illustrations: (1).
A provincial editor has printed
a headline which reads literally,
‘Christ Flourishing Exceed-
ingly’’, and gives a paragraph
of statistics of Christian pro-
gressin India. (2). A Japanese
edited daily paper speaks of
the exceeding kindness of
the ‘‘Sailor’s Compassionate
Mother’? to men of the Japan-
ese navy who have been
to England, and says that the
whole fleet is in sorrow at
the illness of this lady, Miss
Weston. (3). A leading article
(21st September) in a very pop-
ular Shanghai daily urges the
tormation of charitable institu-
tions on a more genuine basis
than that beneath the existing
charities of China. ‘These have
as their motive the accumula-
tion of merit and the obtaining
of good luck; while in Europe
and America they are largely
‘the outcome of the church,”’
that is, they are based upon
the highest religious motive,
and so ‘’ have become an object
lesson for the world’. ‘Thank
(God tor such utterances! May
the men who have made them
be led to the Fountain Head
and be theinselves ‘‘taken
captive unto the will of God’.

AS we write, the American
Presbyterian Central China
Mission 1S once more assem-
bled at Shanghai in its annual
conference, and up and down
the Highteen Provinces the
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business of the coming year 15
doubtless being discussed in
many mission conferences and
committees. Some timely and
suggestive thoughts from a
prayer meeting address by Rev.
(>. H. Bondfield, on St. Paul’s
longings and hindrances, may
be of special help and interest
to our readers at this time.

‘Tet all things be done
decently and in order’? is still
a pettinent exhortation. Hsti-
mates must be framed and
plans must be discussed and
arranged ; but it may be sea-sonabie to offer a word of
caution, lest the practice that 1s
growing in some of the home
churches be allowed to invade
the mission field. We must
not make our programmes too
large and too complete, nor
over-emphasize the importance
of our plans. It is easy to put
our work down on paper, and
to map out the new territory
we mean to annex; but it is
equally easy to lose sight of
the fact that there must be
proportion in our plans and
that they will not effect their
own fulfilment. Much good
work has been strangled by the
programme in which it has
been forced to take a place,
and many a gifted worker has
wasted much of his energy in
efforts to overcome the nunneces-
sary limitations which some
scheme or plan has imposed
upon him. Faith and ima-
gination are needed in our
councils and commuttees ; but
so also are prudence and com-
monsernse. It 16 well to look
towards the horizon and to

watch for the ‘‘ far-off, divine
event’’; but the next step and
the nearest duty are our chief
personal responsibilities. Our
programmes should grow out
of our abilities and opportuni-
ties, not our work out of our
progtTammes.

* mC x

THE man of programmes is
the man of disappointments,
and yet the failure of our plans
does not mean the failure of
our work. We may take the
failure of our programmes too
mtuch to heart and grow dis-
couraged, accusing ourselves
of want of faith or of stead fast-
ness in prayer. Is it not better,
rather, to question the wisdom
of our proposals or the expedi-
ency of our times and seasons ?
It is not given to any of us to
be sure that the work we set
our heart on doing will fit into
that larger programme which
embraces the full redemptive
purpose of God and the many
agencies by which itis being
realized in the world. We may
bring our plans to the ‘Throne
of Grace ; but we have no right
to expect that God will put His
stamp upon them all. For
‘“many years,’’ St. Paul tells
us, he longed to visit Rome ;
but ‘‘many times’? he was
hindered, and neither his
journey to the Imperial City
nor his sojourn there were at
all in accordance with his pro-
eramme. An open attitude of
mind anda patient industry are
better evidences of a conquter-
ing faith than elaborate plans
or glowing ideals. ‘The desire
to discern the Divine Will and
to be personally conformed
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thereto must be the simple pro-
gramme for most of us, and
probably it will be found to
bring us the richer satisfaction
and enable us to render the
more effective service.

= *

FoR while our programmes
may he set aside and we may
have to content ourselves with
much humbler spheres of work
than we anticipated, it is not
for a moment to be supposed
that the Divine Programune 1s
not being fulfilled through the
efforts of each and every taith-
ful worker. The Apostle
longed to go to Rome, but he
longed still more that he might
come there ‘‘in the fulness of
the blessing of the Gospel of
Christ’? . The one purpose
was frustrated, but the other
was tulfilled. He came to the
Roimans and dwelt among them
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not as an apostle but as a pris-
oner;: but the restriction im-
posed upon hum, while lessen-
ing his immediate service,
enlarged his opportunity be-
yond his farthest thought ; for
the prisoner in Rome _ was
Christ’s apostle to the world,
and in the ‘‘Epistles of the
Captivity ’’ he comes ‘‘in the
fulness of the blessing of Christ’?
not to one church but to the
whole church throughout the
ALES. The school teacher, the
mission treasurer, the itinerat-
ing missionary or the city
pastor may each long for the
wider doors and the more
heroic programine ; but we may
be quite sure that the Master’s
is the broader view and the
better plan. It is on His pro-
gramme, therefore, rather than
on our own, that we should fix

our thoughts.

Explanation of Frontispiece.
Dr. Edkins kindly supplies the following particulars of the

TEMPLE OF HEAVEN.

The triple-roofed temple is on the north of the temple enclosure.
Blue glazed tiles, made near Peking, are used for the roof. The
pillars are teak brought from Ytinnan. South of it is the open
gitar, on which the sacrifice at the winter solstice is offered by the
Emperor in person. The triple-roofed temple is adapted for the
sacrifice at the commencement of spring. Burnt sacrifices are offered
in a large furnace on the south-east, the altar of burnt offering. The
temple is 99 feet high. The terrace or altar on which it stands, its
210 feet wide at the base, 150 in the tniddle and go at the top. The
tablets to heaven and to each of the Emperor’s ancestors are, all
of them, 2 feet 5 inches long and 5 inches wide. For some occult
reason the kitchen for slaying the bullocks and the furnace for the
burnt sacrifice are both on the east side. This furnace corresponds
with the altar of burnt offering in the Old Testament.
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Missionary News.
Official Notice.

A meeting of the China Me-
dical Missionary Association will
be held in Shanghai next winter,
beginning Monday, February
6th, and continuing three days.

An attractive programme 1s
being prepared by a committee in
Shanghai, of which Dr. Boone is
Chairman, and there 1s every
prospect that the meeting will be
most interesting and profitable.

Will not every medical man
and woman in China, who can
possibly leave his or her station,
determine to be present and send
word to that effect to Dr. Boone,
so that proper arrangements may
be made for entertainment.

JAMES Bovpd NEAL,

Death of Dr. George.
Dr. J. Maude George, of the

Reformed Presbyterian Mission,
Tak-hing-chau, South China, de-
parted this life September 4th,
1904, at Macao. Her death was
due to a complication of diseases.
The remains were interred at
Tak-hing. Though less than
three years on the mission field,
Dr. George had formed a wide
acquaintance and  iriendship
among the missionaries of South
China. As a physician she rank-
ed high. She recetved her medi-
cal education at the Woman's
Medical College ot Philadelphia,
Penna., where she was graduated
itl 1900. The following year was
spent in the Woman’s Hospital,
Philadelphia, where her record as
a resident physician was second
to none. She came to China in
October, 1901. All her learning
and skill were consecrated to the

Master’s work. She never al-
lowed a patient to go away with-
out hearing something of the
Saviour. Her parents, two
brothers, two sisters, the Mission
with which she was connected,
and a large circle of friends 1nboth China and the United
States, mourn her departure, but
cherish her memory. But they
sorrow not as those who have no
hope. ‘‘She is not dead, but
sleepeth.’

News from Hung-tung.
Mr. Albert Lutley, of the

China Inland Mission, in a letter
to a iriend dated Hun-tung,
August roth, says :—

Last week we had the pleasure
of receiving twenty-six men and
nineteen women by baptism, and
we hope to receive fifty or sixty
more next month trom another
part of the district.

You will, I think, be interested
to learn that the native brethren
carrying on the opium refuge
work started by the late Pastor
Hs1, had their annual conference
last month, when the work of
the past year was reviewed and
reports given of the work done
in their twenty-four refuges.
Altogether 1,004 men and women
had broken off their opium dur-
ing the nine months the refuges
are open, and as a result about
160 families were known to have
given up idolatry and become
interested in the gospel. In
spite of financial difficulties sever-
al new refuges had been opened,
in which there had already been
blessing, and a spirit of hopeful-
ness and determination to go
forward, trusting in the Lord, cha-
racterized their conference, which
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The Eastern China Con-
ference of the American
Baptist Missionary Union.
By the coming of Dr. Terrigo

to Kin-wha this year all of our
stations, except Hangchow, will
be supplied with physicians and
hospitals.

The Conference inaugurated
an advanced movement by ask-
ing that Shanghai be made the
headquarters of the mission and
that a. man be appointed to this
place to do the work of the mis-
sion. treastirer and also to carry
on our evangelistic work at that
place. The Conference also re-
commended that six other places
be opencd as main stations be-
tween the stations already: occu-
pied.

A forward: movement has been
made by the A. B. M. U. in edu-
cational work as evinced in the
East China mission by requests
for buildings for boys’ schools in
Kin-wha and Shao-hying, more
buildings. and apparatus for the
academy at Hangchow, and a
tale teacher for the boys’ schoo!
at Ningpo; also.by sending Rev.
F. J. White to assist: in the work
of the theological seminary in
Shao-hying, by appointing boards
of trustees for the theological sem-
inary ancd'-the academy; but
most of all‘ by steps being taken
toward union in college and theo-
logical work with the Southern
Baptists, for which articles of
union have been made and will
be sent to the two boards in Ame-
TiC. Yr. J. WHITH.

lasted four days. Altogether |
believe this agency gives promise
of greater usefulness in the future
than ever it has in the past.
‘They are recetving invitations to
evtend their work in several direc-
tions, but are somewhat handi-
capped through lack of funds.
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Martyr Memorial Notes.
Erom time to time we have

received encouraging letters from
the General Secretary, Rev. D.
MacGillivray, who 1s now en-
deavouring to raise funds for the
Martyrs’ Memorial in the home-lands. He has steceeded in
enlisting the sympathy and co-
operation of many iniluential
Christian leaders and forming
strong committees in Londonand New York. He has care-
fully prepared the plans for his
canvas, but the results can
scarcely be known before the
end of the winter. ‘‘ zr
Crod’”’ and fattence’’? are the
keywords of Mr. MacGillivray’s
letters. In one ot his letters he
writes : ‘ We did not achieve the
immediate success we hoped for,
but success is ultimately sure.
The first few months I bore the
burden night and day myself,
until I saw streaks of grey hair
on my head. Now I see the
folly. of taking things so sertous-
ly. Why ? It is not my work,
but Gea@’s, and we can count on
ffis taking care of it and bearing
the burden for ts.” In another
letter he says: ‘‘ He that be.
lieves, shall not make haste. It
requires patience’? One retired
merchant has offered 41,000, on
condition that £425,000, 1.e., one-
half of the originally proposed
stim, are sectired in large sums.

Mr: MacGuilivray asks for the
continuea prayers of all triendsof the Memorial scheme. At
the great Keswick convention he
had an opportunity to plead for
the as well as
for the fhree Years Enterprise,
‘before 2,500 or 3,000 of the best
people from all parts of Eng-
land The Archdeacon of Lon-
don has expressed a desire to
have a tablet in memory of the
Martyrs of China also in St.
Paul’s Cathedral.
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With regard to the list of for-
eign martyrs in China, published
in some of our appeals, the
secretary of the Church of Eng-
land Zexana Missionary Society
has drawn the attention of Rev.
MacGillivray to the fact that
four of the ladies killed in the
Ku-cheng massacre of 1895 be-
longed not to the Church Mis-
Sionary Society, as stated in our
lists, but to the Zenaza Mission-
aty Society, namely Miss Elsie
Marshall, Miss Hessie New-
cconibe, Miss Flora Stewart (not a
relative of Rev. R. W. Stewart}
and Miss Annie Gordon (from
Australia). The C. M. S. mis-
sionaries, who fell, were: Rev.
R. W. and Mrs. Stewart and one
of their children (a second died
on reaching Foochow), two Mis-
ses Saunders trom Australia, and
Lena Yellop, a nurse in Mr.
Setewart’s family. We are glad
to make this correction for the
sake of accuracy.

Our missionary brethren andsisters in China have on ¢he
whole, this may be truthfully said,
cordially endorsed the Martyrs’
Memorial scheme. Hundreds af
letters written from the interior,
which testify to this, are in our
possession. Some have from
small salaries contributed quite
considerable sums. Most touch-
ing are many smiall contributions
from Chinese Christians. Some
of these in their great poverty
have even sold some eggs and
transinttted the cash received to
Shanghai.

May all Christian friends who
take a real interest in this endea-~
vour to honour the martyrs of
China, continue in their prayers,
because only by persevering and
believing prayer can the ultimate
sticcess be secured. Ack and if
shall be given you.”

P. KRANZ.

Christian Endeavor in
North China.

There is no theme which stirs
my blood more than that of
Christian Endeavor in China,
especially that part of it with
which I am acquainted. My
judgement is that the Christian
Endeavor movement and its
principles are to be one of the
great forces in the redemption of
China. It is adapted to the
Chinese modes of thought, and
when well understood commands
their utmost respect. ‘The move-
ment enters into the monotonous
life of people in the Orient and
stirs them with the consciousness
that Christianity is something
which expects constant activity
and loyalty to principles. ‘This
idea is put in ‘concrete form by
the responsibility laid on each
member with regard to the meet-
ings and doing one’s duty. in
committees.

The departments in Christian
Bndeavor which most influence
our people are the prayer meet-
ing, first and foremost: then the
opportunity for helpfulness in
charitable ways and the devel-
opment of sociability. Qur
prayer meetings have been re-
created and are the wonder cf
many. ‘To see and hear the
naturally ammobile Chinese be-
come pronipt and brief 1n prayer
meeting activities is a privilege
which, as one expressed it, he
never expected to live to witness.
The Chinese are a part of the
great human family, and the
features which are prominent
and useful in the United States
are the same with us. ‘There
is io distinction here. ‘The
Christian Endeavor movement
seems to have got down to the
caeep, underlying principles
which are common to all men,
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and this fact proves the move-
ment heaven-born.

As to the history of Christian
Hndeavor in China I can only
speak for North China. So far
as I am aware, I have the
privilege of being the organizer
of the first Hndeavor Society 1mNorth China in- 1888. ‘The
Methodists followed suit, but
whet the Epworth Leagues were
started they left our organization.
The first and only district con-
vention yet held occurred in
‘Lientsin in the last days of May,
1900, when Dr. and Mrs. Clark
made their visit to Peking. The
organization was made only to
enter upon its baptism oi blood
in the Boxer craze, and many of
the members went down in the
holocaust. At present there is
a revival of interest in Christian
Endeavor. The London Mis-
sion has organized a goodly
number of societies, as well as
our own mission (American
Board), and in the Peking
station we have ten societies in
good working order. It proves
a wonderfully helpful adjunct
in our little out-stations, as it
brings to the front the men who
have any talent whatever in
prayer or other forms of speech.
Nothing gives assurance of the
continued life of a small com-
munity as the existetice of a
live Christian Endeavor Society.
Its utility and need are em-
phasized more and more as we
exemplify the principles of
Christian Endeavor.—/fyrom the
Missionary Herald,

W. S. AmMENT, D.D.

| October,

Five Reasons.
Most of those engaged in

mission work in China are well
acquainted with the progress
and sticcess of the Christian
Endeavor movement in connec-

tion with the work of the home
churches. As, however, condi-
tions of the churches on the
mission field are so different,
there is a natural hesitation
about applying the same method
in their development. But if
the organization of the younger
Chinese Christians in Christian
Endeavor societies and the
resultant spiritual training has
been found practicable and help-
ful where it has been tried, then
the application of the method in
the more advanced stages of
missionary work wherever there
is an organized body of Chris-
tians, may have as tar reaching
an influence on the religiouslite of China as it has had
among the young people of
Great Britain and America.

It is safe to say that Christian
Endeavor organizations 1n India,
Japan and China have passed
beyond the experimental stage,and there are five definite in-
dications that might be cited
going to show that the Endeavor
society is likely to fil a large
place in the development of the
native church in this land :-—

(1). The following societies
have already taken up the
method in some of their stations
in China: the American Bap-
tists (North and south), the
American Board, the American
Norwegian Lutherans, the Am-
erican Presbyterians (North and
South), the American Church
Mission, the Irish Presbyterians,
the London Mission, the Reform-
ed Church in America, the
China Inland Mission, the
Church Missionary Society and
its Zenana Mission, the English
Baptists, the English United
Methodists, the Foreign Chris-
tian Mission, the Friends’ Foreign
Mission, the American Friends’
Mission, the Seventh Day
Baptists, the United Brethren
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and the United Free Church of
Seotland Mission. The Wesley-an Mission in Central China
have appointed a committee to
consider the advisability of tak-
ing up the Christian Endeavor
plan in their churches, the
American Presbyterian Central
China Mission have ofhecially
recommended the plan to their
several stations, the Church Mis-
sion and American Board Mis-
sion in Fukien Province give
Christian Endeavor work a
definite place in church reports
and annual meetings. There
are few if any missions in China
among whom there are not some
workers in active sympathy with
the movement.

(2). A considerable propor-
tion of the younger missionaries
now coming out to the field have
received an impulse to this
consecration of their lives in
Christian Endeavor societies at
home and have an acquaintance
with Christian Endeavor methods
and a feeling of confidence in
this plan for stimulating and
developing young Christians.

(3). The plan of the Chris-
tian Endeavor society, laying
emphasis on individual spiritual
training of the members through
the pledged daily Bible reading
and prayer and the participation
in the weekly prayer meeting,
and the responsibility of the
committee work, seeking in its Pei-tai-ho is not Rome, neither
operation to accomplish inspira- is it Jerusalem. Nevertheless it
tion and mutual stimulus more has already held a Church Con-
particularly than instruction, ference of perhaps as much im-
meets a special need in the portance as many of those con-
development of the younger vened in the more famous cen-
Christians in the Chinese church. tres. The first meeting was on

(4). The organization and the 24th of August. ‘There were
maintenance of Christian Endea- in all five sessions. There were
vor societies has proved experi- four topics presented by the |
mentally practicable in Chinese Peking Committee on Union :-—
churches, in small villages as I. A Union Hymn Book.
well as in large city congrega- 2. A Common Designation for
tions, and the method seems to churches and chapels.

be specially attractive to the
Chinese Christians.

(5). There is a general litera-
ture in Chinese concerning
Christian Endeavor work, con-
sisting of handbook, topic cards
and pledges, and regular Chris-
tian Endeavor departments in
almost all the Chinese Christian
periodical literature (e.g., the
illustrated Chinese News, the
Child's faper, the Chinese
Christian Review, the Chinese
Christian Intelligencer and the
Romanized newspapers of Foo-
chow and Amoy) which supplies
directly to the Chinese Christian
more definite help and stimulus
toward the carrying out of the
plan than is afforded in almost
any other distinct direction of
Christian activity.In view ot these facts the
Christian Endeavor plan certain-
ly merits the careful considera-
tion of every missionary who is
seeking the best methods of
advancing the spiritual develop-ment of those Christians who
look to him for guidance an
teaching.

GEO. W. HINMAN.

Church Conference at
Pei-tai-ho.
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3. Common Terms for God
and the Holy Spirit.

4. The Federation of the Pro-
testant Churches in China.

kach subject was presented by
an appointed speaker and follow-
ed by the Chairman, Dr. ‘T. Coch-
rane, who read from replies ga-
thered from all China, 1.e., to the
above jour topics. These replies
had been caretully tabulated as
favourable, tunfavotirable, or
doubtful. Qn each question the
first class held the large majority.
On the third topic, that of terms,
the percentage of favourable re-
plies was 78 per cent. Each
question was discussed by the
Conference and then voted upon.
In each case the vote was una-
nimous. These are the motions
thus adopted :—

1. It is the opinion of this
Conference that a Union Hymn
Book should be prepared, to
comprise approved hymns bothin Wén-li and Kuan-hua; the
Wen-li for the most part to be
simple and perspicuous, the
Kuan-hua for the most part to be
pure and dignified, but to include
a-considerable number of hymns
suitable for use among the unedu-
cated.

2. It is the opinion of this
Conference that the common
designation for street chapels
should be Fu-yin tang (Gospel
Hall), and that for churches
Li-pai tang (Worship Hall), and
that the committee hereafter to
be appointed should take into
consideration an appropriate de-
signation for the Protestant
church.

It is the opinion of this
Conterence that the time has
come to tunite in the use of
Shang-ti and Sheng-ling as the
terms to designate God and the
Holy Spirit in the Bible and
other literature ; Shang-ti, how-
ever, to be the definite designa-
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tion of the Supreme Being, while
Shen is used as the generic term
for God; all missionaries to be
left free to employ such terms as
they see fit in preaching.

A. In view of the almost com-
plete unanimity of sentiment
manifested in the correspondence
presented to this Conference, it
is the opinion of the Conferencethat the formation of a Federa-
tion of Protestant Churches in
China is both feasible and greatly
to be desired. We are confident
that such federation will at least
secure the organisation of such a
representative Council as will en-
able the churches to put in ex-
ecution such measures of comity
and co-operation as will natur-
ally lead to increased unity.

5. For the consideration of
this and the previous resolutions
of this conference, and to formu-
late plans for the consummation
of the end in view, we would ap-
point the Peking Committee onUnion as a committee of this
conference, with instructions to
secure the formation of a general
committee by requesting each
mission in China to appoint a
representative; this general com-
mittee to deal, as a whole or by
sub-committee, and in conference
with leaders in the native church,
with all questions which have
been considered by this confer-
ermce.

This conference assumed no
authority. One of its best fea-
tures was its demonstration of
the large degree of unity already
attained. But ‘‘ still there’s more
to follow.’’ Fences that have
out-lived their usefulness become
eyesores and may as well be taken
down. The business of making
fetishes out of old fences may be
fairly lucrative, but it 1s a busi-
ness unworthy of any minister ofthe Gospel of
Daily News.
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Diary of Events in the Far East.
The following telegrams, taken

from the columns of the W.-C.
Daily News, indicate the most im-
portant steps in the war during Sep-
tem ber ‘=<

September, 7904.
ist.—-The Japanese occupied Ljiao-

yang to-day. Operations began on
the 27th of August. On the morning
of the 28th the First Army’s right and
central columns. occupied a point nine
miles S. FE. of Liao-yang, while the
forces advancing along the Hat-cheng
road took up positions facing the
enemy’s line of defence, which ex-
tended east and west from a point six
miles south of the city. The fighting
continued intermittently until the
afternoon of the 31st. This afternoon
by a flerce and daring assault, the
heights occupied by the enemy’s right
were carried and all the enemy south
of Liao-yang commenced therefore to
retreat,
+ 6th.—The Japanese right continued
the pursuit during the 4th and 5th
instant, and have occupied a line he-
tween Yen-tai and the colliery, located
along the branch railway.

The enemy 3s retiring towards
Mukden.

According to the statements of
prisoners, the Russian casualties from
the retreat from An-shan-tien to the
fall of Liao-yang were over 25,000.

It is that General Mis-
chenko was killed on the 2rd instant
east of Liao-yang.

The Japanese casualties since the
26th ultimo are 17,359, inchiding 136
officers killed and 464 wounded. The
Japanese booty includes dumdum
bullets.

General Kuropatkin telegraphs that
the first official estimate of the Russian
losses from the 28th of Angust to the

5th of September is four thousand
kilied and twelve thousand wound-
ed.—-Renuter.

toth.—Reuter’s correspondent at
Mukden wires that a portion of the
Russians have begun retiring on Tieh-
ling.

13th.—The Morzing Post states that
ofhcial Russian dispatches received
1 London announce that Genera}
Sassulitch, commanding 5,000 men of
the Russian rear-guard south of the
wha Ho, has been severely wounded
and captured with 3,000 of his troops.

17th.—-Marshal Oyama reports that
about seven battalions of infantry and
two batteries of the enemy from Fu-
shuan (about twenty-five miles east of
Mukden) and from the Mukden road
attacked our column, posted at Ping-
tai-tse (ten miles north of Ping-chih-
fu) and severe fighting took place from
noon till 3 p.m.

2ist.—-The Japanese yesterday oc-
cupied six Russian entrenchments
besides the Kuropatkin fort at Port
Arthur, and to-day an important
height about a mile and a-half west
of Shui-sze-ying and the reservoir
which was protected by the Kuropat-
kin fort.

24th.—One detachment of the Ja-
panese army which advanced from
the vicinity of Hsien-chang (about
twenty-five miles N. E. of Sai-ma-chi)
on the 2oth inst. attacked the enemy,
consisting of one company of infantry,
a certain number of cavalry, and a
machine gun, who were at Ta-ling
Pass {about twenty miles N. W. of
Hsien-chang), and another consisting
of one battalion of infantry, 500 caval-
ry, with six guns and one machine
gun, at san-lung-yao (about twenty-
five miles N. W. of Hsien-chang), and
repuised them towards the north. |
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25th.—In accordance with a decision
by General Kuropatkin, Major-Gene-
ral Orloff has been recalled to St.
Petersburg without further enquiry
and dismissed from the army.

The Czar has appointed General
Gripenberg, commanding the Wilna
district, to the command of the
Second Manchurian Army. In his
letter to General Gripenberg the Czar
Says o—

‘‘The intense energy with which

| October, 1904,

Japan 1s conducting the war, and the
stubbornness and high warlike quali-
ties of the Japanese, impel me to
strengthen considerably the forces at
the front, in order to attain a decisive
success in the shortest possible time.

‘Owing to the number of units it
is necessary to divide the active forces
in Manchurta intotwo arnues, leaving
one in the hands of General Kuropat-
kin, while you will command the
second.”

Missionary Journal.
AT Kia-ting, W. China, August 24th,

the wife of Rev. BRADSHAW,
A. B. M., of a son, Erick Joseph.

Av Shanghai, September rath, the
wife of WILLIAMS WIRT LOCKWOOD,
Y. M. C. A., of a son.

MARRIAGES

At Shanghai, September 6th, Rev.
Ropert C, Wirson, A. P. E. M.,
and Miss SARAH TAYLOR RHETT,

At Tientsin, September 14th, Mr.
H. Lyons and Miss FE.
C.J. M.

Av Shanghai, September aist, Dr.
Sipnrvy CARR and Miss 8S. EMMIE
Morris, C. I. M.

At Chungking, August 7th, GoRDON
Brooks, the son of Rev. a. E.
Claxton, L. M. S.

At Chi-ning-chow, August 3oth,
CLIFTON ALEXANDER, eldest son of
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. Romig, A. P.
M., of dysentery, aged two years,
four days.

AY Macao, September 4th, Dr. J.
GEORGE, of the Reformed
Presbyterian Mission, Tak-hing-
chou, South China.

At SHANGHAL*
August j3oth, Rev. C. B. and Mrs.

BARNETT and child, from Australia,
for C. I. M., returning.

September 4th, Miss E. S.
C. M. 8., Foochow, returning ; Rev.
TI. B. GRAFTON and wife, for S. P. M.,
Chinkiang ; Miss CLars E. MERRILL,
M. M., Central China, returning;
Rev. A. SOWERBY and family, E. B.
M., North China, returning; Misses
A. and J. pk F. Junxrn, for S. P, M.

eeptember 12th, Revs. FE.
and wife, C. H, YerR«ERS and wife,
C. H. DERR and wife, F. W.
and wife, Misses F. A. Hicks, M. K.
MENNIE, MABEL GILSON, all for A. P,
M.; Rev. W. F. Water, M. E. M.,
North China, returning; Rev. R. C,
RickER, for M. E. M., West China.

september 20th, Miss Hinpa CARR
from England, Mr. R. M. McCuLLocu
from Australia (returning), for C. I, M,

September 24th, Rev. WM. Ewinc
and family, A. B. C. F. M., North
China, returning; Rev. A. W. Locx-
HEAD and wife for C. P. M., W. Honan.

DEPARTURES.
From SHANGHAT:

september 7th, GEORGE F. DE Vor,
M.D., wife and child, A. F. M., for
U.S. A.



REV. GRIFFITH JOHN, D.D.
(See page 557).
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Early Days of Mission Work tn China.
Extracts from a Paper read before the Woman's Ctud of

Middletown, Cord.
BY MRS, NATHAN SITES.

OOCHOW was one of those first five ports opened to for-
eign residence and trade by the Treaty of 1842 (Treaty
of Nanking).

It was to this city in 1847 that the steps of our very first
China missionaries wete directed——Dr. M. C. White and Mr.
Collins, of the Methodist Mission, and Revs. Justus Doolittle and
Peet, of the American Board. When I was a child there was
distributed in our Sunday School asmall paper— 7he Misstonary
Advocate—published in New York, 1n which was found oc-
casionally an item from the pen of those far-away toilers, who
there, with a few others who had followed later, digging out,
for foundations upon which to build, seemed to have well-nigh
buried themselves. But even then, and for years afterward,
China was to our churches a veiled mystery.

The young man who afterward became my husband was
converted during the latter part of his seven years 1n college.

His conversion brought to him such a fountain of joy, and
so enriched his life that he wanted to bring Christ to everybody.

He and Chaplain McCabe (now Bishop) who was then,
with him, a young student in the Ohio Wesleyan University,
gladly assisted nearby pastors in their revival services, singing,
praying or exhorting from the fullness of their own happy ex-
periences.
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Mr. Sites joined the North Ohio Conference and had been

in the regular work one year when he went again to Conference,
and one evening during the session, while a hymn was being
sung at the opening of the service—which was to be a muission-
ary address by Rev. R. S. Maclay, a returned missionary from
China—a letter was placed in his hand, which he found to be
from Bishop Baker, asking him if he would be willing to go to
China as a missionary. He heard the address, sought an in-
terview of a few minutes with the missionary, went to his room,
and not waiting to confer with flesh and blood, he answered that
he would go. He said afterward that he did mot dare risk
seeing his mother’s tears, nor trust what might be the decision
of his fiancée.

Of course such a son had the blessing and ‘‘God speed ”’
of pious parents, though his mother said: ‘‘ When you go, my
son, we shall never meet again in this world.’’ (And they
never did. )

But when he came to my home all was not so smooth.
From a child I had wanted to be helpful to others. Indeed, my.
father was proud of my small attempts at ‘‘ Mercy and Help”’
to those within my reach. Now I was ready to go with the
man I loved, even to the ends of the earth, but I was not so
certain that I was the one to go with the missionary. Mother
was aghast. Such an immolation was not to be thought of.
But father,—I can see his radiant face now, as he clasped my
lover’s hand and said: ‘Td rather my daughter should go with
you aS a missionary to China than as wife of the mumister
plenipotentiary to any kingdom on earth.’? ‘Thus, there was
indecision, and weeks went by. We could not talk of China
in the family. Mother’s tears were many, and I felt con-
demned in giving her such sorrow. Mr. Sites had gone to his
temporary appointment. When he came again I told him that
I could not break my mother’s heart, that I must give him up.
He said: ‘‘ Let’s go and tell mother your decision.” When we
did so, mother, in her peculiarly tender, sweet voice, said:
‘‘No, under present conditions in the family, some one has got
to suffer, and let me be the one.”? In her self-sacrificing love
she was not thinking of herself, but how I would be away
beyond her reach in the days of loneliness and longing which
she knew would come to me. (I may say here: all this I better
comprehended fourteen years later when with aching, breaking
heart we left two of our own innocent darlings in this land, as
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we turned our faces Chinaward for the second voyage, carrying
only baby Ruthie back with us. )

In the busy weeks that followed we tried hard to be
cheerful. Two sisters, married six months before, came home
frequently to help in preparation, not only for the wedding, but
in an outfit to last for years in our housekeeping in China.
(In those days everything used there had to come from America,
or from England by special order.) And we were advised to
take a large supply of all domestic requirements. Besides, 1n
those days we made our linen and bedding. Everything was
not made ready to hand in the stores as we find them now.

Mr. Sites often came, always bringing brightness and cheer
atid making it easier to go on with preparations. We tried in
the libraries to find books on China, that we might read some-
thing about that mysterious country and people. But there was
almost nothing to be found. It seemed to me sometimes that
we were going scarcely knowing whither we went. I am told
that a catalogue now shows more than 250 books on China
in our library.

Going to China then—I mean the voyage—was vastly differ-
ent from now.

We sailed from New York by the Xathay, a quick sailing
vessel, called a clipper ship’’.

It was Saturday, the rst day of June, a beautiful bright
morning. A large crowd was assembled on the pier to see us
or. Creat interest was manifested. All hearts seemed to go
with wus. There were so few going. The way was so long and
perilous and the work was in its uncertain beginning. It was
an event that called forth the interest and sympathy of our
missionary secretaries, bishops, many ministers and their wives,
as weil as the friends and relatives of the nine missionaries of
different denominations in our company. It was while one of
the great clocks of the city was striking twelve the order was
given ‘‘Let her go,’’ and our old ship moved Chinaward.

There were waving of ’kerchiefs and singing on the pier to
cheer us on as the tug-boat took us rapidly out, and from the
ship there were answering echoes in the words,

‘“ Shall we whose souls are ighted with wisdom from on high,
shall we tu men benighted the lamp of life deny ?”’

remember my husband could only give expression to his
great happiness in zealous, soulful song. Though falling tears
were spoiling the page, I was busy even to the last moment in

1904, |
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writing to mother and the dear ones in my home, who I knew
were that hour thinking of us; and how glad I was then that
we had said all our good-byes far back in Central Ohio, where
neither they nor we quite knew what it meant to be separated
by the waves. Our ship was bound for Shanghai (to which,
by the way, she never brought us}, and you will remember that
city is at least 500 miles farther up the coast than Foochow,
which was our destined mission field. There were in our little
company of passengers, two missionaries of the Dutch Reformed
Church for Amoy, one Presbyterian for Ningpo, one man and
wife for Japan, and Dr. Maclay, wife, and family, with ourselves
for Foochow, one tea merchant with his family of five tor
Shanghai, and the wife and son of our Captain, Stoddard.

On Sunday morning, our first day out, I attempted to dress
myself, but found I was too sea sick to do so without help.
My husband had seen the sun rise and read his Bible lesson,
sitting astride the yard-arm, half way up the main-mast. He
told me how delightful 1t was up on deck, and with his help
I was soon up there trying to find 1t out for myself. But Oh,
that detestable sea sickness, it simply enveloped me with all its
loathsome discomforts through calms and through storms during
the ror days of our wearisome voyage.

Leaving New York our course was south-east, crossing
the tropic and doubling the Cape of Good Hope (South of
Africa), east and north-east through the Indian Ocean, where
aiter seventy days we first sighted land, the island of Java.
We had had storms which were terrifying, and calms intoler-
able, when the ship simply lay on the glassy water, rolling from
side to side under a tropical sun.

lt was six weeks after we left New York in one of those
becalmed spells that a ship was sighted far off. But our good
Captain spoke her, and finding she was bound for Rio de Janeiro
(South America) he told us he would send off a boat, and we
all Hew to finish our partly written letters (I can’t remember
if we put any stamps on them), at any rate they finally reached the
dear ones at home, and were received and read as messages from
another world.

In sight of the island of Java we were almost becalmed, and
our Captain announced that we might go off to the island to
retiirn in three hours. Each of us willing to venture in a small
boat on that broad stretch of water was let down by ropes in a
rattan arm chair over the side of the vessel. Most ot us veutured.
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We ladies called on the wife of the Dutch governor.
was richly dressed, very polite and served tea, sweets and fruit.
Our Captain had delegated one boat to buy provisions, and it
came back to the ship laden with branches of bananas, dozens of
young chickens and a lot of fresh vegetables. For days after-
ward we rioted in luxuries. It was here also that we got our latest
war news, and read with sorrow of the battle of *‘ Bull Run.”

Nearing the longitude of Hongkong, the monsoon, a wind
which was our dependence to drive us onward, now turned
and was directly against us. Our ship made sharp tacks, but
very slow progress. Finally when we came within the regions
of Amoy the Captain had a consultation with the passengers,
and decided to act directly against his ship’s orders—put into
the Amoy harbour and land his Amoy and Foochow passengers
instead of carrying us on beyond to his destined port,
which would require four weeks longer beating against the
contrary wind. Can you imagine how devoutly glad we were
when our old ship turned her prow toward the Amoy harbor ?
Of course all missionaries anywhere along the coast had received
their papers by way of England and the isthmus of Suez
(there was no Suez canal then,) and knew when the Kathay
had sailed from New York and the names of all on board. You
can imagine the excitement among the Amoy missionaries
when one morning they descried the Katkay in their outer
harbor. They were soon in their little boats and making rapid
strokes coming toward us. I was trembling with excitement.
They seemed like a different race of beings from ourselves.
We could see as they approached that each was dressed in a
pure white suit and wore a white pith hat. They scrambled
up arope ladder on to our deck. What a joyful moment that
was to us all. We were soon in their little boats, taking only
our cabin trunks with us ina native boat which lay near by.
All else of our goods was down 1n the hold of the ship and had
to be carried on to Shanghai and there reshipped to us.

When our little boats reached the landing the tide was out.
The gentlemen were able to leap from rock to rock through
shallow water to the shore, but my introduction to the China-
man was when two of them waded in and, making for mea
chair of their hands, I] sat down and with my hands on their
shoulders they gently waded through the mud and water and
landed me safely. As my feet touched land I looked back over
the long voyage with all its sea-sickness and discomforts and
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thought, ‘‘Much as I love my dear ones at home, and long
for a sight of the dear faces left behind, I can never again
undertake such a voyage.” I did not then imagine that in a
very few years I should read, ‘‘A new era has commenced in
the intercourse of nations. A steamer, the Colorado, the first
of a new line of mail packets, left the port of San Francisco on
the first day of January, 1867. The piers along the city front
and the beach toward Golden Gate were lined with people
watching the departure of the first steamer of the China mail
line. She carried a light cargo, including 1,300 lbs. of flour
and $582,000 1n treasure for China and Japan.”’

It was then I changed my mind and concluded that since
the voyage could be made in twenty-five days I would some
day go home. That great ocean which had been a barrier
had become a bridge. That which was a severance had become
a link actually uniting Asia and America.

We spent a delightful week in Amoy ; all our party, guests
of the missionaries. And I may say here that foreign mission-
aries are the most hospitable people to be found 1n all the
world around. Then we took passage on a small! coast steamer
going north from Hongkong. Fifteen hours brought us to
Foochow anchorage, which is twelve miles below the city near
the mouth otf the Min.

For this trip up the river we took a row boat manued by six
Chinamen. There were no telegraphs nor telephone to an-
nounce our approach, but Hodge & Co., an American firm in
Foochow, kept carrier pigeons at the anchorage, and one of those
had been sent on with the news to the Mission. In response to
the pigeon’s message Bros. Gibson and Martin, two of the three
who then composed our Methodist Mission, met us with sedan
chairs at the wharf, or small boat landing. It was the roth day
of September. I was happy and giad. My husband scarcely
knew whether he was in the body or out of the body, so over-
joyed was he to stand on the Mission ground of which had been
his thought and prayers since the day of his appointment.

We were carried up over a slight hill and on through
beautiful grounds and gardens; the air filled with perfume
from the gorgeous wealth of bloom. ‘These were the homes of
American business firms, of Russell & Co., and of Olyphant
& Co., then famous for wealth and luxurv in Foochow.

There was a mission house ready for Dr. Maclay and his
family. The three families already there were occupying the
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other three houses, and we were taken to board with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin.

And I might say just here—that three years later the one-
year old baby boy of the Martins was taken with cholera. Mr.
Martin carried him in his arms, trying to soothe the little sufferer
until he became very ill himself, and about midnight laying
the child in its mother’s arms, he said: ‘‘ Mary, I’m very ill, I
cannot keep up another moment.”’ Iwo hours later the baby
died, without the father knowing of it ; and he also passed away
at the dawn of day. They were buried in the same grave. I
can never forget the pall of mystery and great sorrow that hung
over us that day.

But as I was saying the first three months of our life in
Foochow were most happily spent in their home. We gave
ourselves to the study of the language. There were then no
helps to the intricate mass of hieroglyphics in learning the
language. Morrison’s dictionary was there, but that was the
classical and no help in beginning our local dialect. We were
advised to begin with reading the Gospel of John. My husband
sat on one side of our study table and I on the other and our
Chinese teacher at the end between us, but not understanding
a word of English. I was ambitious to learn as fast as my
husband, and it was only the knowing that he had come to
China with the gospel and meant to stay and to conquer that
kept me from despair. After we had been digging for a few
days Brother Gibson came in and found us hard at it. His
smile irritated me, and the tears sprang to my eyes as I said:
‘There 1s no sense to these things. How shall we ever make
them mean anything’? And he blandly said: ‘‘Just keep on
and the meaning will come by and bye.”’ He had been there
several years and was abie to preach.

In the meantime I had been assigned the superintendence
of the Mission Foundling Asylum, in which were about twenty
little cast away girls that had from time to time been left out-
side the Mission gate. There were some half dozen native
women who nursed the infants and cared for the older ones.
The duty required of me practical rather than lingwistical
accomplishments: seeing the babies bathed, applying lotions
and salves and sometimes a dose of castor oil according to need.
Bach day I found a special reward in having caught from the
women a few new words or a short sentence. My husband
improved this hour on the street, where with a few tracts and
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his genial smile, he would accost passers-by, so that by nine
o'clock he too would come in airing some new acquisition.

There was not much variety 1n our food. We had to learn
to eat rice as a vegetable. We had no white or Irish potatoes.
remember what a treat we had when one day Mr. Clark, of
Russell & Co., sent his coolie up to the Mission with a little
round peck basket of potatoes for each family. They were
closely woven over that not one might be lost. He had just
received a lot from Australia. We had some of ours planted,
and Russell & Co. did also. Before a year our Chinese people
wete raising them in their gardens, and we never knew after
that any lack of potatoes.

My sister sent me a package of ‘‘ General Grant’’ tomato
seed ; 1t was just after the war. I planted them and cultivated
them with care, and they grew and bore the finest large smooth
tomatoes I have ever seen. The Chinese men for miles around
heard of the beautiful foreign fruit, and came to gaze at it
across the fence. They didn’t fancy the taste, but if foreigners
ate them, they could raise them and sell to us. Since that time
there has been no lack of fine tomatoes in the market. They
grow and ripen nearly ail the year round.

We had been in China only about fifteen months when the
brethren in monthly Mission meeting decided that they must
make an advance toward what they called ‘‘the regions be-
yond,’’ though it was only to a native hamlet fifteen miles
away from the Mission. This appointment fell to my husband.
I will quote from a printed item clipped, I think, from that same
little AZtsszonary Advocate, sent to the Rooms by Dr. Maclay.
He says: ‘‘Bro. Sites expects to start to Ngu-kang with his
family on saturday. A neat little parsonage has been prepared
for him. Bro. and Sister Sites are admirably qualified for their
new field of usefulness, and they go with cheerful hearts. ‘This
enterprize indicates real progress in the work of evangelizing
China,and 1f successful will be the initiation of similar move-
ments elsewhere.

I will not here try to tell the various ways I worked with
successes and with discouragements in aiming to help the women
and girls in the village. But I recali that, attended with the
greatest trial to myself, was leading morning prayers daily in the
day-school for boys and girls there in the chapel part of our house.

The teacher was a high grade literary man, whom my
husband had succeeded in interesting in the gospel. So he
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persuaded him to come and teach this little school and do some
clerical work for him, really that he might keep the Bible and
its teachings before him. But every morning he sat upright,
and I imagined scornfully looked on, while the children and
{ knelt, and I repeated the Lord’s Prayer with only a few
additional sentences as J added them to my vocabulary. In 2
few months he said he could not teach longer, made excuses,
but we were sure he was so under conviction he was afraid if
he stayed he would yield. He did go away, but every. jsunday
came back. Within a year my husband had the, happiness of
baptizing him, and he became one of our most useful native
ministers, Rev. Sia Sek-ong, whom some of you met
was in this country in 1888 as our Foochow delegate to the
General Conference.

The Three Years’ Enterprise.
BY ABRAM FE. CORY, M.A.[ HIS enterprise, which is so near to the hearts of many

of the Christian workers of China, is indeed still alive
and one which was brought forcibly before the members

of the Kuling community in various ways this year.
The annual meeting was held in the Kuling Church on

the 24th of August. It was well attended, and it was a meeting
of prayer and power.

It was led by Dr. Griffith John, the chairman of the
Executive Committee of this movement, and Rev. G. G. Warren,
the secretary.

The prayers were full of the spirit of the enterprise and
carried to the throne of God thanksgiving, confession, and
prayer. The petitions were ior the reinforcement of the native
workers, revival and additions to the native church, and rein-
forcements to the foreign force on the field.

The talks of Dr. John and Mr. Warren were inspiring.
Dr. John reviewed the history or the movement and spoke on
the terms of the appeal. His exhortation was to the Christans
in China to believe in the success of the movement and to
pray even so that the churches at home should ‘‘be prayed
anto faith.

The most inspiring part of his message and the one that
should be conveyed to the churches at home was his faith in
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the former statement oi the appeal tor foreign workers, i.e., the
doubling of the foreign force by 1907. He exhorted all to
stand by the present statement of the appeal, as under this we
could pray for increase, doubling or even tore.

It was a helpful and forcible presentation of the movement.
Mr. Warren reported concerning the work of the year.

He reported that over half of the entire missionary force had
definitely accepted it and that many who had not sent their
acceptance were known to be in hearty sympathy with it.

Following Mr. Warren’s address opportunity was given for
remarks. Several spoke and every message was one of increase of
mission numbers and plans for mission enlargement. ‘The
appeal has been printed in English, Chinese, Swedish and Ger-
man. Rev. Mr. Skold, of the Swedish Mission, reported the
warm reception that had been given the appeal in Sweden.

The feeling that seemed to prevail among all Christian
workers was that there should be more agitation. several sug-
gestions were made at this meeting and at subsequent meetings
of the committee and in the church.

‘The principal ones were as follows :—
That all Christians in China should be enlisted as far as

possible in this movement and that we should keep it constantly
before our Heavenly Father. The success 1s in our faith in
Him to answer prayer.

That the Christians of China must enlist individuals at
home. There are many of the leaders at home who could be
enlisted if they properly understood.

The church papers at home should be made to feel with
what interest we look upon this movement and should take up
this battle as if it was their very own.

The part of the plea which speaks of revival has been
emphasized and several missions are praying that there may
come at the close of this century of Protestant missions a real
Pentecost to the Chinese church.

Not only in the home lands should this agitation be carried
on, but all Christians in China should be fully enlisted. ‘The
appeal is already in English in convenient form, and Rev. S. I.
Woodbridge has been asked to put 1 into a Chinese tract, so
that it can easily be put before the Chinese Christians.

The one fact that makes all feel that God is most willing
to hear our thanksgiving, confession, and petition is the manifest
way that He has already heard and answered.
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The appeal asks for the opening of Thibet. When the
appeal was written none realized the forces that might be in
notion to answer.

The appeal asks for more consecration among the Chinese
workers, and many missions report cases of development and
consecration among men that a year ago were moving along in
a very self-satisfied way.

The appeal asks for addition and revival in the native
church; in many quarters there are more manifestations of
revival than there have been for decades.

The appeal asks for reinforcements, and it is in this line
that God has most wonderfully shown His willingness to answer
prayer, Nearly every mission reports increase in the past year
or workers coming this fall, and several of the smaller missions
report their forces have already been doubled or increased one-
half or one-third.

These sigus show that the movement needs but loyalty and
faith in God.

‘And this is the boldness which we have toward Him,
that, 1i we ask anything according to His will He heareth us,
and if we know that He heareth us whatsoever we ask, we know
that we have the petitions which we have asked of Him.”?

Conference on Federation at Pei-taj-ho.

AA ‘in its importance, was the Conterence of feo deve anin its importance, was the Conference of two days and
a half, held at Pei-tai-ho, North China, August 24-26, at

the call of a Committee of the Peking Missionary Association,
for the consideration of radical steps in the direction of Chris-
tian unity. It was the outcome of a discussion in the
Peking Association in January, 1903, of a paper by Dr. Thos.
Cochrane, of the London Mission, on ‘‘ Some Problems in Mis-
sion Work,’’ which had led to the formation of a committee
representing all the Protestant missions in the city. This com-
mittee, after much discussion, rather amazed at their own
temerity, yet with a large faith and a foresight greater than
they knew, had written to all Protestant missionaries in China
requesting answers to the following four questions :-—

i. Would you approve the preparation of a union hymn
pook ? Would you be willing to abide by the decision of the
majority on this point ?
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2. Would you approve of the adoption of a common de-

signation for our churches and chapels; such, for example, as
Yiesu Chiao Li Pai Tang (HS 8 & #8 $$ SH) for churches in
which Christians worship, and Yiesu Chiao Fu Yin T‘ang (Bf
fe Be ig | ve) for street chapels; and where further designation
is needed the use of local rather than foreign names?

3. Would you be willing to adopt common terms for God
and the Holy Spirit, as for example, Shang Ti (f #9) and
Sheng Ling (3% se)? Would you be willing to abide by the
decision of the majority on this point?

A. Would you favor the federation of all the Protestant
churches in China and the appointment of a representative
committee to consider the question ?

The first intention, to begin with North China, was soon
expanded to embrace the whole empire, and the circular letter
of inquiry met with a cordiality of response and a unanimity
of sentiment beyond the wildest hopes of its originators. As
an affirmative response of from ninety to ninety-eight per cent.
to all quéstions seemed to insure a large measure of success for
the movement, a conference was called to meet at Pei-tai-ho for
further discussion and initial steps toward the formation of a re-
preseritative comunittee.

his Conference chose as its chairman the chairman of
the Peking Committee, Dr. Cochrane, who presented a volu-
minotis digest of correspondence from all parts of the empire
urging the thorough discussion of its propositious without con-
troversial debate on the old bone of contention—the ‘‘ term
question’’-—and the formation of a large representative com-
mittee to bring the work already done to a successful issue.

The first question, that of a union hymn book, was
introduced by Rev. W. S. Ament, D.D., who declared ‘‘ federa-
tion’? the watchword of the twentieth century in Christian
work as well as in other things. Various hymn books, he said,
had struck root in various localities for various reasous, not
because of the inherent superiority of one ot another. It is
most uncomfortable to attend church perhaps in another mis-
sion in one’s own town and be unable to join itt the singing of
a hymn whose tune is familiar, but of which a different transla-
tion is used. ‘The chief difficulties in the way of uniformity
are, first, the different dialects, in some of which either the
mandarin or Wén-li would be almost tiseless. Kven there,
however, a book in the colloquial could be issued correspond-
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ing in every other respect with the union hymual.
the question of literary style, some fearing Wén-li, others desir-
ing it alone. A combination of the two is quite feasible.
Third, the stifling of hymn production by limiting the number
of hymns to be included. On the contrary, the production of
good hymns would be stimulated by the hope of larger use.
Fourth, denominational differences. If necessary these can
easily find expression im a denominational appendix for each
church desiring it. Fifth, the ‘* term question.”’ ‘This can be
removed either by adopting the compromise terms suggested,
or by using all. Dr. Cochrane reported having sent copies of
the letters of inquiry to 480 missionaries in North Chima, 1.e.,
the territory covered by the North China Tract Society’s opera-
tions, and having received 214 replies, of which 298 were
decidedly in favor of the union hymnal, ten were doubtful and
ouly six opposed. ‘The question not having been definitely
asked as to the literary style preferred, but forty-four stated their
preference, of whom thirty-six desired chiefly mandarin. 351
replies were received from Central, Western and Southern China,
of which 295 were in favor and twenty-three doubtful, not a
few stating that a mandarin book would be satisfactory though a
colloquial was in common tse. A, strong letter of approval from
the English Baptist Mission in Shantung was read.

Not a little discussion was aroused over the question of
literary style; the sinologues strongly urging the use of Wén-l
throughout as far better adapted to poetical expression, and,
if simple, readily intelligible to all; while those whose work
has lain largely among the uneducated or with women and
children pressed the claims of that large majority of the native
church, to whom Wen-li 1s an unknown tongue. The follow-
ing resolution was unanimously adopted :—

Resolved, ‘That it is the opinion of this Conference that a
union hymn book for all China should be prepared, to com-
prise approved hymus, both in Wén-li and Kuan-hua ; the Wén-
li, for the most part, to be simple and perspicuous ; the Kuan-
hua, for the most part, to be pure and dignified, but to include
a considerable number of hymns suitable for use among the
tIneducated.

The Rev. John Wherry, D.D., introduced the discussion of
the second question, saying that the commiuttee’s correspondence
had made evident practical unanimity as to the desirability of
adopting uniform designations for churches and chapels; but
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also great divergence of opinion as to the best designations to
adopt. While the matter is not vitally important, yet uniformity
would do much to convince the Chinese of the unity and power
of the Protestant Christian church.

Dr. Cochrane presented a résumé of the correspondence on
this point, showing that in North China ninety-six per cent.
are in favor of uniform names; in the rest of Chima, about
ninety-four per cent. Many expressed a desire to use neither
Yiesu nor Chitu in the names, lest the sacred names come to
be used too lightly, while others wished to substitute the latter
for the former, as conforming to general usage in other lands.
The general discussion which followed developed as the root
of many differences the need of a uniform designation for the
Protestant church itself, and the following resolution was adopted ;
the second clause, however, by only a small majority :-—

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Conference that uni-
form designations for chapels and churches should be adopted by
the Protestant church in China; for the former preferably Fu
Yin Tang Gig @ i) and for the latter preferably Li Pai Tang
(Ho FF ee), and that we recommend to the committee, which
may hereafter be appointed, the careful consideration of an ap-
propriate distinctive designation for the Protestant church.

The discussion of the third question was opened by the
Rev. H. H. Lowry, D.D., who said that the reorganization
consequent upon the upheaval of 1900 had afforded a mani-
fest opportunity for closer co-operation. The North-China
Tract Society had determined to attempt the practical solution
of the vexed ‘‘term question’’ by the revolutionary measure of
printing its books and tracts only in the compromise terms.
It is a question which will never be settled by discussion, but
by compromise on the part of the new generation of missionaries
to whom the question does not appear a vital matter of con-
science as it did to the last generation, and with whom the
question of co-operation has assumed larger importance. Ninety-
two per cent. of the missionaries in North China appearing to
be ready for the compromise, discussion would seem to be no
longer in order. It is not held that these terms and these only
fitly translate the terms ‘‘God’’ and ‘‘ The Holy Spirit’; but
that they are doubtless the only terms on which the church can
unite at the present time.

The chairman reported that 288 out of 314 North China
responses were in the afhmative, while only twelve were dis-
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tinctly in the negative.
favorable response, thirty-six unfavorable, while forty-eight
were doubtful or made no reply, indicating for all China nearly
eighty-five per cent. decidedly in favor of the compromise,
surely a ‘S working majority.’’ ‘The discussion which followed
was one of the most interesting of the Conference, consisting
largely of a most cordial surrender on the part of every one
present who had previously expressed reluctance to fall in line.
As Drs. Shefheld and Stanley and others gave in their allegi-
ance to the movement the applause was resounding and the
doxology sung with fervor after the unanimous adoption of the
following resolution :—

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Conference that the
time has come to unite in the use of Shang Ti (f 2%) and
Sheng Ling (38 #) as the terms to designate God and The Holy
Spirit in the Bible and other literature; Shang ‘Ti, however, to
be the definite designation of the Supreme Being, while Shen
(#2 is used as the generic term for God, all missionaries to be
left free to employ such terms as they see fit 1n preaching.

The discussion of the fourth question was opened by the
Rev. John Wherry, D.D., who said that the committee had
made its suggestions most timidly, fearing the charge of pre-
sumption, and with no thought of securing such a degree of
unanimity in response to its inquiries. This was particularly
true of the fourth question. Yet why should the thought of
Protestant Christianity presenting a united front be regarded as
visionary ? Who would think of dividing an already united
church on the basis of the differences in doctrine and polity
which now hold the Protestant bodies apart ? Can we believe
these multitudinous divisions of real advantage? The native
church finds it hard to understand our distinctions; have
we a right to force them upon it? Had they been vital it
would have been distinctly wrong to attempt the division of the
field as at the Shanghai Conference in 1890. The failure to
cure a curable schism is as wrong as to create a schism.

The chairman’s exhibit of responses showed 305 yeas,
six nays, three no answer from North China; 317 yeas, seven-
teen nays, seventeen indefinite from the rest of China, being
ninety-seven per cent. and ninety per cent. respectively in favor
of federation. The correspondence showed some degree of un-
certainty as to the meaning of the ‘‘federation’’ proposed, and
a very large percentage went beyond the suggestion of the
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From other parts of China 273 gave
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circular and declared the readiness to proceed at once to the or-
ganization of a Union Protestant Chinese Church. Some of the
Episcopal and Baptist replies, however, indicated the presence
of an ‘‘irreducible minimum’’ in their thoughts of union.
A long and interesting discussion followed, resulting in the
adoption of the following resolutions :—

Resolved, In view of the almost complete unanimity of
sentiment manifested in the correspondence presented to this
Conference, that it is the opinion of the Conference that the
formation of a Federation of Protestant Churches in China is
both feasible and greatly to be desired. We are confident that
it will at least secure the organization of such a representative
council as will enable the churches to put in execution such
measures of comity and co-operation as will naturally lead to
greater unity.

Resolved, ‘That for the consideration of this and the pre-
vious resolutions of this Conference, and to formulate plans for
the consummation of the end in view, we appoint the Peking
Committee on Union as a committee of this Conference, with
instructions to secure the formation of a General Committee by
requesting each mission in China to appoint a representative ;
the completed committee to deal, as a whole or by sub-com-
mittees, and in conference with leaders in the native church
with all questions which have been considered by this Con-
ference.

In moving a vote of thanks to the Peking Committee on
Union the Rev. J. H. Pyke, D.D., said: ‘‘If any committee
ever deserved a vote of thanks, this one does, Not only have
they done a large amount of hard work, but they have led us to
a position more advanced than most of us had thought possible.
With rare foresight, or rare faith they have opened the way for
our deliverance from a question as vexing as it is venerable, and
for our attainment of an end which many had not expected in
this generation.’’

The Rev. Geo. T. Candlin, D.D., in seconding the motion,
said: ‘‘’ This committee has shown preeminent wisdom, and, liv-
ing in the capital, have taken a truly metropolitan view. ‘The
chairman especially deserves our thanks, for, though a lay-
man, he has gone to the utmost in labors and in faith to accom-
plish the results, for which we give thanks,”

There were some members of the Conference who thought
that the movement should be confined, for the present, to North
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China, as a general representative committee would be un-
wieldy; but the majority felt that the approving response to
the circular had been so general that it would be scarcely courte-
ous to confine the further steps to one section of the empire,
especially as the correspondence indicated that in actually
realized comity and co-operation West China, at least, is in the
lead. The Peking committee will, therefore, proceed as
promptly as possible to secure the formation of the General
Committee, unless the attempt to do so should reveal imsur-
mountable obstacles.

The spirit of the Conference was thoroughly and delight-
fully Christian ; loving concession and mutual conciliation being
the order of the day from beginning to end. is the Lord’s
work and marvelous in our eyes.”’

CouRTENAY H. PENN g e

J. B. St. JounN,
, Secretaries.

Dr. Griffith John’s Approaching Jubilee.
[The following brief sketch of Dr. John’s career has been kindly supplied

by a friend. We thought it appropriate that in this the fiftieth year of Dr.
John’s missionary life in China our readers should be made more familiar than
they have been with Dr. John’s face (see frontispiece) as well as his work.—ED. ]

R. GRIFFITH JOHN, whose picture appears in this
number of the RECORDER, has now only two or three
seniors in the whole mussionary body in China. Born

in 1831 he came to China in 1855, so that he is now in the
fiftieth year of his missionary l1fe. His first years were spent in
Shanghai, where he was the celleague of Dr. Medhurst, Dr.
Lockhart, Dr. Muirhead, Dr. Williamson, Mr. Wylie and Dr.
Edkins. His connexion with Dr. Medhurst links him with the
very beginnings of missionary work in China, for Dr. Medhurst,
the colleague of Dr. Morrison, arrived in the Far East nine or
ten years after Dr. Morrison himself; though he enly cemmenced
work in Shanghai in 1843, his earlier years as a missionary being
spent in Malacca. Dr. John was one of a number of missionaries
who were at that time, though living in Shanghai or its neigh-
bourhood, looking forward to going further afield. The opening
of Hankow, Tientsin, Chefoo and other ports in 1861, led to
some of these missionaries dispersing. Dr. John, with a younger
colleague, was appointed to Hankow by the Directors of the
London Missionary Society to commence work in that city,
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where he has laboured ever since. His colleague only lived for
two years and Dr. John was leit to carry on the work for some
titre alone. In 1866 and the following year he was joined by
two young men from home—the Rev. Evan Bryant and the
Rev. T.. Bryson. As soon as the Mission could be left he
undertook a long journey to the West in company with Mr.
Wylie, of the British and Foreign Bible Soctety. Going up to
Han-chung they crossed to Sz-chuan and visited Cheng-tu and
Chungking, preaching and selling books all the way. In 1870
Dr. John took his first-furlough and made a great impression
on the Congregational churches in England by his eloquent
advocacy of missions to China. Asa preacher Dr. John was, from
an early point in his career, widely known among the Chinese.
Through his tracts and books, to which the Central China
Tract Society has given an immense circulation, he is still more
widely known far beyond the limits of Hupeh. In he
visited the United States and paid another visit to England.
Not long after his return he published in sections a Wén-li
translation of the New Testament. The entire volume appeared
in 188s. Three years later he issued a corresponding transla-
tion in the Mandarin colloquial. More recently he has issued
at intervals single books of the Old Testament, both in Wén-li
and also in Mandarin. He is now engaged in completing the
whole book. Ail these translations have been published by the
National Bible Society of Scotland. In 1888 he was elected
Chairman of the English Congregational Union, but he did not
see his way to accept the honour. The following year the
degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred upon him by the
University of Edinburgh. He has not for many years visited
any place east of Kiukiang, and were it not for Kuling he
would be unknown by sight to almost all missionaries but
those either living in Hupeh or passing through to Hunan,
Sz-chuan and the west. He has travelled extensively both in
the Hupeh and in the Hunan provinces; the opening of the
latter province to foreign residence and missionary enterprise
was, humanly speaking, largely due’ to Dr. John’s persistent
efforts in pressing the importance of this step upon the
authorities. The London Missionary Society and the Central
China Tract Society are both of them purposing during the
coming year to erect some permanent memorial in Hankow of
the great services rendered to the cause of missions by this
veteran missionary.
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The Morrison Society Department.
_ The Morrison Society has for its purpose the promotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in China.
Some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of all or any of the officers and members of the Society.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
Is& Peking Road, Shanghai.

The New Literature in China.*
BY REV. J. DARROCH, SHANGHAI.

FE a stranger of literary tastes were to visit Shanghai and to

Honan Road to the French Settlement he would certainly
infer from the number of bookshops to be seen that this is-a
time of considerable literary activity in China.

The great number of publishing houses newly established in
Shanghai indicates very clearly two things ; the activity of that
class of literati who are thus pressing their views on the attention
of their countrymen and the avidity with which this intellectual

‘pabulum is homologated by the mass of reading Chinese in
the empire. For it is certain that the publishers and probable
that the producers of this literature do not regard their work as
a philanthropic enterprise ; business is business with them, and
the indications are that it is a very good paying business too. |

Remembering that this book-selling trade is the growth of
a few years (it is almost entirely a result of the war in which
China was so ignominiously worsted by Japan) let us seek first
to gauge the actual dimensions of this torrent of literature and
secondly to forecast its probable effect. The statistics which
follow have been carefully compiled from the catalogues of the
publishing houses in Shanghai; they include no Christian
publications and premising that they will need revision every
few months as new matter pours forth from the unresting press,
may be taken as fairly accurate. On the science of education
there are issued some sixty volumes, and taking the price asa
guide to the size and importance of the books we note that they
average forty cents each.

* This paper was read before the China Student Club of Shanghai in
May, 1904.

To vate fom the Busd down Foochow Road ‘and along
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Of educational text books on various subjects as geography,

physics, history, etc., there are twenty volumes at an average
cost of thirty-five cents each. These books, whilst issued as text
books, are iu reality merely essays on the various subjects which
are dignified with this name.

There are published ninety histories, of which the prices
range from $2.50 to five cents. There are seven so called uni-
versal histories, eleven histories of Europe, twelve of Japan,
seven of China, five of Russia, four of England, two of France,
two of A: erica, three of Egypt, four of the nineteenth century
and one history each of Rome, Italy, Greece and Turkey, but
so far as I have been able to gather from the catalogues none
of Germany, Spain nor the Netherlands. Many of these works
are simply essays on history. In tact it would not be too much
to say that there is no history of England to be found-in the
collection, and such attempts as are made at writing history
of any kind are woefully incomplete.

There are forty books issued on geography, sixty on govern-
ment, forty on law, twenty on the mutual relations of king-
doms, thirty’ on political economy, seventy on mathematics,
fifty on literature, forty on philosophy, fifty volumes of light
literature, thirty novels, fifty books on languages, seventy on
health, sixty on science, seventy on drawing, one hundred and
twenty on the art of war, thirty on agricuiture, twenty on
astronomy, forty on mechanics, thirty books of travel and twenty
on mensuration. In all more than eleven hundred books.

That there is such a mass of reading matter being dis-
seminated throughout the empire to-day on subjects of which
Confucius and the other ancient philosophers were as ignorant
as we are concerning the literary tastes of the inhabitants of the
planet Mars, is, I take 1t, a portentous sign of the times.

GET UP OF THE NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Let us suppose ourselves now to be standing in a large
book shop in which tier on tier, from the floor to the ceiling, are
shelves filled with this new literature. The first thing that
strikes us is the excellent get up of those publications. ‘Time was
when the books issued in China by Christian missionaries were
the marvel of the natives for their good print, excellent paper
and generally smart get up. It is certain that thousands of
gospels and New Testaments have been purchased by nen who
heartily detested the contents of the book but who could not
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resist the temptation to possess themselves of a dainty little
volume at a cheap price, and the book would be passed trom hand
to hand eliciting many expressions of admiration of its beauty
from one and another. Now these days are past. The Bible
Societies still print and publish Bibles of a far superior get
up to any book issued by the native press, but for all other
books the Missionary Societies have to yield the palm of ex-
cellence to the new Iitterature. These books are primted in
clear type, often on foreign paper and frequently bound in cloth.
They thus present an attractive appearance and command a
good price. The contrast between the old world and the dawn-
ing new one is abundantly manifest, even in the outside covers
of the books which are for sale 1n the various shops. The
book seller who vends the productions of the ancients prints
his books from wooden blocks and dresses them in a cover
of sombre grey. They are as befits their contents sedate and
respectable. The new books on the contrary have obstreperous
covers of red and blue and green. They are like young bloods
who are bent on turning the world upside down. Jight
literature and books of humour are much in evidence. Truly it
may be said these men fear not to rail at dignities, and there
is a philosophy also in this phenomena which by thinking
men imay not be neglected.

STYLE.

Proceeding now to examine the inside of these books we
are at once impressed by the fact that the style of the writers has
much changed from that written by orthodox scholars of the old
yegime. We see that they are plentifully besprinkled with
English words, a proof that the translators felt that the langu-
age they were using had not sufficient flexibility to give an
adequate translation to many of the technical words represent-
ing new ideas which they were pressing on the attention of
the public.

The fact that the Chinese language does not easily lend itself
to the reproduction of such terms as liberty, necessity, freewill,
constitutional, etc., does not, I think, altogether account for this
display of English, for these writers are not only fond of
embellishing their pages with foreign type but also of using
foreign idioms to express their sentiments. I have written
down a few specimens of this style of writing to illustrate
the manner in which foreign thought ts infiltrating through
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Chinese literature.* I cannot help thinking this shows much
affectation on the part of those scholars; they seem to wish
their readers to infer that they have studied foreign literature
until it has become easter tor them to write in the idiom of

* Since writing the above I have seen the report presented to the
throne by Chang Chih-tung and Chang Pai-hsi on the rules to be observed by
all colleges throughout the empire. It will be remembered that these two
celebrated statesmen received an Imperial mandate to draw up such rules.
Their report to the Emperor has now been published in five volumes, bound
in imperial yellow and beautifully printed on fine white Chinese paper. In
Vol. 1, page 8, this question of foreign terminology is dealt with, and as these
two Ministers are amongst the foremost scholars in China I am glad to
transcribe their dictum on this subject rather than give examples drawn from
my own reading. It must be remembered too that since this report has been
approved by the throne the principles laid down in it have all the force of
Iniperial sanction.

Change Chih-tung’s Kerulations for Schools and Colleges.
‘(The use of foreign senseless terms is forbidden in order that the litera-

ture of the country may be preserved pure and the rectitude of the literati’s
customs maintained. The ancients said: ‘' Literature is the vehicle of truth,”’
but the force of circumstances to-day is such that literature must also be the
vehicle of government. So foreigners in speaking of dominion or learning
constantly measure the extent of the influence of their civilization by noting
the distance to which their literature extends.

Hxcept in the domain of chemistry, mechanics and all specialized subjects,
where the subject matter is new and the terms used must of necessity be new
also it is not fitting that current terms should be interpolated higgledy pigg-
ledy. Many Japanese terms are to be sure ancient and elegant, but those
alien to the spirit of the Chinese language are also numerous. Nowadays
young scholars accustom themselves to use foreign terms and expressions in
their writings.

Society
Spirit of the Nation ‘“‘ These expressions are certainly rough
Virile fee He and lacking in polish.”
Stage aE eg
Representative A #
Sacrifice te Yt 4‘ Although expressions constantly seen
Combination at in Chinese yet the meaning attached
Response ae AM to them is very different from the
Scheme Be BY Chinese sense. They are not ap-
Create i st propriate and are difficult to under-Oppose a 4 stand.’’ :
Move sai gil
Announce #4 ‘Though intelligible are not really
Difficulty By sé necessary, ”’
Fitting ml a
Aim gel ae

As a matter of fact these are simply the terms in every day use in foreign
countries ; it is mever asserted that they are perfect expressions. Now the
Japanese of to-day in all important publications use Chinese characters, and
the idiom is always elegant, for they take Chinese classics for their model ;
they never use such terms 1n their productions. It may therefore be seen that
there are well defined rules of composition in foreign literature also. Generally
speaking the man who aims at strange and uncouth expressions tn his writing
is an unprincipled scholar. If the literary style is perverted, the scholarly
spirit will also in turn be destroyed. If this style becomes permanent then
the literary standard in China will be changed and I much fear that Chinese
literary taste and attainments will perish,”’

Kor instance.
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the English language than in their own; a pretension which I
need scarcely say is often belied by the inaccuracies of their
translations.

The question arises whether the Chinese language is being
enriched by the introduction of this foreign element. <A
foreigner criticising the style of Chinese scholars must speak on
this subject with great diffidence ; still there are two considera-
tions which will, [ think, lead most of us to wish that such idioms
should be only sparingly indulged in. First, we have all been
impressed with the great power of the Chinese language when it
is manipulated by a imaster-hand ; we cannot bend the bow of
Ulysses ourselves, but we can admire the dexterity of the true
master and the excellence of his weapon. second, the semu-
foreign Chinese idioms to which I have called your attention
are uncouth and appear even to an outside barbarian to be ahien
to the spirit of the language. Probably the law of the survival
of the fittest will come into play here. Just as when wheat
and chaff are together cast into the ploughed soil, the ground
tries them both and preserves and germinates the wheat while
tt disintegrates and destroys the chaff; so will this living throb-
bing language assimilate to itself what is useful and neces-
sary but reject such alien expressions as are cumbersome and
cacophonous.

In the Analects Confucius is reported to have said that
should he take office in the state of Wei his first care would
be to rectify the names in use, for, said he, if names are
not exact then language is not correct. ‘Translators have for
several years realised the necessity there is for rectifying the
present confusion in foreign names transliterated into Chinese.

There is also great need for uniformity in the translation of
abstract terms. Take as specimens a few words from Dr. Martin’s
translation of Hall’s International Law, ‘Sphere of Influence,’’
‘*Credentials,’? Privateers’ Commussion,’’ ete.
It is evident that confusion of such terms might result in very
Serious consequences. Now in literature as in diplomacy there 1s
need for exact definitions. I mention as an important question
which I am in no way competent to decide whether it would
not be possible to make an extended list of such abstract and
technical terms* which would gain general acceptance.

* A list of technical terms has been published by the Educational
Association of China. The book has been edited by Dr. Mateer and is good,
but incomplete.
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LIBERTY BY J. STUART MILL, 8 fy JA #.
I will now ask you to consider some specimen copies of the

new literature. I call your attention first to a transiation of
John Stuart Mull’s essay on Liberty. At the trial of the Sz ao
editors in our Settlement lately one of the lawyers suggested
that the prisoners had formed their opinions of government
from the theories formulated in this book. The translator is Ma
Kuin-wu, well known as a friend of Liang Chi-chao and as being
one ot the reformers. There is. a preface by Liang Chi-chao
himseli, in which he compares John Stuart Mill to Aristotle and
lauds the scholarship of Mr. Ma as being very adequate to the
task of rendering such a book into Chinese. We declares that
if Mill was alive he would rejoice that his scholarship had,
as it were, through this translation, founded a new colony. We
see that the book seems to have reached the Japanese through a
French translation and been translated from Japanese into
Chinese. Nevertheless the author asserts in his preface that he
has read Mill in the original, so he may be presumed to under-
stand his subject. Again from the preface we learn that the
work ot translation was undertaken in a moment of leisure and
completed in twenty days’ time. We are ineant to infer from
this statement that Mr. Ma is so well versed in English litera-
ture that the work of such a translation is to him a pleasant
interlude in a busy life. Instead we will make the surer
inference that the work has been too hurried to be accurate, and as
a proof that this is so, I will read you a translation of a paragraph
from Mr. Ma’s book, page 28 :—

‘¢ Shortly after the death of Socrates a tragedy was comsum-
mated on Calvary. The criminal was condemned as a blasphem-
er, that 1s, one who insults the gods. Alas! those men were
unwise ; they regarded their benefactor as an enemy. ‘Those
who were judges in this action were the real blasphemers : yet
those men were not really wicked. The opinions of their time
regarding religion, virtue and patriotism, were opposed to him
who suffered, and they reached the point of wrongly condemning
an innocent man to death. Who were they ? The most sincere
and fervent, the most religious and patriotic Jew of them all ;
even he who was most zealous in preaching the religion of Jesus,
for which he latd down his life. it was Panlf!i”

I need not read the passage in the original to prove to you
that John Stuart Mill never accused Paul of being one of the
judges who sentenced Jesus to death. But I find that this

| November,
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translator not only misunderstands the passage he is translating,
but he deliberately interpolates and attributes sentiments to the
author which are either nowhere to be found in the text or are
a travesty of some passage which, rightly construed, bears an
entirely different meaning. Such unscrupulous action warns us
that the scholars of the new régzme are not to be trusted.

The following is from page 35 of Mr. Ma’s translation :—
‘Now to live in the present day and yet to glory in the

revival of religion is really to be an ignorant scholar, a low and
superstitious fellow.

‘‘’The middle class of English society has very great difh-
culty in getting rid of the practice of persecuting heretical
religions. Thus the cause of the Sepoy Mutiny was that Eng-
land in governing India made a law that in all schools sup-
ported by public funds only Christian books should be read, and
that only converts be employed in the public service. The
Mohammedans could not bear this oppression and raised the
standard of revolt, which was instantly responded to by all
parties. Though England by a great effort suppressed the
revolt, she suffered much in so doing. Is it not therefore
evident that liberty of religious opinion should be conceded to
every man in every place ?”’

For the first part of this tirade against religion there is no
watrant in the text whatever. Lhe second part is a travestied
mistranslation of a foot note, in which Mill pillories those who,
in the heat of their resentment against the Sepoys after the
mutiny, argued that the Bible should be taught in all public
schools, probably from a laudable, but a mistaken desire, that
the heathen might, from the gospel, learn the morality of Jesus,
and so a repetition of that dreadful time become impossible.
Of course Mill does not say that such a law ever existed, much
less that it was the cause of the mutiny. The passage will be
found in Mill’s essay, page 57.

These paragraphs show Mr. Ma’s animus against Christian-
ity. I will now give two short extracts to shew his dislike of
the powers that be. On page 36 we read:—

‘“'Those (philosophers) have fixed grounds for their opi-
nions; their thoughts and desires are widely different from the
common run of mankind; daringly they enter on speculation ;
holding the highest truths they act on the principles of freedom
and are not daunted by the punishments of ordinary mortals.
Alas! that tyrants and oppressors are ignorant of this, and use
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cruel punishment and tortures to oppose the new learning and
kill the scholars. Why should they act thus?”’

~The words used for tyrant and oppressor— & BK min-cheh
and #& tuh-fu—are redolent with historic significance. They
are from Mencius, and the first epithet refers to Ministers, of
whoin he declares even the best in his day would have been call-
ed thieves, ‘‘min-cheh,’’ by the ancients. The second by
the same sage refers to Cheo, the infamous ruler of the Shang
dynasty, destroyed by Cheo Wu-wang. Mencius declines to
give this ruler the title of king and calls him the ‘‘lone man.”’
It is needless to say these sentiments are not in the text. Tt is
easy to see that Mr. Ma has forgotten the book he is translating
and is thinking of his friends, the six reformers who were the
first to suffer martyrdom for liberty in China and by whose
death the clock of reform has been set back two decades. We
cannot blame him for his resentment against the traitor statesmen
who sent his friends to their doom, but we cannot excuse him
for putting these words into the mouth of John Stuart Mill.

My last extract from this book is taken from page 177,
where we read -—

who in Ching are called mandarins are as much the
dead tools of their despotic lord as the broken implements of
a poverty-stricken farmer are the poor instruments of his
toil. Even more unspeakably bad is the Jesuit (a crafty Roman-
ist fellow), who is the slave of his order.”’

A reference to Mill’s essay, page 202, will show that both
the letter and the spirit of the original are totally misrepresent-
ed by these words.

= C, #2 B, published by the Commercial Press, is another
translation of Mill’s essay. It is by Mr. Yen, who is now head of
the translation department of Peking University. It isa caretu]l
and accurate rendering of the English into Chinese, and is en-

tirely free from the faults of the book we have had under review.
The announcement that the Empress Dowager of China had given Taels

10,000 (£1,450) towards the cost of the Union Medical College in Peking must
have come as a very pleasant surprise, states the London Missionary Chronicle.
We can only hope that the gift 1s a sign of a changed attitude towards Christian
missions on the part of the Empress. In any case the influence of such an act
upon the relations between the missionaries and the Chinese officials can hardly
fail to be productive of good. This Union Medical College, it will be remem-
bered, is the institution which ts being started by the Society in conjunction
with the American Board and the American Presbyterian Mission for the train-
ing of Chinese students in Western medicine and surgery. Though admission
is not to be confined to Christian converts, one of the chief aims of the college
will be the training of medical evangelists who may be able to do in North
China similar work to that which has been done so successfully for many years
by the students trained at Travancore.—Z, and China Ex fress.
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Educational Department.
Rkv. J. A. SILSBY,

Conducted in the interests of the Educational Association of China.’

Amoy Romanization.
fts fListory, Purpose, and Results.

BY REV. P. W. PITCHER, M.A.

ME, work of preparing the Amoy Ronianization began very
early in this part of China. In 1850 it was being taught
in a school here. But even before this date we learn,

from a letter, that initiatory steps must have been taken towards
its formation by choosing seventeen of the Roman letters for an
alphahet. By aspirating four of them, viz., ch (chh), k (kh),
p (ph), and t (th); and by combining two others, viz., n and
e (ng); and by placing a dot by another, viz., o (0°), a total
number of twenty-three letters was completed: a, b, ch, chh,
e, 9°, h, 1,4, 5, kb, 1, m, », ng, 0, 0°, p, ph, s, & th, u. With
these letters the possibility of indicating every sound used in the
Amoy vernactular—a language, with its four stbordinate dialects,
that 1s spoken by eight or ten millions of people living in the
Fuhkien province and in Forimosa—avss attained, and the
history of the Amoy Romanized colloquial was begun.

The question of initials and finals as such, or the distinction
between upper and lower series of either of them, has never been
felt to be of any vital importance in the construction of the
systein. Hence it has never been recognized here. It will not
be necessary for me at this late hour therefore to attempt anything
of that nattire. While all this inay seein very unplulosophical
to some, in its defense it nay be said that utility was held to be
of greater iinportance, and so was made to give place to it.
That alone, so tar as I can gather, was sought without any
attempt at scientific divisions. Perhaps :t may also be said of it,
that this very simplicity may go a good way in accounting for
its permanency and success during its more than halfa century
of existence. Sutely no good reason has arisen to change it
during all these years. Nothing better has ever beeu suggested
to take its place. It may be somewhat ‘' peppered,’’ as has
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been observed, but it 1s well salted too. Its utility 1s beyond
question. Qne remarkable feature that demonstrates this more
than anything else, and which 1s worth noticing here, is the fact
that the Amoy Romanized is easily comprehended by all alike
among all the dialects of this district. The strange thing 1s
that each person will read 1t in his or her own dialect, though it
be written in the Amoy dialect; thatis, of course, after the sys-
tem is understood. To be sure, in most instances the changes
are slight. Still, be they slight or otherwise, their own dialect
is always used. or instance, take the common word ce
(can, able) as 1t appears in the Amoy dialect. A person living
at Sio-khe, sixty mules south-west from here, will invariably
read it simply e with the o omitted. So with S7dne-e (God),
that will be read elsewhere Szaug-té, the*-kug (dawn) will be
read - kong (to speak) will be read sc. In the latter
instance the change 1s complete, an entirely different word being
sed. There are many more just such cases, but it is unmneces-
sary to mention them, for what has already been given will be
sufficient to make my meaning clear. There is nothing that
could better demonstrate the fact that the people it, and
so its usefulness 1s placed beyond a doubt.

It will be observed from the date (1850) given above, that
the Amoy system antedates the Ningpo Romanization by a year
Or Mmo;re. wee RECORDER, September, page 457. it innist there-
fore be given the place of honor in the use of Roman letters to
represent the sounds of Chinese words in this empire That it
is the oldest of them all can hardly be doubted. However, the
returns are not all in yet, so we will not be too sure of our
position.

In presenting some idea of the orthography and pronuncia-
tion of the Amoy Romanization, perhaps I can do no better than
condense what Dr Carstairs Douglas has very fully placed before
us in the introduction to his inestimable Dictionary of the
Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy.

VOWELS. ——a, €, 1, 0, U1. They have nearly the same sounds
as in Gerinan.

aas in far.
eas in grey.
14S iN SC.
o when final, and when followed by h, as in gv. When

initial and followed by m, ng, p, or k, as in “of,
sock.
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uas in pr, rude.
Oo as awin /ow. The sound is nearly the same as the

second sound at o.
DIPHTHONGS.—al, all, O€, Oa, It.

41298 77° 10 /te.
A as Ow in 7207).
oe very neatly as oe in Noel,
oa has a sound similar to we.
ll aS ew in ewe.

In az, au, oe, the first vowel is accented, the second not.
On the other hand, 1n 0a the first vowel is not accented while the
second is. The sound of w in such words is very easily distin-
guished in the ‘‘upper third’’ and the ‘‘tpper and lower fourth’?
tones, e. g., Ada, hoah, and hoih. But when the o@ is long the a
sound is distinctly heard as in oa”, 1. ¢e, in the ‘upper and

lower first?’ tones. (sreat care needs to be exercised, however,
never to exaggerate the sound of @ ; always bearing in mind that
ais the principal vowel and the one to be accented. In 72, or
in diphthongs beginning with z, the accent, with rare exception,
falls on the last vowel, e. g., za, zaz, and zo, but in zz the accent
is about equally distributed on both.

NasaAts.—The letter 2, raised a little above the right of a
word, indicates that it is nasal, e. g., za” Aza”, ete. There are
words which are recognized as nasal already without this mark ;
therefore it 1s the custom to omit the z from all words beginning
with m, n, and ng. There is no arbitrary rule about this,
however ; each being guided by his own opinion in the matter.

CONSONANTS.—ch, g, h, j, k, 1, m, n, p, s, t.
ch asin church. Sometimes written ts.
9 is always hard.
H is never silent.
] is irregular, but usually as in jude. Its sotind some-

times approaches z. It is often interchanged with
I, e. g., loa-choe for j0a-choe, etc.

las in /ea. Its sound is often like d.
k asin kee.
mM asin 72072. It is a word by itself formed by com-

pressing the lips close together and then endeavor-
ing to say m.

nas in English.
ng as in s7e72g. This also is a word by itself.
p, t and s as in English.
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Final consonants always end without the shghtest emission

oi the breath. Hence at the end of the word saw the lips are
still shut, and 1s therefore in every sense final. ‘The saine is even
so with words ending in k, p, t. Properly pronounced (1.e.,
very gently) there is some difficulty in distinguishing one from
the other.

ASPIRATES. —h has always been used to indicate an aspirated
word, and never anything else in the Amoy Romanization.
There are four aspirates, viz., chh, kh, ph, and th.

TonES.—There are four principal classes, each being again
divided into upper and lower series; upper and lower frst,
viz., Ist and 5th; upper and lower second, viz., and and
6th; upper and lower third, viz., 3rd and 7th; upper and
lower fourth, viz., 4th and 8th. There are theretore eight
tones to be accotnted for. since, however, the upper and lower
second, viz., the 2nd and 6th are alike, there are really only
Seven. Therefore we have in the upper series: 1st, and, 3rd
and 4th; in the lower series: sth, 7th and &th. ‘These tones
need to be learned from a teacher, but the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 7th
and 8th are indicated by a line of inflection placed at the top
of the vowel of a word. The 1st has no line, while the 4th
tone is always recognized by the ending h, k, p, or t So
far as the ending 1s concerned this is also trne of the 8th, but
that has the line as stated above.

Hence we have : to, té, td, toh, to, to, téh.
The matter of tones 1n combination, accent, and the use

of the hyphen, I will not enter upon; nor 1s there need to do
so, as these have more to do with the teacher and personal
use than can be explained in an article of this nature.

The chief promoter of this new scheme of writing Chinese
was, perhaps more than any other, the Rev. J. V. N. Talmage,
LD. D. He was, however, heartily supported by all lus colleagues
working in the three Missions, viz., his own, the American
Reformed Mission, the English Presbyterian, and the London
Missionary pociety. Dr. Jas. Young, of the English Presby-
terian Mission, and Rev. E. Doty, of the American Reformed,
showed their enthusiasm by teaching it at that time (1850)
by blackboard exercises im a mission school over in Amoy.
Dr. Talmage also taught a class four evenings each week.
There were no primers or printed books at that time. The
first production to appear on printed page was a translation
of a portion of Genesis—particularly the history of Joseph—by
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Dr. Young. This was printed in Canton. Of course all
printing, at the first, of Romamized colloguial was done from
type cut on wooden blocks. It was not until 1864 or 1865
that moveable type and a press were introduced. The Rev.
Howard Van Doren, of the American Reformed Mission,
superintended this first press sent out to Amoy.

The main object and purpose that the missionaries had
in imind in thus forming this new method of writing Chinese
was to open up a better way for the native Christians to become
acquainted with the word of God and to bring them in touch
with relicious and wholesome literature. It will be well to
keep this thought ever 1n mind.

In a letter of Dr. Talmage, dated December 17th, 1850,
this motive is touched upon. He writes: ‘The question
whether there 1s any way by which this people can be made a
reading people, especially by which the Christians may be put in
possession of the Word of God and be able to read it intelligently
for themselves, has occupied much thought of the missionaries
here... . Some of us are now trying the experiment, whether
by means of the Roman alphabet the Sacred Scriptures and
other religious books may not be given to the Christians and to
any others who cannot read, but who take enough interest in
Christianity to desire to read the Scriptures for themselves.’’

Those early days may have been days of ‘‘experiments,”’
but the passing years have proved that they were days of
great success in launching the Romanized colloquial.

The introduction and use of Romanization in this district
has not been without opposition. All innovations of this
kind are bound to meet with objection in this country
distinguished for its conservatism. Yet its steady progress has
been seen. Among those who wished to be classed as hterary
it has, to be sure, never found a warm reception. ‘To them
it was poor style. To devote any time to it was a waste of time
over childish things. Good enough it might be for children
aud old women, but please excuse them. To those who had
no claim to being literary in any sense whatever it has not
always appealed as one might have expected it would. Rather
than be seen reading it, or learning to read it, they preferred
to remain ignorant, and so gave it a wide berth. It is not
the first time, however, that a people have failed to appeciate
their and opportunities and neglected them. So

we must not be overmuch surprised because of this.
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But in spite of all opposition, great or small, the Romanized

has forged ahead. It is gaining all the while, and in time,
if not already, all opposition is bound to go down before it.
It is taught in all our schools, in the churches and chapels
On Sundays, and in the homes on week-days. It is difhieult
to estimate accurately the number of readers of this Amoy
Romanization. Probably a safe estimate would be between
five and six thousand. But numbers in this matter, as well
as in other affairs connected with our work, are not alone to
be counted in the sum total of success. We may rightly think
of the light and knowledge it has brought to hundreds of
homes in this district that never would have had either with-
out it. It has not only made it possible for old men and
old women and young children to read and write, but it has
done more for the spiritual enlightenment of this people in
this half century than centuries of the old method could have
accomplished, at least among that class of people tor whom
it was primarily intended. And not alone over this fact may
we rejoice, not alone over what has been accomplished, but
over its future possibilities among all classes, and principally
among those who have few educational advantages—and they
are legion. &

DICTIONARIES AND OTHER HELpPS.—In the way of books
for foreigners to learn the Amoy Romanization there are a
tlumber. Birst and foremost is that matchless work-—the
dictionary of Dr. Douglas already mentioned. A royal octavo
volume of six hundred pages, double columns, closely packed
with words and phrases of the Amoy vernacular and their
Hneolish mearting,—too high praise cannot be given it. There 1s
‘“A Manual of the Amoy Colloquial’’ and an English-Chinese
Dictionary, both by the Rev. J. Macgowan. These are very
helpful. For foreigners and natives, Dr. Talmage’s Char-
acter-Romanized Dictionary stands in a class by itself It is
a book of nearly four hundred pages, and contains about
seven thousand characters, with their classical and colloquial
sounds. It serves the double purpose for learning the col-
logqtial and the character. Then there are various primers
and other useful books for beginners which I need not stop to
mention,

LITERATURE.—The literature in the Amoy Romanized
colloquial has grown with the years. Among the very large
number of books that have been published will be found :
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(I). Relzgious Literature.—The Holy Scriptures com-

plete, Sacramental Forms, Milne’s Thirteen Village Sermons,
The Straight Gate, Pilgrim’s Progress, Spiritual Songs,
Jessica’s First Prayer, Robert Aunam, Sacred History, Life
of Paul, Heidelberg Catechism, Shorter Catechism, ‘The
Psaiter, Golden Bells, How Satan Tempts, The True Doc-
trine, The Creed, The Ten Commandments, The Iwo Friends,
Daily Manna, Church History, Gift of the Holy Spirit, Jesus
the only Saviour, Seekers after Righteousness, Thanksgiving
Ann, etc.

General Literature.—Child’s Story Book, the Training
of Children, A Treatise on Idols and Tablets, Natural History,
Great Learning, Doctrine of the Mean, The Trimetical Classic
from a Christian point of view, Natural History, and a large
variety of other books, opening up a wide range of interesting
subjects.

Text Books .—Physiology, Geography complete, Chinese
History, History of Ancient Egypt, First Lessons in Astronomy,
Arithmetic, Algebra, Physical Geography.

The above hsts are by no means complete, but they are
sufficient to illustrate what has been accomplished.

Periodical.—Worthy otf special mention is our Church
Messenger, a periodical that is published once a month,
presenting 1n an attractive style to its readers the news of
all the churches of the three Missions, and many of the
current events of the day. The periodical is in every sense
undenominational and well supported by all, but its manage-
ment is tnder the direction of one missionary chosen for that
purpose. The periodical has a circulation of nearly a thous-
and copies.

Let me close this rather lengthy article, though [ trust it
may be found both useful and interesting, by giving a sample

of the Amoy Romanization. The verse of Scripture will be the
same as that which has been used in other articles on Romaniza-
tion, viz., Matthew v: 8. ~,

Chheng-khi sim-koa"™ é@ lang ti hok-khi, in-ii in o€ ki"-tidh
Siong-te.

May it be among the possibilities of the future for alli
Romanization to bring speedily many of these benighted and
ignorant ones to this purity and blessedness ; so will it fulnll its
every object and purpose.

P. W. PYItcHER.
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A Chinese Kindergarten.
BY REV. J. W. CROFOOT.

N EW methods in education seem to fill the air these days.
One of the evidences of this fact that has lately come
to my attention is a kindergarten recently opened inside

Shanghai native city by a Chinese widow who has been study-
ing in Japan. The school is situated just inside the Great
south Gate and is not connected in any way with foreigners, nor
are any of the teachers Christians. Foreign influence, however,
was evident when I visited the school with some Chinese friends,
for several of the boys were without queues or shaven heads and
one little fellow was dressed in quite a respectable looking
foreign sailor suit with red anchors embroidered on the collar.
Other foreign clothing appeared also. Nor are these the chil-
dren of the poorest class of Chinese such as wear the cast-off
finery of foreigners, for each pupil must pay a substantial fee
for instruction.

It was quite refreshing to go into a new and clean Chinese
house and see half the children playing and the other half
seated at desks and on seats suited to their size instead of with
feet dangling from high stools and chins hanging on the edges
of the tables. The proprietress of the school is now im Japan
for further education in methods, but the four teachers in charge
seem by no means ignorant of their business. They were
educated at the Voo-pung (# 7x) girls’ school inside the city.
The pupus in the school room had copies of the second volume
of the Commercial Press’ excellent new Chinese National Reader
on their desks, open at the colored picture of the lotus flower,
ana most of them seemed more interested in their lesson than in
a foreigner standing at the back of the room! The teacher
stood at the black-board ; in fact no chair was visible for her to
sit on except before the organ in one corner. As she taught
the lesson in the book she not only wrote it on the board but
also illustrated 1t with creditable drawings. Later I saw the
same teacher leading some motion songs in which the children
were joining with much zest, for Chinese. Still later we saw the
children take their mid afternoon ‘‘tien-sing’’ of dumplings.

Children between five and eight years of age are received,
and about thirty were present, half of them boarders in the
school,
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While the equipment and the work would seem small to a
new comer from Europe or America, to one familiar with the
ordinary Chinese school a visit to this one is well worth while.
It is called the x] #E &.

Correspondence.
CHINA MISSION STATISTICS.

Lo the Lawtor of
«THE CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR SIR: The missionary so-
cieties at home are anxious to
have statistics of mission work in
China so as to see at a glance
not only how many of the prov-
inces are occupied but also how
many of the prefectures. Besides
this as it is aimatterof history
that no Christian work has been
of great and permanent service
without the four departments—
evangelistic, educational, literary
and the philanthropic (mainly
medical in China)—being all car-ried oat, therefore we need
tnformation about the amount
of work done by each of these
departments, otherwise we shall
be like an army without scouts,
liable to fall into frequent pit-
falls. Appeals for co-operation
have been made by many parties
in the name of the missionary
journals, in the name of the
missionary conierence, in the
name of the missionary alliance,
but few have been satisfactory.
These last ones are very incom-
plete and need to be greatly
supplemented to be a satisfactory
record. (‘an we not, since there
are no secretaries of prov-
inces, appeal to voluntary se-
cretaries from each province to
gather these statistics from the
various missions in their respect-
ice provinces? If sent to me
[ shall gladly take the trouble of
putting them together and see-

ing them through the press and
give the names of those who
have assisted in this much need-
ed work.

TIMOTHY RICHARD.

A THERM FOR ‘‘ PROTESTAN’.”’
[A Note from Dr. Martin. ]

Lo the Laditor of
(Sap CHINESE RECORDER.’

DEAR SIR: ‘The growing tunt-
formity in the use of terms 1s full
of hope. Shang-ti seems to have
carried the day, as against S/zm
and 7 ‘tien-chu on our side of the
fence, but one of your corres-
pondents intimates that a good
word for ‘ Protestant’ is still to
be sought for.

Ye-su-kiao, the religion of
Jesus, is objectionable on more
than one ground, but chiefly be-
cause it is not distinctive—any
R. C, Christian having as much
right to claim it as we have.
While not a tew Protestants ad-
here to the use 7‘zen-chu, I beg to
suggest Sz2-kia0, the New Faith,
as an exact rendering of Retorm-
er]. It follews that the
Old Faith, would be a natural
designation for the Unretormed.
have jong been in the habit of
using these, both in writing and
in speaking. They are convenient
for every day use, though some-
thing more explicit may be re-
quired in a statement of doctrine.

W. A. P.M.
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ON THE USE OF ENGLISH IN
MISSION SCHOOLS.

| A Note from Dr. Martin. ]
fo the Editor of
‘Troe CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR SIR: Will you allow me
to cast a vote on the above ques-
tion, so ably discussed by Dr.
DuBose and Mr. Silsby ? W hile
not blind to the changed condi-
tions of the present day, I may
say that the opinion which I
have tormed during fifty years
of educational work (not wholly
Secular) is not in favor of English
in the traimimg of a native minis-
try. My reasons tor this view
{ shall state as concisely as may
be consistent with clearness.

rt. The supply of books is now
so great that English is not re-
quired to extend the range of
study.

2. The Chinese language 1s
so rich and flexible (in the hands
of those who know how to use it)
that English is not required to
add clearness or finish to ideas
obtained from native text-books.

3, The time spent in learning
English always results in a lower
standard of Chinese scholarship.
Such sacrifice may be compensat-
ed when the business in view is
to speak or write English—not
otherwise.

4. It is Chinese, not English,that tells in the work of our
native preachers who have to
deal with the scholarship as well

as with the ignorance of their
countrymen.

5. English, when acquired by
long years of toil, will only dena-
tionalize them and put them out
of touch with their people.

6. Though not quite on the
question, I may add that the
use of English in teaching tends
to prevent the acquisition of the
Chinese literature by wmiussion-
ATiCS.

[ November,

On the subject in its pecuniary
aspects, i say nothing. Though
holding strongly to these
views, I admit that English
deserves a place in mission
schools; and it should be taught
to those who can pay for it.

Such students desire it to fit
them for intermediaries in trade
or in official life. If they fall
short of their ambition, it may
perhaps enable them to make
a living in some humbler oc-
cupation.Even this class of students
cannot acquire English except
at the sacrifice of solid scholar-
ship in science or in native litera-
ture.

W. A. P.M.

THE TERM QUESTION.

Lo the Lditor of
‘Toe CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DRAR Str: It is with much
dithdence I approach this subject,
Many of the most learned and
experienced missionaries in China
have devoted so mtch time and
energy to the Term Question that
it would seem to be the proper
thing for us of the younger
generation to regard the whole
controversy settled. Neverthe-
less the Scriptures continue to be
published with the different sets
of terms, and once and again
there appears a paper on the old
theme, showing that we have not
yet reached the land of harmony
and agreement. This betng the
case I hope you will bear with
me 1f I offer a few thoughts that
have been occasioned by the
articles on this topic in the recent
issties of the RECORDER.

‘These articles have a special
interest, in that they indicate a
strong tendency towards mutual
understanding and union. The
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opposite sides are nearing each
other, and a basis of agreement
is proposed—you take my term
(Shang-ti) for God and I will
accept your term (Ling) for
spirit. All this is well and good,
but it raises the question, What
then will you do with Shen ? for,as Dr. Mateer in his full and
valuable treatise on this word
has well pointed out, Shen 1s themost conspicuous and
word in the religious vocabulary
of the Chinese. We probably all
agree that it is the generic term
for god in the Chinese language.At least it is ttsed even in the
Shang-ti editions of the Bible to
translate god and gods. On the
other hand, few would now
admit Dr. Legge’s statement that‘Ts the Elohim in Hebrew
and Shang-ti the Ha-elohim ”’
(Chinese classics, Vol IV., p.
428). It is generally conceded
that.Shang-ti is not a trauslatton
of God, but that it may be used
to designate God as the expres-
sion ‘‘Supreme Ruler”’’ might be
used in English.

All this being true it 1s not to
be wondered at that we who use
the term Shang-ti still must,
again and again, have recourseto the word Shen. In fact we
must begin our teaching by tell-
ing the people that Shang-ti 1s
Shen, 1.e., God.

In my judgment both these
terms have come to stay, notwith-
standing the widespread prejudice
against the use of Shen. Hxpe-
rience has shown that with both
terms it is equally possible to
build up living churches and
faithful Christian characters. Is
not the right way to union then
to give full currency both to
Shen and to Shang-ti? The
latter term is evidently gaining
eround, and theretore I would
especially plead that Shen be not
rejected. The name of God in

other languages 1s not a specific
title but a generic term. In
Japan Shen is sea for God. Howis it then that in China there is
such a strong objection to the
generic word as a designation for
the true God ? Here is an idola-
trous nation, daily worshipping
bundreds and thousands of Shen.
How can you preach against this
false worship without declaring
that Shang-ti Cor whatever term
you may use) 1s the hving and
true Shen ?

As regards the term Shang-tt,
whatever may be said in its favor,
it certainly 1s not a term that
belongs to the common people.
speak ot Shang-ti in the street
chapel, and while a few teacherswill recall the name from the
classics, and the majority of the
audience may think of the Pearly
Emperor, to many of your hear-
ers the term carries no meaning
whatever. The probability is
that they have never uttered the
name, but who is the Chinese
that does not know from practical
experience what Ching Shen (Fig
mH) means ? Some will say that
this is the great advantage of the
term Shang-ti, that it is so little
known 2s not to have been mis-
used so much. Is it then really
desirable that the term adopted
should have had practically noth-
ing to du with the religious life
of the people ? On that principle
the New Testament writers ought
to have invented a specific title
instead of using Theos, a word
that was mixed up with the
pagan beliefs and worship of that
day.

Ii we listen to the living voices
of the crowd of worshippers it is
not hard to discover the general
name given to the objects around
which the religious acts and be-
liefs and hopes of this people
centre. Shen 1s inextricably
rooted in the religious phraseol-
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ogy of China.
in the religious thought and feel-
ing of the people that no other
word in the language occupies.
And this, I submit, 1s the place
that belongs to God and that we
must conquer for God. How
can it be done better than by
using that very word for God,
telling the people, in the language
of Scripture, that their Shen are
false, but that there is a true and
living Shen that has created
heaven and earth ?

While Shang-ti to the ordinary
people suggests nothing, except
it be the idea of a big Mandarin
or Emperor in the far off empy-
trean, Shen is full of life and
meaning and is thought of as
something mysterious and super-
natural and at the sameé time
near us, in touch with us, 10
which we live and move and
have our being. Who has not,
in speaking to a heathen audienceabout the miracles of Christ,
noticed astonishment written on
their faces until you had explain-
ed to them that He was a Shen,
and then nothing seemed miar-
vellous enough to be tocredible.
Why, it was but natural for shen
to do such things. Ask a Chinese
Christian how it was possible
that Shang-ti could create
heaven and earth, and he will
tell you forthwith that it was
because He is Shen. Similarly
Shen, used by way of eminence,
is spoken of as ommiscient and
omnipresent.

Another strong feature in the
word Shen is the facility with
which it passes from one part of
speech to another. We must
have, in our teaching, a word to
express the qualifying 1dea of
divine, and Shen meets this want
as no other word in the language.

My contention then is that by
Christianizing this word we shall

have conferred a blessing on the
Chinese language much greater
than could ever accrue to it from
the term Shang-ti. Imagine the
loss to the English language if
the first missionaries to England
had rejected the word God on
the ground that it was idolatrous
and succeeded in substituting for
tt ‘Supreme Ruler’ or some
other descriptive term.

Nevertheless, as I have already
said, both terms have come to
stay. And why should we not
ise several names for God as 1s
done by the Old Testament
writers ? TLhey had the definite
name Jehovah, and yet they very
freely used the generic Elohim.
shang-ti will ever be used as a
specific name for God, but that
should not preclude us from giv-
ing full currency to the generic
term, not only in our preaching,
where we cannot help using it, but
also in translating the Scriptures.
In many places the generic termhts better into the context than
Shang-tt, as for instance 1n the ex-
pressions, ‘‘ God of gods,”’ “© most
high God,’ ‘‘a gracious God,”’
‘‘a tealous God,” ‘“‘my God,”
‘* the God of Israel,’’ etc., where
God, either expressly or by 1m-
plication, is put in contradistinc-
tion to false gods. Such passages
as John x. 33-36; xvii. 3; Acts
Xiv. 15; XvVil. 23, 24; Gal. ii.
19;1 Tim. u. 5, etc., lose much
of their torce unless the generic
term is used for God.

It seems to me, therefore, that
a basis of agreement should in-
clude both terms—~shang-ti and
Shen for God and Ling for
Spirit.

Very sincerely yours,
P. MATSON.

Swedish American Alisston,
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Fast of Asia. Special Educational

Number, North -Ching Herald
Office. Price $1.00.
This number of the of Asia

was originally intended for sale
only in the United States, but in
response to many enquiries a
facsimile edition has been printed
for circulation in China. Vie do
not know what may have been
the motive in limiting the first
issue to the United States, but it
certainly would have been a
mistake to deny the people of
this part of the world the
privilege of participating in the
enjoyment of this excellent
number. The publishers have
therefore done wisely in reissu-
ing it for sale in China, and it
will probably be a revelation to
many to see what progress has
already been made in the causeof education in China. True,
‘there remaineth yet very much
land to be possessed’’, but a
beginning has been made, some
most valuable object lessons are
before the Chinese, and every
one who peruses this interesting
and beautifully illustrated issue
of the Hast of Asia will feel
under obligation to the publishers
for what has thus been gathered
and laid before them.

Moke. By Mrs. E. J. Barnett.
Obtainable at the Bible Soctety
Depot, Hongkong ; or at the Baptist
Printing Society, Canton. Price 2
cents per copy, of $1.50 per 100.

This booklet of eighteen double
pages seeks to present in the
words of Scripture an intelligible
and connected account of the
origin of man—his fall from his
high destiny, his attempts to
attain happiness, and his gropings

after righteousness—God’s plan
of salvation, the Saviour’s life
and teaching, and the final con-
sequences Of acceptance or rejec-
tion ot the world’s Redeemer.
Much labour of love and skill
must have been put into the task
in order to present the admirable
result before us. It is well-nigh
marvellous that quotations from
Inspired writers in different cen-
turies could be capable of such
complete welding together, and
proves once more the wonderful
unity in diversity which pervades
($od’s book for man.

The desire of the compiler is
that her booklet may be circulat-
ed atnongst that growing class of
educated Chinese who desire to
know what the fe FF of the Bible
really is. She believes and hopesthat there is sufficient here to
lead any such seeker aiter truth
into the full light of saving
knowledge. Already has she
been cheered by indications that
the booklet has a mission before
it. Will our iriends procure
specimen copies, and by each
helping its circulation, bring
further cheer to the patient
worker who has produced it, and
to the Master who has surely
inspired her in the attempt to
glorify Him thus ?

W. ArtTHUR CORNABY.

I. Historical Studies in the Old Testa-
ment. Gwan-hwa, Adapted and
translated from Blakesley’s Lessons
by Rev. LU. J. Davies. Single copies,
20 cenis: IO or more, I5 cents
each.

Ii. Studies in the Life of Christ. Fas
Wén-li. Based on Murray’s ‘Life
of Christ According to St. Mark.”
D. Willard Lyon. Single copies,
15 cents: 10 or more, £2 cents each.
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IiI. Studies in the Acts and Epistles.
Easy Wén-li. A course of studies by
Prof. E. I. Bosworth, adapted and
translated by Prof. H. U. Zia, pub-
lished in the current numbers ofChina’s Young Men.
tee Young Men’s Christian Associa-
tion, 15b Peking Road, Shanghai.
It is always a joy to find a

good thing done well. And in
the two complete volumes noted
above, and the chapters com-
mencing in ‘‘China’s Young
Men,’’ we find a good thing has
been done excellently. The prime
necessity for our young Christians
and enquirers is, as it is hoped all
are agreed, the formation oi habits
of constant prayer. That hist,
and then an intelligent, ponder-
ing, systematic study of the Scrip-tures. And no more suitable
helps to systematic Bible study
could well be put into the hands
of our Chinese friends in every
school and college and congrega-
tion throughout China than the
above two excellent volumes.
‘The Chinese Y. M. C. A. 15 to
be congratulated on giving them
birth, and every pastor and
teacher may well have cause to
bless the day when he helps the
volumes into currency within
his own particular sphere of
intiuence.,

The method of the works ts as
follows :—

I. A topic, or passage, with
references clearly indicated, 1s
assigned for each day of six in
every week.

II. Questions and hints are
given under each day’s topic to
help the student discover for
himself the facts and truth of the
lesson, thus aiding in the develop-ment of the habit of daily,
personal, devotional Bible study.

TTI. A review every seven days
fixes the impressions of the
week’s studies and provides a
basis for a weekly Bible class.

W. ArtTuuR CORNABY.
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Elementary Anthmetic.
mercial Press.

Clear type and good paper. If
these books are introduced, as
they should be, into all the coun-
try schools in this province, not
to say in the empire, the scholars
accustomed to the blurred and
smudged copies of the ‘‘ classics”’will have catise to bless the
publishers.

Part 2, Com-

Methods for Teaching ElementaryArithmetic. Part 2.
A very useful book.

Elementary Treatise on Physics. Part
6, Heat, by Wu Kwang-kien.
‘That there is now in Chinaa

class of readers who demand and
are willing to pay for books on
science, 1S an encouraging sign of
the times. It is 2 fact of almost
equal significance that there 1s
a native publishing house with
sufhcient energy atid enterprise
to provide those books. From a
business point of view this can
scarcely be a remunerative specu-
lation, because such books appeal
only to a limited circle of readers.Ail the more therefore is the
Commercial Press to be congratt-
lated that it undertakes the risk.
There are, however, grave defects
in this book which it would he
wrong not to potnt out. Those
competent to judge will most
readily admit that in no class
of books are errors of translation
and printer’s errors so liable to
occur @S in science Primers.
When it is remembered that
these text-books are to be placed
in the hands of students to whom
the very rudiments of science
are utterly unfamiliar, and that
the Chinese teachers in many of
the Imperial colleges recently
established are themselves in-
differently acquainted with the
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subjects they teach, it 1s plain
at a glance that a text-book
which is not absolutely reliable
simply spells disaster. A few
examples will show that this
book leaves tmuch to be desired
in regard to accuracy. On page
2, where a simple illustration
is used to prove that though
two things have the same degree,
they do not therefore contain the
same guantity of heat. A needle
heated to 30° 1s compared with
a boiler of water also 30° we
are told -H (their—the water and
the needle) H JF 2 BP BE
inj. Plainly the negative A is
not wanted; it destroys the sense
of the paragraph.

On page 3 when describing
how to make a mercurial ther-
mometer directions are given to
boil the mercury in the bulb and
then H 9k Se Se Hi. KE PHZ, eR OK What is meant
to be said 1s that the vapour of
mercury will fill the tube and
expel the air and moisture which
it previously contained, but the
etudent will have to think hard
before he gets this meaning from
the Chinese text.

On page 20 an experiment is
described which proves that at
4° water reaches its maximum
density. A vessel of water at
ig is placed in a room, thetemperature of There
are two thermometers placed,
one at the top, the other at the
bottom ot the vessel. ¥t is stated
that in the cool atmosphere of
the room the lower thermometer
will fafl until it reaches 4° and
By A id Fr, ‘‘ then it will not rise
any further!’’ Of course rot. It
has been falling all the time from

15 to 4° and it most assuredly
will not rise but remam at 4°
until the upper thermometer
has fallen to zero, when it will
follow suit and tall to the
temperature of the room. But
how is the student to find this
out from the text? Both of
these experiments are describ-
ed in Dr. Hayes’ text-book on
heat, published by the Education-
al Association in 1902. One
wonders why the translator did
not take the trouble to read that
before writing his own descrip-
tion of the experiment. Again,
on page 25 we are told that the
co-efficient of expansion of gases
iS 1003667. It isn’t ; it is a very
difterent figure. ‘Then we learn
that this is the equivalent of
—-—. Of course that 1s not so
either and it is anything but fair
to the student to tell him that
these statements are facts.

It has not been my aim to
seatch critically through this
book for errors. Plenty more, I
doubt not, can be found by any
one who will read through the
whole book, which I have not
done. What this book needs is
not a review but a revisiot. ‘The
publishers should submit the man-
uscripts of every text-book they
propose to publish to some man
who understands the subject—aif
possible to a man who ts teaching
this subject to a Chinese class
in Chinese without an interpreter.
Let him read every line, scruti-
nise every character and verify
every formula; only then could
a book of this kind be put withconfidence into the hands of
students.
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Books in Preparation.
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The following books are in
course of preparation. Friends
engaged in translation or com-
pilation of books are invited to
notify J. Darroch, 9 Seward
Road, Shanghai, of the work
they are engaged on, so that
this column may be kept up
to date and over-lapping pre-
vented :—

S. DB. K. List -—
Translated by Rev. W. G.

Walshe :-—Growth of the Em-
pire, by Jose; Citizen Reader, by
Arnold Foster; Life of a Century,
by KE. Hodder; History of Mo-
dern Peoples, by Barnes; Prayer
and ‘The Prayer.

Translated by Miss Wu :—
Noble Lives.

Translated by Miss Laura
White :-—Christmas in Ditterent
Countries.

By Rev. J. Sadler:—Winners
in Life’s Race.

Prepared for S. D. K. :—Anglo-
Chinese Readers and a Chinese
Primer, by Miss Jewel.

(ompercea: Press Lisi -—
Adam’s European History,

Burnet’s School Zoology, Gray’s
How Plants Grow, Gammon's
Manual of Drill, Loomis’ HEle-
ments of Differential and Integral
Calculus. Rev. A.P. Parker, D.D.

A Treatise on Physics. Wu
Kwang-kien.

Popular Science Readets.
Elementary Arithmetic.
Le Comtes’ Compend of Geo-

logy.
Winslows’ Principles of Agri-

culture.
Intermediate Geography, by

H. L. Zia.
Laughlin’s Political Economy.

Hinuman’s Eclectic Physical
Geography.

Milne’s Plane and Solid Geom-
etry.

Written by Dr. G. Reid forCommercial Press
tive Governments, Fundamental
Principles with citations of
Chinese Treaties.

Geographical Termsin Chinese,
European Constitutional History
(for Educational Assoctation).

Green’s History of the English
People, translated for the Kiang-
nan Arsenal.

Shanst duperial University
bist

Universal History, by Myers.
Twentieth Century Atlas of

Popular Astronomy, by Heath.
Physical Geography. Published

by Keith Johnston, Edinburgh.
Evolution, by Edward Clodd.
History of Russia, by Ram-

baud.
Biographical Dictionary, pub-

lished by Chambers.
History of Commerce in Eu-

rope.Text hooks of Tokio WNor-
mal School. Translated from
the Japanese :—Arithmetic (two
vois.), Algebra (two vols.)}, Min-
eralogy, Zoology, Physiology,
Physics, Pedagogy, Physiography.

Life of Spurgeon, by Rev. F.
W. Baller.

Fundamental Evidences of
Christianity, by Dr. H. C. Du-
Rose.

Catechism of Synoptic Gas-
peis,by Mrs. H. C. DuBose.Sharman’s ‘‘ Studies in the
Life of Christ,’’ by Miss Sarah
Peters.
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Editonal Comment.
IN connection with Dr. T.

Richard’s appeal for co-opera-
tion in compiling statistics, on
page 575, our readers will be
interested in hearing that the
statistical returns of missionary
work in China for 1903 which
Rev. W. WN. Bitton, the
Secretary of the China Muis-
sionary Alliance, has been
collecting for some time, are
approaching completion, and
that it is expected that the
Executive Committee will be
ina position to publish them
very shortly... We understand
that the medical and educa-
tional sections of these returns
will be incomplete, but the
evangelistic and church work
returns promise to be the most
satisfactory issued since the
Missionary Conterence of 1890.
The publication is sure to be
awaited with eagerness by all
interested in missionary work.

WE regret that pressure on
our space prevents us noting
in this month’s Missionary
News department the opening
of the Yen Building in St.
John’s College, Shanghai; the
opening of the new St. Luke’s
Hospital, Shanghai; and the
completion of the new chapel,
school house and dispensary of
the Methodist Episcopal Mis-
sion in Tientsin, replacing
those destroyed during the
Boxer rising in 1900.

In the department of Chris-
tian Endeavor Notes this month

we print two very interesting
reports of rallies among the so-
cieties in Foochow and Amoy.
Annual or quarterly rallies of
all the societies in a district
are very helpful to stimulate
the work of the local socteties,
and we are glad to have reports
ot them as indicating ways
in which the native church is
developing.

WE would call attention to
the action taken by the Pei-tai.
ho Conference at its session
this last summer as given on
page 555 of this issue of the
RECORDER, in regard to the
Term Question. The resoln-
tion adopted reads as follows :—
‘That it is the opinion of this
Conterence that the time has
come to unite in the nse of
Shang-ti and Sheng-ling as the
terms to designate God and
Holy Spirit m the Bible and
other literature ; Shang-ti, how-
ever, to be the definite designa-
tion of the Supreme Being,
while Shen is wused as the
generic term for God, all mis-sionaries to be left free to
employ such terms as they see
ft in preaching.’’ We are
told that the discussion which
followed was one of the most
interesting of the Conference,
consisting largely of a most
cordial surrender on the part of
every one present who had
previously expressed reluctance
to fall into line, and that the
applause was resounding and
the doxology sung with fervor
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after the adoption of this reso-
intion. We are also told that

the North-China Tract Society
had determined to attempt the
practical solution of the vexed
‘‘term question’’ by the re-
volutionary measure of printing
its books and tracts only in the
compromise terms. To all of K

which we say a hearty Amen,
Hallelujah.

THe American Southern
Presbyterian Mission at its late
annual meeting at Moh-kan-
shan adopted a similar resolu-
tion. This has been followed
by a like action at the annual
meeting of the Northern Pres-
byterians in Shanghai; and wethat at the recent
Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, the
Pej-tai-ho resolution was endor-
sed, These are not ‘straws’?
which show which way the
wind blows, but significant
signs of the times which ought
to be noted by the missionaries
all over China and a prayertul
endeavor should be made by all
to see if we cannot eliminate
this unseemly difference which
now characterizes us, As the
writer of the report of the Con-
ference well says :—

‘(Tt is a question which will
never be settled by discussion,
but by compromise on the part
of the new generation of mussion-
aries to whom the question does
not appear a vital matter of con-science as it did to the last
generation, and with whom the
question of co-operation has as-
sumed larger importance. Ninety-
two per cent. of the missionaries
in North-China appearing to be
ready for the compromise, discus-
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sion would seem to be no longerin order. It is not held that
these ternis and these only fitlytranslate the terms ‘‘Goad’’
and ‘‘The Holy Spirit’’; but
that they are doubtless the only
terms on which the church can
unite at the present time.’’

In regard to the Union
Hymn Book, while it 1s a
matter most devoutly to be
desired, and one which has
our heartiest sympathy, yet
human nature being what 1t
is, and missionary human na-
ture being what it 1s, we en-
tertain grave doubts as to its
ever becoming universal. But
we shall be giad to see it
become just as near universal
as 1s possible this side of the
millennium. . We fear, how-
ever, that private hymn books
will spring up from time to
time, and perhaps a few ‘‘de-
nominational’? ones will be
thought necessary. But we
shall be most heartily glad to
have been proven a false
prophet.

WHILST the work of the
Scotch Presbyterian mission-
aries in Manchuria will not be
immediately affected by the
recent House of Lords decision
in the United Free Church
ease, we would offer our already
sorely-tried brethren in Man-
churia, and the great church
they represent, our heartiest
sympathies. Our readers will
remember the union of the
United Presbyterian Church and
the Free Church of Scotland
which took place in 1900; but
all may not have known how a
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small minority opposed the
union on the ground that the
step would involve a departure
from the fundamental principles
on which the Free Church was
founded in 1842. It was a
surprise to all out here as well
as most people at home when the
House of Lords decided in favor
of the appellants. ‘The amaz-
ing result is that the funds and
investments, colleges, assembly
halls, missionary buildings, and
other institutions belonging to
the United Free Church, as well
as about a thousand churches
and manses, pass into the hands
of a small minority of some
twenty-four ministers and their
congregations.

THIS is a serious blow to the
catise we all have at heart—the
retnion ot the churches.
working to this end should
note this serious feature of the
judgment of the House of
Lords that ‘‘ without sanction
from the Imperial Legislature,
no church in the British Isies
may change its constitution
unless with the absolutely
unanimous consent and assent
of all its members; disregard
of these conditions involves the
forfeiture of all property held
by the church.” Ii there is to
be 11nion there must be modifica-
tions and changes, which do
not necessarily involve or in-
dicate unfaithfulness to funda-
mental Scripture truth. tn all
church trusts and ecclesiastical
documents affected there should
be careiul provisions inserted to
admit of legitimate modifica-
tions.

AL

In this connection we would
appreciatively quote the sym-
pathetic words of Bishop Gore
in writing on the decision:“churches’ should be
tied by a law of trusts never to
vary their convictions as ex-
pressed in formulas or con-
stitutional methods, except at
a tisk of losing legal continuity
and the corporate property
which goes with such con-
tinuity seems to me to be a
state of things which everylover of truth or freedom
should shrink from.” The
Bishop thinks ‘‘it 1s a gravemoral disaster that our law
should be such as to lay a
dead hand upon a process of
normal intellect and spiritual
growth in an important and
noble religious community.”’

Iv is a matter of thankinu}-
ness that the great body of
people are taking the judgment
so bravely, and we believe that
the United Free Church will
emerge stronger and purer than
before, and that the apparent
disaster will be over-ruled,
through God’s good providence,
to a widespread and lasting
spiritual blessing. We are
glad to hear of a new sense of
brotherhood filling the church ;
of a special message to the
missionaries abroad, assuring
them that the foreign mission
work will be faithfully upheld ;
and of the liberal spirit kin-
dled as evidenced in £50,000
already subscribed to tide the
church over the present crisis
and to meet the special obliga-
tions.
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THE Rev. J. A. B. Cook, of
Singapore, who has been
working among the Chinese in
the Straits ot Malacca tor
twenty-three years, 1s engaged
in writing an account of work
done in that region, especially
from 1807 to 1843, when thewotkers were removed to
China, and also of the work
carried on afterwards and up
till the present time. He re-
quests any of the older men
to send him material which
would be ot interest and would
help to check the data he has
as to dates and persons and
their work.
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THERE has recently come
into our hands a little book
which purports to be an
English translation of the Saz
isz King by a native scholar
in Southern Hunan. To give
the volume dignity and wing
the writer has signed the name
of Dr. Grifhth John to the
Chinese preface which de-
scribes the intricacies of Eng-lish. While the book is a
wretched production it shows
that the scholars in Hunan
now regard Dr. John’s name
and influence as § valnable.
Chenu Han and the
Picture Gallery !

Missionary News.
A Coir Palm C. E. Banner.

Fukien Christian Endeavorers
have in the past few years sent
a number of unique banners to
the United States ; in the Japan-
ese Convention at Kobe in 1902
there were many—a matting ban-
ner, an elm bark cloth banner
from Ainu land, a fish-net ban-
ner with an oar for a standard,
q banner made of beads from
Osaka, and many others—but at
Ku-liang (near Foochow), the
happy refuge from the heat of
midsummer in the sub-tropics for
neatly all the Fukien mission-
aries, a very unique banner was
displayed this year. The & mo-
nogratm was made of the fibrousleaf bracts of the coir palm.
‘These, when first cut, have the
appearance of a beautiful brownvelvet when seen in the dist-
ance.

This banner was used at the
Christian Endeavor rallies August
oth and 16th, and though gotten

up hastily with only materials
that happened to be at hand,
when hung in the chapel it was
more pleasing in effect than had
been anticipated by the makers
and became a marked object of
interest. The palm leaf bracts
were arranged and stitched ona
pair of old curtains mn the form
of that best of monograms, C,
E., which stands for Christian
Endeavor and Christ Every-
where.

When the appointed speakers
had given their parts most accept-
ably, the banner was explained
and the lessons drawn from it of
the value of neglected materials
in Christ’s service, and the
strengthening which- comes to
young Christians as the result of
giving out from themselves in-
stead of checking their growth
by wrapping themselves in their
old professions as the palm in its
old bracts. The volunteer re-
ports which followed were very
interesting. The missionaries
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of the Church Missionary Society
who have made a fair trial oi
Christian Endeavor had most ex-
cellent reports to give. Rey. F.
P. Joseland and Miss Ovenden,
of the London Misstonary Society,
Amoy, were well pleased with the
trial they bad made of C. EH. in
their work.

The following hymn was sung
at the meeting :—

I COME TO DO THY WILL, O GOD.

‘'T come to do thy will, O God ;”
How great the thought, how grandthe life}
Girded to battle for the Lord
He presses onward tn the strife.

“T ComE To Do THY Wirz, O Gop ;”'
‘Tis writ so large all men may read,
pressing after him their Lord,
Bhey sent themselves like men, in-Cecd,

I come to do thy will, O God;
Though hard the task thou givest me,
I’1l press the fight as did my Lord,
Remembering Gethsemane.

I come to do thy will, O God;
E’en though it be the cross to bear,
And me it bear, as erst the Lord,
That I may in his glory share.

I go to do thy will, O God ;
Though far away across the sea,
‘Tis not so far as came the Lord,
Who came trom Heaven to earth for

To do Thy will I come, I go;
Be Thou my Captain and my Guide,
Save me and keep me, make me know
How near Thou art, e’en by my side.

G. H. HUBBARD.

The tune for this may be found in
Mr. Joseland’s Tune book, ‘' Ewart,I, M.” ‘*Saxby,’’ No, 386, in the
Chapel Hymnal may be used.

Rev. David Sutherland, who is
supported entirely by Christian
Endeavors, was not able to be
present, but kindly furnished the
following very interesting report
which was read:—

NOTES ON THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE CHRISTIAN ENDEA-

VORERS’ MISSION AT
SUA-BUE.

From the beginning of the C.
E. movement it was noticeable
that the enthusiasm of the young
people found scope in the direc-
tion of a practical interest in for-
eign missions. But the young
people wanted definite interest,
so it was easier to get their
money for a bed in the hospital
at Jerusalem, or for the salary
of a catechist on the Congo, or
an orphan boy in India or China,
than it was to get them to in-
crease the ordinary givingss of the
church, to be spent they knew
not exactly how.

Recognizing this new force in
the C. E. movement, and catch-
ing the idea of denniteness that
pervaded it, the Foreign Mission-
ary society of the Presbyterian
Church of England offered to the
C. EH. societies belonging to thechurch a field to be worked en-
tirely by themseives. The field
lies in the districts of Hai-fung
and Lu-fung, in the prefecture
of Huei-chow, in the Canton
province. The Endeavorers set
about doing their part of the
work and had the necessary
funds in hand before the com-
mittee had found a man.

At last in 1898 the first mis-
sionary was sent out. That year
tnarked a milestone for the En-
deavorers, because God had com-
mitted it to them, and they had
taken over the responstbility ofdefinite work in China. For
their missionary, because he
strongly felt that if there were in
front of him crowds of Chinese
who had not yet heard the Sav-
10ur’s message, there were many
behind him who ceased not to
pray for him and his work.
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THNOTE,
It is said that in one town

several young women agreed not
to use cars to or from business
and to give the money thus saved
to the hospital fund. Others
who had leisure did what they
could. Some made jam, knitted
or sewed, others took photo-
graphs or made nick-nacks and
turned them into money. All
this had so encouraging a result
that before the doctor left Eng-
land they were able to say : ‘“The
money is now in hand, go on
with your work.”’

Such a fine piece of self-sacri-
ficing work, the fruit of young
consecrated hearts, was bound to
have some result, and 1t Aas. Their
own hearts have been gladdened
in the giving, their outlook
has been widened and the great
joy of having accomplished some-
thing for God has entered their
hearts. In this work they are
being led to understand moral!
responsibility, and are being
trained, among other things, to
be leaders in Christian giving.

But not only that. It has
been an object lesson to the
whole home church. It can’t
be done,’’ said some of the most
level-headed men in the church

‘The Endeavorers have met
the entire financtal needs of the
work—the salary of the foreign
missionary, the salaries of preach-
ers and teachers and expenses
connected with the churches and
schools. A second missionary
has been sent out, adoctor, and
not only have they undertaken
the financial support of his work,
but they raised during the sum-
mer a special fund of over a
thousand pounds to build a hos-
pital. When one remernibers
that the money came from a com-
paratively small society of young
people who are not wealthy one
appreciates the effort all the
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when they heard, seven or eight
years ago, that the young people
were to be responsible for a dis-trict. Now the work of the
Endeavorers 1S calling the entire
church to greater efforts, and
their example is held up as
something which ought to stimu-
late.

But even that 3s not all. The
tact of young people giving their
money to carry on work in these
two districts has had a profound
etfect on the Chinese church.
Their ideas of the way in which
money 1s raised for foreign mis-
sions in England have become
less vague. They are realizing
that contributing for church
purposes in England 1s in no
essential different from whatit is in China. One of our
preachers om his way hotme
passed through Sua-bue, where
the foreign missionaries live. On
his first Sunday at home he
spoke to his fellow-villagers at the
end of the service. ‘*I passed
through Sua-bue last week,’’ he
said, ‘‘ and saw the foundations
of a second house being laid. }
heard, too, that young people in
England, occupied just as we
are, some assisting in Shops,
some clerks, others tradesmen and
farmers, have raised ten thou-
sand dollars to build a hospital.”’

A brother got up and said:
“(We gare ashamed because we
are doing so little.”’ At the end
of the year that congregation
of nineteen members, comprising
about half as many families, sentin a hundred and three dollars
to the fund for the support of
preachers. They also expended
thirty dollars in repairing a room
for the foreign missionary to stay
in when he visits them, as well
as paying other incidental chapel
CX

Other congregations, although
they cannot show such a noble
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Missionary News.

Christian Endeavor Rally
at Amoy.

The several Endeavor So-
cieties of Amoy and district held
a most successful rally at Amoy
on Saturday and Sunday, Octo-
ber 15th and 16th, 1904. Twelve
Societies were invited to send
delegates, but four of these were
tinable from various catses to
send any representatives. But
FIcHT Societies were well re-
presented by over 200 members—
school-boys, college students,
and church members, as well as
many young men not yet in full
church-membersbip.

Lhe first meeting was held in
the hall of the London Mission
College in Ku-lang-su, and stir-
rine addresses were given by the
Rev. F. P. Joseland, of the L.
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record of liberality, never forget
in their prayer meetings to thank
God for the young people who
are so deeply interested in them.

I have laid these facts betore
you to show you one way in
which the Christian Endeavor
movement may be used to help
forward Christ’s kingdom. do
not know of any other Christian
Endeavor societies that are do-
ing exacily this kind of work,but it is a work that is worth
being brought to the notice of
Mission secretaries. [f a mis-
sionary can secure the help of
the Endeavorers he not only
gets their money to enable him
to carry on his work, but also he
has the inspiration which their
interest gives him, and above
all he has the supreme help
of that strange wonder-working
power called believing prayer.

ptt, teat,

M. S., aud the Rey. F Eckersen,
of the American Reformed Mis-
SION. After the meeting a tea
meeting and garden party was
held in the grounds of the Rev.
J. Sadler’s house, adjoining the
college, with sports for the young
and vigorous, into which all
entered most heartily. The hall
and grounds were gayly decorated
with flags and Chinese lanterns
lent by friends, and the total
attendance nturmbered over 250
people. A periect summer's
afternoon contributed largely to
the pleasure and success of the
cathering.

Thenon Sunday special services
were held in Amoy in the S*n-koe,
qa church of the American Mis-
sion, when overflowing audiences
gathered together to hear several
excellent addresses by the Rev. J.
Sadler, who interpreted for a
young Chinaman who has been
training for a doctor in America
and England for some years, and
has come back an efficient English
speaker, and who gave a notable
address on the need for public
spirit and true patriotism ; also
by a young Chinese elder and a
native pastor, both of whom
spoke words of stimulating wis-
dom. So much for the morningservice. In the afternoon the
Rev. A. L. Warnshuis spoke most
effectively on China’s greatest
need of ‘‘ men’’—true, honest,
God-fearing men, who may fe-
generate China. A young China-
man spoke on the power of the
resutrection life, and then one
delegate from each of the eight
Societies represented was allow-ed five minutes for a briet
pithy report of the work of his
Society.

The meetings were a great stc-
cess, and we believe will prove a
help in renewing interest in Chris-
tian Endeavor work in thisdistrict.
One practical outcome is the of-
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fering of prizes for the best essays
on the ‘‘live’’ subject of ‘‘ What
New Methods can we adopt to
benefit our Fellows,’’ or ‘‘ True
Altruism’’. We hope ty this

means to stimulate the youth of
Amoy to think out some new
plans for saving and helping their
tellow-countrymen.

[ may add a further note that
all these Societies are doing some-
thing in preaching the gospel to
others, even the students and
school boys going out in Itttle
companies into the streets and
villages to proclaim the gospel.

The regular meetings of the
societies are proving most useful
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in keeping young fellows in the
Straight path of purity and up-
rightness, as well as in leading
others to dectde definitely for
Christ. During the last few
years quite a number of them
have been brought into full
church fellowship, and many
others are joining catechumen
classes in preparation for bap-
tiSin. i would bespeak the pray-ers of all readers of this short
report. on behalf of the work
of the C. KE. Societies in this
section of the Master’s vineyard.

FRANK P. JOSELAND,
L. Af. S., Amoy, China,

Diary of Events in the Far Fast.
Octobe? , 1904.

gth.—The Russians made extensive
counter-attacks to-day to cut off Kiao-
ton and Pen-si-hu (on the northern
branch of the Tai-tse, north-east of
Yen-tai. ) The Japanese centre 1s fa-
cing the enemy at Wu-luai-tse and
Liu-tiung-kou.

1oth.—The Japanese reoccupied the
Pen-si-hu region this forenoon, and
held it, notwithstanding the con-
tinued Russian attacks.

y2th.—-The Japanese at Pen-si-hu
assumed the offensive this évening.
A large body of cavalry, commanded
by Prince Kotohito, greatly assisted
in routing the enemy’s left at that
point,

13th.—This morning the right
column of the left army occupied
Pan-chiao-pu, twelve miles south of
Mukden. Its van reached Pa-chia-itse
and, reinforced by reserves, was
successfully attacking one Russian
division at Huang-hua-tien.

14th.—To-night the Japanese par-
tially occupied Sha-ho-pao. The main
force of the enemy, which is halting
in the mountainous districts east of

the railway, faces the Japanese ripht,
The Russians in the Pen-si-hu direction
HHed to the north-east. The Japanese
have heen since engaging General
Kuropatkin’s three reserve divisions,
a combat of vital importance.

15th.—The Japanese left and centre
crossed the Sha river this morning,
and are pressing the enemy ou the
left bank of the Hun, The enemy
inthe direction of the Japanese right
are retiring towards Mudken vid the
Fu-shun road.

counter-attacks were
tiade on General Oku’s right this
evening, and small counter-attacks on
the front of Generals Kuroki and
Nozu, which were all repulsed, the
enemy leaving many dead on the
field,

Bosses in the Battle of Sbacbo (Wentat).

It 1s announced at St. Petersburg
that the Russian wounded at the
battle ot Sha-he were 55 368, and the
killed are estimated at twelve thou-
sand.

The Japanese casualties at Sha-ho,
up to the 25th inst., are 15,879, in-
cluding officers.
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Missionary Journal.
AT Hsin-ye, Honan, September 12th,
the wife of Rev. TH. H. S.
M., of ason, Brick Norman,

At Kuling, September 19th, the wife
of Rev. J. K. Hin, W. M. S., of a
SOT,

AY Wuchow, September 20th, the
wife of Rey. LOUIS BYRDE, C,
of a son.

AT Ningpo, October 1st, the wife of
Rev. T. Gooncxuiip, C. M.8., of a
SOT},

AT Shanghai, October 7th, the wife
of Rev. NELSON Brrton, Ll, M. S&.,
of a daughter.

AT Chunking, October Sth, the wife
of Mr. LEONARD WIGHAM, B.A.,
F.I', M.A., of ason (Eric Leonard),

AT Chang-teh, Hunan, October 11th,
the wife of Rev. GEORGE F. JEN-
KiNS, Cumb. P. M., of a daughter
(Martha Ehzabeth).

AT Wei-hsien, the wife of Rev. FE. W.
Burt, E. B. M., of a daughter,

At Shanghai, October 28th, the wife
of Rev, E. Box, L. M. S., of ason.

At Shanghai, October 17th, Rev.
THOMAS EDMUND LOWER, . B. M.,
Hsin-chow, and Miss MARGARET
GERTRUDE MORGAN,

AT Shanghai, October 17th, Rev.
CHARLES CHEESMAN, FE. B. M., Fu-
yin-ts‘un, and Miss Louisa WALSH.

DEATHS.

AT Tai-chow, September 22nd, Mrs.
W.D. RUDLAND, C. I M.

At Tungchow, October 19th, MARY
DoROTHEA, Gaughter of Rev. and
Nrs. CHAUNCEY GOODRICH, A. B. C,
F. M., aged twelve vears and three
months,

ARRIVALS,
AT SHANGHAI ‘—

October 2nd, Rev. and Mrs, P. S,
CORBIN, Miss F. K. HuBNER, A. B.
C FF. M.

October 7th, Rev. S. SS. SNYDER,
Ref. Ch. in U.S. A.

October 11th, Dr. R. BRYAN, wife
and 3 children (ret.), Rev. T. F.
McCREA, wife and 2 children, and
Miss. MARY E. MOORMAN, all for
S BC.

October 14th, Messrs.A.G. NICKOLLS
(ret.), A. W. Mean, G, PorTEOUS, S.,
GLANVILLE and C, F, Davis, for C.
I. M., from Australia.

October 16th, Misses P. KuM™m
(ret.) and I. Kuns‘’, for C. 1. M., from
Germany ; Messrs, G, S. FREDBERG,
A. A. MYRBERG, G. EK. LARSSON and
J. L. CLASSON, ior C. I. M., from Swe-
den; Rev. and Mrs. F. HARMON and
2children, Rev. Wm, A. WILLS, and
Dr. CREASY, M.B., Ch.B., and Mrs,
SMITH (ret.), Rev. G. E. BAKER,
Dr. H. S. JENKINS, M.D., F.R.C.S.,
Rev. J. C. KEv?R, M.A., Rev. PERCY
J. SMITH, Misses M. G. MORGAN and
LOUISA WALSH, FE. B. M.; Miss F,
B. Z. M,; Miss K, TURNER,
|

October 20th, Dr. G. A. STUART
(ret.), Misses C. E. Mappock, Kup-
FER, and PETERS, for M. E. M.;
Misses &. BUTLER and BH. MuURRAY
(ret.), F. MLA.

October 23rd, Rey. J. R. S. Boyvp
and family, Rev. W. C. Wurrse and
family, C. M.S., from Canada; Rev.
J. MILLER GRAHAM (returning to
Jientsin).

October 25th, Mr. and Mrs. Norris
Kine and Miss H, REID (ret.), Misses
B.A. POWELI,, D. TRUDINGER, M. A.
EDWARDS, F.C. PEARSE, R. J. PEM-
BERTON, R. L. Dopns, and V, LYLE,
C. from Australia.
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October 26th, Messrs. T. TORRANCE
{ret.), R. W. PoRTEOUS, J. W. OWEN,
H. J. MunGRAM, A. B. LEwISs, J. L.
Rowr, W.F. H. Brisco, and A. K.,
McPHERSON, for C. I. M., from Eng-
land; Messrs. &. KELHOFER, BUTZ-
BACK and RAaucK, Evang. Mission,
from U.S. A.: Mr. and Mrs. MEEK,
Mrs. W. N. BREWSTER and family
(ret.), M. E. M., Foochow; Rev. and
Mrs. GILBERT Loven, Dr. W. R.
CUNNINGHAM, and Dr, and Mrs. C.
Rovs, for A. P. M.; Rey. H. W.
PROVENCE, wife and child, Rev. T,
M. THOMAS and wife, and Rey. S&S.
EF, STEPHENS and wife, all for S. B. C.;
Rev. W. B. for the Yale
Mission, Hunan,

DEPARTURES,
From SHANGHAI ‘—

September 23rd, Mr, E. FROHLICH

1904.
and Miss Vocry,, C.I. M., for Ger-
many.

October 3rd, Mr. W. B. Sroan,
C TL. M.

October roth, Miss fF. F. Carrey,
M.D., A. P. M., for U.S, A.

October r4th, Rev. J. T. Proctor
and family, B. M. U., for U.S. A., Rev.
H, PEARSON, Kang-hoa, Corea, Rev. J,
H. DRAKE, Chemulpo, Corea, 8. P. G.,
for England; Rev. J. C. LYKKEGAARD
and family, D. L. M., Port Arthur,
for Denmark.

October 17th, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hurt-
son and three children, C. I. M., for
England,

October 22nd, Rev. and Mrs. W. S,
Fars, A.P.M., for U.S. A., Rev. and
Mrs, G. W. Courtas and child, C, M,
5., for England.
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The Parousia or Second Coming of Christ.”
BY REV. S. G TOPE.

It may be questioned by some whether we are wise in admitting an article
on which opinions diverge so widely, but Mr. Tope has expressed himself so
cautiously and has given us the advantage of such a wide range of studies that
we felt that even those who might not agree with the views expressed would
yet be glad to have such a presentation of the subject as is contained in the
following paper.—Ed. RECORDER.

N bringing the subject of our Lord’s Parousia before this
Conference my chief aim is to raise the question as to the
way it best behoves us to treat this great doctrine when

dealing with the Chinese. That the subject is not inopportune
will be clear to all who are aware that at the present time there
are missionaries on the field who take exceptional interest in
this theme and also that the minds of many Chinese Christians
are exercised upon it.

Several writers (specially Dr. Beet in his Zast Things) have
been laid under contribution, including the authors of sundry
articles in the scholarly and up-to-date Bible Dictionary recently
published under the editorship of Dr. Hastings. My own part
in the preparation of this essay amounts to little more than
au atrangement of the materials which devout experts have
provided.

It may be said at the outset that independently of the In-
carnation, interpreters find reference to fve distinct Comings of
Christ in the N. T. (Hastings, 111. 676), viz. :—

q. A physical advent at His resurrection.—Jno. xiv. 18 ;
¥Vi. 16.

* A paper read at the Canton Missionary Conference, September 28th, 1904.
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2. A spiritual advent by the Paraclete, to take place

during the lifetime of the disciples and to result in a perpetual
dwelling of Christ and the Father in their hearts.—Jno.
X1v. 233; cf. xv. 7.

2. An advent to the disciples at death, when Christ will
come to receive them into the mansions which He has prepared
for them alone.—Jno. xiv. 33; cf. 2 Cor. v. 8.

A A historical advent tor judgment, taking place at ditter-
ent times in the history of the church.—Rev. il. 5, 16; i. 3,

11; cf. Mat. xxvi. 64.
5. An advent at the end of the age (Mat. xxiv. 3) to judge

the world, to destroy evil, to reward the saints, and to establish
the Kingdom of Glory.—The expression Second Coming is not
found in Scripture, but it is popularly applied to the last of the
advents of Christ just mentioned.

The doctrine of the Parousia, commonly called the Second
Coming, isa N. ‘T. doctrine which has come to us through the
agency of mett whose thoughts and phraseology were moulded
both by earlier revelations contained in the QO. T. and by
the Apocalyptic literature which appeared in the period
immediately before Christ and on into the Christian era. Asa
preliminary it 1s desirable to briefly reproduce the doctrine of
The Last Things as taught in the O. T. and in the literature
more or less contemporary with the time of Christ.

In the books of Joel, Isaiah, Zephaniah, Ezekiel, Zechariah,
and Malachi, there is reference in terms of lofty grandeur toa
day of Jehovah, when there will be a conspicuous execution of
punishment against sin, both in Israel and among the enemies
of Israel, followed by infinite blessing for the righteous. ‘The
book of Daniel takes us more definitely within the veil; states
that the kingdom which 1s to supersede all earthly kingdoms is
siven to One who, though from heaven, yet wears a human form ;
and announces a resurrection of the dead and a final retribution
of reward and punishment beyond the grave. All the prophetic
writers of the O. T. agree to announce a kingdom of infinite
glory to be set up more or less suddenly by power from heaven
ou the ruins of all earthly kingdoms; one from which all evil
and all sinners shall be excluded, and which shall be the eternal
home of the faithful servants of God. (Beet 12-17.)

Many writings appeared in the post-canonical period of the
QO. T. which come under the designation Apocalyptic. Such
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I. The Apocalypse of Baruch, written by four Pharisees
about A. D. 50-90.

‘be The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, written by at least five
of the Pietists (predecessors of the sect of the Pharisees) from
about 200-50 B. C.

2. The Slavonic Bock of the Secrets of Enoch, written by
an Alexandrine Jew about the beginning of the Christian era.

4. The Sook of Jubilees, written by a Palestinian Jew
about 40-10 B. C.

5- The Ascension of Isaiah, a composite work, written by
Jewish and Christian authors in the first century A. D.

6, The Assumption of Moses, written by a Pharisee from
14-30 A, D.

7° The Zestaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, a work of
two Jewish authors, 130 B. C.—10 A. D., but interpolated by a
succession of later Christian writers.

oS The Psalms of Solonion, written by one or more of the
sect of the Pharisees about 70-40 B. C.

9. Stbyliine Oracles, written by Jewish and Christian
authors from 180 B. C.—350 A. D. (Hastings, 1. 110).

This period produced also the Apocryphal Books of the
QO. T. familiar to us, some of which contain references to the
Last T‘hings, e.g., Ecclesiasticus, the Books of the Maccabees,
the Book of Tobit, the Wisdom of Solomon, and particularly
the seven visions in 2 Esdras.

The mere enumeration of these several literary productions
shows how extensively the minds of the Jews at the time of
Christ were exercised by questions associated with their Messianic
hopes. It will be mstructive to indicate the nature of their
eschatology. These works contain predictions, though not of
uniform nature and not in equal degree, which are couched
often in glowing poetic language. The predictions included
(1) the last tribulation, (2) the appearing of Messiah, (3) the
last attack of hostile powers, (4} the destruction of these
hostile powers, (5) the renovation of Jerusalem, (6) the gather-
ing of the dispersed, (7) the Kingdom of Glory in Palestine,
(8) the participation by all deceased Israelites in the joy and
blessedness of the Messianic period, (g) the renovation of the
world, (10) the general resurrection, and (11) the last judg-
ment which ushers in eternal salvation and condemnation.
(Schiirer’s /ewzsh People in the Time of Jesus Christ, u.
154, etc. ).

1904. |
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It is very important to remember that our Lord and His

apostles lived in times when in one form or other the ideas
above enumerated were not only common among the Jews but
ardently cherished by the devout among them. Ror 1t cannot
be doubted that the apostles themselves shared in these views,
and found it impossible to escape the influence of them when
they came to record the teachings of Christ upon His Parousia.
They would naturally write upon this theme in the figurative
language already current and familiar. And the sense in which
they would interpret the sayings of Christ would unavoidably
be that which harmonized with those hopes of their country-
men, so widely diffused, in which they themselves participated.

Turn now to the N. T. testimony concerning Christ’s
Parousia. (Beet 24-72.) Take first the conception of this
event reflected in St. Paul’s epistles. From those to the
Lhessalonians, which were his earliest, and written im the year
of our Lord 53 or 54, we learn that St. Paul taught that
Christ who had been ‘‘raised from the dead’’ would visibly
return from heaven to earth to raise His dead servants, to wel-
come all His servants, dead and living, into endless and blessed
intercourse with Himself and to destroy all who refuse to obey
the Gospel. He taught also that this revelation of Christ will
be preceded by an outward manifestation 1n some new and terrible
form of that evil which is already secretly working among men,
evil personified in that Lawless One (2 Thess. ii. 8), whom the
Lord Jesus at His coming will slay with the breath of His
mouth.

Similar teaching is found in other letters of the apostle,
though not with equal prominence. From the Epistles to the
Cor., the Rom., the Phil., the Eph., and the Col.; from his
letters to Timothy and Titus; and from his recorded addresses
in the Acts, it will appear that St. Paul’s teaching about the
future coming of Christ is harmonious throughout. He looked
forward to continued progress of the Gospel and to the gather-
ing in of the fulness of the gentiles and then of Israel (Rom. x1.
25, 20). But beyond this progress he forsaw an awful mani-
festation, 1n some new and conspicuous form, of the evil which
was then working in the wicked (2 Thess. ii. 1-3). This new
revelation of evil, in the moment of its power, Christ will
dethrone and destroy by His sudden and audible and visible
appearance from heaven. And at His coming, resurrection and
retribution will follow.
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The frequent occurrence in St. Paul’s writings (notably in
the early epistles) of the expressions Parousia, Day of the Lord,
Revelation, Appearance, shows that they had already come to be
used as technical terms to describe the expected return of Christ ;
and these terms are also irequently to be met with m other
parts of the N. T.

In the Synoptic Gospels the phrase ‘‘ that day,’’ already
used by St. Paul, occurs in several instances, referring to
Christ’s return to judge the world. The coming of Christ to
judge the world is a prominent feature in the first gospel ;
scarcely less conspicuous also in the second and third gospels.
This teaching finds further support in the Acts (1. r9-21; x.
42; xvil. 31), 1n the Epistle of James (v. 7-9), and those of
Peter (1 iv. 5-73 2 ill. 10-12). The testimony of these vari-
ous witnesses afiords complete proot that Jesus announced that
He will return visibly from heaven to earth to close the present
order of things and to pronounce and execute judgment on all
people, good and bad; that He taught that at His coming
evil will be prevalent on earth (Matt. xu. 40-43; Luke xvit.
26-30), and that consequently to some His appearance will bring
sudden destruction, but to the righteous deliverance and eternal
blessing.

The teaching of the Fourth Gospel about the Second
Coming, though comparatively scanty, 1s not in conflict with
that of St. Paul and the Synoptic Gospels.

The book of Revelation differs widely in thought and ex-
pression from ail else in the N. T., and it occupies there a
position something like that of the book of Daniel in the O. T.
But here, too, we find an acceptance to the full of the harmont-
ous teaching of the rest of the N. TI. about that advent of Christ
which brings to an end the present order of things. It, how-
ever, adds a millenium, during which Christ and His saints are
said to reign tpon the earth, which pertod 1s to be terminated
by a short and last uprising of evil and followed by the great
assize, the punishment of the wicked, and the new earth and
heaven in which the saved will dwell with Christ.

In stating the results of this necessarily rapid survey of our
subject as taught in the N. T., we may unhesitatingly affirm
that our Saviour left 1n the minds of His disciples a hope of His
return and a belief that He would visibly come again from
heaven to raise the dead, to hold the last judgment, and set up
formally and gloriously the kingdom of God.

4904. |
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A passing reference has been made to the millenium, a
subject which has given rise to two well-known schools of
interpreters, viz., the pre-millenial and the post-millenial schools.
But inasmtch as the millenium ot itself furnishes matter suffi-
cient to demand a whole essay ior its consideration, and as
moreover it is not essential to the purpose of to-day’s paper to
endorse or discuss the theory of either of the two schools men-
tioned, there is no necessity to further notice it here.

It will not have escaped observation that in reproducing
the N. T. teaching upon the Parousia, nothing yet has been
said as to its éza7ze. This, however, must now be looked into,
for it is upon the very question of the wisdom or otherwise of
making pronouncements, explicit or approximate, as to the time
when Christ may be expected to return, that attention should be
centered and conviction made clear.

In consulting the N. T. upon this point, we find that the
coming of Christ is frequently spoken of as being near. Note
the following :—

Matt. x. 23.—-‘‘ When they persecute you in this city, flee
into the next; for verily I say unto you ye shall not have gone
through the cities of Israel, till the Son of Man be come.”’

Matt. xvi. 28.—‘‘ Verily I say unto you, There be some
of them that stand here which shall in nowise taste of death
till they see the Son of Man coming in His kingdom.”’

Matt. xxiv. 32.—** Verily I say unto you, Thus generation
shall not pass away till all these things be accomplished.”?

Then in Phil. iv. 5 we read: ‘The Lord is at hand.’
In Heb. x. 27: ‘For yet a very little while, he that cometh
shall come, and shall not tarry.’ In James v. 8, 9: UC 7T 15 6

coming (Parousia) of the Lord is at hand;’’ ‘‘the judge
standeth before the doors.’’ In 1 Peter iv. 7: “« The end of
all things is at hand.’? And in the book of Revelation we
tead: ‘Behold I come quickly’? (xx. 7, 12); also ‘‘the
time is at hand’’ (xxu. 10); and in its closing sentences:
“(Surely I come quickly’ (xxii. 20).

This testimony places the coming of Christ in a future
which was and near in the common acceptation of that
term. After reading it we cannot but conclude that the
apostles and evangelists, when they wrote the words above
quoted, actually believed that Christ had taught that His visible
return from heaven for judgment would take place at a date not
far distant, and that some then living would survive His coming.
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On the assttnption that this conclusion is valid, it must
be frankly admitted that the N. T. teaching on this point which
we have so far noticed, is utterly at variance with subsequent
historic fact, for no such advent in glory as the disciples were
expecting has yet taken place, although eighteen centuries of
time have since then rolled away.

But we have another set of passages in the N. T. which
bear upon the point of time now under consideration.

In Matt. xxiv. 36 we read: of that day and hour
knoweth no one, not even the angels of heaven, neither the
Son, but the Father only.’’ This is a plain announcement by
Jesus that He did not know the time of His return. And there
is a large number of passages which show that He anticipated
that a long interval might elapse before His return. In Luke
xii. 35-48 Jesus teaches the possibility of a delay of such length
as might lead to carelessness and wantonness in the lives of His
disciples. In Matt. xxiv. 14 he declares that the end would
not come till ‘'this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in°
the whole world for a testimony unto all the nations.”’ In
Matt. xxi. 41 and in Luke xxi. 24, our Lord seems to anticipate
a period of grace extended to the gentiles corresponding to the
special education of the Jewish race. Very important evidence
also is deducible from the parables of Jesus, particularly those
which indicate the slow and regular growth of the kingdom as
a mingled society of good and bad, e.g., the sower, the wheat
and tares, and the mustard seed (Matt. x111). Compare also the
seed soon springing up and growing by natural process till
harvest (Mark iv. 27-29). Add to these the parable of the
pounds (Luke xix.) spoken of those “who supposed that the
kingdom of God was immediately to be set up’’; that of the
virgins (Matt. xxv.), where the Bridegroom 1s spoken of as
tarrying ; and that of the talents (Matt. xxv.), where the lord
of the servants is said to return ‘‘after a long tizme.”’ ‘The
more deeply we reflect upon these parables, the more certain
we shall feel that they could not have been spoken by Jesus
had He believed that the world would come to an end within
a single generation.

The testimony which these many passages supply places the
Parousia in a future which was unknown and possibly of long
duration. It markedly differs from the teaching previously notic-
ed, and it is not in conflict with historic fact. We have no option
then but to accept this as the true teaching upon the point

1904. }
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before us, seeing that history has demonstrated that the expecta-
tion of Christ’s Second Coming early in time has not been
fulfilled.

We are now face to face with the serious difficulties arising
from two sets of N. T. teaching which seem to be in conflict.
How are we to explain those passages which represent the time
of our Lord’s appearing as near and those recorded sayings of
Jesus which place it within the hietime of some of His hearers ?

The theory that Christ Himself was mistaken about His
‘Parousia may be dismissed at once, in view of the plain infer-
ences to be drawn from His parables and from other of His
recorded sayings already quoted.

We must then suppose that the disciples in some cases
inadvertently grouped the sayings of Jesus in a misleading
order, and that this was due to influences peculiar to the period
in which they lived. It 1s necessary here to refer back to two
things previously noticed. One is that there are several distinct
comings of Christ to which reference is made in the N. T:;
three of them being obviously of a spiritual nature. The other
is that the disciples shared 1n the current and ardent belief of
their countrymen respecting the near establishment by Messiah
in person of His kingdom of glory upon earth. Nothing then
would be more natural or likely than that when our Saviour,
speaking of the proximity of His return, alluded to either His
resurrection or to one cf the spiritual advents mentioned, His
disciples interpreted His words as applying to that future visible
triumphant advent for which they were looking and hoping
and waiting. Those spiritual comings of Christ which were
then actually near at hand, which indeed are ever near, and
upon which our Lord based counsels for watchfulness and faith-
fulness, were understood by the disciples as referring to that
wondrous Parousia which was to mark the end of the age.

It will be pertinent here to recall the slowness of comprehen-
sion of the disciples respecting the death and the resurrection of
Christ so plainly predicted by Him, and their erroneous ideas
of the Kingdom even on the day of ascension. Dr. Bruce, 1n
his 7raining of the Twetve (482), thus describes their mental
character: ‘' They were very unapt to take in new 1deas.
They were like horses with blinders on, and could see only in
one direction—that namely of their own prejudices. It required
the surgery of events to insert a new truth into their minds.
Nothing would change the current of their thoughts but a dam-
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work of undeniable fact.
must die, only by His dying ; that He would rise, only by His
rising ; that His kingdom was not to be of this world, only by
the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost and the vocation of
the Gentiles.”

There is yet another thing which will help explain the
difficulty before us. The period in which the N. ‘T. was writ-
ten was one of persecution, including the outbreaks under Nero
and under Domitian. Now circumstances of persecution, of
oppression, of exile, of evil rampant, had always in the Jewish
mind brought a presentiment that the day of the Lord was at
hand. (fs. xtii. 6; Joel i. 153 ii. 1.) When speaking, then,
of Christ’s Parousia as near, the apostles did even as the O. T.
prophets had done aforetime in respect of the day of the Lord.
For the presentiment that the day of the Lord was near, was
awakened by what the prophets saw of the moral condition of
mankind, or of the operations of God in the world. And such
presentiments were so vivid in their hearts that they were
constantly looking for the fulfilment of them.

These several considerations afford the explanation here
submitted of those verses in the N. T. which affirm or imply
that our Lord’s Parousia, or revelation, or appearance, or day,
was nigh at hand and to occur within that generation.

We have now reached the last section of this paper, and
here we shall discuss the tendency which exists in these modern
days to promulgate the tenet that Christ’s Second Coming 1s
drawing near. Those who so far favour this belief as to preach
or teach it, in part base their justification upon the practice of
our Lord’s apostles who, it is contended, ‘‘ never weary of using
the proximity of the advent as a stimulus and a warning.”
And this apostolic precedent 1s appealed to as proof that ‘‘to
speak of the Advent as near can do no harm.”’ Let us now
look into the merits of these contentions.

First of all 1t must be admitted to be a plain and incontest-
able fact that the disciples were mistaken in their expectation
that the glorious and visible return of Christ was near at hand.
There is stmply no room for controversy on that point. More
than sixty generations have come and gone since the generation
wherein at least some of the N. T. writers hoped, waited, and
looked for our Lord’s descent from heaven with regal majesty
and power, In respect of nearness in time, therefore, neither
apostolic practice nor apostolic words can be legitimately used as
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They could be convinced that Christ
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a basis for authoritative teaching. They cannot justify anyone
in perpetuating that part of early Christian belief upon the Pa-
rousia, which the passage of centuries irresistibly proves to have
been wrong.

Next, to the contention that ‘‘it can do no harm to speak of
the Advent as near,’’? it must be replied that this is not true 1f
the advent referred to is the glorious appearing of Christ at the
end of the age. There is a strong presuinption that even
ainony the Thessalonians demoralizing effects arose therefrom
which St. Paul found it necessary to rebuke (1 Thess. tv. 11;
2 ‘Thess. iil: 10, 11); and evidence is conclusive that scepticisin
began to appear among the converts from the same cause (2
Thess. 11: 1,23 2 Pet. iit. 7-9). Later history shows that this
tenet of a near Parousia has produced most pernicious results.
Conspicuous evil resulted from it in the tenth century through-
out neatly the whole of Europe. Multitudes sold their property
and went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, looking with tearful eyes
upon the heavens, in momentary expectation that the great
judge would appear. A vast deal of property was allowed to
fall into decay, including many churches, some even being
pulled down as no longer necessary. The people were smitten
with terror at an eclipse of the sun or moon; and believing
such to be a sign of Christ’s coming, they betook themselves to
the rocks and caves for hiding. It was this same tenet which
led to the fanaticism of the Fifth-Monarchy men towards the
end of Cromwell’s Protectorate, involving conspiracy, revolt
and bloodshed. Also many instances of consternation and panic
have arisen in still later days from the same dogma, e.g., in
London, 1736; in Leeds, 1806; in Germany and other parts of
Europe, 1832. ‘These references sufhice to show that it cazz do
harm to speak of the Parousia as near.

There are missionaries in China to-day who hold and teach
the belief to which exception has been taken in this paper. Is
it utireasonable to assume that to teach it to the Chinese—the
inasses of whom are as lenorant and superstitious as were Eue
ropeans in the middle ages——will be fraught with harmful results ?

A few years ago two Chinese gentlemen, nou-Chiristians, came
to visit me in Shiu-kw‘an city, to inquire about the truth of a
prediction, then being circulated 1n painphlet form, that Christ
was shortly to appear. In 1897 a printed letter was issued in
Shanghai stating that some students in China had been led to
abandon effort to pass their college examinations as not worth
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while, since the end of the age would take place the following
yeat. I am told also that one of the native papers of Canton,
only a few months ago, published an article discrediting Chris-
tianity because of the vagaries of a sect of near-Adventists which
had appeared in Canada.

To sum up, then, we find that of the two contentions of
near-Adventists above quoted, the first affords no warrant for
such teaching to-day, but supplies rather a reason for rejecting
it; and the second has been disproved by occurrences in history,
some of a very grave nature.

In the opening sentences it was said that the chief aim of
this paper was to raise the question as to the way it best behoves
us to treat this great theme of the Parousia when dealing with
the Chinese. My own views have already emerged in the
course of reading the essay. Put briefly they are: (1) That
while we undoubtedly have promise of this glorious appearing
of Christ, it is unwarranted and harmful to proclaim it as being
of near date. (2) That the only coming of Christ which we
can authoritatively declare to be near in time, is one or other of
those spiritual comings which are menttoned in the N. T., and
for which we should always be prepared by faithful watching,
with ‘‘loins girded about and lamps burning, hke unto men
looking for their lord.”?

It will be fitting to conclude by quoting some words of our
Saviour on the day of His ascension. Jesus said : ‘CT¢ 16 not
for you to know times or seasons which the Father hath set
within His own authority.’’ (Acts. 1. 8.) And long ago the
disciples had been told that only the Father knew the time of
the Last Things, when Christ would come again. Here then
is unmustakeable instruction that speculation and pronounce-
ments on the ¢zme of the Second Coming form no proper part
of that divinely-aided witnessing, which 1s the privilege and
the duty of Christ’s disciples, even to the uttermost parts of the
earth. Is it not incumbent then upon all missionaries to refrain
from teaching that the Parousia is drawing near ? To give an
afhrmative answer to this question, will become the more umn-
perative when it 1s remembered that the lapse of centuries
demonstrates that appeal to apostolic hope or teaching on this
point 1s altogether invalid; and also that the promulgation of
this tenet is capable of producing demoralizing results on a large
scale and of hindering the progress of the Gospel by bringing
discredit upon the whole Christian system.
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Letters from an Old Missionary to his Nephew.
MY DEAR HENRY.

] indered fom doing so. by pressure of work
INTENDED to write to you some time ago, but have been

Now,
however, that I have a little time, I seize the opportunity

to send you a few lines of welcome.
How are you gettmg on?’ I suppose you are settled by

now and are beginning to feel somewhat at home 1n this strange
land, among this strange people. I say ‘strange,’ that is to
you as being a new comer, not ‘strange’ in the sense of
being barbarous or uncivilized. Do not suppose that a man 1s
tincivilizead because he does not eat with a knife and fork and
does not wear a waistcoat and trousers ; 1f he wears a gown and
leggings and eats with chop-sticks, he’s a man for ‘a that.’
Try and overcome the stupid prejudice that judges a nan merely
by the cut of his coat and the way in which his food is served
up. And do not, on the other hand, suppose that a man is
necessarily treading the narrow way because he speaks a little
English and uses a spoon to stir his tea. Be not like the Jesuit
father, who is reported to have written from Africa that his work
was prospering. Things were not altogether as he would like
to have them, as his converts were still cannibals, and declined
to give up this the custom of their forbears. At the same time
there was much to be thankful for since they now took their
meat with a knife and fork!

I sttppose you have already engaged a teacher and are busy
studying the language, fam glad to believe that this 1s the case,
as when we said good-bye some years ago you seemed to have
an open mind and were willing to learn. And I may say that
you need to keep it open if you are to learn anything. I have
met men who seemed to labour under the delusion that they
knew most things about China and the Chinese before they left
home. J am reminded of one young fellow who, while in the
home land, accomplished the tremendous linguistic feat of learn-
ing the hymn ‘‘ Jesus loves me’’ in Chinese. His mother and
sisters told him he had a splendid voice, and he, being confid-
ing, believed them, and did with his hymn what many divines
do with their sermons, ‘‘ publish them by request.” And so
having sung this hyinn to many admiring audiences his head
began to swell, and by the time he reached China he had an
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idea that the acquisition of Chinese was mere chuld’s play to
2 mind like his. The first time I met him, he assured me that
a certain statement made by Dr. Wells Williams in the preiace
to his monumental dictionary was wrong and misleading. T need
scarcely add that his knowledge of Chinese to-day—this was
twenty odd years ago—is scarcely equal to the author ot the
above named dictionary.

You doubtless know enough by now to understand the
expression 3 zh iy FE FY — te, ‘‘ You speak as we do.’’ My
dear boy, every time you hear it applied to yourself take a
large pinch of salt. Indeed I may say in passing that a large
supply of that pungent article 1s essential in this land. iLan-
guage is cheap, and the oriental revels in hyperbolical expres-
SIONS. So that if you do with all congratulatory expressions on
this subject what you should do with communications of war
correspondents, discount them ninety per cent. and take ten
per cent. off the remainder you will stand a good chance of
keeping a level head and not go about with too good a conceit
of yourself. For though you are a young divine you carry
about with you an old man, corrupt according to the lusts of
deceit. There are a good many more things than meet the
eye in being able to ‘‘speak as we do.’? Will you bear
with me if I try briefly to point some of them out? If you
think me prolix and old-fashioned and speak of me as “an
old fossil,’? still give me credit for a lingering desire to
help you to avoid some pitfalls which Iie in the path of the
beginner.

Of course the first thing is to get a vocabulary. Words are
your tools, without which you can do no effective work. Learn
how to ask questions, and then become an animated note of
interrogation. Ask the names of things around you and put
them in your note book. As soon as you can, classify them
into proups; but meantime take the words as they come and
learn them off. And learn some system of Romanization, so
that you may be able to write with some measure of consistency.
No doubt you will make a new system of your own in time and
perhaps adopt a style initiated by a friend of mine, who used
to write mar guar for Fe xh. For the present, however, you will
find several systems ready made to hand, such as Wade’s, Wil-
liam’s, Mateer’s, Baller’s and a new one just 1n the market, to
which so far, I think, no name has been given. It will pro-
bably be known in the future as the Flat System, not from any

1904. |
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reflection on the character of its authors or from the fact that it
fell flat when issued, but simply because great prominence 1s
given in it to such fat sounds as ‘@’ and ‘2’. It is as it one
in English wrote ‘do’ for ‘too,’ or ‘dell’ for ‘tell,’ or ‘dung’ for
‘tongue,’ ‘jeer’ for ‘cheer,’ or as a German friend will persist
in saying ‘bray’ for ‘pray’ and ‘blease’ for ‘ please.’ Do as
you will with any of these systems, but endeavour to be consistent,
that when you need to refer to your words later on you will
not assign a different value to the letters each time. “he whole
subject is a thorny one. The brier patch in which Brér Rabbit
was born and brought up is not a patch on this.

Before leaving the subject of getting a vocabulary together let
me add that you need to continue gathering words and expres-
sions as long as you are in this country. Many people are
content with a limited stock all their hives and limp along
with a few set phrases all the time. Take warning by their
example and resolve that you at least will not be ‘stuck’ for
want of laneuage.

The subject of a vocabulary leads naturally to the question
of pronunciation. It 1s one thing to have words and another
thing to pronounce them aright. This 1s evident, even in our
own language. How often have we heard, ‘pore’ for ‘ poor,’
the ‘sauce’ for the ‘source’ of things. ‘What shall I w(h)et
it with?’ said the Cockney. ‘* Wet it with your lips, Sir,’’
eqid his Trish friend. I scarcely need to refer to the hackneyed
expression used by so many every Sunday, ‘‘Make lean our
hearts within us.’’ Or as a preacher in telling the story of
an Arab, whose favourite horse was stolen by a thief, said:
‘He jumped on to his favorite sister and pursued the thief.”?
The ‘favourite sister’ was the sister of his favourite horse,
not his own sister, but this was not quite apparent from the
story. Have you never heard speakers say: me use a
lustration ?’”? J need not say that they had already performed
their ablutions.

On one occasion I was electrified by a good man giving out at
the beginning of aservice “ Dear Shou.” He had a hymn book
in his hand, but I thought he was beginning to read a letter
by smistake. Patient attention revealed the fact that he had
intended to say  — &, the second hymn.

Great care is needed to give due attention to light and
heavy sounds. Neglect of this will make you a heavy,
uninteresting speaker. Years ago a friend of mune used
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to be constantly calling out for a ‘Burly Boy’.
no coolie, nor specially robust servant, yet this was her daily
request. What could she want? Merely a glass tumbler !—
a pe tt ph. I have also heard that same article called a
Bowly Boy.

Distinguish, too, between y and yez. ‘This former sound
is a very common one, and occurs in the word for ‘ woman.’ A
mispronunciation here may cause you be quite misunderstood.
A respected missionary of many years’ experience invariably
addresses the female portion of his congregation as ‘cowboys’—
An 4 Ae A. They take it in good part, being members of a
long suffering people ; but it 1s not an exaimple I would hold
up for you to imitate. The same sound occurs in the word
to promise, #7. Years ago I listened to a good brother who
gravely assured us that a certain person should gamble us
aAWdy,. I listened with incredulity, as the person in question was
above suspicion so far as gambling was concerned. {t transpired
from the context, however, that what he intended to say was
that this individual had promised us something. The whole
thing turned on the mispronunciation of gf, calling it BR and
making it stand #h WE mR FX (fy!

So with some sounds, e.g., £o and £ou. A misprontunciation
here entirely alters the sense. Some young believers were
solemnly exhorted to #8 Jig -F, to give birth todogs, by a careless
speaker | What he should have said was #§ 3 -f, bring forth
fruit, but the difference between ‘oe’ and ‘oz’ made all the
ditterence.

Oue of the commonest words in the language is the word
‘to 90,’ chit. It isa word that has sutfered much at the hands
of slipshod speakers. It 1s not at all uncommon to hear it pro-
nounced ‘chew,’ suggesting that the speaker is given to the
practice of chewing either gum or tobacco. But perhaps the most
careless pronunciation 1s reserved for proper names, L heard a
preacher assure his audience that Paul and Sarah were in prison
together at Philippi | This was brought about by saying 4 fiz
sah la for Wy He sz la.

I need not labour the point, but would only say that 1f you
feel you need any help to make you pronounce clearly, I would
recommend you to read aloud every day to some critical friend.
He had better not be a preacher, for the average preacher 1s
& miserable reader. Read for example J. Chronicles, chapters
1. to 1x., and when you can read such verses as, ‘‘and Joktan

4904. | H07
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begat Almodad, and Sheleph, and Hazarmaveth, and Jerah...
Eliphaz, Renel, Jeush, and faalam and Korah,’’ quite freely
and fluently you will find your pronunciation of Chinese
improved considerably. You, of course, think that most
Chinese you hear speak as though they had a marble wob-
bling in their mouth, but this 1s your mistake; the marble
iS 1m your ear.

While speaking of pronunciation I should like to say in
passing that you will find it helpful to cultivate the pause in
your earlier attempts to speak. Put a comma in your voice.
Many foreigners are fond of saying ‘and’ all the time, and
begin most of their sentences when speaking in public with the
words “and there.’’ You, no doubt, have no such vice, for
was it your sister, or somebody else’s sister, who said: ‘STt was
always such a pleasure to hear dear Henry ?”’ All the same,
continue to avoid this vice. You doubtless have heard of the
lawyer who was pleading the cause of his fair client. Address-
ing the judge he said: ‘‘ Tickle my client, my lord.”? ‘Tickle
her yourself,’? said the judge, ‘‘ you are as well able to do it as
Il am.”? Here the presence of a few cominas would have made
all plain, Tickle, my chent, my lord,’’ 1s quite a different
story. And you may know of the preacher who astonished his
audience by reading out the notice, ‘‘A man going to see his
wife desires the prayers of the congregation!’’ His original,
however, ran, ‘‘A man going to sea, his wife desires the prayers
of the congregation.’

Further, a pause gives your audience time to think of what
you have said: and gives you time to think of what you will say
next. Some good men pour out a perfect Niagara of speech—
words, words, beautiful words. Presumably they have drank
so copiously of the fountains of knowledge that they must
overtiow or burst. Very good, only in your case I would advise
you to overfiow in a well-ordered stream and take care to so
articulate that all may understand.

Before leaving this subject will you bear with me while I
whisper in your ear—beware of ‘‘#’s.” A mistake here is
deadly. I knew a triend who invariably sang ‘‘Jesus injures
me’’ for ‘* Jesus loves me,’’ saying 3 for #, and Iam reminded
of a young man who came home disconsolate one day and com-
plained of a lack of receptivity and appreciation on the part of
his audience. ‘That is strange,’’ said the friend to whom he
told his story, ‘‘the people were always very good when I
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spoke to them.
a description of his sermon and said: ‘‘I told them all that they
hada ' weer.’ I said fp #5 i 4g (a be GF.” (Ah !?? said his
friend, ‘‘ that accounts for 1t all. What you meant to say was:
‘You all have souls, fp 4b @ ( Be OS 3’ but what you did
say was: ‘You all have an odour;’ the omission of the ‘’
made the difference.’ So you see that the absence of this initial
letter in Chinese is quite a different thing from its absence
in English, An English speaker is usually understood even
when he drops his 4’s, but it is mot so in Chinese; the en-
tire meaning is altered. After his guest is gone the host in
England goes round with a broom and a dust-pan, sweeps
up the letters littered about the foor and buries them; but
in this country he wonders whatever the stranger intended
tO say.

Some years ago a lady in one of the open ports, who was
deeply convinced that all missionaries were made of the com-
monest clay, and who greatly feared lest they should come
betwixt the wind and her nobility, was in the habit of giving
dancing parties. The officers of any gun-boat that happened to
be lying 1m port were usually invited, and for the sake of killing
time used to patronise her parties and sample her good things.
On these occasions the good lady used to inform her friends that
she gave a ’op, she holways used a stove wot could ’eat
the ole ’ouse.’’

Needless to say the guests used to greatly appreciate the
consuming power of this article of furniture as well as her
description of 1t.

More than twenty years ago I went in company with a
friend to hear an address in Chinese. The speaker was urgent
on the necessity of not only being members of the church, but
also of being obedient to the truth of Christ. ‘T’o enforce this
aspect of his subject he continued to reiterate, ‘‘Fix on his
tile, fix on his tile.”’ The relation of this to the subject in
hand did not appear very obvious, but careful and painstak-
ing attention revealed the fact that he had dropped two 42’s.
What he said was JA #4] AY 7%; what he meant to say was
Ha 4 Hy if ; listen to his words. One would scarcely expect
to see any special revival of pure and undefiled religion under
such exhortation.
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What did you say?” The youth poured forth

(7o be Concluded.)
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The Morrison Society Department.
The Morrison Society has for 1ts purpose the promotion of original and

scientific investigation of problems relating to missionary work in China.
some of the results of these investigations will be presented from time to time
in this Department. The purpose of the Society necessitates the utmost
freedom in the expression of opinion. It will, therefore, be understood that
the sentiments appearing in these pages do not necessarily agree with the
convictions of all or any of the officers and members of the Society.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretary, Morrison Society,
15B Peking Road, Shanghai.

The New Literature in China.
BY REV. Ff. DARROCH, SHANGHAT.

(Continued from November Recorder.)
IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES OF ETIQUETTE AND GOVERNMENT

IN THE CHEO DYNASTY, J] JB Ke &.
HIS is an important book by a conservative scholar.

The author, Mr. Suen I-rang, is a Hanlin and a member
of what may be called an aristocratic family. He was

offered, I am informed, the Directorship of the Peking Univer-
sity, but declined. In issuing this book he is said to have the
backing of several of-the highest officials, and we may take his
views as those of a powerful party, chiefly comprised of the
officials of China. The book has a very large sale. Briefly
put, it may be described as composed of forty short essays on
subjects of vital importance to China to-day. The author pro-
fesses to believe that the germs of all reform exist in the laws
of the Cheo dynasty. He says the surest way to go forward is
to retrace our steps. We need not believe that Mr. Suen is

altogether sincere in his belief that the ancients knew all that
the moderns have proclaimed as new discoveries. He wants to
overcome the unreasoning opposition of those who believe that
all that is new 1s bad, and for his boldness in advocating a
number of necessary but unpopular reforms we will forgive
him the ruse he has adopted to gain a hearing.

I will give to you extracts from his essays that you may
judge ior yourselves of his courage and acldress.

Essay I :—THE COURT ETIQUETTE OF THE CHEO DYNASTY
seeks first to prove from ancient standards that during the
paimy days of the Cheo dynasty the statesmen at a levee
bowed (tso-ih) to the Emperor, but did not kneel. The
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Emperor responded. In Council seats were given to ministers
in the Emperor’s presence. Confucius 1s quoted to prove that
the Emperor commanded his servants with courtesy ; and it is
declared to be in the highest degree discourteous that while the
statesman kneels the Emperor sits ‘‘likea block ’’ and makes no
response to his repeated obeisances. It is recalled that British
ambassadors were repulsed from the Courts of the Emperors
Chien Lung and Kia Ching because they would not perform the
ritual (koh-tou!, and that when Prince Henry of Germany visit-
ed the Emperor he demanded to be allowed to sit at the audience.
The Chinese ministers were scared and said such a thing was not
possible, but the demand was a perfectly legitimate one, for such
is the custom when stranger princes are entertained in the West.
In piaces where extraterritoriality is in force, litigants differ,
The foreigners stand while the Chinese kneel. “ Since foreigners
are now asking a revision of the present rules of audience why
not tevert to the old rules that there shall be obeisance but no
longer prostration required from all officials received in audience.
It would follow that in the ordinary law-courts a similar indul-
gence wotld be extended from the mandarins to the people.
A change is sure to come. Tt would be better for us to make
the change of our own free will than to be forced to do so by
foreigners.”

Essay 5 GOVERNMENT OF THE PALACE
first states the laws appointing the various ofhcials and their
duties, and recalls that the Ming dynasty fell because the power
passed into the hands of the eunuchs. ‘In the early years of
Kang Hsi reforms were effected and large numbers of useless
chamberlains dismissed. But that was two hundred years ago,
and now bribery and corruption have the force of custom and
precedent, so that the palace is a sink of corruption. Foreign
countries settle the expenditure of their palaces in open parlia-
ment and Westerners are amazed to learn of the tremendous ex-
travagance of the court of Peking. They forget that this money
is absorbed by the palace officials and euntuchs. Our present
Emperor is as economical in his personal expenditure as Wen
Di of the Han dynasty, or Ren Tsung, of the Sung dynasty.
But the palace officials are as extravagant and wasteful as ever,
so that if there is any levée or court ceremony they make it
into an occasion for enriching themselves. And as for outside
officials, such as those in charge of public works and lucra-
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tive customs-barriers, their peculations are more than can be
nim berecad. Take for instance the hoppo at Canton. Every
year he receives several millions of taels. His equipage 1s most
extravagant, and his train literally numbers thousands of slaves
(runners); even his door-keeper has more than 10,000 taels
yearly as salary, and many other such extravagances are filched
from the government or wrung from the people. Generally
speaking, while the merchant pays ten the government receives
less than one. Though the officials at other customs ports are
not so bad as this one, all of them are maggots that eat the
national cheese. Now our government 1s at its wits’ end for
funds to pay the foreign indemnity and other necessary expenses,
vet the Board of Works is impotent to prevent those vicious palace
officials from peculating enormous sums; and the Viceroys
of the various provinces do not rebuke their corrupt underlings
for these extortions. The Emperor spends anxious days and
nights (sleeps on brush-wood and eats gall) devising hap-
piness for his subjects. There is no more pressing reform than
the compelling the Board of Works to see that those entrusted
with state affairs cease trom ali unlawtul boodle. The palace
eunuchs should be strictly overlooked and prohibited from mak-
ing exorbitant demands for supplies. such duties as the provi-
sion of silk and satin for Imperial use should be committed
to the district ofhcials where silk 1s produced and to no deputy
sent from the capital for these things. Thus millions of taels
would be saved yearly and funds found for useful reforms. The
people in the empire could then lift up their heads.

When the people hear of such a law being promulgated
they will lift up their heads to greet the coming spring ; and the
present illustrious dynasty will be prolonged to the end of days.’’

LSsay 7 WRITERS.
‘¢ Since the days of the Cheo dynasty writers have been

steadily falling lower in status, but as steadily usurping power.
Even in the capital they dare to criticise Imperial decrees and
assert that such and such cannot be done. In the provinces
their claims are still more arrogant. There is a preposterous
heap of law books which no official has either time or inclina-
tion to study; familiarity with these makes the writers for-
midabie. They cite a precedent for this orthat according as they
desire the case to be decided; and though the official knows it
is not justice he cannot be sure it is not law. When the foreign
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troops entered the capital they burned the records of the six
Boards. These pedantic writers saw their precious precedents
go up in smoke, and are now at a loss what to rely on in order
to recover their power. Who knows if this catastrophe was
not the work of the glorified spirits of the Emperor’s ancestors
stretching out helping hands to enable him to cast off the
trammels of rusty routine and inaugurate a brighter era! Who
of all the people in the empire does not pray that it may be so ?”’

Essay 10 SHOULD BE UNIVERSAL,
“From an examination of the records of the Cheo dynasty

it is evident that in those days, within the Imperial domain,
which was only some 200 / in extent, there were over 1,000
schools. If the same ratio existed in the States surrounding
the Imperial house there must have been a few tens of thousands
of schools in the empire. Now in Western countries all chil-
dren, from six years old, must study. If they fail to do so their
parents are punished. The amount of money spent annually in
America on education exceeds 80,000,000 (taels ?), and every year
10,000 new books are printed. In England there are more than
10,000 students in the universities. That the people are enlight-
ened is plain. Japan has in this followed Western nations and
schools are established throughout the country. In Western
lands men and women are on an equal footing as far as educa-
tion is concerned; even the blind and deaf are taught. These
countries therefore flourish; men of talent abound, and the
fountain of their prosperity is the facility for education. Now
in China we have 400,000,000 people and only one or two in
TOO can read. The road by which scholars reach preferment
is by examination in obsolete essays and useless poetry. This
is condemning the Empure to ignorance. There is an Imperial
university, but it only provides officials who offer the usual
sacrifices. There are no students there. For example, con-
cerning the sciences of acoustics, light, chemistry, and electricity,
there are Directors of Education who do not know what the
names mean, To think that we have been a civilised State
for four thousand years, and have reached this pass!! Could
anything be more disgraceful ? Now that we are rearranging
the national system of education we ought to imitate the Cheo
dynasty of ancient days and Western nations of to-day. Each
Chou, Hsien and Fu ought to have graded schools, and able
scholars should be promoted from the lower to the. higher
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erades, Certificates should be given to those who have passed
the examinations. If this plan were adopted we should soon
have no lack of able men.’”’

Essay I12;—EXTENDED COUNSEL.
‘In the Cheo dynasty it was the custom to summon the

various ministers to discuss affairs of State. Nowadays only
the very highest officials are called to the Emperor’s Council
Board, and the majority of these only watch for an indication of
the mind of the princes or leading statesmen present and then —
hasten to accord with their wishes as water flows with water.
Their counsel is therefore of little value. Nine hundred years
before the Christian era the Emperor Ya Lien, of the eastern
Cheo dynasty, established a council of elders who had the
power to decide on any ordinance before it had the force of law
and had also the privilege of remonstrating with the king or
high officials. This ts the basis of parliamentary representa-
tion, and now every civilised country has its house of repre-
sentatives. Japan has followed Western nations and has elected
4 diet. This method of government is most excellent. Now
that we are in process of recasting our institutions, it would be
well to get rid of the error of absolute rule and imitate Western
nations in their House of Higher Representatives.’

ESSAY I} /—NEWSPAPERS.
were in the Cheo dynasty various officers whose

duty it was to keep their Sovereign informed of the opinions
of the people. The foreign newspapers of to-day perform that
function.

Since King John of England granted the Magna Charta
(in the time of the Southern Sung dynasty) newspapers have
been permitted in Western countries and have not spared their
criticism. Thus the national spirit 1s high and the people are
enlightened. Everything is published, such as the actions of
parliament, the movements of troops, discoveries in science
and the progress of invention. There are periodicals which
are devoted entirely to some one branch of learning. (seology,
agriculture, medicine, mechanics, light, heat and electricity,
all have their magazines. Even women and children have
special periodicals devoted to their use. Some are quarterly,
monthly, weekly or daily. In the morning the news is pub-
lished and in the evening it is known to the whole world.
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The writers and editors are men of the highest learning. Men
have been known to retire from the Cabinet to take charge of a
newspaper. From this their power and infiuence may be known,
The periodicals in a country are numbered by tens of thou-
sands. Each issue comprises tens of thousands of sheets. All,
even the women and children, read the papers. ‘Thus Westerners
daily progress in knowledge, wealth, and power, and the great
cause is the diffusion of knowledge by these papers. We in
China are too restrained and too much curbed 1n the expression
of our opinions. »o it comes to pass that many of the enactments
ol our government are published broadcast by Western news-
papers, while the native officials and scholars are yet in ignorance
that such things have taken place. Could anything be more
than this?

The Peking Gazette has been in existence since the Tang
and Sung dynasties, but 1t only contains edicts and memorials.
Each province has its own official bulletin, but it is also ex-
tremely fragmentary and incomplete.

Since our uitercourse with foreigners began, newspapers
have been established in Canton, Fuhkien and Shanghai. But
they are all managed by foreigners. Latterly newspapers have
been published by natives in the provinces; but they are
few in number and their editors are restrained by the fear of
offending by their criticisms the ‘‘ powers that be’’ and they
often publish under a foreign name. The people of a district
may number tens of thousands, those who read newspapers
only one in a hundred. Ignorance has thus no chance of being
dispelled.

We ought at this tume to establish newspapers in the capital,
in the provincial capitals, even in Hsien cities. All restrictions
should be removed from native newspapers, and Governors of
provinces should send specimen copies of the papers published
in their districts to the capital for the perusal of the Emperor
and his ministers. Famous papers like the London 7zmes and
New York World should have their umportant articles translated
for the information of the Emperor and the education of the
people.’’

I am sorry time will not allow of my giving you extracts
from this author’s very interesting remarks on the need of good
transiations, the study of mechanics and metallurgy, revision of
the laws, and reform of punishment. In the course of his book
he twice quotes Dr. Richard and once Dr. Martin in support
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of his statements. This shows that the literature of the S. BD.
K. finds its way into the hands of many of the most influential
scholars in China and influences their minds.

ESSAYS BY MR. KATO. im HE HL Z pe tH
The next book to which I ask your attention is repre-

sentative of another class of writings which 1s destined in the
near future to have a powerful influence on Chinese thought.
This is a book of essays by Mr. Kato, who was the first President
of Tokyo University and now lives the life of a retired scholar
in Japan. The subject of the first essay is

RIGHT AND MIGHT.

‘The right of the strongest 1s a universal law which
governs the actions of the entire animal world. Lions are
strong, and weaker animals fear them. Anciently the strong
ruled, the weak served. Nowadays right, power and liberty
are different terms for the same thing viewed from different
standpoints.

When the strongest 1s at liberty to use his power untramel-
ed, that is the Right of Might. When the down-trodden obtain
liberty they have the Might to exercise their Right. ‘Therefore
the harangues which mental philosophers were wont to inflict
on their auditors about heaven-bestowed liberty, etc., were so
much clap-trap. Liberty and equality may be heaven-bestowed,
but so 1s power, and that the strong should dominate the weak
is one of the most clearly ascertained natural laws. The end
of the argument is, that liberty is the might of the strongest.
If you wish to give a people liberty, the way to do so is clear.
Educate them ; make them strong, and their liberty 1s assured.

China has been a civilised country for thousands of years,
but the law of right 1s far behind that of European countries.
When the prince commands the minister, the father the son, the
husband the wife, the elder the younger, if their commands
are right they must be obeyed, and if their commands are
wrong, they may not be disobeyed. So long as the weaker party
has no right to refuse to do what is manifestly wrong, China
cannot be truly termed civilised.

In Europe the minister honours the prince, but does not
necessarily subject his own mind to that of the ruler. The
people are protected by the king in the use and enjoyment of
their natural rights. Therefore for a people to be willing to be
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slaves is not necessarily a virtue.
husband does not annihilate the right of the wife: but for a son
to be filial, a statesman loyal, and a wife chaste, these qualities
are admired in Europe as in China. In this there is no difference.

The religion of Jesus has more influence in advancing
mankind towards civilisation than the religions of India or China.
For Jesus declared that there was one Supreme God, the Creator,
and that mankind are His offspring and therefore brothers.
This doctrine transcends the teachings of Confucius, Mencius or
Buddha, and the civilisation of the West doubtless has its origin
in the power of Jesus’ Gospel which represses the strong and
forbids the abuse of their power over the weak. his is the
underlying principle of Western progress, ”’

CIVILISED AND NATURAL PEOPLE.

‘CW hat causes the difference? ‘There are those who believe
in the theory of evolution; others believe in special creation.
Some believe in the liberty of the will; others in necessity of
action,

{ now proceed to discuss mankind on the ground that the
theory of evolution—cause and effect—ts true. That is, that
man’s actions are a necessary result of antecedent causes.

I believe there is evidence of the struggle for existence
and the survival of the fittest; whilst I entirely disbelieve in
special creation.

Natural people have been defined as those ignorant of
agriculture and living only by the chase, or as people ignorant
of the use of tools. A certain species of gorilla makes for itself
a hut and uses the branches of trees to move heavy objects.
This is the rudimentary use of tools. Elephants fan themselves
with boughs and even construct a screen to shade themselves.
Ants live 1n companies and seem to have well defined laws
and customs. Though these animals seem superior to the
rudest men, yet there are no men who do not know the use
of fire and no animals that do. Consequently man has laid
his hand on the first and the greatest factor of progress in that
he subjects fire and water to his use. Even in the rudest state
of society man takes to himself a wife; no animal does.
Man has here laid the foundation of society. The relations
of husband and wife, father and son, elder and younger
are allin embryo in the rudest states of mankind’s existence,
whilst these exist in no class of animals.”
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In Europe the right of the
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE WHOLE MATTER.

‘yt mankind, as we now find it, is the product of natural
forces as all other things are, then there is no adequate proof
that man was created to be the Ruler and Dominie of creation.
It follows also that every action is the result of an antecedent
caiise. Virtue and vice are not exempt from this law. When
a man acts rightly, there 1s an antecedent cause of sufficient
force to impel him to act in this way. When a man acts
wrongly, it is also due to an unpulse. There is therefore no
eround for praising a person because he is virtuous or for blam-
ing him because he is vicious.

If it be objected that, if this theory be true, it is altogether
illogical to punish criminals for their crime, the answer 1s, ‘ Not
eg’. When people are exhorted to do what 1s good and abstain
from evil, the words of advice stir their minds and are for
succeeding actions an antecedent cause impelling them to virtue.
So with punishment. The fear of correction is also a force
in the mind impelling the person in a certain direction. ‘The
community becomes 1n consequence daily more secure in the
enjoyment of its possessions. Therefore the teaching of moral-
ity is a force tending towards the progress of humanity. From
this standpoint, though virtue and vice are intrinsically each
equally natural, and neither praise-worthy nor blame-worthy,
yet, for the community’s sake virtue becomes laudable and vice
reprehensible. Let the wise ponder it.”’

A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY, 4p Bl ft A Fe.
This is the work, I take it, of a Christian or, more probably,

of a man trained in a Christian school. A short study of it
may throw some light on the question, ‘‘What part in the
development of China will be taken by the alumni of Christian
colleges ?”?

The work is in six volumes, called % AAS fF fB,
Records of Famous Men of the West,’’? but it has been pirated
and sold under at least three other names as Ah 1 AL ER,
‘(A Foreign Biographical Dictionary,’? and & BA Ei,
‘““Records of Famous Men from Beyond the Seas.”’

The six-volume edition purports to be compiled by Chang
Chao-yung, of Chehkiang. The author calls to mind that Sze
Ma-chien, with his unrivalled opportunities, devoted a life-time
to making a bibliography of the books of his times, and yet was
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reproached that he had omitted some.
his history with the aid of many scholars and expended thereon
nineteen years of labour. Yet these dealt with only one
country. ‘How then,’’ says the author, ‘‘can I, who am only
one scholar with no abilities, hope to collect the history of
the notable men and their acts, of all countries and times, into
one volume?”

The firstitem is a number of maps—mere outlines: next
a list of kings of various countries—-too fragmentary to be useful,
and without indication of the date of accession or length of
reign.

The religions of the world are noted. They are Brahminism,
Buddhism, Pharasaism, Sadduceeism, Sophism, Stoicism, the
Religion of Jehovah by Moses, the Religion of Samaria by
Manassch and the religions of the Essemes and Zoroastrians.

Next comes a selection of notable kings which is certainly
as remarkable as the list of religions. We may note that the
British kings chosen as ‘worthy of a place are Charles I, Crom-
well, and George ITE.

Worten.
The wife of Sir John Franklin, celebrated for her devotion

to her dead husband, Florence Nightingale and foan of Are
are all who are written down as famous enough to warrant
the attention of posterity.
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Sze Ma-kuane compiled

Famous Literate. (English.
Legge, who came to China, visited the tomb of Confucius,

translated the classics and returned to be professor at Oxford,
scott, O’Connel, Gladstone—who published a book denouncing
the Roman Catholic religion—Carlyle, Fox, Corbett and Sheridan.

(American. )
Mateer—who translated mathematical works, Loomis, Fryer

(translator at the Arsenal), Dr. Allen, Dr. Kerr and James
Dwight Dana.

Germany does not appear, though Russia, France and Hol-
land have representatives.

There are also lists of famous lawyers, engineers, musicians
and chemists.

A list of famous treaties, battles and the meetings of kings
418 added.
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the Contents of the Biography.

Egypt has seventeen names, amongst which are very full
Biographies of Jacob, Joseph and Moses. The author comments
that the early Israelites were shepherds who dwelt in tents,
herded sheep, and fed on whey. He therefore doubts whether
Moses could know letters or have written the Pentateuch. The
Ten Commandments, he says, begin by forbidding the worship
of any other gods and end by prohibiting intermarriage with an
alien tribe. The propagation of this law was a political move on
the part of Moses.

The slaughter of those who worshipped the golden calf was
Moses’ astute policy in removing those who were inimical to his
leadership. Under the name Jehovah the comment is, “ There
is no such God ; this is the Westerners’ way of saying Shang-ti.”’
(This shotild be interesting to those who are willing to fight over
the ‘‘term question ’’.} The birth of Jesus and its miraculous
incidents are recorded, but no resumé of the Saviour’s teachings
or muracles 1s given. The author comments that all religions
magnify their founders and surround them with a halo of
miracle, instancing Buddha, Mohammed and the legends that
surround the story of Confucius—the unicorn, the fire consuming
the books, etc. There is, however, nothing offensive in the
author’s critique. He 1s an unbeliever: that is all.

In the epitomé of the life of Ricci, the author, after
recapitulating the record of the Jesuits’ contributions to science
as it was then known in China, concludes by quoting a native
writer who declares that the Chinese were never wanting in
men of learning, and that they who suppose that foreigners have
taught the Chinese any astronomy are ignorant of Chinese
literature.

The author is conftsed by the different Chinese characters
used in various books for the samé person’s name. He gives
no less than four biographies of James Watt under names slight-
ly differing from each other. Richelieu is mentioned three
times ; Solon, Gladstone and a numiber of others twice.

Edkins, Williamson, Wylie and Sir R. Hart receive hon-
otirable mention, but now and then the author takes occasion
to remark that books which they translate and publish as new
are already known to the Chinese as the works of forgotten
authors. There 1s therefore no such differetice as people are
fond of making between Chinese and foreign, new and old.
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The biographical notices are arranged utider the various
countries ; thirty-six nations are represented.

In all 428 names are dealt with: Greece, 72; Rome, 17;
Israel, 6; Judah, ro; Britain, 104; France, 32; Germany, I1 ;
Prussia 18; and Ainerica 27. This shows the distribution of
great men according to the author’s light. Perhaps 50 names
are duplicates.

This book illustrates well the limitations of a Chinese
scholar dealing with foreign literature. The held of view 1s
limited. He is acquanted only with fragmentary parts of the
vast stores of knowledge of the West, and those parts he sees as
separate entities, not as co-ordinated departments of a homogene-
ous whole.

THE EFFECT OF THIS LITERATURE.

Biographical Books.
(x). Those books, of which this biography is the type,

are fragmentary and inaccurate; but in thé absence of electric
light in interior cities, the Chinese foot lantern is very accept-
able om a dark night. This is not an arc lamp, but it is a
light,

The Books of the So-catled ‘' Reformers.”
(2). Never was a country more in need of reform than

China. Seldom were the forces opposed to reform so powerful.
These men are not altogether wise and prudent. Probably no
reformers ever were; for reform is a difficult and dangerous
calling, eschewed by the wise and prudent always. With all
their faults these men are ringing the brazen alarm bell which
will prevent the nation from going to sleep again.

fapanese Books.
(3. Peter the Great built a window through which he

could look out on Europe. Lhe Japanese books are the window
through which China looks out on the world, and the scholar
who once ivuks through this magic glass sees the horizon recede
nto the dim distance. The old bigotry, prejudice, and exclustve-
ness are, as far as he is concerned, gone forever.

Books by Chinese Conservative Reformers.
(4). The chief hope for China lies, I take it, in the ex-

istence of such a class of conservative reformers as is indicated
by the book on the etiquette of the Cheo dynasty. When books
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such as Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations are being published
by this influential class, and read by all those who in the future
will administer the affairs of China, surely the outlook is not
hopeless.

The effect of these publications on the Christian church
must also be deep and lasting ; but as Rudyard Kipling says,
“that is another story,’’ and we need not concern ourselves
with it to-day.

tducational Department.
(oogonia

REV. J. A. SILSBY, fazZor.
Conducted in the interests of the “ Educational Association of China.”

Books from the Gommercial Press.
HE Commercial Press has become a great publishing

be very helpful in the new educational reform which
is revolutionizing the schools of China. Just now this en-
terprising firm is making a specialty of printing a series
of Primary School Text Books. We have already referred to
Wo. 1t of their National Reader Series. No. 2 (price 25 cts.) is
even more attractive, and the introduction of three colored
pictures is something new in this line of books. Methods for
Teaching Chinese National Readers” (No. 1, 40 cts.; No. 2, 30
cts.) add to the interest of these books and will help to awaken
the minds of Chinese teachers.

‘‘Elementary Arithmetic’’ (Nos. 1 and 2, 15 cts.) with
illustrations are among the recent publications, anda book on
“Methods for Teaching Elementary Arithmetic’’ (25 cts.) ac-
companies these Arithmetics. While we have not had time to
examine these books thoroughly, it will be well for those inter-
ested to examine them and see if they cannot be made use of
in the schools under their care.

Two books by Mr. Roy Scott Anderson, of Soochow Unt-
versity, on ‘‘Language Study,’’? being a series ot lessons ar-
ranged according to Gouin system, will be found very helpful
to teachers of English classes. The method commends itself
to competent teachers, and those who do not wish to introduce

[OM ioase, and is issuing a great many books which wil
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Mr. Anderson’s books as regular text books, will find them very
useful and suggestive in their class work. We are a little
puzzled regarding the name of this book. The name ‘‘ Language
study ”’ 1s found inside the book just before the first lesson, but
on the cover we find the words, Part 1. ‘‘Series;’’ the word
series being in bold type and enclosed in quotation marks. A
well defined name is needed for this book. The price is 15 cts.

A Brief Course in General Physics (4 3 #), by Mr. Zia
Hong-lai, of the Southern Methodist Anglo-Chinese College,
bound in cloth, translated and adapted from a work by George
A. Hoadley, is one of the most recent publications, and ‘'A
Treatise on Physics’? (jf BB ®t 4), compiled by Wu Kwang-
kien, 1s another book issued by the Commercial Press.

Notes.

most nttractive shat we of, and onswersmost attractive periodicals that we know of, and answers
to somne extent the increasing demand for an educational

magazine in China. Although published in connection with
the Canton Christian College, the magazine has more than a
local interest, and its staff of contributors. includes prominent
educationists in Canton, Hongkong, singapore and other Anglo-
Chinese educational centres. We congratulate the editors upon
their successful efforts in the publication of a periodical that
gives promise of increasing interest and usefulness. ‘Those Canton
Christian college professors are wide-awake men, and the dollar
asked for a year’s subscription is a small price tor the good
things which appear in their monthly magazine. It is a period-
ical that furnishes more than it promises.

A Primary Geography of our Country (price 15 cts.) is the
latest publication of Mr. Wong Hang-tong. It is well illustrated
and will be a useful addition to school literature. It is in easy
Weén-l1.

Rev. F. EF. Meigs reports that he is much pleased with the
eyecess of the Standard Mandarin Romanized in his school.
The school has fifty pupils. Mr. Meigs some two months ago
gave only two or three lessons and placed books in the hands
of his pupils. Every boy in the school can now read anything
in this Romanized Mandarin.
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The Young Men’s Christian Association is doing a good

service in stirring up the students of our schoois and colleges
to intelligent and regular Bible study. Two very helpful books
have recently been issued by the Association which we are glad
to recommend. ‘¢Eyistorical Studies in the Old Testament’?
(Price 20 cts.) is the title of a book which has been adapted and
translated by Rev. L. J. Davies. The second has been prepared
by Rev. D. Willard Lyon, and is entitled, ‘* Studies in the Life
of Christ’? (price 15 cts.) It 1s based on Murray’s studies in
Mark. This course of study appeared monthly tn ‘‘China’s
Young Men’’ two years ago, and has now been revised and put
into book form.

Programme of the Fifth Triennial Meeting
of the Educational Association, at Shanghal, May 17-20, 1905.

The following programme is tentative. The names of speakers,
readers of papers, leaders in discussion, etc., are not yet ready for
publication, and are omitted until they are communicated with andhave consented to serve. It will be noticed that an hour each
morning is set apart ior the reports of committees. These reports and
the discussions which will follow it 1s believed will be among the
most helpful and interesting features of the programme.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 17, 9.00 A.M.: General Meeting,
Opening Exercises, Conducted by the President, Rev. W. M. Hayvgs, D,D,
Organization.

3 Reports of General Officers, viz :—
(a) General Editor, Rev. A. P. PARKER, D.D.
(b} General Secretary, C, M. Lacky Srres, Ph.D.
(c) Editorial Secretary, Rev. J. A. SILSBY.
(d) Treasurer, Rey. W. N. BITron.,

a. Report of Executive Committee, Rev. J. A. Secretary.

°
Report of Publication Committee, Rev. FE... Hawks Pott, D.D., Chairman.

} Report of Committees on Romanization, Rev. Fk. E. Chairman,
(a} General Committee.(b) Mandarin ,,

je Report of Committee on Kindergarten, Miss E. Gary, Chairman,
r:0c0 a.m. Foreten Educational Influences.

(a) Japanese Educational Aims and Methods.
(b) How can wecombine the best of the East with the best of the West?
(c} Discussion.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON: Sectional Meetings,
2—3:30 p.m. Primary Education.
3:30-—-5 p.m, Kindergarten.
ae 3-30 Theological Institutions,

p.m, Scientific Instructions,
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WEDNESDAY EVENING: PUBLIC MEXRYING,

Address by Bishop J, W. Bashford, D.D.
THURSDAY MORNING: GENERAL MEETING.

9.00 a.Ti, Co-operation in Educational Work.
(a} Organizing a Comnion System of Local Examinations,
(b} Securing Co-operation of the Chinese in the Support of Mission

Schoois.
(c} Discussion.

1QO°00 2.m. Keports of Commttzees.
(1) Committee to Prepare a Memorial to the Chinese Government,

Rev. Y. J. ALLEN, D.D., LL.D., Chatriman.
(2) Comumittee on Geographical and Biographical Names, Rey. D.

Z, SHEFFIELD, D.D., Chairniad.
(3) Committee on Technical and Scientific Terms, Rev, C. W,.

Mareer, D.D., LL.D., Chairman,
11:00 a.m. Delarls of School Manarement.

(a} Status of Chinese Teachers in Mission Schools,
(b) School Discipline.
(c} Discussion.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON: SECTIONAL MEETINGS.
Nonna! Training.
Industrial Schools.
Teaching English.
Leaching Chinese,

THURSDAY EVENING: PUBLIC MEETING.
Musical Entertainment.

FRIDAY MORNING: GENERAL MERTING,
Religious fustruction.
(a) Place of Religious Instruction and Education in Schools,
(b) How can we Influence our Pupils Religiously ?
(c} Discussion.
Reports of Commeuttees.
(x) Committee on Bible Instruction, Rev. D. Winrarp Lyon,

Chairwian.
(2) Committee on Course of Study, Rev. A. P. PARKER, Chairsnan,
(3) Committee on Directory, Prof. N. Gist GER.
(4) Cormuittee on Book Exhibit, Prof. N. Gist GER.
(5) Committee on Supplementary Reading, Miss MAarIgrraNIE
General Subjects.
{a} Present State of Literature in China.
(D} Educational Work Outside of the School.
(c) Discussion,

Fripay AFTERNOON: SECTIONAL MEETINGS.
Boarding Schools. Leader, Rev. E.G. TEWKSBURY, of T'ungchow.
Educational Literature. Leader, Rev. GILBERT REID, D.D., of

Shanghai.
Medical Instruction.

FRIDAY EVENING: PUBLIC MEETING,
stereopticon Exhibition and Lecture.

SATURDAY MORNING: GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING.
Commencing at 9 a.m.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON: RECEPTION AT ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE,

2— 3.30 P.O.
3°30——§5 p.m.

a-—3.30 D.T,
3.30--§ P.M.

8:00 p.m.

9.00 a.m.

23530 D, Ot.
4.30--5 DP.m.

8:00 p.m.
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Suggested Topics for the Week of Prayer, 1905,
BY THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE.

SUNDAY, JANUARY I, 1905.
Sermons Suggested.

Text °>—Psaltm lxvii. Psalm xcvii., II. Isaiah 5. Isaiah 1xii., i. St.
Johu xvii., 20 and 21. Ephesians 1i., 19-22. I. Peter, v., 7.1 Jonn iv., 7. Revela-
tion XxXil., 20.

MONDAY, JANUARY 2, 1905.
Praise and Frayer for the “ one body” of which Christ ts the Head.

PRAISE for the measure of Christian fellowship evidenced and
enjoyed, for the large number of additional branches of the Alliance
in many lands recently formed, which fejoice in their membership
with brethren in all the Continents and Islands. For the wider
spirit of prayer which exists, and the true sympathy felt and
expressed for tried members of the farnily of Faith.

CONFESSION of our unhappy divisions, of lack of spiritual per-
ception and of devotedness to the Lord’s cause at homeand abroad,
of spiritual pride, coldness and worldliness in the Church, and that
so much of the preaching of the Word lacks fulness and definiteness,

PRAYER that all Ministers, Missionaries, Evangelists and
Workers in all lands may be faithful, zealous preachers of the Word.
‘Lhat Christ crucified may be their one great theme, and that they
may be enabled to commend the Gospel by a Christlike life and walk.

Acts xxvVi. 1 Corinthians 111., 4-6. Ephesians iv., 5-13, Ephesians ty,, 13.
Revelation =x1,, 3, we

TUESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1905.
For Nations and thetr Rulers.

That the Lord will graciously give the nations a desire for peace.
That all crowned heads, Royal families, Presidents, Prime Ministers
and Ministers of State, and all in authority may feel the awful
responsibility of War, and that the people in all lands may nianifest
a spirit of rest, quietness, and contentment, seeking by peaceful and
constitutional methods to make their wishes known.

That Bigotry, Race Hatred and Opposition to the Gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ, and to the dissemination of the Word of God,
may be removed from all countries, and that a spirit of love and
mutual toleration may be shown, and that persecution may not
interfere with religious liberty. That the darkest parts of the earth
may be blessed wth light and with Rulers who fear God, and work
Righteousness. For Thibet and other lands long closed to Mission-
ary effort, and for those countries so recently the scene of War.

2 Samuel xxiil., 3. Job .xxxiv,, 29, Psalm Ixxxii., 3. Proverbs xiv., 34,
t Timothy 12., 2,
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4, I905.
kor our own Lands and their Possessions.

PRAYER for blessing upon Sovereigns and Royal Families,
Presidents, Legislatures, and all Rulers. For our Colonial Parlia-
ments and Statesmen. That they may always be the friends of the
oppressed and the upholders of liberty, Civil and Religious. That
National Pertls may be faced 1n a calm and honest manner. That
our Confidence may ever be in God and that love for His Word,
His day, His ordinances and His law may increase. For revival
of vital godliness, that the spread of error may be arrested, and
that faithtul men in all the Churches may declare the whole
counsel of God. That Armies, Navies and Civil Services may
have much spiritual blessing amongst all ranks. ‘That business
men may honour the Lord in ali their transactions and in this
respect realize their individual responsibility to God and to the
World. That God’s work amongst all classes may be greatly
extended and that we may still have continual cause for praise.
That Intemperance and Impurity may not disgrace our land and
other lands.

Psalm xvill., 19, Psalm caxvil., 4. Galatians ii., 8-12. Colossians il.,
g-17. 2 Timothy iv., I-5.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 5, 1905.
for Lducationat Lstablishments, and the Young.
PRAYER is asked for all Universities and Colleges: that

Governing Bodies, Senates, Professors, Boards of Education and
Training Colleges, and all who teach, may be loyal to God’s Holy
Word; that they may reverently handle it, and carefully abstain
from undermining the faith of the young. That all Philanthropic
Institutions and Houses for the youth of both sexes may be centres
of light, love and truth, and that from them many may enter upon
the duties of life and citizenship men and women with the fear and
love of God in their hearts. That home hfe may ever be pure,
that Woman in all lands may be given her due place, and that
the manhood and womanhood of this and all countries may be
saved from social and other dangers. That the youth of our land
and all classes may become free from Intemperance and other
WICES. That Parents may seek Divine Grace and Wisdom in the
training of their children. That all Sunday Schools and Day
Schools may have tor their teachers those who seek to teach as
in the sight of God. That Superstition may be checked in all
countries.

Genesis xvill,, 19. Psalnixii.,6, Psalm xix.,7. Psalm cxix.,9, Isaiah xl,, 8.
Hebrews 11., I,
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 6, 1905.

for God's Ancient People Lsrael.
PRAYER for this people in all lands, that God may grant

speedy answer both to the Apostle Paul’s prayer for them, and to
the many prayers since offered. That their isolation and scattered
condition In many countries may lead them to see that their
dispersion is of God and on account of their rejection of Him
‘who came to His own, and His own received Him not.’’ That
the Zionist movement may tend to hasten the day when ‘‘they
shall look on Him whom they have pierced.’ That all missionary
efforts for their conversion wherever carried on may be greatly
owned of God. That those who have become subjects of God’s
saving grace may be steadfast in the faith, and such as fill important
positions in the Church of God may be greatly blessed in the
ministerial and other work to which they have been called.

Zechariah xit.,10, Johni., rr. Acts xv., 8-11. Romans x., I. I John v., 13.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 7, 1905.
foreign Misssons.

That God will grant a continued Spirit of Prayer all the year
yvound for Foreign Missions, and for all who have gone to Hea-
then and Mohammedan lands. That whatever hindrances retard
the work may be removed. That the Church of Christ in all lands
may have a true missionary zeal, and that all Missionary, Bible, and
similar Societies may be increasingly supported. That the Word of
God may have free course and be glorified, being preached and
taught in the Wisdom and Power oi the Holy Spirit. Lhat every
form of error may give way before the spread of the Gospel. That
those lands which have felt the awful scourge of war may have
special blessing. That their wounds may be healed, and that the
distribution of the Word of Life 1 those countries may be every-
where owned of God. That more labourers, Divinely called and
equipped, may be thrust forth into the Vineyard, and that those who
are bearing the burden and heat of the day, may be upheld by God’s
Remembrancers, and have abounding evidence of blessing. That
they may be Kept hopeful and ardent, full of wisdom and courage.
That in India and other countries where many are equiring as to the
Truth, the enlightening Grace of God’s Holy Spirit may be given,
that they may receive ‘‘the Gift of God,’ and not shrink from
confessing Christ, even though suflerig or persecution result.
That the higher and more influential classes in India, China, and
Japan may be reached.

1 Kings viil., 43, Isaiah vi., 3. Isaiah xl., 28-31. Daniel Xil., 3. phe-
$1ans vi., 18-20,
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jn Memoriam.
MRS. RUDLAND.

Ching Mission.
BY JOHN A. ANDERSON, M.D., T‘AI-CHOW, CHINA.

Mrs. Rudland came to China in 1876 as Miss Annie Knight,
and after three years of study and work in Nanking and Chinkiang,
she was married to the Rev. W. D. Rudland, of the China Inland
Mission, and came to T‘ai-chow-fu, where for twenty-five years she
shared his joys and sorrows as they laboured together for the Master.

Her home was in Aberdeen in the north of Scotland. It would
be interesting to know how many missionaries have come from the
stern climate of those upland regions. We can think of nearly
a score of Aberdonians belonging to the present generation of
Chinese missionaries.

Cradled in Strathbogie, famous as the head-quarters of the old
Gordon family, she breathed the bracing air of the heatherclad hills,
whose memory is held dear by the descendants of the warrior clans.

Her early days must have been influenced by the famous
Christian gatherings at Lodge of Huntly in the days of the good
Duchess of Gordon. Perhaps through some seed early sown by
such servants of God as Reginald Radcliffe, Brownlow North, or
her own relative Duncan Matheson, she was ultimately led to China.

But it was after she left Huntly and went to reside in Aberdeen
that she passed through the definite experience of the new birth. She
was then about seventeen years of age. Ten years afterwards she
was again 1n Strathbogie, and often visited our home. FPyom that time
on till she left for China I saw a good deal of her. il was only a
boy, but the influence she then wielded is not forgotten. We wel-
comed her to our home as an angel from heaven. she was 2 perfect
gentlewoman. So sweet, so calm, so holy, and so dignified. She had
a wonderiul voice in those days, and both by speech and song
captivated her audiences. Some birds cannot sing when imprisoned
in cages; but they fill the vault of the blue heavens with their carol
when free in God’s sunshine. So in the city of Aberdeen her voice
was probably seldom or never heard in public gatherings; for there
she was united with a body of earnest Christians who, although
excellent in many ways, had a strange horror of any redeemed
woman telling in public audience the glories of her Redeemer.
Doubtless this kept her silent sometimes when she might have
spoken.

plans have given a remarkably prominent place to the
little patch of earth’s surface called Strathbogie. It 1s only about
twelve miles long, and usually less than two miles broad, with a
population under 5,000. Yet it has sent a splendid roll of mission-
aries to the heathen field. Morrison’s coadjutor, Dr. Milne, was its
first China missionary. He was followed by Prof. Legge and Dr.
Henderson and a dozen or so more; while it has given Mackay of
Uganda and others to Africa. Ecclesiastical history in Scotland
would be put out of gear were Strathbogie and its Presbytery omitted
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from the annals of the Disruption. And it was largely through her
temporary residence in the village of Mackay of Uganda that Mrs.
Rudiland’s hie passed the climax of a spiritual revolution that led
up to her becoming a foreign missionary. ‘Trained as she had heen
in the fellowship of the ‘‘ Exclusive Brethren,’’ she there burst her
chains and entered into a large place, both for service and fellow-
ship.

Up till the very close of her life she looked back with delight to
the event that finally opened the way for her to accept of all who
love the Lord Jesus to her full Christian fellowship.

When my dear father at that time baptised her in the waters
of the Bogie, we felt as Ananias must have felt when in connection
with Paul’s conversion and baptism God said: ‘‘He is a chosen
vessel unto Me to bear my name... and I will show him how
many things he will suffer for my name's sake,’’ The suffer-
ing only served as an incentive to complete the sacrifice. An
painting showing the spot where she was baptised, was a favourite
picture, and hung in her bedroom where her eye could always
see it.

During the years that she laboured in Tai-chow she saw the
work grow from small beginnings until it bad the largest church
membership in the C. I. M. Busy training and superintending
native Bible-women and helping in the translation and printing of
the first New Testament in the T'ai-chow vernacular Romanised, she
watched the development of the native church and greatly helped
her husband as the scattered out-stations became organised into one
effective whole, that presented a considerable likeness to the church
work of the late George Muller, of Bristol.

Then in 1898 came her last furlough, when, accompanied by her
husband and daughter Adeline Rose, she went to England. During
the first two years of the furlough she was seriously ifl, but had a
good recovery. his sickness, and then the Boxer trouble in China,
prevented return from furlough until January, rgo1. Those of us
who met her on the return to China could not fail to see with what
pleasure she welcomed the privilege of further service in this needy
land; on the other hand, there was evident sorrow at some great
changes that had been made in the T‘ai-chow work during their
absence on furlough.

In Shanghai she was very warmly welcomed by old friends
and by fellow-missionaries, and on arrival at T'‘ai-chow she was
greatly cheered by the hearty reception given by the native Chris-
tians, who had steadfastly prayed for their safe return.

Iwo years later she was very ill in Shanghai; but again in
answer to prayer lire was prolonged for a little time. It was evident,
however, that the earthly tabernacle was dissolving, and it was
suggested that she should go to England; after thought and prayer
she said she desired to labour on 1n the field where God had put
her until He was pleased to call her hence. It was possible that
she night live as long in China as she would if in England. Ste
would not take her husband and daughter from the work that needed
them here. If she could do nothing else she could pray, and she
could encourage her husband and daughter; and then she desired
to have her body laid to rest among the Christian Chinese in the
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little native cemetery outside the city for which she had laboured
and prayed. This her express desire has been fulfilled. Her lite
has been in physical weakness, but in spiritual power. Tt was a Itfe
of much prayer, and gave out a sweet fragrance of Christ, which
touched and refreshed others.

This summer increased weakness prevented her going from
home, so she was taken to a hill residence overlooking the beautiful
‘T‘at-chow valley. For a time the change seemed to cause improve-
ment; but towards the end of August she felt that she was not to
be long in this world, and at her desire she was taken back to the
Mission house. There on September 22nd, without a struggle, she
passed into the presence of the King. Only during the previous three
days had there been any considerable increase of illness. During
those last days she said good-bye to her loved ones and fellow-
workers, and sent special messages to some friends. ‘To the last
her mind was bright and clear, and as during her prolonged illness, she
was graciously preserved from acute pain; but her breathing became
difficult and a cough disturbed her rest. The words of Scripture
were constantly on her lips, and she repeated promise after promise
and exhorted her loved ones not to mourn for her, but to follow the
Master faithfuliy to the end. She longed to be with Christ, and
frequently said: ‘‘How long, O Lord, how long. My grace is
sufficient for thee. Victory, victory, through the Blood.’ As she
grew weaker her lips were moving constantly in praver. As a
loved friend who called to see her said good-bye, he expressed the
hope that she would have a quiet night. After he was gone she
said : ‘‘Oh yes, so I shall; I’m going in to see the King.’’ As the
breathing becaine more dithcult she said with a smile: ‘‘ Patience,
patience; it is a long way through the valley, but He is with me.
No shadows yonder, all hght and song.”’

Three of her Bible women pleaded for a last look, and as they
stood weeping she exhorted them to be faithful and preach nothing
but the gospel and not their own words. As they left she point-
ed upwards and said: ‘‘Good-bye till we meet up there. I will
be waiting for you. You will each follow me.” When they left
the room she saw her daughter Rose weeping and said: ‘‘ Dar-
ling, you must not mourn for me when I am gone, but let the joy
of the Lord be your strength.”’ To all she had some message of
encotiragementt.

It was evident to all that the time of departure was at hand, but
instead of sorrdw thete was joy. In her mind there seemed no niis-
sivings. Hager, earnest, joyous hope, without the shadow of a doubt,
filled her heart. She was more like a bride waiting for her expected
bridegroom than a frail woman waiting for death. Death had no
terrors. Its King was conquered. Thus gladly and peacefully she
heared the moment of departure. It came so quietly that she was
gone without a struggle.

A few moments before this the laboured breathing had given
place to what seemed a natural easy sleep. Then the breathing
became gradually slower and ceased; and she was gone. Literally
she fell asleep in Jesus.

_ We laid her body to rest in the gentle slope of the T‘ai-chow
valley, in certain hope of a glorious resurrection.
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Correspondence.
THE TERM OUERSTION.

Zo the Editor of
‘'Trr CHINESE RECORDER.’”’

DEAR Srr: A mintite yet to us
not immaterial point is that
A, (very frequently) are in Wen-
chow identical in sound; so 3@
gH and He J are both read Sing-
zang, making no difference be-
tween the Paraclete and—Con-
fucius ! In many cases it would
be confusing #H and A if the
former wiust be used tor Gad.
‘The thousands of Christians 1n
Wenchow all use [ # and yt
HA (? from Ningpo) tor God, and
ye Ge for the Holy Spirit.

EBpWARD Hun’.
C.£.M@., Wenchow.

DR. RICHARD’S STATISTICS.
Zo the Editor of
(Toe CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DraR Sir: In your August
iscie in a review of ‘‘ China Miss-
ion Statistics’’ by Dr. Timothy
Richard, it is mentioned that
‘(there is an attempt here for
the first time to show how many
prefectures have missionaries at
work there.”’ May J venture to
call your attention to the fact
that throughout the monthly
issues of our magazine, Chzza’s
Millions, for 1902 and 1903, there
was, month by month, a survey
of one province at a time, m
which survey every city, classi-
fied under its prefecture, was
marked so as to show not only
if it had missionaries or not but
also to show what mussionary
societies were labouring there.

Believe me,
Yours faithfully,

MARSHALL BROOMHALL.

“* PROTESTANT ”’ AND ‘SPOMAN
CATHOLIC.’’

Lo the Lditor of
“Tig CHINESE RECORDRER.’’

DRAR Srr: In this month’s
RECORDER there is a letter from
the veteran Dr. Martin suggesting
that we all use the term .$77-iao
for Protestant and XA7zzu-#iao0 for
Roman Catholic. I do not wish
to discuss the question whether‘§ New and ‘‘ Old are suitable
terms tor Catholic and Protestant
or not. I rather desire to poitut
out that Dr. Martin 1s inaccurate
when he says ¥F # is ‘“‘an exact
rendering of Reformed.’’ Every-
one who knows any Chinese
knows that this 1s not so.

In the book of Technical Termes
recently issued by the Educa-
tional Association of China Dr.
Mateer uses fi JF for Pro-
testant and in the CAzzese Weekly
for October 24th Dr. Richard
translates the same word by 7
7c #, Both these terms mean
Re-formed, and either seems to
me preferable to Dr. Martin’s
suggestion.

1 have never heard that the
Roman Catholics had any wish
to use any other name than 7‘zen-
chu. Why should we adopt a
term for their religion which
they would repudiate ¢

Yours sincerely,
JOHN DARROCH.

London.

THE SABBATH.
To the Lditor of
CHINESE RECORDER.?’’

DeAR SIR: May I venture to
express myseli through your
columus on the subject of the
observance of the Sabbath? Dowe
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fully realise all that 1s involved
in our permitting modern me-
thods of life to govern us in
cettain things that have to do
with the honoring of God in His
institutions?

Has the strict observance en-
joined by the Decalogue so chang-
ed in our Christian dispensation
that travel may begin or terminate
on the sacred day and various
secular engagements occupy a
portion of its time fat 2f was in
our power to avoid ? Tl think we
may pause to consider the effect
on two classes by our descending
to the level of convexnteuce from
the high demands of the Sabbatic
law, ou the natives—Christian or
heathen—and on the non-Chris-
tian foreigner. There are, of
course, wzzaveidable conditions
which legitimise certain depar-
tures; even then a sacrifice of
some convenience cati minimise
such invasion of the day of rest
in other’s behalf as in our own.
TUhere is a precious promise in
[saiah lvii. 13 and 14 we fail to
appreciate as fully as we might,
when we forget the words used
in expressing the fourth Com-
mandmens.

Let us literally apply the ninth
verse of the fourth chapter of the
Epistle to the Hebrews, taking in
its marginal emendation; it will
be for our good.

A BROTHER.

praises, prayers, meditations, and
the like into the desé English style
they knew, it was the brothers
Wesley. Read paragraph 6 of
John’s Preface to the Hymn
Book, dated London, 1779. He
challenges for the whole collection
and not only for ‘‘ two-thirds”
of it the character of poetry.
And he sums up his proud chal-
lenge—the pride is perhaps not so
much personal, as family, pride
since he ascribes the greater part
of the collection to his brother’s
pen—with this remarkable claim
on the score of literary merit:
‘‘Tastly I destre men of taste to
judge (these are the only com-
petent judges) whether there be
not in some of the following
hymns the true spirit of poetry
such as cannot be acquired by art
and labour but must be the gift
of nature.’’

Wesley knew what Mr. Hinds
seems to overlook that it is quite
as easy to write obscurely in the
phrase of the market place and
the workshop as it is in that of
the school and the study. It
there are unintelligible Wen-/z
hymns—which goes without say-
ino—there are at least as many
fu-hua hymns that yield no
sense to the patient student.
Such at least is the experience of
an old disciple, who is as anxious
as Mr. H. to ‘‘ sing with the un-
derstanding ’’.

T CC,

‘* COLLOQUIAL PSALMODY.”’
Lo the Lditor of
“Tor CHINESE RECORDER.”

DRAR Sir: Mr. Hinds its not
happy in his selection of John
and Charles Wesiley’s hymns as
an illustration of codfegzzal psalm-
ody. (October RECORDER, page
522).

If ever scholarly Christians
did their best to put Christian

“OnINA MISSION STATISTICS.’
Lo the Lditor of
(“Top CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Str: I have recently re-
ceived a copy of this pamphlet,
issued by the 8S. D. K. under the
direction of Dr. Richard.

Statistics, to be of any use,
should be azxcurate. If inac-
curate they are misleading. Dr.
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Richard calls this attempt ‘‘a
iew facts which we have gather-
eq aa That they are few, indeed,
and very inadequate, a very
cursory examination will prove.
How the facts were gathered |
do not know, neither does Dr.
Richard tell us. I have met
several members of three mmis-
sions in this province, and they
all declare that no request for
information had reached them or
their stations. Such a haphazard
method of getting statistics, with-
out any attempt at collecting
accurate ones from the Missions,
is very reprehensible ; hence thebook jis of no value at all as it
ctands now.

Further, it is very Inaccurate.
Take page 5. The pamphlet
states that the English Methad-
ists have work in Pao-ting-fu,
started in 1860. ‘This is not
true. That Mission has no work
in that prefecture, whereas tt
fas in the Tien-ching-fu, but,
in this latter case, the Mussion
1s omitted.

‘The work of the American
Board Mission in Pao-ting, Pe-
king and T‘ung-chou—a work
of large proportions in every
branch—and of the London Mis-
sion in Peking and ‘Tientsin,
Chao-chou and Chi-chou, are
alike ignored ; that of the M. E.
M. in several prefectures 1s, also,not mentioned. These cover
more than half of the work done
in the province, and yet are not
referred to once. The sphere
of a new mission, like the South
Chihht Mission, which 1s only in
its inception, is referred to on
pages 5 and 7.

| December,

If this 1s a specimen of the way
that the statistics of the other
provinces have been got together,
then itis a farce from beginning
to end, and the whole thing is
worse than wseless, aS no one
can rely on it for any accurate
information, and statistics are ab-
solutely useless unless they are
accurate. In the adjoining pro-
vince of Shantung the exten-
sive and ever growing labours of
the English Methodist, London,
and American Board Missions
are not referred to, and an out-
sider would not know, from this
pamphiet, that such Missions
had an ewistence at all in Shan-
tung.

The annual reports of the
Missions would have supplied the
editor with much useful informa-
tion. Better still, the missionaries
should have been applied to. AS
it 1s, those who buy the pam-
phiet are simply throwing thetr
inoney away, as it contains only
fragmentary and very incomplete
information, oftentimes most imis-
leading and inaccurate.That one of Dr. Richard’s
usual accuracy and thoroughnesschould have allowed such a
scrappy thing to be printed, its
surprising, and we can only trustthat it will be withdrawn from
circulation, or, kept on the Doc-
tor’s desk till he finds time and
leisure to make it full and com-
plete.

Yours sincerely,
MISSIONARY.

Chihli, November 8th, 1904.
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A MISSION PRESS SEXAGENARY,

1844 TO 1904.
It is a poor home where the

birthdays are passed by unnoticed,
and [ am sure that every reader
of the RECORDER would have
been sorry if the sixtieth an-
tiversary of the Presbyterian
Mission Press had been passed
by without some sort of recogni-
tion.

Is there to be found among the
happy home-circle of China mis-
sionaries a genius capable of 1ma-
gining the difference it would
have made to the history of
China mission work had there
been no Presbyteriat Mission
Press? Is it not an institution
to which we have all of us been
indebted as to some dear senior
member of a tamily? Has it not
entered into the work of each
and all with a helpfulness as
unobtrusive as it has been sa-
cred ? The oldest among us can
hardly claim to have a memory
of missions in China dating back.
to 1844, but old and young (not
excepting those who are identii-
ed with flourishing mussion
presses themselves) will be grate-
ful for a reminder, before 1904
closes, to lift up their hearts
unto the Lord in praise and
prayer for blessing received or
atiticipated from the Presbyterian
Mission Press.

This reminder in the tasteful
pamphiet before s—itself a fine
specimen of the printer’s art—1s,
as we might have expected, far
from blatant. Its tone is rather
that of a gentle whisper : SP his
is my sixtieth year. Let us
all rejoice together in our God.”

It contains a full recognition

of the work of the mission
presses throughout China, as
weil as presenting a picturesque
account of its own earlier history
and later developments. Pre-
pared in the midst of labours
more abundant, which only those
on the spot may be able to
estimate, this really charming
booklet, from the pen and camera
of Mr. Gilbert McIntosh, on
behalf of his colleagues, gives us
just what we are glad to know
concerning the history and pre-sent condition of work well
typified by the solid and spacious
building from which the booklet
came—ty pified all the more close-
ly from the fact that the works re-
ferred to possess no smoke-belch-
ing factory chimney, and are
even deficient in any species of
notice-board, except that ofrtiles for the workers in the
press itself.

Started at Macao in 1844, re-
moved to Ningpo in 1860, and
thence to Shanghai a few years
later, the total output from the
press until 1864 is reckoned at
112,000,000 pages; and the total
amount printed between the
years 1894 to 1904, at 590,250,003
pager. ‘These are just two itemsin that section of the booklet
entitled ‘6 Historical Sketch’’.
‘A Walk Through the Works”
follows, well illustrated by pho-
tographs. Then comes ‘‘The
Wider Outlook’, containing
notices of the various presses in
China and general considera-
tions of China’s needs, ending
with the words never to be too
often quoted to ourselves as we
bow before the mercy-seat and
nerve ourselves for fresh enter-
prise : ‘‘ Expect great things of
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God. Attempt great things for
God’’. And surely the informa-
tion and thoughts condensed into
the thirty-two pages of the book-
let before us will be, to all who
procure a copy, a genial and
effective aid to our doing so.

Wma. ARTHUR CORNABY.

The Dragon Flag, 1904. Publish-
ed by the teachers and students of
St. John’s College, Shanghai, China,
We have only words of con-

gratulation to offer to the pub-
lishers of this interesting and ex-
ceedingly well ‘‘ got up’’ volume.
The reader will find full tnforma-
tion as to the various sides of the
work carried on by our friends
at St. John’s College; and this
information 1s presented in such a
fresh and interesting way, made
more interesting and attractive
by the most effective original
‘‘head’’ and ‘‘tail” sketches,
that it loses altogether its too
often ‘‘ catalogical ’’ nature.

The paper has numerous re-
productions of photographs of the
staff, various classes, cadets,
band, and of the College and
school buildings, and of the dif-
ferent athletic teaims. Amongst
the photo-reproductions is one
very interesting picture of one of
the silver medals recently pre-
sented to the 100 best students by
Prince Pu Lun.

A most interesting and amus-
ing part of the volume is that
which is occupied with topical
references and quotations. Space
forbids more than two or three
exatiples.

The best liked book is said to
be ‘‘ The Three Kinedoms’’ and
the most popular historical char-
acter George Washington. ‘The
Persona) Alphabet 1s most amus-
ing—just two letters,

“Pp, young Pay Vung-whay,
with eyes so extremely dreamy

and tender.’’
Vung-whay will appreciate this).
‘“V, tiny Vung-ping, not larger
than a hean’’.

Iiven St. John’s College has
not quite cured the other ‘‘John,”’
John Chinaman,’ of his con-
fusion of the letters ‘‘r’’ and
‘OL’? and * nn.”

Thus we read in “‘ Odds and
Ends’ :—
Dr,— Name me the bones in the

neck.
Ss—y.—The ‘leg ” is made up of three

bones, ‘‘lamely,’’ the femur,
pDr.—. No! Sir. Il want the bones of

your HECK.you want the bones of the
“leg’’ upon which your head
Fests ’? 2

The Dragon Flag concludes
with a ‘‘ literary department,”
in which are some excellent,
presumably original, sketches
which show great promise not
only of factlity over the English
language, but also of imaginative
and creative power.

Certain things in the book,—
The College cheer for example,
stamp the book as that of an Ame-
rican college, and seem a Hittle
Strange to British eyes and ears,
but “‘thotigh their speech bewray

them,’’ we have only words of
congratulation and cheer to the
Dragon flag—may it long wave
to show that the People of the
Dragon are alive and rousing
from their too long sleep.

H. Lu. W. B.

The October number of the
fudeavor, the very interesting
magazine of the Japanese Chris-
tian Endeavor Societies, is an
especially attractive one. There
are eight pages of English read-
ing matter and thirty-two pages
in Japanese. The magazine has
two excellent pictures. One is
of Rev. N. Tamura, vice-presi-
dent of the Japanese United So-

| December,

(Those who know
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ciety of Christian Endeavor and
pastor of a Presbyterian church
in Tokyo. This man has been
called ‘‘the Moody of Japan.”
He is at present traveling in
Europe and America and is
arousing much interest by his
forceful addresses. ‘The second
picture is of the Niwa family of
Samurai rank, three generations
ot Christians. There is mutch
good news of the progress of
Christian Endeavor in Japan and
elsewhere, but with it the an-
nouncement that Mr. Inanuma
who has done faithful work as
general secretary for three years
and a half, has now resigned to
take a pastorate. All friends of
Japan will hope that a successor
may be speedily found to carry
on his work for the extending
and upbuilding of Christian En-
deavor Societies there.

Nying ing Lih, Yiing Z we A
Chinese-English Character-Ronmian-
ized Dictionary of the Ningpo
Dialect. Compiled by Miss Laurence,
C M.S. Printed at the Methody)st
Publishing House, Shanghat.
This is a reprint, though

slightly revised, of a dictionary
first issued by Miss Laurence
twenty years ago. It is the
only dictionary of the kind in
the Ningpo dialect and 1s much
used by the foreigners who speak
the Ningpo and similar dialects.

The dictionary is arranged in
two parts. The first part 1s the
character index. In the second
part we find these characters
with the Romanized sounds and
the most important meanings in
colloquial and English. Neces-
sarily the second part is arranged
according to terminations; but
it is a pity that tn reediting
the book the author should
again have arranged these termi-
nations according to the obsolete
method used in the early Roman-

ized primers instead of the
alphabetical method , which would
greatly facilitate the finding of
words. This re-arrangement
would have taken very little time
and thought on the part of the
author, but would save much
time to the users of the dictionary.

It is a great misfortune to find
somany errors in the book, for
which the author apologizes in
the Preface. Even though there
are over two pages of errata, there
are very many errors not noted
in the ‘‘ Rrrata,” and one finds
errors even among the supposed-
ly corrected ‘‘ Errata.’’ Not-
withstanding these faults the
book is of great value and
should be mn the library of every
missionary in the Chekiang prov-
ince. With it one can get the
sound and wusage of many
characters which could otherwise
be gotten only by the aid of
4 teacher. For several years it
has been very difficult to secure
a copy ot this most helpful
volume, and I am sure many
will be pleased to learn that it
is again on Sale.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Report of the Pyeng-yang Stationof the Korea Mission of the Pres-
byterian Church, U.58. A., for the
year July Ist, 19v3, to June 3oth,
1904, containing & very interesting
map of the work of that Mission in
N. W. Korea, showing stations, etc.
The summary gives 1,104 adult

baptisms for the past year and
1,063 catechumens. A _ school
for the blind has been started
under the direction of the city
churches. Six hundred and ten
men attended the winter train-
ing class and fully 200 others
the special class for business men.
One hundred country classes for
men enrolled 4,500 persons,
including some women. Total
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number of communicants in the in Chinese. Rev. C. A. Stanley,
Pyeng-yang field, 4,703, and D.D., Tientsin.
3,432 catechumens. scott’s Talisman. A very

convenient form of this popular
novel of this great man. Price
2/0. Macmillan & Co., London.

Les Mesadventures De Jean-
Paul Choppart. One of Siep-
mans EKlementary French se-
ries. Macnillan & Co., London.

Picture Arithmetic. Book I.
Macmillan & Co., London. Price
3d. A beautifully illustrated
arithmetic.

William Pitt. By Jord Ma-
caulay. Macmillan & Co., Lon-
don. Price 2/-.

Milton’s Paradise Lost, Book
‘The Wonderful Century, 1800- VI. Papercover. Price 1/-.

1900. By Alfred Russell Wal- The Rime of the Ancient
lace. Translated for the Shans Mariner. Coleridge. Macmillan
Imperial University. Edited by & Co. Price
John Darroch. Diffusion Society, selections from Wordsworth,
182 pages on foreign white paper. preceded by Lowell’s Essay on
English Index of names. Lilus- Wordsworth. Macmillan & Co.
trated. Price 4o cents. For Price 2/-.
sale at the Presbyterian Mission British Songs tor British Boys.
Press and the 8S. D. K. A collection of one hundred na-

China’s Young Men. Noveni- tional songs, designed for the use
ber, 1904. General Committee of bovs in schools and choirs.
Y.M.C. A., Shanghai. Macmillan & Co. Price sixpence.

The Young Men of Japan. Monsieur Pinson. Par Lucien
October 30th, 1904, of the Y. M. Biart. Adapted and edited by
C. A. Union of Japan. Oito Siepmann. Macmillan &

The Term tor God and Spirit Co. Price 2/-.

Books in Preparation.
The following books are in

course of preparation. Friends
engaged in translation or com-
pilation of books are invited to
notify J. Darroch, 9 Seward Road,
Shanghai, of the work they are
engaged on, so that this column
may be kept up to date and
over-lapping prevented :—

S. 2D. A. List -—
Translated by Rev. W. G.

Walshe :~—Growth of the Em-
pire, by Jose ; Citizen Reader, by

Arnold Foster; Life ot a Century,
by EK. Hodder; History of Mo-
dern Peoples, by Barnes; Prayer
and The Prayer.

Translated by Miss Wu:—
Noble Lives.

Transiated by Miss Laura
White -—Christmas in Duitferent
Countries.

By Rev. J. Sadler:—Winners
in Lite’s Race.

Prepared for 5. D. K.:—Anglo-
Chinese Readers and a Chinese
Primer, by Miss Jewel.

Third General Report of the Syen-
chun Station, same Mission, July
1st to July Ist. 1903-1904.
Summary shows 57 grotips with

5,119 adherents. Of this ntm-
ber, 1,265 are baptized and 1,792
are catechumens. The aggregate
attendance at the training classes
for men and women was 1,034
men and 4or1 women. “Total
number of communicants, 1,265,
of which number 310 were add-
ed during the year.
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Conumertial Press Lisk -—
Adam’s European History,

Burnet’s School Zoology, Gray's -
How Plants Grow, Gammon’s
Manual of Drill, Loomis’ Ele-
tnents of Differential and Integral
Calculus. Rev. A.P. Parker, D.D.

A Treatise on Physics. Wut
K wang-kien.

Popular Science Readers.
Elementary Arithmetic.
Le Comtes’ Compend of Geo-

logy.
Winslows’ Principles of Agri-

enulture.
Intermediate Geography, by

H. L. Zia.
Latughlin’s Political Economy.
Hinman’s Helectic Physical

Geography.
Milne’s Plane and Solid Geom-

etry.
Written by Dr. G. Reid for

Commercial Press :-— Compara-
tive Governmeuts, Fundamental
Principles with citations of
Chinese Treaties.

Geographical ’Termsin Chinese,
European Constitutional History
(for Educational Association).

Green’s History of the English
People, translated for the Kiang-
nan Arsenal.

Editorial Comment.

SA a8
L1S¢ o—

Universal History, by Myers.
Twentieth Century Atlas of

Popular Astronomy, by Heath.
Physical Geography. Published

by Keith Johnston, Edinburgh.
Evolution, by Edward Clodd.
History of Russia, by Ram-

baud.
Biographical Dictionary, pub-

lished by Chambers.
History of Commerce in Eu-

rope.Next books of Tokio Nor-
mal School. Translated from
the Japanese :—Arithmetic (two
vols.), Algebra (two vols.)}, Min-
eralogy, Zoology, Physiology,
Physics, Pedagogy, Physiography.

Linperiat

Life of Spurgeon, by Rev. F.
W Baller.

Fundamental Evidences of
Christianity, by Dr. H. C. Du-
Bose.

Catechism of Synoptic Gos-
pels, by Mrs. H. C. DuBose.Sharman’s ‘‘ Studies in the
Life of Christ,’’ by Muss Sarah
Peters.
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Editonal Comment.
THE most notable event dutr-

ing the past tnonth was the
celebration of the seventieth
birthday of H. I. M. the Em-
press-Dowager. The display
of loyalty on the part of the
Chinese in important centres
seems to have been spontane-
ous and tnprecedented. OF
course, the example of foreign-
ers’ loyalty to their country’s
representatives, as evinced by
gay profusion of bunting, ofh-
cial receptions, etc., on nation-

al red-letter days, may have had
an effect on the imitative and
displav-loving Chinese. Yet
the unique and liberal charac-
ter of much of the celebration
would indicate a desire tq be
truly and visibly patriotic.

For several days Shanghai
blossomed out in a brilliant
yellow display, the effective
use of the festive red prevent-
ing any undue jaundiced effect.
Prettily decorated shop fronts,
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THE celebration in some re-
spects was discouraged by the
Empress-Dowager. In declining
certain birthday presents from
several foreign Ministers, she
sent a message by H. Lien
Fang, the senior vice-pres-
ident of the Wai-wu-pu, say-
ing that as she had forbidden
all officials, both in Peking as
well as in the provinces, to
send her birthday presents
(which by precedent they were
bound to do), how much less
could she venture to receive
presents sent her from Ministers
of friendly countries, over whom
she had no control.

> * 7 *K

OTHER phases of the cele-
bration might have been noted,
for instance the distribution of
fifteen thousand suits of special
uniforms to the troops of Ge-
neral Chiang Kuei-ti in Pe-
king, all embroidered with the
popular motto ‘‘ Wan-shou-wu-

artistic floral and electric de-
corations, numerous red-cov-
ered lanterns,and fluttering dra-
gon flags, all bore testimony to
the general desire tor a joyous
and gorgeous celebration. Wu-
chang was not far behind in
the matter of decorations. It
seems that the yellow bunting
in Wuchang was provided by
H. E. Viceroy Chang Chih-
tung, who, finding upon en-
quiry that his loyal citizens of
the provincial capital of Hupeh
possessed no dragon flags to
speak of, ordered no less than
fifteen thousand of them, which
were the day before distributed
to the people residing in the
principal streets of that city.

| December,

chiang” (1 = 9 5B), ‘‘ There
is no limit to the Imperial
longevity.’’ But we would
rather allow our minds to go
backward to the sixtieth cele-
bration, made famous by the
Protestant Christian women al]
over China subscribing for and
presenting a specially printededition ot the New ‘Testa-
ment to the Kinpress-Dowager.
There have been many spec-
ulations during the last few
troubled years as to the welfare
of the book with its solid silver
covers and with its raised goldtitles. Some who think of
the unlikelihood of the Ethio-
pian changing his skin or the
leopard his spots, look upon
the efforts then made as prac-
tically wasted; and we have
been frequently reminded of
the Empress-Dowager’s in-
triguing before and after and
her conduct during the awful
storm of z900. But we feel
sure that the many prayers
that went up for the Empress-
Dowager ten years ago were
not tinheard. We know from
the unperial demand for Bibies
that definite results followed the
presentation of the book that
bore the characters of gold #%
jk Je #8, ‘* Scriptures for the
Salvation of the World,” and
may we not hope for still
greater results.

WE cannot withhold a feel-
ing of admiration as we think
of how this remarkable woman
still dominates the high off-
clals of this great empire. We
cannot but pity her and pray
for her as we try to realise
the burdens and responsibili-
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MISSIONARIES in China will
learn with much satisfaction

ties she carries. The letter
which accompanied the New
Testament ten years ago fre-
ferred to her energy and
wisdom, and mentioned that
the Christians in her empire
constantly and fervently prayed
that Her Highness and all
the members of the Imperial
Household might get possession
of the secret of true happiness
to the individual and pros-
perity to the nation. More than

ever are these prayers heeded,
Kk *K

THE significance and results
of the tragedies of 1900 caused
the name of the Empress-
Dowager to be associated, in
most minds, with feelings of
anger and distrust; the ad-
vances made by her to the
legation and other ladies have
been discounted and looked
askance at; and the signs of
progress emanating from her
have been assigned to ulterior
motives: but in these days of
kindly thoughts on the part
of the Chinese themselves to
this remarkable woman may
we not also emphasize the
apparent good points in her
character and give her credit
for desire to rule aright. A
study of her predecessors’
sweeping actions and drastic
measures. in earlier days of
crisis, the knowledge of her
manner of upbringing, and
the remembrance of her many
limitations may help us to
proportion more accurately the
share of blame and praise to
be accorded her.

that a Life of Dr. Griffith
(Great Faith) John is to be
publisned early next year.
The work will be prepared by
Rev. Richard Lovett, M.A,
who 1s one of the secretaries
of the Religious Tract Society
of London. Mr. Lovett is well
known as a very successful
writer and author, and will
doubtless succeed 1n compiling
a useful and attractive volume.
Certainly he has a subject that
commands the interest and at-
tention of Christians every-
where, and we shall look for-
ward with great pleasure to
the perusal of the book.

Wr have communications
with Northern Manchuria at
last. A letter written from
Liao-yang says: ‘‘ We can still
hear the distant grumbling of
the guns to the north, and oc-
casional streams of wounded are
catried in from the field hos-
pitals. Most of the refugees
have gone home and things
look more normal. On the Em-
peror’s birthday the Japanese
distributed food to the poor.
..... Most of the out-stations
are still not able to hold service.
Some of them have suffered
from the troops billetted on
them—rcdoors and windows be-
ing burned for firewood.”’ Two
hundred subscriptions to Zhe
Chinese Christian Intelligencer
were sent for the Christians in
Liao-yang alone.

In April, 1894, the editor of
the RECORDER sent out some
600 circulars to the mission-
aries in China asking themto
indicate what terms they used
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in Chinese for God and Holy
spirit. As there have been
numerous references to these
fisures we give below an analy-
sis of the 355 replies receiv-
ed: ——

TERMS FOR GOD.

173 used Shang-ti for God.65 ,, shen,
36 = T'ien-chu.
42 both Shang-tt and Shen.3 >8 4, ,, whenand T'en-chu.6s, , ohang-ti and T‘1en-clitt.
3 5, Shang-chu.

22 ,, all these terms.
TERMS FOR HOLY SPIRIT,

179 used Sheng-ling.
147 ,, Sheng-shen.25 ,, both.
This was ten years ago. It

will be observed that at that
time many had ceased to regard

| Decemb er

Shang-tt and Shez as antago-
nistic terms, for 64 (42+ 22)
used both terms, while those
who used one term to the ex-
clusion of the other, were in a
minority, and this munority
was probably considerably
smaller than the figures indt-
cated.

Our readers will hear with
deep regret and heartiest sym-
pathy that the Rev. W. Nel-
son Bitton has been laid aside
through an attack of typhoid
fever. There will, consequent-
ly, be a delay in the publication
of the statistical returns of tnis-
sjon work in China referred to
in our editorial comments last
month.

Missionary News.
Statistics of the L. M. S. 1n

Chihli for last Year.
Number of out-stations, 118.

,, native preachers, 50.33

,, colporteurs and Bible-33

women, 37.
Church members, 2,064. Increase

during the year, 203.
Number of adherents, 5,738.

,, Chapels, 125.»3

»» In station classes, 298
men and 258 women.

of boys’ boarding-schools,73

4 with 68 pupils.
;, girls’ boarding-schools,3? >

2 with 49 pupils.
boys day-schools, 363 3 >?

with 429 pupils.
girls’ day-schools, 3a3 >>

with 35 pupils.
Contributed by uatives, Tls.

2,144.

At a recent meeting held in
the London Mission station at
Hstao-chang, Chihli, there were
representatives of the American
Board Mission in Pao-ting-fu
and Shantung, three stations of
the London Mission, and one
from the China Inland Mission.
The object was to reorganise the
union formed some years ago for
the purpose of defining bounda-
ries and arriving at a common
system of church government,
as, also, to guard against possible
troubles arising from persons
wishing to quit one mission and
join another in the same region
from tuworthy motives. These
missions, combined, are working
in about fifty counties tn the south
of Chihli and the counties adjoin-
ing in the province of Shantung.
The meetings were harmonious
and helpful and the dangers of
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Missionary News.

overlapping were averted.
time has fully come when mission-
aries should thus meet; as the
nutber of the missionaries is ever
on the increase, expansion 1S a
daily occurrence; new missions
are entering the held, and a com-
mon method of working has be-
come an absolute necessity. In
this part of Chihli and Shantung
all missions work in cotnpiete un-
derstanding and mutual helpful-
ness, and it is emimently desirable
that a similar thing should be
arranged elsewhere.

Canton Medical College.
THE OPENING CEREMONIES.

If the pioneers of medical
mission work in South China can,
from the vantage ground of the
celestial state, take an intelligent
interest in the progress of Christ’s
kingdom on earth, surely there
was joy in the presence of the
angels of God on Wednesday,
November 2nd. On that date
the new medical college erected
by the Canton Medical Mission-
ary Society was formally opened.
To those acquainted with the
history of Christian missions in
China it is hardly necessary to
say that this new advance is the
friit of the consecrated labours
of Drs. P. Parker, J. G. Kerr and
J. M. Swan, who have succeeded
each other as superintendents of
the Society’s hospital during the
past sixty years.

The opening ceremonies were
divided : Chinese function taking
place in the afternoon, while the
foreign community gathered in
the eveuing. This arrangement
was rendered necessary, as seating
accommodation was inadequate
for the united gathering.

The new building is three-
storeyed, and is situated on the
river shore almost in front of the

superintendent's residetice, and
thus in close proximity to the
hospital. The valuable site was
given by the Chinese government.
The college is strongly and neat-
ly built of red brick, with ve-
randahs surrounding each storey.
An observatory crowns the top
(a gift from the Parsee commu-
nity in Canton), which commands
one of the most extensive views
of the city obtainable. The money
for the erection of this plant has
come from varied sources, re-
presentatives of many national-
ities contributing, but it is surely
gratifying that the committee
can record the tact that the larger
half of the cost has been borne
by the Chinese themselves. This
speaks louder than any words
can do the appreciation of medical
missionary work by the Chinese.

At the Chinese ceremony the
American Consul-General, Mr. F.
B. Cheshire, presided, and a large
number of officials and represent-
ative Chinese were present. The
Governor of the province, the
Namhoi magistrate, the Tartar-
General and a_ representative
from the Viceroy were there to
show their sympathy with the
institution. In replying to Mr.
Cheshire’s address of welcome
one of the officials said that the
work if connection with the
Medical Missionary Society’s
hospital had done more than any-
thing else to remove prejudice
and cement the goodwill which
now united the representatives
of foreign nations with the Chi-
nese in Canton. Revs. Dr. Noyes
and Dr. Simmons addressed the
gathering as men intimately
acquainted with the history of
medical missions in Canton, while
Rev. C. Bone spoke of the
advantages that would springfrom the institution. The pupils
from the True Light Seminary for
women contributed sweet music.
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The evening meeting was pre-
sided over by H. B. M. Consul-
General, Mr. Campbell, and was
well attended by the foreign
community. Dr. Graves, the
senior missionary in Canton, who
had just returned from furlough
in U. S., in the name of the
Society, of which he is chairman,
welcomed the visitors. Addresses
were also given by Dr. H. V.
Noyes, W. J. Anderson, M.D.,
Rey. R. KE. Chambers, Mr. B. A.
Stanton, treasurer, and A. An-
derson, M.D., who has been
appointed superintendent of the
College.

Dr. Noyes, 1n the opening ad-
dress, traced the inception of the
present effort back through the
histories of the noble, self-effacing
pioneers, Drs. Parker and Kerr,and back further still to the
example of the Saviour, in whose
footsteps they had followed, whowent about doing good and
healing allthat were oppressed of
the devil’’. Dr. W. J. Anderson,
of the Wesleyan hospital at Fat-
shan, viewed the institution from
the point of view oi the Christian
medical man, while Mr. Cham-
bers had as the key-note for his
remarks, ‘Other men laboured
and ye are entered mto their
labours’’, at the same time not
forgetting to give the honor due
to Dr. Swan, under whose efforts
the College has evolved from the
ideal into the solid up-to-date
institution which we have to-
day.

Thirteen students have enroll-
ed their names, and work will
begin immediately. Dr. A. Anr-
derson will give bis whole time
to tttition, while Drs. Swan and
Todd will give such help as is
possible in view of the fact that
the hospital work already claims
most of their time and strength.
The practice the students will be
able to get at the hospital in all

| December,

sorts of cases will be an invaln-
able part of their training.

Enjoyable musical items were
interspersed between the ad-
dresses, and the meeting closed
with prayer led by Dr. Graves.

We all pray ‘* God bless the
Canton Medical College.’’

Gro. H. McNEuR.

Canton, November oth.

Other Notable Openings.
Yen Building, St. John’s College.

This new block of three lofty
storeys was opened on Saturday,
October rst.

The first storey 1s almost en-
tirely taken up by the large hallknown as the Alumni Hall.
There are quarters for the for-
eign professors and masters on
each side opening on to a spaci-ous verandah. The third floor
also contains masters’ quarters,
and very comfortable suites of
rooms they seetfn.

Addresses were delivered by
Rev. F. L. Hawks Pott, D.D.
(President of the College), Prof.
W. W. Yen, B.A. (son of the
late Rev. YY. K. Yen, in whose
memory the building is erected);Mr. H. De Gray, Rev. P. N.
Tsu, and R. W. Little, Esq.

In the course of his address Dr.
Pott said that some people living
in Shanghai were not optimistic
about China, but when it was
considered that within ten years
no less than three new buildings
had been erected at St. John’s
Coliege in answer to the increas-
ed demand for enlightened educa-
tion, it had to be admitted that
great changes had come over the
minds of the people of China and
that they were deeply realising
their need. The first of the three
buildings mentioned was the pre-
paratory department, opened in
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1895. The second was the
science hall, erected and tormally
opened in 1899. Now, about five
years later, they had assembled
to open yet another building.

In giving an account of how
the butldimge came to be erected
Dr. Pott referred to gifts from the
Hon. Seth Low (after whom the
library is called), and spoke high-
ly of the efforts of the alumni
of the College. Instead of the
$5,000 gold asked for, the alumni
secured a sum amounting to
$8,000 (gold). This amount was
not contributed by the alumni
entirely ; they went to their friends
and ofhcials throughout the
empire. Each of the members
of the Association gave himself
and persuaded his friends to give,
and the list of contributors con-
tained the names of men known
throughout China, such as Chang
Chih-tung, Admiral Sah, and
many others. In recognition of
this the present. commodaious hallwas to be called Alumni Hall
and would for all time commemo-
rate the generosity of the alumni
of 1901 totheir elma mater. The
rest of the money was raised in
the United States.

New Hospital, £ao-ting-fu.
The new hospital, Pao-ting-fu,

in the American Presbyterian
Mission compound, was formerly
opened on Tuesday, 4th October.
The general exercises in the
chapel were followed by an 1n-
spection of the new buildings,
and feasts provided for the ofh-
clals, resident foreigners, and
about a hundred of the leading
men of the city. Nearly all of
the superior officials, civil and
military, were present in the cha-
pel. Tao Tai-ch‘ien, the Chinese
Director of the University, offer-
ed a short address of congratula-
tion and appreciation. A small

honorary gateway with a tablet
had already been erected by Chi-nese contributors. The tablet
reads 4 72 Be Be (In Memory of
Dr. Taylor Hospital). Of the
sum used in building and equip-
ping this fine hospital plant,
3,500 gold dollars were given by
Dr. Taylor’s classmates of Prince-
ton University, of which Mr.
Charles Denby, of Tientsin, is a
mem ber. The wards were given
by E. B. Sturges, of Scranton,
Pa., and the hospital equipment
by Dr. B. C. Atterbury.

ot. Luke’s tlospital, Hongkew.
A large assembly of friends

and well-wishers of St. Luke’s
Hospital were present at the
formal opening ceremony which
took place October 26th, at 4
o’ clock p.m.

The inspection showed there
are six large rooms and fourteen
smaller ones, containing alto-
gether one hundred beds. The
two operating rooms are fairly
large, and are fitted with the
most modern appliances recently
received from the United States
and England. Adjoining the
hospital there is also a new build-
ing for the medical school. The
native staff of the hospital con-
sists at present of six trained
nurses and a house surgeon and
physician, both otf whom are
graduates of the medical depart-
ment of St. John’s College, Jess-
field. ‘There is also a superin-
tendent of the nurses.

Dr. Hawks Pott presided at
the Literary Exercises, and short
and appropriate addresses were
given by Dr. Boone (whose name
will always be inseparably con-
nected with the hospital), Dr.
Park, Dr. Reid, and in Chmeseby Dr Timothy Richard.
Among the audience were Mr.
Wang, the Shanghai Hsien ma-
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to take a keen interest in every-
thing connected with the hospital
that was brought to his notice.

His Worship appeared
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AT, £. M. New Chapel, Tientsin.
The Methodist Episcopal Mis-

sion has just completed a
new chapel, school-house, and
dispensary, to replace those de-
stroyed during the Boxer rising
in 1900. ‘The site 1S situated in-
side the old West Gate, on the
south side of the street, and is
upon the satne ground as the
building erected in 1895.

At the rear a large room 15
in use as ati elementary school.
There is also a dispensary and
women's quarters, ‘This has been
fitted typ in a most perfect manner
and includes besides the dispen-
sary the audience room and ex-
amination room. The lady doctor
attends twice a day and admiuis-
ters to the wants of the poor sick.

C, E. Notes.
A FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATION.
The following paragraph by

Protessor Amos R. Wells, editor
of the Civtsttan Endeavor World,
will make clear how the Chris-
tian Endeavor Society can fit in
to the work of any church in any
place, and with unending minor
modifications yet retain an essen-
tial unity of purpose and result.
No hard and fast organization;
centering in itself, could ever
have attained the widespread
usefulness which has resulted
trom the organization of Chris-
tian Endeavor Societies. But just
because it represents a ‘' move-
ment’ toward a religious ideal
rather than merely a new societyit will commend itself wherever
its ideal is cherished. Professor
Wells says ~~

‘“Every one who makes use of
the Christian Endeavor Society
should understand bow flexible
are its plans. The entire control
of each society is in the hands of
the local church and pastor, sub-
ject to the government of the
denomination. The United So-
clety of Christian Endeavor, to
be sttre, recommends a form of
pledge, but it may be entirely
changed by any church that
desires to change it. It need
not even be called a pledge at all,
but may, if any prefer, be called
a ‘declaration ” ora ‘‘ purpose.’’
Lhe United Society in the same
way sends out a ‘‘ Model Con-
stitution,’’ which may be chang-
ed in any particular or all
particulars until it conforms
precisely to local needs. The
United Society acts as a bureau
of information, and gives wide
publicity to all the good ways
of working it can discover: but
these various methods are to be
adopted or rejected according to
the needs of the local church.
In fine, the Christian Endeavor
society, while enjoying all the
benenhts that can flow toward it
from the societies of other
churches and denominations and
countries, 1s to be just what the
local church thinks it best for it
to be, in order most fully to fill
its place in that church.

Lhe Secret of a Good Prayer
Meeting.

Plan, pray, work to have a
good prayer meeting if you would
have a good society this year.
You cannot have it otherwise.

And you can have such a
prayer meeting. Here is the
secret, the human side of the
secret : God will take care of His
side of it: See that every active
member takes his part.

This is the secret of a good
prayer meeting that Christian
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Endeavor: came to reveal to the
churches twenty-three years ago.

It is just as true a recipe for a
good meeting now as it was then:
see that every active member takes
his part in prayer, testimony, in
Scripture or other recitation.

There is nothing recondite,
mystical, incomprehensible about
this human side of a good prayer
meeting; it is all contained in
this one sentence : See that every
active member takes his part sin-
cercly and tutelligently. I have
added two words. ldo not mean
glibly, eloquently, fluently. None
of these qualities are necessary.
The active member mnay take his
part haltingly, stumblingly, un-

grammatically ; little matte: this
if he does it sincerely, intelligent-
ly knowing and meaning what
he says.

President, officers, execu ive
committee, especially prayer
meeting committee, bend all your
energies to this point if you
would have a good meeting.
Enforce the pledge, live up to it
yourselves, do your best to see
that cvery active memeber takes his
part in cach meeting sincerely
and witeliigently ; and your pray-
er meeting, the furnace of your
society, will warm and quicken
all its activities.

Francis B. CLARE.

Missionary Journal.
BIRTHS,

AT Kia-ting, September 25th, the wife
of Dr, CHAS, W. SERVICH, C. P. M.,
oi a daughter.

AY Mien-juh, Szch‘wan, October 4th,
the wife of Rey. Dr. Squisas, C. M.
S., of a daughter, Amy Ellen
Aylward,

AT Nashville, Tenn, U. S. A., October
7th, the wife of Rev. W. B. NANCE,
M. EB. S. M., Soochow, of a son,
Dana Wilson.

AT Wei-hsien, Gctober 17th, the wife
of Rev. B. W. BurT, M.A., E. B. M.,
of a daughter.

AT Shanghai, November 2nd, the wife
of D. WILLARD Lyon, Y, M. CA,
of a son, Laurence Leslie.

AT T‘ung-cluiwan, Szchtwan, Novem-
ber 6th, the wife of ISAAc MASON,F.F. ML of a daughter, Ruth
Evelyn.

At Huang-chow, Hupeh, November
16th, the wife of Rev. S. TANNK-
vis’, S. M. S., of a daughter, Anna
Margareta Elisabet.

MARRIAGES.
AT Chen-tu, October 27th, Mr. J. H.

EPGAR and Miss Liv TRUDINGER,
both of C. [. M.

AT Hongkong, November 11th, Rev.
F. CHILD, C, M. $., Kwei-lin, and

ALICE BEATRICE, youngest daughter
of the late Foster M. Sutton, of
Fakenham Hall, Suffolk, England.

AT Hankow, November 12th, W. H.
HIOCKMAN and Mrs. W. B. Moszs,{(’ I. M.

AT Shanghai, November 23rd, C. A.
BUNTING and Miss H. BANCE; Mr.
F, TRAUB and Miss E. BRUNNSCEH-
WEILER, ©. I. M.

DEATHS.
AT Glencliff, near Nashville, Tenn.,

U.S. A., August 4th, LEWIs JAMES,
second son of Rey. and Mrs. W.
B. Nance, Mi. BE. S. M., Soochow.

AT Stang-yang, Hupeh, October 7th,
Mr. GUNNAR ARNELL, ©. A. M.,
aged 21 years.

AT Syen-chyun, Korea, October 17th,
JOSEPH ALLEN, ouly child of Rev,
and Mrs. C, BF. Kearns, A. P. M.

AT Kan-chow-fu, October 29th, JOHN
W, Craic, C. I, M., of dysentery.

At Chefoo, October 31st, Mrs. H. f.
Anfy, C. I. M., of typhoid fever,

AT Chi-ning-chow, of dysentery,
ALICK, only child of Rev. and Mrs.
T. L. Blalock, G. M., aged 1 year,
6 months, 18 days.

AT Wu-chow, November 6th, Miss F.
H. CAMPBELI, C. and M. A., aged
43 years.
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AT SHANGHAI ‘—

September 25th, Mr, and Mrs, LAn-
DAHL (ret.) and Miss LEE, for H. 5.
M., Tai-ping-tien.

October 23rd, Miss Ruta E. Linp-
BERG, for C. and M. A.

October 29th, Misses FE. J. Dous-
LASS-HAMILTON, G, A. COLE, M. L.
HARMAN, A. REHNBERG, A. R. DAR-
LING, A. M. LOVELESS, A. R. ALLEN,
A. M. Hocxkine, H. M. SCORER, UL.
CLARKE, C. ARGENTO, K, ANDERSON,
and L.. M. Ny Lin, also Miss I. W.
Ramsay. Mrs. W. B. MOSES and Miss
H. Bance (ret.), for C. I. M.

November toth, Mr. and Mrs. Ay-
LEN N, CAMERON (ret.), Miss GRACE
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs, H. HUNTSMAN,
for Hankow (uncon.); Rev. and Mrs.
BE. W. Evuis, A. B.C. F. M., Pang-
chwang ; Rev. C. F. KUPFER, wife and
child (ret.), M. BE. M., Kiukiang ;
Rev, W. M. Haves, wife and child,
and Miss C. E. Hawes (ret.}, A. P. M,,
Wei-hsien; Rev. W. C. LONGDEN and
family (ret.}, M.E.M., Chinkiang ; Dr.
and Mrs. C. F. ENSIGN, for M. EB. M..,
Nerth China; Rev. and Mrs. A. f.
Fercuw and Rey. H. E. Voss, for U.
E. C. M., Chang-sha; Rev. and Mrs.
W. A. MATHER (ret.), A. P. M.,
Pao-ting-fu.

November 13th, Miss D. M. Hun-
NVRUN, from England for C.I.M.;
WM. A.STEMMERICH, for C. and M.A.,;
Rev. H. H. Tavrnor, Misses KE.
KEMPSON, FE. D. MARTENS, and A. J.
EDWARDS, for C. M.&., West China:
Miss D, C. Joyvn7T {ret.}, C. M. S.,
Hangchow.

November 18th, Rev. and Mrs. J. V.
LATIMER, for A. B. M. U., Huchow;
Rey. RANDALL $8. CAPER, Rev. J. H.
GIFFIN and wife, for A. B. M. U.:
Miss Mary M. THomas, M. BF. M.,
Hing-hua; Rev. A, EH, Mowat? and
wife, for C. P. M.

November 19th, Miss M. MurRAY
(ret.) from England, and Dr. Mary
NEWELL, from America, C. I. M.; Rev.
J. A. JOHANSEN (ret.), M. EB. M.,
Chungking; Misses Lena M. DUN-
FIELD and H. HAmMBLeEY, for
C MM. M.

November 24th, Revs. VINCENT
JOHNSON and JAMES WEBSTER, for
W, M. S., Hankow: Rev. THOS. W.

for W. M.S., Canton; Rev,
H. CASTLE, Rev. f. E. DENHAM, Mr.
PAUL |. KING, Miss M. M. CLARKE,
and Dr. H. N, CHuRCHILL, all for
C, M.S.

November 27th, Rev. F. OHILINGER
(ret.), M. FE. M.; Rev. A. FAGERHOLM
(ret.), S. M.S., I-chang; Mr. H. B.
Nrsiock, tor Chefoo Industrial Mis-
sion; Misses MARGARITE BODE and
NIARIA MULLER, for Berlin Mission.
AT YOKOHAMA ‘-—

For Tientsin, October 20th, Rev.
Horack W. Hounpinc (ret.), Mr.
and Mrs. B,. BERNSTEN and two
children, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. C.
EBELING, Mr. and Mrs, A. C. GRIMES,
Messrs. DONALD CAMPBELL, PAUI,
(FRISLER, KarRL GORDON, ALFRED
GELSETH, JOHN L. Mor, Avucust
REINHARD and EGBERT STEWART;
Misses ELLEN E. A. ARMOUR, COR-
DELIA BROWN, AMY E. BROWN (ret.),
Lypia CONNAUGHYTY, LouUISsE GLASS,
(FERTRUDE GREENE, SARAH V, HAAS,
ALICE M. KIMMEL, MARTHA LAUGHS
LIN, DRUSIR MALoTr, ELIZABETHREA, PaunA L. MARGARET
WARKENTIN, Mesdames M. T. Hub-
BARD, L. D. MARSTON, E. FE. OSBORNE,
all for South Chibli Mission.
At HONGKONG t=

November goth, Miss Arice B. Su*-
TON, for C. M. S.

November 22nd, Dr. and Mrs. Hor-
DER, Misses BEAUCHAMP andHAVERS,
for C. M.S., South China: Rey. and
Mrs. F. E. Bhanp, Misses C. J. LAM-
BERT, FE. M. Scorr, and C, N. Tay-
LOR, for C. M. S., Fukien,

DEPARTURES.

FROM SHANGHAI ‘=
October 22nd, Miss M. Krne, C, I.

M., to America,
November 2nd, Rev. W. M, Camer-

oN, S&S. D. K.; Rev. R. BE. MacLean
and family, M. BE. M., for U.S. A.

November sth, Mrs. C. EF. MonLaAnp
and 4 children, F.C. M.3., for Eng-
land.

November 23rd, Rev. J. MURRAY
and daughter, Mrs. W. B. HAMILTON
and daughter, A. P. M., Chi-nan-fu ;
Rev. F. B. BROWN, wife 2 children,
C, and M. A., Chang-te-fuh, for
U. », Ay


